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Welcome Message from the iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2021 General and
Conference Chairs
From 2017, the Symposium on Natural Language Processing (SNLP2018) has been broadened to
cover the topics of Artificial Intelligence in addition to natural language processing. Its name has
been changed to the Joint International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language
Processing series (iSAI-NLP). The first meeting was held in 1993 by Chulalongkorn University
in Bangkok, Thailand. The following conferences were held by Kasetsart University in Bangkok
(1995), Asian Institute of Technology in Phuket (1997), King Mongkut’s University of Technology
Thonburi in Chiang Mai (2000), SIIT, Thammasat University in Hua Hin (2002), Chulalongkorn
University in Chiang Rai (2005), Kasetsart University in Pattaya (2007), Dhurakij Pundit University in Bangkok (2009), King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang in Bangkok (2011),
SIIT in Phuket (2013), Thammasat University in Ayutthaya (2016), King Mongkut’s University of
Technology Thonburi and Rangsit University in Hua Hin (2017), Mahidol University in Pattaya
(2018), Muban Chombueng Rajabhat University and Chiang Mai University in Chiang Mai (2019),
NECTEC via online (2020) and Phranakhon Si Ayutthaya Rajabhat University via online (2021).
Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things (AIoT) is a long-running collaboration between Tokyo Institute of Technology, Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology of Thammasat University, Kasetsart University, and the National Science and Technology Development Agency,
Thailand. The collaboration includes a program of study under the virtual institute namely Thailand Advanced Institute of Science and Technology and Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
(TAIST- Tokyo Tech), research collaboration, conferences, and related academic activities. The
3rd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things is held at this event.
This year, the iSAI-NLP 2022 is jointly organized with the AIoT 2022, contributing to iSAI-NLPAIoT 2022 hosted by Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna with great support from the
Artificial Intelligence Association of Thailand (AIAT). This conference is organized in a hybrid form
after two years affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The aim of iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022 is to promote
artificial intelligence research in the seven main topics: (1) natural language processing, (2) robotics/
IoT/ embedded system, (3) data analytics and machine learning, and (4) signal, image and speech
processing (5) Smart Energy Industrial Technology (6) AIOT design and applications and (7) Management Technology. In addition, we are also pleased to have a joint event with another conference,
the 5th International Conference on Culture Technology. We are indebted to the keynote speakers,
the invited speakers, the presenters, the reviewers, and the organizing team for their contributions.

The iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022 General and Conference Co-Chairs
Thepchai Supnithi (National Electronics and Computer Technology Center, Thailand)
Mahasak Ketcham (IEEE SMC Thailand)
Thanaruk Theeramunkong (SIIT, Thammasat University, Thailand)
Tsuyoshi Isshiki, (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)
Pisit Wimonthanasit, (Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna, Thailand)

Welcome Message from General Co-Chairs
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we are pleased to announce that The 17th International Joint
Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing (iSAI-NLP 2022) and The
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things (AIoT 2022) will be held in
Chiang Mai, Thailand from November 5 – 7, 2022. The conference is partnered and organized by many
universities; Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna, Chiangmai University, Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology, Thammasat University, Mahidol University, Kasetsart University, Artificial Intelligence Association of Thailand, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo Tech Annex Bangkok and National Electronics and Computer Technology Center. The objective of the conference is to
facilitate technology and knowledge exchange among international researchers/scholars in the field of
artificial intelligence and natural language processing, by covering a broad range of research topics in
machine learning, smart internet, data science with health care applications, AI and languages. It also
aims to bring together the community of Southeast Asian Countries’ researchers interested in these areas.
This year, iSAI-NLP 2022 has scheduled three keynote speeches related to Advances IoT, Energy planning, Audio/Speech Information Hiding and two workshops on NLP R&D and AI R&D. In addition,
I would like to express my gratitude to the Organizing Committee, the Co-Chairs, Keynote Speakers,
reviewers, authors, participants, other contributors and many more. Thank you for all your support and
hard work since day one. Thank you all for making this event possible and successful. Last but not least,
The Organizing Committee wishes to extend its deepest appreciation to IEEE Thailand Section and IEEE
System, Man and Cybernetics Chapter (Thailand). Your contribution to iSAI-NLP 2022 is essential to
its success. I also congratulate and wish success to all participants for their dedication and participation.

Thank you.

The General Co-Chair
Jutturit Thongpron (Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna, Thailand)

Welcome Message from the ICCT 2022 Conference Chair
It is my great honor and pleasure to host ICCT2022 in the beautiful city of Chiang Mai, Thailand. In
particular, I am incredibly grateful to be co-hosted with Thailand’s renowned international conference, iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022. First, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Chairman Depchai
Supnithi and the officials of the Artificial Intelligence Association of Thailand (AIAT) and Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna (RMUTL) for willingly consenting to the co-hosting and for
their heartflelt assistance in organizing the conference. This conference will be a significant event for
us. It will be an opportunity to make a fresh start and leap through a long dark tunnel due to the corona pandemic for over two years. In addition, in the era of the metaverse blooming on infrastructure
based on mobile internet and hyper- connectivity, co-hosting a conference with AIAT association will
be the best example of convergence in the era of the 4th industrial revolution. The theme of this conference is “Digital Worlds and Metaverse”. It will be a place to discuss a future where cutting-edge
technologies such as artificial intelligence, block-chain, and big data combine to create interactions
and infinite business models that cross the boundaries of virtual and reality. Many excellent papers
have been submitted from many countries, and I sincerely hope that open discussion and networking
among researchers will occur at this joint conference. Would you please enjoy the joint conference
and all our events, sharing wonderful days of good memories in Chiang-mai Thank you very much.

The ICCT 2022 Conference Chair
Tae Soo Yun (IACST)
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Keynote Speakers

iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022 Keynote Speakers

Masakazu Urade
SOCIONEXT Inc., Japan

RF-CMOS Technology Advances IoT
Abstract Recently, the number of IoT devices are increased, which adapted narrow band wireless technologies such as BLE, LPWA and so on. These intelligent IoT device has RF wireless technologies to communicate to other system, and the digital circuit technologies with
low power consumption. We will introduce Socionext’s RF-CMOS technology to address
these requirements. And as an example, we will explain out active tag solution, “ZETag”.
Keywords IoT; RF-CMOS; Wireless
Biography Masakazu Urade had been working at embedded software for LSIs and many products
in Panasonic. He has experiences worked with Microsoft to develop OS for Panasonic 32-bit CPU,
later on worked with China Academy of Science to develop embedded linux for Panasonic 32-bit
CPU. Now, he is Deputy Director, Connected Solution Team, IoT & Radar sensing BU, Socionext
Inc. and also Director, ZETA alliance Japan. Currently his mission is business development of IoT
& Radar sensing LSI. Especially he is interested in Narrow band IoT device., ZETA alliance Japan.

iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022 Keynote Speakers

Chalie Charoenlarpnopparut
Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology,
Thammasat University, Thailand
Planning the Future of Thai Electricity Generation and Smart Grid Development
Abstract Since 2007, Thailand electricity generation planning has been overwhelming with flaws
and prediction errors. Until this moment, there is still no clear direction on how it can meet the
international commitment to reduce CO2 footprint by 20-40% in 2030 and becoming a CO2-neutral country by 2050. With the rising price of electricity, Thai government still struggles deeply
by subsidizing electric bills for the poor and keep solving the problem on the superficial basis.
In this presentation, Thailand electricity generation planning problem will be analyzed to the
structure level. The research result for future of Thailand electricity plan to meet the decarbonization target will be explained with immediate action recommendation. It has been discovered
that more than 250 GW of solar power capacity and 50 GW of grid energy storage would be required in 2050 to meet the CO2 target. The problems of high-level renewable generation integration to the grid and perhaps new energy market model are needed to be studied. Finally, other
related future research topics will be proposed to challenge the audiences and call for participation.
Keywords Energy planning; Power Development Plan; Smart Grid; Carbon Neutrality
Biography Dr. Chalie Charoenlarpnopparut is Associate Professor at School of Information, Computer, and Communication Technology (ICT), Thammasat University, Thailand. He graduated the bachelor degree (1st Class Honor) in Electrical Engineering, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand, the master degree in Electrical
Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA as well as the doctor degree. Now he is a Vice-Rector for Academic Affairs at Thammasat University, Thailand.

iSAI-NLP-AIoT 2022 Keynote Speakers

Masashi Unoki
School of Information Science, JAIST, Japan
Audio/Speech Information Hiding based on Human Auditory Characteristics
Abstract Audio information hiding (AIH) has recently been focused on as a state-of-the-art technique en- abling copyrights to be protected and defended against attacks and tampering of audio/
speech content. This technique has aimed at embedding codes as watermarks to protect copyrights
in audio/speech content, which are inaudible to and inseparable by users, and at detecting embed- ded codes from watermarked signals. It has also aimed at verifying whether it can robustly
detect embedded codes from watermarked signals (robust or fragile), whether it can blindly detect em- bedded codes from watermarked signals (blind or non-blind), whether it can completely
restore watermarked signals to the originals by removing embedded codes from them (reversible
or irre- versible), and whether it can be secure against the publicity of algorithms employed in
public or private methods. AIH methods, therefore, must satisfy some of the five following requirements to provide a useful and reliable form of watermarking: (a) inaudibility (inaudible to
humans with no sound distortion caused by the embedded data), (b) robustness (not affected when
subjected to techniques such as data compression and malicious attacks), (c) blind detectability
(high possibil- ity of detecting the embedded data without using the original or reference signal),
(d) confiden- tiality (secure and undetectable concealment of embedded data), and (e) reversibility
(removable embedded data from the watermarked signal and/or enable watermarking to be re-edited). In this talk, historical and typical AIH methods (including speech information hiding) are
introduced and pointed out drawbacks. Then our proposed methods based on human auditory characteristics (cochlear delay, adaptive phase modulation, singular spectrum analysis with psychoacoustic model, formant enhancement, spread-spectrum with LP residue) are introduced. In addition,
cur- rent research issues such as speech spoofing and deepfake detection will also be introduced.
Keywords Audio/speech, Speech Spoofing, Deep Fake Detection

Biography Masashi Unoki received his M.S. and Ph.D. in Information Science from the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST) in 1996 and 1999. His main research interests are in auditory motivated signal processing and the modeling of auditory systems. He was a Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) research fellow from
1998 to 2001. He was associated with the ATR Human Information Processing Laboratories
as a visiting researcher from 1999-2000, and he was a visiting research associate at the Centre for the Neural Basis of Hearing (CNBH) in the Department of Physiology at the University of Cambridge from 2000 to 2001. He has been on the faculty of the School of Information
Science at JAIST since 2001 and a full professor. Now, he is a Dean of School of Information Science, JAIST. Currently, he is an associate editor of Applied Acoustics and IEICE Fellow.

ICCT 2022 Keynote Speakers

Kwangyun Wohn
Professor Emeritus of KAIST, South Korea
From Cave Paintings to Metaverse
Abstract According to historian Yuval Harari, technological developments will inevitably lead to
a social phenomenon in which the physical reality weakens while the fictitious reality becomes
stronger. If this is the case, one day, the era of the metaverse in which the real world and the virtual
world are difficult to distinguish, indistinguishable, and the distinction is meaningless will open.
If the mixing of the real world and the virtual world is called the metaverse, it can be said
that the attempt to create the metaverse has started with the beginning of mankind. The
cave paintings, which are a few prehistoric relics/relics today, are probably the oldest traces of the metaverse, and Venus of Willendorf may also be regarded as the oldest 3D avatar.
In this presentation, we will briefly introduce the development of the metaverse in the context of
human history, will present a conceptual model of VR that is the most essential for realizing the
metaverse, and will define the metaverse as a new (digital) medium, and discuss its feasibility.

Biography Kwangyun Wohn is an honorary professor of KAIST, Korean and served as a Chairperson of Na- tional Research Council of Science and Technology (NST in short). NST is the
governing organiza- tion that oversees the 25 major national research institutes, including KIST,
ETRI, and KAERI. Before he accepted the Chairship of NST, he has been at KAIST as professor for 27 years. He started his professional career at Agency of Defense Development in
Korea. Having completed the master’s and Ph.D. studies at University of Wisconsin and University of Mary-land, respectively, he had been with Harvard University (USA) as Lecturer, and
with University of Pennsylvania (USA) as As- sistant Professor. Having returned back to his
home country, Ko-rea, he had been with Computer Science Department for fifteen years, and
founded a new grad-uate school, Graduate School of Culture Technology (GSCT) in 2005, and
served as Dean. Hav-ing retired from KIAST, he still holds the Professor Emeritus of KAIST.
Major activities and accomplishments include: Director of Virtual Reality Research Center which is a national cen-ter of research excellence, Founding President of Korean Society
of Human-Computer Interac-tion (HCI), Founding President of Korean Society of Performing Art, and Editorial Board of British Computer Society. While his research interests span a
broad range of the intersection between art and science – from theoretical aspects to practicalities – he focuses his research efforts to the application of virtual reality technology to various
cultural artifacts such as stage performances, museum exhibitions and educationa contents..

Schedule

DAY 0 - PM

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Kantary Hills Hotel

[15:00-17:00] (Kantary Hills Hotel)
Registration at Reception Desk
[16:00-18:00]
Committee Meeting

DAY 1 - AM (1)
Main Session (Tutorial) [Day 1 - AM]
[08:00-09:00] (Kantary Hills Hotel, Fl. 1)
Registration
[09:00-10:20] (Doi Suthep 1, Fl. 1)
Tutorial: Machine Learning
Ekarat Boonchieng
[09:00-10:20] (Doi Suthep 2, Fl.1)
Tutorial: NLP
Prachya Boonkwan
[10:20-12:00]
Break

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Parallel Session

DAY 1 - AM (2)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT Session (Oral) [Day 1 - AM]

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Parallel Session

[09:00-10:20] (Doi Nang Fl.2)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 3A: Data Analytics and Machine Learning (Session Chair: Uraiwan Inyaem)
Association of Serum Uric Acid and Lipid Parameters in Patients at Lamphun Hospital, Thailand (5787)
Jiraporn Gatedee, Kanokwan Jaiping, Aungsana Yothinarak, Janjuree Netsawang, Summana Kasemsawasdi,
Supanit Angsirikul and Rachasak Somyanonthanakul
Forex Price Movement Prediction Using Stacking Machine Learning Models (4909)
Thanapol Kurujitkosol, Akkharawoot Takhom and Sasiporn Usanavasin
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 2B: Robotics, IoT and Embedded System (Session Chair: Uraiwan Inyaem)
Using the MQTT Broker as a Speech-Activated Medium to Control the Operation of Devices in the Smart Office (5291)
Khanista Namee, Rudsada Kaewsaeng-On, Jantima Polpinij, Ghadeer Mohsen Albadrani, Kavin Rueagraklikhit and
Areej Meny
[Online] Development of Internet of Things System for Environment Control in Niam Hom (Strobilanthes nivea Craib)
House (9722)
Sancha Panpaeng, Natawut Payakkhin and Pipop Maneejamnong
[09:00-10:20] (Doi Luang Fl.2)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 4A: Signal, Image, and Speech Processing (Session Chair: Nipat Jongsawat)
RAS-E2E: The SincNet end-to-end with RawNet loss for text- independent speaker verification (6635)
Pantid Chantangphol, Theerat Sakdejayont and Tawunrat Chalothorn
An Analysis of Acoustic Features for Attention Score in Thai MoCA Assessment (9673)
Wirot Treemongkolchok, Dittaya Wanvarie, Proadpran Punyabukkana and Ploy N. Pratanwanich
[Online] Image Captioning for Thai Cultures (9823)
Sarin Watcharabutsarakham, Sanparith Marukatat, Kantip Kiratiratanapruk and Pitchayagan Temniranrat
[10:20-10:40] Break
[10:40-12:00] (Doi Suthep 2 Fl.1)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 1A: Natural Language Processing (Session Chair: Kwanchai Eurviriyanukul)
Graph-based Dependency Parser Building for Myanmar Language (9510)
Zar Zar Hlaing, Ye Kyaw Thu, Thepchai Supnithi and Ponrudee Netisopakul
The Evaluation of Interviewer’s Presentation Styles for Interview Practice with a Communicative Robot (2440)
Mako Komatsu, Masato Takeuchi, Teruhiko Unoki and Mikifumi Shikida
Enhancing Thai Keyphrase Extraction Using Syntactic Relations: An Adoption of Universal Dependencies Framework
(4813)
Chanatip Saetia, Supawat Taerungruang and Tawunrat Chalothorn
Question Answering over Knowledge Graphs for Thai Retail Banking Products (9930)
Wirit Khongcharoen, Chanatip Saetia, Tawunrat Chalothorn and Pakpoom Buabthong
[10:40-12:00] (Doi Suthep 1 Fl.1)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 2A: Robotics, IoT and Embedded System (Session Chair: Weena Janratchakool)
Real-time Multiple Analog Gauges Reader for an Autonomous Robot Application (0530)
Visarut Trairattanapa, Sasin Phimsiri and Chaitat Utintu
The Effect of Beta-Carotene contain in The Pumpkin using IoT Technology in Polyhouse (5310)
Kanitha Homjun, Kasree Namkane, Sirilux Kaewsirirung, Nongnuch Ketui and Worawit Fankam-Ai
[Online] Smart Street Light Monitoring and Visualization Platform for Campus Management (4656)
Somrudee Deepaisarn, Paphana Yiwsiw, Chanon Tantiwattanapaibul, Suphachok Buaruk and
Virach Sornlertlamvanich
[Online] Design and Construct Quadcopter to Detect Wild Elephant to Alert (1178)
Jiranuwat Piriyasupakij and Ratchada Prasitphan
[12:00-13:30] Lunch

DAY 1 - AM (3)
ICCT Session (Oral) [Day 1 - AM]

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Parallel Session

[09:00-10:20] (Doi Khum Fl.1)
ICCT- 3C: Art and Design-II (Session Chair: Rattasit Sukhahuta)
A Study of University Education Methods in the Metaverse Era
Chun Hyunjin, Sun jiaqin, Shi yanan
Real-time Object Reconstruction for Spatial Augmented Reality Platform
Aye Chan Zay Hta, YunLi Lee, Wai Chong Chia
AI-Based Online Proctoring: A Review of the State-of-the-Art Techniques and Open Challenges
Sagaya Aurelia. P, Yong-Woon Kim, Felcy Judith
Analysis of the causes of cyber violence harm and solution
Kaicheng Zhang, Sunghoon Cho, Yong-Ki Lee
[10:20-10:40] Break
[10:40-12:00] (Doi Luang Fl.2)
ICCT- 1A: 5G and Beyond Communication Systems (Session Chair: Rattasit Sukhahuta)
Firewall Logs Classification Based on Ensemble Voting using Sequential Feature Selection Method
Qazi Waqas Khan, Rashid Ahmad, Atif Rizwan, Anam Nawaz Khan, DoHyeun Kim
Network Slicing: Enabling Technologies and Solutions for 5G-Advanced Use- cases
Muhammad Ashar Tariq, Mahnoor Ajmal, Dongkyun Kim
Smart Farm enabled with WiFi & LoRa based multi-interface
Malik Muhammad Saad, Junho Seo, Muhammad Ashar Tariq, Ayesha Siddiqa, Boomi Jeong, Jaeyoung Kim,
Dongkyun Kim
Dynaminc selection of child nodes for constrained Wi-SUN
Sungwon Lee, Sunghyun Kim, Donghyun Jeon, Dongkyun Kim
[10:40-12:00] (Doi Nang Fl.2)
ICCT- 1B: Artificial Intelligence (Session Chair: Rattasit Sukhahuta)
Multilevel Board Game - A Sim-2-Real Testbed for Reinforcement Learning on Labyrinth Game
Hammed Obasekore, Bo-Yeong Kang
Underground cavity recognition from GPR image using DNN
Pyeoungkee Kim, YoungIl Park
A Study on Aerial Compting: A Novel Promising Technologies in 6G
Shahnila Rahim, Ke Zhao, Muhammad Fawad Khan, Limei Peng
Cyberbullying Type Classification Across Thai Social Media Platforms using Machine Learning Analysis
Supattanawaree Thipcharoen, Teerawich Wongsa, Piyanush Tooptompong, Worapong Bumrungsri,
Rattasit Sukhahuta
[12:00-13:30] Lunch

DAY 1 - PM (1)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5

Main Session [Day 1 - PM]
[13:30-13:45] (Doi Luang & Doi Nang Fl.2)
Opening Ceremony
[13:45-14:30]
Keynote I: From Cave Paintings to Metaverse
Kwangyun Wohn (Honorary professor of KAIST, South Korea)
(Chair: Intiraporn Mulasastra)
[14:30-14:45]
Break
[15:00-19:00] (Doi Suthep 1 Fl.1)
Workshop: NLP
Keynote 1: Watanabe-san
Keynote 2: Ohnmar, Rakuten
An Optimal Mathematics Learning - an Online Mathematics Learning Platform using 10-levels of
Thai Student Behavior Model (WS-06)
Narabodee Rodjananant, Phurinat Polasa, Nattapol Kritsutikul, and Nattapon Buaurai
A Personalized Learning Platform to Improve English Pronunciation at Word Level for Thai EFL
Learners based on End-to-End Automatic Speech Recognition (WS-05)
Kongpop Boonma, Phongsatorn Ousakulwattana, Nattapol Kritsuthikul, Jirapond Muangprathub,
and Tirapond Jaroensak
Ensemble Decoding for Neural Machine Translation between Burmese and English (WS-03)
Ye Kyaw Thu, Hlaing Myat Nwe, Thepchai Supnithi
mySentence: Sentence Segmentation for Myanmar Language using Neural Machine Translation
Techniques (WS-08)
Thura Aung, Ye Kyaw Thu, Zar Zar Hlaing
Neural Spelling Checker for Khmer (WS-10)
Sokheang Hal, Duk Vandeth, Ye Kyaw Thu, Dona Valy, Sethserey Sam
Sentiment Polarity Classification for Khmer (WS-12)
Khim Sokheng, Ye Kyaw Thu, Sethserey Sam

DAY 1 - PM (2)
ICCT Session (Oral) [Day 1 - PM]

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Parallel Session

[15:00-17:00] (Doi Luang Fl.2)
ICCT- 1C: Information Communication (Session Chair: Somchoke Ruengittinun)
The Approach of Mental Healthcare Digital Twin Platform Architecture
Kang-Yoon Lee
A Robust approach to small object detection for Digital Twin in the Industries
Faisal Saeed, Anand Paul, Gwanggil Jeom
A Study on Semantic Communications
ZiJian Chen, Limei Peng
Statistical Characteristic of IMU Rate Gyro Uncertainty
Chanasorn Nutsathaporn, Sakchai Chomkokard, Wiwat Wongkokua, Noparit Jinuntuya, Somchoke Ruengittinun,
Siriporn Sasimontonkul
[15:00-17:00] (Doi Nang Fl.2)
ICCT- 1D: Landscape and Architecture (Session Chair: Kwan-Seon Hong)
IRRIDIUM MAGAZINE: The first Narrative Magazine
Clément Fedou, Sunghoon Cho, Yong-Ki Lee
Research on the Application of SITES in University Campus Landscape -Take Dell Medical
District-University of Texas at Austin as an Example
Li Wu, Kwan-Seon Hong
Difference between Service Design and Product Service System
Xuan-na Xie, Zhen-Xiang Liu, Sung-pil Lee
A comparative study of Korean Metro service quality based on Servicescape
Jia-Xing Long, Yi-Yu Yang, Sung-Pil Lee

DAY 1 - PM (3)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT Session (Oral) [Day 1 - PM]

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Parallel Session

[15:00-17:00] (Doi Suthep2 Fl.1)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 7A: Management Technology (Session Chair: Pisit Chanvarasuth)
Factors Affecting Purchase Intention to Coffee Shop (5907)
Prapavarin Buranananont, Aussadavut Dumrongsiti and Pisit Chanvarasuth
Portfolio Optimization and Rebalancing with Transaction Cost: A Case Study in the Stock Exchange of
Thailand (6474)
Apichat Chaweewanchon and Rujira Chaysiri
[Online] Factors Affecting Acceptance of Dental Appointment Application among Users in Bangkok and
Metropolitan Area (6607)
Kasidit Eiam-O-Pas, Nuchjarin Intalar and Chawalit Jeenanunta
[Online] Spherical Fuzzy AHP-VIKOR Model Application in Solar Energy Location Selection Problem: A
Case Study in Vietnam (9218)
Viet Tinh Nguyen and Rujira Chaysiri

DAY 2 - AM/PM

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Main Session [Day 2 - AM/PM]
[08:00-09:00]
Registration at Floor 1
[08:00-09:00]
Setting up for Poster Paper Presentation at Foyer Fl. 1
[09:00-09:40] (Doi Suthep 1-2 Fl.1)
Keynote II: RF-CMOS Technology Advances IoT
Masakazu Urade (SOCIONEXT, Japan)
(Chair: Tsuyoshi Isshiki)
09:40-10:20] (Doi Suthep 1-2 Fl.1)
Keynote III:
Planning the Future of Thai Electricity Generation and Smart Grid Development
Chalie Charoenlarpnopparut (SIIT, TU, Thailand)
(Chair: Tsuyoshi Isshiki)
[10:20-10:35]
Break
[10:20-12:30]
Poster Paper Presentation at Foyer Fl. 1
[10:35-11:15]
Keynote IV:
Audio/Speech Information Hiding based on Human Auditory Characteristics
Masashi Unoki (JAIST, Japan)
(Chair: Thepchai Supnithi)
[12:00-13:30]
Lunch
[18:00-21:00] (Doi Luang & Doi Nang Fl.2)
Banquet

DAY 2 - AM
Poster Session [Day 2 - AM]

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Floyer Fl.1

[10:20-12:30] (Floyer Fl.1)
ICCT - 1A (Poster): Communications and Networks (Session Chair: Pisit Chanvarasuth)
A Study on Object Detection Methods Using Image Binarization
Young-Jin Kang, Ji Yeon Kim, Eun Sung Choi, Eun Sung Choi, Seok Chan Jeong
An Improved YOLOv5 Model Based on the Scene-Specific Head Models
Jin Ho Lee, In Su Kim, Hyeong Bok Kim, Seung Won Lee, Soon Ki Jung
Dueling Double Deep Q Networks for Agricultural Crop Price Prediction
Ohnmar Khin, Sung Keun Lee Jin Gwang Koh
BetterCog : Computerized Cognitive Training System for Mild Cognitive Impairment
Tae-Young Byun, Joo-Hwan Seo, Sun-Woo Lee
Implementation of Mobile Boat for Measuring Water Quality over LTE Networks
Tae-Young Byun, Chang-Hak Cho, Jin-Hyun Seol, Bonghwan Kim
Audio Quality Restoration Method using Convolutional Neural Network
Hong-Jin Kim, Sehyun Park, Kyuman Jeong
Cow Delivery Detection System using Deep Learning-based Object Recognition Algorithm
Sung-Wook Chae, Donghwa Lee
Development of handwriting generation and classification model based on deep learning algorithm
Jae-Jung Kim, Ji-Yun Seo, Sang-Joong Jung, Do-Un Jeong
Development of Advanced Visual Function Training System using VR Content
Yong-Ju Kim, Sang-Joong Jung
[12:00-13:30]
Lunch

DAY 2 - PM (1)

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6

iSAI-NLP-AIoT Session [Day 2 - PM]
[13:30-15:00] (Doi Suthep 2 Fl.1)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 1B: Natural Language Processing (Session Chair: Rachada Kongkachandra )
Syllable-to-Syllable and Word-to-Word Transducers for Burmese Dialect Translation (0378)
Thazin Myint Oo, Thitipong Tanprasert, Ye Kyaw Thu and Thepchai Supnithi
ThEconSum: An Economics-Domained Dataset for Thai Text Summarization and Baseline Models (9332)
Sawittree Jumpathong, Akkharawoot Takhom, Prachya Boonkwan, Vipas Sutantayawalee, Peerachet Porkaew,
Sitthaa Phaholphinyo, Charun Phrombut, Thepchai Supnithi, Khemarath Choke-Mangmi, Saran Yamasathien,
Nattachai Tretasayuth, Kasidis Kanwatchara and Atiwat Aiemleuk
[Online] Improving Neural Machine Translation for Low-resource English- Myanmar-Thai Language
Pairs with Switch Out Data Augmentation Algorithm (6600)
Mya Ei San, Ye Kyaw Thu, Thepchai Supnithi and Sasiporn Usanavasin
[Online] Enhancing Response Relevance and Emotional Consistency for Dialogue Response Generation
(7286)
Mengmeng Gong, Hui Song, Haoran Zhou and Bo Xu
[15:00-15:15] Break
[15:15-17:00] (Doi Suthep 2 Fl.1)
iSAI-NLP-AIoT - 4B: Signal, Image, and Speech Processing (Session Chair: Sanparith Marukatat )
[Online] Sugarcane Classification for On-Site Assessment Using Computer Vision (2546)
Prasertsak Pungprasertying
[Online] Convolutional Time Delay Neural Network for Khmer Automatic Speech Recognition (0535)
Nalin Srun, Sotheara Leang, Ye Kyaw Thu and Sethserey Sam
[Online] A Comparative Study of Noise Augmentation and Deep Learning Methods on Raman Spectral
Classification of Contamination in Hard Disk Drive (6707)
Sarun Gulyanon, Somrudee Deepaisarn, Chayud Srisumarnk, Nattapol Chiewnawintawat, Angkoon Angkoonsawaengsuk, Seksan Laitrakun, Pakorn Opaprakasit, Pornchai Rakpongsiri, Thawanpat Meechamnan and
Duangporn Sompongse
[Online] Visual-based Musical Data Representation for Composer Classification (2537)
Somrudee Deepaisarn, Suphachok Buaruk, Sirawit Chokphantavee, Sorawit Chokphantavee,
Phuriphan Prathipasen and Virach Sornlertlamvanich

DAY 2 - PM (2)
ICCT Session [Day 2 - PM]

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Parallel (+ Online) Session

[13:30-15:00] (Doi Suthep 1 Fl.1)
ICCT- 2A: Social Networks (Session Chair: Rolly Intan)
Innovations in ODL through Virtual Reality technologies
Chen Zhen, Jiawei Yin, Sojin Kim, Yong-Ki Lee
Book Cover Design Using Short-Form Animation: Focusing on Korean Classical Literature
Seong Eun Park, Kim lo a, Jihye Kim, Haeyoon Kim
Data validation of cultural data collection based on the citizen science concept
Watchira Burnasing, Pattaraporn Meekali, Petchwadee Pattarathananan
Quality Factors for Generative Toolkits in a Participatory Design Approach to give Users a Voice in Social Innovation
Punyotai Thamjamrassri, Hanbi Cha, Eunjin Kim, Yong-Ki Lee
[13:30-15:00] (Doi Kham Fl.1)
[Online] ICCT- 3A: Art and Design-I (Session Chair: Yun Li Lee)
[Online] The Integrated Operation Called “Structure +” in Landscape Structure Design
Wang Yu, Chen Zhen
[Online] Research on the Computational Structure and Content System of Metaverse Design
Cheng Qiaoming
[Online] Rural area cultural Cultural Landscape Measurement Method Based on Square Grid-cube Model
Zhongjian Zhao, Cailing Shang
[Online] Impact from prefabricated building to modern architecture design
Yueqian Li, Li, Wei
[Online] Analysis on the Characteristics of Exhibition Design in the Information Age - Taking Milan EXPO as an
Example
Wei Li, Ding Kexin
[15:00-15:15] Break
[15:15-17:00] (Doi Suthep 1 Fl.1)
ICCT- 2B: Big Data (Session Chair: Bonghwan Kim)
Development of Location-based Big Game Applications using the Interest- inducing Factors of Gamification
GyuHyeok Choi, JuYoung Chang, Mijin Kim
Development of Racing Game using Multi-View Method
YuGyeong Jeong, Wooyoung Jung, GyuHyeok Choi, Mijin Kim
Real-time Object Reconstruction for Spatial Augmented Reality Platform
Aye Chan Zay Hta, YunLi Lee, Wai Chong Chia
Smart Analysis of Twitter Data to Advance Future Tourism
Muhammad Shaheryar, Jae Cheon Jeon, Soon Ki Jung
[15:15-17:00] (Doi Kham Fl.1)
[Online] ICCT- 3B: Social Computing (Session Chair: Sunghoon Cho)
[Online] Analysis of Reproduction using 3D scanning Technology and Vehicle Relics Data Preservation
Jiawei Yin, Sojin Kim, Yong-Ki Lee
[Online] Marketing of Medium and Low-budget Films in the New Media Environment
Siwen Shi, Sunghoon Cho, Yong-Ki Lee
[Online] Analysis of Development of Virtual Idols Based on Game Characters
Lyu Yin, Soojin Kim, Yong-Ki Lee
[Online] Defining types & elements of film space in suspense films
Chuxuan Wang, Sunghoon Cho, Yong-Ki Lee
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Abstract—Weighted
Finite
State
Transducers
(WFST) can be very efficient to implement Burmese
dialects translation. We illustrate this on two Burmese
dialect language pairs, Burmese-Beik and BurmeseRakhine. In this study, we examine syllable and word
segmentation schemes and their effect on alignment
and transducing between dialect language pairs. We
performed alignments with Anymalign, fastalign,
pialign, Hieralign, eflomal and GIZA++ approaches
and implemented WFST based machine translation
system with OpenFst library. From the overall results,
syllable segmentation achieved higher BLEU and chrF
scores for Burmese-Rakhine and Rakhine-Burmese
translations. However, word segmentation achieved
better translation performance for Burmese-Beik
and Beik-Burmese translation directions. Alignment
techniques fastalign, Hieralign, eflomal and GIZA++
are working well for low-resource Burmese dialects.
Index Terms—WFST, Machine Translation, Word
Alignment, Myanmar Dialects, Low-resource Languages

I. Introduction
Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST) algorithms
have been effectively applied to a wide range of tasks
in natural language processing, including parsing [12]
and language modeling [13], machine translation [14]–[17],
speech recognition [18]–[21], speech synthesis [22], optical
character recognition [23] and spelling checking [24]. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work
applying WFST-based machine translation for Burmese
dialect translation. In this paper, we propose WFST-based
machine translation combination with various alignment
techniques for Burmese dialect translation.
II. Prior Works
Nowadays, dialect translation can generally be classified
as statistical or neural machine translation depending on
the approach. Pure WFST approach is under the statistical approach.
A. Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) for Dialect
Translation
Friedrich Neubarth et al. described a specific problem
and its solution, arising with the translation between standard Austrian German and Viennese dialect. They used
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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hybrid approach of rule-based preprocessing and PBSMT
for getting better performance [25].
Within Burmese dialect translation, there have been
several attempts on statistical-based approaches. Ye et
al (2019) developed Kachin-Rawang parallel corpus and
contributed the first evaluation of the quality of SMT
between them [29]. Thazin et al (2020) implemented
phrase-based, hierarchical phrase-based and the operation
sequence model (OSM) for Burmese-Rakhine, BurmeseBeik and Burmese-Dawei language pairs. The results show
that all three SMT approaches give higher and comparable
translation performance for all dialect language pairs [28].
B. WFST for Dialect Translation
WFST based statistical machine transliteration engine
was developed for transliteration between three different
scripts of Konkani language [27]. It consists of cacading
finite state transducers combining both rule-based and
statistical approaches. From their study, the cascading
approach is found to perform significantly better than a
pure rule-based approach or pure statistical approach.
C. Neural Machine Translation (NMT) for Dialect Translation
Pierre-Edouard Honnet et al. proposed solutions for the
machine translation of a family of dialects, Swiss German,
for which parallel corpora are scarce [26]. They presented
three strategies for normalizing Swiss German input in
order to address the regional and spelling diversity. The
results show that character-based neural MT was the
most promising one for text normalization and that in
combination with PBSMT achieved 36% BLEU score.
Thazin et al (2019) presented the comparison between statistical based operation sequence model (OSM)
and three neural machine translation architectures; recurrent neural networks (RNN), transformer, and convolutional neural networks (CNN) for Burmese dialects
Myanmar-Rakhine language pair [30]. The results clearly
show that the highest performance of SMT and NMT
was obtained with Syllable-BPE segmentation for both
Myanmar-Rakhine and Rakhine-Myanmar translation.

III. Burmese Dialects
Here, we briefly introduce the two Burmese spoken
dialects Beik and Rakhine.
A. Beik Language
The Beik or Myeik dialect is a dialect of Burmese that
is spoken in Myeik, a twon situated in the southern part
of Tanintharyi Division, Myanmar [31]. The dialect is
one of the southernmost dialects of Burmese and can be
regarded as the southernmost distribution of the TibetoBurman languages. The Myeik dialect has many common
characteristics with the dialect of Dawei (Tavoy), which
is situated about 200 km north of Myeik in the same
Tanintharyi division.
B. Rakhine Language
Rakhine (Arakanese) is one of the eight national
ethnic groups in the Republic of the Union of Myanmar.
The Rakhine language has been studied by researchers.
L.F-Taylor’s “The Dialects of Burmese” described
comparative pronunciation, sentence construction, and
grammar usage in Rakhine, Dawei, In-tha, Taung-yoe,
Danu, and Yae. Although the Rakhine language used the
script as Arakanese or Rakkhawanna Akkhara before at
least the 8th century A.D., the current Rakhine script
is nearly the same as the Myanmar script. Generally,
the Arakanese language is mutually intelligible with
the Myanmar language and has the same word order
(namely, subject-object-verb (SOV)). An example of
parallel sentences in Burmese (my), Beik (bk) and
Rakhine (rk) are given as follows:
my: ကျွန်ေတာ် အဂင လိ ပ်စာ ေကာင်း တယ် ။
bk: ငါ အဂင လိ ပ်စာ ေကာင်း ဝယ် ။
rk: ကျွန်ေတာ် အဂင လိ ပ်စာ ေကာင်း ေရ ။
(the meaning is “My English is good.”)

the simple smoothing unigram and bigram probabilities
becomes:
P (rt |rt−1 ) = (1 − α)PM L (rt |rt−1 ) + αPM L (rt )
P (rt = ချိန် |rt−1 = ဇာ ) = (1 − α)PM L (rt = ချိန် |rt−1 =
ဇာ ) + αPM L (rt = ချိန် )
1
1
= 0.9 + 0.1
3
12
= 0.3083
Where the bigram count is zero, the probabilities are
basically equal to the unigram probability discounted by
interpolation coefficient α. An example of the way we
express 2-gram language model with WFSA is shown in
Figure 1. Edge labels are “word/score”, where the score
is represented as a negative log probability. States are
labeled with the context of Rakhine words rt−1 that the
represent. The “NULL” state represents unigrams. The
“<eps>” represents an  edge, it allows fall back from the
unigram state to the bigram state.
B. WFST based Translation Model
The translation process, that takes in a string and
translates it into another string (i.e. source to target) can
be express with WFST. WFSTs are basically similar to
WFSAs but use two labels on every edge. It specifies
a mapping between two sets of strings. To give a very
simple translation model even simpler than IBM Model 1:
it calculates P (R|B) for translation from Burmese (B) to
Rakhine (R) by taking one bt at a time and independently
calculates the translation probability of the corresponding
word rt

IV. Weighted Finite State Tranducer (WFST)
A. Weighted Finite State Automata (WFSA) based Language Model
Weighted Finite State Automaton (WFSA) are able to
work like a language model (i.e. the smoothed n-gram
languages model) by expressing sets of strings with corresponding scores over them. For example we have a 2-gram
language model interpolated [32] over the set of Rakhine
words “ဇာ” (what), “ချိန်” (time), “ေလး” (question particle
word in Rakhine), “ေြပာ” (say), “လု ပ်” (do) calculated from
the following three lines of the Rakhine corpus:
ဇာ ချိန် ေလး
ဇာ ေြပာ ေလး

(1)

ဇာ လု ပ် ေလး
We assume the interpolation coefficient is α = 0.1 and
if the bigram count is non zero, such as P (ချိန် | ဇာ),
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P (R|B) =

|B|


t=1

P (rt |bt ).

(2)

Let’s assume that we have the following Burmese corpus
parallel to our Rakhine corpus in Equation 1
ဘယ် အချိန် လဲ
ဘာ ေြပာ သလဲ

(3)

ဘာ လု ပ် သလဲ
Here, we can learn translation probabilities for each
word, for example:
P (r = ချိန်|b = အချိန်) = 1

P (r = သလဲ |b = ေလး) = 0.666

P (r = ဘယ်|b = ဇာ) = 0.333

(4)
(5)
(6)

</s>/1.3863
ေြပာ/2.4849
<eps>/2.3026
ေြပာ/1.1766

ေြပာ

</s>/0
ေလး/0.078

ေလး/1.3863

</s>/0.078

ေလး

<eps>/2.3026
ေလး/0.078
<eps>/2.3026
ချိန်/2.4849

NULL
<eps>/2.3026

ချိန်

ေလး/0.078

<eps>/2.3026
ချိန်/1.1766
ဇာ/1.3863
<s>

ဇာ/0.078

ဇာ

လ ပ်/1.1766
လ ပ်

လ ပ်/2.4849
<eps>/2.3026

Fig. 1. An example of WFSA representing a 2-gram language model of three Rakhine language sentences.

Because translation probability is independent of the
others, we do not need to keep the “state” of the translation model and thus we can just employ one input state
and one output state per edge. Figure 2 shows an example
of a WFST representing the translation model of three
lines Burmese-Rakhine parallel corpus.

manually. Syllable segmentation was performed by using
Regular Expression based syllable breaking tool named
sylbreak (https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/sylbreak). The
corpus statistics for the Burmese-Beik and BurmeseRakhine corpora are summarized in Table I.
VI. Implementation of WFST based MT
The two main components of the WFST-based MT
system are word alignment and string transduction. We
applied several alignment techniques for extracting parallel syllables and words.
A. Anymalign

Fig. 2. An example of word-to-word transducer where P (R|B) =
|B|
t=1 P (rt |bt ).

1) Composing Language Model and Translation Model
WFSTs: To find the best translation, we can combine
the translation model probability P (R|B) (as shown in
Figure 2) and language model probability P (R) (as shown
in Figure 1) scores. In case of WFST models, we can
apply the “composition” operation of the two transducers
to create a new WFST model. This composition can be
express as TP (R|B) ◦ TP (R) . An example of the composed
transducer is shown in Figure 3.
V. Parallel Corpora for Burmese Dialects
We used Burmese–Beik (3K sentences) [33] and
Burmese-Rakhine (16K sentences) [34] parallel corpora.
For all language pairs, word segmentation was performed
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Anymalign allows multiple languages to be aligned simultaneously from sentence-aligned parallel corpora. It
used sub-sentential alignment method for extracting high
quality multi-word alignments from the corpora [2]. It
does not make any distinction between source and target and is very simple to implement. The python implementation of the original work available on GitHub
(https://anymalign.limsi.fr/). We used Anymalign for extraction of parallel phrase pairs between Burmese and it’s
dialect languages.
B. fastalign
Fastalign [3] is a simple log-linear reparameterization of IBM Model 2 that overcomes problems arising from Model 1’s strong assumptions and Model
2’s overparameterization. Model training time is consistently ten times faster than Model 4. The opensource fast_align word aligner is available on GitHub
(https://github.com/clab/fast_align).
C. pialign
Pialign [4] is the first unsupervised approach to joint
alignment and extraction of phrases at multiple granularities. This is achieved by constructing a generative model

0

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026

ဘယ်:ဇာ/1.1766

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026

ဘာ:ဇာ/0.4835

ေြပာ:ေြပာ/2.4849

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026

ေြပာ:ေြပာ/1.1766

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026
ဘယ်:ဇာ/2.4849

2

လ ပ်:လ ပ်/1.1766

သလဲ :ေလး/0.4835

အချိန်:ချိန်/1.1766

ဘာ:ဇာ/1.7918
1

လဲ :ေလး/1.1766

6

လဲ :ေလး/1.1766

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026
7
လ ပ်:လ ပ်/2.4849

သလဲ :ေလး/0.4835
လဲ :ေလး/1.1766

<eps>:<eps>/2.3026

3

4

သလဲ :ေလး/0.4835

</s>:</s>/0.078

အချိန်:ချိန်/2.4849
လဲ :ေလး/2.4849
သလဲ :ေလး/1.7918
5/0

</s>:</s>/1.3863

Fig. 3. An Example of a WFST representing the negative log probability of R given B (T P (R|B ) ), created by composing Figure 2 (WFST
of P(R|B)) and Figure 1 (WFSA of P(R)).
TABLE I
Number of sentences, number of words and number of syllables of two corpora
Language Pair

Data-set

Sentence

Word Unit

Syllable Unit

Burmese-Beik

Training
Test

3,383
300

my: 20,260 bk: 20,262
my: 1,797 bk: 1,798

my: 35,106 bk: 32,473
my: 3,131 bk: 2,890

Burmese-Rakhine

Training
Test

16,561
1,811

my: 114,843 rk: 114,843
my: 12,727 rk: 12,727

my: 211,446 rk:208,516
my: 23,509 rk: 23,160

TABLE II
BLEU scores of WFST-MT with word segmentation
Source-Target
my-bk
bk-my
my-rk
rk-my

Anymalign
45.11
53.34
56.90
65.10

fastalign
50.63
59.34
64.05
62.58

that includes phrases at many levels of granularity, from
minimal phrases all the way up to full sentences. The
open-source pialign word aligner is available on GitHub
(https://github.com/neubig/pialign).
D. Hieralign
Hieralign [5] is yet another symmetric word alignment tool simple, fast and unsupervised, it has been
implemented with multi-threading in all stages, which
makes it run as fast as fast_align [3]. The opensource hieralign word aligner is available on GitHub
(https://github.com/wang-h/Hieralign).
E. eflomal
Eflomal [8] is a word alignment tool based on efmaral (https://github.com/robertostling/efmaral). It used
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pialign
49.40
57.31
63.77
62.61

Hieralign
50.08
58.75
62.99
61.71

eflomal
50.32
59.23
63.84
70.37

GIZA++
50.00
58.95
63.91
62.75

more compact data structures and thus, memory requirements are much lower (by orders of magnitude).
The estimation of alignment variable marginals is done
one sentence at a time, which also saves a lot of
memory at no detectable cost in accuracy. The opensource eflomal word aligner is available on GitHub
(https://github.com/robertostling/eflomal).
F. GIZA++
GIZA ++ [9] is an extension of the program GIZA.
It is a part of the statistical machine translation toolkit
that is used to train IBM Models 1 to 5 and an HMM
word alignment model. The open-source GIZA ++ word
aligner is available on GitHub (https://github.com/mosessmt/giza-pp).

TABLE III
BLEU scores of WFST-MT with syllable segmentation
Source-Target
my-bk
bk-my
my-rk
rk-my

Anymalign
30.84
39.80
67.56
67.79

fastalign
36.16
48.77
68.81
69.87

pialign
36.15
47.78
68.62
70.04

Hieralign
36.24
47.85
70.08
71.22

eflomal
36.04
49.25
69.79
69.87

GIZA++
36.34
48.50
70.00
70.00

TABLE IV
chrF scores of WFST-MT with word segmentation
Source-Target
my-bk
bk-my
my-rk
rk-my

Anymalign
62.2287
66.1799
71.0687
78.1509

fastalign
66.7714
71.0950
77.8533
75.9994

pialign
65.8868
70.2218
77.5317
76.0063

Hieralign
66.0098
71.0964
76.8312
75.0636

eflomal
66.5055
71.0934
77.6749
74.0175

GIZA++
66.3973
70.8677
77.7654
76.1147

TABLE V
chrF scores of WFST-MT with syllable segmentation
Source-Target
my-bk
bk-my
my-rk
rk-my

Anymalign
52.0584
57.5594
79.2050
78.3413

fastalign
56.1798
64.4555
80.0879
79.6573

G. OpenFst
The core implementation of the WFST-based MT has
been done entirely using Open-FST [1]. It is a library
for constructing, combining, optimizing, and searching
weighted finite-state transducers (FSTs). The preprocessing tasks such as creating symbol files and format conversion were done with perl programming language. The
calculations for unigram and bigram probabilities based on
the aligned phrases was coded with Python and the wrapper programs for WFST based translation with OpenFST
commands were coded with bash script. The WFST composition process of language model and translation model
tranducers were done by applying fstcompose operation
of the OpenFST framework. The best translation result
was selected by shortest-path algorithm [6] based on editdistance between strings (i.e. edit-distance semi-ring) [7].
VII. Evaluation
For the evaluation, we used both BLEU and chrF
evaluation metrics.
1) BLEU: The de facto standard automatic evaluation
metric bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) [10] score
measures the precision of n-gram (overall n�4 in our case)
with respect to a reference translation with a penalty for
short translations. Intuitively, the BLEU score measures
the adequacy of the translation and large BLEU scores
are better.
2) chrF: chrF is a character n-gram F-score for the
automatic evaluation of the MT output [11]. It represents
a promising metric for several reasons: it is languageindependent, tokenization independent, and it shows good
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pialign
56.2806
63.8941
80.3110
79.9856

Hieralign
56.1735
63.7483
81.0657
80.6520

eflomal
55.9288
65.1224
80.8467
79.6573

GIZA++
56.4189
64.0883
81.0055
81.0055

correlations with human judgments both on the system
and at the segment level.
VIII. Result and Conclusion
The results evaluation with BLEU score are shown in
Table II and Table III, and with chrF score (c6+w2avgF2) [11] are shown in Table IV and V. The highest
scores for each translation direction are highlighted in
bold. The results show that WFST-MT with both syllable
and word segmentation units consistently gives the higher
BLEU and chrF scores for all dialect language pairs even
with the limited parallel data.
From the overall results, we can make conclusion
that syllable segmentation achieved the best scores
for Burmese-Rakhine and Rakhine-Burmese transaltions.
However, word segmentation achieved the best scores
for Burmese-Beik and Beik-Burmese translations. When
we analyze the alignment techniques and the translation
performance, the results were varied. Generally, firstalign
achieved the best translation performance with word segmentation. Hieralign, eflomal and GIZA++ , on the other
hand, supported the best BLEU and chrF scores with
syllable segmentation.
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Abstract—With the development of robotic technology, autonomous robots have been extended to production industries
to substitute manual tasks like routine operations. In the general
manufacturer, analog gauges are the most commonly utilized and
required operators for manual reading. Accordingly, an analog
gauge reading can be considered a fundamental feature for the
operator robots to be fully automated for inspection purposes.
This paper presents the methods for reading multiple analog
gauges automatically using a camera. The processing pipeline
consists of two main stages: 1) gauge detector for extracting
individual gauges and 2) gauge reader for estimating gauge
values. For gauge detectors, we propose three different YOLOv5
architecture sizes. The gauge readers are mainly categorized into
computer-vision approach (CV), and deep learning regression
approaches. The deep learning approaches consist of two CNNbased backbones, ResNet50 and EfficientNetV2B0, and one
transformer-based SwinTransformer. Finally, we introduce the
feasibility of the combination of each gauge detector and reader.
As a result, the YOLOv5m detector with EfficientNetV2B0 CNN
backbone reader theoretically achieves the best performance
but is not practical for industrial applications. In contrast, we
introduce the YOLOv5m detector with the CV method as the
most robust multiple gauge reader. As a result, it reaches the
comparative performances to the EfficientNetV2B0 backbone and
is more compatible with robotic applications.
Index Terms—Analog Gauge Reader, Computer Vision, Image
Processing, Object Detection, Image Regression

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many industries, including the oil and gas sector,
have recently sought to ensure the health and safety of onsite employees. Automation systems are gradually taking the
place of hazardous and inaccessible jobs. In oil and gas
industries, operators on oil platforms must manually read the
gauge values, which is a tedious, risky, and time-consuming
routine. Moreover, the result may be inaccurate due to human
errors because of the complex environment and human visual
limitations. Despite the arrival of automatic monitoring and
digital gauges, analog meters are still widely used, and their
replacement would incur significant financial and environmental costs. As a result, many companies use wheeled robots or
surveillance cameras to substitute general operators. On the
oil and gas platform, an RGBD camera with robotic armequipped robot[1] has been introduced for valve operation,
978-1-5386-5541-2/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE
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yet some valve operation is related to their gauge value. The
valve operation can achieve a fully automatic level by adding
an analog gauge reading feature to the robot. The computervision and image processing are considered the core methods
of making the camera able to detect and read the gauges.
This paper proposes a robust and light-weighted deep learning
and computer vision-based system consisting of two stages:
gauge detection and gauge reader. Due to the prevalence of
circular analog dials with the moving pointer corresponding
to a measurable parameter, our approach can only be used for
these types of gauges.
Our study makes the following three contributions: (i) We
are the first to suggest a system based on robot deployment.
Our technique can be used on edge devices, which usually
have fewer computational resources, with real-time execution
on the robot’s microcomputer. (ii) The real-time multiple
gauge detection technique is proposed in this paper. YOLOv5
[2], the novel single-stage object detector, is selected to extract
the gauge region from the whole image’s resolution. Then,
each cropped gauge will go through the gauge reader process.
(iii) There are two proposed methods for the gauge reader
process. The first approach uses a computer vision technique
that incorporates the Hough Transform, a contour detection
algorithm, and statistical polynomial fitting of pixel values
to find the needed keypoints to calculate gauge value. In
our second approach, we train the neural network models to
transcribe the gauge using our gauge dataset along with the
synthetic dataset.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the related works. The experimental setups for our proposed
methods are presented in Section 3. This part also discusses
the preparation of the gauge dataset and the training of the
model. The results of our experiment and discussion are shown
in Section 4. The final section covers the conclusion and future
research.
II. P RIOR W ORKS
Analog gauge readers have been used for many different
purposes. Recent techniques can be broadly divided into
two categories: deep learning-based techniques [3, 4], and
traditional computer vision-based techniques [5–10].
Mahesh Kumar Gellaboina [8] reads circular pressure
gauges by rotating segmented objects and unwinding the dial.

Yihan Zhang et al. [9] likewise employed the unwinding technique, but added color correction and perspective transforms
to strengthen the system. By assuming that the scale marks
are not perfectly circular and using the K-means clustering
approach to discover the scale marks, Fengyu Gu et al. [10]
propose an algorithm that is resistant to axial noise variations.
The method as we previously mentioned [8–10] can’t detect
and read multi-gauge. Consequently, We will propose a system
that can reliably detect and read multi-gauge in images on
onetime.
III. C ORE M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain the core methodology of our
proposed system. Our paradigm was introduced in two stages.
Firstly, we exploited the one-staged object detection algorithm,
YOLOv5 [2], to crop out all analog gauge regions from the
original image due to its promising computational and detection performance. In terms of low-resource applications, we
compared the results of the small versions of YOLOv5, which
were YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m. Following the gauge
detection stage, each cropped image of gauges was fed forward
to the second process, which performed gauge reading. For
the second task, we proposed two different approaches which
were the traditional computer vision approach and the deep
learning-based approach. In the deep learning approach, we
applied two CNN-based regression models and Transformerbased regression models, to illustrate their distinctive advantages in terms of speed, accuracy, and robustness for our
application. The overview of our proposed method is shown
in Figure 1.

Since we focus on real-time implementation on a low-resource
platform, the three smallest models were selected, including
YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, and YOLOv5m respectively.
B. Gauge Reading Approaches
1) Method 1: Computer Vision - Hough Transform.: We
implement the Hough transform to find the circle-defined
center and radius of the gauge. In detecting scale minimum,
maximum used contour detection algorithms. The pointer
detection is based on statistical pixel and polynomial regression of pixel which contrasts the pointer and background of
the gauge. These key points consist of the center, the scale
minimum, the scale maximum, and the pointer, the gauge is
transcribed by computing the pointer angle as described in
Equation (1) relative to the scale minimum and maximum and
convert the pointer angle to the value of the gauge as described
in Equation (2). The overview of the computer vision approach
is illustrated in Figure 2.
✓ = tan

1

(

y✓
)
x✓

(1)

where, ✓ is angle of key points. y✓ is y-axis distances
between center point and key points, and x✓ is x-axis distances
between center point and key points.
✓p
(2)
)(Vmax − Vmin ) + Vmin
✓
where, V is the predicted value of gauge. The Vmin , Vmax
are value of scale minimum and maximum gauge. ✓p is angle
of pointer. ✓ is difference between angle of min-max scale.
V =(

Fig. 2: Hough Transform Approach Pipeline.

Fig. 1: The overview of core methodology.
A. Gauge Detection with Object Detection
YOLO, which stands for You Only Look Once, was a onestage object detector proposed by Redmon et al.[11]. For
gauge detection, we decided to use the fifth version of YOLO,
YOLOv5[2]. To improve preprocessing performance, adaptive bounding box anchors, mosaic data augmentation, and
adaptive image filling are integrated. YOLOv5 provided five
architectures, including YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m,
YOLOv5l, and YOLOv5x, which vary in the number of feature
extraction modules and convolutional kernels on the network.
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2) Method 2: The deep learning - regression approaches:
We use a convolutional neural network (CNN) and vision
transformer-based deep learning approaches to read gauge dial
readings, using the images captured from edge devices. The
approach starts with a gauge dial image in a single position
and uses OpenCV python libraries to synthetically generate
the image dataset with needle positions at different locations,
detailed in the experiment section. The neural network architectures are trained separately for individual gauge types and
used to predict the gauge values. For the regression designs
in gauge reading, we propose the two CNN baseline backbones, ResNet50[12] and EfficientNetV2[13], and one vision
transformer model, SwinTransformer[14], and connect to the
neck and regression head at the end of the pipeline. ResNet50
represents one of the common CNN backbones in multiple
applications for various proposes; classification, detection,

including regression. In this paper, we introduce the EfficientNetV2B0 architecture as a backbone for the most compact
size. Experimentally, this architecture has been proven in
the higher accuracy and a lower number of parameters than
the ResNet. Instead of a Convolutional neural network-based
model, the last method was conducted using a state-of-theart Vision Transformer (ViT)[15] based model, namely, the
Swin transformer. The Swin transformer is considered the most
recent state-of-the-art method in image processing. Our work
focus on the Swin Transformer base model.
We propose the global average pooling in two dimensions
as the neck allows backbones to connect with the head. The
regression head is constructed by the concatenation between
three sets of MLP layers, ReLU activation function, batch
normalization layer, and dropout layer with 0.5 dropout rates.
MLP layers apply 1024, 512, and 16 perceptrons in each set.
Lastly, regression output is determined by one perceptron MLP
layer with linear activation. We use the same architecture for
all DNN models. The mean square error (MSE) is aimed as
an objective function.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The experiments are conducted to answer the following
three questions:
R-Q1: Which YOLOv5 model (m, s, or n) is appropriate for
fusing the gauge reader approaches regarding reading accuracy
and computation time?
R-Q2: Which gauge reading approach, computer vision
(CV), deep learning baseline CNN backbone, ResNet50 or EfficientNetV2B0, or vision transformer backbone, SwinTransformer, can achieve the best performances as the least reading
errors, read return rate, and compiling time?
R-Q3: For robotic applications, which is the most suitable
combination of detector and reader in terms of a trade-off
between reading accuracy and robustness?

Gauge
Types
Bourbon
DMASS
NUOVAFIMA
TRERICE

Gauge Attributes
Min
Max
Scales
Value
Value
0.0
4.0
0.1
0.0
6.0
0.1
0.00
2.50
0.05
0
100
1

Sampled Frame Distribution
Average
Uniform
STD
Value
STD
0.80
0.38
0.38
1.55
0.89
0.86
1.30
0.69
0.68
56.17
29.85
28.58

TABLE I: Gauge attributes and sampled frame distribution by
gauge types
gauge types and attributes shown in Table I are represented as
industrial application gauges. The CNN and transformer-based
gauge reading methods use this dataset for model construction
by generating the synthetic gauge dials and generalized labels
in percentages. Initially, image manipulation software separates an original gauge image into a gauge dial and needle for
each gauge type. Then, the needle is rotated around the dial
center coordinate to synthesize the gauge image and labels.
The rotated angle is considered an increment of three percent
until it reaches a hundred percent, except for the change from
48 to 52 percent, the four percent increments are applied. As a
result, the 34 images with 34 labels ranging between zero to a
hundred percent are achieved, detailed in Figure 3. The image
augmentation process includes central cropping in five scales,
brightness adjustment in five ranges, saturation adjustment in
five ranges, adding gaussian noise in five scales, and adding
salt pepper noise in five scales. As a result, 850 synthetic
gauges with reading values of each gauge type are obtained,
and a training and validation dataset is split into 0.2 ratios.

A. Data Preparation
The gauge dataset consists of three sections subjugated to
the different objectives: i) dataset for gauge detection method,
ii) dataset for training and validating gauge reading models,
and iii) multiple gauge dataset for testing and evaluation.
i) Dataset for gauge detection method.
The gauge detection dataset is achieved from various circular analog gauge-type images. Generally, the circular analog
gauge is one of the most popular measures in many industrial
locations. In this paper, we define web scraping images as the
original images, for 68 images, each image containing one or
more gauges. Then all images are augmented by horizontally
and vertically flipping, and each gauge in the images is
labeled using bounding boxes. Totally, 272 gauge images with
309 gauge instances are prepared for gauge detection. The
YOLOv5 uses this gauge detection dataset for training and
validation.
ii) Dataset for training and validating gauge reading models.
The dataset has been captured from four pressure analog
gauges using a camera with 1920 ⇥ 1080 resolutions. The
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Fig. 3: Dataset (ii) preparation process
iii) Multiple gauge dataset for testing and evaluation.
A multiple gauge dataset is involved in validating the
performances of the multi-gauge reader approach. Additionally, the four pressure analog gauges, shown in Table I, are
separately collected in short videos. Initially, the pressure is
added to each gauge while taking the video using a camera
with 1920 ⇥ 1080 resolutions, 60 fps, which is the same
specifications as practical robots. Afterward, each video is
sampled into images. Finally, two hundred gauge images are
randomly selected from sampled data and separately aligned
with the four gauge-type images into multi-gauge images. The
data is uniformly distributed due to the standard deviation of
data being close to the ideal uniform standard deviation, as
represented in Table I. The ideal uniform standard deviation

is obtained by supposing the data distribution is perfectly
distributed in uniform. The multiple gauge dataset includes
200 multi-gauge images with a totality of 800 gauges separated
by each gauge type. The ground-truth gauge reading values are
obtained by averaging three human reading values.
B. Environment Setup and Model Training
We propose experiments by mapping each gauge detection
and each gauge reading method. The gauge detection is based
on the YOLOv5 models in three different sizes; medium(m),
small(s), and nano(n). The smaller architecture size tends
to reduce computation time which matches our real-time
environment, but the accuracy may be lowered. The gauge
reading methods can be mainly divided into the computer
vision (CV) method, which is theoretically robust but has a
consumption time trade-off to the deep learning - regression
method. The CV method can read gauges directly after gauges
are detected for any gauges. However, the deep learning gauge
value reading differs from CV, which is considered one of the
visual regression problems. With neural network application,
we can reduce the computation time significantly compared to
the computer vision approach. However, the weight must be
trained individually between the convolutional neural network
(CNN) and the remarkable vision transformer to achieve
higher accuracy but a trade-off in robustness. Consequently,
four neural network models are constructed for each type of
gauge. The experiments are set up in three gauge detection
and four gauge readers, totaling 12 experiments.
The YOLOv5’s gauge detection models are trained on the
dataset (i) of 640 input image sizes using an SGD optimizer, 16
batch sizes, and 50 epochs. Among 12 experiments, six with
CNN-based backbones, ResNet50, and EfficientNetV2B0, and
three with transformer backbones are individually required for
model training. A training environment is set the same for all
nine experiments and generated on the dataset (ii) of 224 input
image sizes with 32 batch sizes, 1000 maximum epochs, early
stopping, and reduced learning rates functions are applied to
the optimization process. The training session uses an Adam
optimizer with initial learning rates starting at 2 ⇥ 10 4 . The
experiments are executed on a virtual CPU with Nvidia Tesla
V100 GPU with 16 GB RAM for model training. Finally, the
experimental evaluation for all 12 experiments is processed on
the dataset (iii) and compiled on the low computational robot’s
microcomputer.
C. Results and Discussion
The multiple gauge dataset consisting of four gauges in each
image is processed through our pipeline; as a result, four gauge
reading values are achieved, represented in Figure 4.
Furthermore, among all 200 frames in the multiple gauge
dataset, we can obtain relative error of reading and actual
gauge values according to a gauge type. Therefore, we propose
four evaluation metrics calculated, mean relative reading errors
(µR ), standard deviations of relative reading error (σR ), mean
computation time (µT ), read return rate (%R), and mean
scaled RMSE (root mean square error, %RMSE). The read
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Fig. 4: A represented result image of multiple gauge dataset
return rate describes the proportion between readable values
and the number of total frames, where readable value refers
to the relative reading errors with less than 100%. The scaled
RMSE shows the error scales compared to the gauge range in
percentage, explaining the general errors regardless of reading
values. The experiment results and discussions are described,
regarding questions R-Q1 to R-Q3.
1) Answer to R-Q1: Which YOLOv5 model (m, s, or n) is
appropriate for fusing the gauge reader approaches regarding
reading accuracy and computation time?
: According to Table II, the table describes the experimental
averaged results of all gauges, and reader groups divide the
results into computer-vision (CV) and deep neural network
(DNN) readers to reduce the averaging fluctuation between CV
and DNN. The DNN consists of ResNet50, EfficientNetV2B0,
and SwinTransformer backbone-based readers. The results
show that YOLOv5m is achieving approximately 14% and
11%, which outperforms reading return rates for CV and
DNN reading groups to YOLOv5s and YOLOv5n. While
YOLOv5s and YOLOv5n have no significant difference in
reading return rates. In detail, applying YOLOv5s to the
Bourbon gauge has a highly inadequate reading return rate
compared to the rest models, which is nearly a 50% decrease.
Similarly, the NUOVAFIMA gauge is more problematic for
YOLOv5n as a 36% lower reading return rate to the model m.
Since detected bounding boxes of Bourbon and NUOVAFIMA
gauges extensively differ from the YOLO architecture sizes.
The DNN-based readers indicate that YOLOv5 model m
requires more 10 - 20% inference time than YOLOv5 model
n and s, while model n is slightly faster than model s. For
CV readers, there are no significantly different inference times
for switching m, s, or n YOLOv5 model sizes. However,
YOLOv5s acquire 24% and 6.4% lower mean relative errors
than both model m and n for CV and DNN, respectively. In
summary, YOLOv5m is selected as an optimal detector.
2) R-Q2: Which gauge reading approach, computer vision
(CV), deep learning baseline CNN backbone, ResNet50 or
EfficientNetV2B0, or vision transformer backbone, SwinTransformer, can achieve the best performances as the least reading
errors, read return rate, and compiling time?
: Considering the calculation accuracy of the finest detector, YOLOv5m, convolutional models achieve a nearly ideal
reading return rate, while the CV method slightly decreases
to around 90%, and conversely, the Swin transformer reaches

Gauge
Detectors
YOLOv5m
YOLOv5s
YOLOv5n

Reader
Groups
CV
DNN
CV
DNN
CV
DNN

Average Over Gauge Types
µR
0.138
0.249
0.105
0.266
0.130
0.258

R

0.162
0.179
0.116
0.177
0.158
0.191

%R[%]

µT [s]

91.2
85.5
77.1
74.2
77.8
73.6

1.098
0.108
1.085
0.090
1.064
0.086

algorithms in terms of accuracy, read return rates, and inferencing speed over the rest approaches.
Gauge Readers

TABLE II: Average measures over gauge types of each gauge
detector, and separated by reader groups, CV and deep neural
network (DNN). The measures of DNN group are obtained
from the averages of ResNet50, EfficientNetV2B0, and SwinTransformer backbone-based reader’s values
solely 60%, which is impractical for the actual application.
According to Table III, the EfficientNetV2B0 backbone is
considered the most precise reading method for all gauge
averages, reaching 0.106 mean relative error, followed by
0.138 for the CV-based approach, 0.199 for the ResNet50
backbone, and 0.442 for Swin transformer. The measurement
errors are separated into systematic errors that occurred by
instrument uncertainty and random errors that occurred from
human reading mistakes. We propose the scaled RMSE as
random errors compared to the human misreading margin;
the EfficientNetV2B0 backbone achieves the lowest errors
by 2.9%, 4.7% for the CV method, 6.8% for the ResNet50
backbone, and 23.9% for Swin transformer as shown in Figure
5. Accordingly, the EfficientNetV2B0 backbone achieves the

Fig. 5: Experimental average results of scaled RMSE in
percentage and read return rates. The dark color scales are
subjected to scaled RMSE, and light color scales refer to read
return rates, %R
lowest error. Contrarily, enormous errors are subjected to the
Swin transformer for the reason that the Swin transformer
requires a relatively large number of data for training. Ze Liu et
al. [14] propose an image classification using Swin transformer
on the ImageNet-1K large-scale dataset and proven better
performance over state-of-art CNN approaches.
In the real-time environment, the CV method gives roughly
one fps, while deep learning methods can produce the result at
approximately ten fps regardless of the backbones. The mean
average inference time of the CV method takes longer, from
9 to 12 times, compared to deep learning. As a result, the
EfficientNetV2B0 backbone represents the superior reading
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CV
ResNet50
EfficientNetV2B0
SwinTransformer

Average Over Gauge Types
µR
%R[%] µT [s]
R
0.138
0.162
91.2
1.098
0.199
0.186
98.4
0.112
0.106
0.138
97.8
0.116
0.442
0.213
60.2
0.095

TABLE III: Average measures over gauge types of each gauge
readers using YOLOv5m detector
Gauge
Types
Bourbon
DMASS
NUOVAFIMA
TRERICE

Measures
µr
%R[%]
µr
%R[%]
µr
%R[%]
µr
%R[%]

YOLOv5m+
CV
0.191
93.0
0.194
88.5
0.068
89.0
0.098
94.5

YOLOv5m+
EfficientNetV2B0
0.163
93.0
0.124
100.0
0.062
100.0
0.075
98.0

TABLE IV: Results comparison among gauge type
between the two best combinations: YOLOv5m+CV and
YOLOv5m+EfficientNetV2B0
3) R-Q3: For robotic applications, which is the most suitable combination of detector and reader in terms of a trade-off
between reading accuracy and robustness?
: In practical industrial uses, a robot moves around the
operation areas to see multiple gauges simultaneously and is
required to read all gauge values in the frame. However, the
prior proposed studies in gauge readers focused on reading a
single gauge to achieve higher accuracy. Therefore, the proposed feature focuses on the robot application that leverages
the trade-off between accuracy and robustness.
Although the EfficientNetV2B0 backbone represents the
best gauge reader method, all deep learning methods are
inappropriate if applied to unrecognized gauges or with no
pre-trained gauge model. On the other hand, the CV method
can be employed for most gauge types, even applications
to unknown gauges, and unnecessary to train a new reader
model. Due to the key measure comparison in Table ??,
both reading errors and read return rates according to these
combinations are not significantly different regardless of gauge
types. Correspondingly, the CV approach takes advantage of
industrial applications. The overviews of individual reading
methods with the best detector YOLOv5m are summarized
and compared in Table V. The accuracy is checked when
the mean relative errors are below 0.15. The consistency is
considered as the read return rates above 95%. The read return
rate threshold of 95% is obtained from the average values
between the three highest read return rates, YOLOv5m+CV,
YOLOv5m+ResNet50, and YOLOv5m+EfficientNetV2. The
speed threshold is the computation time below 0.2 seconds,
and robustness represents whether the reader can be used in
an unknown environment or not. Therefore, the YOLOv5m
and CV is recommended when apply to the robot in the

unknown and flexible environment, and the YOLOv5m and
EfficientNetV2B0 backbone is recommended for the known
and fixed environment.
Methods
YOLOV5m
+CV
YOLOV5m
+ResNet50
YOLOV5m
+EfficientNetV2B0
YOLOV5m
+Swin Transformer

Accuracy

Consistency

Speed

X

X

[4]

Robustness
X

X

X

X

X

[5]

X

TABLE V: Comparison of gauge reader combination and
attributes

[6]

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have introduced an end-to-end multiple analog gauge
reader in a real-time environment for autonomous robot applications using the camera. The process stands for two stages:
gauge detector and gauge reader. We conducted experiments
by mapping three gauge detectors, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5s,
and YOLOv5n, to three gauge readers, computer-vision (CV),
deep learning - regressions, ResNet50 backbone, and EfficientNetV2B0 backbone. In conclusion, we proposed the
YOLOv5m model for gauge detector and CV gauge reader
as an optimized accuracy-robustness trade-off as the most
appropriate method for applying to an unknown environment,
especially multiple gauge measurement. In contrast, deep
learning with an EfficientNetV2B0 backbone is more suitable
for a known gauge environment.
Future works will be related to reading error reduction using
the key points-based neural network to find the gauge’s needle,
center, starting, and ending positions. For further evaluation,
a multiple gauge reader will be implemented in the operator
robots.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
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Abstract—Convolutional Neural Networks have been
proven to successfully capture spatial aspects of the
speech signal and eliminate spectral variations across
speakers for Automatic Speech Recognition. In this
study, we investigate the Convolutional Neural Network with Time Delay Neural Network for an acoustic
model to deal with large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition for Khmer. Our idea is to use Convolutional
Neural Networks to extract local features of the speech
signal, whereas Time Delay Neural Networks capture
long temporal correlations between acoustic events.
The experimental results show that the suggested network outperforms the Time Delay Neural Network and
achieves an average relative improvement of 14% across
test sets.
Index Terms—Khmer ASR, Time Delay Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network, Low-resource
Language

I. Introduction
Google Assistant, Siri, Alexa, and Cortana are transforming the way users interact with their devices, homes,
and automobiles. These voice assistants simplify our lives,
and many individuals become dependent on them. A key
aspect of that smart merchandise is Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR). It permits you to talk into your
computer or tool, and it translates your voice into textual information automatically. At present, a variety of
approaches including conventional models [1], [2], hybrid
models [3], [4] and end-to-end neural models [5] are carried
out in almost ASR systems to achieve the state of the
art speech recognition accuracy. The rapid advancement
of ASR is heavily dependent on the massive amounts of
audio and annotated transcripts. Recognizing the majority
of languages having a rich resource gives a very mature
performance [6] when compared to low-resource languages,
which have so far achieved limited accuracy [7].
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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In a recent study [8], Khmer ASR was studied with
Deep Neural Network (DNN) versus Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), and the result showed that the DNN
outperformed by approximately 3.65% and 1.10% in the
open test and close test, respectively. However, when
working in a language with limited resources, DNN results in overfitting [9]. Furthermore, the DNN can only
acquire a limited amount of contextual information from
the speech, limiting its ability to deal with long-range
correlations in the speech signal [10], [11]. In recent years,
various novel networks have been studied, and it has been
discovered that Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) is
one of the potential neural networks for modeling the
long temporal information of the speech [12], [13]. The
TDNN is a stacked architecture that employs a modular
and progressive design to build a bigger network from the
sub-components. In the lower layers, it learns the narrow
context of the input features, whereas in the top layers,
it learns the larger context. Furthermore, it is quicker
to train TDNN and requires much less training data
compared to Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Long
Short-term Memory (LSTM) [14]. Speech can be regarded
as an image because the spectral properties of speech
consist of two dimensions, such as time and frequency.
As a result, several researches on Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) has been conducted for speech recognition
[15]. The three critical components of CNN, including
local receptive field, weight sharing, and sub-sampling,
are known to be capable of minimizing the variance of
translation, scaling, and distortion of the speech signal
[16]. Therefore, CNN has additional advantages for speech
processing when dealing with diverse pronunciations for
different speakers. In this research, we propose to investigate the benefits of combining CNN and TDNN in dealing
with large vocabulary continuous speech recognition for
Khmer. Our goal is to utilize the CNN as an extra function

to the TDNN to learn local features of the speech signal.
This research is structured as follows: the proposed
method is given in Section II. Section III introduces
the experiments including the datasets, language model,
lexicon, and baseline model. The results and discussions
are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V presents
the conclusion and future work.
II. Proposed method
In this investigation, the CNN-TDNN of Kaldi’s MiniLibriSpeech recipe 1 was adopted. The network consisted
of 6 convolutional neural network blocks, followed by
9 delay neural network blocks, and a fully connected
block (Fig. 1). It took the 40-dimensional Mel-frequency
Cepstral Coeﬀicients (MFCCs) and 100-dimensional ivector as the input features to estimate 2,976 states of
the triphone Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The network
contains 4.7 million parameters and can gather ±30 contextual inputs from a particular acoustic frame.

were used. Finally, 40-dimensional high resolution MFCCs
were computed and 100-dimensional i-vectors were extracted on top of PCA-reduced spliced-MFCC features for
speaker adaptation.
B. Preprocessing Block
The input features were preprocessed before being fed to
the network as shown in Fig. 2. First, mel-filterbanks were
computed from 40-dimensional MFCCs through inverse
discrete cosine function (MFCCs are more compressible,
thus it is preferred to dump them to disk rather than melfilterbanks). Second, batch normalization and SpecAugment were applied on the mel-filterbanks. In Kaldi, the
SpecAugment is implemented as a neural layer that does
time and frequency masking on-the-fly during the training.
Third, 100-dimensional i-vectors were projected to 200dimensional vectors through a linear transformation, followed by a batch normalization. Finally, 40-dimensional
mel-filterbanks and 200-dimensional i-vectors were combined to produce 40x6 input features.

Fig. 2. Preprocessing block

C. Convolutional Neural Network Block

Fig. 1. Adopted architecture for CNN-TDNN

A. Feature Extraction
The speech signals were first split into short-time frames
of a length of 25ms with an overlap of 10ms. A Hamming
window, a pre-emphasis factor of 0.97, a cepstral liftering
coeﬀicient of 22 and cepstral mean normalization (CMN)
1 https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/blob/master/egs/mini_
librispeech/s5/local/chain/tuning/run_cnn_tdnn_1b.sh
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Our network employed 6 CNN blocks, each with a convolutional layer followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation function and a batch normalization, to learn
local spatial information and to eliminate variations in
inter-speaker spectra (Fig. 3). Each convolutional layer
took three consecutive outputs from the preceding layer
of time steps (t-1, t, t+1), allowing the CNN blocks to
gather information from 12 neighboring frames. During
each convolution operation, 3x3 filters with a strip size
of 1 and a zero-padding size of 1 were employed. The
first three convolutional layers use 48 filters; the next two
layers use 64 filters; and the last layer uses 128 filters.
Layers 3, 5, and 6 use a subsampling size of 2 to lower the
height dimension of the input feature. The final outputs
(1x5x128) were transformed into 640-dimensional vectors
and utilized as inputs to TDNN sequence blocks.

Fig. 3. Convolutional neural network block
Fig. 4. Time delay neural network block. The number n denotes the
size of adjacent inputs to be combined with the current input t.

D. Time Delay Neural Network Block
Our network was made up of 9 TDNN blocks, and
thus, it can extract information from the long temporal
context of the inputs. Each block begins with a TDNN
layer, followed by a ReLU activation function and a batch
normalization function (Fig. 4). The Factored Time Delay
Neural Network (TDNNF) was used in the network. It
uses Single Value Decomposition (SVD) to improve matrix
multiplication, resulting in fewer parameters and much less
computation. The first TDNNF layer has a dimension of
768 while SVD has a dimension of 192. Time stride was
not applied in this layer. The subsequent TDNNF layers
consist of 768 dimensions and 96 dimensions for SVD.
Each layer took 6 consecutive outputs from ±3 contexts
and concatenated them with the current output from the
previous layer. Therefore, the final output from the TDNN
blocks can capture information from the previous and
the prior 24 inputs. RestNet connections were applied in
TDNN layers to capture information from the input from
the previous layer. Except for the first layer, the output
from each layer was summed with the output from the
previous layer with a scaling factor of 0.66.
E. Training Recipe
A context-independent (CI) model was first trained
on 13-dimensional MFCCs with their first and secondorder derivatives. MFCCs were computed using 23 Melfilterbanks on overlapping frames of 25ms with 10ms shift.
A Hamming window, a pre-emphasis factor of 0.97, a
cepstral liftering coeﬀicient of 22 and CMN were used.
The first context-dependent (CD) was trained over 40 iterations using 2.5k states and 25k Gaussian distributions.
Second CD training using 5k states and 50k Gaussians was
performed by concatenating ±4 contexts of 13-dimensional
MFCCs and projecting into a 40-dimensional subspace
using linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and the features
were decorrelated using maximum likelihood linear transform (MLLT). Speaker-adaptive training (SAT) was performed with the same configuration of 5k states and 50k
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Gaussians to normalize the features using feature space
maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR). Note that
the configurations of CD models are based on [8].
Three data augmentations were used to expand the
amount of the training data and provide greater signal
variability in speech. First, speed perturbation with factors
of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 was carried out, producing 3 times the
training data. Second, volume perturbation was used to
make the acoustic model resilient to volume fluctuations
by using random factors sampled from a uniform distribution of [1/8, 2]. Finally, SpecAugment [17] was conducted
on the fly in the neural layer of the network by masking
the frequency channels of at most 50% of the spectrum
and masking the time steps of the frames of at most 20%.
The 40-dimensional high-resolution MFCCs were extracted from the augmented training data, and half of
the data was used to train the i-vector extractor 2 , which
was used to compute the 100-dimensional i-vectors from
speech signals. Finally, CNN-TDNN was trained on the
aligned training data from the SAT model across 20
epochs with starting and final learning rates of 0.002 and
0.0002, respectively, using lattice-free maximum mutual
information (LF-MMI) [18].
III. Experiments
A. Datasets
In this study, the training set includes portions of the
Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) [19] consisting of
47 speakers and 48,369 utterances. It is a speech corpus
that was produced from the previous work [8] and designed
to cover the expressions in the traveling domain. More
data was collected from the internet (online websites and
YouTube) and combined into the datasets to examine the
performance of Khmer ASR in several domains. Finally,
2 https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/blob/master/egs/mini_
librispeech/s5/local/nnet3/run_ivector_common.sh

the new speech corpus, which is mostly in natural speech
and background noise, and contains 119 speakers, 73,660
utterances, and around 153 hours, was used during the
learning phase. Furthermore, we proposed to investigate
the performance of CNN-TDNN in five domains, including
News, Law, Health, Daily life and General. The specification of the training and testing sets are given in Table I.
TABLE I
Dataset Preparation
Dataset

Domain

Hour

Utterance

Speaker
(Female)

Train Set

Multi-domain
News
Law
Health
Daily Life
General

∼ 153
∼4
∼3
∼4
∼5
∼4

73,660
970
1,035
1,399
1,840
1,474

119(62)
5(3)
5(3)
5(3)
5(3)
5(3)

Test Set

G2P 4 . The dataset, which included 57 phonemes and
34k words, was created using the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) standard. Finally, a new lexicon was
constructed using the vocabulary of the language model,
which consists of around 100k words.
D. Baseline Model
In this study, we proposed using TDNN as the baseline
model. The suggested network design is given in Fig. 5. It
is made up of 15 TDNN blocks and is capable of capturing
30 adjacent contexts from a particular input feature. The
network is similar to CNN-TDNN except for the first six
TDNN blocks. Our idea is to investigate the performance
of the acoustic model when CNNs are utilized in the
network while maintaining the same configuration. Each
TDNN accepts 3 successive input features (t-1, t, t+1),
and thus, the TDNN blocks can obtain information from
6 neighboring input features.

B. Language Model
The language model is an essential component of the
ASR system. By estimating the likelihood of word sequences, it is able to model how words are put together
to form sentences. It can predict which words will follow
particular words and with what probability. A 3-grams
language model was built using SRILM 3 . A Witten-Bell
Smoothing technique was used to prevent assigning zero
probability to the unknown words and a pruning factor of
1e-8 was applied to reduce the size of the language model.
Using an in-house toolkit [20], the text of each dataset was
segmented into morphemes and subjected to punctuation
removal and numbers to text conversion. Table II shows
specification of the training and testing datasets as well as
their perplexities (PPL).
TABLE II
Dataset Preparation for Language Model
Dataset

Domain

Vocab. Sent. Avg. Word

Train Set Multi-domain ∼ 100K ∼ 3M
News
∼ 3K
∼ 3K
Law
∼ 2K
∼ 3K
Test Set
Health
∼ 3K
∼ 3K
Daily Life
∼ 3K
∼ 4K
General
∼ 3K
∼ 3K

53
28
20
20
24
22

PPL
036.42
090.38
158.29
158.29
238.94
169.29

C. Lexicon
The lexicon is the pronunciation dictionary that connects sub-word units (phonemes) to words. The acoustic
model uses it to learn mapping from sequence of phonemes
to words. The corpus from [21] was used to build a
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) model using Phonetisaurus
3 http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm

Fig. 5. Proposed architecture for baseline model

E. Evaluation Method
Word Error Rate (WER) was used as the metric to
evaluate the accuracy of TDNN and CNN-TDNN. It is
a common measure for evaluating the performance of an
ASR system. The following is the formula:
W ER =

S+D+I
S+D+C

4 https://github.com/AdolfVonKleist/Phonetisaurus
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(1)

Where S is the number of substitutions, D is the number
of deletions, I is the number of insertions, and C is
the number of correct words. WER is between zero and
one. The lower the WER, the better performance of the
acoustic model.
IV. Results and Discussions
Table III compares the performance of CNN-TDNN
with TDNN across the five test sets. TDNN performs
best in the News, with a WER of 11.53%, followed by
17.57% in the Health and Daily Life, and a WER of
roughly 19% in the Law and General. CNN-TDNN, on the
other hand, outperforms by a significant margin of 14.4%
on average throughout the test sets. It achieves the best
WER of 11.53% in the News, followed by 14.83% in the
Daily Life and around 15.7% in the Health and General.
According to the experimental results, introducing CNNs
into the network significantly improves performance when
compared to TDNN with the same configuration and
capability in capturing long temporal dependency of 30
adjacent contexts. Thus, CNNs enable the network to
eﬀiciently learn representation of the speech signal.
TABLE III
Experimental results in WER(%) on each test set
Model

News

Law

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 20 1 0 0
ំ នាង ខ្ញុំ
REF: េដាយសារ ែត មុខ របរ ហ្នង
ឹ មាន ការ រក
ី ចេ្រមន
ី ខា្លង
ក៏ ព្រងីក សាខា េទ លក់ េន ក្នុង ខណ្ឌ ែសន (Due to the rapid
growth of this business, I expanded the branch to sell in
Sen district)
HYP: េដាយសារ ែត មុខ របរ និង មាន ការ រកី ចេ្រមីន ខា្លង
ំ នាង ខ្ញុំ ក៏
ព្រងក
ី សាខា េទ លក់ េន ក្នុង ខណ្ឌ ែសន (Due to the business and

rapid growth, I expanded the branch to sell in Sen district)

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 19 1 0 0
REF: កាត់ បន្ថយ នូវ ការ ជួប ជុំ គា្ន ែដល បច្ចុប្បន្ន េយង
ី កំពុង ែត ជួប

នូវ បញ្ហ ជម្ងឺ ឆ្លង កូវ ីដ ដប់ ្របាំបួន (Reducing the gatherings
when we are currently facing with Covid 19)
HYP: កាត់ បន្ថយ នូវ ការ ជួប ជុំ គា្ន ែដរ បច្ចុប្បន្ន េយង
ី កំពុង ែត ជួប នូវ
បញ្ហ ជម្ងឺ ឆ្លង កូវ ីដ ដប់ ្របាំបួន (Reducing the gatherings as well
when we are currently facing with Covid 19)

The first example of phonetic errors, the demonstrative adjective "ហ្នង
ឹ " (“this” in English), was predicted as
the conjunction "និង" (“and” in English) when they are
both homophones. Similarly, the particle "ែដល" of adverb
"បច្ចុប្បន្ន" in second example, was predicted as adverb "ែដរ"
and these two words have the same pronunciation.

Health Daily Life General

TDNN

11.53
19.18
09.94
16.02
CNN-TDNN
(↓13%) (↓16%)

17.57
15.70
(↓10%)

17.57
14.83
(↓15%)

REF ⇒ HYP Freq

In addition, error analysis was conducted to examine
the inaccuracy of the model in generating the hypothesis
by using SCLITE 5 . We discovered that the majority of
the problems were due to phonetic and encoding issues. A
phonetic mistake occurs when the model estimates a word
that sounds the same as another word but has a different
meaning (homophones). When the model generates the
same word but with a different encoding, this is referred
to as an encoding error. We contend that these issues
are caused by the quality of the corpus used to build the
lexicon and the language model. Tables IV and V show the
most common examples of phonetic and encoding errors,
respectively.
TABLE IV
Phonetic Error
REF ⇒ HYP Freq
ហ្នង
ឹ ⇒ និង
អ្នក⇒នាក់

ែដល⇒ែដរ

TABLE V
Encoding Error

19.17
15.68
(↓18%)

233
38
28

សេម្ដច⇒សេម្តច
ឧត្ដម⇒ឧត្តម

32
30

Encoding error examples:
Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 13 1 0 0
REF: ការ សេ�ងា្គះ ជាតិ ជា ្របវត្តិសា�ស្ត របស់ សេម្ដច អគ្គ មហា េសនា
បតី េតេជា ហ៊ុន ែសន (National salvation is the history of
Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen)
(សេម្ដច ⇒ 179F 1798 17D2 178A 17C1 1785 )
HYP: ការ សេ�ងា្គះ ជាតិ ជា ្របវត្តិសា�ស្ត របស់ សេម្តច អគ្គ មហា េសនា
បតី េតេជា ហ៊ុន ែសន

(សេម្តច ⇒ 179F 1798 17D2 178F 17C1 1785)
Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 9 1 0 0
REF: រដ្ឋ ម�ន្តី ្រកសួង ការពារ ជាតិ រួម ជាមួយ នង
ឹ ឯក ឧត្ដម (Minister
of National Defense together with His Excellency)
(ឧត្តម ⇒ 17A7 178F 17D2 178A 1798)
HYP: រដ្ឋ ម�ន្តី ្រកសួង ការពារ ជាតិ រួម ជាមួយ នឹង ឯក ឧត្តម
(ឧត្តម ⇒ 17A7 178F 17D2 178F 1798)
In encoding error instances, coeng "ដ" (178A) was predicted as coeng "ត" (178F). As a result, the word "ឧត្ដម",
and "សេម្ដច" were synthesized as "ឧ + ត + ◌្ + ត + ម" and "ស
+ ម + ◌្ + ត + េ◌ + ច" instead of "ឧ + ត + ◌្ + ដ + ម" and "ស
+ ម + ◌្ + ដ + េ◌ + ច", respectively.

Phonetic error examples:
5 https://github.com/usnistgov/SCTK
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V. Conclusion
In this study, we reported the state-of-the-art for dealing with Khmer ASR using CNN and TDNN. The results reveal that integrating the CNNs into the network
of TDNN significantly improves the performance of the
model across all test sets. In future work, a new acoustic
modeling approach will be investigated to improve the
overall performance of the model in terms of accuracy and
decoding speed. Furthermore, due to the constrained variety of datasets in comparison to different well-resourced
languages, a larger dataset is desired for future development of Khmer ASR. More data needs to be acquired
and used for various data augmentation methods in order
to examine more environmental factors. Khmer encoding
issues and discrepancies will also be studied to eliminate
encoding errors while building a corpus, and it is widely
assumed that different misspelling errors are no longer a
problem, as long as there is a huge amount of correct data
for speech and text corpora.
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Abstract—In Thailand and numerous other Southeast Asian
countries, Rice is one of the most income country products. Rice
leaf disease control must be improved in order to enhance rice
production. But it is a complicated process dependent on the
farmer’s experience and local knowledge. Artificial intelligence
solutions will become one of the options for resolving this problem
and informing all new and existing farmers about the diseases
of their products. Big Transfer (BiT) is a deep learning model
proposed in this paper for identifying rice leaf disease. BiTM prediction performance is notable, with 100% prediction
accuracy after 19 epochs of training.
Index Terms—argiculture, computer vision, artificial intelligence, rice diseases, classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2021, Thailand is the third largest seller of rice in
the world, with around 6.12 million tons. To increase rice
production, Rice leaf disease control must be improved in
order. But rice leaf disease identification is a complex process
that relies on the farmer’s experience and local knowledge.
Artificial intelligence solutions will become one of the
possibilities for solving this problem and informing all new
and existing farmers about the diseases of their produce.
Rice leaf disease detection with traditional machine learning
algorithms currently has a performance of 69.44% [1], while
deep learning models such as ResNets and DenseNets have an
accuracy of 92.50% and 95.74% [2], accordingly, and VGG-16
Convolutional Neural Networks have an accuracy of 92.46%
[3].
This paper has proposed to identify rice disease using Big
Transfer (BiT) pre-train deep learning models, which can be
used to train networks on three distinct scales of datasets and
achieve significant gains over the popular ILSVRC-2012 pretraining. BiT simply needs to be pre-trained once, and finetuning to downstream tasks is inexpensive. Other cutting-edge
approaches, on the other hand, necessitate significant training
on support data conditioned on the task at hand [5].
This paper is divided up into five sections. The I section
contains the paper’s introduction and context, while the II section contains related works. The methodologies were described
in Section III. Section IV provides the experimental results,
whereas Section V has a conclusion and future work.
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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II. R ELATED W ORKS
As stated in the I section. BiT-M is used to classify images
of rice disease. Big Transfer and rice diseases are discussed
briefly in this section.
A. Big Transfer (BiT)
Deep learning takes a vast quantity of data and computes
it to achieve high performance [4]. Because of these pertask restrictions, creating additional tasks can be prohibitively
expensive. Transfer learning provides a solution by replacing
task-specific data and computing with a pre-training step.
This method was named ”Big Transfer” (BiT) - a recipe
that utilizes a minimal number of tactics while achieving
exceptional results.
BiT trained networks on three distinct data scales, ranging
from one example per class to one million examples per class
and one million total examples. BiT-L achieves cutting-edge
performance on several of these tasks and is unexpectedly
effective when just a small amount of downstream data is
provided. BiT-L, the largest, is trained on the JFT-300M
dataset, which contains 300 million noisy annotated pictures.
We apply BiT to a wide range of tasks, with training set
sizes ranging from one example per class to one million total
examples.
A dataset including 100 million Flickr photographs was
utilized in Large-scale Weakly Supervised Learning of Representations by BiT. This dataset looks to be less transferable
than JFT-300M. A much bigger, noisy labeled dataset of 3.5
billion Instagram photos is used. This increase in dataset size,
together with an updated model design, resulted in improved
results when moving to ILSVRC-2012 called BiT-S.
However, BiT-M trained on ImageNet-21k produces significantly better visual representations than the identical model
trained on ILSVRC-2012. BiT-L outperforms previously published generalist SOTA models as well as SOTA specialist
models in many circumstances.
B. Bacterial Leaf Blight disease
Bacterial Leaf Blight is caused by Xanthomonas oryzae,
which causes wilting in seedlings as well as yellowing and
death of the leaves. The disease is more common in locations
where the infected plants are overgrown with weeds and

stubble. It may thrive in both tropical and temperate settings,
particularly those with rainy seasons.

Fig. 1. Bacterial Leaf Blight disease

C. Brown Spot Rice disease
Brown spot is a fungus disease that affects coleoptiles,
trees, leaf sheaths, and panicle roots. It is caused by a fungus
(Helminthosporium oryzae) and spreads by wind. The most
visible damage is the large number of wide blotches on the
leaves, which are crop-destroying.
Fig. 4. Rice Leaf Diseases Dataset

Fig. 2. Brown Spot Rice disease

D. Leaf Smut Rice disease
Leaf smut Rice disease is caused by a fungus that consumes
rice seeds before forming numerous fibers and seeds within
them. However, it was detected on some kinds of grass and
was eradicated by the fungus. The consequence of this seed’s
replication is a dark green color.

(3) which image features can provide significant input for
classification.
The dataset has 3 classes of rice diseases. There are 40
Brown spot images, 40 Leaf smut images, and 40 Bacterial
leaf blight.
B. Data Augmentation
The data augmentation technique can expand the amount of
data available. Many techniques can be used to create multiple
favorable images from a single image. This research makes
use of rotation, brightness, and sharpness adjustments with a
large range of significant random values. The outcome of the
augmentation is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Leaf Smut Rice disease

III. M ETHODOLOGY
This section will present the method of this paper’s proposed
method with the following presented.
A. Data Acquisition
The dataset name is used in this research. Dataset on Rice
Leaf Diseases [6] The dataset was created by manually classifying infected leaves into disease classifications. This dataset
was consulted by the farmers and requested them to offer
disease designations for sample leaves. Farmers gave names
in their local tongue (Gujarati), and identified and validated
English names by checking with agriculture professionals.
This information was used to detect and categorize rice plant
diseases. The following activities were carried out as part of
the work: (1) how to extract various image features; (2) which
image processing methods can give needed information; and
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Fig. 5. Augmentation Images Examples

We configured the amount of training data in the dataset to
600 images per class, as shown in Table I along with other
specifics of augmentation approaches.

Adam’s advantages is that the magnitudes of parameter updates are invariant to gradient rescaling. It does not require a
stationary objective, works with sparse gradients, and does a
type of step-size annealing naturally [5].

TABLE I
DATA AUGMENTATION
Augment
Rotate
Brightness
Sharpness

Random Range
-40, 40
0.5, 1.5
0, 1.5

Amount
600
600
600

C. Data Preparation
Before feeding it into the model. In this study, we scaled
photos to 384 x 384 and randomly cropped them to 224 x 224
before flipping them. This procedure will reduce the amount
of environment used when training a deep learning model.
Depicts the outcome shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Preparation Images Examples

As shown in Fig 6, this technique has little effect on image
detail, particularly the crucial elements for categorization. The
data will have the complete feature image while consuming
less resources.
D. Model
As detailed in Section 2, this research uses a pre-train model
known as Big Transfer with (BiT ). The hyperparameter tuning
is shown in Table II.
TABLE II
H YPERPARAMETERS D EFINE
Hyperparameter
Batch size
Steps per epoch
Schedule Length
Schedule Boundaries

Adam presented a simple and computationally efficient
gradient-based optimization technique for stochastic objective
functions. Adam is suited to machine learning issues with big
datasets and/or high-dimensional parameter spaces. To handle
with non-stationary objectives, the technique combines the
advantages of AdaGrad and RMSProp. Overall, we discovered
Adam to be robust and well-suited to a wide range of nonconvex optimization issues in machine learning.

Value
64
10
(500)
(200, 300, 400)

E. Loss Function
Cross-entropy loss is commonly employed in multi-class
classification problems. This research utilized a version named
sparse categorical cross-Entropia loss because our classes were
encoded using integers 0-2 rather than one-hot encodings.
This is especially appropriate for a network with complicated
architecture. The sigmoid function’s gradient alleviates the
vanishing gradient problem between packed blocks.
−

M
X

yo,c log (po,c )

Algorithm 1 Adam, our proposed algorithm for stochastic
optimization.
Require: ↵:
. Stepsize
Require: β1 , β2 2 [0, 1): . Exponential decay rates for the
moment estimates
Require: f (✓):
. Stochastic objective function with
parameters ✓
Require: ✓0 :
. Initial parameter vector
0
. Initialize 1st moment vector
m0
0
. Initialize 2nd moment vector
v0
t
0
. Initialize timestep
while ✓t not converged do do
t
t+1
. Initialize timestep
gt
r⇥ ft (✓t 1 )
. Get gradients w.r.t. stochastic
objective at timestep t
β1 · mt 1 + (1 − β1 ) · gt . Update biased first
mt
moment estimate
β2 · vt 1 + (1 − β2 ) · gt2 . Update biased second
vt
raw moment estimate
m̂t
mt /(1 − β1t
. Compute bias-corrected first
moment estimate
vt /(1 − β2t . Compute bias-corrected second raw
vˆt
moment estimate
p
✓t 1 − ↵ · m̂t /( v̂t + ✓)
. Update parameters
✓t
end while
Return ✓t

(1)

c=1

F. Optimization Function

Adam is a stochastic optimization approach that just requires first-order gradients and uses little memory. One of
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULT
A. Experimental Setting
The experimental conditions were established in this research. To get the desired results, all photographs were scaled
to 384 x 384 and randomly cropped to 224 x 224, plus random
flip images. After that, the training dataset was shuffled.
This study use Google Colab hardware settings (not pro)
with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz and an Nvidia
Tesla T4 GPU. BiT-M can be used to train with 23,500,352
non-trainable parameters, 6,147 trainable parameters, and
23,506,499 total parameters. The learning rates were set at
0.000375, 0.0000375, 0.00000375, and 0.00000000375, with
schedule borders of 200, 300, and 400 and epochs of 19.

B. System Performance
This study strives to be as accurate as possible. The results
of system performance comparisons with Random Forrest [1,
3], VGG-16 [3, ResNet, and DenseNet [2] are shown in Table
III.

V. C ONCLUSION /F UTURE W ORK
A. Conclusion

TABLE III
C OMPARED S YSTEM P ERFORMANCE
Model
BiT-M (Proposed Method)
VGG-16
DenseNet
ResNet
Random Forest

In Fig. 8, class 0 represents bacterial leaf blight, while
numbers 1 and 2 show brown spots and leaf smut as followed.
On this validation dataset, the confusion matrix has shown the
projected performance with no erroneous predictions.

Accuracy (%)
100
92.46
95.74
92.50
69.44

As shown in Table III. The accuracy differs significantly
from the purpose method and others.
C. Model Performance
The number of epochs, loss, and accuracy all had an impact
on the model’s performance. Each training epoch saw a slight
improvement in performance, rising from roughly 0.78 on
validation accuracy since the first epoch to 1.00 validation
accuracy after 9 epochs. In Fig. 7, the training accuracy and
validation accuracy differ marginally.

This research presents a performance accuracy of rice leaf
diseases that identify the most common rice diseases. The
proposed method is to identify rice leaf diseases using BiTM or Big Transfer pre-train with the ImageNet-21k dataset
and transfer learning with a proposed dataset. This method
can be used to improve one of the primary products of the
country. BiT-M prediction performance is notable, with 100%
prediction accuracy on the validation dataset after 19 epochs
of training.
B. Future Work
In the future, If a smaller, nearly efficient model can
be used to anticipate the same performance, it is a great
alternative for creating an AI model that can satisfy run-onedge devices. That means farmers can utilize edge devices to
identify diseases without needing to connect to the internet in
order to do serverless processing.
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marginally converged to 0. Depicts the predicted performance
on the confusion matrix shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Confusion Matrix
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issues: categorization, collective perception and gender [3],
[9].

Abstract— WordNet is a crucial language resource
associated with artificial intelligence activities, for instance,
constructing building models for advancement of computational
linguistics and natural language processing, or representing
statistical insights through knowledge graphs that emulate
cognition and human understanding. Thai WordNet has been
developed in many approaches, e.g., a merge approach in gold
standard, and semi-auto construction with a bilingual
dictionary. However, existing Thai WordNet is not easy to find
words fit with the definition of synsets; and cover cultural gaps
between the different languages of which needed to be aware.
This paper presents a methodology of Translation Equivalence
in order to construct Thai language resource, called LST22 Thai
WordNet.

This work aims to develop Thai WordNet using a
combination approach, that covers not only three entities of
Common Base Concepts but also FirstOrderEntities in the
PWN database (version 3.1), and to illustrate the development
of a Translation Equivalence to build Thai WordNet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Approaches
of WordNet construction are described in Section II. Section
III presents a methodology of translation equivalence. Section
IV then enumerates statistical information as working results
and discusses the efficiency of WordNet construction without
human efforts. Finally, Section V concludes this work.

Keywords—WordNet, Language Resources, Computational
Linguistic, Natural Language Processing, Translation
Equivalence

II. RELATED WORKS
A. Translation Theory
The semantic and communicative methods of translation
were used to translate the English words in the database [10].
Newmark [11] also noted different types of translation which
were used in this study, such as literal translation (e.g., synsetID 64984 orchid ‘กลวยไม’), and transferred words (e.g.,
synset-ID 14077 palindrome ‘คําพาลินโดรม’). Although
translation theories permit many terms to be translated into
Thai WordNet, many others cannot be translated directly. As
a result, the words have to be analyzed and generated into Thai
WordNet.

I. INTRODUCTION
WordNet is a lexical resource constructed as a hierarchical
structure of synsets (sets of cognitive synonyms considered
semantically equivalent) and semantic relations of words
[1]. Princeton WordNet (PWN) offers a full-fledged
WordNet of English, where it features 155,287 words and
117,659 synsets [2]. It plays a crucial role in word sense
disambiguation and semantic interpretation for natural
language processing (NLP).
There have been initiatives to develop multilingual lexical
resources that connect word senses across many languages,
for example, EuroWordNet [3] links eight European
languages, and AsianWordNet [4], [5] compiles Asian
language from bilingual dictionaries. However, it is a great
challenge to construct WordNets for some Asia languages
due to insufficient resources and semantic discrepancies of
language-specific words.
Thai WordNet was developed via semi-automatic
construction with a bilingual dictionary [6], [7]. However,
there are only 12% of words that can be assigned in Thai
lexical entries using automatic translation, such as concept
differentiation, or there is no word to represent the sense
when it comes to manual translation [7].
Leenoi et al. [8] attempted to build the gold standard for
Thai WordNet, and pointed out that a merge approach should
be combined to effectively build Thai WordNet due to three
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Componential Analysis [12] was used to examine words
by analyzing their meanings and semantic features to
understand their semantic relations. When used in translation,
words are evaluated for common semantic components, then
distinctive components are identified [11]. Since words in the
source language often have a more particular meaning, words
in the target language must include additional components.
Jean Delisle [13] introduced a new approach based on
ESIT's translation theory called “interpretative translation.”
The previous approach considers cognitive mechanisms when
translating language to convey a correct sense of meaning, but
it only involves two steps: comprehension and reformulation.
Interpretative translation added another step—verification—
to verify and correct meaning to be comprehended effectively.
In this work. we applied the distinctive process, verification,
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to verify translated words by the expert before inputting in
language database

expand approach appears to be more ideal for catching up with
Thai WordNet rapidly and effectively. However, due to
differences in cultures and perceptions, some English terms
cannot be directly translated.

B. Approaches to WordNet Construction
WordNet construction consists of two main approaches:
(1) Merge approach or (2) Expand approach. Both approaches
are explained in the followings.

Leenoi et al. [8] attempted to build the gold standard for
Thai WordNet and pointed out that the merge approach should
be incorporated to tackle three types of problematic
translations: categorization, collective perception, and gender.
In this WordNet, the same issue is also found. For instance,
38298 country music, is directly translated as “เพลงลูกทุง”
(pʰlēng. lûːk. tʰûŋ). However, American country music differs
from Thai country music in instrument composure. If this
word is translated without using the merge approach, it may
result to misunderstanding translation.

Merge approach
In this approach, we attempt to generate WordNet within
a single language without referring to any existing WordNets
in other languages. This results in a coherent hierarchy of
synsets and a wide coverage of semantic concepts. However,
it necessitates substantial human efforts and time. When
compared to the existing WordNets, the resultant taxonomy
and synsets may be completely different.

As a result, the combination approach is applied to resolve
the problem in two steps. First, we use the expand approach to
translate words from PWN. Then, we use the merge approach
to resolve the incorrect sense from English languages to coin
new words that suitable to input in Thai language lexical
resources.

WordNets for Urdu and Bahasa Indonesia were
constructed in this approach. Urdu WordNet [14] consists of
only 5,000 words, and it lacks association with PWN, in which
more than 100,000 words are defined. Indonesian WordNet
[15] is created using a monolingual dictionary and a thesaurus.
They pointed out some issues, e.g., word disambiguation and
irrelevance between dictionary and thesaurus.

B. Constructing Thai WordNet through Translation
In this paper, Thai WordNet construction is divided into
four steps, respectively: (1) Direct Translation, (2) Word
Compounding, (3) Word Transferring, and (4) Phrase
Translation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, English words from
PWN are translated and put them in the Thai WordNet
reference set as follow process in the subsection.

Expand approach
In this approach, WordNets are constructed by translating
from the PWN database. Although this approach can
sometimes bring about missing concepts in the target
language, it saves human efforts and time while maintaining
the association with the existing WordNets.
Moreover, it is easier to develop a WordNet with this
approach, because there are numerous common synsets
among many languages, where their taxonomy was well
studied and established. It is also much easier to point out
discrepancies when incompatible semantic concepts are
introduced.

Direct
Translation

Yes

Yes

Check with
Glossary

Check Thai Word
with Hierarchy

No
Thai Word with

Yes

Word

Correct Hierarchical

Compounding

Sense

No

C. Coining new Thai words
There are semantic discrepancies between English and
Thai, and direct translation of PWN generally results in
lengthy descriptions rather than concise terms. New Thai
words will have to be coined so that it better represents the
correct hierarchical sense for Thai WordNet. There are six
processes for coining new Thai words: reduplicated words,
derived words, compound words, complex words, transferred
words, and portmanteau words [16].
The coinage process [17] consists of three steps of coining
new Thai words by Royal Institute criteria as follows:
1. Direct translation: Look for appropriate Thai
words for the English translation. If not found, look
for Pali-Sanskrit equivalents. If still not found,
English words will be transferred to Thai.
2. Coining new words: Translators have to use as least
number of words as possible to represent the
correct sense without ambiguity.
3. Putting word in several entries: If there are several
candidates to represent the correct English sense,
translators have to put all of them in its entry.
III.

PWN
Database

Word
Transferring

Yes

Experts’
Approval

Yes

Thai WordNet
Reference Set

No
Phrase
Translation

No

(If Experts do not approve, it will be retranslated with the same or lower processes)

Fig. 1. Building Thai WordNet through Translation

C. Constructing Thai WordNet through the Combination
Approach
As illustrated in Fig. 1, English words from PWN are
translated and put it in the Thai WordNet reference set as
follow:
Direct Translation: English words are translated into
equivalent Thai words with correct hierarchical sense based
on WordNet’s glossary, as shown in Table I (a). If there are
several Thai words representing the correct hierarchical sense
based on WordNet’s glossary, every word will be added and
sorted by its accuracy, as shown in Table I (b).
Word Compounding: If there is no Thai equivalent
translation, a new Thai word is coined by compounding
words from Thai or Pali-Sanskrit As shown in Table II, the
target language บทภาพยนตร ‘Screenplay’ is a combination
of two independent nouns: บท ‘script’ and ภาพยนตร
‘film’.

TRANSLATION EQUIVALENCE METHODOLOGY

A. Combination Approach
As aforementioned in Section II, these two approaches
were considered the advantages and disadvantages. The
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TABLE IV. PHRASE TRANSLATION

Word Transferring: If there is no Thai or Pali-Sanskrit
equivalent compound word, the translators have to generate
new transferred words according to three transferring
methods [16]; directly transliterating words according to the
Royal Institute criteria, as shown in Table III (a), and
transliterating words and adding explanation, as shown in
Table III (b).
Phrase Translation: For some words, Thai equivalents
do not convey the true meaning, because Thai speakers do not
share cultural background with English speakers. The
meaning of these words varies depending on context and
glossary. This study provides a novel step: translating it into
phrases to describe the correct hierarchical sense. As shown
in Table IV, the target language ‘Utility guy’ was translated
as a person who has the capabilities to work in various roles.
Then we need to consider the context in synset’s glossary. As
a result, the ‘Utility guy’ in ‘Baseball player’ context refers
to a person who can play in various positions.

Wordnet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary
Target language

Finally, generated terms are submitted to the field specialists
to verify that they are correct. Thai native speaker linguists
verify general words. Meanwhile, field specialists verify
technical terms, e.g., pharmaceutical, medical, chemical, and
architectural words. If the coined words are unsatisfactory,
they will be re-coined with the same process or next process
and sent to verify until they are, as shown in the diagram.
IV.

Example (a)

Direct translation
58384
Utility guy
baseball player who can play various positions
หายใจ – hǎ:i tɕai

WordNet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary

Direct translation
15134
easy
obtained with little effort or sacrifice, often
obtained illegally; “easy money”

Target language

ไมเขมงวด|งาย|ไมมีพิธรี ต
ี รอง –
mâi kʰɛ̂m ŋûat | ŋâ:i | mâi mi: pʰí tʰi: ri: tɔ:ŋ

TABLE V. STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF LST22 THAI WORDNET

Example (b)

(a) Numbers of Words, Synsets and Senses
POS

Target language

Target language

WordNet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary
Target language

Synsets

119,171
11,540
21,868
4,475
157,054

82,173
13,784
18,185
3,625
117,767

Total
Word-sense Pairs

(b) Numbers of Polysemy

Example

Word Compounding
38018
Screenplay
a script for a film including dialogue and
descriptions of characters and sets
บทภาพยนตร – bòt.pʰâ:p.pʰáʔ.jon (บท ‘script’
+ ภาพยนตร
� ‘film’)

POS

Noun
Verb
Adjective
Adverb
Total

Monosemous
Words and Senses
68,804
4,952
16,783
1,960
92,499

Polysemous
Words
89,884
17,313
18,251
4,662
130,110

146,519
25,056
30,072
5,592
207,239

Polysemous
Senses
13,371
8,832
1,402
1,665
25,270

TABLE VI. STATISTICS OF MONOSEMY, POLYSEMY,
AND POLYSEMOUS SENSES

TABLE III. WORD TRANSFERRING
WordNet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary

Unique Strings

Noun
Verb
Adjective
Adverb
Totals

TABLE II. WORD COMPOUNDING
WordNet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Statistical Information
In Thai WordNet construction, English lexical entries
were mapped and were compared with English equivalent by
Thai linguists. As shown in Table V (a), statistical information
table shown number of words, synsets and senses in each POS
tags. The term ‘polysemy’ means multiple senses of the same
phonological word, on the contrary, unrelated senses of the
same phonological word is ‘homonymy.’ Table V (b) shows
numbers of monosemous word, polysemous words and
polysemous senses. Fig. 2 shows almost all synsets are Noun.

TABLE I. DIRECT TRANSLATION
WordNet type
Synset ID
Source language
Glossary
Target language

Phrase Translation
58384
Utility guy
baseball player who can play various positions
นักเบสบอลที่เลนไดหลายตําแหนง
nák.bés.bɔ:l.tʰî:.lên.dâi.lǎ:i.tam.nɛ̀ŋ

Example (a)

Word Transferring
18019
eyeshadow
makeup consisting of a cosmetic substance used to
darken the eyes
อายแชโดว – ʔa:i tɕʰɛ: dô:

POS
Noun
Verb
Adjective
Adverb
Total

Example (b)

Word Transferring
76245
polyp
a small vascular growth on the surface of a mucous
membrane
ติ่งเนือ
้ – tìŋ.nɯá
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Monospermous
Words and Senses

68,804
4,952
16,783
1,960
92,499

Polysemous
Words

89,884
17,313
18,251
4,662
130,110

Polysemous
Senses

13,371
8,832
1,402
1,665
25,270

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper described the construction of Thai WordNet as
Asian language resource. Translation Equivalence was
applied to construct LST22 Thai WordNet by linguistic
scholars and analyzed by data scientists1.
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Abstract—Human activity recognition (HAR) and fall detection
using smartphone sensors are currently popular because they
can be extended to many useful applications especially when a
person needs an urgent treatment such as a fall. Several methods
based on machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) have
been proposed to improve classification performances. In this
work, we propose hybrid models of convolutional neural network
(CNN) models and ML algorithms to classify human activities
and falls using smartphone-sensor data. The CNN model will be
used as feature extraction to extract a set of features. Thereafter,
the ML algorithm will apply this set of features to predict
the corresponding activity and fall. Several combinations of
CNN models and ML algorithms are investigated on two public
datasets: UniMiB SHAR and UMAFall. Their accuracy scores
are compared in order to determine the best hybrid model.
On the UniMiB SHAR dataset, the hybrid model based on
the AlexNet model and the extra trees algorithm achieves the
highest accuracy score of 95.27%. On the UMAFall dataset, the
hybrid model based on the Xception model and the support
vector machine/k-nearest neighbors/extra trees algorithms offer
the highest accuracy score of 82.24%.
Index Terms—convolutional neural network (CNN), deep
learning, fall detection, human activity recognition (HAR), machine learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is now becoming more prevalent in our society. Machine learning is a component of
the creation of AI software, making it beneficial for human
health. Therefore, it is crucial to gather information on human
activity recognition (HAR) [1], particularly for patients and
the elderly who have higher risk of accidents, such as fall
recognition [2]. The majority of the fall detection technology
now in use is found in Internet of Things (IoT) devices [3].
These devices make an effort to identify activity and fall
information, which is collected via IoT sensors [4], such that
the system can properly analyze and anticipate. As a result, the
information we gather for our models is crucial for evaluating
human gestures and providing precisely analytical information.
Additionally, each casual style has been blended to create
algorithms that can identify and predict outcomes with the
greatest accuracy.

978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) have been
applied in many study fields such as computer vision, natural
language processing, and speech recognition [5]. Both have
been adapted into the HAR and fall detection using smartphone sensors and wearable sensors [6]–[8]. The data are
collected from the sensors (such as tri-axis accelerometers)
on a smartphone or a wearable device and, then, fed into
ML algorithms or DL models to monitor the current user
activity or detect a user fall whenever it happens. Several
classification methods on ML algorithms and DL models have
been proposed [2], [7], [8]; however, there is still some room
for further improvement and investigation.
In this work, we propose hybrid models for classifying
human activities and falls in order to improve the classification accuracy. The proposed models apply a CNN model to
automatically extract a set of features and reduce the feature
number by using two dense layers. Unlike a conventional
CNN model where a dense layer with the softmax activation
function is used as the classifier, we apply an ML algorithm
as the classifier in the proposed models instead. Here, a set
of features that is inputted to an ML classifier will be from a
CNN model and dense layers. We investigate several hybrid
models according to combinations of different CNN models
and ML algorithms. Their performances are evaluated on
two smartphone-based HAR datasets and compared to other
baseline models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates some recently related work. The proposed method is
described and explained in Section III. The evaluation results
are shown in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are
provided in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
During the past decades, many DL models have been
proposed for HAR. In this section, we review some recently
related work in HAR and fall detection. In [9], the authors
proposed a classification model based on CNN, casual long
short-term memory (LSTM), and a ResNet18 classifier, to

TABLE I
A S UMMARY OF R ELATED W ORK
Ref
[9]
[10]

Year
2021
2021

DL Structure
CNN - casual LSTM + ResNet18
KNN + SVM + RF + XGBoost

[11]

2021

iSPLInception

[12]

2021

LSTM + BiLSTM + CNN

[13]

2022

CNN + CNN-LSTM + ConvLSTM + Stacked LSTM

improve fall detection accuracy. The CNN, causal LSTM, and
a GHU high-speed channel were used in the encoding layer
while deconvolution layers and a high-speed channel were
included in the decoding layer. The final layer is the classification layer, which employs ResNet18 to perform classification. Furthermore, the proposed model made use of the data
set SisFall in which the algorithm’s detection gives 99.79%
accuracy. A hierarchical classification framework for activity
and fall detection based on wavelets and adaptive pooling was
proposed in [10]. It accomplished this by utilizing data from
the SisFall dataset. To determine the severity and direction
of a fall, the classification framework combined hierarchical
classification with a vote-based system. The classification is
divided into three parts, the first of which is to determine
whether or not it has been detected to fall before moving on to
the next. The second and third stages vote on the direction and
severity of the detected fall sample. It tested the hierarchical
scheme using four classifiers: k-nearest neighbors (KNN),
support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost). The proposed model’s
accuracy score is 94.67%.
In [11], the authors proposed a model called iSPLInception
to achieve the highest accuracy and lowest cross-entropy loss
through various human activities. The model was created from
the Inception and ResNet models. The datasets used were;
UCI-HAR, Opportunity, DAPHNET and PAMAP2 datasets.
The proposed model achieved the accuracy scores of 95.09%
on the UCI-HAR dataset, 88.14% on the Opportunity dataset,
93.52% on the Daphnet dataset, and 89.09% on the PAMAP2
dataset. In [12], the authors proposed a framework to classify transition activities by using three hybrid deep-learning
models, namely LSTM, bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM), and
CNN, to classify the human activities on two public datasets:
HAPT and HumanActivity. For final classification, the dynamic decision fusion module was used. In terms of accuracy,
the results showed that the proposed method outperforms stateof-the-art methods which were 96.11% on the HAPT dataset
and 93.38% on the HumanActivity dataset. The authors of
[13] presented an ensemble model to classify daily activities
based on sensor data with the model consisting of CNN,
CNN-LSTM, convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM), and stacked
LSTM. In this work, three datasets were used to evaluate the
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Dataset
SisFall
SisFall
UCI-HAR
Opportunity
Daphnet
PAMAP2
HAPT
HumanActivity
WISDM
PAMAP2
UCI-HAR

Accuracy (%)
99.79
94.67
95.09
88.14
93.52
89.09
96.11
93.38
98.71
97.73
98.05

proposed model. The accuracy scores of the proposed model
are 98.71% on the WISDM dataset, 97.73% on the PAMAP2
dataset, and 98.05% on the UCI-HAR dataset. A summary of
these related work is shown in Table I.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In this work, we propose hybrid models receiving input data
from a smartphone’s sensor attached on a user to classify the
activities and falls. The proposed structure consists of a CNN
model used to extract features from the input, fully connected
dense layers used to reduce the number of features, and an
ML algorithm applied as the classifier. A framework of the
proposed hybrid models is shown in Fig. 1 and explained
below.
A. Input Data
The input data of the proposed hybrid models are obtained
from two HAR and fall datasets as explained below.
1) UniMiB SHAR Dataset: The UniMib SHAR dataset
[14] recorded sensor data from a smartphone on a subject.
There were 30 subjects. Each subject placed a smartphone in
the front trouser pocket while performing the following 17
activities and falls.
•

•

There are nine daily activities: running, jumping, walking,
sitting down, going upstairs, going downstairs, standing
up from sitting, lying down from and standing,standing
up from laying.
There are eight fall types: falling backward, syncope,
hitting an obstacle in the fall, falling rightward, falling
leftward, falling forward, falling with protection strategies, and falling backward-sitting-chair.

The recorded data are x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of accelerometer signals from the smartphone with the sampling rate 50 Hz.
These signals were divided into segments using the energybased segmentation. Each segment of a signal (x-axis, yaxis, or z-axis) consists of 151 data points (i.e. the size is
1 ⇥ 151). Our sample (the input) representing an activity/fall
is the concatenation of x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis signals as
shown in Fig. 2. As a result, the size of each sample is equal
to 1 ⇥ 453. In total, we have 11,711 samples to evaluate the
proposed hybrid models.

Feature Extraction
Input

CNN
Model

Dense Layer 1
(256, ReLU)

Classifier
Dense Layer 2
(128, ReLU)

ML
Algorithm

Activity/
Fall

Height

Fig. 1. A framework of the proposed hybrid models.

A segment from
x-axis
accelerometer

A segment from
y-axis
accelerometer

A segment from
z-axis
accelerometer

Length

Fig. 2. The structure of a input sample where the height is equal to 1. The
length is equal to 151 and 450 for the UniMiB SHAR dataset and UMAFall
dataset, respectively.

2) UMAFall Dataset: The UMAFall dataset [15] recorded
sensor data from a smartphone and wearable devices on
a subject. There were 17 subjects. Each subject placed a
smartphone in the front trouser pocket (on the right side) and
wore four wearable devices (at chest, wrist, waist, and ankle)
while performing the following 11 activities and falls.
• There are eight daily activities: walking, jogging, body
bending, hopping, climbing stairs (up and down), lying
down (and getting up) on (from) a bed, and sitting down
(and up) on (from) a chair.
• There are three fall types: lateral, frontal, and backwards.
Similar to [16], we considered only the x-axis, y-axis, and zaxis of the accelerometer signals obtained from the smartphone
(whose sampling rate is 200 Hz). These signals were downsampled to 50 Hz. A sliding window method with window
covering 450 data points and sliding length equal to 50 data
points was applied to perform the segmentation. Each segment
of a signal (x-axis, y-axis, or z-axis) consists of 450 data points
(i.e. the size is 1 ⇥ 450). Our sample (the input) representing
an activity/fall is the concatenation of x-axis, y-axis, and zaxis signals as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, the size of each
sample is equal to 1 ⇥ 1350. In total, we have 4,751 samples
to evaluate the proposed hybrid models.
B. Deep Feature Extraction Using CNNs
The input data from the datasets are fed into the proposed
hybrid models. A CNN model is used to extract a set of feature
automatically. The following CNN models are applied as the
feature extraction: LeNet5 [17], AlexNet [18], VGG16 [19],
GoogLeNet [20], ResNet [21], Xception [22], and MobileNet
[23]. However, some modifications are necessary. Basically,
due to the design for image processing, these models consist
of two-dimensional (2D) layers. Since the input here is a
sequence of data points, we have revised those 2D layers
into the corresponding one-dimensional (1D) layers. The CNN
models’ architectures and their hyperparameters are set up as
shown in their original papers mentioned above.
The CNN models used in the hybrid are only the featureextraction parts of the full original models (i.e., not include
hidden dense layers). The numbers of convolutional layers and
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output features of these CNN models are shown in Table II in
which they have different structures, numbers of layers, hyper
parameters, and computation complexities. Different sets of
features are extracted. Among the considered CNN models,
the LeNet5 model has the lowest number of convolutional
layers while the ResNet model has the highest number of
convolutional layers. However, according to their architectures,
the LeNet5 model returns the highest number of features but
the GoogLeNet model and MobileNet model give the same
lowest number of features.
C. Dense Layers
The features of a CNN model will be sent to a stack of
two dense layers. We use these two dense layers to reduce the
number of features obtained from the previous CNN model.
The first dense layer consists of 256 neurons and the second
dense layer has 128 neurons. Both layers use the ReLU
activation function. As a result, the number of features which
will be sent further to a classifier is equal to 128.
D. Machine-Learning Classifiers
In general, a CNN model will use a dense layer with the
number of neurons equal to the number of classes and with the
softmax activation function as its classifier. However, in this
work, we apply an ML algorithm as the classifier instead. An
ML algorithm will receive the features from the second dense
layer and use them to predict the corresponding activity/fall.
We are interested in applying the following ML algorithms:
support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN),
linear regression (LR), linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
Gaussian naive bayes (GNB), light gradient boosting machine
(LGBM), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), extra trees
(ET), extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
The ML algorithms, the CNN models, and the proposed
hybrid models were developed by using the Python programming language and run on the Google Colab Pro+ platform.
The models were evaluated by the five-fold cross validation
method in order to measure their accuracy scores (in the unit of
%). Here, the five-fold cross validation method is used because
of acceptable computation-time consumption. The results are
shown in the following subsections. Note that we have 17
classes and 11 classes on the UniMiB SHAR dataset and the
UMAFall dataset, respectively, to be classified (i.e., multi-class
classification).

TABLE II
A S UMMARY OF THE CNN A RCHITECTURES
Number of convolutional layers
Number of output features (UniMiB)
Number of output features (UMAFall)

LeNet5
3
12840
39720

AlexNet
5
3328
10496

A. Baseline Performances from Machine-Learning Algorithms
and CNN Models
This subsection shows the accuracy scores of the ML
algorithms and CNN models on classifying the activities and
falls in the datasets. The structures of CNN models are similar
to that shown in Fig. 1 but the classifier is the dense layer with
the number of neurons equal to the number of classes and
with the softmax activation function. The results are used as
baseline performances and will be compared to the proposed
hybrid models to see improvement gains.
Table III shows the accuracy scores of the ML algorithms
on classifying the UniMiB SHAR and UMAFall datasets. The
highest accuracy scores are in bold with asterisk symbols
while the lowest scores are underlined. We have a conclusive
result showing that the ET algorithm outperforms the others
with significant gaps (84.80% for the UniMiB SHAR dataset
and 59.08% for the UMAFall dataset). On the other hand,
the GNB algorithm and the LDA algorithm offer the lowest
accuracy scores on the UniMiB SHAR dataset (24.88%)
and the UMAFall dataset (13.45%), respectively. For the
performances of the CNN models, as shown in Table IV,
the results obtained from classifying these two datasets point
to different best and worst models. The AlexNet model
and the Xception model achieve the highest accuracy scores
on the UniMiB SHAR dataset (93.57%) and the UMAFall
dataset (71.67%), respectively. The LeNet5 model and the
GoogLeNet model give the lowest accuracy scores on the
UniMiB SHAR dataset (82.32%) and the UMAFall dataset
(43.67%), respectively. When comparing the accuracy scores
between the ML algorithms and the CNN models, we found
that most of the considered CNN models perform better than
the ML algorithms do.
• For the UniMiB SHAR dataset, all CNN models except
the LeNet5 model outperform the ML algorithms.
• For the UMAFall, all CNN models except the LeNet5
model and the GoogLeNet model outperform the ML
algorithms.
Note that the accuracy scores obtained on classifying the
UMAFall dataset are lower than those obtained on classifying
the UniMiB SHAR dataset. There are several possible causes
such as more noise in the UMAFall dataset, different window
sizes used in the segmentation stage.
B. Hybrid Models Using CNN Models and ML Classifiers
This subsection shows the accuracy scores of the proposed
hybrid models in Fig. 1 on classifying the activities and falls
in the datasets. The results are shown in Table V and Table VI
for the UniMiB SHAR dataset and the UMAFall dataset,
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VGG16
13
7168
21504

GoogLeNet
22
1024
1024

ResNet
49
2048
2048

Xception
36
2048
2048

MobileNet
27
1024
1024

TABLE III
ACCURACY S CORES (%) OF THE M ACHINE -L EARNING A LGORITHMS ON
T WO DATASETS
ML
Algorithm
SVM
KNN
LR
LDA
GNB
LGBM
DT
RF
ET
XGBoost

Dataset
UniMiB SHAR UMAFall
77.78
48.01
78.38
35.70
37.45
17.62
36.31
13.45
24.88
27.93
82.46
53.59
57.88
32.01
82.31
55.53
84.80∗
59.08∗
70.61
47.91

TABLE IV
ACCURACY S CORES (%) OF THE CNN M ODELS ON T WO DATASETS
CNN
Model
LeNet5
AlexNet
VGG16
GoogLeNet
ResNet
Xception
MobileNet

Dataset
UniMiB SHAR UMAFall
82.32
43.99
93.57∗
69.06
92.29
63.88
86.79
43.67
87.02
60.70
90.79
71.67∗
90.03
70.66

respectively. The CNN models used as the feature extraction
are shown in columns while the ML algorithms used as the
classifiers are shown in rows. The value in each cell is the
accuracy score obtained from the corresponding combination.
The highest accuracy scores are in bold with asterisk symbols
while the lowest scores are underlined.
There are two main points as follows to be discussed when
using the proposed hybrid models.
(i) By using the CNN model to extract features, does it
help improving the performance of the ML classifier?
To answer this, we look at the results of each row
in Table V and Table VI (i.e., the proposed hybrid
models) and compare them to the results in Table III
(i.e., the ML classifier). By using the same classifier, we
observed that most of the proposed hybrid models achieve
higher accuracy scores than the classifier alone does. This
indicates that, in the hybrid models, the CNN models have
extracted quite useful features and helped improving the
accuracy scores of the ML classifier. However, few of
the hybrid models perform worst than the original ML
classifier do, for example, the LeNet5 model with the
LGBM classifier. As shown at the bottoms of Table V
and Table VI, on average, among the considered CNN
models, the AlexNet model and the Xception model are

TABLE V
ACCURACY S CORES (%) OF H YBRID M ODELS ON THE U NI M I B SHAR
ML
CNN Model (as the Feature Extraction)
Algorithm LeNet5
AlexNet VGG16
GoogLeNet
ResNet Xception
SVM
83.94
94.61
93.56
93.38
90.45
93.56
KNN
81.44
94.28
93.19
93.99
90.57
93.38
LR
82.77
94.78
93.65
93.95
90.72
93.55
LDA
79.51
92.49
91.67
91.61
89.91
93.09
GNB
74.68
88.63
83.57
88.49
87.82
92.40
LGBM
81.77
94.18
93.24
94.05
90.88
93.03
DT
70.70
89.88
89.70
90.55
88.33
91.43
RF
81.96
94.87
93.66
94.28
91.01
93.52
ET
83.50
95.27∗
93.97
94.96
91.34
93.73
XGBoost
80.54
93.85
92.94
93.70
90.63
93.14
Average
80.08
93.24∗
91.92
92.90
90.17
93.08
S.D.
4.21
2.25
3.20
2.03
1.17
0.70
S.D. denotes the standard deviation.

MobileNet
92.00
91.95
91.92
91.56
90.99
91.60
89.78
92.01
91.99
91.66
91.55
0.70

Average

S. D.

91.58
91.26
91.62
89.98
86.65
91.25
87.20
91.62
92.11∗
90.92
-

3.60
4.51
4.13
4.72
5.96
4.35
7.33
4.46
4.06
4.72
-

Average

S.D.

71.75
70.98
70.38
68.09
59.45
70.62
63.41
71.38
72.21∗
69.85
-

11.70
12.53
12.50
12.84
14.17
12.32
14.25
12.33
11.81
12.40
-

TABLE VI
ACCURACY S CORES (%) OF H YBRID M ODELS ON THE UMAFALL
ML
CNN Model (as the Feature Extraction)
Algorithm LeNet5 AlexNet VGG16
GoogLeNet
ResNet Xception
SVM
46.58
74.68
68.11
73.50
74.05
82.24∗
KNN
44.69
73.71
67.25
75.16
74.70
82.24∗
LR
44.07
73.29
66.87
73.82
74.38
82.15
LDA
41.36
70.72
65.21
69.44
71.84
80.64
GNB
39.89
58.62
48.01
51.38
65.06
78.43
LGBM
44.43
73.77
67.12
76.11
74.01
81.06
DT
33.40
64.81
61.46
65.52
68.26
76.89
RF
45.02
75.04
68.28
75.79
75.29
81.96
ET
46.94
75.73
69.21
77.14
75.73
82.24∗
XGBoost
43.46
73.08
67.12
73.50
73.23
80.91
Average
42.98
71.35
64.86
71.14
72.66
80.94∗
S.D.
3.99
5.45
6.30
7.76
3.42
1.89
S.D. denotes the standard deviation.

the best feature extraction for the UniMiB SHAR dataset
and the UMAFall dataset, respectively. The reason that
the AlexNet model outperforms the Xception model in
the UniMiB SHAR dataset is due to the length of the
sample (in the UniMiB SHAR dataset) being only 151
which is shorter than those required by the deep CNN
models (224 for the VGG16, the ResNet and MobileNet
models; 299 for the GoogLeNet and Xception models).
The LeNet5 model is the worst feature extraction.
(ii) By using the ML classifier (instead of a dense layer)
in the hybrid model, does it help improving the performance over the ordinary CNN model? To answer
this, we look at the results of each column in Table V
and Table VI (i.e., the proposed hybrid models) and
compare them to the results in Table IV (i.e., the CNN
models). By comparing the accuracy scores of the models
using the same CNN architecture, most of the hybrid
models outperform the corresponding CNN model. The
meaning is that many ML classifiers perform better than a
dense layer does. However, few hybrid models give lower
accuracy scores than the original CNN model does, for
example, the LeNet5 model with the GNB algorithm. As
shown on the right-hand sides of Table V and Table VI,
on average, among the considered ML algorithms, the ET
algorithm is the best classifier while the GNB algorithm
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MobileNet
78.87
78.53
78.05
77.39
74.76
77.86
73.50
78.26
78.49
77.67
77.34
1.77

is the worst classifier.
Furthermore, by observing the standard deviations (showing
the dependency) at the right-hand sides and the bottoms of
both tables, we can see how much the performance of a
classifier is robust to different types of feature extraction and
how much the performance of a CNN model is robust to
different classifiers. A smaller standard deviation indicates a
higher robustness. The lowest standard deviation values are
underlined. As a result, we found that the SVM algorithm
and the MobileNet model are the most robust algorithm used
as classifier and the most robust CNN model used as feature
extraction, respectively.
Next, we compare the highest accuracy scores obtained from
the proposed hybrid models with those from the machinelearning algorithms and the CNN models. We have the following findings.
• For the UniMiB SHAR dataset, the hybrid model using the AlexNet model and the ET classifier achieves
the highest accuracy score of 95.27%, which is higher
than that obtained from the ET algorithm by 10.47%
(Table III) and that obtained from the AlexNet model
by 1.70% (Table IV).
• For the UMAFall dataset, we have three hybrid models
offering the same highest accuracy score of 82.24% (i.e.,
from the Xception model with the SVM, KNN, and ET

TABLE VII
ACCURACY S CORES (%) C OMPARISON TO OTHER W ORK
UniMiB SHAR
Ref.
[16]
[24]
[25]
[26]
AlexNet + ET (Proposed Model)
UMAFall
Ref.
[16]
[24]
Xception + ET (Proposed Model)

Year
2019
2020
2022
2022
2022

Accuracy
75.65
91.09
88.63
80.02
95.27

Year
2019
2020
2022

Accuracy
64.69
84.55
82.24

algorithms). This accuracy score is higher than that from
the ET algorithm by 23.16% (Table III) and that from the
Xception model by 10.57% (Table IV).
As a result, the proposed hybrid models have shown significant
improvement.
C. Comparison to Other Work
Table VII has compared the accuracy scores of the proposed
hybrid models to other work that were evaluated by the
UniMiB SHAR dataset and the UMAFall dataset. However,
their setups including evaluation methods might be different
from ours. Note that these papers were not mentioned in
Section II since they aim to improve the performances by
other methods in addition to revising network architectures.
For the UniMiB dataset, our proposed hybrid model offers the
accuracy score significantly higher than the others do. On the
other hand, for the UMAFall dataset, when we compare the
proposed hybrid model to the others, there is still room for
the improvement.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This work proposed hybrid models based on combinations
of CNN models and ML algorithms for HAR and fall detection
by using smartphone-sensor data. The results showed that
the hybrid models outperform the baseline models: the ML
algorithms whose inputs are smartphone-sensor data and the
conventional CNN models whose classifiers are dense layers.
We found that the combination of the AlexNet model and the
ET algorithm and the combination of the Xception model and
the SVM/KNN/ET algorithms perform better than the others.
As for future work, we might extend the hybrid models to
wearable-sensor-based HAR and fall detection, where there
are several sensors attached on the user body.
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Abstract—The encroachment of wild elephants in farming
areas and villagers' habitats has caused conflicts among
communities resulting to violence in preventing and driving
elephants out of the area. The organizers have seen the impact of
this problem and aims to solve it by designing and building a
prototype Quadcopter that can survey and detect these wild
elephants to warn villages and prevent further damage. The model
takes crisp image of the detected wild elephants at a distance of
1M to 80% and alerts the forest technicians via the application.
The test results showed that there were problems in the controls
for it requires GPS signal. In the future, improvements and fixes
in various parts shall be made to further develop innovative
approaches that solve real-world problems.

even death of elephants, yet the problem remains. Clearly, the
existing system cannot prevent wild elephants from
encroaching on these areas. The organizers want to solve the
problem of wild elephants by designing and building
Quadcopter to detect and drive wild elephants. . Monica and
Hema[1] using a safety band can identify the live location
when he/she hits the emergency button. With the [2]
Quadcopter with four driving motors. It is widely used in
various applications because the design is simple and the
concept of motion is easy to understand. [3] Sets forth a strategy
of setting up a visual based surveillance method in the real time
conditions enables a significant use to provide the disaster
priorly and therefore reduce the human elephant conflict.
[4]Smart Technologies like IoT (Internet of Things) and Image
Processing are independently acclaimed for their applications
in smart security. Elephants can be detected through the AI cam
module. Once detected, DNPWC will be alerted right away so
they can take matters into their own hands. With this, the safety
of the wild elephants as well as the villagers will be of utmost
importance.

jiranuwatpiriyasupakij@gmail.com

Keywords— Quadcopter, Raspberry Pi, Ai Cam

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, wild elephants at Palau in Huahin District have
managed to post distress to the community. There have been
encroachments into farmlands and villages causing damage to
both, resulting in villagers battling against wild elephants from
destroying agricultural crops instead of finding food elsewhere.
From various inquiries from villagers in the area, it has been
found that wild elephants invade and destroy crops, properties,
and endanger the people which in some unfortunate
circumstances even lead to the demise of both parties. With this
threat at hand, villagers were forced to devise weapons to stop
these wild elephants from invading their shelters and farming
areas, such as high-voltage wires and firearms, and even dig
holes to trap the elephants causing injury to these mammals
which could sometimes even lead to their death.
The researchers are certain that the situation should not be
treated lightly especially with the significant involvement of
these wild elephants. Dating back, both in terms of war and the
monarchy, elephants were always considered invaluable
animals and were used to pay tribute to the royal majesty, so
elephants have long been associated with Thai people and are a
very important part of the ecosystem.
According to the information gathered on the methods of
protection and prevention of villagers and related agencies, it
was found that the methods used contributed to the injury and
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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II.

OBJECTIVES

1.) TO DEVELOP PROTOTYPES OF QUADCOPTER THAT CAN
SURVEY AND DETECT WILD ELEPHANTS VILLAGES AND
FARMLANDS.
2.) DESIGN AND DEVELOP A WILD ELEPHANT ALARM DETECTION
KIT.

III.

METHOD

1.) Design and assemble.
Using the CAD program, we divided the structure’s design
into three parts: upper structure, central structure and bottom
structure. The upper structure holds the raspberry pi board. It is
designed as a base board with 4 holes for screws to attach it to
the central structure and then the resulting model can be built
with a 3D printer. The central structure is the biggest part and
the main component of the Quadcopter as it is designed to have
an arm to hold four motors and a base to hold related equipment.
The bottom structure is the powerhouse of the Quadcopter as it
holds the battery, stand, AI cam and camera module bracket as
shown in Figure 1.

The wild elephant detection kit is a set that detects wild
elephants using the AI Cam combined with the camera module.
When detected, it sends the data to the Camera Module to take
pictures and sends it to the Raspberry Pi Board for notification
through the application as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Wild elephant alarm detection kit.
The control unit connection is a two-part connection
consisting of the flight control section and the alarm detection
kit. The flight controller will control the movement of the
Quadcopter and the alarm sensor will detect wild elephants and
notify via an application as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 1. The structural design of the Quadcopter.
2.) Control design.
The control unit is divided into two parts: the flight
control unit and the detection and alarm kit. The flight
control unit is used to control the movement of the
Quadcopter, consisting of a 1). Flight control board that
maneuvers the Quadcopter and is connected to a device, 2).
The Brushless DC Motor, that drives the Quadcopter. 3).
The ESC Module is the Drive Board that controls the
operation of the Brushless DC Motor, whereas 4). The GPS
Module is a GPS receiver module used to locate the
Quadcopter. 5). The Receiver is a 2.4 GHz radio receiver
sent from the remote control as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Flow chart control unit of Quadcopter.
3.) Assemble the structure and control unit.
The structure is designed through the CAD program to be
built and assembled together. The upper structure houses the
Raspberry Pi board, produced with a 3D printer, and a central
truss that holds the motor and flight controller with board poles.
The central structure is the back structure which will hold the
flight control unit consisting of a brushless DC motor with 4
propellers, 4 ESC modules, GPS module, receiver module, and
flight control board. Each part is attached to the central structure
with screws, adhesive tape, and cable ties. The lower part of the
structure is a battery pack holder, AI cam stand and holder, and
a camera module designed and built with a 3D printer.

Figure 2. Flight controller design and equipment.
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Each component of the flight control module must be
connected to the flight control board, consisting of the signal
wires from the ESC Module connected to the 4 brushless DC
motors, signal cables of the GPS module, signal cables of the
receiver module and the wiring of the regulator module that
converts the voltage from the battery pack as shown in Figure5.

Figure 7 Working diagram of a quadcopter.
Figure 5. Quadcopter structure and flight controller.
The alarm sensor is assembled using the AI cam and camera
module which is attached to the designed structure. Then, the
signal cables from the AI cam and camera module will be
connected to the Raspberry Pi Board as shown in picture 6.

The controller must be configured to the Flight Control
Board using Mission Planner as a firmware uploader to connect
devices to be compatible. Start by selecting the used frame of
the Quadcopter, calibration Compass and Calibration Radio,
then set Flight Mode for flight control as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Mission planner setting.
Figure 6. The structure of the alarm detection kit.
4.) Operate and install the program.
The Quadcopter has two functions: detect wild elephants
and alert about it. First, it will perform a survey flight with the
use of a remote control to navigate. Second, the operator will
select the Loiter and Stabilizer mode when there are wild
elephants in the survey area. The detection unit with the AI cam
sends a signal to the Raspberry Pi, instructs the camera module
to take a picture, and then the Raspberry Pi sends the notification
image to the application as shown in Figure 7.
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As for the alarm detector, first, set up the AI Cam to
specifically detect wild elephants. Then, set the Camera
Module such that the direction of the resulting image matches
the direction of the detected elephant and that it produces a clear
visual to correctly identify the characteristics of wild elephants.
After that, the Raspberry Pi board will send the image data to
the application notification as shown in Figure 9.

From Graph 1, the Quadcopter can move in all four
movement, but the Loiter mode is easier to control than the
Stabilize mode because Loiter has 95% accuracy and 82 %
Stabilize mode, the position and height are locked, allowing the
Quadcopter to move without having to maneuver the remote
control all the time. But, the control response is slower than the
Stabilize mode, which is all manual control. Moreover, the
problem encountered is in checking the GPS signal since the
researchers must still wait for a signal before starting to fly the
drone or it may interfere with the motor. This is also the reason
why the GPS module is installed away from the device.

Figure 9. AI Cam and Camera Module settings
When the alarm detector detects a wild elephant, it will take
a picture and will send it to the Raspberry Pi board sending the
notification by the Wifi signal. Then, the application will be
notified with a message and an image sent to the user as shown
in Figure 10.

Graph 2 Results of the test for detecting wild elephants and
alerting the application.

Figure 10. Text and images in the application.
IV.

This was a simulated test that was set in a designated area
using simulated wild elephants detecting at 1.00 m, 1.50 m, 2.00
m, and 2.50 m to collect the detection results together with the
application notifications by sending a photo together with the
message as shown in Graph 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The researcher has designed and developed a prototype
Quadcopter to study the work used in the survey together with
the development of a wild elephant alert detection kit. In the
simulated scenario the Quadcopter's performance is captured in
Loiter mode, which is a self-guided flight but locked in latitude,
longitude, and altitude of flight. Also, Stabilize mode was set,
which is a fully self-controlled flight by controlling the
Quadcopter with a remote to move in both modes as shown in
Graph 1.

Based on Table 2, the results of the frontal elephant
detection test indicated that wild elephants can be detected
accurately at a distance of 1.00 m and 1.50 m with accuracy 80%
and 60%, while at a distance of 2.50 m, the detection is no longer
accurate. The accuracy becomes less than 40%. In the test of
sending notifications and images taken from the Camera
Module, it was found that images with text messages can be
successfully sent through the application. However, the
transmitted image lacks clarity because the Camera Module has
a short focusing distance in combination with camera shake
caused by the mount and the lens has a narrow image reception
resulting in poor quality image.
V.

SUMMARY

This study has consciously designed and developed a
prototype Quadcopter that detects wild elephants and alerts .
Based on the tests conducted with manual control in a simulation
using Loiter and Stabilize modes, it was found that the
Quadcopter can operate in both modes, controlling the
quadcopter in all 8 directions, starting with Loiter mode and then
switching to work at Stabilize mode. However, there were issues
with GPS signal and battery power. As for the detection of wild
elephants, it was found that the detection distance of 1.00 meter
have the most accuracy at 80% and the least at the distance of
2.50 meters at 40%, wherein certain concerns were found.
Detecting the wild elephants at this distance certainly comes

Graph 1. Motion test results in Loiter and Stabilize mode.
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with the least accuracy. Although it can still alert with both text
and images of the wild elephant, the images obtained are not
very sharp, making it difficult to notice the size as it should be.
In the future, battery power needs to be corrected, one that can
supply power for a longer period of time and not weigh very
much. As for the alarm sensor, the focus distance and mounting
structure must be improved to minimize vibration. Other than
that, it would also be better to change it from manual to
automatic system in controlling the flight path of the
Quadcopter, together with the use of the control board that can
support the automatic operation by using data transmission with
the ground station that will allow it to perform automatically.
Making the Quadcopter fly without remote control at all times
and transmit signals over long distances for use in detecting wild
elephants and alerting the real area.
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packet-embedded data, and Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of such transmission. The timestamp is
usually assigned on the server side when the report is received.

Abstract—
Temporal behaviors, e.g., cycle time and
throughput, are among essential key performance indicators for
the management of manufacturing processes. This paper
presents a statistical model that captures the processing time
spent throughout a production line using RSSI data acquired
from Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) network. First, a Hidden
Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) is formulated based on the
characteristics of production processes. Then, a learning
problem is discussed for the re-estimation of state duration
probability distribution using the forward-backward algorithm.
The Kullback-Leibler Divergence is used to verify the accuracy
by comparing between the original and estimated state duration
probability distribution with a score of 0.0573. Finally, physical
experiment was performed to evaluate the proposed method.

There are two major issues to be addressed for applying
the BLE technology with product tracking in a factory. The
first issue is RSSI varies [2] greatly even though the distance
between scanner and tag does not change due to factors such
as interference, random noise, and the multipath effects.
Another issue is the receiver sensitivity which limits
communication range may be different for devices. These
results in the RSSI data to be acquired from scanners may be
randomized and incomplete. Fig. 2 shows the fluctuating
relationship between distance and RSSI values from a BLE
experiment using ESP32 devices.

Keywords—Hidden Semi-Markov Model, Bluetooth Low
Energy, Received Signal Strength Indicator, Learning problem

I. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing is a complex process that schedules and
traces different working areas and operations, including
picking, assembly, and forwarding as shown in Fig.1. To
understand what happens inside its production, each factory
often implements one or more technologies to monitor the
status and location of assets and products. Examples of such
technologies include barcode, RFID, and indoor positioning
systems that have their own advantages and disadvantages.
This paper considers the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
technology [1] that is widely used as a location tracking and
positioning system in industrial, commercial, and personal
uses. Compared to other solutions, BLE technology exhibits
several characteristics that meet the requirements of
production tracking, e.g., suitable range (< 10 m), reasonable
tag price (< $30), and battery lifetime (> 1 year).

Fig. 2. Relationship between distance and RSSI values.

There are research works attempting to solve RSSI
variations for object tracking scenarios. Triangulation and
fingerprinting are two popular techniques [3,4] for indoor
localization problems that estimate object coordinates from
RSSI data obtained from multiple BLE scanners located at
anchor points. However, those methods are not suitable for a
factory environment that is significantly larger than the
coverage area of BLE devices. Another approach is based on
the proximity detection of tags [5], then analyzing the time of
presence in each area. Even simpler to deploy, this approach
constrains the understanding of how products are handled
through the whole process. Therefore, this work aims to apply
a statistical model that captures both RSSI variations and the
flow of products along the production line.

Fig. 1. An example of manufacturing process.

BLE is a wireless personal area network technology that
operates in the 2.4GHz frequency band of the Industrial,
Scientific, and Medical radio band (or the ISM band). For
location tracking applications, the BLE network consists of
two groups of devices, BLE tags that broadcast their identities
and BLE scanners that discover the presence of nearby BLE
tags. After each scanning period, each BLE scanner will report
its finding as the list of found BLE tags’ data, i.e., tag identity,
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This work aims to model temporal behaviors of
manufacturing processes with respect to their benefits in
process monitoring and improvement. The Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) framework is selected as the mathematical tool
to capture how products were handled throughout the process.
The structure of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2
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A(i,j,d) denotes the probability to transition from a state i to j
when the system remains in the state i for d step.

explains the notion of the Hidden Semi-Markov Model
(HSMM) as an HMM extension for problems with timing
dependency. Our problem of interest is formulated and solved
as a learning problem in Section 3. Section 4 discusses
numerical results for simulated sequences using MATLAB.
Our work is concluded in Section 5.

, ,     |  ⋯    

(1)

The HMM/HSMM topology can be classified into three
groups: left-to-right, parallel left-to-right, and ergodic
models. For sequential processes, the left-to-right HSMM
model is suitable due to its one direction of transition to the
next state. Consequently, its sequences of states/observations
will be bounded with respect to bounded state durations. That
is, the state sequence   is expressed by s1s2...sTk with its
corresponding observation sequence     …  where
Tk ≤ ND denotes the upper bound of time spent in the process.
For manufacturing processes, such coupled sequence aligns
with data collected from production tracking systems.

II. HIDDEN SEMI-MARKOV MODEL
HMM [6] is a stochastic model in which the system being
modeled as hidden states is assumed to be a Markov process
with an observable layer of outcomes. The notion of HMM
consists of 5-elements: state (), initial state probability (),
transition probability matrix (), observation state (), and
emission probability matrix (). Even the HMM framework
can be applied to real-world problems, the stationarity
assumption, i.e., state transition is time-independent, prevents
the capture of temporal behaviors that are often used as Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) in manufacturing processes.

There are three fundamental problems based on the
HSMM framework widely considered in academic works.

This paper considers the notion of Hidden Semi-Markov
Model (HSMM) [7] that redefines the transition of hidden
states to depend on the sojourn time. Consequently, the
processing time at each working area can be characterized as
a corresponding element in the transition probability matrix.
Contrary to the HMM notion, the HSMM notion prohibits the
self-transition of hidden states. Then, how long the system will
remain in the same state, or state duration, depends on the
current state and its transition probabilities to other states. One
merit of the aforementioned concept is to solve the issue of
probability computation that decreases exponentially with the
number of time steps.

• Likelihood problem: Given an HSMM parameter λ
and an observation sequence  , determine the
likelihood  |.

• Decoding problem: Given an observation sequence Ok
and an HSMM parameter λ, discover the best match of
a hidden state sequence   .
• Learning problem: Given a collection of observation
sequences Ok and their known state sequences   ,
learn the HSMM parameters A and B.

This paper mainly considers the learning problem in which a
collection of coupled sequences (known locations and their
corresponding RSSI data) is used as the training dataset to find
the state duration probability matrix.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The physical setting of our study is depicted in Fig. 4
where one BLE scanner is installed in each working area and
one BLE tag is attached to each product. When a BLE tag
comes within range of any BLE scanner, the broadcasting data
is captured and collected. The data reported by BLE scanners
includes scanner ID, timestamp, and a list of product IDs and
their corresponding RSSI values. BLE tags may not be visible
for every BLE scanner due to the limited range of BLE
communication, but each BLE tag is assumed to be visible to
at least one BLE scanner. We assume that BLE tags will
always start at the initial working area and end at the final
working area. Therefore, the period of data collected from
each BLE tag will be bounded.

Fig. 3. Structure of Hidden Semi-Markov Model.

The HSMM is defined by a five-tuple: λ = (S, , A, O, B)
where S ∈ {1,2,…,N} is a set of hidden states,  is the initial
probability matrix, A is state duration probability distribution,
O ∈ {1,2,…,M} is a set of observations, and B is observation
probability distribution. Let elements aij ∈ A; i,j ∈ S are
probabilities to transition from a hidden state i to j that depend
on how long the system remains in the state i. Then, all
elements aii of A are supposed to be zero to prevent the selftransition of hidden states.
The choice of a probability distribution for both A, the
state duration probability distribution, and B, the observation
probability distribution, depends on the problem to be
exploited. Since the BLE scanning pattern tends to be
periodic, the notion of discrete time is considered throughout
the paper, i.e. t ∈ {0,1,2,…,∞}. To simplify the computation,
the state duration is supposed to be a random variable with
discrete probability distribution bounded by an integer D > 1.
Then, the state duration probability distribution A can be
represented as an N×N×D matrix. That is, the matrix element

Fig. 4. BLE devices in a manufacturing process.
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where μn = {μ1n,…,μNn} and Σn = {Σ1n,…,ΣNn} are the mean
and covariance of multivariate Gaussian distribution of RSSI
values observed at the nth working area.

A. Assumptions
To formulate manufacturing processes in the HSMM
framework, the following assumptions have been made
regarding how raw materials and parts are assembled into final
products through organized jobs of a production line.

C. Algorithm
To capture temporal behaviors of the process, this paper
considers the learning problem of the HSMM framework. The
main parameter to be solved is the state duration probability
distribution A in which its element A(i,i+1,d) where 1 ≤ d < D
represents the probability of processing time of the ith area.
The observation probability distribution B is obtained by
performing data collection experiments and assumed to be
stationary during the time of interest. Due to the sequential
process assumption, the state duration probability distribution
A can be simplified by decomposing into a probability
distribution of state transition )* ;  ∈ , 1 -  . / with
respect to the dwell time d in state i and a simplified strictly
upper triangular matrix ̅.

• One BLE scanner is installed for each working area.
Therefore, the set of hidden states S and observations
O are similar, i.e., S = O = {1,…,N}.
• The process is sequential, i.e., each BLE tag will
always start at area 1 and end at area N. Then,
A(i,i+1,d) ≥ 0 and A(i,j,d) = 0 where j ≠ i+1 denotes
the state transition will occur only from state i to i+1.
• The initial state probability 1  1 denotes every
sequence will always start at state 1.

Note that the assumptions can be generalized for multiple
production lines or product families by grouping each variant
based on product IDs.

1;  21
̅,   1
0; 4546ℎ484

B. HSMM Model
By equipping one BLE scanner with each working area,
the structure of HSMM becomes N hidden states and N
observations. Assume that BLE scanners start independently
with the same scanning/reporting period. Then, RSSI data
collected from BLE tags is related to others based on their
timing slot. As shown in Fig. 5, the data timing is grouped as
discrete steps regarding the scanning/reporting period.

(4)

The re-estimation of the probability distribution )* 
from coupled sequences   ,   is performed based on the
computation of forward-backward variables [7]. The forward
variable 9  is the likelihood of being in state i considering
: as partial observations up to time t with respect to a given
HSMM parameter λ.
9 



: ,   |
BCD,E ∗
∑A
9 )*  ∏?A $* >? @,



(5)

where 9∗   9  if j = i+1 and 0 otherwise denotes the
probability for the transition into state i at time t+1. While the
backward variable F  is the likelihood of being in state i
considering : as partial observations from time t to the end
with respect to a given HSMM parameter λ.
F  


Fig. 5. Timing pattern of BLE scanners.



 , … ,  !

",

The probability distribution )*  can be updated by
computing (5) and (6) for each coupled sequence   ,  ,
then solving for its re-estimated value.

(2)

)̂*  


where  #
is the RSSI value of the kth BLE tag observed
th
at the n BLE scanner. Then, the sequence of observations 

} where Tk denotes the
is expressed by {  ,  ,…, 
th
bounded time step for the k BLE tag. To avoid missing

element in the sequence  , let  with unobservable  #
be filled by the value of receiver sensitivity.

∑TUNMS
HI∗ *JK LIMN * ∏IMN
IRS
QRIMS OK PQ 
V
TUNMS
∑NRS ∑IRS
HI∗ *JK LIMN * ∏IMN
QRIMS OK PQ 

The learning problem is outlined as follow.

Algorithm 1: re-estimation of WX Y
Input: A, B, coupled sequences   ,  ; k = 1,2,…,K
Training:
1) Populate )*  with uniform distribution values.
2) Initialize Z*  matrices
3) Loop for k = 1,…,K
3.1) Loop for t = 1,…,T
3.1.1) Compute 9 , 9∗ [, F , F∗ [, )̂* 
3.1.2) Z*   Z*  2 )̂* 
3.2) )*   Z* /]
Output: )* 

To model the relationship between BLE tag locations and
observed RSSI values, the observation probability distribution
B is supposed to be a multivariate Gaussian [8] and timeinvariance. Then, $#   is defined as the probability that the
RSSI pattern  is observed in the nth working area:
$#     %   &, '# , Σ# ,

(6)

where F∗   F  if j = i+1 and 0 otherwise denotes the
probability for the system to leave state i at time t-1.

By storing data from BLE scanners in a database, RSSI
values can be queried and composed into a sequence of
observations for each BLE tag. Let  be a collection of RSSI
values of kth BLE tag at a timing step t:

    
, 

: ,   |

,E ∗
∑BCD
F )*  ∏
$* >? @,
?A
A

(3)
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(7)

between original sequences and the sequences generated from
the re-estimated parameters Z .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Two numerical studies were performed to evaluate our
proposed algorithm using data from simulated and real-world
scenarios.
A. Simulated data
The first study was to statistically generate state and RSSI
sequences using given parameters A, B and )* . HSMM
parameters were defined as follows:
•

Number of working areas N = 5.

•

State duration is bounded by D = 8.

•

Probability distribution matrix   )* " for the
system to leave state i after time d is given by

•

0
⎡0
⎢
  ⎢0
⎢0
⎣1

0.6 0.4
0
0
0
0
0 0.3
0
0

0
0
0 0.3
0
0
0.4 0.3
0
0

Fig. 7. Comparison of state durations generated from original and reestimated parameters.

0
0
0
0.1 0.3 0.3⎤
⎥
0.7 0.1 0.2⎥
0
0
0⎥
0
0
0⎦

Fig. 8 depicts the trend of average KLD values regarding
the number of coupled sequences used in the training phase.
This shows that our proposed algorithm converges quite fast
with a reasonable amount of data.

RSSI values are generated using a Gaussian mixture
model with mean and variance:
j50
⎡ j78
⎢
'  ⎢ j85
⎢j100
⎣j100
5 3
⎡1 3
⎢
m  ⎢1 3
⎢1 1
⎣1 1

j75 j100 j100 j100
j55 j100 j100 j100⎤
⎥
j67
j56
j70 j100⎥
j100 j70
j50
j70 ⎥
j100 j100 j100 j50 ⎦
1 1 1
2 1 1⎤
⎥
2 3 1⎥
2 5 3⎥
1 1 3⎦

Based on the given parameters, 1000 coupled sequences are
generated with an example shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8. Trend of average KLD values.

B. Real-world data
The second study was to investigate real-world scenarios
by collecting RSSI data from BLE devices brought by subjects
through stations with different activities. Physical
experiments consist of three components: ESP32 boards as
BLE tags and scanners, Wi-Fi access points, and Firebase as
the database. Seven BLE scanners were placed in a U-shape
over a 7 × 4 s an area so that only a few BLE scanners can
scan BLE tags, as shown in figure 9.

Fig. 6. Example of simulated data.

Algorithm 1 is used with the simulated data to estimate the
probability distribution matrix Z . To compare the similarity of
the original P and the re-estimated Z , this paper considers the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [7] as the distance metric.
/no )* ||)̂*   ∑E
A )*  ln

JK 

JrK 

(8)

Fig. 9. Allocation of stations in the experiment.

The average value of KLD is 0.057 which is close to zero,
hence proves that )*  is nearly equal to )* . To visualize
the closeness, Fig. 7 compares the range of state durations
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Fig. 10. Pattern of RSSI values as observations.

TABLE I.

The ESP32 boards are programmed to function as BLE
scanners and BLE tags, respectively. Each BLE scanner is
programmed to scan, store, and send data to the Firebase’s
real-time database. The scanning period for all BLE scanners
is 5 seconds. A total of 25 datasets are collected while moving
BLE tags from one working area to the next in a predefined
sequence. At the final area, the BLE tag will be reset to mark
the end of the process. Timing mentioned in the following was
expressed as the unit of scanning period, i.e., 5-second.

Duration

STATE DURATIONS (UNIT OF 5 SECS)

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

Real

3.28

6.68

5.84

8.76

3.36

4.60

1.48

HSMM

2.88

5.88

6.16

8.56

1.52

4.44

1.04

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach to capture the temporal
behaviors of manufacturing processes as an HSMM model.
Based on the learning problem, the probability distribution
)̂*  can be estimated from RSSI data collected from
experiments. Then, the HSMM model can be used in many
aspects. One possible application is to generate the sequence
of state durations that can be used to compute the
manufacturing cycle time. This will gain advantages for the
estimation of productivity in production lines.

The dataset is used for the fitting of Gaussian mixture
model B and the estimation of )̂* . Fig. 11 illustrates the
alignment between one experimental data and a state sequence
obtained from the trained HSMM model.
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Abstract—The impact of COVID-19 has led to the shift of
job interviews online. There is now a return to face-to-face
interviews in important situations, such as the final interview.
However, it is still difficult to practice face-to-face interviews,
and there is a growing need to practice face-to-face interviews
alone or remotely. The problems with practicing interviews alone
are that there is no listener in front of the practitioner, so the
practitioner does not feel the nervousness about being watched
and evaluated. In this paper, we aim to support these issues
by using a small communication robot. We conduct experiments
under six conditions: practicing alone, with a person face-to-face,
with an autonomous robot, with a teleoperated robot, with an
avatar remotely, and with a person remotely. Then we examine
the influence of the practice style, such as the practitioner’s
nervousness. The results suggest that the most effective practice is
possible when practicing with a person, regardless of whether it
is face-to-face or remotely, but that the interview practice support
with a small communicative robot is useful in the current social
situation.
Index Terms—communicative robot, interview, communication, practice support

or remotely. The interview practice alone is a more relaxing
environment than face-to-face practice because the listener is
not in front of the practitioner, can see the manuscript, and
take the interview at a place of the practitioner’s own choice.
Therefore, there is a lack of nervousness about being looked
at, listened to, and evaluated. We propose an interview practice
support system using a small communication robot to resolve
these issues.
In this paper, we conduct experiments under six conditions
of interview practice assuming the real interview face-to-face:
practice alone, with a person face-to-face, with an autonomous
interactive robot face-to-face, with a teleoperated robot faceto-face, with an avatar remotely, and with a person remotely.
We clarify the effects of different interviewer styles and examine the usefulness of practice using a small communicative
robot.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Communication in Interviewing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interviews are used to evaluate motivation, aptitude, and
ability in employment and examinations. In Japan, many
working people and students have a feeling of not being good
at interviews [1]. In order to have confidence and speak well
in interviews, it is important to prepare for interviews. One
way to prepare for interviews is to practice mock interviews.
This is a method of practicing by having someone else play
the role of the interviewer and the practitioner answers the
questions. In this mock interview, it is difficult to practice
repeatedly because it is too costly for both the interviewer
and the practitioner to arrange the number of interviewers and
the time for practice [2]. In addition, due to the influence of
COVID-19, opportunities for face-to-face interview practice
are currently decreasing. On the other hand, in actual job
interviews, some companies conduct face-to-face interviews
for important situations such as the final interview. These
reasons have increased the anxiety of those who are not
accustomed to face-to-face interviews [1], and there is a
growing need for interview practice that simulates face-to-face
interviews.
When it is difficult to practice face-to-face interviews, there
are several possible forms of practice, such as practicing alone
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Nonverbal information such as nodding and eye contact
has a positive effect on communication, and it has been
shown that nonverbal behavior influences the outcome of the
interview evaluation [2]. It is thought that in alone and remote
interview practice, it is difficult for nonverbal behaviors to be
communicated, and it is difficult for the speakers themselves to
be aware of eye contact and other aspects of the interview. In
this paper, we focus on the effect of physical presence on nonverbal information under face-to-face and remote conditions.
In addition, research is being conducted to realize the same
effects of nonverbal information in robots as in humans [3].
In addition, research is being conducted to realize the same
effects of nonverbal information in robots as in humans. Some
studies have shown that the robot feels that it is being listened
to when it performs actions such as nodding [4], and in this
paper, the robot will return feedback with nonverbal actions
such as nodding.
B. Interview practice support with a communicative robot
Research on interview practice support by robots has been
conducted for a long time, and an autonomous robot that
interacts with job interviewers has been studied [5]. In this
experiment, we use the Wizard of Oz method to practice

with an autonomous robot, but based on existing research, we
believe that it is possible to conduct interview practice with
an actual autonomous robot. Regarding feedback, research
has been conducted on the automatic evaluation of interviews
using machine learning, and services that support practice have
been published [6]. Non-verbal information is often used for
automatic feedback in job interviews [7]. In this paper, we
focus on the influence of the practice style, such as robots,
humans, and avatars, and return feedback within the same
pre-defined index under conditions other than practicing alone
so that the feedback does not depend on the content of the
feedback.
In addition, there are many types of robot appearance, from
human-like designs to animals, and there are psychological
support services such as robot therapy that make use of their
cute appearance [8]. In a study of companion robots that
support communication and reduce loneliness, there was a
study that examined the effects of robot empathy and its
trustworthiness on robots that look very similar to humans
and robots that look more mechanical [9]. In this study, it was
found that robots with a very human-like appearance have
lower empathy and trust. In this paper, we use a communicative robot that has human-like elements such as eyes, mouth,
and torso, and has a mechanical appearance. In addition,
considering the ease of practical practice, we use a small-sized
robot that is commonly available and portable.
C. Alone Interview Practice Support
Interview support has been conducted using artificial intelligence. In the past, the interview was conducted by artificial
intelligence and evaluated by a human, but a new service has
been announced in which both the interview and evaluation
are conducted by artificial intelligence [10]. There are also
services that use video recordings of interviewers nodding
their heads and practicing answering questions asked at random [11]. Although these services are easy to practice, the
interviewers do not ask and respond to questions in real time,
which is slightly different from the real interview. In addition,
research is being conducted to practice interviews in a virtual
environment using VR [12]. It has been shown that interview
practice using a virtual agent as an interviewer can provide a
realistic feeling to the practitioner. However, the environment
is very different from that of an actual interview, such as
wearing a head-mounted display when using VR. Therefore,
the avatar condition will be discussed in this paper.
III. E XPERIMENT
A. Experiment Overview
The purpose of this experiment is to clarify the psychological effects of different styles of interviewers in interview
practice and to examine the usefulness of interview practice
support using a small communicative robot. We experimented
with the following six conditions: practicing alone, with a
person face-to-face, with an autonomous communicative robot
face-to-face, with a teleoperated communicative robot face-toface, with an avatar remotely, and with a person remotely. The
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participants were asked to fill out a pre-questionnaire before
the experiment and an evaluation questionnaire after each
condition. In the condition with the communicative robot, the
participants were told that the robot is autonomous before the
experiment, and after the experiment, they were told that the
robot is teleoperated, and answered the questionnaire again.
In conditions other than alone practice, one of the students of
our university participated in the experiment as an operator of
the robot and an interviewer.
B. Conditions
In this experiment, the questionnaire evaluation was conducted for the six conditions shown in Table I. Each condition
is referred to as the name shown in parentheses in Table I.
The relationship between each condition is shown in Table II.
In the pre-questionnaire, the participants were asked about the
case of practicing the interview alone. Before the practice with
the robot condition, the participants were informed that the
communicative robot is conducting an autonomous interview
with artificial intelligence. After all conditions and questionnaires were completed, we informed the participants that the
communicative robot was remotely controlled by a person, and
then we conducted the questionnaire again. After the faceto-face experiments, the participants conducted the remote
experiments and were asked to complete the questionnaire in
remote conditions.
Regarding the experimental order, all participants experimented with face-to-face conditions, including the robot,
followed by the experiment in remote conditions. In the faceto-face condition, we adjusted the order effects of practicing
with the communicative robot and with a person. In the remote
condition, we adjusted the order effects of practicing with an
avatar and with a person. One student from our university
participated in the experiment as a collaborator, as the operator
of the robot, and the interviewer in the case of practicing with
a person, and with an avatar.
Six students (one female and five males) were informed of
the interview questions in advance and asked to prepare their
answers. The three questions in the experiment were (1) Please
promote yourself, (2) Tell what you did during your school
days, and (3) Tell what is good about your school. These three
questions were devised regarding a job interview preparation
book [13]. Questions were read out by the communicative
robot or the experiment collaborator. Questions and answers
were alternated, and after the third question is answered,
the feedback shown in Table III was given for three items:
length of speech, smoothness of response, and content of
speech. The type of feedback was simple for an autonomous
communicative robot.
C. Questionnaire
Participants in the experiment were asked to answer six
questionnaires: a pre-questionnaire for ALONE, a questionnaire for F-PERSON, a questionnaire for AUTO-ROBOT, a
questionnaire for OPE-ROBOT after recognizing that the robot

TABLE I
P RACTICE S TYLES
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Style
practice alone(ALONE)
with a person face-to-face (F-PERSON)
with an autonomous robot (AUTO-ROBOT)
with a teleoperated robot (OPE-ROBOT)
with an avatar remotely (AVATAR)
with a person remotely (R-PERSON)

TABLE II
R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE APPEARANCE AND THE LOCATION OF THE

Looks

PERSON IN EACH CONDITION

None
Human
Robot
Avatar

Without
ALONE

Fig. 1. Robohon

With or without human
With(face-to-face)
With(remote)

AUTO-ROBOT

F-PERSON

R-PERSON
OPE-ROBOT
AVATAR

is controlled by a person, a questionnaire for AVATAR, and a
questionnaire for R-PERSON.
D. Styles of interviewers
The interactive robot used as the interviewer in this experiment is a SHARP Corporation’s Robohon (model number
SR-05M). Fig. 1 shows the appearance of Robohon. Robohon
is an android-based humanoid communicative robot that can
engage in conversation with nodding motions. It is small and
portable and is sold to the general public. Robohon can also
be controlled from other terminals within the same network
by using Robohon’s Robrick application. In this experiment,
we used Robrick and prepared a program that allows a collaborator to ask questions and give feedback on the interview
from another room by using a PC for control.
In the remote condition, we used the web conferencing
system Zoom. In the AVATAR condition, the interviewer
used Zoom’s avatar function. In this experiment, we chose
a cat avatar from Zoom’s standard avatars to match the cute
appearance of Robohon, which is a product for general use
and whose appearance cannot be changed.

Fig. 2. Environment in AUTO-ROBOT, OPE-ROBOT

E. experimental environment
Participants were seated at the positions shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. In the remote condition, participants practiced with
the interviewer as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. These images
are the view from the interviewer’s side. The communicative
robot and the experiment collaborator were seated in front of
the experiment participant. The experiment was filmed using
a screen recording of the Zoom web conferencing tool.
F. Experiment Flow
The flow of the experiment is as follows.
1) Pre-questionnaire answers

TABLE III
F EEDBACK
Items
length of speech
smoothness of response
content of speech

Number
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Contents
Short
Just length
Long
Lost for words
Smooth
Very smooth
Not rich
Good
Very good

Fig. 3. Environment in F-PERSON
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TABLE IV
QUESTIONNAIRES

Number
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12

Fig. 4. Environment in AVATAR

Question
With the performance in an actual interview as 100%,
how motivated were you during the practice sessions?
How often did you look at the interviewer during the practice?
Did you feel any nervousness during the practice session?
Did you feel stressed?
Did you feel comfortable speaking to the interviewer?
During the practice,
how much did you feel the presence of the interviewer?
Did you worry about how the interviewer felt?
Did you feel that the interviewer was listening to you?
Did you worry that the interviewer was looking at you?
Were you aware that the interviewer was looking at you?
Did you care about the interviewer’s evaluation of you?
Did you think the evaluation was justified?

TABLE V
AVARAGE OF QUESTION RESULTS

Number

Fig. 5. Environment in R-PERSON

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Interview practice (F-PERSON or AUTO-ROBOT)
Questionnaire answers
Interview practice (F-PERSON or AUTO-ROBOT)
Questionnaire answers
Tell that the robot was operated by a person (OPEROBOT)
Questionnaire answers
Hearing
Interview practice (R-PERSON or AVATAR)
Questionnaire answers
Interview practice (R-PERSON or AVATAR)
Questionnaire answers
Hearing
IV. R ESULT

The questionnaire for the interview practice is shown in
Table IV. The results of each questionnaire are shown in Table
V. Q1 and Q2 were rated on a 10-point scale, and Q3 through
Q12 were rated on a 5-point Likert scale, with Mann-Whitney
U-tests conducted on each item. Positive responses to each
question were given 5 points, and negative responses were
given 1 point.
In Q1, p < 0.05 significant difference was found between
ALONE and F-PERSON, ALONE and R-PERSON. In Q2,
there was a significant difference at p < 0.01 between FPERSON and R-PERSON, and at p < 0.05 between OPE-
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Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12

1
5.666
2.333
2.500
3.666
-

2
8.166
7.166
4.500
2.500
3.166
4.833
4.666
4.666
3.666
4.666
4.666
3.333

Practice Style
3
4
6.666
7.333
7.166
7.833
1.833
2.333
3.833
4.333
4.000
4.000
4.666
4.500
2.833
4.166
3.833
4.333
1.833
2.500
4.000
4.000
3.000
4.333
3.333
3.833

5
6.333
5.000
3.333
3.500
4.166
4.166
3.166
4.000
2.500
3.000
3.833
4.000

6
7.500
4.000
4.166
2.333
3.166
4.166
4.666
4.666
3.833
4.666
4.666
4.000

ROBOT and R-PERSON. In Q3, there was a significant
difference at p < 0.05 between ALONE and AUTO-ROBOT,
ALONE and AVATAR, AUTO-ROBOT and AVATAR, and
OPE-ROBOT and R-PERSON. Significant differences were
also found at p < 0.01 between F-PERSON and AUTOROBOT, F-PERSON and OPE-ROBOT, and AUTO-ROBOT
and R-PERSON. In Q4, there was a significant difference at
p < 0.05 between ALONE and OPE-ROBOT, F-PERSON and
OPE-ROBOT, and OPE-ROBOT and R-PERSON. In Q7 and
Q9, there was a significant difference at p < 0.05 between FPERSON and OPE-ROBOT, and between OPE-ROBOT and
R-PERSON. In Q11, there was a significant difference at
p < 0.05 between F-PERSON and AVATAR, and between
R-PERSON and AVATAR. In Q5, Q6, Q8, Q10, and Q12,
there was no significant difference between the conditions.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Psychological effect
For Q3, the level of nervousness was still high when practicing with a person, F-PERSON being the most nervous. Next,
the nervousness level was higher AVATAR and ORE-ROBOT.
Although there was no significant difference between the two

conditions, AVATAR was more nervous than OPE-ROBOT,
possibly due to the fact that the robot’s voice is mechanical
while the avatar’s voice is a real human. On the other hand, Q1
shows that the average motivation to practice was higher with
the communicative robot than AVATAR. Comparing AUTOROBOT, OPE-ROBOT, and AVATAR for Q11, OPE-ROBOT
had the highest mean value, although there was no significant
difference. When the appearance is not human, the robot that
is physically present in front of the user is more motivated
than the human-operated robot and the avatar, even if they are
the same.
The communicative robot used in this experiment looked
cute and sounded like a child’s voice, and from Q4 and Q5,
the results showed that the robot was relaxed and did not feel
nervous. The avatar, which had a human voice but a cat’s
appearance, also gave a mild impression, and the participants
said they were able to practice in a relaxed manner. The
comfort of speaking and practicing is important to motivate
the participants to repeat the interview practice. Although
nervousness is necessary for interview practice, many of the
small communicative robots and avatars that are commonly
available on the general market have a cute appearance.
Therefore, it is necessary to support nervousness other than
appearance.
B. Practice Style
From Q2, although there is no significant difference, the
percentage of looking at the interviewer face-to-face is higher
than remotely, and from Q6, the presence of the interviewer
is also higher face-to-face, suggesting that the percentage
of looking at the interviewer is lower when the interviewer
is remote because of the lack of physical presence, and it
is difficult to be aware of nonverbal behaviors. In addition,
although the practice format of having a robot or avatar
plays the role of an interviewer is good, in Q4 and Q5, the
participants stated that a person is good for practice because
it is close to the actual interview, but it is difficult to speak
because of nervousness, and that a robot or avatar can talk in
a relaxed manner but without nervousness. In addition, OPEROBOT can support stress-free practice while being aware of
eye contact similar to the real interview, it would be preferable
for the interview practice to be accompanied by nervousness
similar to that of the real interview. When conducting a
mock interview with a real person, not only the interviewing
supervisor but also family members and friends can play the
role of the interviewer. Even if it is a face-to-face interview,
there is a difference in the nervousness and ease of speaking
between those who know the interviewer and those who do
not. Interview practice with communicative robots and avatars
can equalize such differences in impressions depending on the
other person to a certain extent. This enables the participants
to practice with people remotely in a psychological situation
similar to the real one, regardless of the person they are
practicing with, and is considered to be effective in repeatedly
conducting effective interview practice. If a practice can be
conducted in an environment similar to the real interview, even
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if the person practicing is a friend, it is possible to provide
more effective support, such as using the video to have a
supervisor watch the practice session later.
On the other hand, the results of Q11 show that the
awareness of being evaluated is significantly lower in avatars
compared to practicing with a person. In the avatar condition,
the voice remained the same as that of the experiment collaborator, so there was a difference between the practice with
people than in the other conditions, despite the understanding
that it was the human who was being evaluated as the operator.
As a reason for this, in Q8 and Q9, participants in AVATAR
expressed the opinion that they had the nervousness about
being heard, but did not have the nervousness about being
looked at. The opinion that there is no sense of being looked
at was also expressed in OPE-ROBOT, but the mean value of
Q10 was higher in the robot condition. From the results of
this study, we believe that further investigation is necessary,
focusing on the differences in appearance between the robot
and the avatar, the mismatch between appearance and voice,
and the sense of physical presence.
C. Possibility of practicing interviews with communicative
robots
The AUTO-ROBOT condition had many negative responses
such as nervousness Q1 and whether or not they cared about
the evaluation Q11. However, in reality, AUTO-ROBOT and
OPE-ROBOT are both interviewed by a human-operated robot,
and the responses to Q11 and Q12 indicate that although they
felt that the evaluation by AUTO-ROBOT was justified as in
the other conditions, but the mean value was the lowest. These
results indicate that even if artificial intelligence is superior,
the practitioners do not trust the robot once they recognize
that it is a machine, even if the value of the evaluation is the
same as that of a person.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we conducted an experiment under six different conditions, focusing on the formality of the interview,
such as the appearance of the interviewer and whether it
is a person who evaluates the interviewer, assuming that it
is a job interview practice. The experimental results suggest
that interview practice with a teleoperated robot is effective,
although the case of practicing with a person is the most
effective. Since there is a possibility that autonomous robots
can be practiced more effectively as well, we would like
to develop a system that facilitates interview practice with
communicative robots, and we would like to consider support
for adding a sense of tension and realism to practice with
autonomous robots in the future.
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Abstract—Automated classification for musical genres and
composers is an artificial intelligence research challenge insofar
as music lacks a rigidly defined structure and may result in
varied interpretations by individuals. This research collected
acoustic features from a sizable musical database to create
an image dataset for formulating a classification model. Each
image was constructed by combining pitch, temporal index
length, and additional incorporated features of velocity, onset,
duration, and a combination of the three. Incorporated features
underwent Sigmoid scaling, creating a novel visual-based music
representation. A deep learning framework, fast.ai, was used as
the primary classification instrument for generated images. The
results were that using velocity solely as an incorporated feature
provides optimal performance, with an F1-score of 0.85 using the
ResNet34 model. These findings offer preliminary insight into
composer classification for heightening understanding of music
composer signature characterizations.
Index Terms—Music, Data Representation, Composer, Deep
Learning, Artificial Intelligence

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, music theory professionals were known to
be the only experts capable of identifying composers and
genres from pieces of music. Gaining an understanding and
interpretation of music is complicated, and can also be considered subjective for individual theorists. In recent decades,
prospering artificial intelligence technology has begun to play
significant roles in coping with these tasks, especially through
classifying music into various categories. This is because
music classification also serves as a foundation of other musicrelated applications, such as music recommendation [1] and
generation systems [2], in order to construct more robust and
advanced approaches.
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Previous work in the area of music representation and
classification usually involved mostly the signal domain, which
is coherent with the music’s end-product in the form of signals. For instance, signal processing-based and/or time seriesbased techniques utilizing one-dimensional temporal features
are primarily applied to this kind of problem. Spectrogrambased analysis, on the other hand, creates a two-dimensional
representation of musical signals to an extent that some of
the original features are clearly presented. Dieleman and
Schrauwen compared the performance of using spectrogrambased musical data against using audio forms as inputs for
training convolutional neural networks for music tagging.
While spectrograms gave slightly better tagging performance,
the raw audio provided the ability to extract more detailed
characteristics of music including frequency decomposition
[3]. However, only a few studies view and present music
in different aspects. The symbolic representation of music
encoded within the MIDI format is one of the interesting ways.
It is suggested that employing the symbolic representation
of music is preferable due to its independence from the
external environment noise [4]. The study of the symbolical
music by Jain et. al. reports a 70% accuracy on six-composer
classification using datasets prepared by transforming musical
features into grayscale image [5]. Several studies in music
classification have been carried out on different datasets, for
example, [6], [7] and [8].
In this study, the concept of visual-based representation of
symbolic musical data is introduced. We sampled music pieces
from a large classical music dataset called the MAESTRO
dataset [8]. Acoustic features were turned into grayscale
and multi-channel red-green-blue (RGB) images to derive a

representation of music, with information retained on twodimensional maps of features. Then, composer classification
performance was used as an evaluation measure for such
representations. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the method, including the dataset, data
representation, composer classification models, and training
and test data partitioning. Section III presents and discusses
the experimental results. Section IV concludes the study and
directions for future work.
II. M ETHOD
A. MAESTRO Dataset
The maestro-v3.0.0 [8] dataset with Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) file format was utilized to conduct
this study. The dataset consists of 198.7 hours of 1276 piano
pieces from 60 different virtuosic composers of classical music. The fine alignment method was applied to align recorded
notes and acoustic audio with a precision of approximately 3
ms. A MIDI file describes the acoustic features of each music
note, including pitch, velocity, onset, and duration. Where
pitch is the frequency of the note, velocity is the rate of
pressing a key on the piano, onset is the starting time for
a note, and duration is the length of time between adjacent
pitches.
B. Visual-based Representation of Music
The acoustic features provided in the MIDI file of the
MAESTRO dataset contain detailed information on each note,
which can then be converted into numerical values using the
pretty_midi tool [9]. These acoustic features, including
pitch and velocity, are extracted as the primary input features
for the classification of composers [10]. A music note is
visually represented on an image at a specified feature channel
where a pixel intensity indicates its value for velocity, onset,
or duration. Each feature channel is arranged in the shape
of (T, P), where T is the temporal index representing the
ordinal timestamp of the note in a music piece, and P is the
value for pitch ranging from 0 to 127. For image generation,
the temporal index and pitch of a note were plotted on an
image’s horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The original
values, x, of velocity, onset, or duration were normalized
using the sigmoid function as described in Equation (1). This
contributed to the uniqueness of this work as the sigmoid
function optimizes the dynamic range of the pixel intensity
limited to a value between 0 and 1.
1
(1)
S(x) =
1+e x
In the experiment, the grayscale single channel images
were constructed from a single feature of velocity, onset,
and duration, which are framed in a shape of P ⇥ T , with
T varying from 200-600 timestamps. These three features
were also combined to create multi-channel RGB images. For
example, the first, second, and third rows of Fig. 1 illustrate the
velocity, duration, and onset frame of a 400 temporal index
MIDI segment from a music piece, respectively. While the
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Fig. 1. Visual-based representation for musical data: Listed from top to bottom
- The grayscale image generated with a single feature of velocity, duration, and
onset, and the color image generated with the combination of all three features
represented as the RGB channel intensity of each note with the vertical and
horizontal axes representing the pitch and temporal index, respectively.

color image in the fourth row comprises three feature channels
with the same pitch value.
C. Composer Classification Models
The models and pipelines for music composer classification
have experimented with varied parameters using a 5-fold
cross-validation scheme. The deep learning framework used
for training and prediction is described below. The model
compiler parameters, i.e., type of deep learning model and
learning rate, were optimized. Each experimental parameter
related to the input data, such as the length of the temporal
index and types of acoustic features, is elaborated in II-D.
FastAI is a PyTorch-based deep learning library that facilitates not only a state-of-the-art deep learning approach,
which can be utilized swiftly and easily but also the APIs
for customizing and engineering a deep learning model in lowlevel to bestow the experienced users with sufficient flexibility
[11]. One of the most iconic attributes of FastAI, is the
learning rate finder, which suggests the optimal value for the
learning rate parameter following a sample training epoch,

making the hyper-parameter tuning simpler than ever before.
There are many previous studies describing the role of FastAI
for deep learning tasks, especially for image classification, for
example, plant leaf disease recognition and classification [12].
In this study, pre-trained deep learning models, such as
residual neural network (ResNet) [13] and EfficientNet [14],
are utilized as the base for our models, which identifies the
composer corresponding to the input images generated from
the acoustic features of music pieces. Our model utilized
the cross-entropy loss function with the Adam optimization
algorithm. For each training epoch, the input was fed into the
model as a batch of 16 instances. Lastly, the initial learning
rate was computed for each experiment utilizing the lr_find
function implemented in the FastAI framework.
D. Training and Test Data
This work classifies the virtuosic composers of the MAESTRO dataset based on acoustic features in Table I, which
are transformed into the image representation of the musical
data. Using the method described in II-B, the deep learning
approaches were expected to be a tool for extracting patterns
characterized by the image dataset.
TABLE I
E XPLANATION OF ACOUSTIC FEATURES
Acoustic features
Velocity
Onset
Duration

Explanation
How hard a piano key is struck
The beginning point of a note
How long a note is played

prevent contamination between training and test data. Since
there should exist some correlation among segments from the
same music piece, which could make the model overly optimistic if trained and tested on randomly partitioned segments.
III. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
In this work, composer classification was performed on
the visual-based musical data representation. Input data and
classification models constituted of adjustable parameters are
discussed in this section, including the based pre-trained
model, length of the temporal index, and acoustic features
used in the visual-based music data representation. The initial
learning rate is dynamically calculated for each experiment by
the built-in lr_find function provided by FastAI. The softmax activation function was used in the output layer with the
Adam optimizer. The F1-score of classification performance
on each parameter was investigated as shown in Table II. For
the five-composer classification, the optimal model in terms
of prediction performance and the computational cost was the
ResNet34, with a temporal index length of 400 and the velocity
as the pixel’s grayscale, achieving a classification accuracy
of 0.85. The experimental results are shown as the confusion
matrix in Fig. 2. In this section, all experimental results are
discussed.
TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCE OF M ODELS C ONSTRUCTED BY
VARIOUS F EATURES

Originally, the MAESTRO dataset included 60 composers
with 1,276 pieces of music. We only included the composer
who had written more than 100 pieces for classification labels
to prevent the issue of each composer having insufficient
samples for model training and testing. With this condition,
the input dataset is prepared, giving us five composers with a
total of 809 pieces of music, which are divided into 70:30 for
training:test sets yielding 566 and 243 pieces, respectively.
Furthermore, we also extended our experiments to 14 composer classifications by filtering out the composer with less
than 25 music pieces provided in this dataset, leaving us with
1,160 music pieces in total. Afterwards, these 1,160 pieces
were split into training and test sets at 70:30.
After that, each piece from the training and test sets was
divided into segments with the same temporal index length and
generated an image array of size defined by temporal index
length. For the five-composer experiment, the training and test
sets contain 7,379 and 3,244 images produced from music
segments of length 400 temporal indexes per image. There
was no overlapping part in the music segments. In addition, the
classification performance was investigated among the altered
temporal index lengths of 200, 400, and 600, producing the
image size variation.
In order to ensure the validity of the overall model performance, we split the music pieces of each composer into the
training set and the test set first, then perform the segmentation
of music pieces afterwards. The merit of our procedure is to
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#composer

models

features

length

F1-score

5

EfficientNet B7

Velocity

400

0.87

5

ResNet34

Velocity

200

0.85

5

ResNet34

Velocity

400

0.85

5

ResNet34

Velocity

600

0.82

5

ResNet34

onset

400

0.78

5

ResNet34

duration

400

0.78

5

ResNet34

RGB

400

0.72

14

ResNet34

Velocity

400

0.68

A. Deep Learning Models
The experimenting models in this study consist of two
deep learning models, including ResNet34 and EfficientNetB7, which serve as a base for our models utilizing the transfer
learning technique. From Table II, the F1-score for fivecomposer classification suggests that the velocity is the most
efficient feature where EfficientNet-B7 performs slightly better
than ResNet34. However, the training session of EfficientNetB7 is seven times the period required to train ResNet34,
given the same training dataset. Therefore, the following
experiments conducted in this paper were primarily based on
ResNet34 since it provided almost the same F1-score but was
significantly less computationally expensive.

B. Temporal Index Lengths
This part investigates the effects of temporal index lengths
on the classification of images generated from acoustic features. This idea of segmenting a music piece was previously
presented by Q. Kong et al., achieving an accuracy of about
0.65 from 30-second clip-wised classification [10]. In our
work, the length of the temporal index was varied from 200
to 600 in order to create the datasets from different sizes
of image-represented music segments. The based pre-trained
model and acoustic features were set to be ResNet34 and
velocity, respectively. Overall, the index length did not significantly affect the F1-score in these measures. As indicated
by Table II, the F1-score of the models are 0.85, 0.85, and
0.82 for the training dataset of the temporal index, equal to
200, 400, and 600, respectively.

the onset and duration of notes cannot convey such detail,
worsening the matter; they impart solely the redundant insight
that can already be obtained from the arrangement of notes
on the image representation. Regarding the combination of
three acoustic features, the classification performance using
the generated RGB image unexpectedly did not catch up to
using the grayscale velocity values on its own. The redundancy
of the data from onset and duration may likely confuse the
classification model and hence lessen the capability of the
model. Note that using the sigmoid function to normalize the
pixel intensity overcomes the effect of extreme value appearing
in an acoustic feature when the conventional MinMaxScaler
normalization is applied. This normalization enhances the
quality of images in terms of the distinction of pixel intensity
so as to improve the classification performance.

C. Acoustic Features

D. Extended Multi-class Classification

In this section, F1-score evaluated metrics were the performance indicator of composer classification computed from
the 3,244 images of the test dataset. According to Kong et.
al., the combination between pitch, velocity, and onset frame
was used, achieving the composer classification accuracy of
about 0.65 [10]. For our work, the acoustic features used
for image generation instead consisted of the velocity, onset,
and duration of each pitch. Moreover, these three acoustic
features were combined, resulting in the three-channel RGB
color image dataset that was then utilized as another dataset
for our experiment. Each of these four image datasets was
employed to train and fine-tune a deep learning model, in this
case, the ResNet34, which achieved the F1-score of 0.85, 0.78,
0.78, and 0.72 as a result of the velocity, onset, duration, and
combined features, respectively. As exemplified by the implementation, the acoustic feature that gave the highest F1-score
was the velocity on its own. This phenomenon is logically
sound in the musical aspect since the vertical dimension of
the image already provides the pitch information, which is
one of the essential acoustic features, and the horizontal axis
supplies another vital information, which is the arrangement of
note and their duration. Therefore, in the view of the pianists,
the only thing left to perform this piece is the dynamic, in
this case, the velocity. To further elaborate, each piano sheet
consists of three predominant groups of notations, including
pitch-related notation, time-related notation, and style-related
notation [15]. In terms of pitch-related representation such as
staff, clef, sharp, and flat, the MIDI integer encoded pitch
can entail the combination of this information, and we portray
them onto the vertical dimension of the generated image. As
for time-related notation, namely notes and rests, the insight
of each note duration and rest duration can be depicted by
the horizontal dimension of the image data. Lastly, the stylerelated notation, which is dynamic and accent, can be directly
represented by solely one quantity in MIDI, namely the
velocity. Following this rationale, it is undoubtedly reasonable
to achieve a higher F1-score when only the velocity feature
is utilized for encoding the image yielding the style-related
that fulfills all three clusters of music notation. In contrast,
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Besides adjusting the based pre-trained model, temporal
index length, and acoustic features, we also investigated the effect of extending the number of classes from 5 composers to 14
composers. As demonstrated in Table II, the F1-Score for 14
composers classification dropped drastically compared to the
five-composer classification with the same model parameters
(using velocity for grayscale intensity, temporal index length
of 400, and ResNet34 as a based pre-trained model). To justify
the phenomenon, this inferior result may occur due to a higher
degree of imbalance in the dataset and insufficiency of data.
For the dataset constructed for the 14-composer classification,
the number of music composed by a composer ranges from 26
to 201 musical pieces. In contrast, the individual composers in
the 5-composer classification have at least 100 musical pieces.
E. Interpretation of Results
The confusion matrix obtained from the results of fivecomposer classification using ResNet34 as a based pre-trained
model, a velocity-based acoustic feature with a temporal index
length of 400, is presented in Fig 2. As depicted in the
confusion matrix, notable misclassification arises between the
renowned name Ludwig Van Beethoven and Franz Schubert.
In this case, our model classifies Beethoven’s compositions
incorrectly as the work of Schubert a noticeable number of
times. The possible underlying reason for such a phenomenon
stemmed from the fact that both Beethoven and Schubert
dwelled not only in the same city of origin but also shared
overlapping time frames. Furthermore, as stated in [16], [17],
the admiration and reverence of Schubert toward Beethoven’s
compositions such as the Fifth Symphony and the C major
Mass had a remarkable influence on several compositions of
his own, for example, the B flat major Sonata, Op. 36 and the
Grand Duo in C major, Op. 140. Therefore, it seems logically
sound that one may misclassify these music compositions and
so as the computational models. In summary, the above discussion demonstrated the efficiency of our model in capturing
the important features and patterns of each specific composer
underlying their music pieces.
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of the five-composer classification performance
using the ResNet34 model, experimented on velocity incorporated images
with temporal index length of 400 in the training and test datasets. Chopin,
Schubert, Beethoven, Bach, and Liszt are among the composers included in
the model evaluation, yielding 7,379 and 3,244 segments for training and
testing, respectively.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The experiments in this study reveal the potential of acoustic
features extracted from music pieces to be represented visually
as images. In this work, we separated the experiment into three
major parts, including the investigation of the performance of
deep learning models based on ResNet34 and EfficientNetB7, the evaluation of classification performance concerning
the influence of temporal index length, and the assessment
of composer classification on the grayscale images formed
by different acoustic features, i.e., velocity, onset, duration,
and the RGB color images created by the combination of
the three features. Our model and extraction method yielded
the highest F1-score of 0.87 by utilizing EfficientNet-B7 and
0.85 by using ResNet34, with the velocity as the only feature
contributing to the pixel intensity of the generated images and
the temporal index length of 400. In addition, when scaling
the pixel intensity representing the musical features on an
image dataset, the sigmoid normalization method gave rise to a
superior classification performance compared to conventional
normalization. For future work, the procured information
might apply to a broader genre of music as well as the music
era classification. Furthermore, the extracted musical features
and their representation may also be studied to understand
the musical composers’ signatures toward a unique music
generation technique.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a machine intelligent
system that can automatically classify sugarcane images into
predefined categories. This system is developed in order to
facilitate the operation in sugar manufacturing factories and
can be beneficial to the sugar industry as a whole. The software
system consists of the core computer vision module and other
compounds, such as user interfaces and database management.
To develop the core module, we apply deep learning models
based on convolutional neural networks, which are currently
state-of-the-art models for computer vision. The best models
trained and evaluated on our sugarcane datasets achieve more
than 90% multi-class accuracy in almost all settings. We have
incorporated the trained model into the prototype system and
successfully installed the system to test operating at one of the
major sugar manufacturing facilities in the previous sugarcane
harvesting season.
Index Terms—agricultural technology, agritech, agtech, sugarcane, computer vision, convolutional neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances of AI technology, especially in computer
vision, can be applied to various practical applications and
transform our lives. Applications range from industrial tasks
such as robot control to many areas that have to receive
images as inputs and analyze them. Among several sectors, the
agriculture industry can gain great benefit of AI technology.
Agriculture plays a major role in Thailand’s economic development. Using AI technology in AgriTech can significantly
enhance efficiency and boost productivity. In this paper, we
present the computer vision prototype that is able to classify
sugarcane, which is one of the most important cash crops in
Thailand.

sugarcane is reaped, the sugar content decreases over time. As
a result, sugar factories have to continue working quickly and
continuously 24 hours a day.
When a truck carried sugarcane enters a mill, expert staffs
will examine the quality of sugarcane and the examination
will be conducted again at dump sites. The current problems
are that sugarcane farmers occasionally transport poor-quality
or contaminated sugarcane to the mills and sometimes there
exist disagreements between farmers and factory’s staffs about
sugarcane evaluations. Automatically sugarcane classification
can enforce the same standard and resolve any disagreements.
The automatic system also replaces laborious tasks, reduces
operational cost and keeps track of sugarcane data for further
analysis. Efficient detection of burnt sugarcane not only will
be of great benefit to sugar mills but also will ameliorate
atmospheric pollution by demotivating sugarcane farmers from
burning their fields in the harvesting season.
B. Contribution
We collaborate with one of the leading sugar manufacturing
corporations in Thailand to build an intelligent system that
automatically classifies incoming sugarcane. The new system
can supplant the legacy operation at the two inspection sites,
as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first organization that applies AI technology to
this area and hope to extend our AI expertise towards other
practical applications in the future.

A. Motivation
Thai sugar industry is highly competitive on world markets.
Thailand exports 81% of total sugar sales volume and accounts
for 19% share of the global sugar market [1].
Sugarcane is a seasonal crop. The harvesting period lasts
about four months per year, from December to March. When
Fig. 1. The transition from reliance on human to an automatic system.
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Camera placements at the factory sites are planned at these positions.
The top image shows the queue site and the bottom image is the dump site.

Having introduced the motivation and contribution of the
project, we present the overall system in Section II which portrays fully designed software and hardware architectures. After
that, the paper focuses on the core computer vision module by
explaining our AI methodology, datasets and experiments in
Section III, IV and V respectively.
II. OVERALL S YSTEM
A. Software System
The overall software architecture can be presented as a
context flow diagram in Fig. 3. The salient part is an AI
processing module located at the center of the diagram, while
other modules are also necessary and need to be developed
alongside the core AI portion.

Camera connection subsystem connects cameras and acquires images as well as video streams.
Image management subsystem stores acquired images into
organized structures.
Operator interface subsystem is an interface that receives
user inputs and displays various kinds of information.
AI processing subsystem classifies input images into
predefined categories.
AI training subsystem is a supervised learning procedure
that learns from labelled inputs and produces a model
capable to correctly classify incoming images.
Training preparation subsystem prepares ready-to-use
data for the AI training subsystem.
Database management subsystem manages all operational
data of the system.
Report generation subsystem generates reports requested
by the business.

B. Hardware System
The hardware architecture presented in Fig. 4 is designed
specifically for our collaborated factory. There are two sites
that require sugarcane inspection, the queue site and the dump
site. At each site, the crucial hardwares are computers and
cameras. To alleviate workloads and increase specialization,
computers in the system can be separated into servers and
workstations. Servers are high-performance units running the
AI module that requires extensive computing resources, while
workstations are the computers that interact with users and
do various tasks, such as camera connection. There are two
types of cameras in this system. We call them car cameras
and cane cameras. Car cameras are cameras viewing the front
part of sugarcane-carried trucks. Cane cameras are the primary
cameras looking on sugarcane and sending images for AI
analysis. Cane cameras at the dump site need to have high
shutter speed in order to capture dumping sugarcane without
motion blur that degrades AI analyzing performance.

Fig. 3. The context flow diagram displays all necessary software subsystems
and relations between them.

From the diagram, the whole software system is broken
down into many interconnected subsystems. Each of them has
its own functionalities and can be described as follows.
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Fig. 4. The outline of our hardware architecture design.

From Fig. 4, there are four lanes on the queue site. Each
lane requires one car camera and two cane cameras. And each
workstation can handle two lanes. At the dump site, there
are two dumps and each dump comprises six tracks. Each
track requires one car camera and one cane camera. And each
workstation can handle three tracks.
III. AI M ETHODOLOGY
Computer vision tasks are often hard to solve by any handcrafted algorithms. The practical method that works well for
this kind of problems is machine learning, which utilizes
training data to build a solution model. The specific type
of machine learning we use is supervised learning described
in Subsection III-A. In our scenario, the development of the
system begins by collecting sugarcane images for training the
model. Then, the images are preprocessed before inputting into
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The preprocessing and
CNNs parts will be elaborated in Subsection III-B and III-C
respectively.
A. Supervised Learning
In order to formalize the process, we can say that a computer
vision machine learning algorithm takes a large set of N images {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } called a training set and the categories of
the images are know in advance by hand-labelling them. The
machine learning algorithm learns the model y(x) that makes
predictions as accurately as possible on any input images.
Applications in which the training data contain examples of
the inputs along with their corresponding targets are known as
supervised learning. If supervised learning has targets that are
discrete categories, such as our task, it is called classification
[2].
Our supervised learning framework can be summarized as
Figure 5. The framework of supervised learning starts from
preparing sugarcane images along with their true labels. And
then the preprocessing module will process these images
before inputting them to the learning algorithm. In this figure,
we show an architecture of convolutional neural networks
called VGG16 [3] as an example.

Fig. 5. Our supervised learning framework.
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B. Preprocessing
Preprocessing of input images is important for facilitating
the learning process and improving accuracy. We apply the
following preprocessing techniques in our system.
1) Removal of bad files: Raw data are not clean enough.
There are some corrupted files or files that are not images.
The first step is to filter out the improper files.
2) Resizing: Raw data vary in size, from the small size
(720 ⇥ 1280 pixels) to the medium size (1960 ⇥ 4032 pixels)
and the large size (3096 ⇥ 4128 pixels). So we need to resize
these images to roughly the same size.
3) Patch extraction: Analyzing an entire image may miss
some important details, so we sample some areas of an image
and then feed them to the machine learning module. The single
output category will be determined by combining the results
of all analyzed patches.
4) Augmentation: Data augmentation generates extra images from existing ones and helps reduce generalization error.
There are many image augmentation techniques [4]. We apply
some of them, such as flipping and rotation, in our system.
C. Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks are neural networks that use
convolution in place of general matrix multiplication in at least
one of their layers. CNNs have an advantage over traditional
neural networks because they leverage three important ideas
that can help improve a machine learning system: sparse
interactions, parameter sharing and equivariant [5].
The main operation of CNNs is convolution which applies a
fixed-size kernel to the input. The output is sometimes referred
to as the feature map. Computation of convolution can be
depicted as (1) where K denotes a kernel, I denotes an input,
⇤ denotes a convolutional operator and (m, n) is kernel size.
S(i, j) = (K ⇤I)(i, j) =

XX
m

I(i+m, j +n)K(m, n) (1)

n

There are many variants of CNNs nowadays. In this project,
we choose MobileNet [6] and Xception [7] because they hold
excellent performance in standard benchmarks [8].
Xception is an adaptation from the architecture called
Inception [9], where the Inception modules have been replaced with depthwise separable convolutions, which consist
of a depthwise convolution (a spatial convolution performed
independently for each channel) followed by a pointwise
convolution (a 1 ⇥ 1 convolution across channels) instead of
a regular block convolution.
Xception slightly outperforms Inception v3 on the ImageNet
dataset, and vastly outperforms it on a larger image classification dataset with 17,000 classes. Most importantly, it has the
same number of model parameters as Inception, implying a
greater computational efficiency. And MobileNet is essentially
a streamlined version of the Xception architecture optimized
for mobile applications [10].

IV. DATASETS

B. Data Distribution

Image data for this project are taken at the real factory sites
in harvesting season by using mobile phone cameras. They are
collected and labelled by sugar mill’s expert staffs. The total
number of images is almost ten thousands which is sufficient
for training a reliable deep-learning model. In this section,
we first illustrate all sugarcane classes and then explore the
datasets in the following subsection.

In the year 2019, before the prototype model had been
built, Our collaborated sugar factory collected and labelled
two sets of image data and provided these valuable datasets
to us. We call them the first set and the second set.
1) The First Set: The first dataset collects images taken
from January to March 2019, totaling 5,972 photos, divided
into different classes of sugarcane as shown in TABLE I.

A. Classification Scheme
Typically, sugarcane is classified into four types and four
grades. So, there are sixteen classes of sugarcane in total.
The four types consist of short-fresh, short-burnt, long-fresh
and long-burnt sugarcane. The short type is the sugarcane
harvested by chopping into short chunks, while the long
sugarcane is delivered as whole trunks. The fresh type is the
sugarcane freshly harvested, but the burnt sugarcane is burnt
before harvesting to make it easier to cut. The four grades
are ranging from A to D. A-grade sugarcane represents the
high-quality product, whereas D-grade sugarcane contaminates
with too many leaves, roots or other things. The classification
scheme can be extended into more classes in the future to
conform with user requirments. Examples of image data in
each class are depicted in Fig. 6.

TABLE I
C LASS D ISTRIBUTION OF THE F IRST DATASET
type/grade
short-fresh
short-burnt
long-fresh
long-burnt

A
241
110
77
505

B
585
208
167
1219

C
360
146
92
303

D
950
161
83
765

2) The Second Set: The second dataset collects images
taken from January to March 2019, totaling 3,109 photos,
divided into different classes as shown in TABLE II.
TABLE II
C LASS D ISTRIBUTION OF THE S ECOND DATASET
type/grade
short-fresh
short-burnt
long-fresh
long-burnt

A
35
7
6
165

B
566
37
21
957

C
394
0
13
48

D
726
1
0
133

In the second dataset, we have seen that some classes
contain very few or no image data at all. This makes them
hard to be learned. So, we merge the second dataset with
the first dataset. The combined dataset are used in subsequent
experiments and its distribution can be shown in TABLE III.
TABLE III
C LASS D ISTRIBUTION OF THE C OMBINED DATASET
type/grade
short-fresh
short-burnt
long-fresh
long-burnt

Fig. 6. Sample sugarcane images of sixteen classes convey their different
characteristics.

From Fig. 6, sample images of each class are shown in a
two-layered quadrant. The outer quadrant portrays four sugarcane types: short-fresh (top-left), short-burnt (top-right), longfresh (bottom-left), long-burnt (bottom-right). And the inner
quarant illustrates four sugarcane grades: A-grade (top-left),
B-grade (top-right), C-grade (bottom-left), D-grade (bottomright).
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A
276
117
83
670

B
1151
245
188
2176

C
754
146
105
351

D
1676
162
83
898

We also show data distribution of the combined dataset as
bar charts in Fig. 7. The top row represents major sugarcane
categories and the bottom row displays the number of data in
each class.
From the distribution, we have seen that the number of data
in short/long and fresh/burnt demarcation are fairly in balance,
but the number of short-fresh and long-burnt images is much
more than that of short-burnt and long-fresh ones, whereas the
number of B-grade and D-grade sugarcane is more than the
number of the A-grade and C-grade. This data reflects the real
distribution of incoming sugarcane in the harvesting season.

TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

1st Set
All Data
Timing

Setting
6 classes
16 classes
6 classes
16 classes
with GPU
without GPU

Baseline
84.38%
79.83%
82.22%
77.11%
0.1 s
0.1 s

MobileNet
90.77%
87.87%
93.36%
89.42%
0.1 s
0.8 s

Xception
93.08%
89.69%
94.54%
91.21%
0.1 s
2.8 s

TABLE VI
P RECISION , R ECALL AND F1-S CORE

Fig. 7. Bar charts show data distribution of the combined dataset.

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Approach
In the experiments, a standard practice for machine learning
is applied by dividing the image data into three parts: training
data, validation data and test data. Training data are the
data for training the model. Validation data are the data for
validating the model obtained from the training process and
test data are the data for measuring learning performance.
We randomly divide the received images in the ratio 60% of
training data, 20% of validation data and 20% of testing data.
Two datasets are used for the experiments, the first dataset
and the first dataset combined with the second dataset. Each
dataset contains a number of training, validation and test data
as shown in TABLE IV.
In addition, our sugar factory partner suggests that some
classes can be collapsed to reduce learning complexity. So
we conduct experiments in two settings: the original sixteen
classes as shown in Subsection IV-A and the six classes that
use only short-fresh and long-burnt types with A-grade and
B-grade sugarcane merging together.

long-burnt A
long-burnt B
long-burnt C
long-burnt D
long-fresh A
long-fresh B
long-fresh C
long-fresh D
short-burnt A
short-burnt B
short-burnt C
short-burnt D
short-fresh A
short-fresh B
short-fresh C
short-fresh D

precision
0.97
0.87
0.89
0.96
0.88
0.94
0.90
0.94
0.95
0.87
0.93
1.00
0.92
0.90
0.89
0.95

recall
0.77
0.98
0.58
0.97
0.88
0.87
0.82
0.89
0.88
0.90
0.86
0.94
0.80
0.92
0.87
0.98

f1-score
0.86
0.92
0.70
0.96
0.88
0.90
0.86
0.91
0.91
0.89
0.89
0.97
0.85
0.91
0.88
0.96

micro avg
macro avg
weighted avg

0.91
0.92
0.91

0.91
0.87
0.91

0.91
0.89
0.91

TABLE IV
DATASET S PLITTING
The First Set
All Data

Training Set
3582
5447

Validation Set
1195
1817

Test Set
1195
1817

Total Data
5972
9081

B. Experimental Results
We experiment with three computer vision models based on
convolutional neural networks: MobileNet, Xception and the
baseline model which is MobileNet without any preprocessing.
Each model is evaluated on both 6-class and 16-class settings.
To measure the performance of our models, we use multi-class
classification accuracy [11].
The comprehensive experimental results are summarized in
TABLE V, followed by the detailed results of the best model
on all data in a full-class setting.
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Fig. 8. The confusion matrix with a heatmap visualizes class-wise results.
The rows represent true labels while the columns represent predicted classes.
The class names are enumerated in abbreviation. The 1st characters: ‘L’ and
‘T’ indicates the long and short types. The 2nd characters: ‘M’ denotes burnt
cane and ‘S’ denotes fresh cane. The 3rd characters stand for sugarcane
grades: A, B, C, D.

From TABLE V, we have seen that preprocessing steps are
essential for yielding higher accuracy. MobileNet is less accurate than Xception but performs faster, which is in accordance
with their design principles. Additional experimental details
can be evaluated from the precision, recall and F1 scores of an
individual class, together with their micro, macro and weighted
averages. From TABLE VI, we have seen the best model
performs differently in each class. For example, the longburnt A-grade (LMA) receives higher precision than recall,
though the long-burnt B-grade (LMB) has lower precision
than recall. A confusion matrix also provides much more
information about classification results. We can clearly see that
how many test instances of each class are correctly classified
or incorrectly misclassified into which classes by checking
out Fig 8. Further analysis reveals that the main source of
errors is from classifying sugarcane grades. For example, when
looking at the first row of the confusion matrix, many test
images labelled as A-grade sugarcane are predicted as the
B-grade category. In contrast to sugarcane types which are
discernible and easy to differentiate, sugarcane grades are quite
ambiguous, subjective and ordinal in nature. These difficulties
set a high bar of Bayes error rate and affect overall accuracy.
VI. C ONCLUSION
A. Ongoing Work
The intention of this project is to develop a viable commercial product. So, we have implemented the prototype system
according to the research performed in this paper. The crucial
hardware parts consist of 5 MP CCTV cameras and computers
with CPU Intel i9, RAM 16 GB, Nvidia GeForce RTX 3060.
We tried to mount the CCTV cameras to make captured images
resemble to the training data, despite the location limitations.
However, the images from CCTV cameras are still different
from the images taken by mobile cameras. The dynamic
movement of sugarcane at the dump site is another problem
that did not occur in initial experiments. So, the models are
needed to be improved and customized to better work in the
real production environments.
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B. Summary
In this paper, we propose the intelligent sugarcane classification system for on-site assessment starting from the big picture
of overall hardware and software architectures. Subsequently,
we proceed to concentrate on the computer vision module by
explaning our methodology, datasets and experiments.
Our AI methodology bases on supervised learning equipped
with image processing and convolutional neural networks. The
best models performed on the concrete sugarcane datasets
yield satisfactory results of high accuracy.
In the past sugarcane harvesting season, at the beginning
of the year 2022, the prototype system has been successfully
installed and tested at the sugar factory. We receive positive
feedbacks and look forward to continue expanding the results
of this project to maximize the benefits of sugarcane farmers,
factories and the industry as a whole.
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Fig. 9. The installation (top) and usage (bottom) of the prototype system at
the queue site (left) and the dump site (right).

Fig. 10. The user interface of the prototype system.
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Abstract—Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is an abstract logical
structure of source code represented as a tree. This research
utilizes information of fingerprinting with AST to locate the
similarities between source codes. The proposed method can
detect plagiarism in source codes using the number of duplicated
logical structures. The structural information of program is
stored in the fingerprints format. Then, the fingerprints of source
codes are compared to identify number of similar nodes. The final
output is calculated from number of similar nodes known as
similarities scores. The result shows that the proposed method
accurately captures the common modification techniques from
basic to advance.
Index Terms—Source Code Similarities, Plagiarism Detection,
MOSS, Abstract Syntax Tree, Fingerprinting

proposed model performance is evaluated with existing model
through ability in detecting common plagiarism types.
This research is aligned as follows. The related works are
shown in Section II. Section III presents system architecture.
The experimental results and discussion are explained in
Section IV and Section V respectively. Lastly, the conclusion
is presented in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Some existing source code plagiarism detection models are
discussed in this section.
A. Winnowing Algorithm Based Models

I. I NTRODUCTION
Programming has become a fundamental skill in this modern era. Learning programming skills take much effort and
time. For some reason, it becomes an attempt to cheat and
copy from others especially in the academic area. Plagiarism
is a word related to copying material which is unacceptable in
academia. However, detecting plagiarism in a large group of
students assignments cannot be completed instantly. Source
code usually consists of over a hundred lines of codes,
so manual detection can be time-consuming and inefficient.
Moreover, human errors are uncontrollable which can be a
major concern when it comes to plagiarism detection.
In order to overcome the data overload problem, many models with various approaches [1]–[12] were created to detect
source codes similarities. However, we found some weakness
of the existing models. Firstly, some are not robust against
some type of modification. Furthermore, some are applicable
for many programming languages which require specific set
up to maximize model performance but the information is not
given.
To resolve problem of existing models, we proposed an
offline analysis model to help detecting plagiarism based on
the abstract syntax tree fingerprinting specifically for C programming language. Our proposed method aims to eliminate
defects of existing tools and maximize model accuracy. The
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Winnowing algorithm [11] applies fingerprint as a fundamental concept for similarity detection. Values are divided
into N -gram. The minimum hash value will be selected as
a fingerprint from each window. Then, the chosen values
will be hashed to create a unique fingerprint. Therefore,
when two fingerprints match, it indicates the similarity. A
popular model rely on winnowing algorithm is Measure of
Software Similarity (MOSS) [12]. There are many methods
[6]–[8] applied MOSS as a core algorithm. These models use
different type of fingerprint matching calculation such as Dice
Coefficient, Term-Frequency, and Mutual Information.
B. Abstract Syntax Tree Based Models
Lingxiao Jiang et al. [9] proposed the tool named
DECKARD. DECKARD computes Euclidean space between
numerical vectors of source codes. Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) is applied to cluster similar vectors. DECKARD was
tested and compared on C source code on Linux kernel and
Java in JDK. The tool is language independent and able to
handle large code up to million lines of code easily.
Kevin Greenan [4] introduced an idea of using AST to
capture similarities. Exact matching and near-exact match
algorithms (LCS and Smith-Waterman Algorithm) are used to
detect source code plagiarism. The algorithm is not designed
for attribute matching which may make it unable to effectively
detect similar variable names or method names. Hash function
is used to improve performance. In the deliverable result, the

model also reports the lines of code (LOC) of the matched
area.
Michel Chilowicz et al. [5] created a plagiarism detection tool based on Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) and hashing
technique. Source code are parsed into AST and stored in
a repository. Fingerprints are created based on weight, hash
value, and parent node link. For the hashing process, cryptographic hashing such as MD5 or SHA-1 is considered to be the
most effective. Cryptographic technique provides a completely
incremental indexation process. For comparison, cluster of
exact matching is utilized in this tool. Indeed, multi-subtree
matches satisfy linear time.
Mengya Zheng et al. [1] mentioned a tool named CodEx.
The AST in the structure of parent-child or sibling relationships and hashing are the key concepts in this paper. The
detection tool is able to capture the methods that students
usually use for avoiding plagiarism. Source code will be
preprocessed and converted to AST. AST will be stored in
a fingerprint format with weight calculating from the indexing
phase. Weight can be used for node’s contribution measurement. Comparison are done based on Weight-Based DepthFirst Searching Algorithm. The final result will be computed
as a similarity score.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
This section presents the source code plagiarism detection
model. The architecture of proposed method is illustrated in
Figure 1. Firstly, the unrelated section in source code, such as
comments, was removed. Secondly, AST generating algorithm
was applied to the cleansing source codes. Thirdly, each node
in AST was hashed and assigned weight. The comparison
process was done on hashed ASTs. The output of model is
the similarity score between two source codes. The detail of
each process will be elaborated in the following subsections.

Fig. 1. Overview of the system

contained a lot of information that did not related to logic and
structure of the source codes. In order to eliminate unnecessary
nodes, all nodes that do not contain the program’s structure
information was removed. Furthermore, unary and binary node
were grouped in order to decrease specificity. The node value
was substituted with operation name shown in Table I and
Table II. Lastly, the achieved trees which only held significant
nodes with structural information of program were known as
AST. The sample of generated tree from a “Hello World”
program is demonstrated in Figure 2.
TABLE I
U NARY O PERATOR C ATEGORIES
Operation

Operators

Unary minus and plus

Plus (+)
Minus (-)

Logical negation

Negation (!)

Prefix increment and decrement

Increment (++)
Decrement (--)

Bitwise negation

Operator (&)
Indirection (*)
One’s complement (⇠)

Cast operation

(type-name) expression

Sizeof operation

sizeof expression

Address operator and indirection

TABLE II
B INARY O PERATOR C ATEGORIES
Operation

Operators

Multiplicative operations

Multiplication (*)
Remainder (%)
Division (/)

Additive operations

Addition (+)
Subtraction (-)

Shift operations

Left shift (<<)
Right shift (>>)

Relational operations

Less than (<)
Less than or equal to (<=)
Greater than (>)
Greater than or equal to (>=)

Equality operations

Equality (==)
Inequality (!=)

C. Weight Assigning and Fingerprinting

A. Data Preprocessing
The objective of the step is to remove the part of source
code that do not related to the programming logic. Moreover,
some functions that can be accomplished in different ways
were replaced to the specific form, such as printf() and
fprintf(stdout, ).

This process aims to create subtree identification in form
of fingerprint and weight for the syntax trees. The fingerprints
and weights were assigned from post-order traversal of AST.
This allows structural features of lower layer to be preserved
at higher layer. Firstly, The fingerprint of subtree with root
node x is defined as
F (x) = H(H(V (x)) · t1 · t2 · . . . · ti )

B. Abstract Syntax Tree Generation
The cleansing source codes were parsed by compiler’s
parser to generate the parse trees. These parse trees usually
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(1)

where V (x) is value of node x, H(y) represents MD5 cryptographic hash function of value y, t1 , . . . , ti are hash value

Fig. 2. Abstract syntax tree of a “Hello World” program

of direct children subtree of node x, and “·” represents string
concatenation. Secondly, The weight of subtree with root node
x is given by
8
j
<1 + P w (x ) j ≥ 1
i
w (x) =
i=1
:
1
j=0

where w (y) indicates weight of node y, j indicates number of
direct child of node x, and x1 , . . . , xj indicate direct child of
node x. The weighted and fingerprinted AST is illustrated in
Figure 3, where the number on the left indicates weight and
equation on the right indicates fingerprint.

Algorithm 1 Abstract Syntax Trees Comparison
1: procedure C OMPARE T REES(treeA, treeB)
2:
matched
0
3:
nodeQueue
C REATE Q UEUE()
4:
nodeQueue.E NQUEUE(treeA)
5:
nodeList
T REE T O L IST(treeB)
6:
while nodeQueue is not empty do
7:
checkN ode
nodeQueue.D EQUEUE()
8:
f lag
False
9:
for comparedN ode in nodeList do
10:
if checkN ode = comparedN ode then
11:
w
checkN ode.G ET W EIGHT()
12:
matched
matched + w
13:
f lag
True
14:
break
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
if f lag = False then
18:
for child in checkN ode.C HILDREN() do
19:
nodeQueue.E NQUEUE(child)
20:
end for
21:
end if
22:
end while
23:
return matched
. Number of matched nodes
24: end procedure

TA and compared tree TB were compared by fingerprint and
weight is presented in Algorithm 1.
To clarify, nodes from TA were selected in breadth first
search (BFS) traversal order to collate with all nodes from
TB . The reason is to lessen the number of comparison. If the
node from TA matched with any node in TB , the subtree with
matched node as a root node will be pruned from TA and then
move to the next node of TA . The tree pruning significantly
reduced node need to be compared. In contrast, in case the
node from TA does not match, the comparison continues
on the next node. In real implementation, the dictionary is
used to store TB nodes list. We assume searching dictionary
takes O(1). Hence, the time complexity of comparing process
between two ASTs is O(n), where n is number of nodes in
TA .
E. Similarities between Source Codes

Fig. 3. Fingerprinted and weighted syntax tree

D. Tree Traversal Comparison
In this step, all fingerprinted ASTs were compared and the
total matched node was identified. The fingerprint and weight
allows finding duplicate subtrees between ASTs. Moreover,
weight was used to directly identify number of matched nodes.
The scenario of one comparison where the reference tree
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The similarities between two source codes were presented
in form of similarity score. The similarity score ranges from 0
to 100 where 0 represents completely different source code
and 100 represents exact copy without modification. The
comparison occurs between two trees may result in different
matched nodes depends on the reference tree and the compared
tree. Thus, the similarity score calculation of comparing tree
TA with tree TB is given by
�

N(TA ,TB )
N(TB ,TA )
Score(TA , TB ) = (100)(0.5)
+
NTA
NTB

where N(TB ,TA ) refers to the number of matched nodes when
having TA as a reference tree and TB as a compared tree while
NTA is the total nodes of TA .
From the experiment, we found that some nodes may occur
frequently. The repetitive occurrence usually not represent
similarities of logical structure. Hence, nodes in Table III were
grouped and excluded from the comparison process in order
to calibrate the model. It is to be observed that the calibration
differ among programming languages since it depends on
grammatical characteristic of programming language.
TABLE III
N ODE C ALIBRATION
Node Value

Weight

Description

Decl
FuncDecl
TypeDecl
IdentifierType

4
3
2
1

Declaration

ID

1

Variable

Constant

1

Constant

Actual

F. Implementation Issue

TABLE V
C ONFUSION M ATRIX OF MOSS

Plagiarized
Non-plagiarized

score, the threshold for considering plagiarized source code is
calculated from similarities score. The threshold T is given by
σ
T = x̄ +
(2)
2
where x̄ denotes average similarities score and σ denotes
standard deviation of similarities score. If the similarities score
is greater than or equal to threshold, the case is considered
as plagiarized. In this experiment, the average similarities
score and standard deviation was around 43.45 and 13.33
respectively. Hence, the threshold is similarity score at 50.11.
The result from using 50.11 as a threshold is shown in Table
VI.
TABLE VI
C ONFUSION M ATRIX OF P ROPOSED M ODEL

A. Dataset Preparation
The data set was retrieved from basic C programming course
assignment. All source codes in the data set were to solve identical problem related to linked list using pointer and dynamic
allocation. The data set consists of 23 samples with 71.96 lines
of code on average. All source codes were compared. This
resulted in 253 possible comparisons between source codes.
We asked three experts to vote on each comparison and decide
whether it is plagiarized or not. The final decision depends on
majority vote of three experts. The result of voting is shown
in Table IV.
TABLE IV
L ABELED C OMPARISON
Total cases
60

Non-plagiarized

193

B. Result of MOSS
To evaluate the performance of proposed model, MOSS
was used as a benchmark. MOSS was configured with default
configuration where m is 10 and n is 250. We considered any
case MOSS found similarities as plagiarized. Table V shows
result from compiling MOSS.
C. Result of Proposed Model
The similar testing data was applied on the proposed system.
Since the proposed system gives result in form of similarities
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Actual

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Plagiarized

Predicted
Plagiarized
Non-plagiarized
35
25
15
178

Plagiarized
Non-plagiarized

Predicted
Plagiarized
Non-plagiarized
43
17
8
185

The two models were compared according to common types
of modification [13] as follows.
1) Exact copying without modification (excluding comments and whitespaces)
2) Adding and modifying comments and whitespaces
3) Renaming variable identifiers
4) Adding and removing statement and variables
5) Changing data types
6) Relocating statement and substituting with equivalent
structures
The comparison between source codes consists of 253 cases.
Table VII displays number of samples in each plagiarism type.
Noted that a case may belongs to more than a modification
type. MOSS captured similarities in 50 cases whereas the
proposed model found similarities in all cases. The similarities
score of proposed model displays in Table VIII. The difference between two models will be explained in the following
subsections.
The comparison between two models was categorized according to common types of modification follows [13] in the
following subsections.
D. Common Modification Captured by MOSS
The purpose of this subsection is to identify types of
modification captured by both models. First of all, the exact
copy with out modification was well captured by both models.
However, the proposed system was more time efficient. The

V. D ISCUSSION

TABLE VII
S AMPLE S IZE OF C OMMON M ODIFICATION T YPES
Common Modification Type

The summary of experimental results is shown in Table IX.
From the experimental results, we found the proposed model
was more accurate than the existing model. The accuracy of
proposed model was 90.12%. In contrast, MOSS’s accuracy
was approximately 84.19%. The proposed method’s accuracy
is greater than MOSS by almost 6%.
The proposed system has higher recall at 71.67% whereas
MOSS recall is only 58.33%. Furthermore, the proposed model
also have greater Precision. These measures indicate that the
proposed system was better in capturing plagiarized source
codes. Moreover, the proposed system’s False Positive Rate
(FPR) and False Negative Rate (FNR) were significantly lower
than MOSS.

Total Sample

Type 1

8

Type 2

216

Type 3

242

Type 4

239

Type 5

162

Type 6

227

TABLE VIII
S IMILARITIES S CORE OF P ROPOSED S YSTEM
Case

Common Modification Type

Overall

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

1
2
3
4
5
6

Maximum
Average
Minimum

Similarity Score
97.29
42.89
41.35
41.53
39.27
41.11

TABLE IX
M ODELS E VALUATION

100
43.45
24.39

reason is that the fingerprint matched in few comparison and
the whole tree was pruned. The result also showed that both
can identify modification type 3. For modification type 4,
MOSS detected in some cases. This depends on the fingerprint
selected from winnowing algorithm. Thus, it is not as reliable
as the proposed method. Lastly, modification type 6 was
detected by MOSS only for statement relocation. This type
of modification was captured only in a scenario where the
similar sections of source code is long enough for the similar
fingerprint to be chosen. In contrast, the proposed method
identified source code relocation without limitation because
all fingerprints are considered.
E. Common Modification MOSS Failed to Capture
In this subsection, the defects of MOSS are highlighted.
Firstly, since comments and whitespaces are not related to
logical structure, both models ignore it. Thus, the second type
of similarities was not found by either model. We also found
that MOSS cannot identify data types modification. Although
some data types can be used interchangeably, MOSS failed
to capture the similarities when the data type was changed.
For instance, int, unsigned int, and float can be used
for summation of positive integers. On the other hand, the
proposed system able to capture this type of modification
because logical structure of source code remains the same.
As mentioned previously, MOSS failed to capture equivalent
structures substitution. This is more advance modification. To
illustrate, in looping condition, for can be used as shorthand
of while. For this modification, the proposed model captured
small section of similarities such as looping condition and loop
body.
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MOSS

Proposed Model

Accuracy

84.19 %

90.12 %

Precision

70 %

84.31 %

Recall

58.33 %

71.67 %

False Positive Rate
(FPR)

7.78 %

4.15 %

False Negative Rate
(FNR)

41.67 %

28.33 %

The similarities score usually varies depended on the characteristic of data set. The reason is that some assignments are not
complex enough to have many solutions or instructors provide
similar initial source code. In this case, it is likely that source
codes contain similar structure which increase similarity score.
Thus, the threshold is calculated from average of similarity
score and variance.
There are seven types of modification to avoid plagiarism
given by [13]. From the results inspection, we found that
MOSS cannot identify data types modification. Although some
data types can be used interchangeably, MOSS failed to
capture the similarities when the data type was changed. For
instance, int, unsigned int, and float can be used
for summation of positive integers. On the other hand, the
proposed system able to capture this type of modification
because logical structure of source code remains the same.
Furthermore, MOSS failed to capture equivalent structures
substitution. This is more advance modification. To illustrate,
in looping condition, for can be used as shorthand of while.
For this modification, the proposed model captured small
section of similarities such as looping condition and loop body.
In the model comparison, the similarity score was ignored
because it is incomparable with MOSS similarity score. The
proposed system score is calculated from number of matched
nodes whereas MOSS calculates from number of fingerprint
matched. Thus, we decided not to compare similarities between these models in terms of similarity score.
In academia, the source code fragments are often given
by the instructor. The given section usually affects similarity

score. However, if it is not edited, it will appear in every
source code. The score will be a based score for all source
codes. This allow instructors to make a judgement based on
the average of similarities scores.
Size of program is another point to concern. The similarities
score depends on program’s complexity not lines of code.
Therefore, the size recommendation will be in terms of the
complexity of the program. We suggest that the program
should be complex enough that various solutions exist.
There is a limitation in the proposed model. As our model is
a structural based capturing, adding statements affect logical
structure. This changes fingerprint of higher layer. It results
in lower similarity score because of less nodes matched. Our
recommendation is to trace back to line of codes when the
suspicious cases occur in order to optimize the accuracy of
results.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed the model for detecting plagiarism
between C programming source codes. The existing algorithms such as winnowing successfully identify source code
similarities. However, it cannot detect advanced modification.
The proposed model successfully resolve the existing issue.
It can detect different types of modification effectively and
efficiently. The proposed system can assist the instructors
in detecting similarities between student source codes. This
facilitates instructors in finding potential plagiarized sections
of source code.
The proposed model applies abstract syntax tree fingerprinting to identify similarities between programs. The syntax
tree logical structure is saved in form of fingerprints. The
fingerprint is used in a BFS traversal comparison to identify
similar nodes between trees. Then, the similarity scores are
given as a result.
A data set was applied on proposed model for testing. The
model was evaluated with the existing model. We concluded
that the proposed system able to accurately identify similarities
despite various techniques of modification which is better
than the existing method. However, since the model rely on
structure, the user need to make sure that the complexity of
program is high enough to have many solutions.
As the model concept is applicable to any programming
languages with parse tree. In the future, we expect to apply
the model to other programming languages such as C++,
Java, and Python. The experiment is required to achieve
best configuration for each language since it have different
grammatical characteristic.
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Abstract— The manufacturing process must continuously
be improved. One of the most efficient strategies is
maintenance scheduling by predictive maintenance for early
fault detection and assisting with real-time decisions. The
major concern of developing a predictive maintenance system
is the lack of abnormal data and the cost of a highspecification sensor device for collecting data. This paper
introduces the unsupervised learning model called Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) for generating abnormal data
in the form of acceleration signals to provide a dataset for
developing an early fault prediction model and assisting a
real-time decision on a low-frequency sensor device. The
prediction model dataset is labeled on ISO10816 to classify the
label of data by Velocity Vibration (mm/s). The machine
learning classifier model implements a hyperparameters
optimization framework called OPTUNA to provide the best
model performance. The proposed system aims to assist in
real-time decision and maintenance schedules for the injection
molding machine and offer the prediction model based on
low-frequency sensor data from a drive motor.

source library for hyperparameter optimization. The
optimization process can be controlled to set the optimized
objective, type, and range of hyperparameters and pruning
system, which compares the trending of each selected group
of hyperparameters for eliminating the low-profile selected
group to minimize the optimization processing time [5].

Keywords—generative adversarial network, acceleration
signal, machine learning, OPTUNA

This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides
an overview of model development and performance
improvement of predictive maintenance and GANs. Section
III contains the training process of both GANs and the
prediction model. Section IV demonstrates the result of
hyperparameters optimization and scoring of each model.
Section V and VI summarize the proposed GANs and
prediction model and provides the direction of research in
future works.

The fault prediction model for accelerating motors in the
current research field is normally analyzed in the frequency
domain, which comes up with the high-frequency sensor.
This work proposes a method for the low-frequency sensor
to minimize the cost of the total system, which is the main
concern for industrial management development.
In this research, we proposed a fault prediction system
based on a low-frequency sensor and implemented the
generated abnormal data from GANs. The system has
optimized the performance of both the prediction model and
GANs by the hyperparameters optimization framework
named OPTUNA.

I. INTRODUCTION
The early fault prediction system for any device in the
manufacturing and production process significantly
improves the efficiency of operations [1]. The prediction
model can enhance the real-time monitoring system
performance to minimize the risk of machine failure since
the device or machine’s failures have a characteristic pattern
in machine vibrations [2]. The appropriate number of data
and quality is required to develop a high-quality prediction
system. But those data are limited by the lack of available
abnormal data. [3]. The second step to improve the quality
of model performance is hyperparameter tuning. The
machine learning model has a hyperparameter to adapt for
each objective. The right combination of hyperparameters
gives the best result for each objective [4].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Predictive Maintenance for Injection Molding
Machine Enabled by Cognitive Analytics for Industry 4.0
The ensemble method is the combination of the
developed model in which each result from each model can
improve the performance of one another and provide the
best predictive value for a real-time decision. The
monitoring system can always improve the system’s
efficiency by comparing the model’s prediction value with
the real data value in the same period with the prediction
value through the cognitive self-learning system, which has
the strength to deal with the unseen data pattern.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are one of the
popular unsupervised machine learning methods for data
augmentation in computer vision and signal analysis. For
the lack of quality data, GANs have a huge role in data
augmentations by learning from historical data signals or
images through the Deep Neural Networks. Especially for
the case of motor failure, the data collecting of abnormal
situations has a huge gap among data compared to normal
situations. As the high-quality prediction model
performance, the right model for the objective is also
important for developing the system by tuning the
hyperparameter of each model. OPTUNA is the open-

B. Generative Adversarial Network for Radar Signal
Generation
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) combines
advanced machine learning Deep Neural Network (DNN).
The first one is the generator which receives the random
noise signal as input for DNN and passes the output in the
form of generated signal for the second part, which is the
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discriminator. The discriminator aims to identify the
generated signal from a generator compared with the real
signal.
In summary, the generator process received the input as
x, and the output generated signal as G(x). The input z of
discriminators has the same dimension as G(x), and the
output probability of the input z identification for the real
signal is D(z). The training objective of the generator model
is to maximize the probability of generated signal as Real.
And the training objective of the discriminator model is to
minimize the probability of generated signal as Fake.
Generator and Discriminator objective defined by function
V(D, G) as shown (1)

Fig. 1. Block diagram for data collection processing from MQTT protocol.

min max ,  = log  + log1 −  1


The data structure of the database includes a timestamp
(GTS) and accelerate (m2/s) in 3 axes (x, y, and z) in a total
of 22,089,142 data points.



GAN is important in the data augmentation process, not
only for signal-type data. Also popular with the data
augmentation for various image and audio type signals.
Moreover, the quality of generated data requires analysis
from humans to confirm. The flexibility of both the
generator and discriminator model structure gives rise to
interest in implementing GAN for acceleration signals.

B. GANs Development
For GANs model, construct a train data pipeline for
GANs. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram for GANs model for
acceleration signal generation. For each axis of
acceleration, GANs will be developed and optimized
individually

III. METHODOLOGY
Our development aims to provide a proof of concept for
applying GANs to acceleration signal generation and
construct a fault prediction model for low-frequency sensors
applied with an injection molding machine motor. The proof
of concept will use the acceleration signal in 3 axes (x, y,
and z) data collected from subscribing operation of the
MQTT protocol to train and generate an acceleration signal
and optimize the Deep Neural Network (DNN) structure of
both generator and discriminator with OPTUNA to provide
the most similar generated acceleration signal to the real
signal. The fault prediction model developing process starts
with data collection and model comparison by an automated
machine learning library. It ends with hyperparameters
optimization with OPTUNA to provide the high
performance of the fault prediction model. The development
process consists of the following components:

Fig. 2 The block diagram GANs training pipeline.

The Deep Neural Network (DNN) structure for both
generator and discriminator is modified from the original
GANs formulation.
For each hyperparameter in each DNN, optimize by
OPTUNA. The hyperparameters select from the parameter
in each layer of DNN. Table 1 contains hyperparameters
for hyperparameters optimization of the generator and
discriminator.

A. Data Collection
B. GANs Development

TABLE 1 HYPERPARAMETERS OF GANS

C. Dataset Preparation

Model

Layers

Conv2DTranspose

D. Fault Prediction Model Development
Generator

A. Data Collection
This research aims to the acceleration signal from the
injection molding machine’s motor. The injection molding
machine, also known as the injection press, is the machine
for producing plastic products by an injection molding
process. The motor has a role in pressing the melted plastic
into the molding plate to create a final product. The
accelerometer is attached to the motor and publishes those
data to the server by MQTT protocol. The acceleration
signal of the motor is collected in the local database by
subscription from the MQTT server. Fig. 1 shows the
processing of data collection from the MQTT protocol.

BatchNormalization
LeakyReLU
Conv1D

Discriminator

BatchNormalization
LeakyReLU
Dropout

Hyperparameters

Filter Size, Kernel Size
Momentum
Alpha
Filter Size, Kernel Size
Momentum
Alpha
Dropout Rate

The hyperparameters optimization minimizes the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance. The DTW is the
similarity measuring algorithm between time series. In
summary, the DTW considers two-time series as  and ′,
which have lengths and ! where all elements of both 
and ′ are assumed to lie in the same dimension and have
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We have selected the top five of each AutoML to
perform the hyperparameters optimization by OPTUNA to
maximize an F1-score for each model. Table 3 shows the
hyperparameters of each selected model.

the exact timestamps. The distance result from DTW is
calculated by the equation as shown (2)
"#$ ,  %  =

$

/

min * ∑-,.∈& ,- ,  %.  0

&∈(),) 

(2)

TABLE 3 HYPERPARAMETERS OF THE SELECTED MODEL

From the above equation, an alignment path 1 of length
 is a sequence of  index pairs 23 , 43 , … , 267 , 467 
and (,  %  is the set of admissible paths.

C. Dataset Preparation
The collected historical signal and the generated signal
from GANs will be use as the dataset for model training
process. The dataset is down sampling to 1 minute. The
acceleration signal is used to calculate velocity vibration
(mm/s) to label all datasets according to ISO10816.
ISO10816 is one of the mostly developed standards for
vibration evaluation of machinery. Fig. 3 shows ISO10816
details.

Model

Layers

LightGBM

Boost_type,n_estimators,
Num_leaves,Learning_rate

Catboost

Iteration, tree_depth, learning_rate,l2_leaf_reg

Random Forest

n_estimators, criterion,
max_features, bootstrap

Extra Trees

n_estimators, criterion,
max_features, bootstrap

Gradient Boosting

n_estimators, subsample, criterion,
max_depth, max_features

XGBoost

n_estimators, max_depth, learning_rate,
booster, tree_method, objective, eval_metric

IV. RESULTS
Fig. 4 shows the result of GANs generator structure
adapting with 3 axes acceleration signal, fig. 5 shows the
result of GANs discriminator structure adapting with 3 axes
acceleration signal, and fig. 6 shows the improvement of
generated signal in the training step. GANs performed well
in capturing the range and characteristic of the original
signal from each axis of acceleration along with a low DTW
distance value for confirmation that the generated signal has
a similar distribution to the real signal. Table 4 experiment
result on the optimization process to minimize the DTW
distance value of generated signal with the real signal.

Fig. 3 shows the Machine Status from the range of Vibration Velocity Vrms
(mm/s) according to ISO10816

The training data feature for each labeled data grouping
is the acceleration and vibration within the last 30 minutes.
Table 2 shows the available dataset for the prediction model.
TABLE 2 DATASET
Label

Feature Size

Data Size (minutes)

Normal

125

22,563

Abnormal

125

22,090

Total

44,653

D. Fault Prediction Model Development
The based line model is selected by Automated Machine
Learning (Auto ML) tools consisting of PyCaret and
AutoGluon. The AutoML has the training objective of
providing models with the highest accuracy (3), recall (4),
precision (5), and F1-score (6) on the test set. The test set is
split from the dataset in size of 20%, and the train set is 80%
of the dataset.
899:;<9= =

NO9<PP =

>?@ABC DE FDCCBGHIJ KCBL-GHBL
>?@ABC DE MII KCBL-GHBL

>?@ABC DE KDQ-H-RB FDCCBGHIJ KCBL-GHBL

U;O92V2W =

>?@ABC DE SII KDQ-H-RB -T SHSQBH

>?@ABC DE KDQ-H-RB FDCCBGHIJ KCBL-GHBL
>?@ABC DE SII KCDQ-H-RB KCBL-GHBL
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Fig. 4 Architecture and Parameters for Generator of GANs in each axis
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TABLE 4 RESULT OF DTW DISTANCE VALUE
Model

Acceleration Axis

DTW distance
Training Step
Value

X

GANs

Y

Z

20

9.5351 ± 1.29

40

3.0526 ± 0.58

60

0.6222 ± 0.16

80

0.1485 ± 0.03

100

0.1339 ± 0.03

20

9.2725 ± 1.33

40

2.4629 ± 0.81

60

0.0961 ± 0.02

80

0.1109 ± 0.03

100

0.1142 ± 0.03

20

11.2286 ± 1.40

40

1.0984 ± 0.63

60

0.2285 ± 0.04

80

0.1653 ± 0.03

100

0.1661 ± 0.04

Fig. 5 Architecture and Parameters of Discriminator of GANs in each axis

Fig. 6 Improvement of Generated Acceleration signal in each axis.

TABLE 5 BASELINE PERFORMANCE OF THE SELECTED MODEL

The selected model for fault prediction model from
Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) consists of Light
Gradient Boosting Machine Classifier (LightGBM),
CatBoost Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, Extra Trees
Classifier, Gradient Boosting Classifier, and eXtreme
Gradient Boosting Classifier (XGBoost). Tables 5 and 6
contain the baseline performance of each model on the
original dataset without the generated signal from GANs,
and the result of each model evaluated performance by
accuracy, recall, precision, and F1-score on test data.

Model

The generated signal from GANs shows that the
additional dataset can improve the overall performance of
the selected model.

100

Scoring
Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1-score

LightGBM

0.8242

0.0636

0.0270

0.0363

Catboost

0.7553

0.1191

0.0270

0.0429

Random
Forest

0.9152

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Extra Tree

0.9152

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Gradient
Boosting

0.8687

0.0297

0.0242

0.0265

XGBoost

0.8614

0.0105

0.0125

0.0082

TABLE 6 PERFORMANCE OF THE SELECTED MODEL
Scoring
Model

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1-score

Default Tuning Default Tuning Default Tuning Default Tuning
LightGBM

0.9520
±0.3%

0.9529
±0.2

0.9063
±0.6%

0.9058
±0.4%

0.9946
±0.1%

0.9987
±0.1%

0.9484
±0.3%

0.9500
±0.2%

Catboost

0.9527
±0.2%

0.9529
±0.1%

0.9059
±0.3%

0.9056
±0.2%

0.9982 0.9988 0.9499
±0.1% ±0.03% ±0.2%

0.9500
±0.1%

Random
Forest

0.9503
±0.3%

0.9524
±0.3%

0.9051
±0.6%

0.9068
±0.6%

0.9935
±0.2%

0.9966
±0.1%

0.9473
±0.3%

0.9495
±0.3%

Extra Tree

0.9493
±0.1%

0.9513
±0.2%

0.9064
±0.2%

0.9064
±0.3%

0.9906
±0.1%

0.9940
±0.1%

0.9466
±0.1%

0.9482
±0.2%

Gradient
Boosting

0.9520
±0.1%

0.9526
±0.1%

0.9060
±0.2%

0.9069
±0.3%

0.9964
±0.1%

0.9965
±0.1%

0.9491
±0.1%

0.9496
±0.1%

XGBoost

0.9490
±0.1%

0.9530
±0.2%

0.9056
±0.4%

0.9058
±0.4%

0.9903
±0.2%

0.9993
±0.1%

0.9461
±0.2%

0.9503
±0.2%

Fig. 8 Comparison between real and generated signal as a form of
vibration signal

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presented a proof of concept for applying
GANs with acceleration signals and proposed a fault
prediction model on low-frequency data in the form of
acceleration signals for an injection molding machine’s
motor. GANs performed well in generating the acceleration
signal from historical data and solving the lack of available
abnormalities for the training process as data augmentation
tools.

The hyperparameter optimization aims to maximize the
F1-score by OPTUNA to show that the best accuracy, recall,
precision, and F1-score of model evaluation as following
order XGBoost, GradientBoosting, XGBoost, and
XGBoost.

The fault prediction model with a low-frequency dataset
with classical machine learning provides great performance.
The best model is considered from the F1-score to provide
a high-quality prediction value for the real-time decision.
The eXtreme Gradient Boosting Classifier (XGBoost) is the
best-performing model in this presented research. The
hyperparameters optimization tool OPTUNA provides
better results for both DTW distance values for generated
acceleration signal and evaluation score of the fault
detection model on test set.

Fig. 7 and fig. 8 show a comparison between real
abnormal acceleration signals and generated signals from
GANs as a form of acceleration signal and vibration signal.
The result show that the generated signal from GANs can
generate new signals which have the similar characteristic
compared to the real signals.
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Abstract—For problems with image captioning is a
technique that has been used for a long time. In the past, there
was a way to use convolutional neural network (CNN) for
feature extraction and recurrent neural network (RNN) for
generating text, and especially in Thai language, It has to be
developed further in the era of the popular use of transformers.
This paper proposes an end-to-end image captioning with
pretrained vision Transformers (ViT) and text transformers in
Thai language models namely ThaiTC, Which leverages the
transformer architecture both. We has experiment pretrained
vision transformer and text transformer in Thai language that
best for Thai image captioning and tested on 3 Thai image
captioning datasets 1) Travel 2) Food 3) Flickr30k(translate)
with different challenges. Includes freeze vision transformers
weight training for image captioning dataset training with less
image features, From the experiment, We found that ThaiTC
performed much better in the Food and Flickr30k datasets than
the Travel datasets, Which allowed us to automatically create
subtitles about food and travel.
Keywords—Thai image captioning, Thai caption generation,
Thai image description, Food image captioning, Travel image
captioning

I. INTRODUCTION
Image captioning is a challenging task for natural language
processing and computer vision, which automatically
describes incoming images. Most of the techniques used
for image captioning [1], It will be Encoder-Decoder.
Encoder will extract the feature in the picture and the decoder
will act to Predict what the next word in the caption will be.
And after the invention of a new technique called attention
[2] that outperforms RNN, the decoder, In the work of Image
captioning has been replaced by Attention technique because
it can perform better in terms of speed and accuracy, but in
Encoder section still prefer to use CNN such as Efficent Net
[3] VGG [4].
Currently, There is research on the use of transformers in
computer vision applications such as ViT [5] SWINT [6]. It
uses a vision transformer as an encoder. The principle is
similar to the encoder decoder in image captioning years ago,
But using a vision transformer is not necessary. CNN in
computer captioning work, And evokes the techniques used
for transformer-base OCR [7].
For the latest work on Thai image caption [8] in sequenceto-sequence format is also a technique used CNN is an
encoder for extracting features from images,And RNN is
used as a decoder for next word prediction. Therefore, We
want to solve the problem of image captioning in sequenceto-sequence. in a new way will replace CNN that is encoder
with vision transformers and replace RNN decoder with text
transformers. When we input the image, It will resize the
image to the size required by the model. and cut the pattern
into smaller sections (e.g. 16 x 16), Then reshape it into a 1D

embedding layer and a learnable positional embedding layer
before being feed into the transformer encoder.
In this Thai image captioning work, We will use all 3 types
of dataset, Type 1) Thai food caption contains 30,000 images
2) Thai travel caption contain 61,000 images, About Thai
travel place 3) Flickr30k [9] contain 30,000 images and 5
captions each image and compare the performance of
Pretrained vision transformers as encoder and pretrained text
transformers as decoder for each Thai Image caption task.
ThaiTC is a new technique for creating Thai caption from
images by using end-end transformer using pretrained weight
of vision transformers and text transformers that can word
embedding in Thai language and training on Thai data-set
such as Travel, Food, Flickr30k. We can automatic generate
captions from images automatically on topics related to
tourism, Such traditions and foods associated with Thainess.
This is a brand-new topic for Thai-language image
captioning. We will be able to apply it for Thai OCR work as
well.
II. THAI CAPTION GENERATOR BASED TRANSFORMER
A. Encoder
The encoder in this paper use is vision transformers,
Firstly The encoder accepts an input image Ximg ∈ < 3×H×W
and resize the input image into a fixed resolution X ∈ RHxWx3
(with 3 color channels), Size but vision Transformers cant
process raw image like CNN unless they are a sequence of
image token, then we divide the resized image into N patches,
H
W
where N = x and P is the patch while the width W and
P
P
the height H of the resized image are guaranteed to be divisible
by the patch size P after that, the patches are flattened into
vectors and linearly projected to 1D-dimension vectors, then
we get the final input to the transformer encoder which is
denoted as Pa = [p1 , . . . ,pN ].
Similar to ViT and DeiT [10], We keep the special token
“[CLS]” that is usually used for the image classification task.
The token “[CLS]” will take all the patch embedding as if it
were all image data. We will input the data in sequence.
through a stack of identical encoder layers. Each Transformer
layer has a multi-head self-attention (MHA) module and a
fully connected feed-forward network. Both of these two parts
are followed by residual connection and layer normalization.
MHA contains H parallel heads and each head ℎ corresponds
to an independent scaled dot-product attention function which
allows the model to jointly attend to different subspaces. Then
a linear transformation WO is used to aggregate the attention
results of different heads, The process can be for mulated as
follows:

patch sequence the patch sequence passes through a patch
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MHAQ,K,V = Concat(h1 ,…,hH )WO
where headi =

Q
V
Attention(QWi ,KK
i ,VWi )

(1)
(2)

Figure 1. Overall architecture of model

The scaled dot-product attention is a particular attention
proposed in transformer model, Which can be computed as
follows
AttentionQ,K,V = softmax(

QKT
dk

)V

(3)

B. Travel
Second, the travel dataset includes 61,000 photos and two
types of captions, The first of which only includes the place
name and the second of which includes both, as shown in
Figure 2.

where Q ∈ RNq × dk , K ∈ RNk × dk and V ∈ RNk× dv are the
query, Key and value matrix.
Different from the features extracted by the CNN like
network, The transformer models have no image-specific
inductive biases and process the image as a sequence of
patches, Which enables the model to pay different attention to
either the whole image or the independent patches.

B. Decoder
We use the language transformer decoder that can word
embedding Thai language , In the decoder side we tokenize
Thai word with transformer to get word embedding feature
and take both the addition results and encoder output features
as the input. The decoder consists of Nd stacked identical
layers with each layer containing a masked multi-head selfattention sublayer the decoder inserts the “encoder-decoder
attention” between the multi-head self-attention and feed
forward network, To distribute different attention on the
output of the encoder followed by a multi-head cross attention
sublayer and a positional feed forward sublayer sequentially.
The output feature of the last decoder layer is utilized to
predict next word via a linear layer whose output dimension
equals to the vocabulary size.

Figure 2. Image with caption of travel dataset

C. Food
Third, the food dataset includes 30,000 images and 2
types of captions: the first includes only the food name,
while the second includes both the food name and entire
caption.Which is shown in Figure 3.

III. THAI IMAGE CAPTIOING CORPUS
For the dataset we have used all 3 types of datasets food,
Travel and Flickr30k. The food and travel dataset is a scraping
dataset in Thai, But the Flickr30k data in English is translated
into Thai.
A. Flickr30k
Firstly, The Flickr30k dataset includes 30,000 images with
English descriptions. There are 5 different captions for each
image. Google Translate had translated those English captions
into Thai text.
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Figure 3. Image with caption of food dataset

Figure 4. Images with final caption generation

IV. EXPERIMENT

Training the freeze encoder rather than the unfreeze encoder
in the second stage provides superior results. Second, A twostage training is better to a single, Full-caption training.

This section talks about the experimental details that can be
categorized into 1) Experimental environment and metric
and 2) Train image captioning on food and travel dataset
3) Result
A. Experimental Environment and Metric
The proposed Thai image captioning was trained on
8xV100 GPU cloud machine using transformers library. The
learning model was set as 10 epochs. For the evaluation we
randomly split 20% of dataset for validation and 80% of
dataset for training the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
(BLEU) [11] metric was use to evaluate the correctness of
translation in each generated Thai caption and Thai caption is
tokenize by newmm. The BLEU value ranged from 0 (min)
to 1 (max). The higher value was better. The BLEU
formulation could be computed by (4).

BLEU = min 1,

lengthoutput
lengthreference

4

1
4

  precisioni 

C. Result
We compare different combinations of the encoder and
decoder to find the best settings. For encoders, we compare
SwinT, VIT and DeiT. For decoders, We compare the base
decoders initialized by RoBERTa [12], BERT [13],
WangchanBERTa [14], XLM-RoBERTa [15], GPT2 [16],
BART [17] and XGLM [18]
TABLE I.

BLEU SCORE COMBINATION OF EACH ENCDOER DECODER

Encoder
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-large
SwinT-Base
SwinT-Tiny
ViT-Base
ViT-Large
ViT-Large
ViT-Large
DeiT-base

(4)

i=1

B. Train image captioning on Food and Travel dataset

Decoder
RoBERTa-base
BERT-cased
RoBERTa -Large
Xlm-RoBERTa
WangchanBERTa
XGLM
BART
GPT2-thai
RoBERTa-base
RoBERTa-base
RoBERTa-base
RoBERTa-base
WangchanBERTa
Bert-uncased
RoBERTa

BLEU score
3.11
3.04
0.58
0.09
0.08
0.41
2.80
0.23
0.20
0.13
0.05
0.38
0.08
0.03
2.80

The output of the combined models is shown in Table 1.
According to the results, The SwinT-large encoders
outperform the other two types of encoders, While the
RoBERTa decoders perform the best.
TABLE II.

Figure 4. Train first stage and second stage

Since the picture and caption datasets are not closely
related, The model will not be able to fit the data if full
captions are trained on the Food and Travel datasets. We'll
divide the training into two phases using pretraining and finetuning strategies.
The encoder model learns to extract features that are present
in the image first during the first stage of training on a specific
data set with a name as show in figure 4.
The model encoder will keep the weight that it learnt about
the name in the first stage by training using freeze encoder
instead of full caption in the second stage.
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Dataset
Flickr30k

Travel

Food

BLEU SCORE ON EACH DATASET
Model
swinT +
RoBERTa
CNN
+Attention
swinT +
RoBERTa

B-1
24.0

B-2
8.3

B-3
3.6

B-4
1.5

BLEU
5.70

17.3

4.8

1.7

0.5

2.96

11.3

3.2

1.8

1.1

2.91

11.6

3.5

1.9

1.1

3.07

swinT +
RoBERTa
CNN +
Attention

24.4

8.7

3.1

1.5

4.83

20.0

6.8

2.5

1.3

4.46

CNN +
Attention

On three different datasets trained on an 8xV100 GPU, Table
2 compares the results of using SwinT-Large as vision
transformers and RoBERTa as text transformers compare to
CNN(VGG16) as the vision encoder and Attention as the text
decoder (similiar to [1]).
On the flickr30k dataset, SwinT+RoBERTa outperformed
CNN+Attention greatly but on the travel dataset,
CNN+Attention
outperformed
SwinT+RoBERTa
moderately, And on the food dataset, SwinT+RoBERTa
significantly outperformed CNN+Attention. Figure 4 shows
the validation dataset prediction.
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Abstract—As a recent trend in urbanization and intelligent
technologies, smart lighting systems have been implemented
in many major cities to support smart urban environments.
This research developed a web application platform for data
visualization and lighting device monitoring at Thammasat University, Rangsit Campus, Thailand. This implementation provides
administrative and operative staff with an all-in-one platform
through a convenient interface for monitoring, controlling, and
collecting data from area devices and sensors. Platform development was divided into two sections: back-end application,
providing application programming interface (API) endpoints,
and front-end application, offering an interface for interacting
with on-campus staff. Finally, the web application was deployed
on a cloud platform so that responsible persons may access it on
any device and acquire data in real time. Given the platform’s
capabilities, further data analytics may be proposed for building
a smarter lighting system.
Index Terms—Smart City, Light, Data Visualization, Internet
of Things (IoT), Web Application

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people tend to migrate to highly dense population areas of the world. The number of people moving to
such areas is predicted to account for above 60 percent of
the world’s population by 2050 [1]. The smart city concept is
developed following the idea of the quality of life improvement
and socio-economic growth of the society. The concept is
based on the implementation of various smart devices such as
sensors and the Internet of Things (IoT) [2] and [3]. Giffinger
et al. [4] categorize smart cities into six aspects: smart environment, smart mobility, smart people, living, smart economy,
and smart governance. In this work, the smart environment
aspect is focused on the implementation of the smart street
lighting system. There are some previous attempts for smart
street light projects in a number of major cities. For example,
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the Amsterdam Smart City (ASC) project contains smart lighting devices which are capable of controlling remotely using
sensors to adjust for the surrounding environments presented
in the area, including weather conditions and pedestrian flow
control. Their implementation of the Smart Lighting system
is mainly focused on the improvement of energy saving to
reduce carbon emissions [5]. Another example can be seen
in Barcelona’s solution to the Smart Street Lighting System.
Their implementation includes an LED lighting system to
promote energy efficiency and cost savings [6]. The other
advantages presented by the smart street lighting system are
the reduction in crime rate, the promotion of life security, and
quality of life improvement [7].
The management and data visualization platform is essential
to the success of the smart street light system. The system
establishment is required to maintain and monitor devices
installed and connected in the area. Barcelona, for instance,
developed the Application Programming Interface (API) to
communicate with the smart lighting management system and
other applications such as traffic management to exchange data
across the platform [8]. It also integrated the data collection
from sensors, such as meteorological data, to increase the
knowledge of the city, creating an intelligent system [9].
According to the successful adoption of the smart city
concept in many major cities, one of the main strategies is
gaining collaboration between the public and the private sectors [10]. Therefore, we applied the strategic plan to implement
the smart street light system under the smart city project at
Thammasat University, Rangsit Campus, Thailand. The 167
smart light poles are installed throughout the campus with a
pole-to-pole separation of approximately 20 meters in order
to meet the general regulation of street lights in Thailand.
The smart light devices are equipped with light-emitting diode

Fig. 1. Map of Thammasat University, Rangsit Campus, Thailand; latitude/longitude location: 14°04’27”N 100°36’08”E.

(LED) lamps with adjustable dimming levels, of which the
maximum power is 120 Watts. We aim to figure out the
optimum usage of the smart light system so that they shine
at appropriate levels when natural light is insufficient, i.e., in
the evening, throughout the night, and early in the morning. In
our campus scenario, the system benefits both driving vehicles
and pedestrians. For that, ensuring proper illumination also
depends on a reliable management and maintenance system
that can enhance the system’s usability. Hence, we propose a
monitoring system with data visualization and device control
capabilities such that the campus staffs are able to monitor
and maintain the smart street lighting. Moreover, the platform
offers a simple data collection solution for environmental and
power usage data, which can be utilized in further analytic
tasks and research related to the smart street light system for
our campus management. The development of this platform,
which includes system monitoring and data collection, extends
the current infrastructure and moves toward optimal energy
consumption with a smart campus concept, in accordance with
Thammasat University’s sustainable development agenda.
This paper is outlined as follows. Section II elaborates on
the infrastructure and system requirements, including physical
devices, its external management platform, and requirements
for developing the web application. Section III presents the
operation of data from the external management platform.
The front-end application, including the user interface (UI)
and data visualization, is demonstrated in Section IV. Section
V discusses the contribution of the work, especially the
web application platform design, and its usability. Lastly, the
conclusion and future work are summarized in Section VI.
II. I NFRASTRUCTURE AND S YSTEM R EQUIREMENTS
Smart street lights and environmental sensors (MinebeaMitsumi, Inc., Japan) were installed at Thammasat University,
Rangsit Campus, Thailand. The 167 controllable lighting
devices, along with an illuminance sensor attached to each
lighting device. There are three gateways to connect devices
to the external control system. An environmental station
composed of weather and light sensors was also installed
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Fig. 2. The diagram of the connection between lighting devices, control node,
CMS API, and the web application: Each control node is associated with a
lighting device and an illuminance sensor. A control node is connected to
CMS API via a gateway, and the web application is connected to the lighting
system using CMS API.

in the region. To maximize the efficiency of controlling
and managing these devices, They were grouped into six
zones based mainly on the road within the campus, namely
Prachasanti, Sanya-Thammasak, Talad-Wicha, Yung Thong,
and Pithaktham roads.
Smart LED light devices are connected to the external
platform, the CMS Neptune - SC-v6.0.3 (Paradox Engineering,
Switzerland), operated by the lighting product manufacturer.
Provided that the API can be called via the Representational State Transfer (REST) on Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), we are able to collect data and manage devices
locally. The devices and the CMS API are connected as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, the back-end part of our system
must be capable of sending HTTP requests and receiving
responses from the REST API that CMS provided. The system
must also be capable of sending data for visualization on the
front end to represent the acquired data and monitor the status
of devices. The front-end part is presented as a web application
that can be accessed with any web browser and is compatible
with various computer/mobile operating systems. The web
application has shown the benefit of being accessible from
anywhere at any time, given that the devices are connected to
the internet, as shown in Fig. 2.
III. BACK - END S YSTEM D EVELOPMENT
In order to develop the web application, it is necessary to
establish the back-end or the server-side and the front-end or
the client side of the application. For web application creation, node.js, a JavaScript runtime environment, is used. This
method is commonly used in web application development
where JavaScript runs the program on both ends [11]. On top

Fig. 3. The connection between CMS API and the back-end processing of
the web application. On the back-end of the web application, an API endpoint
will receive an HTTP request from the front-end application. Then, the API
handler will process that request and send it to CMS API. After the data from
CMS API is processed, a response will send back to the front end.

of node.js, the Express.js web framework module is chosen
due to its highly configurable nature, thus allowing for more
customization on the web application development [12]. Both
node.js and Express.js are built using event-driven approaches.
One of the benefits that Express.js offers is the reduction of
code redundancy because the same code is used and written
repeatedly to do the same task, such as cookie and URL
parsing.
API endpoints on the back-end application are required
to connect with the CMS API. These endpoints are built
using the Express.js routing function. However, the Axios
module [13] is responsible for sending HTTP requests and
receiving responses to allow the back-end side application
connected to the CMS API to obtain data and control devices.
Authentication is also involved in connecting to the CMS API
and complying with their security requirements. Bearer token
must be appended to the HTTP request headers when sending
requests to the CMS. Thus, the back-end side of the application
must be authenticated with the CMS server first, and then
the requests are sent afterwards. Cookies are used to store
user tokens obtained from CMS to improve the authentication
performance of the application.
After sending HTTP requests to the CMS in the back-end
application, the HTTP response is received, which contains the
requested data, whether from lighting devices or environmental
sensors. Then, the data are repackaged and rearranged in
an easy way to display and implement on the front-end
side. For example, the data from the environmental sensors
are rearranged by timestamp, and the measured values are
converted to standard units. Finally, the data are sent as an
HTTP response to the request in JSON format. Other data that
support the monitoring system, such as the device information
and their status, are also provided as an API endpoint and
later shown on the front-end part. The process in the backend application is illustrated in Fig. 3.
IV. F RONT- END U SER A PPLICATION D EVELOPMENT
A web application is designed to suit the front-end user.
The web application has the advantage of accessibility using
the internet connection or cellular network on HTTP protocol;
see details in [14]. However, the web application should be
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Fig. 4. The dashboard interface used in the web application: The displayed
data obtained from environmental sensors include temperature, humidity,
illuminance, etc. The data are presented in both numerical and graphical
formats.

able to adapt and behave the same across all devices, ranging
from mobile to desktop devices. Therefore, responsive web
application design is implemented to allow for a fast and
optimized method of rendering web pages on devices with
different screen sizes, thus establishing a good user experience
on mobile devices, see details in Almeida et al. [15]. The
tool used in the responsive web design is Bootstrap, oriented
around mobile devices first and later scales up to larger screen
sizes as described in [16].
To represent data in the dashboard, Chart.js, an open
source JavaScript library under MIT license, is used in data
visualization, which provides a wide range of customization
[17]. The web application used Chart.js to show data from
environmental sensors as line graphs. Examples of data shown
in the visualization are temperature and humidity, which are
essential in monitoring the smart lighting system, as shown
in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the numerical data shows only the
last entry from the environmental sensor, updated every 10
minutes, and line graphs show the data from the recent 2 hours.
Other sensors are illuminance, Ultra Violet A and B indices,
wind velocity, wind direction, and air pressure. The data from
the environmental sensors are obtained via a provided API
endpoint that had been set up earlier in Section III.
Device location on an interactive map is plotted using
Leaflet.js [18]. In addition, the device location map also allows
the users to see the device information in real time. The
precise locations of all devices can also be obtained via API
endpoint and later rendered as markers on a device location
map, as indicated in Fig. 5 to enhance the representation
of those devices on the platform. All front-end and backend development are combined into a platform, and the web
application is tested and deployed on Microsoft Azure App
Service. This cloud deployment suit the current implementation because it supports Node.js applications with a simple
deployment process [19]. Once deployed, the public URL is
created and used to access the web application to monitor the
smart lighting system, look up, and acquired the data from the
environmental sensors at any time.

alization platform for campus management toward reducing
energy consumption and promoting sustainability. Designing
a model for automatically adjusting the lighting system on
campus would create an intelligent solution for the outdoor
environment which is beneficial to those hanging around on
campus, those responsible for system administration, and those
who are policymakers.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Fig. 5. The device map showing the interactive location of the 167 smart
street lights on the campus.

V. D ISCUSSION
From our real use cases elaborated in the previous sections,
the web application is developed in response to data visualization and device monitoring needs at Thammasat University,
Rangsit Campus, Thailand. This web application assists the
system supervisors with an easy-to-use interface. It also allows
the real-time acquisition of related data from the environmental
sensor and monitoring devices. In addition to the lighting
parameters, which are illuminance and Ultra Violet A and B
indices, other environmental parameters are observed in our
location-specific area within the campus. These parameters,
temperature, and humidity, correlate well with the light-related
parameters, according to our preliminary observations. Hence,
we paid attention to creating a system that would allow us
to acquire these environmental values for further analytics of
data. On the contrary, the process of collecting the environmental and power usage data would have been complicated
without the proposed system. Our system was designed for
those data to be collected with minimized human efforts. In
addition, the easy-to-use monitoring and controlling interface
makes street light management convenient for operative staff
and other relevant stakeholders. In the current system implementation, system instability exists related to the electrical grid
connected to the campus, resulting in data loss recorded by
the system. Electrical blackouts and power drops are the main
concerns that frequently happen, especially during the rainy
season, which affects devices on the campus. Therefore, the
web application can be improved by integrating the detection
system when one or more devices are disconnected from the
grid and later notify staff for maintenance. Responding to such
problems properly as soon as they become known will promote
the reliability of the installed lighting devices on the campus
and efficiency in monitoring devices. Hence, the improvement
in the acquired data can then be achieved as a consequence.
Some gaps in data are the remaining challenges to fulfill.
These require understanding those environmental quantities
and their associations, support theory, and proper application
of statistics to figure out the features of interest for an attempt
at quantitatively predicting natural light. Furthermore, our next
step is utilizing this smart street light monitoring and visu-
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In conclusion, the web application is created for monitoring
the smart lighting devices installed at Thammasat University,
Rangsit Campus, Thailand. The back-end application provides
API endpoints to send data from an external platform to the
front-end application. The front-end application is designed
using a responsive web design approach, implemented using
the Bootstrap CSS framework. The device location map using
Leaflet.js and data visualization from the environmental sensor
using Chart.js are also available in the front-end application.
This web application has finally deployed to the cloud using
Microsoft Azure App Service and can access the application
using its generated public URL. In the future, this web application can also implement the data analytics feature and create a
prediction model for further reduction in energy consumption
and promote sustainability.
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Fig. 1. Results of face components swapping. The source image was randomly swapped from other faces in the dataset.
Abstract—Facial identification has recently been a legal concern for protecting one’s identity and personal confidentiality.
Many face synthesis techniques were used to safeguard individual
users’ data. This work presents a technique for generating
synthetic faces from in-the-wild face components. The face
components, such as the eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth, were
extracted from a facial landmark of in-the-wild images and randomly replaced with the original image. Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) for face restoration were then used to denoise
the swapped image while preserving the original colorization.
The experiments on face swapping with ten thousand of wild
images demonstrate an average of 0.723 difference from the
source image. The result shows that our face component swapping
technique could be an effective lawful way to use facial data in
the future.
Index Terms—Face generation, Face component swapping,
Face restoration

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the research field of facial analysis, the right to utilize
data has been considered carefully in how to use the data while
simultaneously protecting that person’s privacy [1]. However,
this problem might be unnoticed by previous works, resulting
in concerns with participant protection and data privacy. Utilizing synthetic face data is a solution to this issue. Numerous
face generation techniques have also been used to replace the
real facial data [5], [6]. However, the generated dataset must
have access to the face variation and comprehensiveness [6].
In order to proceed ahead with the variation, the implicit and
explicit analysis of the face component, with or without a
neural network, has been extensively studied [7]–[9]. With
large neural network structures, studies showed that they give
excellent results when generating faces based on actual people
who previously existed.
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Transferring features from one face to another, i.e., face
swapping, is one of the explicit face generation techniques
that has been used to protect one identity. In a previous study,
the whole face-swapping has proven a better preserve one
identity [9]. However, despite changes to the face and hairstyle,
a replacement’s entire face can still be recognized. In order
to protect one face, in-the-wild images were processed to
prevent the resultant swapped face from being traced back to
the participant’s original face. To be precise, the term “in-thewild” in our work refers to randomization in a sizable dataset
in which we cannot determine which images were swapped.
In this work, we proposed a new approach of randomly
swapping face components from other faces in the dataset to
avoid the entire face identity while maintaining face component features and integrating face variety. Our method provides
a rapid landmarks-based extraction from one face to another
by randomly chosen prototype images from the dataset. The
process takes approximately two seconds on CPU processing.
Besides using face images, our proposed method could become
a standard practice in any organization that works on face
datasets. Additionally, our work could be stated to ensure that
the participant’s face will be preserved for any purpose when
one communicates the participant’s data. The benefit of data
protection in our work also comprises recommendations for
appropriate uses of face data in accordance with the global
artificial intelligence ethics guideline [3].
II. R ELATED WORKS
Artificial intelligence (AI) data utilization has increased due
to rules and regulations developed to stop human prejudice
or harm to society [1]. For instance, a 2018 study by Wang
proposed an algorithm to identify the ethnicity of Uyghur,

Tibetan, and Korean people from their face images [10].
There have been several discussions regarding the necessity
to reconsider whether participant content should be included
in the research or if it should even be done in the first place.
To protect the research participant’s identity, a researcher must
always realize the importance of the participant’s safety and
be more concerned about the relevant research regulations.
On November 21, 2021, Meta company announced the
shutting down of the Face Recognition system on Facebook.
However, the removal of this feature affects the description of
people with vision impairments. This incident has dramatically
increased public awareness of facial recognition technology.
However, in their perspective, this technology still required
rules and regulations governing its use [4]. Therefore, they
decided to suppress face recognition until the rules and regulations had been made.
This section will address two procedures: face synthesis and
face anonymization.
A. Face Synthesis
The synthesis face approach has recently gained popularity
in this field as an alternative to actual personal data. In the
study by Wood et al., 2021, Microsoft generated 100,000
parametric 3D faces manually crafted into the 3D model and
rendered to produce the photos [5]. This dataset was used in
various applications, including facial sentiment analysis, dense
landmark prediction, and face parsing. However, creating 3D
models required considerable computational power and was
quite tricky. Since Deep Learning (DL) has made significant
progress in calculating face semantic features, StyleGAN architecture was introduced [7]. StyleGAN is the first technique of
the group of Generative Adversarial Networks that produces
realistic, high-quality images of varied faces. Although this
model may provide accurate results, this model needs a
significant amount of computational power to be trained to
generate one good image. Additionally, we lacked control over
the artificial pictures and were unaware of the distribution of
realistic faces within the latent space.
B. Face Anonymization
Anonymizing face image is another popular solution to
solve the identity protection problem. Unlike random image
generation, this method aimed to modify an original face image to decrease information that led to personal identification.
Fawkes proposed a method to prevent using personal face
images to train face recognition models without authorization
[15]. However, the image still preserves identity information
with human recognition. Similarly, AMT-GAN tried to solve
the same unauthorized face recognition model by applying
makeup style to any face image [16]. IdentityDP proposed a
framework that combines a generative model with differential
privacy (DP) mechanism, in which the differential privacy
value was adjustable. Nevertheless, due to the model’s mechanism, each image would be modified in only one direction
to be less or more different from the original image, which
caused a lack of diversity [17].
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Fig. 2. Process of source image and prototype images selection. The source
image was initially adopted from This-Person-Does-not-Exist.com.

The two challenges of resource cost and imperfect face
anonymization have been summarized as the main limitations.
These will be integrated into the feature development of our
methodology.
III. M ETHODS
Our process starts by setting the only source image to be
replaced, given the image in matrix Xs . The source image is
then sampled out of all images in the dataset. Replacement images are selected from Xr,i , which is selected from a set of all
images except Xs , given set R. R = {Xr,1 , Xr,2 , ..., Xr,n 1 },
where n is the number of images in the dataset.
A. Face Component Extraction
The total 468 face landmarks of the source face were
detected using package mediapipe [11] as shown in Figure 2.
Each component, including eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth,
is selected on locations area around the component. Given
Ls to represent a set of landmarks in source image, therefore
Ls = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xj , yj )} where j is an index of
face landmarks and (xj , yj ) is a pair of coordinate on the
image which each coordinate was mark a pixel given value
c(xj , yj ). Each facial component is extracted in the image with
a contour around it. Every detected face will contain the same
landmarks, which could be selected as face components. The
landmarks on the face were also taken from the replacement
images to compare the two face landmarks.
B. Face Component Swapping
First, eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth are detected within
the source image. Then, each component is replaced by a
component of the same type extracted from randomly selected
images, called prototype images. Figure 3 shows the overall
process. It should be noted that the size of each component

Fig. 3. Process of swapping face components and the result of the swapped
image

Fig. 5. The nose region

Fig. 6. The eye inner and outer contour

Fig. 4. Face mesh tessellation from package mediapipe

in the source and prototype images may differ. Thus, simply
copying the pixels’ values from one image to another is unsuitable. Scaling the swapped components is another possibility
but yields non-realistic face results. In this work, we propose
considering an adaptation of facial landmarks on a finer scale.
Indeed, we consider a face mesh composed of 468 predefined landmarks on the face. These landmarks are connected,
forming a mesh with 2550 edges. The edges are defined such
that they do not cross each other. Hence, the whole face mesh
can be considered a set of connected triangles or facets. The
facial component swapping relies on the adaptation of these
facets. Figure 4 shows a face image along with its detected
face mesh. A face mesh is constructed for the source image
and each of the prototype images.
Indeed, each facet comprises two types of information: the
coordinate of the three vertices and the texture within the facet.
Only the facet’s coordinate in the source image is modified in
this work. This constraint alleviates unrealistic results due to
unmatched color and texture between the two images.
To preserve the source image’s color after swapping out
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all components, the Poisson blending approach [18] is used.
The basic idea of Poisson blending is to blend two images’
gradients first, then reconstruct the blended region’s color. This
blending method is applied to all areas.
The remaining section describes the three adjustment methods; the first is applied to the eyebrows and nose areas, the
second is to the eyes, and the third is to the mouth area.
1) Eyebrows and nose areas adjustment: Consider the nose
area first. The eyebrows area is adjusted analogously. The
contour of the nose area is the set of predefined landmarks
on the face mesh. Figure 5 illustrate this nose area. The red
vertices correspond to the contour that will be fixed. The
yellow vertices of the source image are replaced by the same
vertices of the prototype images. To this end, the vertices’
coordinates are computed relative to the nose contour. This
procedure allows for maintaining the aspect of the prototype
nose area within the modified source image.
2) Eyes area adjustment: The eye area is more complicated
than the nose area due to the presence of two contours: inner
and outer. To maintain the aspect of the prototype eyes area
within the modified source image, the coordinates of vertices
in this area are modified similarly to the nose area. The
difference is that, in this case, the inner contour is used as
the reference.
3) Mouth area adjustment: The adjustment of the mouth
area is even trickier. The difficulty here is caused by the fact
that the source image may contain an “open mouth” whereas
the prototype image contains a “closed mouth”.

Fig. 7. Image examples throughout our methodology. Left: source result
image. Center: swapped image. Right: result image after passing face reconstruction using GFP-GAN.

To handle this case, we consider the inner and outer contour
of the mouth similar to the eye area. Indeed, the mouth
landmarks (Ls,mouth ) are adjusted to the original allocation
from the prototype image by
mx

=

my

=

L0s,x,mouth
L0s,y,mouth

=
=

(max(Ls,x,mouth − min(Ls,x,mouth )
max(Lr,x,mouth)
− min(Lr,x,mouth )
(1)
(max(Ls,y,mouth − min(Ls,y,mouth )
max(Lr,y,mouth)
− min(Lr,y,mouth )
(2)
min(Ls,x,mouth ) − (mx ⇥ min(Lr,x,inner ))(3)
min(Ls,y,mouth ) − (my ⇥ min(Lr,y,inner )).(4)

These coordinates are update again to take into account the
inner and outer contours:
L0s,adjusted = L0r,mouth,outer

L0s,mouth,inner

(5)

We have found that with this technique, the open mouth image
will be changed into a more realistic image while retaining its
original characteristics.
C. Face Reconstruction
To improve the realism of the modified face, the face
reconstruction using generative adversarial networks (GFPGAN) by Wang et al. is considered [12]. The GFP-GAN can
generate output with outstanding levels of photorealism while
keeping the original characteristics of the face, the lighting
condition, and colorization. This model will produce an image
that is of higher quality and appear to be more realistic.
After switching out every component, the modified source
image is fed to the pre-trained GFP-GAN. Figure 7 shows
an example of the face image and the result from facial
components swapping described above, along with the output
of GFP-GAN.
D. Face verification
Face verification measures how different faces change between the source and the result images throughout our imageswapping process. To this end, the VGGFace2 [13] is considered. VGGFace2 was trained using an enormous quantity of
face images. Hence, the pre-trained ResNet-50 weight from
Cao et al., 2018 is adopted in this work. This VGGFace2
model is used to extract the feature vector from face images.
This feature vector describes the identity of the person whose
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Fig. 8. Face verification distances are shown (left) the source image with
(center) the similar person image and (right) the swapped result.

face is present in the image. We can use the Euclidean distance
between the feature vectors obtained from two face images to
verify if these two images represent the same person.
According to earlier research, the two images are likely
to correspond to distinct people if the more distant value is
shown [14]. In our case, the experiments are required some
criterion points to distinguish whether a pair of results has
been transformed the face image into a complete different
person or not. From Figure 8, ten similar people images were
sampled and measured distances using the VGGFace2 model.
As a result, an average of 0.337 (95% CI: 0.256, 0.418) with
a standard deviation of 0.114 was reported. This value will be
used as a standard comparison in all of our experiments.
E. Dataset
In our experiments, we used 10,000 images from FlickrFaces-HQ (FFHQ) [7]. The FFHQ is an excellent baseline for
face studies since it contains high-quality image datasets of
human faces. The swapping method was carried out for each
image using prototype images randomly selected among the
other 9,999 images. Then we compute the distance between
the source image and the modified source image. This test was
repeated 1,000 times then the average distance was reported.
IV. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
Figure 7 shows examples of different source images and
their swapped version, along with the distance between feature
vectors extracted from these two images,
The experiment produced a range of distances as in Figure
10. The average distance is 0.723 (95% CI: 0.709, 0.737).
Note that the distance from all verified faces ranges from
0.163 to 1.285. According to our experiment on similar image
verification, the resulting face appears to be from a different
person if the value is safely higher than the upper bound of
0.451 or moderately higher than the average value of 0.337.
Figure 9(a) provides a good example. In this case, the
prototype images are selected from different gender, We can
observe that even if the eyes and mouth are kept in their

original positions, the final image differs significantly from
the source image. The result demonstrates that the face has
been significantly altered from a female to a male face. The
experiment supported that our method could effectively modify
a person’s face to protect his/her privacy.
The difference between the source and result images in
Figure 9(b) is 0.565. This figure underlines how the eyes
and the mouth adjustment change facial identity. Indeed, the
face appears to have shifted in ethnicity from European to
half-Asian, which is a promising indicator for our swapping
process.
The child image in Figure 9(c) was successfully processed
using our swapping method. In this case, the face is transformed from seeming Asian to a whole other ethnicity. The
source and prototype images for this test contain faces turning
in the same direction with the same head pose. We have
observed that if the head pose in the source image differs from
those in the prototype images, the swapped face will appear
unrealistic. Hence, we suggest that to make our approach more
effective, we should constrain the prototype image selection
to be in the same head pose as the source image. This will be
investigated in the future.
Figure 9(d) shows the swapping result with a minimal
distance. This is because the beard and the glasses obscure
some facial landmarks, making detecting and adjusting them
challenging. Further research on this matter is necessary.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Results of face swapping are shown with the distance between two
images.

The face-swapping method allows for altering a person’s
identity using the facial components of other people. This
face-swapping is done by altering the coordinate of vertices
of the face mesh. With an excellent outcome of changing to
a completely different person, our method could be a fast
and robust solution for privacy protection. Head pose, glasses,
and beard are problems that need to be addressed for future
progress.
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supervised method is degraded dramatically when the methods
are applied on out-of-domain text [9, 10]. In addition, acquiring
training data is expensive and time-consuming. On the other
hand, the second method is proposed to overlook the drawback
of supervised methods which are used to extract unsupervised
features and rank the phrase based on them [9, 10, 11, 12].
Although various studies propose the improved methods, they
depended on the same step that uses candidate selection or
candidate identification [1, 2]. Selecting candidates still requires
language heuristics on English language, such as POS sequence
or noun phrase chunking [13].
By the way, these methods cannot be applied to the others
besides English language. For example, for selecting candidates
for keyphrases extraction in Thai, Kedtiwerasak et al. [14]
proposed new rules for extracting candidate phrases using a
new set of POS sequences, then TextRank [11] is applied
for ranking phrases and marking the keyphrases. Although
there are different rules that are used to capture candidates in
I. I NTRODUCTION
Text is the most interpretable for humans and can be different languages, the same purpose of them is to extract noun
transferred information between them by using a few efforts. phrases as candidates [2, 10, 13, 14]. However, sometimes POS
However, extracting and highlighting significant information sequence does not contain sufficient information for extracting
is required, due to the enormous amount of text produced the correct noun phrases. For example, some noun phrases
each day. The possible process to acquire essential information such as “low level radiation”, which its POS sequence is [ADJ,
is to get the vital keywords or keyphrases of the document, NOUN, NOUN]. If the POS sequence of the example phrases
which is called keyphrases extraction [1, 2]. Hasan and Ng is included in the rules, there are some extracted phrases that
[1] mentioned that the meaning of keyphrases is topical and are not noun phrases in Thai, such as “câawchúu | pràtuu |
important phrases that represent the documents. They are not din” [ADJ, NOUN, NOUN] (flirtatious). Hence, only POS
used only for categorizing and searching the document [3, 4] but sequences cannot identify noun phrases correctly. To acquire
also, for summarizing a text to help users preview the document noun phrases accurately, the text should be transformed into a
easier [5]. Nevertheless, Alami Merrouni et al. [2] stated that a graph that has relations between words. Universal Dependency
human annotation of keyphrases is costly, time-consuming, and (UD) [15] is used to create a graph in this work. The relations
difficult. Therefore, supervised and unsupervised methods are of UD include the nominal and multi-word expression relations.
proposed for extracting keyphrases automatically [1, 2]. The The nominal relations connect the noun with its modifier to
first method is used to extract keyphrases that are learned from provide a nominal unit or an entity, which is similar to the
training data. The traditional machine learning [6, 7] and deep noun phrase. Meanwhile, multi-word expression relations are
learning [8] are both applied. However, the performance of the able to identify noun compounds. Thus, both nominal and
multi-word expression relations can be used to extract noun
phrases with more coverage. Apart from more coverage, the
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
relations that are used for extracting noun phrases based on
Abstract—Topical phrases representing the document and used
in various fields are called keyphrases. Various methods are
proposed to extract keyphrases automatically. However, most
methods rely on candidate selection using linguistic heuristics in
the English language. In this work for Thai keyphrases extraction,
the candidate selection based on Universal Dependencies (UD) is
proposed rather than using only POS sequence to make this
step language independent. To enhance candidate selection, treebased keyphrases extraction is also adapted to keep only logical
candidates based on the cohesiveness index (CI). Besides that,
the score filtering is proposed to combine linguistic heuristics,
like stop words and the phrase’s position. In the experiments,
our method gained the double averaged F1 score of the state-ofthe-art method, even though the UD was trained by only 1,781
EDUs and achieved 84% labeled attachment score. In addition,
ablation studies on each factor in score filtering revealed which
factor is important for keyphrase extraction.
Index Terms—keyphrase extraction, universal dependencies
(UD), Thai, syntactic relations
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the UD can be applied to any language due to the generalized dataset domains. Another drawback is the need of a training
definition.
dataset which requires a costly and difficult manual labeling. On
Moreover, the previous works [1, 2] decide every phrase that the other hand, the unsupervised method does not require any
includes stopwords as unmeaningful phrases and filter them out. training data and extracts keyphrases from any kind and length
However, some phrases including stopwords are sometimes of document [10]. The keyphrases are extracted using various
can be counted as keyphrases. For example, “bàt | khreedìt kinds of unsupervised methods. The statistical-based methods
| thîi | hǎai” (the credit card that is lost) is considered as a extract keyphrases based on statistical features calculated
keyphrase, if the phrase occurs in topics such as “the process from the document. For instance, TFIDF [12], KP-Miner [17],
when the credit card is lost.”. However, the phrase includes a YAKE [9]. Meanwhile, graph-based methods, such as TextRank
stopword (“thîi”), so it will be filtered out if the rule in the [11], SingleRank [18], and PositionRank [16], are adapted
previous works is applied. Hence, in this work, score filtering from PageRank [19] used for ranking pages on search engine
is proposed instead of filtering them out. TF-IDF [7] of phrases system. To extend the graph-based method, many researches
and stopwords weight is composed. The phrases that have a applied a topical representation of the document, such as
lower score than the determined threshold will be filtered out. TopicRank [20], TopicalPageRank [21], and MultipartiteRank
If phrases are frequently and uniquely in the document, there [22]. The embedding-based features and language model are
is a chance to become keyphrases even they include stopwords. also applied to get the keyphrases [10]. Most of the methods
Moreover, the other three factors are also proposed for score extract unsupervised features of considered phrases. Also, those
filtering in this work. The first factor is to include a word that features are used for ranking and selecting the keyphrases.
has POS tag as a proper noun due to the highest frequency in
Automatic keyphrases extraction on both methods is normally
the keyphrases extraction. Florescu and Caragea [16] presented composed of two steps [1, 2]. The first step is to select the
that a position of the phrase can be used for improving the candidate phrases. The second step is to rank the candidate
performance; therefore, this is used as the second factor. The phrases and select the top keyphrases. The previous works
final factor is the word length, which is adapted like KP-Miner from Campos et al. [9], Mihalcea and Tarau [11], El-Beltagy
[17]. This factor will prioritize one word and two more words and Rafea [17], Bougouin et al. [20], Boudin [22] focus on
differently. Apart from integrating all features and seeing the the ranking method. Candidate identification of all works is
overall improvement in the accuracy, the ablation study is also based on the same language heuristics [2, 13]. According to,
performed to explore the impact of each factor.
these candidate selection heuristics cannot be applied directly to
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section other languages rather than English that have different syntactic
II reviews the related work on keyphrases extraction and the structures like Thai. As a result, the set of POS sequences
basics of the dependency parser for extracting noun phrases. is designed specifically in Thai to extract candidates [14]. To
Section III describes the proposed method for candidate gain more coverage in candidate identification, the new rules
selection for keyphrases extraction including dependency-based based on Universal Dependencies are presented in this work
method and score filtering. The dataset, implementation details, to extract noun phrases.
and evaluation metrics are presented in Section IV. The results
of experiments are shown in Section V while the discussion B. Noun phrase extraction
of The results are explained in VI. Finally, the conclusion is
Although the rules to extract noun phrases from POS
mentioned in Section VII.
sequence are discussed in Alami Merrouni et al. [2], Haddoud
II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
et al. [13], Kedtiwerasak et al. [14], the extraction is sometimes
A. Keyphrase extraction
inaccurate when the text become complicated, such as “the
The context of documents that are represented by using credit card that is lost”. If all possible POS sequence is included,
phrases, is called keyphrases. [1, 2] use automatic methods to some phrases that are not noun phrases are also extracted. To
utilize keyphrases extraction. They require a word sequence acquire only the noun phrases, dependency parsing is performed
of a document [w1 , . . . , wN ] as an input where N is the to create a structure that includes the relation between words
number of words in the document. Meanwhile, the keyphrases and extract the noun phrases from this structure [15].
To gain the relations of words, there are many types of
[p1 , . . . , pK ] where K is the number of keyphrases representing
the document is extracted from the model. Each keyphrases structures to represent the text. A constituent tree represents
(pi ) is composed of consecutive words wi , . . . , wi+m in the text in a tree structure, whose terminate node is a word
in the text. In the constituent tree, a sentence is divided into
[w1 , . . . , wN ] where m is the word length of the keyphrases.
To achieve those automated methods, supervised and unsu- constituents, which are sub-phrases like noun phrases and verb
pervised methods can be used [1, 2]. Alami Merrouni et al. phrases. Meanwhile, the dependency graph determines the
[2] claimed that the supervised method normally works better dependency relation between words. The dependency graph
on the specific domain compared to the unsupervised method. provides a useful relation like the subject or object of the
However, the supervised method comes along with several considered verb. Moreover, the UD [15] also determines a
drawbacks [2]. One drawback is that the methods are not nominal structure that can also extract the noun phrases from
generalized to apply to other domains apart from training the graph.
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Although the constituent tree is more straightforward for
extracting noun phrases, a guideline of the constituent tree is
Spi = T Fpi ⇥ IDFpi ⇥ Wpsi ⇥ Wpni ⇥ Wppi ⇥ Wpli
(1)
usually designed for a specific language. In addition, the readyto-used model or the training data for constituent parsing is
The six terms are separated into two groups. The first
rarely found on other languages apart from English. Meanwhile, two terms are term frequency (T Fpi ) and inverse document
the dependency graph can be acquired from the Universal frequency (IDFpi ) [12] to understand if they are found
dependency project [15], which is designed for any language frequently and specifically for the considered document or
and also includes training data. The UD also provides nominal not. The final four terms (Wpsi , Wpni , Wppi , Wpli ) are based on
relations and multi-word expression relations that help to linguistic heuristic of the phrase. Occurring of stopwords in the
extract the noun phrase with more coverage. The nominal phrase is the first linguistic heuristic similar to Hasan and Ng
relations identify the modifiers that come along with the noun [1], Alami Merrouni et al. [2]. When the phrase contains the
to create a nominal unit or an entity, which is similar to a noun stopwords, the weight of the stopwords (Wpsi < 1) is multiplied
phrase in other linguistic approaches [15]. With the concept of by the score to decrease the chance of that phrase to be a
nominalization, the UD can identify the entities from the events, candidate. The second heuristic is including a word that is
such as an entity “kaan | samàk | bàt” (applying for a new tagged as PROPN or proper noun in the phrase. The scores
card), which are composed of “kaan” (a nominalizer in Thai) of those phrases are increased by multiplying the weight of
and an event “samàk | bàt” (apply for a new card). Moreover, the proper noun (Wpni > 1). In addition, the position of the
the multi-word expression relations provide noun compounds. phrases is also considered as the third heuristic whose weight
According to, the UD provides the syntactic relations that can (Wppi ) is calculated from the position (positionpi ) of the first
extract noun phrase accurately.
phrase occurring in the document, as shown in Equation 2.
The position weight will prioritize the phrases around the
III. M ETHOD
beginning of the document over the phrases around the end of
In this section, our methods will be proposed and described the document [16].
by separating them into two parts. The first part is an algorithm
1
of candidate extraction adopting a dependency graph. The
(2)
Wppi =
0.05
position
pi
second part describes score filtering from various factors.
The forth heuristic is the number of words in the considered
A. Dependency-based method
phrase as similar as KP-Miner [17]. The weight (Wpli ) will
The method for extracting candidates using dependency lessen the score of the phrase that have more than one word as
graph is described in this section. The phrases that are extracted shown in Equation 3 where Npi is the number of phrases and
requires to follow two main conditions: start and capture Ppi is the number of candidate phrase that have one word.
(
conditions. The start condition checks if the POS of the
|Npi |/(|Ppi | ⇤ ↵), otherwise
root word in the phrase is in the list or not. Meanwhile, the
l
(3)
Wpi =
capture condition checks if the determined relations between
1,
if len(pi ) = 1
the considered node and its parent is in the list or not. The
IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETUPS
method will prefer to extract the longest phrases as possible.
In this work, the noun phrases should be extracted as same A. Dataset
Two datasets, KM and Thairath, are evaluated and used the
as the intention of Alami Merrouni et al. [2], Haddoud et al.
[13], Kedtiwerasak et al. [14], so the list of the start condition same pro-processing process. Each step of pre-processing relies
is NOUN or PROPN. The capture condition is whether the on in-house machine learning models [23, 24]. The text in each
relations between the nodes are “nmod”, “compound”, “acl”, dataset is segmented into word sequence and tagged their part
“amod”, or “flat”. These relations are selected from the nominal of speech on each word first [23]. So after word segmentation
and multiword expression relations based on the UD guideline. and POS tagging, the word and POS sequence are segmented
To extend the noun phrase that contains some verb and its into EDUs [25]. After that, the word and POS sequence of
object “obj” and “obl” are also added to the capture condition each EDU is fed into the dependency parser and get the graph
too. Both two main conditions are utilized by the candidate representing the EDU. In this work, the dependency parser,
extraction, which is solved by the depth-first search algorithm. whose model is deep biaffine parser [26], is trained with only
1,781 instances, which are annotated following Thai Universal
B. Score filtering
Dependencies annotation guideline [27]. The trained model
Score filtering is elaborated in this section. The score of the achieves 84% labeled attachment score. The statistic of the
phrase (Spi ) indicates whether the phrase (pi ) should be kept dataset is shown in Table I.
as a candidate phrase or not. If the score of the considered
In the evaluation, each dataset is divided to perform 10phrases (Spi ) is less than threshold T , the phrase (pi ) will fold cross-validation. To evaluate the overall accuracy of
be filtered out. The score is the multiplication of six terms keyphrase extraction, eight ranking models are composed with
calculated from statistical features and language heuristics of our candidate selection. Eight ranking models include three
the considered phrases, as shown in Equation 1.
statistic models (TFIDF [12], KP-Miner [17], and YAKE [9])
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TABLE I
T HE DATASET STATISTICS
Dataset
KM
Thairath

number
4,493
228,937

Document
averaged word length
711.77
752.26

number
9,963
1,787,266

Keyphrase
averaged word length
4.51
2.70

and five graph-based models (TextRank [11], SingleRank [18], To find the effect of the candidate selection from dependency
TopicRank [20], PositionRank [16], and MultipatiteRank [22]). parser, the state-of-the-art method (POS sequence), which uses
1) KM: The dataset is crawled from the internal web pages only POS sequence, are compared with the dependency-based
containing products, services, and other information for the method (dep). Hence, the candidate selection by dependency
call center. Each web page consists of products or services graph overwhelms the state of the model on all eight ranking
information and keyphrases that represent the document. This algorithms. On KM dataset, our method gives 0.77% average
keyphrases are normally added by the the web page creator to F1 score higher than the state-of-the-art method. At the same
help the user search on the documents easier. Thus, the criteria time, our method on Thairath dataset provides 0.91% average
of adding keyphrases is varied by the creator of that web page. F1 score higher the state-of-the-art method.
In this work, all content in the webpage except the keyphrases
TABLE II
are the input of the task.
T HE OVERALL RESULTS ON BOTH DATASETS . T HE EVALUATION IS THE
2) Thairath: The dataset is crawled from Thairath-news
AVERAGE OF EXACT F1 SCORE (%) [2] PERFORMED ON EIGHT RANKING
website. This is the public dataset1 , which contains about
METHODS .
228,000 articles. Each article contains four main fields: the
Ranking method
Dataset
title, summary, body, and keywords. In this work, we consider
KM
Thairath
title, summary, and body as an input of the task. Meanwhile,
Kedtiwerasak et al. [14]
3.11
5.50
dep
3.88
6.41
keywords are considered as keyphrases or a label for the
5.46
9.23
dep + score
evaluation.
B. Implementation detail
Keyphrase Extraction (PKE) toolkit [28] is used in this
work. The package is open-source and python-based. However,
because our work focuses on the candidate selection, the input
into the package is the candidates of the document instead of
the full body of text as the library requires. After the candidates
are ranked, the top-10 keyphrases are selected and evaluated
compared with the keywords labeled from the dataset.
Moreover, some parts of our work require the document
frequency of each phrase. The document frequency in each
dataset is calculated by considering all n-grams of words as
phrases in the training set from cross-validation. In this case,
n-grams include unigram, bigram and trigram. The document
frequency is used on both candidate selection and ranking
models such as TF-IDF and KP-Miner.

To identify the improvement from the scoring filtering, the
dependency-based candidate selection with and without the
score filtering (dep and dep + score) is compared. As a result,
the score filtering improves the average F1 score by 1.58%
and 2.82% on KM and Thairath dataset, respectively. As a
result, the average F1 score of our proposed method reaches
5.46% on KM dataset and 9.23% on Thairath dataset. The
proposed method achieves the double of average F1 score from
the state-of-the-art method.

B. The importance of each factor in score filtering
In this section, the investigation of each factor including in
the score filtering is shown. The experiment is performed by
finding the difference of the averaged F1 score between with
and without each factor, as shown in Table III. The difference
will manifest how the factor improve keyphrase extraction.
Moreover, the paired t-test is also performed to show the
C. Evaluation metrics
The evaluation is based on the F1 score of exact matches significance of the result.
The result shows that there are three out of four factors that
where the number of correctly matched phrases with the labeled
improve
keyphrase extraction on both datasets significantly (pones are determined based on string matching [1, 2]. The
value
<
0.05),
which are stopwords weight, position weight, and
prediction from the methods is the top-10 keyphrases selected
length
weight.
Meanwhile, proper noun weight improves the F1
from each model.
score insignificantly although the frequency of the proper noun
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
is highest compared with other POS. The reason is that some
proper nouns, for example a person’s name, are not always
A. Overall performances
The improvement of each proposed contribution is shown important like the names of all football players of a match in
in this section. The results on Table II show the F1 score the sport news. Moreover, the importance of each factor on each
of the state of the art compared with our proposed methods. dataset is different. As a result, the length weight provides the
largest improvement on Thairath dataset, the factor is inferior
1 https://github.com/PyThaiNLP/thairath-228k
to stopwords and position weight on KM dataset. These results
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can be explained by using the length distribution of keyphrases
on each dataset. Although most of keyphrases contain only one
word on both datasets, the proportion of one-word keyphrases
on KM dataset is only 42.19%, which is less than one on
Thairath dataset which is 53.77%. Therefore, when the length
boost is less than one as described in Equation 3, The score
filtering prefers to filter more than one-word keyphrases, so the
length factor is the most important factor on Thairath dataset,
whose half of the keyphrases are one-word phrases. On the
other hand, the performance on KM dataset, which has a lower
proportion of one-word keyphrases, is not affected much.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The result in Section V shows the improvement from the
dependency. This means that the dependency relations from the
UD improve the overall candidate selection. Even though the
parser is trained by only about 1,781 instances and achieves
only 84% F1 score. However, giving the training data or
improving the dependency model might lead to an enhancement
in an overall keyphrase extraction. Moreover, the ranking
methods in this paper are only presented by using unsupervised.
Due to the higher performance of the supervised method,
our proposed candidate selection should be adapted to the
supervised methods, such as traditional approaches [6, 7], and
deep learning approaches [8]. Moreover, the result on other
languages should be also investigated while our method can be
utilized on other languages due to its language independent. If
the result on other languages shows a significant improvement,
the UD could be further proved to be universal and crosslinguistic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an improved method for candidate
selection which is the first step of keyphrase extraction. We
present three contributions. Due to an inaccurate of the rulesbased on POS sequence to extract noun phrases as candidates,
the first contribution is using Universal Dependencies (UD)
to extract the noun phrases from the document. The UD
provides the word relations that help to extract the noun phrases
accurately. Besides, the old rules based on POS sequence are
language-specific rules; meanwhile, the new rules based on
dependency graph are not. The second contribution is that the
score filtering is proposed to apply various heuristics including
TABLE III
T HE ABLATION RESULTS ON BOTH DATASET. T HE DIFFERENCE IS BETWEEN
THE AVERAGED F1 SCORE OF THE dep + tree + score AND THE AVERAGED
F1 SCORE WITHOUT EACH FACTOR . T HE RESULTS ARE PERFORMED ON
10- CROSS VALIDATION .
Method
dep + score
- stop
- pos
- position
- length

Differences (%)
KM
Thairath
5.46
9.23
-0.76
-0.98
-0.05
-0.48
-1.13
-1.26
-0.44
-2.13
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stopwords, the proper noun tag, the position of the phrase, and
the word length of the phrase.
The experiment in this work was conducted by using two
datasets, KM and Thairath. Our model achieves 5.46% and
9.23% average F1 score, respectively. The improved F1 score
from the contributions is doubled from others, which solely
extract candidates from POS sequence only. Moreover, the
dependency parser in this work is trained with only 1,781
instances and achieves 84% labeled attachment score. This
result shows that the keyphrase extraction is still improved,
even though the dependency parser is not perfect. From ablation
studies on the score filtering, word length of the phrases is the
most impact factor on Thairath, which consists of one-word
keyphrases over half of them. On the other hand, the position
of the phrase in KM dataset is the most important factor. By
the way, in both datasets, the proper noun factor is not affected
performance significantly on both datasets.
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Abstract— Forex is an attractive choice for investors who
admire any making profit challenges in the fluctuating market.
But on the other hand, it means investors can lose money at the
same time. Many investors look for ways to reduce the risks by
finding price movement prediction tools. Therefore, this paper
proposes the Stacking Machine Learning Models to predict the
future price direction to help investors to decide and plan
strategies. We experimented with comparing baseline models to
evaluate the accuracy performance. In addition, we improve the
accuracy performance using Technical Analysis and Fibonacci
Retracements to gain an accuracy of 90%.
Keywords—Forex, Foreign Exchange, Machine Learning,
Technical Analysis, Fibonacci Retracements

I.

INTRODUCTION

High risk, High return is the best meaning that represents
Forex investment. Forex is the global currency market that
provides a platform to trade many currencies anywhere.
Investors can make profits within a few minutes if they select
the correct direction of price movement. But if everything is
not as expected, it will be a loss. Forex has an attractive offer
to investors to use a little capital to make the highest profit
using Leverage and Lot size. Leverage and Lot size are not
only increasing profit but also increasing loss, so investors
must always be aware of the weakness at this point. For this
reason, investors should use risk management to pass the
challenge of survival in the volatile market [1].
The Stop Loss (SL) setting is a key to preventing loss. The
SL can determine the total loss and plan to manage orders. But
only SL cannot be enough to become a successful investor.
Investors should know ways to define the correctness of price
direction movement to make a profit. The well-known
traditional method used to predict the price movement can
divide into Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis [2].
These methods can determine the price trend and a part of the
trade strategies, but they are different in detail. The
Fundamental Analysis focuses on intrinsic value and often
affects the long-term, and the Technical Analysis focuses on
the candlestick pattern to identify the short trend.
In this paper, we proposed Stacking Machine Learning
Models and Technical Analysis to classify the future direction
in the Forex market. We use Forex price history to generate
datasets to predict the next trend and determine into three
labels UP, DOWN, and NONE. The model can help investors
decide to do the price action, such as open buy if the model
predicts UP, action sell if the model predicts DOWN, and not
do anything if the model predicts NONE. In addition, we will
develop the application to trade Forex automatically using the
decision system from this model to prevent human errors and
manage transactions precisely to increase opportunities for
return and reduce risks in the future.
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MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Today financial data forecasting is a renowned topic that
attracts many researchers. They try to use any algorithm to
solve the financial problem in the long-term, short-term, etc.
Many machine learning models propose to play with the
financial data by using different techniques to improve
accuracy. We can separate the machine model into four major
categories: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning,
Reinforcement Learning, and Deep Learning.
A. Supervised Learning
Supervised Learning is an algorithm that requires the
inputs and outputs data to train the model. Many famous
algorithms can apply to financial data, such as Decision Trees,
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression, KNearest Neighbors (KNN) etc. Bai et al. proposed Strategy
Based on Decision Tree (S-DT) to predict the closing price
trends of international and domestic stocks that can gain an
accuracy of 89.5% [3]. Thu and Xuan [4] use SVM to decide
on Bid/Ask in Forex and show that the model using SVM is
better than the model without SVM. Luo et al. presented an
L1 regularized Logistic Regression Model that is good for
predicting the effect of the event-driven within one week after
events occur on four different categories based on the
industry: Medicine, Computer, Real estate, and Nonferrous
metals [5]. Wong [6] improved KNN for short-term stock
price prediction and compared it to the logistic regression
model to gain better prediction results.
B. Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised Learning finds the hidden pattern in data
without labels by grouping similar data into the same group.
We can consider well-known algorithms such as K-Means.
Wu, Wu, and Lee [7] use K-Means to extract the pattern from
chart data to obtain a better return with fewer trades.
Sangsawad and Fung [8] proposed K-Means clustering to
extract features from Thai SET index candlesticks to prepare
as input and feed to other machine learning.
C. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning improves learning performance
by using rewards and penalties based on the environment to
achieve the best decision and result. Fiorini and Fiorini [9] use
Reinforcement Learning (RL) in stock trading (DOW 30,
Mid-Cap Biotechnology, Basic Materials, and Micro-Cap
Technology) that was evaluated by Sharpe Ratio. Aloud and
Alkhamees [10] apply Directional Change (DC) with RL to
improve trading strategy in the stock market (S&P500,
NASDAQ, and Dow Jones) and can obtain more returns.
Shahbazi and Byun [11] propose RL to improve prediction
performance in cryptocurrencies with less error.
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D. Deep Learning
Deep Learning is a very complex Machine Learning
architecture. It contains multiple hidden layers and can
improve accuracy if trained using enough large datasets. De
Mello Assis, Pereira, and e Silva [12] create a new ANN by
combining several ANN with learning algorithms to increase
profit and reduce risks. Jeenanunta, Chaysiri, and Thong [13]
use LSTM to predict the top five companies' daily prices in
the SET50 index and obtain an error of less than 2%. Gudelek,
Boluk, and Ozbayoglu [14] would avoid the volatility market
using the CNN method to detect trend movement to predict
the next day's price, which gains 72% accuracy. Mesleh and
Kiranyaz [15] proposed Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with
sliding windows to predict future price value and used them to
evaluate the direction that got 83.5% of accuracy.
Forex is time-series data, but we can apply it to both timeseries and non-time-series models depending on the research
objective that considers predicting price value or classifying
trends. This research aims to predict the future Forex price
direction if UP or DOWN without considering the numeric
price value. Therefore, we will propose Supervised Learning
techniques and compare our experimental result with this
work [15] because they used the Forex data and evaluated the
accuracy of price direction. Our approach can reduce the step
of price-to-trend conversion using a classifier model.
III.

forecasting using Fibonacci, which is a magical number
hidden in nature following as 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55,
89, 144, 233, 377, 610, and so on in the financial market. They
use the ratios derived by dividing numbers from the sequences
to obtain each ratio following as 0.000, 0.236, 0.382, 0.500,
0.618, 1.000, 1.618 and note that 0.618 is the golden ratio,
which is the most essential in the Fibonacci ratio. Abouloula
et al. studied the correlation between price movement and
Fibonacci levels. Fibonacci can determine trends, but it is not
guaranteed 100% of all cases. Therefore, they proposed to
combine Fibonacci with technical indicators and price
analysis to avoid wrong forecasting signals [22].
B. Technical Indicators
Technical Indicators are tools to indicate the future trend
or some essential information beneficial for trading in the
financial market. There are many indicators released these
days with different propose for solutions helping. For
example, some indicators use to decide on entry order, but
some aim to find the importance of resistance to determine
exit order. Indicators in Forex can divide into four types:
Trend Indicators, Momentum Indicators, Volatility Indicators,
and Volume Indicators [23]-[25].
• Trend Indicators can indicate the position of the future
trend from the previous state to help gain profit if play
orders follow the trend. Indicators in this group are the
Average Directional Index (ADX), AROON, and
Parabolic Stop and Reverse (PSAR).

STACKING MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Stacking is a method to increase machine learning
capabilities by combining multiple models. Stacking consists
of two components: Base-Models (Level 0) and Meta-Model
(Level 1). Base-Models build models using different machine
learning techniques. And Meta-Model will evaluate the final
result. Lim, Lim, and Lee [16] propose a Stacked Bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory (SBLSTM). It stacks from three
bidirectional LSTM networks on six datasets (AAPL, GOOG,
TSLA, WMT, BABA, and SBUX) and can obtain better than
state-of-the-art methods (LSTM, Simple Moving Average,
Linear Regression, XGBoost). Gyamerah, Ngare, and Ikpe
[17] use AdaBoost and KNN to build a stacking classifier
model for Nairobi Stock Exchange and obtain investment
decisions with an accuracy of 0.7810. Zhang et al. apply the
Stacked Autoencoder to predict CSI300 and the experiment
show that it can obtain more than 50% of excess return in 2019
[18]. Barnwal et al. use stacking in cryptocurrency and a onelayer Neural Network to optimize the model [19]. Mahato and
Attar [20] proposed different ensemble models between
stacking and bagging to predict gold and silver stock price.
The stacking approach got 85% accuracy in gold stock, and
the bagging got 79% accuracy in silver stock.
IV.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

The technical analysis proposes pattern extraction and
studying price movement using historical data and statistics to
conduct trading rules to estimate patterns to predict the future.
A. Fibonacci Retracements and Fibonacci Extensions
Fibonacci can use in financial markets to determine
support and target levels of price movement. Fibonacci are
number series in Fibonacci Retracements and Fibonacci
Extensions. Fibonacci Retracements can analyze support and
determine the boundary of price dormancy to define the stop
loss point. And when the price break through the resistance,
traders can calculate the target profit using Fibonacci
Extensions. Niromand and Niroomand [21] achieved correct

• Momentum indicators use to find the overbought and
oversold zone to indicate trend reversal signals so
traders can use them to decide to close orders before
the trend changes direction. Indicator examples are
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD),
Relative strength index (RSI), Stochastic Oscillator
(STO), and Williams %R.
• Volume indicators describe price movements using
volume data. High volume is a significant signal to
indicate changing prices in the market because it refers
to hidden demand and supply. Trade volume is an
indicator for this group.
• Volatility indicators can help traders to beware
volatility market. Trading in this situation can easier
take losses because of price swings. Price swing may
break through the stop loss. These tools can help
traders decide not to trade while volatility or trade by
increasing caution. Average True Range (ATR) is
attractive in Volatility indicators.
V.

PROPOSED METHOD

This paper proposes to predict the price direction in the
Forex market using the Stacking Machine Learning Model
and improve accuracy performance by technical analysis. The
proposed model determines the price direction forwarding the
next 15 days. We compare today's close and 15th's close to
label the actual result equal to UP if the 15th's greater than
today's and set it to DOWN in vice versa. We use binary
classifiers to build our models and improve the accuracy
performance using Fibonacci to filter some uncertain
predicted results out. The results are filtered out. We will set
it into NONE. Therefore, the final result will have three labels
(UP, DOWN, and NONE). We can divide whole processes
into four parts shown in Fig. 1: Data Collection, Data
Preprocessing, Model Generating, and Prediction.
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historical data, technical analysis, and Fibonacci as input data
to generate each model with different dimensions to gain the
best performance. Input data divide into training and testing
by an 80:20 ratio. The last step of the Stacking Model
produces by Random Forest Classifier to gain prediction
results that direction will be UP or DOWN.

Data Collection

Data Preprocessing

D. Prediction
The proposed model is a binary class that predicts UP or
DOWN label instant of trend direction next 15 days. To better
accuracy performance, we will not use every predicted result
but filter only the confident signal using Fibonacci. The
filtering process will set the final result to NONE if it does not
pass Fibonacci condition support. The model results will use
as signals to enter the Forex order. The system will
recommend buying if the model predicted UP, selling if the
model predicted DOWN, and not doing anything if NONE.

Clean Data

Calculate Technical Indicators

Calculate Fibonacci

Model Generating

VI.

We compare our experimental results to the baseline
models and related work [15] based on accuracy performance.
We duplicate datasets to do experiments with different
methods to ensure performance. We use the day time frame
for training and testing our model to predict the price direction
in the next 15 days. We aim to prove that Stacking Model can
improve the higher performance of Forex prediction, and
Technical Analysis is a significant factor for Forex prediction.

Split Data for Training and Testing (80:20)
Stacking
Decision Tree

Random Forest

Extra Tree

KNN

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

A. Datasets
We used the historical exchange rate (OHLC) of EUR and
USD from 2010 to 2020, as in [15]. We divided the dataset
into two parts that are 80% for training and 20% for testing
data, respectively. We divide datasets into three parts:
Historical, Historical + Indicators, and Historical + Indicators
+ Fibonacci and use these datasets to evaluate the performance
of both baseline models (Decision Tree, Random Forest, Extra
Tree, KNN, and Naive Bayes) and related work (MLP, LSTM,
MLP + 30W) [15] shown in Table I.

Naive Bayes

Prediction

Fig. 1. Process of Forex prediction.

A. Data Collection
We collect Forex historical data (MT4) with date, time,
open, high, low, and close columns in the 1-minute time frame
in CSV format. 1-minute (M1) time frame is the smallest that
can convert into another bigger one, such as 5-minute (M5),
15-minute (M15), 30-minute (M30), 1-hour (H1), 4-hour
(H4), 1-day (D1), 1-week (W1), or 1-month (MN).
B. Data Preprocessing
After collecting data, we normalize by checking missing
values and removing them because the model cannot process
if any missing values exit. We collected historical data in a
minute range, so we have to convert it to a day time frame
before feeding them, reducing dimensions to gain better
performance. Next, we calculate technical indicators that
contain ADX, AROON, PSAR, MACD, RSI, STO, Williams
%R, and ATR. These indicators help determine the entry order
point. In addition, we use Fibonacci Retracements to filter
essential entry points from support and resistance.
C. Model Generating
This research builds a prediction model using Stacking
Machine Learning Model to improve the accuracy of the trend
direction. Stacking Model consists of Base-Models and MetaModel. Decision Tree, Random Forest, Extra Tree, KNN, and
Naive Bayes are part of Base-Models. We feed Forex
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TABLE I.
Model

EXPERIMENTAL MODELS
Dataset

Technique

Baseline Models
DT-A

OHLC

DT-B

OHLC + Indicators

DT-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

RF-A

OHLC

RF-B

OHLC + Indicators

RF-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

ET-A

OHLC

ET-B

OHLC + Indicators

ET-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

KN-A

OHLC

KN-B

OHLC + Indicators

KN-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

NB-A

OHLC

NB-B

OHLC + Indicators

NB-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

Decision Tree

Random Forest

Extra Tree

KNN

Naive Bayes

Model

Dataset

AC = (TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP + FN)

Technique

Related Work
RW-X

Dataset II-C [15]

MLP

RW-Y

Dataset II-D [15]

LSTM

RW-Z

Dataset II-E [15]

MLP + 30W

Where TP means true positive, TN means true negative,
FP means false positive, and FN means false negative. These
four parameters are the results obtained from the comparison
between predicted classes and actual classes.

Proposed Model
ST-A

OHLC

ST-B

OHLC + Indicators

ST-C

OHLC + Indicators + Fibonacci

Stacking

B. Performance Measure
This paper uses the classifier model to predict the result
between UP and DOWN to recommend trade strategies in the
Forex market. The accuracy score is one of the essential
factors in evaluating system performance. Higher scores in
both the training and testing section are better than unbalanced
scores because they may be overfitting or underfitting. The
confusion matrix is suitable for the evaluation of classifier
algorithms, so we use the confusion matrix to measure the
performance results consisting of the Number of Orders (N),
Precision (PS), Recall (RC), F1-Score (F1), and Accuracy
(AC) following these equations, as in (1)-(5):
N = TP + TN + FP + FN

(1)

PS = TP / (TP + FP)

(2)

RC = TP / (TP + FN)

(3)

F1 = 2 ∗ ((PS ∗ RC) / (PS + RC))

(4)

TABLE II.

C. Result and Discussion
As results in Table II, they show the evaluation results of
the proposed method compared to baseline models and related
work. Models with only OHLC (DT-A, RF-A, ET-A, KN-A,
NB-A, and ST-A) show that they cannot achieve efficient
prediction because almost models get scores of less than 50%
in testing even though they get very high scores in training.
We try to improve the model's accuracy using Indicators (DTB, RF-B, ET-B, KN-B, NB-B, and ST-B). These models still
gain scores not so far from 50%, but they can reduce the
distance of accuracy score between training and testing, which
means lower overfitting. Finally, we use Fibonacci (DT-C,
RF-C, ET-C, KN-C, NB-C, and ST-C) to boost the model
performance of the prediction score. This proposed method
can gain the highest accuracy in the comparison table,
especially applying to Stacking Model (ST-C). It got an
accuracy of 95% for training and 90% for testing, which is the
highest value above baseline and related work. This model has
balanced performance in UP and DOWN classes that reflect
PS, RC, and F1. There is no value lower than 80%. Fibonacci
can lead the model performance compared to other methods
not applying it, but there are some disadvantages. This
approach got a smaller Number of Orders. Fewer orders not
only mean safety staying in the fluctuating market but also
mean spending useless time. Although this method has some
weaknesses, the attractive accuracy result is still a superior
score to others. This approach is the first step achievement of
our whole goal of creating the Forex prediction system.

PERFORMANCES OF EXPERIMENTAL MODELS

Training
Model

N

UP

(5)

Testing
DOWN

PS

RC

F1

PS

RC

F1

AC

N

UP

DOWN

PS

RC

F1

PS

RC

F1

AC

Baseline Models
DT-A

2731

0.92

0.91

0.92

0.92

0.93

0.92

0.92

682

0.50

0.54

0.52

0.51

0.47

0.49

0.51

DT-B

2735

0.76

0.73

0.75

0.75

0.77

0.76

0.75

683

0.51

0.51

0.51

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.51

DT-C

43

0.84

0.81

0.83

0.70

0.75

0.72

0.79

10

0.75

0.60

0.66

0.66

0.80

0.72

0.70

RF-A

2731

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

682

0.49

0.57

0.53

0.50

0.42

0.45

0.49

RF-B

2735

0.78

0.79

0.78

0.79

0.78

0.79

0.79

683

0.50

0.53

0.51

0.51

0.49

0.50

0.51

RF-C

43

0.92

0.85

0.88

0.77

0.87

0.82

0.86

10

1.00

0.60

0.74

0.71

1.00

0.83

0.80

ET-A

2731

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.84

0.84

0.83

682

0.46

0.53

0.49

0.45

0.39

0.42

0.46

ET-B

2735

0.77

0.69

0.73

0.73

0.80

0.77

0.75

683

0.53

0.47

0.50

0.53

0.59

0.56

0.53

ET-C

43

0.94

0.66

0.78

0.62

0.93

0.75

0.76

10

0.50

0.40

0.44

0.50

0.60

0.54

0.50

KN-A

2731

0.76

0.73

0.74

0.75

0.77

0.76

0.75

682

0.52

0.56

0.54

0.53

0.50

0.52

0.53

KN-B

2735

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.75

683

0.54

0.49

0.51

0.54

0.59

0.56

0.54

KN-C

43

0.90

0.74

0.81

0.66

0.87

0.75

0.79

10

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

NB-A

2731

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

682

0.49

0.99

0.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.49

NB-B

2735

0.53

0.55

0.54

0.55

0.54

0.55

0.54

683

0.53

0.82

0.65

0.63

0.29

0.40

0.55

NB-C

43

0.74

0.85

0.79

0.66

0.50

0.57

0.72

10

0.62

1.00

0.76

1.00

0.40

0.57

0.70
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Training
Model

N

Testing

UP
PS

RC

DOWN
F1

PS

RC

AC

F1

N

UP
PS

RC

DOWN
F1

PS

RC

F1

AC

Related Work
RW-X

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.52

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.52

RW-Y

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.49

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.49

RW-Z

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.83

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

-*

0.83

Proposed Model
ST-A

2731

0.97

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.97

0.97

0.96

682

0.49

0.56

0.52

0.49

0.42

0.45

0.49

ST-B

2735

0.81

0.83

0.82

0.83

0.81

0.82

0.82

683

0.54

0.58

0.56

0.55

0.51

0.53

0.54

ST-C

43

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.95

10

1.00

0.80

0.88

0.83

1.00

0.90

0.90

* Blank values in the table because RW-X, RW-Y, and RW-Z consider only the overall accuracy of price direction.
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Abstract— This research is applying the MQTT broker
protocol as a medium for various work orders in smart office
management. It is an experiment and development of all
functions of MQTT broker whether publishing, chatting and
subscribing both globally and locally. The results are able to
perform all commands correctly. In addition, in this research,
the command procedure was added. This is a human speech
command to operate all MQTT Brokers functions. However,
there are still some weaknesses in the matter of voice commands
are delayed response. It might not be a very good user
experience. In this experiment, many functions were woven into
the smart office. Regardless of whether the bulb acts as an IoT
bulb internally connected to the MQTT broker, the camera
performs the function of recognizing a person's face which is
internally connected to MQTT broker. Speech also serves voice
commands, lamp and feedback are connected to MQTT broker.
Air conditioner acts as IoT air conditioner switch externally
connected to cloud server. In addition, dashboard It also acts as
an IoT visual light switch that connects externally to the cloud.
Keywords—MQTT broker, Internet of Things, smart office,
Edge computing

I. INTRODUCTION
The present, there are many internet-connected devices.
One of them is IoT devices, which are devices that make
people more comfortable. Security is also an indispensable
aspect. Research has shown that although IoT devices encrypt
data sent to the Internet but it can still be spied on. From the
amount of traffic that goes out to the Internet to estimate the
effect that the cloud computing again affects privacy. This can
lead to scams, theft, from ill-wishers, not just for security
reasons. In addition, there are other negative consequences:
•

Some data should not be stored on the cloud or sent
to the Internet for security reasons. Especially
various systems in industrial plants that, if a
malfunction occurs, can cause a lot of damage.

•

Round-trip data transmission between devices and
the cloud There is a delay value (Latency) occurs, but
there are some devices to make immediate decisions
when receiving data from sensors especially various
automation systems.
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Therefore, the idea was born instead of processing data on
the Internet in the cloud. It takes the data to be processed on a
private network (LAN) instead, which this method is called
Edge Computing is therefore made as a case study. In the
example of making Smart office for those who are interested
or who are studying in this field is a case study.
The small office home office has undergone a
transformation since its advent as the Internet has enabled
anyone working from a home office to compete globally.
Technology has made this possible through email, the WorldWide Web, e-commerce, videoconferencing, remote desktop
software, VPN, VLAN, webinar systems, and telephone
connections by VOIP. Due to the increase in small and home
offices, web services and standard business software have
been created to directly assist smaller businesses in standard
business practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief overview of some theory which had to be
implemented within this research. Then, in Section III, the
system and network designs are presented in detail. The
experimental deployment is presented in Section IV to
demonstrate the design. The measurement results and
performance are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section V and following with acknowledgement
section.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) is a data
transmission protocol developed for use in IoT systems. It
works like a Broker and Clients Network. It is designed to
deliver real-time data with low data volumes. It has been
developed from TCP/IP with One-To-One transmission,
which is very wasteful of resources which is not suitable for
IoT system because in IoT system, data is sent all the time and
1 device may receive or send data to multiple devices or oneto-all transmission, where every subscriber device to any topic
on a broker receives the information the publisher sends to that
topic on all brokers. It was invented in 1999 by Andy
Stanford- Clark from IBM and Arlen Nipper from Cirrus Link
were used to inspect oil pipelines in the desert. It is a highly
efficient protocol. Sending a small amount of information low
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power consumption since it had to be connected via satellite,
the cost of data transmission was very high at the time.
The MQTT is a protocol designed for M2M (machine-tomachine) connection, for example device to device. Support
IoT (Internet of Things) technology is a technology that
connects the Internet with various devices such as mobile
phones, cars, televisions, refrigerators to the Internet, enabling
communication with various devices through the Internet
network which will enable human beings to control devices
from different locations such as turning off the lights in the
house from other places.
However, because this protocol is lightweight. Designed
to work with small electronic devices, small network traffic,
low bandwidth, uses publisher / subscriber principle similar to
the principle used in Web Services that require a Web Server
to act as an intermediary between users' computers, but MQTT
uses an intermediary called Broker to perform queue
management function, receive - send data between devices,
and both in the Publisher and Subscriber section.

by ECMA. This process is handled by the browser (called a
client-side script), so JavaScript can run only on supported
browsers. Currently, almost all browsers support JavaScript.
However, it is important to be aware that JavaScript is being
developed into newer versions. (Currently version 1.5), so if
the code of the new version to run on older browsers that are
not yet supported. It may cause an error.
C. Node.js
Node.js is a JavaScript environment outside of web
browsers powered by the V8 engine. This means that
developer can use Node.js to develop command-line
applications, desktop applications, or even web servers.
Node.js. provides APIs that we can use to work with the
operating system, such as receiving and rendering. reading
and writing files and working with networks, etc.
Node.js is developed and run using the Chrome V8 engine
for compiling JavaScript into machine language with Just-intime (JIT) Compilation to enhance the JavaScript performance
from what it was originally interpreted working language.
Node.js is a program that can be used on Windows, Linux and
Mac OS X. This means that developer can write programs in
JavaScript and run them on any operating system supported
by Node.js (write once, run anywhere).
D. Mosca Library
Mosca is an MQTT Broker developed using Node.js and
stored on LevelDB, giving Mosca fast read and write speeds.
Mosca is also available through the CLI and through the
Node.js App. The Mosca Server is a very simple MQTT server
that provides a simple event-based API to craft your own
MQTT logic. It supports QoS 0 & 1, without external storage.

Fig. 1. MQTT Protocol.

B. Language Programming for Developping MQTT Broker
and Front-end P
rograms
JavaScript is a computer language for programming on the
Internet. It is becoming very popular. Java JavaScript is an
object-oriented scripting language (also known as "script"
(script) to create and develop a website (in conjunction with
HTML) to make the website look dynamic. Also, it can satisfy
more users which has a way of working in a "interpret and
execute one instruction" (interpret) or called Object Oriented
Programming (Object Oriented Programming) with the goal
of design and develop programs in the internet system. For
HTML authors, it can work across platforms. It works with
HTML and Java languages, both on the client side (Client) and
on the server side (Server).
JavaScript was developed by Netscape Communications
Corporation, dubbed Live Script, was released with Netscape
Navigator2.0 to create web pages by communicating with
Live Wire servers. Sun Microsystems has improved its
browser so that it can interface with Java and renovated
LiveScript in 1995 and renamed it JavaScript. JavaScript can
make web page creation with many features and can also
interact with users immediately, such as clicking the mouse or
filling out text in forms, etc.
Moreover, JavaScript helps developers able to create web
pages to meet people needs and more interesting as well as
being an open language that anyone can use. Therefore, it is
very popular. It is widely used. It is also defined as a standard

E. Speech Recognition
Speech Recognition is a computer program system that
can convert speech (Audio File) into text (Text) can enumerate
various speech that humans can say into a microphone. phone
or other device and understand almost every word with
accuracy independently of the size of the vocabulary group.
loudness and pronunciation characteristics of the speaker The
system listens to the spoken voice and decides which word it
hears.
F. Speech Synthesis
Speech synthesis software is a technology that can create
any sound of speech on demand. Which in most applications
must be used in conjunction with language processing
technology (Language Processing Technology) resulting in
speech synthesis technology from text (Text-to-Speech
Synthesis: TTS) that can be applied to Thai text. to find out
how to read the text and convert the text from Thai text into
Thai speech High quality Thai speech synthesizer software
can synthesize every Thai spoken word. Because there is a
reading part that can analyze even words that have never
appeared in the dictionary. Additionally, users can add
specific words such as a person's name. as well as set the
words to read freely To allow the software to convert text into
speech to meet the needs of the user. It can also be built into a
convenient software library for further developers.
The benefits of applying speech synthesis technology
include:
1. Able to use speech synthesis technology to convert
electronic messages with large volumes and changes over
time, such as sending messages via voice messages (voice
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{

messages), news reporting. stock analysis become a voice so
that news recipients can receive news instantly and
conveniently

deviceA: [‘smarthome/temp’]
}

2. Able to disseminate news through existing basic
networks such as home phone networks. mobile phone and
internet Audio broadcasting is a basic method that can be
accessed across any network without the need for additional
equipment.

o Working in Authenticated: as management sign in
to prevent unauthorized use of external devices.
o Working on AuthorizeSubscribe: It works after the
authentication has been completed. It acts as a
management permission for the device to subscribe
to any topic or not by categorizing the user based on
the username that has been authenticated in the
initial step. The permission conditions are as
follows. Allows Client for Admin to subscribe to all
network topics (#), as well as to subscribe topics
from NETPIE. Allows general device clients to
subscribe topics from all NETPIE and network
topics. But it cannot subscribe topic all (#) and it
cannot subscribe topic only for other device chat
function to prevent sniffing.

3. News recipients can receive news without leaving their
current activities. Especially in cases where the recipient is in
a dangerous situation, such as while driving a car.
4. Can be applied to other communication devices such as
users can send data by fax. while the recipient can listen to the
text on the document by regular telephone
5. Increasing opportunities for people with disabilities,
such as information readers for the blind or a device to help
speak instead of a mute person
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
A. Setting up MQTT Broker and Connection between
Server and Client
The MQTT broker setup offers a wide variety of services
such as Mosquitto and Mosca. Mosca is used here because
Mosca is opensource and also bases on node.js, which is
linked to other aspects of the node.js-based project. Also, for
example, Node-RED and react.js.
The connection and transmission of data between the
Server and the Client are transmitted using the MQTT
protocol and the connection is handled by the library for the
language supported by the microcontroller. In this case study,
the microcontroller NodeMCU/ESP8266 was used. This will
select the library named pubsubclient and the Raspberry Pi
will use the library named paho-mqtt as the basis for further
library development.

C. Publishing
Working when Publishing: Publish is to send news to the
server and the server will distribute that message to devices
that subscribe to that topic. The broker will divide Publish into
2 types: local Publish, which will publish only within the
network and Global Publish will be able to publish to NETPIE
as well. Local Publish will Publish with original topic without
any modifications. Publish globally, where the topic of news
to be released to NETPIE must have the keyword “global”,
then the MQTT broker cuts that keyword out and publishes it
to NETPIE with microgear nodejs.

B. Installation and Program Development for MQTT
Broker
• Update the firmware successfully.
sudo apt-get update

Fig. 2. Publishing.

sudo apt-get upgrade
•

Install node.js in Raspberry pi.
sudo apt install nodejs npm
sudo npm install -g npm

•

Install the package Mosca MQTT broker
npm install mosca pino -g

•

Start program development for MQTT broker. The
MQTT broker has the following functions:
o Working when Connected: When a device is
connected, the broker will store the device name
and topic to subscribe on NETPIE in object
variables. For example, when connecting from an
IoT device named “deviceA” and want to subscribe
topic on NETPIE “smarthome/temp”. Data will be
collected as follows:

D. Chating
Working when Chat: Chat will send messages to the
destination device. Specify the device by the name of the
target device, where the broker knows the name of the device
connected to. itself because after the device connect broker
will store the device name successfully. The device that wants
to chat can be done by publishing by adding the keyword
“gearLocal/” followed by the name of the destination device.
where every device will subscribe with “gearLocal/” followed
by the device name automatically from the start already
enables matching name endpoints to be able to can receive
messages that have been sent.

Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this text box.
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•

The broker will divide Chat into 2 cases: if the device
is inside the network and the device is outside the
network. The details of the work will be as follows.

•

If the device is within the network, the broker will
publish it with the same topic. If the device is outside
the network, the broker will chat to NETPIE with the

Microgear node.js library with the name of the
destination device.

Fig. 3. Chating.

E. Development Library for NodeMCU/ESP8266 Arduino
It is based on the Pubsubclient library, which is the MQTT
library for Arduino.
• initServer function: to configure a connection to an
MQTT broker, you must specify the IP address and port
number of the MQTT broker. For example
initServer(“192.168.1.4”, 1883);
• connect function: this function is for begin to connect
to the broker. We will need to specify the device name,
username and password for authentication. For
example
connect(“deviceName”,
“username”,
“password”);

Fig. 4. Diagram showing the journey of various topics.

IV. RESULTS
A. MQTT Broker Experiment Results
Tested by using Client or microcontroller, send messages
to MQTT broker with library created in both languages,
Arduino and Python language. Equipment used for testing are:

• publish function; it is divided into 2 types:
o Publish locally, the library will continue publishing
without any modifications. Publish (“topic”, ”data”,
LOCAL);
o Publish globally, before the Publish library will add
the keyword “global/” to the front of the topic. For
example publish(“topic”, ”data”, GLOBAL);
• chat function: the chat library will publish with the
keyword “gearLocal” followed by the destination
device name. Example of calling chat(“name’s
receiver”, “data”);

•

The bulb acts as an IoT bulb that is internally
connected to the MQTT broker.

•

Camera serves to recognize a person's face. which is
internally connected to the MQTT broker.

•

Speech serves to receive voice commands light bulb
and voice a response which connects to MQTT
broker.

•

Air condition acts as an IoT air conditioner switch that
connects externally to NETPIE.

•

Dashboard serves as IoT visualization light switch
that connects externally to NETPIE.

• subscribe function: it is divided into 2 types:
o Subscribe locally: for example subscribe(“topic”,
”data”, LOCAL);
o Subscribe globally, before the Subscribe library will
add the keyword “NETPIE/” in front of the topic.
For example subscribe(“topic”, ”data”, GLOBAL);
• function to receive information: is a function to be used
to receive information, must pass a parameter as a
function. setCallback(callback). Example of writing a
function to get void callback(char* topic, byte*
payload, unsigned int length) { }.

Fig. 5. Topology MQTT broker connection.

B. Test a Dedicated Publish Function within the Local
Network
When testing Publish a person's name locally from the
camera, the results show that the device can publish locally
and the local device can subscribe to the same topic. Messages
will not be sent outside the network at all.
Here, the subscribed device is Raspberry Pi and
Microphone. A person's name will say "Welcome Kewin".
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Fig. 12. Topology Chat with devices outside the network.

Fig. 6. Topology Publishing only within the local network.

Fig. 7. Messages flowing through MQTT broker.

Fig. 13. The air conditioner is turned on when commanding by voice via
MQTT broker.

Fig. 8. When a speech receives a person's name will make a welcome
speech.

C. Test the Publish Function Globally
When testing a global publish with the message “Hi
everyone, what can I do for you ?” from the speech it appears
that the dashboard already connected to NETPIE can receive
this message.

E. Test the Line Chart Display Function of Humidity,
Temperature, Carbon Dioxide and Particulate Matter in
the Air in the Smart Office
Various sensors are displayed, including the temperature
value of each point in the room, the humidity value of Each
point in the room, PM 2.5 particulate matter, carbon dioxide
value and carbon monoxide value are provided in the form of
a line chart. which can choose to display a period of time in
addition to that can also choose to show by time You can also
export it as a csv file for further use.

Fig. 9. Global Publishing Topology.

Fig. 10. Publish messages to NETPIE through MQTT broker.

Fig. 14. Line chart of humidity, temperature, Carbon dioxide and airborne
particulate matter.

Fig. 11. Returns the values that the dashboard receives.

D. Test Chat Function from Internal Device (local) to
External Device (global)
When testing to turn on and off the air conditioner by
sound from the Speech device, the result appears that the air
conditioner is turned on or off. By voice command, the device
can chat to the air conditioner outside the network.

F. Summary of MQTT broker performance
Summary of how MQTT broker can work properly All
MQTT broker functions help you learn to filter messages that
come in and out through the network. very well No foreign
news was found inside the network, and on the other hand, no
internal message was sent outside. If there is no need, MQTT
broker can send data very quickly. and do everything
according to the rules At present, no vulnerabilities have been
found.
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TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF MQTT BROKER PERFORMANCE
Functions

[2]

Accuracy

Publish locally (local)



Publish all (global)



Chat only within the network (local)



[3]

[4]
[5]

Chat from devices within the network (local) to
devices outside the network (global).



Chat from devices outside the network (global) to
devices within the network (local).



Subscribe only within the network (local)



All Subscribers (global)



[6]
[7]
[8]

V. CONCLUSION
This research is the implementation of the MQTT broker
protocol as a medium for various work orders. in smart office
management In this research, the process of ordering has been
added. which is an order from the voice of people when
applied to the operation of MQTT Brokers for all functions,
whether publish, chat and subscribe, both global and local.
Able to work as ordered as well but there will be some
weaknesses in the matter of Voice control has a delayed
response. It might not be a very good user experience.
In this experiment has been woven into many functions in
the smart office, whether the bulb acts as an IoT bulb that is
internally connected to the MQTT broker, camera serves to
recognize a person's face. which is internally connected to the
MQTT broker. Also, speech serves to receive voice
commands light bulb and voice a response which connects to
MQTT broker, air condition acts as an IoT air conditioner
switch that connects externally to NETPIE. Moreover,
dashboard serves as IoT visualization light switch that
connects externally to NETPIE.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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Abstract— Pumpkins contain a significant amount of betacarotene.Beta-Carotene has numerous biological functions in
the human body and because human is not able to synthesize
any of them, it is necessary to supply these valuable compounds
with food or pharmaceuticals. Internet of thing (IoT) in
agriculture is not only reduce the man efforts but also improve
the productivity and the efficiency. This research is primarily
about the study of effect of beta-carotene in pumpkin between
polyhouse and outdoor, because polyhouse is a closed structure
protect the plants from weather conditions, insect and pest
attacks. The irrigation in polyhouse using automatic drip
irrigation, which operate according to the soil moisture
threshold. Air temperature control using Fan based on
temperature threshold. Analysis of beta carotene contain in
pumpkin samples with polyhouse and outdoor process were
determined by the samples were collected for three time periods
found that the linear regression equation of the curve was y =
0.2111x-0.09161, with a coefficient r2 = 0.9975. The result show
that, plants growing in the green house most are higher than the
outdoor.
Keywords—IoT, Smart Farm, Polyhouse,
Internet of Thing, β-Carotene, pumpkin

Automation,

I. INTRODUCTION
Growing plants in polyhouse is another option for farmers
interested in growing organic plants. For easy to control plant
diseases Observe the growth. And can control the quality of
the produce. Currently, consumers are increasingly paying
attention to health issues. Increasing the demand for
vegetables from organic farming as well. In accordance with
the needs of Nan Province, where there is a campaign for
farmers to grow vegetables without using chemicals. The
Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna Nan (RMUTL
NAN) has realized the importance of the problem. Therefore,
smart house control systems were developed using IoT
technology. The Internet of Things (IoT) is global
infrastructure for the Information Society, enabling advanced
services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based
on, existing and evolving, interoperable information and
communication technologies [1] .The Internet of Things
allows for interaction between the physical world and the
digital world. The digital world interacts with the physical
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world via actuators and sensors. The sensors collect
information that must be stored and processed. Data
processing can take place at the edge of the network or at a
remote server or cloud.
Pumpkin is a vegetable that contains beta-carotene, which
has been shown to have many cancer-fighting benefits. But
the most common problem in pumpkin production is some
varieties of pumpkin are susceptible to disease and therefore
must be harvested before ripening [2]. which may affect the
amount of beta-carotene in the fruit Therefore, the
development of beta-carotene was evaluated in pumpkins. by
planting inside the greenhouse and outside the greenhouse.
. In this research, IoT for Organic Farming systems were
developed by create a polyhouse and demonstration for
farmer in Nan province so famers can apply the knowledge
from polyhouse to their own farms.
II. RELATED WORK
Kumar Sai Sankar Javvaji [1] have design prototpye
model of polyhouse farming user sensor and IoT technology
by use gsm module implemnent end to end solution to control
parameter such as temperature, humidity, soil moisture. Ravi
Kishore Kodali [1] build a prototype of green which contol
irrigation and use ultra sonic to check water level in tank.
Dr.D.Saraswathi [4] build a prototype of hydroponics
greenhouse farming using IoT by control temperature,
pressure, humidity value as particular level , PH and EC value
for hydroponic plant.
A. Need For Polyhouse
Polyhouse farming is beneficial when it designed for
smart farmer can produce high-value corps with high
nutrition value, better taste and freshness that fetch higher
price useful to obtain higher incomes and higher return on
high initial investment. Polyhouse are very beneficial
especially for organic farming. The yield may higher than that
of outdoor cultivation depend on the environment conditions
and type of crop which are grown in polyhouse. Genetically
and disease-free superior transplants can be produced
continuously by minimal utilization of pesticides, chemicals
to control the diseases and pest. Water requirement of crops
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is also very limited less evaporation and easy to control hence
drip irrigation is employed in polyhouse. The maintenance
operations cost would reduce by using sensors and actuator
to gather and synthesize real time data. Regularly in the field.
In this Paper, environment control polyhouse is constructed
for monitoring temperature, humidity and soil moisture along
with the automatically irrigation and temperature control.
The working polyhouse show in Figure 1.

to server and server will then perform required action like if
the moisture is less than needed then spray pumps will be
used to moisturize the soil and if the moisture is more than
needed than server will adjust the temperature inside the poly
house to make the moisture level normal.
D. Microcontroller
WeMos D1 R2 is microcontroller that is an integrated
ESP8266 based WIFI enabled microprocessor unit with
32MB flash memory on a pinout. Apparently, several shields,
sensors and output devices that are manufactured for the
Arduino platform will work on the WIFI D1 R2 with the
added advantage of built in WIFI. WIFI D1 R2 board using
the Arduino IDE to connect to PC need install driver for
CH340 on board have embedded WIFI antenna and socket for
connecting external antenna.[6]

Fig.1 RMUTL Poly House

B. β-Carotene(Beta Carotene)
β-Carotene belongs to a group of more than 600
compounds, jointly called as carotenoids. It has numerous
biological functions in the human body and because human
is not able to synthesize any of them, it is necessary to supply
these valuable compounds with food or pharmaceuticals.
Rising, therefore, market demand stimulates the development
of its diverse production.[5]
C. Environment Sensors
Temperature and Humidity Sensor (AM2315) is a
digital signal containing a calibrated outputs composite
temperature and humidity sensors. It uses a dedicated digital
module acquisition technology and temperature and humidity
sensing technology to ensure that the product has a very high
reliability and excellent long-term stability. Sensor includes
an electrical capacitance type feeling wet element and a highprecision temperature measurement device, and with a highperformance 8-bit microcontroller with the connection. So,
the product has excellent quality, ultra-fast response, antiinterference ability, cost-effective and so on. Each sensor is
calibrated in an extremely accurate humidity calibration
room. The calibration coefficients are stored in OTP memory
in the form of a program, and these calibration coefficients
are called internally during the processing of the detection
signal. Single- wire serial interface, system integration
becomes simpler and quicker. Ultra-small size, very low
power consumption, signal transmission distance of up to 20
meters or more, making it the most demanding applications
for all types of applications.

Fig.3 WeMos D1R2 Analog

E. Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi is small pocket size computer used to
do small computing and networking operations. It is the
main element in the field of internet of things. It provides
access to the internet and hence the connection of
automation system with remote location controlling device
becomes possible. Raspberry Pi is available in various
versions. Hear, model Pi 3 model B+ is the latest product in
the Raspberry Pi 3 range, boasting an updated 64-bit quad
core processor running at 1.4GHz with built-in metal
heatsink, dual-band 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz wireless LAN,
faster (300 mbps) Ethernet, and PoE capability via a separate
PoE HAT.[7]
F. Node-Red
Node−Red is a flow-based development tool developed
originally by IBM for wiring together hardware devices,
APIs and online services as part of the Internet of Things.
Node-Red provides a browser-based flow editor, which can
be used to create JavaScript functions. The elements of
applications can be saved or shared for re-use. The runtime
is built on Node.js. The flows created in Node−RD are
stored using JSON. Nodes are written in Node.js. It can be
easily installed from the Node-Red library. Node-Red Flow
Diagrams are created by integrating various Nodes that are
configured and are stored using JSON. [8]

Fig.2 AM2315 I2C Digital Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Soil Moisture Sensor is the device that sends the data to
server where the user can see the collected data is then sent
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Fig.4 NodeRed wiring Diagram

G. MQTT Broker
MQTT is an open-source message protocol ideally used
in machine-to-machine or Internet of Things. MQTT
designed for limited devices, low bandwidth, and high
latency system. MQTT provided with transmission assurance
by using the QoS level in publish and subscribe
mechanism.[10] as show in figure 5

Fig.5 MQTT Broker Concept

H. Japanese Pumpkin
Japanese Pumpkin Native to Central America Northern
Mexico and western North America, scientific name
Cucurbita moschata, is in the melon family, widely cultivated
in tropical and arid regions. is a biennial plant Stems are
creeping vines on the ground, 20-30 feet long. Stems solid,
rectangular, with long grooves, large pentagon leaves, deeply
serrated margins, covered with hair, coarse leaves, petioles
and flowers are small. Fruits are green, shaped. round rather
flat firm texture yellow flesh pumpkin when ripe, the flesh
turns dark yellow, intense flavor, flat white seeds, aged
harvested. Approximately 110 days after transplanting.[9]

operate through a solenoid valve. The soil moisture sensors
that deployed in the field measure the soil moisture and open
the valve whenever moisture is below threshold and close it
when moisture has reached max value.
B. Air Temperature Control
The temperature and humidity sensor deployed inside
the polyhouse 2 position on front and back of polyhouse to
measure temperature and humidity. When temperature rises
above level, microcontroller will trigger relay to switch on
the Fan that install in 3 positions (front/back/middle) in
polyhouse.
C. IoT Architecture
Microcontroller (WeMos D1 R2) attached with Soil
Moisture and Temperature and Humid Sensor and attached
with Relay that could turn on and turn off drip irrigation and
Fan. While microcontroller publish temperature, humid value
and soil moisture value to MQTT Broker then Node-RED
subscribe sensor value from MQTT Broker and user can view
visualized data and control irrigation and temperature system
with 2 mode( automatic and manual mode) as show in Figure
8.

Fig.8 Overall IoT Architecture

1) Algorithm for Irrigation system
Step 1: Read soil moisture (soillefthigh, soilleftlow) value
from the assigned sensor by user.
Step 2: if soilleftvalue <= soilleftlow
Set state of water spray to 1

Fig.6 Pumpkin in polyhouse

Action "Water switch On"
else if soilleftvalue => soillefthigh
Set state of water spray to 0
Action "Water switch Off"
}
Step 3: continue to read data
Fig.7 Pumpkin Outdoor

2) Algorithm for Temperature Sensor
Step 1: Read air temperature (temphigh,templow) value
from the assigned sensor by user.

III. WORK IMPLEMENTATION
A. Irrigation System
For optimal use of water, this research use dip irrigation
because it’s saved water by allowing water to target the root
of plant. The researcher pump water from natural reservoir
and filled in tank before irrigate the fields to cleansing and
filter water. Tank is equipped with an electronic floating ball
which on/off pump by the level of water. This tank is
connected to a network of drip irrigation pipe and can be
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Step 2: if temperature >= temphigh
Set state of water spray to 1
Action "Water spray On"
else if temperature <= templow
Set state of water spray to 0
Action "Water spray Off"

}
Step 3: continue to read data
Figure 9 and Figure 10 : show software flow chart in
microcontroller in polyhouse. which temperature, humid and
soil value read from sensor after that each value would
compare with threshold value if condition is true relay will
active to turn on FAN/Water irrigation system. For manual
system microcontroller could get command from node-red to
turn on-off device.

the display system through the control screen as shown in
Figure 11. The second part is the system for controlling the in
Figure 12 and the last part is the configurations section as
shown in Figure 13

Fig.11

IoT Dashboard

Figure 11: shows the monitoring which display the sensor
information, such as air temperature, humidity and soil
moisture.

Fig.9 Software Flow Chart for Control Water and Environment

Fig.12

IoT Switching Control

Figure 12: the device control is divided into 2 modes
which are automatic control and manual control that can turn
on and off devices such as water pumps, fans and water spray.

Fig.13

IoT Configuration system

Figure 13: show the initial configuration of the device.
which can be configured highest / lowest temperature
maximum / minimum soil moisture and setting the time to turn
the water on and off, the fan as the plants need to change in
each planting cycle.
Fig.10

Software Flow Chart in Microcontroller

After implementing the action plan, the polyhouse
management system will be controlled by IoT technology.
Which the user can control the whole system via the internet
by dividing the operation into 3 parts which are the first part,

IV. METHOD AND PROCEDURE
The researcher has installed a polyhouse control system
using IOT technology as in Figure 14. The sensor sends the
information received in the polyhouse to the server. After that,
the server will send the data to water the plants if the humidity
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Homogenizer for 1 min. The clear part was poured for
absorbance analysis by machine. spectrophotometer at
wavelengths 663, 645, 505 and 453 nanometers (nm) [3] . To
calculate beta-carotene content, the equation

is lower than specified. In which the server will make
automated decisions as we programmed.

Beta-carotene (mg/100 g FW) = 0.216A663 – 1.22A645 –
0.034A505 + 0.452A453.
Data were analyzed by Analysis of variance according to
the Factorial in Completely Randomized Design experimental
plan with 2 factors which were cultivar and post-blooming
period. The mean is compared with Fisher's Least Significant
Difference (LSD), as shown in Table I to Table II.

Fig.14

Fig.15

Fig.16

IoT system

Temperature Data from IoT system

Fig.18

Show Regression Model between Concentration(ppm) and
Absorbance

Fig.19

Graph percent weight of beta carotene from polyhouse and
outdoor

Humidity Data from IoT system

TABLE I.

Fig.17

Soil Moisture Data from IoT system

Figure 14: Display of Hardware part in the front of box display
temperature, humid and soil moisture. User can control system
by push the button on the box for manual process.
Microcontroller could control solenoid valve for irrigation
system and control relay to turn on/off fan to control
temperature. Figure 15-17 show the graph of Temperature,
Humidity and Soil Moisture from microcontroller in NodeRed.
Determination of beta-carotene By taking each pumpkin
sample, finely chopped, 1 g of each sample placed in a test
tube, repeating 2 times. Prepare the absorbance measurement
substance, using a 4:6 ratio of Acetone: Hexane. Add the
prepared solution to it. In test tubes of 20 ml., centrifuged with
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STANDARD GRAPH PREPARATION DATA

Concentration ppm
1
2
4
6
8

Absorbance
0.149
0.329
0.709
1.164
1.624

Slope
= 0.2111
intercept = -0.09161
r
= 0.99752

TABLE II.
Series

Sample

A

1
2
1
2

B

Location
In House
Outdoor
In House
Outdoor

ANALYSIS OF BETA-CAROTENE FROM PUMPKIN

Weight

Hexane
extract dosage

Absorbance

231.88
234.15
224.00
212.39

250
250
250
250

0.18
0.04
0.19
0.11

V. CONCLUSION
The analysis of beta carotene content in pumpkin samples
with green house and outdoor process were determined by the
samples were collected for three time periods: 80 days, 87
days, 94 days and 100 days. The samples were cut into pieces
and then, extracted with hexane as a solvent. 200g fresh
weight in 250 ml hexane ratio was extracted by maceration
method and soaked for 7 days. All samples were analyzed by
spectrophotometer. The amount of beta carotene was
measured at a wavelength of λmax 452 nm by preparing a
standard curve with a concentration of 1,2,4,6,8 ppm of beta
carotene standard solution. It was found that the linear
regression equation of the curve was y = 0.2111x-0.09161,
with a coefficient r2 = 0.9975. According to this study, the
lowest and highest amounts of beta carotene in green house
plantings are in the range of 0.14 -0.15 mg/100g Fresh extract,
while the amounts of beta carotene in outdoor are in the range
of 0.06 -0.11 mg/100g Fresh extract. In the green house, betacarotene still remained higher than the outdoor at storage
intervals of 80 and 87 days.
Thank you for the Department of Plant Science. Faculty of
Agricultural Science and Technology and Chulalongkorn
University joint project funding together with RMUTL in
supporting this research.
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Abstract— Many critical tasks such as document approval
and banking services, which are now hosted on cloud
infrastructure. This transformation introduces stress on cloud
security from the physical layer of the data center to the
application layer of web application. All data access and service
access need to be monitored and responded to in real-time. In
this paper, we study methods to detect anomaly incidents such
as spikes from network volume, malicious incidents from API
scanning, error messages from internal systems and timeout
from Slowloris attack[1]. We select machine learning based
anomaly detection algorithms, such as LOF, Isolation Forest
and Elliptic Envelope, to find suitable methods to detect
incidents in real-time using stream processing tools including
Kafka and message ingression. The result shows that LOF is fast
and robust in most of the cases. However, when log messages
have unseen words, which normally need to be hashed to
preprocess, the Isolation Forest shows better results. This study
shows the possibility of applying stream processing with
machine learning to detect anomaly behavior for cloud services.

Avirut Liangsiri
Bay Computing
Nonthaburi, Thailand
avirut@baycoms.com

Figure 1: Level of Abstraction for cloud computing consisting
of Server, Storage, Network, Virtualization, OS, Middleware,
Runtime, Data and Application

Keywords— Anomaly Detection, Stream Processing, Security
Log, Log Analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Right now application deployments have moved from
desktop deployments to cloud base deployments. So that the
attack patterns change from file-based attack with predefined
instruction signatures in malware to the new attack pattern
called “Fileless Attack”[2]–[4], in which the maneuver has no
any signature in file. The fileless attacks are able to target
vulnerable API entry point and possible interfaces to the
internet and the attackers left virtually no evidence except the
history of the activity log. Therefore log analytics become an
important task to maintain the integrity of the digital
workplace.
All modern workplace activities consist of many digital
services from booking to banking. All activities can be done
by some kind of digital services. Services may be delivered in
different forms and functions such as data search and query,
data update and store, AI pattern recognition service and also
system recommendation. All of these digital services involve
many levels of cloud technology abstractions, which are
commonly classified into IaaS PaaS and SaaS also known as
Johan den Hann’s Model[5]. The model consists of 7 levels of
abstractions including hardware, software defined,
foundational PaaS, PaaS with Serverless, Built-up PaaS,
Application and SaaS.
The first three levels of the model, IaaS, PaaS and SaaS,
are the most commonly used levels of cloud technology in the
workplace. IaaS is the most basic level of cloud technology,
which provides users with basic computing resources such as

978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE

Figure 2: Possible attacks through channel of vulnerability
storage, networking and computing power. PaaS is a higher
level of abstraction than IaaS, which provides users with a
platform to develop, test and deploy applications. SaaS is the
highest level of abstraction, which provides users with readyto-use applications. The model is extended to 9 levels of
abstraction for cloud computing consisting of Server, Storage,
Network, Virtualization, OS, Middleware, Runtime, Data,
Application as shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows a set of
possible attacks through a channel of vulnerability.
The software development and deployment become much
faster and more convenient. Some organizations still need to
host the digital service with on-premises and hybrid cloud
deployment patterns. This leads to computer security
challenges where an attacker can intervene on any layer of the
system from physical server to application layer. The most
common practice is to record all activities into a log file and
the log can be processed later when any incidents occurred.
The log file can be either stored in the same server or in the
centralized log server. With a small organization with about
100 employees, the volume of network log and activity log
can be as large as 10GB per day. Which takes several hours to
perform pre-processing and analytics. The modern
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Figure 3: overview of network, software components for proposed log stream processing. The log messages are imported by a
stream processing pipeline developed by our research team.
approach is to use Big Data technologies to create a realtime stream processing pipeline to detect anomalies and
security incidents immediately with minimal overhead of
reading and writing. In this paper we focus on the attackers
from the internet which typically exploit channels of
vulnerability such as memory corruption, database query,
UI and API entry points. This challenge can be partly solved
by log analytics using stream processing techniques.

human error, software bug, system malfunction, hacker
attack, hardware failure, and malicious insiders. In order to
detect and investigate the incidents, Security Log should
include all information that is potentially related to the
incident. The information may include user identity,
timestamp, activity, resource accessed. Depending on the
type of incident, different sets of information may be
required.

Stream processing is a powerful tool for security log
anomaly detection because it can help identify patterns and
trends in data in real time. This is valuable for security
purposes because it can help identify potential threats as
they are happening, rather than after the fact. Additionally,
stream processing can help identify trends over time, which
can be useful for identifying potential future threats. In this
paper we study an approach to deploy Apache Kafka, which
is a high-performance message broker that enables you to
exchange
messages
between
applications
and
microservices. It is designed to provide high availability and
reliability, and it offers a rich set of features to allow you to
build robust and scalable applications. Kafka uses
distributed disk partition and distributed computing to
reduce latency of read and write operations[6].

Stream processing is a computer programming
technique for handling continuous streams of data elements
by performing computations on individual elements in a
manner that optimizes resource utilization and minimizes
response latency.
Stream processing can help reduce response latency by
performing computations on individual elements as they are
received, rather than waiting for all elements to be received
before starting processing. In addition, stream processing
can help optimize resource utilization by allowing
computations to be performed in parallel on multiple
elements. Stream processing can be used for a variety of
applications, including data filtering, real-time data
analytics, and event detection. Stream processing typically
works by dividing a stream of data into multiple partitions,
with each partition being processed by a different processor.
By processing data in this way, stream processing can
achieve high levels of parallelism, which can help reduce
response latency and improve resource utilization. Stream
processing uses a data stream processing engine, which is a
type of software that is designed to efficiently process data
streams. The data stream processing engine receives data
elements from a data source, performs computations on
them, and then outputs the results to a data sink. Stream
processing is similar to batch processing, but with one key
difference: stream processing can start processing data
elements as soon as they are received, rather than waiting
for all elements to be received before starting processing.
This can help reduce response latency.

In practical use of security log analytics, the in putlog
can have a large variety of formats from syslog on network
appliances to NginX log of reverse proxy to cover.
Therefore, labeling all log messages is virtually impossible.
Many approaches to tackle the quest of detecting anomalies
in security log abstraction levels of cloud technology. In this
study we consider the classical challenge of anomaly
detection from network log and web application activity
log. Using machine learning techniques to perform selfsupervised anomaly detection from the activity log
message.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Security Log is generated by hardware or software,
which is part of cloud infrastructure. Log can be stored
locally as a log file or sent through a network to be stored at
a centralized log server or processed in a big data cluster.
The Incidents occurring in cloud service may be caused by

In conclusion, Stream processing is a computer
programming technique for handling continuous streams of
data elements by performing computations on individual
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Figure 4: Normal activity distribution in 24 hours, the distribution of activity collected from a period of one year of existing
application deployment. Colors show different entry points.
Unsupervised or Self-Supervised Anomaly detection is
a technique for detecting outliers in data. Anomalies can be
generated by malicious or accidental activities. Anomaly
detection can be performed at the log message level, at the
system level, or at the file level. Normally use minimum or
no labeling. There is a various implementation of anomaly
detection algorithms such as PYOD[10] consisting of
various algorithms Local Outlier Factor(LOF)[11],
Isolation Forest[12], Cluster Based LOF (CBLOF)[13],
HOBS[14] and OCSVM[15]. In this paper, we focus on fast
algorithms suitable for stream processing and able to handle
large dimensions of feature vectors, which are able to
process high dimension with low latency. From the
intensive study of unsupervised anomaly detection
ADBench[16], the result shows LOF has the highest
accuracy in case of local and dependency anomalies with
very low latency[17]. While Isolation Forest gets all
rounded in many situations local, global, dependency and
clustered anomalies with reasonable latency.

Figure 5: synthetic data for network log anomaly
detection (Experiment1)
elements in a manner that optimizes resource utilization and
minimizes response latency. Stream processing can be used
for a variety of applications, including data filtering, realtime data analytics, and event

In order to evaluate the performance of the anomaly
detection algorithm the area under receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUROC) normally used as evaluation
metric incorporated with precision and f1 score. The nature
of anomaly usually has a smaller portion of true positives
compared to true negatives. The precision alone is
insufficient to measure the performance of the algorithms.

Malicious Activity Detection can be implemented using
three methods: supervised learning, signature-based and
unsupervised learning.
Supervised Learning Based Anomaly detection is
challenging in terms of cost effectiveness due to size and
variation of log. Cloud service labeling of log messages is a
way to classify the log message which can be used in the
signature-based detection. The large public datasets are also
available on [7], however a large portion of the datasets are
unlabeled due to the large size of raw log. The labels are
generated either manually or by using machine learning
techniques. The labeling can be performed at the log
message level, at the system level, or at the file level.

Log message to feature vector preparation is another
aspect of the challenge we need to tackle in real-time.
Complex features such as IF-IDF[18] require full batch
processing in order to process the entire corpus. The deep
learning approach may face latency and computation
resource limitation. In this paper, we study the baseline
approach using bag-of-words and hashing methods to
convert log messages to feature vectors, in which these two
methods are very fast and robust to handle large volumes of
data in real-time streaming processing.

Signature-based detection such as [8] is one of the most
widely used techniques for detecting intrusions in security.
The signature-based detection technique uses signatures to
identify intrusions. Signatures can be generated manually or
by using machine learning techniques. The challenges of
applying signature-based detection are lack of training set
dataset especially with customized software applications
and also constantly changing maneuvers of the cyber kill
chain[9].

III.

METHODOLOGY

Figure 3 shows the overview of the system including
network, software components and log stream processing in
a single diagram. The solid lines represent connection of
network topology and dashed lines show data pipeline to
perform stream processing. The white circles are stream
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from 0.01 to 0.05 with 10 steps) and LOF hyper parameter
range is (n-neighborhood: from 1 to 100 with 20 steps).
In Experiment 2, we consider runtime log from Django
and Nginx. The log message generated from application
runtime including Django application[19] and Nginx
reverse proxy[20]. The log messages are gathered for 60
minutes, which consists of 4 well defined events including

Figure 6: ROC curve from network log anomaly detection
(Experiment1)

Asset
L=B+W+A

W=20
req/s

W=100
req/s

W=200
req/s

A=20 req/s

Asset 1

Asset 2

Asset 3

A=100 req/s

Asset 4

Asset 5

Asset 6

A=200 req/s

Asset 7

Asset 8

Asset 9

Table1: Asset setup for network log anomaly detection
(Experiment1). Magnitude of log volume from network
assets, L is total number of logs, B is volume of log from
normal business activity, W is white noise and A is number
of outlier log message from anomaly incidents

processing and the gray rectangles on the right represent the
data storage. In this paper we focus on the log message
generated by network and software processes. The activity
log messages are sent from source assets and runtimes to
Kafka as an event log database then the ML training process
query the log message for training a model. Once the model
is ready, it will be deployed as streaming processing for
anomaly detection. In this setup, we have an application
using Django web framework to serve API and UI for a
robot agent to simulate normal activity where the density of
activity is drawn from normal behavior from previous
existing systems used in real production as shown in figure
4, note that the hour of a day is in UTC.

Normal, Scan, Error and Timeout.
Normal events occur from 00:30:00(start) to 01:30:00
(end) of the experiment with maximum volume at 50 req/s,
where a robot agent crawls over API using corrected
payload for the requests to simulate normal activity of the
service.
Scan events occur between from 00:50:00 to 00:50:40
with maximum volume at 10 req/s, which are simulated by
a robot scan API entry points with random ID of entity to
simulate ID enumeration attacks.

In Experiment1, we consider network log anomaly
detection. We simulated network behavior for 14 days. The
number of log 100 messages per second, where the volume
of log is between 0 to 400 requests per second(req/s). The
log volume or total number of log (L) is defined L(t) =
B(t)+W+A(t), where B(t) is magnitude of normal business
activity at time t, W is white noise from network
background activities and A(t) is an anomaly incident occur
at time t. We create 9 virtual network assets and use activity
density distribution from the equation. The W and A are 3
levels low, medium and high, where the magnitudes are 20,
100 and 200 req/s respectively. The experiment has 9
network assets where W and A are shown in table1. For the
experiment1, the feature vector is computed from log
volume every 10 seconds by measuring day of a week, hour
of a day and number of activities as following definition
x=[weekday, hourm, n_request].

Error events occur between from 01:10:00 to 01:10:40
with maximum volume at 1.4 req/s, which are simulated by
request to incorrect API entry points to simulate errors
produced by the software development team
Timeout events occur between from 01:20:00 to
01:22:00 minute with maximum volume at 0.17req/s, which
are simulated by request to correct API entry points but
delay payload transmission to simulate Slowloris DDOS
attack[1].
The log messages are sent to an event database using
Kafka. A message log is preprocessed to convert from a log
message to a feature vector, using bag-of-word and hash
vectorization.
For experiment2, the feature vectors are computed from
2 selected algorithms based on their speed of computation
and robustness, bag-of-word and has vectorization are
evaluated in this experiment.

The log is sent to preprocessing and aggregated every
10 seconds to calculate the average sum of requests per
second and sent to training processing. The machine
learning process gathers a dataset to train three models,
Isolation Forest, LOF and Elliptic Envelope. Then the
model is deployed in a stream processing pipeline in order
to perform anomaly detection in real-time. The models are
optimized by hyper parameter fine tuning and measure the
evaluation metrics.

The bag-of-word is computed by predefined signature
using vocabulary from the following list ['404', 'not found',
'internal server error', 'error', 'timed out'], in order to convert
a log message to a vector.
The hash vectorization is computed by a hash algorithm
using signed 32-bit Murmurhash3[21], where the number of
dimensions of the feature vector varies from ʹ to ʹଽ .

The ROC curve is used for evaluating the performance
of the machine learning models to compare Isolation Forest
with LOF. The asset 5, where the parameters are tuned as
following details, Isolation forest hyperparameter ranges
are (n-estimator: from 1 to 100 with 3 steps, contamination:
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IV.

RESULT

In figure 7, the example time series plots to compare
between prediction optimized LOF model and ground truth
from Asset 5.
In Experiment2, for Django runtime anomaly detection
using bag-of-word all models perform perfect due to
predefined vocabulary is strictly precise giving unique
signature to detect anomaly incident. The precise

In network log anomaly detection (Experiment1) the
LOF, Isolation Forest and Elliptic Envelope are compared.
Table 3 shows F1 performance of LOF is highest in all
cases from 9 assets. The ROC curve from LOF also has a
higher area under the curve compared to Isolation Forest.

Runtime
Django

Case

Example Log Message

Normal django | [10/Aug/2022 00:29:00] "GET /api/v1/profile/28/ HTTP/1.0" 200 105
django | [10/Aug/2022 00:29:01] "GET /api/v1/profile/21/ HTTP/1.0" 200 105
django | [10/Aug/2022 00:29:01] "PATCH /api/v1/profile/38/ HTTP/1.0" 200 10

Django

Scan

django | [10/Aug/2022 00:49:12] "GET /api/v1/profile/49/ HTTP/1.0" 200 105
django | [10/Aug/2022 00:49:12] "GET /api/v1/profile/50/ HTTP/1.0" 200 105
django | Not Found: /api/v1/profile/51/
django | [10/Aug/2022 00:49:12] "GET /api/v1/profile/51/ HTTP/1.0" 404 2

Django

Error

django | Internal Server Error: /api/v1/error/
django | Traceback (most recent call last):
django | File "/usr/local/lib/python3.8/site-packages/rest_framework/views.py", line 502, in
dispatch
django | response = handler(request, *args, **kwargs)
django | File "/backend/api/v1/viewsets.py", line 15, in list
django | df = pd.DataFrame([10, 20, 30, 40], columns=['c1','c2','c3','c4'])
django | NameError: name 'pd' is not defined
django | [10/Aug/2022 01:09:07] "GET /api/v1/error/ HTTP/1.0" 500 83033

Nginx

Timeout nginx | 2022/08/10 01:20:33 [error] 30#30: *155335 upstream timed out (110: Connection
timed out)
while reading response header from upstream, client: 172.22.0.1, server: ,
request: "GET /api/v1/timeout/ HTTP/1.1",
upstream: "http://172.22.0.3:8000/api/v1/timeout/", host: "localhost"
nginx | 172.22.0.1 - - [10/Aug/2022:01:20:33 +0000]
"GET /api/v1/timeout/ HTTP/1.1" 504 167 "-" "python-requests/2.28.1" "-"

Table 2: Example log message from runtime anomaly detection (Experiment2). There are 4 cases: normal, scan, error and
timeout.

AVERAGE of F1
Asset L=B+W+A

Isolation Forest performs relatively poorly than LOF but it
is robust to handle the level of variety of log.

Model
W

Elliptic Isolation LocalOutlier
Factor
A Envelope Forest

asset: 1

20

20

0.00

0.00

1.00

asset: 2

100

20

0.00

0.00

0.00

asset: 3

200

20

0.00

0.00

0.08

asset: 4

20

100

0.07

0.05

1.00

asset: 5

100

100

0.02

0.03

0.96

asset: 6

200

100

0.02

0.01

0.48

asset: 7

20

200

0.08

0.04

1.00

asset: 8

100

200

0.08

0.01

1.00

asset: 9

200

200

0.06

0.03

0.94

SUM of F1

asset

Vectorizer

Django

NginX

Bag-ofword

Hash
Vecter

Bag-ofword

Hash
Vecter

EllipticEnvelope

1.00

0.67

1.00

0.53

IsolationForest

1.00

0.67

0.53

0.53

LocalOutlierFactor

1.00

0.67

1.00

#DIV/0!

model

Table 4: Result F1 score from Experiment2, the application
runtime log including Django Application and NginX

Table 3: Result F1 score from network log anomaly
detection (Experiment1)

CONCLUSION
In this study we propose design and implementation
of a system for anomaly detection on real-time security log
using stream processing. The F1 score and AUROC
indicate that LOF is robust in all cases and latency of LOF
computation is small, which is suitable for real-time stream
processing. However, Isolation Forest is an all-rounded

signature also makes hashing vectors give the same results
for all models. However, in case of Nginx the level of log
variety is large due to complexity of the runtime this causes
LOF unable to produce true positive prediction and leads
to unable to detect any anomaly. On the other hand,
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Figure 7: Time series plot comparing between prediction optimized LOF model and ground truth from asset 5.

algorithm. The F1 score results from Nginx experiments
can handle a large variety of log messages in the
Experiment2, where the log message has unseen words and
is unable to create a list of vocabulary in advance, which is
essential for bag-of-word feature vector construction. In
future study, the stress test and more variety of real-time
algorithms need to be evaluated to improve AUROC and
performance of the system.
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Abstract—Traditionally, the training phase of abstractive text
summarization involves inputting two sets of integer sequences;
the first set representing the source text, and the second set
representing words existing in the reference summary, into the
encoder and decoder parts of the model, respectively. However,
by using this method, the model tends to perform poorly if the
source text includes words which are irrelevant or insignificant
to the key ideas. In order to address this issue, we propose
a new keywords-based method for abstractive summarization
by combining the information provided by the source text and
its keywords to generate summary. We utilize a bi-directional
long short-term memory model for keyword labelling, using
overlapping words between the source text and the reference
summary as ground truth. The results obtained from our
experiments on ThaiSum dataset show that our proposed method
outperforms the traditional encoder-decoder model by 0.0425 on
ROUGE-1 F1, 0.0301 on ROUGE-2 F1 and 0.0140 on BERTScore
F1.
Index Terms—Abstractive Text Summarization, EncoderDecoder, Dual-Encoder, Natural Language Processing, Deep
Learning

I. INTRODUCTION
In the big data era, there has been a plethora of text
data from varieties of sources. This volume of text contains
information and knowledge which needs to be effectively
summarized to be useful. An increasing availability of text
has demanded exhaustive research in the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) area for automatic text summarization.
Automatic text summarization is the task of producing a
concise and fluent summary while preserving key information
existing in a source text. Mainly, automatic text summarization
methods are classified into two different approaches, i.e., an
abstractive approach and an extractive approach [1]. Abstractive text summarization is a method of generating a short
summary text which contain all key information from a long
source text. This is different from the extractive summarization
in which words in a summary text are not generated but are
chosen from parts of a source text. While there have been
numerous extensive researches conducted on automatic text
summarization, many limitations have been identified which
set back the progress in this task. The limitations include but
not limit to:
• Automatic text summarization requires very large amount
of data in order to perform feasibly, and extremely
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expensive hardware having enough memory capacity to
handle such data.
• Each language differs in many ways such as word meaning (semantics), word construction (morphology), and
sentence construction. Thus, preprocessing of text data
and learning capabilty of machine learning (ML) model
are complicated.
The limitations mentioned above are especially evident in
the abstractive approach which produces entirely new phrases
or sentences to capture the overall meaning of the source
text. Existing researches reveal that nearly 30 percents of
the summaries generated by abstractive sequence-to-sequence
models were considered as false information [2]. This was
a serious issue since a generated summary should contains
information faithful to the original source text. Thus, recent
researches [3] [4] [5] implemented the use of keywords with
their summarization models. Their researches show that the
summarization models which incorporated the use of keywords
perform substantially better than their baseline counterparts.
Research conducted by See, Liu, and Manning [6] proposed
a combination of extractive and abstractive methods which
utilizes pointer-generator neural network to filter information
in the source text. The pointer copied words from the source
text while the generator produced new words for the summary.
In this paper, we propose a simple yet eﬀicient keywordsbased abstractive method by implementing a keyword annotator to label each word in the source text as either “keyword” or “non-keyword”, and a dual-encoder model, which is
commonly used for vision-language and conversation response
generation tasks, for summary generation. The dual-encoder
model is made up of two separate encoders, one extracts
features from the source text and the other extracts them from
the keywords. The decoder uses features from both encoders
to produce the final summary.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Keyword Annotator
Our keyword-based summarizer model requires the use of
ground-truth keywords from each source text for its training.
However, most datasets for abstractive summarization task
opened to general public, including the ThaiSum dataset

Figure 1. Keyword Annotator

that we used for this study, do not provide such keywords.
Therefore, we generate our own keywords using the idea
inspired by Li et al. [5] by considering overlapping words
between a source text and its reference summary as groundtruth keywords. Stop words contained in the ground-truth
keywords are also discarded before using the keywords for
a model training.
Figure 1 illustrates the keyword annotator. For a text
containing words [w1 , w2 , w3 , ..., wn ], the keyword annotator
is used to predict a label yi ∈ {0, 1} to each word wi where
words that are assigned as 0 are not keywords and 1 are. For
example, if a text sequence [w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 ] has w4 as a
keyword, the keyword annotator should generate a sequence
[0, 0, 0, 1, 0] as the output.
At each time-step, a word token wi from a source text is
inputted into the neural network in order to get an output oi .
The softmax function is a type of activation functions which
compute the probability distribution vector from a vector of
real numbers in which the sum of elements in a probability
distribution vector is equal to 1 [7]. At the output layer,
the softmax function is used to convert the output oi into a
keyword probability vector yi at that particular time-step. A
hidden state hi is passed on to the next time-step where it
is used in combination with the information of a next word
token wi+1 to predict yi+1 . At the end of each time-step, the
loss is calculated from the predicted yi and is backpropagated
through time in order to adjust the network parameters. Word
embeddings are used to represent words found in the input
with weights which are randomly initialized. A bi-directional
long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture is also applied
to further increase the accuracy of the model [8] [9]. So the
information for the output layer at each time-step is received
from the past and future states concurrently.

Figure 2. Keyword-Based Summarizer with Dual-Encoder Architecture and
Global Attention Mechanism

sequence [x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn ] where xi is a numerical representation of the word from the original text at index i while the
keyword encoder receives sequence [k1 , k2 , k3 , ..., kn ] where
ki is a numerical representation of predicted keyword label
for the word from the original text at index i. Do note that
the sequence [k1 , k2 , k3 , ..., kn ] is actually the predicted output
from the keyword annotator.
Like the keyword annotator, the word embeddings of both
encoders are set to be initialized with random weights for this
study. Similar to the standard encoder-decoder, each encoder
acts as an information collector, reading values from the
corresponding sequence one-by-one and storing the extracted
information as a hidden state where it is passed on to the
next time-step [10]. The final hidden states of both encoders
are then concatenated as CV before passing them on to the
decoder.
We also utilized the attention mechanism which is generally used to improve the performance of models based on
the encoder-decoder architecture. In this study, the global
attention variant based on the work of Luong, Pham, and
Manning [11] is implemented. The global attention takes all
sets of hidden states from CV to compute a context vector.
At time-step t, the hidden state from the decoder ht and the
context vector ct are concatenated before being passed on
to the dense layer to predict summary words using softmax
function yt .
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

B. Keyword-Based Summarizer
In the proposed dual-encoder architecture, the model consists of two encoders which receive different types of input
sequence, and a decoder which receives input from both
encoders. If the text sequence and the keyword label sequence
each consist of n number of words, the text encoder receives a
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A. Dataset
The dataset used in this study, ThaiSum dataset [12], contains news articles and their reference summaries in Thai, collected from various news websites such as Thairath, Prachatai,
ThaiPBS, and The Standard. The dataset consists of 358,868

instances in total. We then filtered out instances which contain
article text that consists of more than 300 words, or reference
summary that consists of more than 50 words in order to set the
maximum lengths of article and reference summary sequences.
In order to split text into words, we used the “newmm” word
tokenizer provided by the PyThaiNLP library for Python [13].
This left us with 205,886 instances in the filtered dataset.
Since the size of a training set corresponds to the number
of parameters of the model, which in turn corresponds to the
model’s training and prediction time, we decided to reduce
the sample size even further in order to train and test the
model at an acceptable speed on our available resource. The
size of the whole dataset is reduced by randomly selecting
100,000 unique instances and is split into 90,000 instances
for training and 10,000 instances for testing. Afterwards, we
retrieved vocabularies from training and testing set in order to
convert Thai words into their numerical representations. We
found out that there are 98,520 unique words in the training
set and 40,205 unique words in the testing set.
B. Baseline Methods
Our model is compared with two summarizers belonging
to an extractive approach and an abstractive approach respectively. Both summarizers do not utilize the features from
predicted keywords.
PyThaiNLP frequency-based summarizer is the baseline
method for extractive summarization using function available
in PyThaiNLP library. It calculates the frequency of each
tokenized word from each tokenized sentence then normalized
with maximum word frequency. Based on the normalized
frequency, words that are too rare (having the frequency
value less than 0.1) or too common (having the value more
0.9) are then filtered out. The sentences with the n highest
sum of normalized word-frequency are included in a resulting
summary.
Encoder-decoder LSTM is the baseline method for abstractive summarization using standard encoder-decoder LSTM.
Our dual-encoder model is customized from this method by
exploiting extracted keywords.
C. Hyperparameters
The baseline encoder-decoder LSTM model consists of the
following hyperparameters:
• Encoder: An embedding layer and 3 LSTM layers
• Decoder: An embedding layer and 2 LSTM layers
• Input dimension: 300 units (word-tokens)
• Output dimension: 52 units (word-tokens)
• Batch size: 32 units
• Optimizer: Adam with learning rate of 0.001
• Loss function: Sparse categorical cross entropy
Note that the extra two word-tokens in the output are special
tokens (“START” and “END”) which are used to signify the
beginning and end of the summary.
Our keyword annotator is a standard LSTM model consisting of the following hyperparameters:
• An embedding layer and a bi-directional LSTM layer
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Input and output dimensions: 300 units (word-tokens)
Batch size: 32 units
• Optimizer: Adam with learning rate of 0.001
• Loss function: Categorical cross entropy
Our dual-encoder model for the keyword-based summarization task is almost identical to the baseline LSTM model. The
main difference is that our model consists of two encoders, one
for the original text and the other for the predicted keywords.
The intermediate vectors obtained from both encoders are
concatenated before passing them onto the decoder.
•
•

D. Evaluation Measurements
a) ROUGE: This measurement is a set of metrics for
evaluating automatic summarization and machine translation.
ROUGE compares overlapping n-grams between a machine
produced summary against a reference or a set of references [14].
b) BERTScore: This measurement is a language generation evaluation metric based on pretrained BERT contextual
embeddings. It is calculated by computing the similarity
between the system and reference summaries as a sum of
cosine similarities between their token embeddings [15].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results are generated summaries obtained by
passing article or source text from the test set into automatic
text summarization models. The evaluation measurements of
those obtained summaries are shown in Table I.
Table I
RESULTS ON THAISUM DATASET USING ROUGE F1 AND BERTSCORE F1
Method

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

BERTScore

PyThaiNLP (n=3)

0.2124

0.0866

0.7100

Encoder-Decoder LSTM

0.1957

0.0550

0.7190

KW-Based Dual-Encoder

0.2382

0.0851

0.7330

From Table I, our KW-based dual-encoder model outperformed other models, except the extractive baseline method
when ROUGE-2 is used as the measurement. The reason is
that ROUGE only considers the exact overlapping n-grams
between a produced summary and a reference summary, and
cannot capture synonyms or other words that correspond well
with the context but are not present in the reference summary.
Therefore, summaries produced from an extractive method
would yield generally higher ROUGE score than those from
an abstractive method. The more n used, the more advantage
of the extractive method. On the contrary, BERTScore can
capture the relationships between synonyms, antonyms, and
other relevant words thus provides evaluations that correlate
closer with the human judgement than other n-gram matching
approaches [15].
Table II compares examples of produced summaries from
methods presented in this study and the reference summary.
Thai-to-English translations are also included. Summaries

Table II
COMPARISON OF PRODUCED SUMMARIES FROM AUTOMATIC TEXT SUMMARIZATION METHODS
Source Text

ś ĂêšćîøĆ åïćú×ĂÜàĊđøĊ÷ĂšćÜüŠć ìĆ îìĊìúĊę Ć ïÿć÷êćìĀćø
đĀêčÖćøèŤÙüćöøčîĒøÜìĊđę Öĉé×ċĚîïøĉđüè÷ŠćîéĎöćŠ ßćîÖøčÜéćöĆ ÿÖĆ ÿ ðøąđìýàĊđøĊ÷ àċÜę òć÷êŠ
ŗ
Ś
ÿĆ ÜđÖêÖćøèŤ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ (ĀøČĂ÷ĎđĂĘî) ìĀćø×ĂÜðøąíćîćíĉïéĊïćßćøŤ ĂĆ ú ĂĆ ÿàŢćéÖĘĕéšđðéÞćÖ÷ĉ
ÜëúŠöéšü÷ðîŚ Ù. ĒúąðîÖúĂ÷Š
ćÜĀîĆ ÖĀîŠüÜ
Ũ ĔĀšöñĊ šđĎ ÿĊ÷ßĊüêĉ ĕðĂ÷ŠćÜîšĂ÷ 8 Ùî×èąîĊĚöìĊ ĀćøÿĆ ÜđÖêÖćøèŤ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ đ×šćöćĔîàĊđøĊ÷Ēúšü 13 îć÷ àċÜę ìĆĚ ÜĀöéđÙ÷đéĉîìćÜđ×šćöć÷Ć Ü
đðîđĀêč
÷ŠćîéĎöćŠ îĊĚĒúšüëċÜ 3 ÙøĆĚ Ü ēé÷õć÷Ĕîđüúć 1 đéČĂîêŠĂÝćÖîĊĚÝąöĊìĀćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđ×šćöćÿĆ ÜđÖêÖćøèŤĒñîÿĆ îêĉõćóĔîàĊđøĊ÷ đóĉöę ×ċĚîđðîŨ 100 îć÷
ś šðøąìšüÜĂšćÜüŠć òć÷øĆ
ś åïćúēÝöêĊåćîÿĈÙĆ â×ĂÜòć÷êŠ
ś ĂêšćîđßŠîîĊĚìĆĚÜÖŠĂîĒúąĀúĆ Ü ÖćøđéĉîìćÜ
ĒúąÝąđóĉöę ÝîÙøï 300 îć÷îĆ ÖđÙúČĂę îĕĀüĔîòć÷ñĎ
Ũ Ě îìĊđę ÿĊ÷ę ÜêŠĂÖćøëĎÖēÝöêĊÝćÖòć÷øĆ
ś åïćú
đ×šćöć×ĂÜìĀćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÝċÜđøĊ÷ÖøšĂÜĔĀšìĀćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđ×šćöćĂ÷ĎðŠ øąÝĈĔîìčÖÝčéìĊđę ðîóČ
Translation: Violent incidents in Duma, suburbs of Damascus, Syria: The Syrian anti-government opposition claimed that once
President Bashar al-Assad’s soldiers were out of sight from United Nations (or UN) observers, they opened fire with machine
guns and mortars, which caused the death of at least 8 people. At the moment, 13 UN observers have entered Syria. All of
them had previously entered Duma 3 times. Within a month from now, the number of UN soldiers who come to observe the
peace process in Syria will increase to 100 men and will continually increase until it reaches 300 men. Activists from the
protest claimed that the government had attacked key bases controlled by the opposition force both before and after the arrival
of UN soldiers therefore, they requested UN soldiers to station at every area vulnerable to attack from the government.

Reference Summary
PyThaiNLP
Generated Summary
(n=3)

ś ĂêšćîøĆ åïćúĔîàĊđøĊ÷đøĊ÷ÖøšĂÜĔĀšìĀćøÿĆ ÜđÖêÖćøèŤ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ðøąÝĈÖćøĂ÷ĎĔŠ îóČĚîìĊđę ÿĊ÷ę Ü đóČĂę ðĂŜ ÜÖĆ îÖćøēÝöêĊ×ĂÜòć÷øĆ
ś åïćú
òć÷êŠ
Translation: The Syrian anti-government opposition requests the UN military observers to station in high-risk areas in order
to prevent attacks from the government military.

đéČĂîêŠĂÝćÖîĊĚÝąöĊìĀćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđ×šćöćÿĆ ÜđÖêÖćøèŤĒñîÿĆ îêĉõćóĔîàĊđøĊ÷đóĉöę ×ċĚîđðîŨ , ÝċÜđøĊ÷ÖøšĂÜĔĀšìĀćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđ×šćöćĂ÷ĎðŠ øąÝĈ
Ũ Ě îìĊđę ÿĊ÷ę ÜêŠĂÖćøëĎÖēÝöêĊÝćÖòć÷øĆ
ś åïćú, đĀêčÖćøèŤÙüćöøčîĒøÜìĊđę Öĉé×ċĚîïøĉđüè÷ŠćîéĎöćŠ
ĔîìčÖÝčéìĊđę ðîóČ
Translation: In the coming month, more UN troops will come to observe the peace process in Syria. Request the UN troops
to station at every area vulnerable to the government. Violent incidents in Duma.

Encoder-Decoder
LSTM Generated
Summary

KW-Based
Dual-Encoder
Generated Summary

(ßćü,
(Ă÷ŠćÜ,

ŗ Ö, îĂÜđúČĂé, ìĊ,ę đÖĉé×ċĚî, Ĕî, (đöČĂÜ, Ăĉé, úĉï), ×ĂÜ, àĊđøĊ÷, (ìĞć, ĔĀš, öĊ, ñĎšđÿĊ÷ßĊüêĉ ),
àĊđøĊ÷), Ĕî, àĊđøĊ÷, đðéýċ
îšĂ÷), 30, Ùî, Ēúą, ïćéđÝĘï, ÖüŠć, 30, Ùî

Translation: (Syrian people), in, Syria, wage war, gory, at, occur, in, (Idlib city), of, Syria, (causes death),
(at least), 30, people, and, injured, more than, 30, people

àĊđøĊ÷, öĊ, óúđøČĂî, (ßćü, àĊđøĊ÷), ßčöîčö, ðøąìšüÜ, êŠĂêšćî, (øĆ åïćú, àĊđøĊ÷), ÖŠĂ, ÙüćöøčîĒøÜ, öćÖ×ċĚî, ēé÷, ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ, đéĉîìćÜ, ĕð, ÷Ć Ü,
àĊđøĊ÷
Translation: Syria, has, citizen, (Syrian people), rally, against, (Syrian government), create, violence, more, with, United
Nations, travel, to, Syria

produced by abstractive methods were translated word-toword. Words in parentheses are words that should be grouped
together as a phrase since otherwise they would have incomplete meaning. Underlined words or phrases are inconsistent
with the source text or unspecified by the source text. The last
two rows of Table II shows that the KW-based Dual-Encoder
generated the summary with less inconsistent words than the
summary from the Encoder-Decoder LSTM baseline method.
In terms of model prediction time, the KW-based DualEncoder takes longer time to predict a summary on average
than both baseline methods since the KW-based model has
higher complexity and requires the predicted output of the
keyword annotator in addition to the source sequence.
The followings are the average prediction time per one
source text:
• PyThaiNLP (n=3): 0.004 seconds
• Encoder-Decoder LSTM: 2.031 seconds
• KW-Based Dual-Encoder: 2.470 seconds
(Keyword Annotation time: 0.186 seconds)
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the method of keyword-based
Thai text summarization using a standard LSTM model as a
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keyword annotator and a dual-encoder model as a summarizer.
First, we employed the keyword annotator to label each word
from a source text sequence as either “keyword” or “nonkeyword”. Then, the dual-encoder summarizer generates summary using information from the source text sequence and the
labelled keyword sequence. Experimental results on ThaiSum
dataset show that our proposed method achieves higher performance than the two baseline methods, i.e., the extractive
summarization using PyThaiNLP frequency-based method and
the abstractive summarization using encoder-decoder LSTM
method, on ROUGE-1 and BERTScore measurements.
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Abstract—Dyslipidemia leads to cardiovascular disease with
several complications which include sudden cardiac death, acute
myocardial infarction, and strokes. The primary evaluation tool
for dyslipidemia is a fasting lipid panel which consists of total
cholesterol (TC), (LDL-C), (HDL-C), and triglycerides (TG).
However, the relationship between a fasting lipid panel and
elevated uric acid has not been comprehensively investigated.
This work investigates the relationship between serum uric acid
(SUA) and a fasting lipid panel in the elderly patients in Thailand.
A rule-based machine learning technique called association rule
mining was used to define patterns in the rules discovered. The
results showed a significant positive relationship for SUA with
TG, TC and LDL levels, and an inverse relationship for SUA with
HDL. Early prevention of hyperuricemia and dyslipidemia may
be helpful to reduce the incidence of associated cardiovascular
diseases.
Index Terms—association rule mining, clinical chemistry, dyslipidemia, interestingness measure, lipid profile, serum uric acid

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dyslipidemia [1] is a characteristic pattern of lipid profile
abnormalities obtained by increases of serum total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), or
triglycerides (TG) and reduced serum high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol concentration (HDL-C) [2]. The evidence of previous epidemiologic studies suggests that the co-occurrence
of low levels of HDL-C and elevated levels of TG is a
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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strong risk factor in cardiovascular disease (CVD) [3]. Increasing amounts of serum uric acid (SUA) have indicated
that hyperuricemia and can lead to a form of inflammatory
arthritis called ”Gout” [5], [6]. Hyperuricemia is a mediator
of proinflammatory endocrine imbalance in the adipose tissue
which is the main factors in dyslipidemia and the inflammatory
process that leads to atherogenesis [7]. The variability in SUA
levels is multi-factorial and influenced by both genetic and
environmental factors [8]. Epidemiological studies showed that
elevated levels of uric acid in serum are increasingly related to
hypertension, metabolic syndrome, and cardiovascular disease
(CVD) [9]. Several studies have described that SUA has been
shown as a risk factor for hypertension, dyslipidemia, and
cardiovascular diseases [10], [11].
The relationship of uric acid with cardiovascular disease
risk factors is considered to have a causal role in these
conditions by increasing risk, reflecting the association with
other risks such as blood lipids, metabolic syndrome and
diabetes [12].The role of SUA in these diseases is still under
investigation because it is always accompanied by other risk
factors such as diet, obesity, and dyslipidemia. In addition,
SUA and dyslipidemia have a complicated relationship which
has not been fully elucidated yet [13]. A few studies have been
conducted to investigate the association between SUA and
lipid profiles in the adult populations of India [12], Italy [14]
and USA [13]. Chen S et al [15] showed that an elevated SUA
positively correlates with dyslipidemia, and that is association
is impacted by age and gender. Another study also showed

that a high serum UA level was also associated with metabolic
syndrome in both healthy people and diabetic patients. Ali N et
al. [16] shows that in Bangladeshi adults SUA has a significant
positive relationship for SUA with a lipid profile such as TG,
TC and LDL levels and an inverse relationship with HDL.
However, there is a lack of evidence on the association
of SUA with lipid profiles in elderly patients in Thailand.
In addition, the modeling studies regarding cardiovascular
diseases that address associations between hyperuricemia and
dyslipidemia are scarce.
In this study, we aimed to investigate the relationship between SUA and lipid profile in general elderly patients in Thailand. Furthermore, we have applied data mining techniques
to extract patterns of lipid profile. These lipid profile pattern
mining methods can act as complementary techniques to help
us better understand the relationship between hyperuricemia
and dyslipidemia.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In the next
section 2, we provided a brief literature review on various
related works. We described our methodology and data sets
in section 3. In section 4, we demonstrated the experimental
results that validate the effectiveness of our approach. Finally,
we discussed the study findings and limitations in section 5
and we derived our conclusions and consider potential future
works of the studies in section 6.
II. R ELATED WORKS
Machine learning techniques have been widely used in
medical studies for classification, prediction and knowledge
discovery [17]. There are many medical applications in healthcare, such as mortality prediction [18], personalized medicine
[19], [20], drug discovery [21], prediction of adverse drug
events [22] and explainable artificial intelligence methods
in medicine [23]. One of the areas of machine learning in
medicine is the association rule mining (ARM). ARM was
proposed by R. Agrawal [24], and it was applied to sale data,
where the purpose was to identify the rules by which all the
products used would predict the occurrence of other items.
However, this method consumes considerable computational
resources due to the large number of possible combinations.
To optimize a number of rules, R. Agrawal [35] proposed a
method called Apriori. The Apriori method has two major
shortcomings. First, it generate a large number of candidate
item sets while generating frequent item sets in a more bigger
data set. Second, it needs multiple scans of the database, which
leads to higher computational costs. In the past, ARM was
used to provide solutions for various problems in healthcare.
Generally, there are several hidden relationships between the
attributes such as symptoms and diseases, laboratory tests and
health risks. Discovering these relationships helped researchers
to gain a grater understanding of a disease and its biomarkers.
Some studies [25], [26] have defined the risk factors of
heart diseases. Vladimir et al. [27] identified early childhood
caries using ARM. Borah and Nath [28] came up with the a
dynamic rare association rule mining for mining risk factors of
cardiovascular disease, hepatitis, and breast cancer. Sharma et
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al. [29] applied Association rule mining (ARM) to mitigate
a high number of obesity problem, that lack of physical
exercise is main caused. Noguchi et al. [30], [31] applied ARM
for finding adverse events caused by drug-drug interactions.
Ramasamy and Nirmala [32] used ARM with a clustering
technique for predicting the risk of disease. Kamalesh et al.
[33] developed ARM to forecast the risk of diabetes mellitus.
Pokharel et al. [34] developed a sequential pattern mining
to find a similarity between mortality and sepsis patients. In
the context of relationship mining using ARM, the study by
Nahar et al. [38] demonstrated factors contributing to heart
disease for male and female cohorts. Similarly, Borah et al.
[28] applied ARM to identify symptoms and risk factors for
three adverse diseases (cardiovascular disease, hepatitis, and
breast cancer). Lau et al. [36] developed ARM on constraintbased across subgroups for supporting clinical investigation
patterns in patients with dyspepsia. Yeleswarapu et al. [37]
extracted drug symptom pairs for concept/relation with ARM.
This work further argues that ARM is a method of using
laboratory tests to discover new patterns in clinical databases.
Previous studies showed a significant positive relationship
for SUA with TG, TC and LDL levels, and an inverse relationship for SUA with HDL. Early prevention of hyperuricemia
and dyslipidemia may be helpful to reduce the incidence
of associated cardiovascular diseases. Previous SUA studies
have focused on finding a relationship with disease and risk
factors on clinical datasets using statistic methods. Our report
is the first to examine the relationship between SUA and
lipid profile using ARM. Thus, we aimed to discover the
hidden relationships between symptom patterns by means of
laboratory tests using ARM, which can be used in making
clinical decisions for the management of patients.
III. M ETHODS
A. Data collection
Data were collected from individual health records from
Lamphun hospital, Lamphun, Thailand between November
2015 and October 2018. This study was approved by the
research ethics office of Rangsit university. Individual data
such as age, gender, data resulting from examining TC, TG,
HDL-C, LDL-C and SUA were collected. All of the laboratory
results were analyzed by an automatic biochemical analyzer
(Abbott CI 8200, United States) at the laboratory of Lamphun
hospital.
B. Laboratory interpretation criteria
Hyperuricemia was defined as data have a SUA concentration of > 7.0 mg/dL in men or > 6.0 mg/dL in women. The
lipid profile test was defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

Hypercholesterolemia (TC > 200 mg/dl),
Hypertriglyceridemia (TG > 150 mg/dL)
Low HDL-C < 40 mg/dL for men and < 50 mg/dL for
women
High LDL-C (LDL-C > 200).

(a) Correlation Matrix

(b) Clustered Heat map

Fig. 1: Correlation value of fives laboratory test: (a) Correlation Matrix and (b) Clustered Heat map
TABLE I: Summary of elderly patients (age > 60 year) by
the laboratory test. Total (n = 105,497)
Test
Sex
Female
Male
Serum Uric Acid (SUA)
Normal
High
Total cholesterol (TC)
Normal
High
Triglycerides (TG)
Normal
High
LDL cholesterol (LDL)
Normal
High
HDL cholesterol (HDL )
Normal
Abnormal

Number of case

%

61235
44262

58.05%
41.95%

12241
9321

11.60%
8.84%

44616
16529

42.29%
15.67%

39637
20736

37.57%
19.66%

57959
1259

54.94%
1.19%

32600
22334

30.90%
21.17%

C. Association Rule Mining
The association rules was first established by Agrawal,
R., Imielin Ski, T., Swami, A. (1993) [35] in their apriori
algorithm that identified the association rules by generating
candidate itemsets and performing multiple database scans.
An algorithm for the association rule was created to search
the space of all possible patterns for rules that meet with the
user-specified measures such as support, confidence, lift and
conviction. Given a set of transactions, each is described by a
set of items, and the association rule (A ∩ B) is found in the
data, where A and B are co-occurrent of items. The meaning
of a rule is the transactions in the database which contains
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the items in A, which tend to also contain the items in B.
The support of the rule (A ∪ B) B represents the percentage
of transactions from the original database that contain both A
and B. The confidence in a (A|B) represents the percentage
of transactions containing items in A that also contain items
in B. The lift of a rule (A|B)/(A)(B) represents items B
which appear when items A appear while controlling the likely
occurrence of items B. Value of lift determines the correlation
between A and B; independent (= 1), positive related (>
1), negative related (< 1). The drawbacks of confidence
measures is that they it might misrepresent the importance
of an association. The metric lift solves this problem by
measuring the strength of association between A and B.
To extract rare or infrequent items, we should consider a
low support and high confidence measures. In healthcare, we
applied an idea from the study by McCormick et al. [39] for
mining medical symptoms. When a symptom that rarely occurs
is strongly linked with another rare symptom, it is essential
to not exclude the rules characterizing these symptoms. Such
rules provide valuable insight to clinicians to a novel disease.
IV. R ESULTS
Laboratory information was extracted from a total of
105,497 patients aged 60 years who visited Lamphun hospital
between November 2015 and October 2018. In Table I, we
summarizes the clinical laboratory data from Lamphun Hospital after cleansing those with ”data type”, ”merge data” and
not available values. The results show that 58.05% (n= 61,235)
of the patients were female. In SUA, 11.60 % (n=12,241) of
the patients were normal, and 8.84% (n=9,321) of patients had
high SUA or hyperuricemia. The prevalence of a high level of
TC, Triglyceride and LDL-C was 15.67% (n=16,529), 19.66%

(n=20,736) and 1.19% (n=20,736), respectively. Abnormal
HDL-C occurred in 21.17% (n=22,334) of the patients.
Fig 1(a) represents the correlation values between five
laboratory tests for which the data values are represented in
colors. Fig 1(b) represents a two hierarchical clustering of
correlation values. In another group, the five tests are Choles
high, LDL-C high, UricAcid high, Trigly high, and HDL-C
abnormal.
In the association rule mining, we discovered 39 significant
rules for the data that excluded other variables in the data
set. The thirty-nine (39) rules were ordered by lift scores in
Table II. Among top six (6) of Lift values, high levels of TC,
TG and LDL were the most common antecedents, followed
by a LDL-high (R1,R2), HDL-abnormal (R3), HDL-normal
(R4,R6,R7), and TG-high (R5). If we considered the top three
confidence according to the confidence rules obtain: LDLnormal and HDL-abnormal with a 96.9% confidence (R12),
the normal of LDL and HDL was 94.3% confidence (R15),
and TC-high and LDL-high with 91.8% confidence (R1).
The complete dendrograms are shown in Fig. 2(a) for
Support, Fig. 2(b) for the Confidence, Fig. 2(c) for the Cosine,
and 2(d) for the Lift. We set a threshold of 0.5 for Support
that generated two clusters. The Uric Acid normal has only one
laboratory test in the opposite cluster. The Confidence with a
threshold of 1.25 produced three clusters. The results shows a
middle cluster which contains five normal laboratory tests and
other two clusters of high or abnormal levels. The Cosine with
a threshold of 1.3 produces three clusters. Only LDL high has
different characteristics, compared to the two largest clusters.
The Uric Acid normal is shown in the opposite cluster. Lift has
a threshold of 5.0 which provides three clusters. Four normal
test have a middle cluster and only the Uric Acid normal is
different.

TABLE II: Top 39 Association rules order by LIFT
R
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Antecedence
TC high
TG high
TG high
LDL high
TC high
TC high
TG normal
TC normal
SUA high
SUA normal
SUA normal
LDL normal
TC normal
SUA high
LDL normal
SUA normal
TG normal
SUA high
TG high
SUA normal
TC normal
SUA high
TC normal
SUA high
SUA high
SUA normal
TG normal
TC high
SUA normal
SUA high
SUA normal
SUA high
TC normal
SUA normal
TG high
TC high
TG normal
TC high
LDL high

Consequence
LDL high
LDL high
HDL abnormal
HDL normal
TG high
HDL normal
HDL normal
HDL abnormal
TG high
HDL normal
TG normal
HDL abnormal
TG normal
TC high
HDL normal
TC high
LDL normal
LDL high
LDL normal
LDL normal
LDL normal
HDL abnormal
HDL normal
HDL normal
LDL normal
TC normal
HDL abnormal
LDL normal
LDL high
TC normal
TG high
TG normal
TG high
HDL abnormal
HDL normal
TG normal
LDL high
HDL abnormal
HDL abnormal

SUP
0.011
0.006
0.095
0.008
0.068
0.102
0.228
0.174
0.033
0.068
0.077
0.205
0.279
0.024
0.291
0.031
0.349
0.002
0.175
0.102
0.373
0.030
0.206
0.042
0.074
0.075
0.116
0.125
0.002
0.052
0.032
0.046
0.113
0.033
0.079
0.077
0.005
0.037
0.003

CON
0.918
0.510
0.448
0.027
0.345
0.329
0.739
0.822
0.169
0.219
0.206
0.969
0.742
0.153
0.943
0.198
0.635
0.147
0.319
0.187
0.680
0.142
0.667
0.137
0.135
0.177
0.550
0.227
0.166
0.124
0.163
0.123
0.573
0.155
0.257
0.204
0.450
0.176
0.012

COS
0.253
0.126
0.465
0.136
0.387
0.462
0.670
0.581
0.252
0.358
0.371
0.601
0.700
0.204
0.707
0.230
0.768
0.054
0.534
0.406
0.775
0.220
0.570
0.255
0.337
0.338
0.413
0.425
0.053
0.271
0.212
0.254
0.391
0.209
0.322
0.317
0.080
0.204
0.053

*LIF
5.860
2.594
2.280
2.244
2.203
2.101
1.966
1.943
1.909
1.888
1.777
1.763
1.755
1.737
1.717
1.707
1.691
1.663
1.624
1.608
1.607
1.606
1.577
1.546
1.531
1.526
1.463
1.450
1.431
1.401
1.401
1.393
1.355
1.333
1.306
1.305
1.199
1.122
1.047

V. D ISCUSSION
This study was conducted to investigate the relationship
between hyperuricemia and increased lipid profiles so that
identifying and treating such individual cases can prevent
the development of cardiovascular disease. After proposing
a machine learning method, this study reports the strong
association between SUA and lipid profile for the elderly
people in Thailand. Two main results should be explored from
the present study. First, SUA levels were positively associated
with TG, TC, LDL. Second, there was an negative association
between SUA and HDL cholesterol level, indicating the crucial
role of uric acid in the regulation of dyslipidemia. These
findings are related to previous studies that showed a pathogenesis overlap among hyperuricemia and dyslipidemia [14].
A number of risk factors are associated with CVD, which can
be grouped into modifiable and non-modifiable. Dyslipidemia,
including high TG, and LDL-C cholesterol levels with low
HDL cholesterol levels is a possible risk factor in humans
[40]. The link between hyperuricemia and CVD has been
established in several studies. Hyperuricemia predisposes the
development of hypertension and may increase oxidative stress
and generate free radicals, which can eventually become the
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source of future cardiovascular disease [41]. The relationship
observed between increased SUA and CVD still needs to be
investigated as to whether it is causative or simply epidemiological; several lines of evidence suggest that the determination
of uric acid in serum or plasma might be helpful in the
early prediction of the risk of CVD [42]. The lower levels
of HDL cholesterol favor the formation of atherosclerosis and
eventually lead to CVD, although the direct evidence of the
positive role of HDL-C in reducing CVD is still not clearly
understood. A correlation and association were found between
TG and SUA in some previous studies [43] which are also
in line with the results of the present study. Therefore, it
is important to develop proper guidelines for the treatment
of diet, lifestyle modification, and pharmacological measures
to reduce hyperuricemia and its adverse health effects. The
association between prior dyslipidemia and the incidence of
hyperuricemia should be investigated in order to establish how
closely they are associated.
Association Rule mining is a structured method for discovering frequent patterns in a dataset and forming noticeable rules among regular patterns. In medical applications

(a) Support

(b) Confidence

(c) Cosine

(d) lift

Fig. 2: The dendrograms of the laboratory test when hierarchical complete-linkage clustering was conducted with (a) Support
(b) Confidence (c) Cosine, and (d) Lift
of ARM can vary. For instance, it can be used to discover
frequent patterns in medical data [44], understand relationship
in laboratory test [45], diagnose hyperlipidemia [46], extract
patterns of heart disease and the prediction of heart attacks
[47] and select appropriate medicine for a disease based on a
patients description [48]. ARM specific to Clinical chemistry
and Medical technology have not been previously applied,
even though studies that use machine learning algorithms
to investigate laboratory data findings are available in the
literature.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The present study showsd a significant positive relationship
of SUA with TG, TC and LDL-C levels, and an inverse
relationship between SUA and HDL-C. Early prevention of
hyperuricemia by extending the number of laboratory tests and
the number of measures for selecting of suitable rules should
be conducted. The function can be formulated by traditional
methods such as regression, random forest, etc. or a modern
method like deep learning approach.
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Abstract—In Thailand, the coffee shop business grows
continuously. A coffee shop is where coffee is served as the
primary beverage with food, and other drinks are only available
as sub-component. The coffee shop can be described as a third
place besides the working place and home where people go to meet,
relax, and socialize with others. This research aims to study the
factors that affect consumers’ purchase intention in the coffee
shop. The sample group of the study was 385 respondents. The
data was collected through an online questionnaire survey given.
This research was analyzed using a multiple regression method
with the IBM SPSS Statistics (Statistical Package for the Social
Science) version 26 to collect the data to produce the statistical
analysis result. More importantly, this research has value for the
organizations that want to maintain consumers for their coffee
shops with a better understanding.
Keywords—coffee shop, coffee shop in Thailand purchase
intention, marketing mix, healthiness, hygiene

I. INTRODUCTION
Coffee is one of the most consumed beverages in the world,
next to petroleum—coffee is one of the most valuable primary
products in world trade. Coffee is crucial to the economies and
politics of many countries [1]. Coffee drinkers tend to increase
exponentially. The intensive marketing of international brands
and new coffee shops tends to increase steadily [2]. The coffee
shop business is overgrowing and is a place to socialize and
gather with people [3].
In this research, the coffee shop will combine both types of
coffee shops and types of cafes. A coffee shop is where coffee
is served as the primary beverage, but it also contains other types
of food and drinks, including bakery, snacks, and main dishes.
Starbucks, Amazon, True Coffee and Black Canyon are
significant operators. A coffee shop in this research refers to a
coffee shop that uses an area of 6 square meters or more. The
coffee shop can be a coffee corner or a private place. This
research excludes cart or small coffee shops with an area of
approximately 3 square meters and no seats in the shop.
Purchase is one aspect of consumer behavior. Consumer
purchases can be divided into categories according to various
consumer experience and attitude criteria. The intention is the
most direct and essential prerequisite for people to produce
concrete actions [4]. Thus, Purchase intentions have been used
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as a predictor of subsequent purchases [5]. To achieve the
research objective, purchase intention, this research could be
helpful information for coffee shop owners to sustain their
business. Marketing is a crucial factor in the success of each
organization because it is the primary channel between any
organization and its customers.
The marketing mix becomes a domain that makes businesses
more competitive. This model helps help service companies
solve their marketing management problems. Another domain is
food safety. To make businesses more competitive because
people see their food as necessary.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Coffee shop
A coffee shop is where coffee is served as the primary
beverage with food, and other drinks are only available as subcomponent [6]. The coffee shop has become the third place in
urban lives besides working place and home, where people meet,
relax and connect with others. It increasingly creates more roles
for them to become more than just a space for both leisure and
work but also a space for sociality in communities [7].
Therefore, most coffee shop still focuses on serving coffee with
light snacks. The coffee shop has become a place where people
enjoy different experiences, including personal time, social
interaction, and a new atmosphere [8].
B. Purchase Intention
Purchase intention refers to the tendency of a consumer's
purchase decision to buy a product or to visit a store that offers
a service to customers [9]. Generally, purchase intention is the
degree to which a consumer is willing to buy goods or services.
In businesses, purchases play a crucial role in sales growth [10].
It is important to understand consumers' purchase intentions
because it relates to consumers' behavior, perception, attitude,
and consumer buying behavior can also be analyzed [11].
Besides the literature review, the researcher used purchase
intention as a dependent variable. Therefore, this research can
use purchase intention as the outcome variable.

C. Marketing Mix
A marketing mix is a tool used for effective marketing for
decades. It is a marketing strategy that connects the business
provider to the marketplace and evolves together [12]. The
marketing mix framework is traditionally known as 4Ps,
including Product, Price, Place, and Promotion. Later, it added
3Ps consisting of People, Process, and Physical Evidence, to the
original 4Ps and introduced the new 7Ps of the marketing
concept, which include products that are services and provide a
more comprehensive and detailed framework [13].
D. Food Safety
According to previous studies, food safety consists of
healthiness and hygiene [10]. Customers are becoming more
concerned about their health. Healthiness is associated with
consumer health, obesity, and high blood pressure caused by
high sugar, fat, and calories. In particular, food safety is one of
the critical factors of the food consumption value in food
selection [11]. Hygiene is associated with the cleanliness of
food, sanitation, and contamination. In addition, customers have
concerns about the hygiene of customer-use spaces, personal
hygiene of staff, workspace hygiene, and related to consumers'
fear of COVID-19 [14]. It could be helpful information for
coffee shop owners to sustain their business.
The previous studies use some marketing mix to discuss.
Therefore, the questionnaire questions have been updated and
adjusted from related research applied seven marketing mix
factors from marketing theory [15], [16]. And added food safety
factors to support the claim that elements are the most crucial
marketing strategy [10].
TABLE I.

QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONS EXAMPLE

Constructs

H1: Product will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H2: Price will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H3: Place will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H4: Promotion will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H5: People will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H6: Process will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H7: Physical Evidence will positively affect consumers'
purchase intention in the coffee shop.
H8: Healthiness will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
H9: Hygiene will positively affect consumers' purchase
intention in the coffee shop.
III. MODEL DESIGN
A. Research Model
This research is a descriptive study with a quantitative
approach. According to this research, the researcher will reach
the objective by using quantitative data analysis techniques. This
research selects sample groups using a calculation formula with
an error at a significant level of 0.05. The sample size comprised
385 respondents.
B. Instrument for Data Collection
This research uses a questionnaire as a data collection tool.
The researcher creates the online questionnaire survey as one of
the data collection instruments for this study. The researcher
reviewed and studied the theories and ideas from the previous
literature. Therefore, a survey instrument was modified and
adapted from the related research. The main reason for
extracting the items from different research works was based on
the relevance and suitability of questions for understating the
disparity between consumers and coffee shop purchase
intentions.

Question

Product

Product quality

Price

Good value for money

Place

Place is easy and convenient to purchase

Promotion

Promotional activities

People
Process

Staff has good presentation skills to
demonstrate products
Easiness of order process

Physical Evidence

Beautiful decoration

Healthiness

Products contain low calories

Hygiene

The store cleans facilities e.g., tables and chairs
using disinfectants

C. Data Collection

Based on the above table, there is an example of the
questionnaire questions for each of the nine factors.
Respondents were asked to evaluate the importance of each
measurement item on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1
(“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”).
E. Hypotheses and Research Model
The hypotheses developed in this study are based on the
scope of information and explanation above. Nine main
hypotheses have been proposed as follows:
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The researcher collected data from 385 samples and used it
for the study as personal information and the influence of
factors on purchase intention in the coffee shop, including
people who used to purchase goods and services in the coffee
shop and live in Thailand. The type of sampling used was a
simple random sampling method.
D. Data Analysis
The data analysis begins with the statistical data analysis of
results performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (Statistical
Package for the Social Science) version 26 to evaluate and
interpret the data. The researcher preferred to check the
accuracy and completeness of the answer from the

questionnaire. The demographic profile of those who
responded was examined among the targeted sample group.
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
A. Sample Profile
The total number of respondents who participated in this
research was 385 people. Of the participants, consist of 56.88%
was female, while the male was 43.12%. The majority age group
involved in this study were 58.96% (18-25 years old), followed
by 30.39% (26-33 years old), followed 4.94% (34-41 years old),
followed by 1.56% (42-49 years old), and 0.78% (50-57 years
old). Most of the participants, 74.81%, had a bachelor's degree.
In terms of occupation, most respondents, 42.34%, were private
employees, 31.69% were a student, 11.43% were government
employees, 7.01% were self-employed, 5.19% were freelance,
and 2.34% were unemployed. In terms of respondents' monthly
income mostly highest was 27.53% (10001-20000 Baht),
21.56% (20001-30000 Bath), 20.00% (less than 10000 Baht),
12.99% (30001-40000 Baht), 11% (by more than 50000 Baht),
and the lowest was 6.67% (40001-50000 Baht).
B. Result of Reliability
Reliability was performed using a measure of Cronbach's
alpha to estimate the reliability and gain the confidence of the
factors in questionnaires; the reliability result shows a range
from 0.728 to 0.894, which all were acceptable. Price was the
highest at 0.894, hygiene at 0.882, promotion at 0.873,
healthiness at 0.843, people at 0.874, process at 0.881, place at
0.771, physical evidence at 0.832, product at 0.731, and
purchase intention at 0.728.
C. Result of Multiple Linear Regression
TABLE II.
Model

RESULTS OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Beta

Std.
Error

(Constant)

1.027

0.316

Product

0.147

0.058

Price

0.011

Place

t

Sig.

3.248

0.001

0.135

2.2521

0.012

0.058

0.011

0.192

0.848

-0.054

0.042

-0.052

-1.272

0.204

Hygiene

0.121

0.061

0.113

1.994

0.047

Promotion

0.163

0.041

0.209

4.001

0.000

People

0.043

0.056

0.043

0.774

0.439

Process

0.151

0.066

0.135

2.272

0.024

Physical
Evidence

0.027

0.037

0.031

0.724

0.470

Healthiness

0.138

0.040

0.169

3.473

0.001

R Square=0.381

Adjusted R square=0.373

F=46

R=0.617

For the research hypotheses, the researcher used multiple
linear regression to predict purchase intention based on product,
price, place, promotion, people, process, physical evidence,
healthiness, and hygiene.
The result show that promotion (β=0.163, ρ<0.05), process
( β =0.151, ρ <0.05), product ( β =0.147, ρ <0.05), healthiness
(β=0.138, ρ<0.05), hygiene (β=0.121, ρ<0.05) are positive and
significant relationship with purchase intention. In addition, the
model was a significant regression equation (F(9, 375) = 26.102,
ρ <0.05), with an R of 0.385, which means the predictors
explain 38.5% of the consumers’ purchase intention to the
coffee shop.
This study found that consumers purchase more for coffee
shop goods and services based on their perceived better
promotion, process, healthiness, product, and hygiene.
However, the result appears to show that price, place, people,
and physical evidence do not significantly affect consumers’
purchase intention in the coffee shop.
V. CONCLUSION
This research aims to study the factors that affect consumers'
purchase intention in the coffee shop. Data was collected
through an online questionnaire and analyzed using a multiple
regression method with the IBM SPSS Statistics. This study
tested accountability for purchase intention. The result found
that promotion, hygiene, healthiness, process, and product have
positively affected consumers' purchase intention in the coffee
shop.
Firstly, promotion is among the most influential factors
affecting consumers' purchase intention. Regarding promotion,
the things valued the most by the consumers related to
promotion activities, e.g., buy one get one free, membership
card, discount from mobile networks, a deal when purchasing
beverages paired with bakery, and value when bringing own
cup. The promotion also includes sufficient commodity
information, public relation, and advertising through online
channels, e.g., Facebook, Instagram, and Line. Hygiene is the
second most essential factor. In terms of hygiene, the
certification of proven safety was crucial to consumers. Besides
the cleanliness of the store, the staff wears masks while on duty,
and social distancing is also essential for hygiene. Healthiness is
the factor that belongs to the health care of consumers. Offering
a healthy product containing low calories, using fresh
ingredients, and providing the nutrition facts on the product
induce the consumer to purchase more. In terms of process,
consumers more influence the process because providing
excellent consumer services, e.g., easiness of processing orders
and payment methods, paying attention to customer privacy and
security, can increase consumer experience in the coffee shop.
Lastly, in terms of product, providing quality and product taste
can maintain consumers because most people go to the coffee
shop to purchase a drink.
To conclude, the findings of research among Thai consumers
indicate that they are concerned about promotion, hygiene,
healthiness, process, and product, which are the critical factors
that affect consumer purchase intention in the coffee shop.

a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
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Abstract—We utilized Deep Reinforcement Learning to incorporate schooling, foraging, and predator avoidance behaviors
into a single fish behavior model. We used Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) with Intrinsic Curiosity Reward (ICR) to
make fish agents learn in our Unity Environment. We created
an interactive control system on Unity that allows users to
visualize and manipulate the simulation using only a mouse and
keyboard. We compared our model with three variations: one
without schooling reward, one without foraging reward, and
one without predator avoidance reward. Our original model
(schooling, foraging, and predator avoidance) clearly illustrated
the unification of all three behaviors.
Index Terms—deep reinforcement learning, fish school, foraging, predator avoidance

I. Introduction
Fish schooling is a highly coordinated behavior. Fish that
swim together in a group while maintaining a tight formation
with coordinated speed and direction are schooling. Fish
schooling and other group behaviors (such as fireflies [1]) is
one of many complex synchronous systems found in nature.
There have been numerous attempts to model fish schooling behavior. Many models have been proposed to explain
foraging, school formation, and predator avoidance. However,
to our knowledge, a model that incorporates all schooling,
foraging, and predator avoidance does not exist.
In this study, we propose a simulation model for fish school
formation in the presence of predators and food. We use Unity
to visualize the simulation and use ML Agent [2] to train
Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithm [3]. We then give an
analysis of the proposed model from our findings. The code
we used is in our GitHub repository1 .

animal is an independent actor aggregated to the complex
motion of the community. The algorithm has three rules:
1) Collision Avoidance: Individuals avoid colliding with
other flock members.
2) Velocity Matching: Individuals maintain velocity as
other flock members.
3) Flock Centering: Individuals stay close to the center of
their community.
There have been attempts to improve the flocking model.
Kunz and Hemelrijk [5] only allowed agents to interact with
neighbors in their field of vision, producing a more realistic
schooling pattern. Nevertheless, the model did not capture the
reason for school directions.
Mathematical models such as diffusion adaptive networks
[6], bioeconomics [7], and stochastic modeling [8] were also
used. Researchers studied the ethology of forage fish, then
constructed mathematical models from it. The models were
usually based on the flocking model [4] with extensions such
as perception obstruction [5], or urgent predator avoidance
mode [9].
B. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
PPO [10] has become a widely used policy gradient optimization algorithm in Reinforcement Learning (RL) research.
PPO tackles the weakness of classic Policy Gradient algorithm
[11], which tends to over/under-optimize a single case. We can
formulate the loss function of PPO as shown in (1):



Lclip (θ) = Êt min rt (θ)Ât , clip (rt (θ), 1 − ε, 1 + ε) Ât
(1)

II. Related Works
A. Flocking
Fish schooling model is primarily based on the classical
flocking algorithm [4]. In flocking algorithm, each simulated
1 https://github.com/Copter/unity-fish-schooling-ml

978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE

t is the empirical expecWhere θ is the policy parameter, E
tation over timesteps, rt is the ratio of the probability under
the new and old policies, Ât is the estimated advantage at time
t, and ε is a hyperparameter, usually 0.1 or 0.2.
Similar to [12], we used PPO to optimize the weight of our
fish schooling model.
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III. Methodology
A. Predator
The predator is a 2-Dimensional object on a horizontal plane. It has velocity VP , its position PP , its stomach
StomachP , and its hunger HP ∈ {0, 1}. The predator can
observe the environment by:
1) Ray casting: project 2 rays with length Lpredator_ray outwards (Fig. 1). The angle between the rays is θpredator_ray .
Predator rays are used to detect obstacles.
2) Radar scanning: Any prey that enters the scan radius
SRprey can be observed.
We use a rule based approach since predator’s behavior is
not our focus. In non-hunger mode (HP = 0), the predator
will swim randomly. In hunger mode (HP = 1), if the predator detects a fish, the predator will move towards the fish with
constant speed Speedchase , where Speedchase > Speedcruise .
If the predator does not detect a fish, it will move to the
nearest food zone with constant speed Speedcruise , where
Speedcruise > 0 then swims randomly in the food zone. In
our simulation we have Speedchase = 3.5 ∗ Speedcruise .
When the predator eats a fish, StomachP increases by 1. If
StomachP = M axStomachP where M axStomachP is the
hunger threshold, HP will be set to 0 . When HP = 0, the
StomachP value changes with time, ∆t, according to (2).
StomachP (t + ∆t) = StomachP (t) −

∆t
Tstomach decay ,p

(2)

where Tstomachdecay ,P is the stomach decay coefficient for
predator. If StomachP = 0, HP will be set to 1.
Let the number of visible preys be Nvisible_prey . Let
Perlin(x, y); Perlin(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] be the Perlin noise generator
function [13]. Let SteerDirP (t) be a normalized clockwise
vector perpendicular to VP (t). Let γsf be the predator steering
acceleration coefficient, indicating the strength of steering.
The steering acceleration of the predator at position (x, y) is
described in (3).
Asteer ,p (x, y, t) = (Perlin(x, y) ∗ 2 − 1) ∗ γsf ∗ SteerDir P (t) (3)

Multiplying the Perlin noise value by 2 and subtracting by
1 results in a value between −1 and 1. Negative value will
result in the steering acceleration vector pointing to the left of
VP . Similarly, positive value means the vector will be pointing
to the right of VP .
When HP = 0 or When HP = 1, Nvisible_prey = 0 and the
predator is in the food zone, the predator navigates using (4),
which allows it to turn smoothly.
VP (t + ∆t, x, y) = VP (t) + Asteer ,P (x, y, t) ∗ ∆t

Pclosest_prey
|Pclosest_prey |

is the normalized direction to the closest prey.
When HP = 1, Nvisible_prey = 0, and the predator is not in
the food zone, it moves to the nearest food zone using (6).
VP (t + ∆t) = VP (t) +

(5)

Pclosest_foodzone
∗ γcf ∗ ∆t
|Pclosest_foodzone |

(6)

The magnitude of VP (t) is clamped to a minimum of
Speedcruise and a maximum of Speedchase .
B. Fish Agent
The fish agents are also 2-Dimensional objects. Let i be
index number of the agent within [0, Nagents ], and Nagents is
the total number of the agents, an agent ‘i’ has its velocity
Vi , position Pi , stomach Stomachi and size represented by
a circle with radius Ragent (This is the same value for every
agent). Agents can eat a food ball by colliding with it and they
can be eaten by a predator. An agent observes the environment
using:
1) Ray casting: project 11 rays with length Lagent_ray outwards, with an angle of θagent_ray (Fig. 2). These rays can
detect food and obstacles.
2) Radar scanning: Any neighbor agents inside the scan
radius SRneighbor can be observed. The same is true for
predators, with a different scan radius SRpredator .
An agent also has food intensity and predator intensity
properties. This value is 1 when the agent sees food/predator.
If the agent does not see food/predator, the intensity value will
be 0.8 * the maximum intensity value from its neighbors. The
intensity value decays along the chain of neighboring agents.
This value simulates how a fish senses food/predator from
other fish.
When an agent eats food, its Stomach value is reset to
M axStomach. When the value is greater than zero, it changes
with time according to (7).

(4)

Let Pclosest_prey be the relative position of the closest prey.
Let γcf be the predator chase acceleration coefficient, which
dictates how sharply the predator can turn when chasing.
When HP = 1 and Nvisible_prey > 0, the movement of the
predator is shown in (5).
Pclosest_prey
VP (t + ∆t) = VP (t) +
∗ γcf ∗ ∆t
|Pclosest_prey |

Fig. 1. Predator sensor with length Lpredatorray and angle θpredatorray .

Stomach(t + ∆t) = Stomach(t) −

∆t
Tstomachdecay

(7)

where Tstomach_decay is the stomach decay coefficient for an
agent.
C. Neural Network Input/Output
We use similar network to [12], but remove masking mechanism and replace Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [14]
layer with 2 hidden layers of Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)
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D. Steering Acceleration
Let SteerDir i (t) be a normalized clockwise vector perpendicular to Vi (t). Let α be the steering acceleration coefficient.
The steering acceleration perpendicular to Vi (t) applied to
agent i is shown in (9).
Asteer,i (t) = Osteer,i (t) ∗ α ∗ SteerDiri (t)

(9)

E. Frontal Acceleration

Let β be the frontal acceleration coefficient. The frontal
acceleration of fish agent i is shown in (10).
Afront,i (t) = Ofront,i (t) ∗ β ∗

Fig. 2. Agent sensor with length Lagentray and angle θagentray .

F. Agent Velocity

[15] (256 dimensions for embedding layer, attention layer, and
MLP layer). The network can receive 51-195 inputs depending
on the number of observed neighboring agents and it has 2
outputs. Let i be an agent and j be i’s neighboring agent. An
agent can observe up to 24 neighboring agents, therefore j
can represent values from 1 to 24.
Inputs to the neural network, normalized within the range
of [-1,1], include:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Velocity of agent i, Vi = (Vx,i , Vy,i ) ; 2 inputs.
Predator P position, relative to agent i, PP,i =
(Px,P,i , Py,P,i ) ; 2 inputs.
Relative predator velocity detected by agent i, VP,i =
(Vx,P,i , Vy,P,i ) ; 2 inputs.
i
Stomach level of agent i, Sti = MStomach
axStomach
Positions of neighboring agent j relative to agent i,
PN,i = (Px,i,1 , Py,i,1 , . . . , Px,i,24 , Py,i,24 ) ; 48 inputs.
Velocities of neighboring agent j relative to agent i,
VN,i = (Vx,i,1 , Vy,i,1 , . . . , Vx,i,24 , Vy,i,24 ) ; 48 inputs.
Food
and
predator
sensory
intensity
of
neighboring agent j observed by agent i, SN,i =
(Sfood,i,1 , Spredator,i,1 , . . . , Sfood,i,24 , Spredator,i,24 ) ; 48
inputs.
Food ray cast sensor a of agent i is denoted by Ray i,a and
all rays of agent i is denoted by Raysi . When a ray hits
an object, the variable Hitobject,i,a , will be set to 1. If the
object’s tag is food, then Hitfood,i,a will also be set to 1.
However, if the object’s tag is obstacle, Hitobstacle,i,a will
be set to 1 . Distance hit,i,a , is the normalized hit distance.
Ray i,a = ( Hitfood,i,a , Hit obstacle,i,a , Hitobject,i,a, , Distance hit,i,a ) , Raysi = (Rayi,1 , . . . , Rayi,11 ) ; 44 inputs.

Outputs of the neural network of the agent i, normalized
within the range of [−1, 1], include:
•
•

Forward velocity change magnitude (Ofront,i ).
Steering force magnitude perpendicular to the direction
of the agent (Osteer,i ).

Vi (t)
|Vi (t)|

(10)

Let Vi (t) be the velocity of agent i at time t. Vi (t + ∆t) is
presented in (11).
Vi (t + ∆t) = Vi (t) + (Asteer,i (t) + Afront,i (t)) ∗ ∆t


where |VP (t)| ∈ Speedagent_min , Speedagent_max

(11)

G. Agent Rewards

Agents are rewarded to encourage desired behavior. We
classify rewards into four categories: schooling related rewards, foraging related rewards, predator avoidance related
rewards, and other rewards.
Schooling Related Rewards only consists of Neighbor loss
reward, shown in (12).
δloseneighbor (t) = (Nneighbor (t) − Nneighbor (t − ∆t)) ∗ ∂loseneighbor

(12)

This reward is given when an agent loses Nneighbor (t)−
Nneighbor (t − ∆t) number of neighbors from the neighbor scan
radar. ∂loseneighbor is the neighbor loss reward scaling constant.
Foraging Related Rewards only consists of Eat food reward
δeat_food, , given when agents collide with food balls. This is the
only positive reward agents receive.
Predator Avoidance Related Rewards consists of Predator
distance reward, shown in (13), and On eaten reward.
δpredator_distance =

1
|PP,i |
SRpredator

∗ ∂predator_distance

(13)

Predator distance reward is given when predators are within
the radius SRpredator . ∂predator_distance is the predator distance
reward scaling constant. On eaten reward, δon_eaten , is given
when agents are eaten by a predator (on collision).
Other Rewards consists of Agent collision reward,
δagent_collision , given when agents collide with other agents, and
Obstacle collision reward, δobstacle_collision , given when agents
collide with obstacles.
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [10] is used to train
the neural network with  = 0.2, γ = 0.99. The objective
function for the PPO is shown in (14).

The neural network black-box decision function of fish
agent i, fi , is shown in (8).
fi (Vi , PP,i , VP,i , PN,i , VN,i , SN,i , Raysi , Sti ) = (Ofront,i , Osteer,i ) (8)
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Lclip (θ) = Êt min rt (θ)Ât , clip (rt (θ), 1 − 0.2, 1 + 0.2) Ât

θ: the policy parameter Vi , PP,i , VP,i , PN,i , VN,i , SN,i , Raysi , Sti

(14)

t : the empirical expectation over timesteps.
E
rt : the ratio of the probability under the new and old
policies, respectively.
Ât : the estimated advantage at timet. 
The estimated advantage at time t Ât is the summation
of time discounted reward minus predicted reward from the
current state. It is shown in (15).
Ât = −V (st ) + δt + γδt+1 + · · · + γ T −t+1 δT −1 + γ T −t V (sT )

(15)

V: learned step value function, generated from another
neural network t, with the time index in [0, T].
δt : agent total rewards at time step t.
γ: hyperparameter, discounted rate of advantage function,
0.99.
H. Intrinsic Curiosity Reward
Intrinsic curiosity reward (ICR) [16], in the form of Intrinsic
curiosity module (ICM) is added to the calculation. ICM is a
neural network that tries to predict the next state from the
current state and action. It rewards action that produces a less
predictable next state. This adds more incentive for the model
to explore more activities. We can define ICM as in (16).
rti = ICM (at , st , st+1 )

Fig. 3. Environment with boundaries Lmap , spawn area Lspawn , and food area
Lfood_area .

(16)

at : the action at time step t.
st : the observed state at time step t.
IV. Experiment
A. Environment
The environment (Fig. 3) is a 2-D square with sides of
length Lmap . Initially, agents and the predator are spawned at
random within the spawning boundary Lspawn , at the center of
the environment. The agents and predator directions are then
randomized (equally distributed between 0°-360°).
Each food area, Lfoodarea , is spawned at a random location
within the boundary. Food areas have sides of length Lfoodarea
(Fig. 3) and has Nfoodball amount of food balls, each with radius
Rfoodball . Food areas respawn when Nfoodball = 0, then Nfoodball
is set to M axF oodBalls.
A user can move the view, zoom in and out, reset the camera, and decrease/increase the simulation speed. Furthermore,
left-clicking a fish or the predator allows them to be followed.
Right-clicking and dragging over multiple fish allows group
following. The user can also modify the environment, such
as creating, moving, and removing an obstacle block. The
environment also supports deleting all blocks at once. The
parameters (physical unit in Unity) we used to configure the
environment are displayed in Fig. 4.
B. Implementation
We trained neural network for schooling, foraging, and
predator avoidance, using the Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO) algorithm [10]. Each agent observed the environment
and took actions independently. We trained the model for 10millions time steps. Due to hardware limitation, we limit the

Fig. 4. Environment configuration parameters.

number of neighbors that an agent can observe to 24 and the
number of predators to one.
We evaluated the model’s behaviors by performing ablation
study on each reward type. We retrained each model variation
without one reward type each. Then we did five times average
run of each model for 20,000 time steps. We observed the
schooling, foraging, and predator avoidance behaviors of each
model.
The model training hyperparameters are displayed in Fig. 5.
C. Evaluation Metrics
We used six evaluation metrics for the three desired behaviors: schooling, foraging, and predator avoidance. Each
behavior has two metrics. Measured results are displayed in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Hyperparameters used to train the model.

Schooling Metrics:
• Average neighbors: Average number of observed neighbors of each fish in the current time step t.
• Group polarization: The magnitude of all fish’s average
velocity vector, defined in [17] to measure schooling
behavior. Its equation is shown in (17). The lower the
value, the more fish swimming in different directions,
indicating less schooling behavior.
N

ui (t)
(17)
Group Polarization = 1/N
i=1

t: the time index in [0, T ].
ui (t): unit velocity vector of fish i at time step t.
N : total number of fish.
Foraging Metrics:
• Food Eaten: The total number of food balls eaten from
the beginning to time t.
• Agent Satiated Ratio: The ratio of stomach value of fish
to the total number of fish, from the beginning to time t.
The smaller the value, the hungrier the fish are.
Predator Avoidance Metrics:
• Fish Eaten: The total number of fish eaten from the
beginning to time t. The smaller the value, the more
predator avoidance capability of the fish.
• Mean Predator Intensity: Average number of predator
intensity of each fish at the current time t. A higher value
means more fish encounter predators at time step t.
V. Result
Observed Behaviors:
• Original Model: Our original model (schooling, foraging, and predator avoidance) performs well in all
desired behaviors. The fish show clear schooling behavior
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Fig. 6. Plot of evaluation metrics of each model.

(Fig. 7), as well as being able to forage and evade the
predator.
• No Schooling Reward Model: Fish in this model seem to
spread out in various directions, but still somewhat form
groups. Its loose schooling formation (Fig. 8), however,
helps locate food easier than the tight formation of the
original model, since a food area is very small compared
to the whole map. To produce a denser schooling, schooling reward may not actually be needed if the scanning
radius, SRneighbor , can be adjusted.
• No Foraging Reward Model: This model shows no foraging behavior as expected. The model still performs well
regarding predator avoidance and schooling behavior.
• No Predator Avoidance Reward Model: This model
performs foraging and schooling behaviors decently. The
fish completely ignore the predator.
Evaluation Metrics:
• Average Neighbors: The model without predator avoidance reward has the highest average number of neighbors per fish. The number is substantially higher than
other models. This aligned with our observation that
this model perform schooling best because a fish does
not scatter from its group when attacked by predators.
We also discovered that the model with no schooling
reward has the lowest average number of neighboring
fish, drastically lower than other models. This matches
our initial observation of loose schooling.
• Group Polarization: The model with no schooling reward has significantly lower group polarization than
others. This suggests that when there is no incentive to
stay close to neighbors, fish will tend to swim in different

•

•

•

•

directions.
Food Eaten: The model without schooling reward has
much higher number of food balls being eaten compared
to other models. This matches with our initial observation
that the fish spread out and thus were able to locate food
source from fish further away. We also found that model
with no foraging reward almost does not eat at all.
Agent Satiated Ratio: Almost all models eventually have
similar satiated ratio, except the model with no foraging
reward, which almost always has satiated ratio around
zero. This matches with our observation. Fish with no
incentive for foraging do not attempt to find food and
thus cannot become satiated at all.
Fish Eaten: The model with no predator avoidance
reward has significantly higher number of fish eaten than
others. Results from other models are much closer.
Mean Predator Intensity: The model with no predator
avoidance reward has periodically higher number of
predator intensity than others. This matches with our
initial observation. The fish in this model do not try to
avoid predator at all and thus they encounter the predator
frequently.

Fig. 7. Tight school formation of the model trained on all behaviors, showing
the predator sensing radius (dark blue circle), line among connected fish agents
(light blue lines), and food (green solid circles).

Fig. 8. Loose school formation of “no schooling” model.

VI. Conclusion

Comparing with other models, the model without predator
avoidance reward performs best in schooling, but only because
the fish do not scatter to avoid being eaten. For foraging,
the model with no schooling reward performs better, but this
is likely due to the environment setup which generates food
in a small area. Therefore, the fish in this model can spread
out and follow other fish that find food. Concerning predator
avoidance, all models under test, except the model without
predator avoidance reward, perform similarly.
For future work, we plan to tune hyperparameters and
environment configurations, especially adjusting SRneighbor to
achieve schooling behavior without schooling reward. We also
plan to convert the environment and model from 2D to 3D.
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Abstract—Portfolio optimization is one of the most
intriguing topics in the field of finance. The purpose is to
maximize return while minimizing risk. In this paper, we
investigate the experimental performance of the classical
Markowitz portfolio optimization with and without rebalancing
based on the minimum risk in terms of portfolio return,
portfolio risk, and Sharpe ratio, and compare the results to the
experiments with transaction cost. The importance of this work
stems from the fact that, while the MV model is extensively
utilized, its use in the Thai stock market is limited. This analysis
uses the historical close prices of 50 stocks from the Stock
Exchange of Thailand 50 Index (SET50) between January 2018
and December 2021. The experiment showed that a portfolio
with a rebalancing approach outperforms a portfolio without a
rebalancing strategy.
Keywords—portfolio optimization, mean-variance,
optimization, asset allocation, portfolio analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most challenging tasks for investors is
balancing the competing goals of maximizing returns and
minimizing risks. In 1952, an American economist named
Harry Markowitz developed the mean-variance (MV)
optimization model [1], which revolutionized the ideas of
asset allocation in investment. The model provides a
diversification investment optimization strategy in which a
portfolio is formed after assessing the overall risk of the
portfolio. The main idea underlying portfolio optimization is
to maximize the portfolio’s expected return while minimizing
its risk.
The MV model has two key concepts. First, the expected
return and variance of a portfolio establish the risk-return
tradeoff. The expected return of an asset is calculated using
historical data, whereas variance is measured based on the
dispersion of returns. Second, the covariance matrix between
distinct asset returns is utilized to estimate portfolio risk;
therefore, a less-risky portfolio contains suitable assets with
proportional negative correlations [2]. Although some
researchers have extended the MV model [3], [4], the classical
MV model is still frequently employed in recent research [5],
[6] and has limited application in the Thai stock market. The
optimal portfolio solution in the classical MV model can be
effectively solved using quadratic programming [13].
Asset prices in financial markets are not static; rather, they
fluctuate and are subject to a variety of factors (such as
economic crisis, inflation rate, and government policy) [7].
Due to the complexity of financial markets, it is difficult for
the classical MV model to maintain a desired level of return
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and risk in a long run since the model relies on historical data
[11]. Portfolio rebalancing has been shown to be one of the
most effective ways to keep a portfolio on track with the target
[12]. Although there are transaction costs associated with
portfolio rebalancing, appropriate rebalancing strategies are
still advantageous [14]. In this regard, the main purpose of this
research is to construct a Markowitz portfolio optimization
based on a minimum risk using the MV model, and then
extend it with a rebalancing strategy in which asset allocation
is recalculated at the desired time in order to achieve a better
performance. Additionally, this work compares the
experimental performance of portfolios when the trading cost
is applied to further demonstrate the differences in
performance. To highlight the differences between the two
types of portfolios, the experimental performance of the
rebalancing portfolio is compared to that of a classical
portfolio optimization method without rebalancing.
The following is the outline for this paper. Section II
introduces the MV optimization. Section III describes the
experimental data and rebalancing approach employed in this
paper. Section IV contains the experimental results. Section V
discusses the experimental findings. Finally, Section VI
summarizes the findings of the study.
II. MEAN-VARIANCE OPTIMIZATION
The MV model assumes that rational investors always
pick the lowest risk for a level of expected return or the
highest expected return with a certain risk level [15].
Specifically, investors need to specify a list of eligible asset
candidates for selection. The rate of return on these asset
candidates is used to compute the portfolio's risk and
expected return for use in the MV optimization model. In
addition, portfolio’s performance can be effectively
measured and compared using Sharpe ratio to determine
whether it is a worthwhile investment [16].
A. Rate of return
The rate of return is the percentage of financial gain or loss
generated from an investment over a specified period. The rate
of return is computed as follows:
 =

  


(1)

where  is the rate of return on asset at time t.  refers to the
price of stock at time t and  refers to the price of stock at
time t - 1.
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B. Expected return
The expected return is the gain or loss from a multi-period
investment. The expected return can be computed as follows:
∑ 

 =
(2)


where  is the expected (average) return on asset i.  is the
return on asset i regarding periods t – 1 to t, where t = 1, 2, …,
s and s is the number of periods.
C. Sharpe ratio
The Sharpe ratio is a risk-adjusted measurement. It
measures the average return on assets that exceeds the total
risk [8]. The Sharpe ratio can be employed to help investors in
evaluating if the return on investment is adequately
compensated for the overall risk.
 =

(   )

(3)



where  stands for the Sharpe ratio of the portfolio. E is the
expected (average) of return, while  refers to the riskfree rate and  denotes the rate of return on asset at time t. !
is the standard deviation of a portfolio.
D. Variance and standard deviation
Variance or standard deviation is a measure of portfolio
risk; however, investors prefer standard deviation, which is
defined as the most common measurement to measure the
dispersion of returns. A portfolio with a larger standard
deviation is riskier. The variance and standard deviation on
asset i are defined as follows.

asset i. *) is the covariance matrix between the returns of
assets i and j.
III. METHODOLOY

A. Data preparation
The historical weekly close prices of stocks traded in the
Stock Exchange of Thailand 50 Index (SET50) from 1
January 2018 to 30 December 2021 were obtained as
experimental data. Between 1 January 2018 and 30 December
2021, 50 firms were listed in the SET50; however, only 42 of
the listed companies were continuously traded. The risk-free
rate was set at 0.0046% based on the 10-year Thai Treasury
rate.
Table I shows the experimental data separated into four
parts in chronological order. The first section contains stock
data from 2018. This year, the average return is a negative 0.1255%, with a positive 3.8460% standard deviation. The
second section contains 2019 stock statistics. The average
return and standard deviation are also positive at 0.1245%
and 3.5658%, respectively. When compared to the previous
sections, the third section contains stock data for the year
2020, which has an average return of 0.0072%. The average
standard deviation, on the other hand, is the highest at
0.4331%. Finally, the final section contains stock data for the
year 2021. The average return is 0.3627%, with a standard
deviation of 0.1417%.
TABLE I. TABLE OF AVERAGE RETURN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

For variance,
!" =

For standard deviation,

∑(   )#

(4)







#

∑
(   )
! = $   


(5)

where !" is the variance of asset i and ! is its standard
deviation.

E. Optimization model
This optimization model has a significant impact on
financial asset pricing and is an important part of modern
pricing theory [9]. The model can be used to optimize a
portfolio in a variety of ways (e.g., maximum portfolio return,
maximum return portfolio for a given level of risk, and
minimize portfolio risk for a given level of return); however,
the minimum risk portfolio or less-risky portfolio is chosen
as an objective function.
min ! = min $∑+, ∑+), ( () *)

(6)

(8)

i = 1, 2, 3,..., n

(9)

=1

Average return

Standard deviation

- 0.1255 %

3.8460 %

2019

0.1245 %

3.5658 %

2020

0.0072 %

6.5811 %

2021

0.3627 %

3.8353 %

B. Rebalancing strategy
Portfolio rebalancing is the process of changing
investment assets in a portfolio based on the investor’s
expected return and risk tolerance. The amount of allocation
in each asset in the portfolio can be adjusted as asset values
vary in the market in order to sustain the desired level of
performance.
Calendar rebalancing (CR), also known as timeindependent rebalancing, is one of the most commonly used
rebalancing procedures [10]. The CR is involved in the
analytical process of investment holdings at predefined time
frames and reconstituting the asset allocation at each desired
period. In this work, the intended timeframe is a yearly
rebalancing. Specifically, the portfolio allocation is updated
and adjusted at the end of each year for all four years
independently.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

0 ≤ ( ≤ 1
∑+, (

Year

2018

(7)

where ! stands for the portfolio’s standard deviation or
portfolio risk. ( denotes a percentage of the investment on

A. Return and risk of individual stock
The stock return can be calculated using (1), (2). Table II
shows the top ten stocks with the highest return from January
1, 2018, and December 31, 2021. Furthermore, all stock
returns are positive, with “JMT” leading the market with
0.92% average weekly return, followed by “KTC” with a
0.78% average weekly return.
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TABLE IV.

Table II also displays the other ten stocks in the same
sample data with the highest and lowest return. It is clear that
all of these have negative values. The stock with the worst
weekly average return is “BH,” which has a return of -0.08%.

OPTOMAL PORTFOLIO WITH MINIMUM RISK OF 2018
Minimum risk portfolio (2018)

Stock Name

Weight

BDMS

20.80 %

TABLE II. TOP 10 STOCKS WITH HIGHEST AND LOWEST RETURN

BEM

18.26 %

Top 10 highest return

BTS

29.84 %

EGCO

3.41 %
2.74 %

Stock Name

Return

Top 10 lowest return
Stock Name

Return

JMT

0.92 %

TOP

-0.22 %

GULF

KTC

0.78 %

TTB

-0.20 %

MTC

GULF

0.68 %

IRPC

-0.19 %

Portfolio return

0.54 %

KCE

0.61 %

BBL

-0.18 %

Portfolio risk

1.81 %

EA

0.47 %

KBANK

-0.15 %

Sharpe ratio

0.295

MTC

0.35 %

KTB

-0.14 %

CBG

0.33 %

BANPU

-0.14 %

GPSC

0.28 %

CPALL

-0.09 %

GLOBAL

0.26 %

CPN

-0.09 %

BGRIM

0.26 %

BH

-0.08 %

According to Table V, this portfolio’s average weekly
return for the year 2019 is 1.10%, while its average weekly
risk is 2.06%. The Sharpe ratio is 0.531. “GULF,” “TISCO,”
and “JMT” are the top 3 stocks with the highest percentage
of investment weight, with 19.73%, 17.39%, and 16.12%,
respectively.
TABLE V.

Equation (5) can be used to calculate the standard
deviation or risk for each stock in Table III. As shown in
Table III, the stock “KCE” has the highest risk value in the
sample data at 6.84% per week, followed by “SAWAD” and
“EA” at 6.22% and 6.13%, respectively. Additionally, the
two stocks with the lowest are “BTS” and “LH” at 3.36% per
week.
TABLE III.
Stock Name

KCE

Risk

Stock Name

Weight

ADVANC

1.08 %

BDMS

5.64 %

BGRIM

8.94 %

BTS

14.20 %

CBG

13.46 %

CPF

0.51 %

6.84 %

2.55 %

GULF

19.73 %
16.12 %

Top 10 lowest risk
Stock Name

ADVANC

OPTOMAL PORTFOLIO WITH MINIMUM RISK OF 2019
Minimum risk portfolio (2019)

TOP 10 STOCKS WITH HIGHEST AND LOWEST RISK

Top 10 highest risk

6.75 %

Risk

SAWAD

6.22 %

CPALL

2.86 %

JMT

EA

6.13 %

SCC

2.92 %

SAWAD

2.93 %
17.39 %

BANPU

6.05 %

BEM

3.12 %

TISCO

KTC

6.04 %

INTUCH

3.13 %

Portfolio return

1.10 %

CBG

5.92 %

BDMS

3.20 %

Portfolio risk

2.06 %

MTC

5.91 %

HMPRO

3.29 %

Sharpe ratio

0.531

JMT

5.84 %

TISCO

3.29 %

IVL

5.75 %

LH

3.36 %

MINT

5.45 %

BTS

3.36 %

B. Result of minimum risk portfolio with rebalancing
Equations (6), (7), (8), and (9) are utilized to optimize the
minimum risk portfolio. Quadratic programming is used by
Microsoft Excel Solver to find the optimal solution. This
section presents the details of optimal portfolios based on
minimum risk and a yearly rebalancing method.

In Table VI, only 4 stocks in 2020 were selected from the
42 stocks in the experimental data to create this minimum risk
portfolio. They are “CBG”, “JMT”, “KCE,” and “KTC,” with
allocation percentages of 5.63%, 36.79%, 39.00%, and
18.58%, respectively. The average return on the portfolio is
1.33%, and its weekly risk is 6.33%. The portfolio’s Sharpe
ratio is slightly low at 0.217 because of the portfolio’s high
risk or standard deviation.

The minimum risk portfolio for 2018 is shown in Table
IV. The portfolio has a weekly risk of 1.81% and an average
return of 0.54%. The portfolio’s Sharp ratio is 0.295.
Table IV clearly shows that “BTS,” with a weight of
29.84%, has the largest investment allocation, followed by
“BDMS,” with a weight of 20.80% of the total weight. The
stock “GULF” has the least allocation weight of 2.74%.
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TABLE VI.

OPTOMAL PORTFOLIO WITH MINIMUM RISK OF 2020

C. Result of minimum risk portfolio without rebalancing
strategy

Minimum risk portfolio (2020)
Stock Name

Weight

CBG

5.63%

JMT

36.79%

KCE

39.00%

KTC

18.58%

Portfolio return

1.33 %

Portfolio risk

6.33 %

Sharpe ratio

0.217

In this section, a minimum risk portfolio is constructed by
repeating the same steps as in portfolio with rebalancing
strategy.

Table VII details the optimal portfolio, which was
rebalanced in 2021. Comparing this portfolio to other
portfolios, it is clear that it has the most stocks. However,
based on the results, it does not appear that this has a
significant impact on the portfolio’s performance. The
weekly return on this portfolio is 0.84%, while the weekly
risk is 1.32%. The Sharpe ratio for this portfolio is 0.635. In
Table VII, it appears that there is a significant difference in
the allocation between the stock with the highest and smallest
weight in the portfolio. The stock “ADVANC” has the
highest weight (16.85%), while stock “CBG” has the smallest
weight (0.42%).
TABLE VII.

Table VIII shows the minimum risk portfolio without
rebalancing strategy employed with the same sample data.
The optimal portfolio has seven stocks. “ADVANC” has the
highest allocation weight at 21.11%, followed by “JMT” at
20.74% and “GULF” at 17.03%. In comparison to the large
allocation, the stock “TISCO” has the smallest allocation
weight of 2.83%. Moreover, the portfolio has a weekly mean
return of 0.46% and a weekly risk of 2.55%. In addition, the
Sharp ratio for the portfolio is 0.180.
TABLE VIII.

Stock Name

BLA

3.92 %

CBG

0.42 %

DTAC

6.78 %

EA

0.93 %

GLOBAL

6.60 %

GULF

2.16 %

INTUCH

11.39 %

JMT

11.64 %
4.35 %
15.57 %

Portfolio return

0.84 %

Portfolio risk

1.32 %

Sharpe ratio

0.635

7.40 %

GULF

17.03 %

JMT

20.74 %

KTC

12.53 %
2.83 %
8.01 %

Portfolio return

0.46 %

Portfolio risk

2.25 %

Sharpe ratio

0.180

D. Portfolio performance analysis
Figures 1, 2, and 3 compare portfolio return, risk, and
Sharpe ratio, respectively. The x-axis of each figure depicts
the static portfolio as well as each rebalanced period of the
portfolio from 2018 to 2021, while the y-axis represents the
amount of portfolio return, portfolio risk, and Sharpe ratio,
respectively. The three figures clearly illustrate that there is a
difference between the static portfolio and the portfolio with
rebalancing strategy, that is, the rebalanced portfolios
outperform the static portfolio, particularly in terms of
portfolio return and Sharpe ratio.

12.79 %

TU

BDMS

TU

16.85 %

KCE

21.11 %

TISCO

Weight

KBANK

Weight

ADVANC

Minimum risk portfolio (2021)
ADVANC

STRATEGY

Minimum risk portfolio without rebalancing

OPTOMAL PORTFOLIO WITH MINIMUM RISK OF 2021

Stock Name

MINIMUM RISK PORTFOLIO WITHOUT REBALANCING

In summary, all four rebalanced periods in the portfolio
with rebalancing strategy show the higher portfolio return
than the portfolio without rebalancing strategy. In particular,
the optimal portfolio’s average weekly return with yearly
rebalancing is 0.95%, while the average weekly risk is 2.88%.
It is worth noting that when the portfolio is rebalanced, the
characteristics of the portfolio are not the same; they differ in
terms of the stock chosen for inclusion in the portfolio and its
cardinality. Specifically, the portfolio for 2021 contains the
most stocks (12), followed by the portfolios for 2019 and
2018, which have 10 and 7, respectively.

According to the Fig. 1, the weekly portfolio return for
each rebalanced period is 0.54%, 1.10%, 1.33%, and 0.84%.
While the return on a static portfolio is only 0.46% per week.
In this regard, it is clear that every rebalanced period has a
higher return than the static portfolio. When all rebalanced
periods are combined, portfolio returns are 0.95% each week,
which is over 50% greater than the static portfolio’s return.
From Fig. 2, each rebalanced portfolio has a lower risk
than the static portfolio. However, in 2020, the risk of that
rebalanced portfolio rises to 6.33% per week. As shown in
Fig. 3, all Sharpe ratios calculated using rebalanced
portfolios outperform those calculated without the
rebalancing strategy. It is worth noting that, while the
rebalanced portfolio in 2020 has a higher risk value than the
static portfolio, it can still achieve a better Sharpe ratio.
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on the performance ranking when compared to the one
without transaction cost. In 2018, the portfolio had a Sharpe
ratio of 0.1729, which increased to 0.2848 in 2019. The
Sharpe ratio fell significantly to 0.2118 in 2020 before rising
to 0.6132 in 2021. This experimental performance is
consistent with the one obtained without the trading costs.

Fig. 1. A summary of portfolio return

Fig. 4. A summary of portfolio return with trading cost

Fig. 2. A summary of portfolio risk

Fig. 5. A summary of portfolio Sharpe ratio with trading cost

V. CONCLUSION, LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 3. A summary of portfolio Sharpe ratio

E. Portfolio performance analysis with trading costs
In this section, we account for trading costs every time a
stock is sold or added to the portfolio in order to better
illustrate portfolio return and Sharpe ratio. The trading cost
was set at 0.019%.
A summary performance of portfolio return with trading
cost is shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that, while the
introduction of the trading cost reduces all portfolio returns
slightly, it has no effect on the rank of any returns. To be more
specific, the rebalanced portfolio of 2020 has the highest
average weekly return of 1.3041%, followed by years 2019,
2021, and 2018, with weekly returns of 1.0713%, 0.8134%,
and 0.5210%, respectively. Furthermore, the portfolio
without rebalancing performs the worst, with a weekly return
of 0.4455%. In terms of performance ranking, portfolio return
with trading cost has the same experimental performance as
portfolio return without trading cost.
As shown in Fig. 5, incorporating the trading cost barely
affects the Sharpe ratio; however, it has no significant effect

In this work, we examine the experimental performance
of the MV model with and without a rebalancing strategy, as
well as the performance of portfolios when trading costs are
considered. The main difference between the minimum risk
portfolio with a yearly rebalancing strategy and the traditional
minimum risk portfolio is that the rebalanced portfolio
outperforms the static portfolio in terms of portfolio return,
portfolio risk, and Sharpe ratio because the variables used in
the optimal model are recalculated at the end of the year. In
this regard, the MV model can find a more appropriate
optimal solution and achieve better performance. In addition,
we discovered that, while trading costs diminish portfolio
performance, it has no significant effect with a yearly
rebalancing portfolio. Finally, the findings in this paper are
promising, implying that including a rebalancing strategy
into portfolio optimization could be a useful strategy for the
MV model.
Although this work provides useful insights, there are
some limitations in the study. First, this work adopts classical
MV model to optimize the portfolio; however, there are
several extensions of the model that may be better suited to
this rebalancing strategy. In addition, this study only employs
historical data from the stock market in Thailand, the result
may be different for stock markets from other countries.
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In future study, machine learning methods for stock price
prediction can be used to enhance the limitations of the MV
model, which relied on historical data. In large-scale datasets,
heuristic optimization algorithms can be employed to find the
optimal portfolio.
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Abstract—To improve the data resource of low-resource
English-Myanmar-Thai language pairs, we build the first parallel
medical corpus, named as En-My-Th medical corpus which is
composed of total 14,592 parallel sentences. In our paper, we
make experiments on the English-Myanmar language pair of
new En-My-Th medical corpus and in addition, English-Thai
and Thai-Myanmar language pairs from the existing ASEANMT corpus. The experiments of SwitchOut data augmentation
algorithm and the baseline attention-based sequence to sequence
model are trained on the aforementioned language pairs in
both directions. Experimental results show that combination of
SwitchOut algorithm with the baseline model outperforms the
baseline only model in the translation of most language pairs for
both corpora. Furthermore, we investigate the performance of
the baseline model and baseline+SwitchOut model by adding
or removing word dropout at the recurrent layers, at which
baseline+SwitchOut model with the dropout increases around
(+1.0) BLEU4 and GLEU scores in some of language pairs.
Index Terms—SwitchOut, Data Augmentation, Neural Machine Translation, Low-resource

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems
are becoming popular because neural network models can
be trained fast and require little supervision. However, large
amounts of training data are needed to achieve a goodperforming NMT model. This is a bit challenging task for
low-resource languages like Thai and Myanmar. Therefore,
in recent years, various types of ways and methods have
been proposed to improve the accuracy of low-resource NMT
systems. The former include adding linguistic works such
as building parallel corpora manually, constructing lexicons,
generating the synthetic data with a data augmentation approach, and so on. The latter are such as pretrained models,
fine-tuning parameters and improvement of methods. In our
paper, we mainly focus on linguistic work to improve the
performance of NMT in low-resource English-Thai-Myanmar
language pairs by building a manual parallel corpus and
applying data augmentation algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, only the ASEAN-MT parallel
corpus, which is about the travel domain, has been published
for English-Thai-Myanmar language pairs at this time. Therefore, we build another parallel corpus in the medical domain
for the enhancement of data resources in these language pairs.
Moreover, we perform the experiments on these two corpora
by applying data augmentation algorithm in order to improve
the performance of NMT systems.
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Data augmentation techniques have been widely applied in
the computer vision field to increase the robustness of the
trained model. Data augmentation techniques like flipping,
cropping, and adding noise to the images are very useful and
effective in image processing regarding the papers [1], [2] and
[3]. Nevertheless, it is not so simple to apply data augmentation approaches to NLP tasks like Machine Translation(MT)
due to the different linguistics nature of languages. Adding
data augmentation can lead to the possibility of diversity
problems in the meaning of words.
Unlike English, Thai and Myanmar languages do not have
word delimiters. For example,“I go to the hospital” is written
in Myanmar as
and as in Thai
. Therefore, segmentation into words, subwords, syllables or character units is necessary to be able to
perform machine translation (MT) tasks in Thai and Myanmar
languages. Consequently, the model needs to predict each
segmented unit in sequence order during the training process.
If each segmented unit is out of sequence, the meaning of the
sentences can easily be ambiguous.
To solve these problems, we apply an efficient data augmentation algorithm for NMT among various data augmentation techniques which is called the SwitchOut algorithm [4]
to the baseline attention-based sequence to sequence model
(seq2seq). It replaces the words in both source and target
sentences with words uniformly sampled from the source and
the target vocabularies, respectively. Therefore, the model can
reduce ambiguity problems and will be more reliable. To our
understanding, our experiments applying the SwitchOut data
augmentation algorithm to low-resource Thai and Myanmar
languages will be the first time.
We conduct the experiments in English-Myanmar and
Myanmar-English language pairs of the En-My-Th medical
corpus. For the ASEAN-MT corpus, we make experiments
on English-Thai, Thai-English, Thai-Myanmar, and MyanmarThai language pairs. In addition, we vary the segmentation
level as word and syllable units for the Myanmar language,
whereas word-level segmentation is applied in the Thai and
English languages. Furthermore, we investigate the performance of the seq2seq model and seq2seq+SwitchOut model by
adding or removing the word dropout at the recurrent layers.
II. R ELATED W ORK
According to the paper [4], there are generally two categories of data augmentation techniques. Initially, the authors
[6] and [7] proposed a back-translation method to translate the
sentences back from monolingual data and augment the data in

the parallel corpora. The second method is to replace the words
in the source or target sentences. Fadaee et al. [8] proposed a
word replacement in the target sentences with rare words in the
target vocabulary according to a language model. The papers
[9] and [10] introduced another word replacement method,
which is word dropout. Word dropout randomly chooses the
words in the source and target sentences and equally sets them
to 0 vectors. Furthermore, Norouzi et al. [11] presented a
Reward Augmented Maximum Likelihood method (RAML)
that replaces some words in the target sentences with other
words from the target vocabulary.
Based on the concept of word dropout and RAML, the
paper [4] presented a framework of SwitchOut augmentation algorithm which samples the words equally from the
source and target vocabularies and replaces them in both
source and target sentences. The experimental results showed
that SwitchOut achieves high scores in English-German and
English-Vietnamese language pairs compared with the baseline transformer model.
III. M ETHODOLOGIES
This section will explain the methodologies used in our experiments for this paper. Figure 1 shows the overall process of
our experiments which are baseline seq2seq model, applying
SwitchOut or no SwitchOut and adding or removing word
dropout.
A. SwitchOut Data Augmentation Algorithm
Data augmentation makes small data changes or generates
new data points using deep learning models. As it is mentioned
earlier, data augmentation in NLP tasks can be generally categorized into back-translation and word replacement methods.
The SwitchOut algorithm [4] that we apply to our paper is
based on the concept of the word replacement method, which
replaces the random words in both source and target sentences
according to the language model. Based on the theory of
word dropout [9] and RAML [11], SwitchOut algorithm [4]
is formulated. The SwitchOut algorithm separately measures
the similarity between the pair (x̂, x) and the pair (ŷ, y) and
finally sum them together in below equation:
s(x̂, ŷ; x, y)/⌧ ⇡ γx (x̂, x)/⌧x + γy (ŷ, y)/⌧y where,

γx and γy are domain specific similarity functions, ⌧x and ⌧y
are hyper-parameters that absorb the temperature parameter
⌧ , x and x̂ are orginal and augmented sentences of the source
side, y and ŷ are orginal and augmented sentences of the
target side.
Table I describes the example of SwitchOut algorithm
function by randomly replacing the words and measuring
the similarities between the orginal and augmented data in
the source (Myanmar) and the target (English) sentences.
It can be seen that the model learns the different random
words and similarities based on the Hamming distances in
each source and target side during the training time. The
number of words and sentences to be augmentated is computed
according to the probability function p(n̂) / e n̂/⌧ for sampling n̂ 2 {0, 1, ..., |s|} which is proposed in the SwitchOut
paper [4]. To be specific, n̂ is the number of sample to be
augmentated which is directly proportional to the number
of input sentences and the temperature parameter ⌧ which
controls the deviation or weight of loss between the original
and the augmentated sentences. Due to the aforementioned
functions of the SwitchOut algorithm, the translation model
becomes robust and better performance.
B. Attention-based Seq2seq Model
Seq2seq model [12] is an architecture of Encoder and Decoder. The decoder generates the target word from the encoder
input, which computes the fixed length context vector representation of each word. This fixed length vector representation
results in a memory problem for long sentences. Therefore,
seq2seq with attention [5] is implemented to address this by
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TABLE I: Function of SwitchOut Augmentation Algorithm
with Example Sentences
Myanmar (Source)

English (Target)
Have you taken medicine?
Which you taken medicine?
Have you had medication?

creating a context vector for each input word. As a result,the
encoded information will be efficiently decoded by the model.
Our paper uses attention-based seq2seq model with Long
Short-term Memory (LSTM) network on the decoder side as
a baseline system.
C. Word Dropout
The author [10] introduced that dropping the same dropout
mask at each time step not only for input and output layers but
also for recurrent layers outperforms the existing techniques,
which do not use dropout at the recurrent layers. The input
of each word into the neural network model is mapped to
a continuous vector. It is embedded as “one-hot” encoding,
which is a vector of zeros with one at a single position. The
product of the one-hot encoded vector with an embedding
matrix produces a word embedding. This parameter layer
is the largest layer, and it has not been regularized. The
optimization of the embedding matrix can lead to overfitting,
and so, the dropout for the input vectors is required. Moreover,
the use of the dropout technique with recurrent models in
the approximate Bayesian interpretation is beneficial and can
reduce the overfitting problems of the model.
Therefore, in addition to applying SwitchOut algorithm, we
also investigate our NMT system by using dropout and no
dropout to the recurrent layers during experiments. For the
experiments on the Myanmar language with syllable segmentation, there will be syllable dropout.
IV. DATASET AND DATA P REPROCESSING
A. Dataset 1: English-Myanmar-Thai Parallel Medical Corpus (En-My-Th Medical Corpus)
One of our major contributions is manually building
English-Myanmar-Thai Parallel Medical Corpus. Most of the
medical sentences were collected from “Samson Handbook of
Plab 2 and Clinical Assessment” [13] and a few sentences
are from the github 1 . The sentences include the conversation
between patients and doctors, the names of diseases and
medicine, and treatment methods. Three students, including
the first author, and the other two are a computer science
student and a civil engineering student, manually translated
the medical sentences from English to Myanmar. For the Thai
language, we translated the sentences from English to Thai
via google translate. We have a plan to recheck and do postediting the English to Thai translated sentences with native
Thai people in the future. Therefore, we make the experiments
only on manully translated English-Myanmar data at this time
for fair analysis. The corpus is composed of a total of 14,592
parallel medical sentences. To perform the experiments, the
data is split into training, development, and test data, as shown
in Table II.
B. Dataset 2: ASEAN-MT Parallel Corpus
The existing ASEAN-MT Parallel Corpus [14] consists of
Thai, English, and Myanmar parallel sentences in the tourism
domain. It includes six main categories, which are people
(greeting, introduction, and communication), survival (transportation, accommodation, and finance), food (food, beverage,
and restaurants), fun (recreation, tourism domain, shopping,
and nightlife), resources (number, time, and accuracy), and
special needs (emergency and health). As shown in Table III,
the corpus is split into 19,994 sentences for training, 1,031
sentences for development and 1,000 sentences for test.
1 https://github.com/danhett/Doctordoctor/blob/master/story.txt

Fig. 1: Overall Process Diagram Describing the Steps of SwitchOut Algorithm and Word Dropout of Recurrent Layers
TABLE II: En-My-Th Medical Corpus
Data Type

File Name

Sentences

Train
Valid
Test

train.[en—my—th]
dev.[en—my—th]
test.[en—my—th]

13,592
500
500

using attention-based seq2seq model with 512 hidden layers
size, 30 epochs and 64 average batch size by setting 0.3
word dropout and without word dropout. In addition, we
repeat the same configuration of the baseline model again by
varying the segmentation with word and syllable units on the
Myanmar language side, while the English and Thai languages
are applied as word units. We experiment the aforementioned
models in both translation directions.

TABLE III: ASEAN-MT Parallel Corpus
Data Type

File Name

Sentences

Train
Valid
Test

train.[en—my—th]
dev.[en—my—th]
test.[en—my—th]

19,994
1031
1000

B. Adding SwitchOut Data Augmentation Algorithm
We try to improve the baseline model by adding the
SwitchOut algorithm according to the paper [4]. Therefore, we
repeat the same experimental procedures same as the baseline
models by applying SwitchOut algorithm with temperature
parameter 0.8 ⌧ to the input data.

C. Preprocessing
Before performing the experiments, we make the data
preprocessing for both corpora. English sentences from both
corpora are simply tokenized with the Moses tokenizer [15].
However, since there are no clear word boundaries for the
Thai and Myanmar languages, it is essential to consider
segmentation-level rules as an initial step. Because the
performance of the translation model can be improved by
varying the segmentation level.
Word segmentation in Myanmar and Thai data : In the
existing ASEAN-MT corpus, both Thai and Myanmar
sentences have already been segmented into word units.
For the En-My-Th medical corpus, Myanmar sentences are
manually word-segmented and Thai sentences are segmented
into word units by wordcut2 tool.
Syllable segmentation in Myanmar data: The author [16]
proposed that the highest quality machine translation can be
attained with syllable segmentation for the Myanmar language.
Although there are basic word segmentation rules for the
Myanmar language according to myPOS [17] and [18], there is
still variation in word segmentation even for native Myanmar
people. One of the reasons that the Myanmar language can
perform well at the syllable level is the stability of syllable
units and it can increase the accuracy of a language model.
Therefore, we made syllable segmentation in the Myanmar
data for both corpora using the myWord3 tool as further
experiments to analyze the translation quality of the Myanmar
language.
V. E XPERIMENTAL C ONDITIONS
A. Baseline system
First, we perform the experiments on the English-Myanmar
language pair of En-My-Th medical corpus and English-Thai
and Thai-Myanmar language pairs from ASEAN-MT corpus
2 https://www.npmjs.com/package/wordcut

3 myWord: Syllable, Word and Phrase Segmenter for Burmese, Ye Kyaw
Thu, Sept 2021, GitHub Link: https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/myWord
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C. eXtensible Neural Machine Translation Framework
We conduct all of our experiments on the eXtensible Neural
Machine Translation Framework (XNMT) [19]. XNMT is
distinct from other open-source NMT toolkits because of its
modular code design implemented to be fast iteration for
research purposes. It can be used for machine translation,
speech recognition, and multi-tasked machine translation. It is
a very efficient framework if the availability of GPU resources
is low. Moreover, XNMT also reduces the time taken for a
researcher to test with various parameters and produces valid
and trustable research results.
VI. E VALUATION M ETHODS
We evaluate all of our systems in terms of BLEU4, GLEU,
WER, and CER scores.
BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [20] is one of
the effective methods for automatic evaluation. BLEU score
is calculated by comparing the translated segments with the
reference translations. The closer the performance of machine
translation is to human translation, the higher the BLEU score.
In this paper, we measure using 4-gram BLEU score for all
language pairs. Moreover, as we mentioned before, we apply
word and syllable segmentations to the Myanmar language.
Since the different segmentation units cannot be directly compared, the output hypothesis files from the language pairs with
word-segmentation in Myanmar side are split into syllable
units and are finally evaluated by BLEU scores to compare
the performance on the syllable units for Myanmar language.
Since the BLEU score is designed to be a corpus measure,
the paper [21] proposed a slightly different score called the
Google-BLEU (GLEU) score to measure the single sentences.
For the GLEU score, all sub-sequences of tokens in the output
and target sequence (n-grams) are computed. GLEU score is
simply the minimum ratio of recall and precision.
Word Error Rate (WER)4 is a common metric for the
performance of speech recognition or machine translation.
It is an evaluation method for comparing different systems.
It can be calculated by dividing the summation of word
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word

error rate

TABLE IV: Test Scores for En-My-Th Medical Corpus with word segmentation in Myanmar Language
English-Myanmar

Myanmar-English

Models

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

Baseline (no dropout)

25.05

21.68

71.36%

59.11%

24.26

27.12

63.05%

56.86%

Baseline (dropout)

29.53

22.07

71.00%

58.23%

22.77

25.60

64.97%

59.00%

SwitchOut (no dropout)

25.66

20.26

72.78%

60.35%

23.99

26.79

63.18%

57.93%

SwitchOut (dropout)

29.46

22.93

67.94%

56.27%

23.23

26.05

64.78%

58.63%

TABLE V: Test Scores for En-My-Th Medical Corpus with syllable segmentation in Myanmar Language
English-Myanmar

Myanmar-English

Models

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

Baseline (no dropout)

34.68

35.94

59.85%

54.42%

14.82

17.53

77.66%

69.50%

Baseline (dropout)

36.69

37.62

58.39%

53.03%

25.25

27.49

63.37%

56.48%

SwitchOut (no dropout)

35.35

36.77

58.42%

53.04%

26.01

28.23

62.34%

56.23%

SwitchOut (dropout)

36.23

37.23

58.36%

52.92%

27.29

29.69

59.70%

54.67%

TABLE VI: Test Scores for ASEAN-MT Corpus
English-Thai

Thai-English

Models

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

Baseline (no dropout)

37.25

36.69

57.05%

48.25%

30.07

30.62

62.64%

52.42%

Baseline (dropout)

35.81

35.78

58.77%

47.90%

27.39

28.81

62.32%

51.61%

SwitchOut (no dropout)

37.08

36.84

56.10%

46.85%

30.34

31.44

59.18%

49.39%

SwitchOut (dropout)

35.41

35.59

58.79%

48.17%

30.89

31.59

59.73%

48.97%

substitutions, deletions, and insertions by the number of words
in the references. It can also be calculated by the SCLITE
(score speech recognition system output) program from NIST
scoring toolkit SCTK5 . The lower the WER score, the better
the translation model.
A character error rate (CER) [22] is a common metric for
measuring the performance of an automatic speech recognition
system. CER is similar to Word Error Rate (WER), but
operates on characters instead of words. Similar to the WER
score, the lower CER score provides a better performance.
VII. R ESULT AND D ISSCUSSION
Based on the experimental results, we would like to compare
and analyze the five main features of all the systems, which
5 https://github.com/usnistgov/SCTK
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are 1) the strength of the baseline (seq2seq) model with
word dropout over the baseline without word dropout; 2) the
outperformance of SwitchOut over the baseline model; 3) the
performance of SwitchOut with word dropout and no word
dropout; 4) the exploit of Myanmar syllable segmentation
over word segmentation; and finally 5) the efficiency of the
translated English-Myanmar pair from the En-My-Th medical
corpus.
The evaluation matrices which are explained in the section
VI are utilized for comparing the systems. Especially, we
mainly compare the performance of the systems by using
BLEU and GLEU scores. The WER and CER scores are used
for error analysis of our systems proving the reliability of the
scores of the systems.

TABLE VII: Test Scores for ASEAN-MT Corpus with word segmentation in Myanmar Language
Thai-Myanmar

Myanmar-Thai

Models

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

Baseline (no dropout)

23.26

22.43

70.06%

64.56%

23.04

24.15

75.27%

65.40%

Baseline (dropout)

25.09

24.26

65.95%

60.84%

22.51

24.26

73.92%

63.75%

SwitchOut (no dropout)

25.69

24.42

68.16%

63.41%

24.53

25.78

72.17%

61.48%

SwitchOut (dropout)

25.39

24.58

65.12%

59.68%

25.03

26.15

71.66%

61.40%

TABLE VIII: Test Scores for ASEAN-MT Corpus with syllable segmentation in Myanmar Language
Thai-Myanmar

Myanmar-Thai

Models

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

BLEU

GLEU

WER

CER

Baseline (no dropout)

25.27

25.93

71.16%

63.15%

19.21

20.23

82.15%

70.06%

Baseline (dropout)

26.47

27.33

69.21%

63.96%

22.83

24.38

76.75%

63.49%

SwitchOut (no dropout)

27.16

28.01

66.71%

61.30%

23.98

24.93

75.56%

62.63%

SwitchOut (dropout)

26.47

27.96

65.07%

60.10%

22.37

24.32

75.02%

62.21%

A. Baseline+dropout vs. Baseline+no dropout

B. SwitchOut+dropout vs. Baseline+dropout

Table IV shows the BLEU, GLEU, WER, and CER scores
of all systems for the En-My-Th medical corpus with word
segmentation in the Myanmar language. It is found that the
baseline+dropout model outperforms the baseline+no dropout
model in English-Myanmar pair whereas baseline+no dropout
model achieves better scores in Myanmar-English language
pairs.
As shown in Table V, baseline+dropout model significantly
achieves higher BLEU, GLEU, WER, and CER scores than
the baseline+no dropout model in both language pairs of
the En-My-Th medical corpus with syllable segmentation in
Myanmar language. In particular, there is a significant rise in
the translation of Myanmar-English language pairs by over
+10 in both BLEU and GLEU scores.
According to Tables VI and VII, baseline+no dropout yields
better BLEU, GLEU, WER and CER scores in three out of
four language pairs, which are English-Thai, Thai-English,
and Myanmar-Thai language pairs of ASEAN-MT corpus.
However, baseline+dropout model performs better in ThaiMyanmar and Myanmar-Thai pairs with syllable segmentation
in Myanmar side from ASEAN-MT corpus as shown in Table
VIII. Theoretically, the model with dropout is better than the
one with no dropout. In fact, we use the same word dropout
value as the En-My-Th medical corpus because we want to
assess the quality of English-Myanmar sentence pairs of the
new corpus. We believe that we can tune the right word
dropout value to improve the result of ASEAN-MT corpus
in future experiments.
Overall, the baseline+dropout model outperforms the baseline+no dropout model in six out of total ten language pairs.
However, the performance of the models are comparable in
the remaining four language pairs.

We try to improve the baseline (seq2seq) model by applying
SwitchOut algorithm. In this section, the baseline+dropout
model and baseline+SwitchOut with word dropout, in short
form (SwitchOut+dropout) model will be compared.
Regarding Table IV, it can be seen that SwitchOut+dropout
model increases by around 0.5 in BLEU and GLEU scores
for Myanmar-English language pair. Although WER and CER
scores of the SwitchOut+dropout model are less than that
of baseline+dropout model in the English-Myanmar pair, the
BLEU and GLEU scores of the SwitchOut+dropout model do
not exceed the scores of the baseline+dropout model, showing
comparable performance.
For En-My-Th medical corpus with the syllable segmentation in Myanmar as shown in Table V, SwitchOut+dropout
model achieves better scores than the baseline+dropout model
in Myanmar-English language pair. For English-Myanmar
language pair, both models have a comparable performance.
It is also the same for the ASEAN-MT corpus with word
and syllable segmentations in the Myanmar language. The
SwitchOut+dropout model increases BLEU and GLEU scores
in most language pairs. For English-Thai, Thai-Myanmar and
Myanmar-Thai pairs with syllable segmentation in Myanmar
side according to Tables VI and VIII, the SwitchOut+dropout
model slightly reduces the scores or provides a comparable
results. Despite of being equivalent BLEU, GLEU scores in
Thai-Myanmar pair with syllable segmentation and slightly
lower scores in Myanmar-Thai pair with syllable segmentation,
the SwitchOut+dropout model gains lower WER and CER
scores compared to the baseline+dropout model.
In general, SwitchOut+dropout outperforms the baseline+dropout in five out of the total ten language pairs whereas
both models achieve similar scores in the other five language
pairs.
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C. SwitchOut+dropout vs. SwitchOut+no dropout
As we would like to analyze the effect of dropout
with SwitchOut algorithm, we also conduct experiments for
SwitchOut+dropout and SwitchOut+no dropout and analyze
the experimental results.
For En-My-Th medical corpus with word segmentation in
Myanmar according to the Table IV, it is found that SwitchOut
with dropout model surpasses the SwitchOut with no dropout
model in English-Myanmar language pairs. For MyanmarEnglish language pair, both models achieve the comparable
scores.
According to Table V, SwitchOut with dropout model gains
a remarkably higher score than the SwitchOut with no dropout
model in all language pairs.
For ASEAN-MT corpus, it can be seen that the SwitchOut
with dropout model exceeds in Thai-English and MyanmarThai with word segmentation in Myanmar language whereas
the SwitchOut with no dropout model outperforms in the
remaining language pairs.
According to the analysis, adding dropout to the SwitchOut
algorithm improves the translation scores in some of the
language pairs.
D. Syllable vs. Word Segmentation
It is found that the syllable segmentation remarkably outperforms the word segmentation. Particularly, it performs better in
the En-My-Th medical corpus. For example, as shown in Tables IV and V, the BLEU score of the SwitchOut+no dropout
for English-Myanmar pair with word segmentation is 25.66
whereas the syllable segmentation achieves 35.35 BLEU. Furthermore, SwitchOut+dropout for English-Myanmar pair with
word segmentation gains 29.46 BLEU while the BLEU score
for syllable segmentation is 36.23. Nevertheless, the syllable
segmentation still outperforms in ASEAN-MT corpus. For
example, as shown in Tables VII and VIII, the SwitchOut+no
dropout model for Thai-Myanmar pair with word segmentation
acquires 25.69 BLEU. The test score of the same model with
syllable segmentation is 27.16.
Overall, it can be said that the syllable segmentation
performs better than the word segmentation for Myanmar
language according to the paper [16] and our experimental
proofs.
E. En-My-Th Medical Corpus vs. ASEAN-MT Corpus
ASEAN-MT corpus is an existing corpus, and it has the
most simple words and daily conversation. However, the
medical corpus consists of complex medical terms, and it is
not a daily conversation. Since we would like to assess the
translation quality of English-Myanmar pairs of the En-MyTh medical corpus, we set the same parameter settings for the
experiments of the ASEAN-MT corpus. Due to the analysis
of the experimental results, NMT performance of the medical
corpus performs well although it consists of many complex
medical terms.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we utilize the advantages of SwitchOut data
augmentation algorithm for performing experiments with the
newly built medical corpus and the existing tourism domain
corpus. Based on the experimental results, the SwitchOut algorithm with and without word dropout noticeably improves the
translation performance in the most language pairs and some
of the language pairs have a similar performance compared
to the baseline model in both corpora. It works well for our
research problems: very few data resources, translation of rare
words in the medical corpus and ambiguity problems due
to the syllable-based writing forms of Thai and Myanmar.
We also improve the translation performance of the system
by varying segmentation levels as syllable and word units in
Myanmar language. As a future experiment, we plan to do
post-editing Thai data of the En-My-Th medical corpus and
experiment on English-Myanmar-Thai language pairs with the
SwitchOut algorithm again by combining it with transformer
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model. Furthermore, we will continue exploring other data
augmentation approaches such as back-translation, and applying back the output augmented data from back-translation to
the SwitchOut algorithm for improving the NMT performance
of our low-resource language pairs.
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Abstract—This paper examines the main factors affecting
dental-related users’ acceptance of dental appointment
technology as a means for receiving dental appointment
services. A questionnaire was developed based on the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and incorporated
perceived useful features to understand user characteristics,
acceptance, and usage behavior of a dental appointment
application. A proposed research model and hypotheses were
tested with a sample of 555 customers of a dental clinic in
Bangkok and Metropolitan area using descriptive analysis,
factor analysis, and multiple regression. The findings show that
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and perceived value
have significant effects on the acceptance of a dental
appointment application. However, the application feature has
no direct effect on the intention to use. Results can be used as a
reference to develop dental appointment services that align with
the needs of the users.
Keywords—dental appointment service, e-Health, technology
acceptance model

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile health technologies have developed rapidly and
provided useful solutions such as patient record management
and other activities that deliver healthcare services [1].
Despite the advancement of online services, the
implementation of online dental appointments remains
challenging, underexploited, and is not widely accepted by
real users. A dental appointment application (DAA) is not
widely available and implemented in Thailand. Most of the
patients still prefer using a traditional contact method like
telephone or walk-in appointment.
The existing online appointment service is customized to
use in a specific clinic or hospital and does not satisfy users’
requirements. Many patients have a problem using the online
appointment application such as the application is not userfriendly, the data is not updated in real-time so they still have
to make a phone call to confirm the appointment. Patients
desire to use more convenient and comfortable applications
that can help them to manage dental appointments easily.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is applied to
examine the factor influencing DAA acceptance by patients.
It is important to explore what patients expect from the DAA
and how can we encourage them to use the online appointment
application more. Many studies adopted TAM to explore the
technology acceptance in the healthcare industry, some results
contradict other studies. The role of an exogenous factor in

TAM should be further investigated to explore several
perspectives of user acceptance [2, 3].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a theory of
information system to explore how users understand,
approach, utilize, come to accept and use a technology [1, 4].
Basic components of key factors in TAM are Perceived ease
of use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU), intention to use,
users' attitudes, and usage behavior [2]. Davis [2] defined the
definition of PU as ‘the degree to which a person believes that
using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance,’ while PEOU was defined as ‘the degree to
which a person believes that using a particular system would
be free of effort’ [2]. Alloghani, et al. [1] define PU as “the
degree to which a person considers that using mobile devices
for the services of healthcare will be advantageous to
him/her”. When users perceive that they can use a particular
technology easily and it helps them to finish their activities,
then they will have the intention to use that technology
accordingly.
In health services, many studies have been adopting this
theory to propose a conceptual model to predict users’
technology adoption behavior [1, 3-11]. TAM is widely used
in exploring the acceptance of patients’ electronic
appointment systems [12], health information systems [3, 5,
10], and mobile health technologies [6, 9, 11].
Many studies have shown that PU and PEOU are key
factors in accepting information technology [1, 4, 13]. PU was
found as a factor of acceptance by healthcare professionals
and mobile health applications for users [8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15].
PEOU was found as an antecedent for tracking health services,
mobile health facilities, and E-Appointment system
acceptance [8, 11, 12, 14, 15].
Previous studies have examined the factors of an
individual (e.g., usage behavior [16], gender, age, experience
[14]), cognitive aspect (e.g., job relevance and quality's
outputs), system characteristics (e.g., system quality [12]),
organizational characteristics, social context, etc., to explore
the different context in specific research field [1, 17].
Chau and Hu [5] compared the performance of TAM,
TPB, and an integrated model to explain physicians’
technology acceptance decisions. The results suggested that
TAM might be more suitable than TPB to investigate
technology acceptance by individual professionals.
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Kim and Chang [3] examined the functional
characteristics influencing the health information website
acceptance to improve user satisfaction. The TAM (including
PEOU and PU) model was extended to include external
variables, namely information search, usage support,
customization, purchase and security, and customer
satisfaction. The results showed that usage support and
customization variables significantly affected PU and PEOU.
However, only PU had a significant effect on customer
satisfaction. Even though PEOU had no direct effect on
customer satisfaction, it had an indirect effect through PU.
Wu, et al. [11] examined the mobile healthcare systems
(MHS) acceptance by healthcare professionals using TAM
model. The results showed that compatibility, PU and PEOU
significantly affected the behavioral intent of healthcare
professionals. Moreover, PU and PEOU strongly mediated the
MHS self-efficacy in the behavioral intent. However, there
was no direct effect from technical support and training on PU
and PEOU.
Aggelidis and Chatzoglou [18] examined hospital
information system (HIS) acceptance by Greek hospital
personnel. The results suggested that PU, PEOU, social
influence, attitude, facilitating conditions and self-efficacy
significantly affected hospital personnel's behavioral
intention. Training has a strong indirect impact on behavioral
intention through the mediators of facilitating condition and
ease of use. Furthermore, the existence of significant positive
effects between self-efficacy and social influence, perceived
usefulness and anxiety, and facilitating conditions and social
influence is also supported. Moreover, Aggelidis and
Chatzoglou [19] further examined the HIS acceptance by
using end-user computing satisfaction. The extended TAM
model included information quality (content, format,
accuracy, timeliness), system quality (training, ease of use,
documentation, interface, system speed), overall satisfaction,
and insourcing and outsourcing support. The results indicated
that information quality and system quality significantly
affected the overall satisfaction of the end-users.

affecting the users’ intention to use [20, 21]. Benbunan-Fich
[21] found that user perceptions of an interface can directly
mediate perceptions of system usability. User perceptions
towards a system’s interface were significantly related to
apparent usability and might significantly affect overall
system acceptability [22, 23]. Wangia [20] examined the
factors influencing immunization registry usage. The results
showed that PEOU mediated the effects of computer selfefficacy and system interface characteristics on usage. PEOU
also influenced usage indirectly through PU.
Nevertheless, a few studies examined technical features or
functional attributes of information systems as external
variables [3, 19]. We assume that mobile application-specific
functional elements (e.g., search, recommendation,
personalized promotion, etc.) may influence the intention to
use DAA. This study contributes to the explanatory power of
TAM on mobile health technology in the dental field
regarding the impacts of the application characteristics on
technology acceptance.
III. RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS
Based on the literature review, this research proposed the
technology acceptance model (TAM) incorporating the
external variables (Fig. 1) to examine the following
hypotheses.
H1: Perceived Usefulness (PU) has a positive effect on the
intention to use a dental appointment application.
H2: Perceived Ease of Use (PUOE) has a positive effect
on the intention to use a dental appointment application.
H3: Perceived Value (PV) has a positive effect on the
intention to use a dental appointment application.
H4: Application Feature (AF) has a positive effect on the
intention to use a dental appointment application.

Pai and Huang [10] adopted the extended TAM model
including information quality, service quality, system quality,
PU, PEOU, and intention to use to examine the HIS
acceptance. The findings showed that the proposed factors
positively affected intention to use. Moreover, PU and PEOU
mediated the effect of information, service, and system quality
on a user's intention.
Abu [15] designed a questionnaire for TAM model to
evaluate the mobile tracking of patient progress applications
in the healthcare industry. He proposed items in four
constructs, namely, PU, PEOU, User Satisfaction and
Attribute of Usability.
Han, et al. [14] adopted TAM to examine physicians’
intentions to use the mobile system as a communication
technology. The results suggested that PU, the interaction
effects of personal innovativeness in the domain of IT and age
on ease of use, and age on compatibility affected the intention
to use. PU had a strong direct effect on physicians’ intentions
to use mobile technology regardless of their personal
innovativeness and age. It suggested that physicians would
only use a certain information system if it was perceived as
useful in their work
Some studies have suggested the interfaces and
application features can be considered as one of the factors

Fig. 1. Reserch Model.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The quantitative analysis is applied in this study using a
survey questionnaire. The survey questionnaire is used to
validate and examine the relationships of the research model.
The survey questionnaire was developed by adapting from a
literature review [1], based on interviews, and discussions
with some experts in a mobile application field. There were
three parts including a patient’s demographic characteristics,
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characteristics of dental services, and the factors affecting the
intention to use the dental appointment application.
The variables in the research model were evaluated using
5-Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly
Agree). The questionnaire was evaluated by the experts and
tested by fifteen respondents to ensure clarity and verify the
content validity of the measurement items. The questions were
modified based on feedback to improve the clarity.
The survey was distributed through online, face-to-face
interviews, and circulated to private and public dental clinics
with consent. The respondents were patients from different
dental clinics in Bangkok and metropolitan areas with a
sample size of 555.
V. RESULT
Table 1 shows the respondent’s demographics. About
70.1% of the respondents were female, 28.8% were male, and
the rest was not specified. About 77.8% of the respondents,
aged 21 to 39 while only 2.2% aged above 56. Most of the
respondents held bachelor’s degrees (54.8%), followed by
high school 33.0%. About 45.6% of the respondents had a
monthly income between 15,001 – 30,000 THB. For the
payment, about 59.55 of the respondents paid by themselves,
while 22.3% used their companies’ health insurance, 16.4%
used the social security scheme, and 2.2% used their own
health insurance.
TABLE I.

Characteristics

N

%

Gender

Male

160

28.8

Female

389

70.1

Other

6

1.1

20 or less

51

9.2

21 – 39

432

77.8

40 – 55

60

10.8

56 or more

12

2.2

Lower than high school

20

3.6

High school
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33

Bachelor’s degree

304

54.8

Higher than bachelor’s degree

48

8.6

Lower than 15,000 THB

161

29

15,001 – 30,000 THB

253

45.6

30,001 – 45,000 THB

66

11.9

45,001 – 60,000 THB

31

5.6

60,001 – 75,000 THB

14

2.5

75,001 – 90,000 THB

7

1.3

Higher than 90,000 THB

23

4.1

Education
background

Monthly
income

Next, the exploratory factor analysis was applied with
principal component analysis (PCA) as the extraction method
and varimax as rotation with Kaiser normalization to assess
the underlying structure. The results suggested that the model
was factorable with a KMO test value of 0.836 and Bartlett
test of sphericity p < 0.001. The measurement model included
four latent constructs measuring 4 items of perceived
usefulness (PU), 4 items of perceived ease of use (PEOU), 3
items of perceived value (PV), and 4 items of application
features (AF).
TABLE II.
Variables
Payment

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS

Variables

Age

Table 2 shows the respondents’ characteristics of dental
services. About 59.1% used their own money to pay the dental
service fee. while 22.3% used their company’s health
insurance. The main purpose of the service was to do a dental
health check (52.4%). Most of the respondents preferred using
the telephone as a favorite channel to receive dental service
and make an appointment (68.8%) because they could ask for
more information.

Service
frequency

Purpose of
service

Appointment
channel

DENTAL SERVICE EXPERIENCE OF RESPONDENTS
Characteristics

N

%

Self-payment

328

59.1

Company’s health insurance

124

22.3

Social security scheme

91

16.4

Self health insurance

12

2.2

Less than once a year

125

22.5

Once a year

160

28.8

Twice a year

113

20.4

More than twice a year

157

28.3

Dental health check

291

52.4

Dental problem/for treatment

266

47.9

Esthetics

255

45.9

Walk-in

109

19.6

Telephone

382

68.8

Line

120

21.6

Facebook page

155

27.9

Other

6

1.1

The discriminant validity and constructs’ reliability were
validated using Cronbach’s alpha, average variance extract
(AVE), and composite reliability (CR). The rules of thumb
used to evaluate the values of Cronbach’s alpha, CR, and AVE
are 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5, respectively [24, 25]. Table 4 shows the
factor loading, Cronbach’s alpha, AVE, and CR values for the
constructs. All factor loadings are greater than 0.5, which
suggests convergent validity [26]. The values of Cronbach’s
alpha, CR, and AVE are also greater than the threshold. These
results indicated that the measurement model was acceptable
[26].
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TABLE III.
Factor
PU

PEOU

PV

AF

RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS

Measurement
Using DAA helps me to know the next appointment date in advance and not
miss it

0.799

I believe it allows me to have more access to information and service

0.801

Using DAA enables me to search, make or change appointments easily

0.735

Using DAA helps me save time

0.760

My interaction with DAA is clear and understandable

0.801

I find DAA easy to use

0.767

Learning to use DAA is easy for me

0.680

Using DAA application allows me to obtain the necessary information I want

0.680

Using DAA helps me make a decision based on service review

0.828

Using DAA helps me to get a reasonable price

0.815

Using DAA allows me to have the necessary information before receiving
treatment

0.739

Show price list

0.794

Personalizde promotion

0.771

Appointment notification

0.672

Treatment details and history

0.614

B

SE(B)

(Constant)

3.914

0.024

PU

0.535

0.088

PEOU

0.131

PV
AF

Beta

0.829

CR
0.857

AVE
0.600

0.764

0.823

0.539

0.770

0.837

0.632

0.783

0.807

0.513

The findings show that if the respondents perceive the
usefulness, ease of use, and value of the DAA, they will
desire to use it as a means of receiving dental service.
Patients expected that DAA can help them to know the next
appointment date in advance and not miss it, obtain
necessary information before making an appointment or
receiving a service, manage appointments, and save time.
They also expect that DAA can help them to make a better
decision based on service reviews and get a reasonable
price. However, the application features, such as showing a
price list, personalized promotions, treatment details and
history, do not have a strong effect on the intention to use.

RESULTS OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Predictor variables

Cronbach’s Alpha

extended TAM model. The model includes perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived value, and
application features. Multiple linear regression was adopted
to examine the relationship between proposed variables.

To examine the factors affecting the intention to use the
DAA and the TAM subscales (usefulness, ease of use,
value, and application features), we conducted multiple
linear regression analysis. The value of R2 was 0.498 and
the adjusted R2 was 0.495. Table 4 shows the results of the
analysis. Perceived usefulness (β = 0.535, p < 0.001), ease
of use (β = 0.131, p < 0.001), and value (β = 0.136, p <
0.001) positively affected the intention to use. However,
application features had no significant effect on the
intention to use (p<0.05). The perceived usefulness shows
highest coefficient value compared with other variables. It
indicates that if a practitioner can show hoe useful DDA is,
and encourages patients to realize and perceive the
usefulness of the DDA, it can significantly increase their
intension to use.
TABLE IV.

Factor loading

t value

P value

160.925

0.000

0.664

21.971

0.000

0.051

0.162

5.372

0.000

0.136

0.060

0.169

5.600

0.000

0.045

0.059

0.055

1.838

0.067

The findings indicate that their perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and perceived value are the main
determinants of acceptance and affect individuals’
behavioral intention to use positively. Since the main
purpose is to manage the appointment, the other features are
not necessary to them. Base on the respondents’ opinion, if
they can use the DAA to find necessary information and
easily make appointment, they will use it despite no
advanced features. If patients feel that DAA is useful and
will solve their problems with dental appointments, this
usefulness will increase the intention to use the application.
Many public and private hospitals and clinics, as well as
patients, have not realized the importance of the DAA
because they are comfortable with the traditional methods.
However, DDA would increase the efficiency and
effectiveness and the dental appointment by reducing costs,
increasing patient satisfaction, and reducing dental

Dependent variable-Intention to use
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study investigates the factors affecting the patients’
dental appointment technology acceptance by adopting the
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problems due to missing the appointment. Hospital and
clinic staff have to put more effort to create awareness of the
application of DAA. The development of user-friendly and
need users’ needs is very important to encourage them to
use the DAA.
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variance in use of a public health information system," Online
Journal of Public Health Informatics, vol. 4, no. 3, 2012.
[21] R. Benbunan-Fich, "Using protocol analysis to evaluate the usability
of a commercial web site," Information & management, vol. 39, no.
2, pp. 151-163, 2001.
[22] J. H. Sharp, "Development, extension, and application: a review of
the technology acceptance model," Director, vol. 7, 2006.
[23] I. J. Chen, K.-F. Yang, F.-I. Tang, C.-H. Huang, and S. Yu,
"Applying the technology acceptance model to explore public health
nurses’ intentions towards web-based learning: A cross-sectional
questionnaire survey," International journal of nursing studies, vol.
45, no. 6, pp. 869-878, 2008.
[24] J. F. Hair, W. C. Black, B. J. Babin, and R. E. Anderson, Multivariate
data analysis, 7th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2010.
[25] C. Fornell and D. F. Larcker, "Structural equation models with
unobservable variables and measurement error: Algebra and
statistics," ed: Sage Publications Sage CA: Los Angeles, CA, 1981.
[26] J. F. Hair, W. C. Black, B. J. Babin, and R. E. Anderson, "Canonical
correlation: A supplement to multivariate data analysis,"
Multivariate Data Analysis: A Global Perspective, 7th ed.; Pearson
Prentice Hall Publishing: Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA, 2010.

In future work, we intend to investigate the mediating
role of PU and PEOU between application features and
intention to use. Moreover, more variables should be
included and tested to expand the power of explanation such
as characteristic of patient like foreign patient, type of clinic
or hospital, social influence, personal innovativeness, and
experience.
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Abstract—Despite reaching satisfactory verification performance, variousness utterance duration and phonemes and the
robustness of the system remain a challenge in speaker verification tasks. To deal with this challenge, we propose RASE2E, a novel fully cross-lingual speaker verification system that
discovers meaningful information from input raw waveforms of
various duration utterances, including short utterance duration,
to determine whether an utterance matches the target speaker
by merging two powerful paradigms: SincNet and Rawnet
training scheme with Bi-RNN. The conducted experiments on
Voxceleb, Gowajee and internal call-center datasets demonstrate
that RAS-E2E achieves better performance compared to the
recent verification systems on waveforms.
Index Terms—speaker verification, text-independent, raw
waveform, end-to-end loss, cross-lingual trials

I. I NTRODUCTION
Speaker verification is the task of determining whether an
utterance matches the target speaker in an application that
needs to authenticate the speaker before providing service,
e.g., finance and banking. In the development of speaker
verification system, the speaker embedding model is trained
to find a significant speaker representation from the utterance
in the training stage. The system required a few utterances
to estimate a speaker model in the enrollment stage. The
verification is finally performed in the evaluation stage.
In previous studies, many speaker verification studies [4],
[17] and [14] have applied deep neural networks (DNNs)
to obtain speaker embedding in the text-independent speaker
verification (TI-SV) domain, which is a process of verifying
the speaker without vocabulary constraints on the transcript of
the enrollment and evaluation utterances. Rather than applying
tradition DNNs, [12] used the latter DNNs to learn low-level
speech representations from waveforms, potentially allowing
the network to capture better crucial narrow-band speaker
characteristics with the first convolutional layer in the network.
Many recent systems, e.g., RawNet [6], have demonstrated
competitive results using raw waveforms as input and end-toend loss to handle the covariance between utterance number
of inter-class and intra-class for training schemes in speaker
verification tasks. Following this trend, the combination of the
latest training scheme for End-to-end systems and powerful
DNNs to operate over raw signals with meaningful filters
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has shown remarkable success in speech tasks [10]. The
performance of speaker verification is remarkably degraded
with the shortened amount of speech due to the deficiency
of speaker information provided in short utterance conditions.
The DNN-based speaker embedding approaches [4], [17] and
[16] have shown promising results for speaker verification with
short utterances. Moreover, Speaker verification systems often
degrade when there is a language mismatch between training
and testing data. [15],[1] and [2] works obtain the encouraging
result in the domain of cross-lingual TI-SV.
To handle a high variability utterance duration and diversity
of phonemes in the TI-SV domain, insufficiency of speaker information in short utterance conditions and language mismatch
in the cross-lingual domain, we propose the improved RawNet
[6] and SincNet [12] network (RAS-E2E), which focuses
on TI-SV and a particular sub-task of cross-lingual domain
adaption in TI-SV with a short utterance duration, where the
verification is based on a unique detected Thai keyword. Our
study combines the strength of SincNet and end-to-end by
extracting meaningful features with both the techniques and
feeding the speaker embedding vector to similarity analysis,
which acts as a classifier. Due to the performance improvement
with the extraction of the speaker information characteristic
of SincNet [12], we hypothesize that combining the SincNet
with RawNet end-to-end loss [6], which was designed to
deal with the imbalance between utterance count of the same
speaker and different speaker in the training scheme, have the
potential to improve the performance in terms of equal error
rate (EER) in various speech condition such as low quality,
the duration variability, short utterance duration and phonemes
variation of different language. In our experiment, we studied
the performance comparison of the proposed method and
baseline in English TI-SV with Voxceleb, cross-lingual TISV with Gowajee and Internal call-center dataset, respectively.
For the practical application, we further studied the effect of
utterance duration, enrollment utterance count and similarity
analysis function of the utterance-level aggregation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
related works are described in section II, the RAS-E2E system
is proposed in section III, The implementation is presented
in section IV, The result is discussed in section V, and the
conclusions are finally drawn in section VI.

II. R ELATED WORK
A. SincNet
The SincNet architecture [12] is DNNs that implement a
set of mathematical operations in the first layer of a network,
which is used as a bandpass filter to capture underlying speaker
information from the raw waveform. The SincNet first takes
the raw waveform as input, applies the SincNet filter and
feeds the feature into a CNN model. The SincNet performs
the speaker verification task with an EER of 0.52 % on
Librispeech datasets [9].
B. RawNet
The RawNet architecture [6] is an advanced end-to-end
deep neural network that achieves an EER of 4.0 % on the
Voxceleb1 dataset [8]. The RawNet is an improvement of the
CNN-LSTM model, which comprises residual blocks, a gated
recurrent unit (GRU) layer, a fully-connected layer (FC) (used
for extraction of speaker embedding), and an output layer.
The categorical cross-entropy loss (LC E), The center loss
(LC ) and The speaker basis loss (LBS ) were combined in
DNN training to handle the covariance between utterance
number of inter-class and intra-class. LC was applied to
minimize intra-class covariance. LBS was utilized to consider
the weight vector between the last hidden layer and a node of
the softmax output layer for maximizing inter-class covariance.
N

LC =

1X
||xi
2 i=1

cyi ||22

(1)

where xi refers to embedding of the ith utterance, cyi refers to
the center of class yi , and N refers to the size of a mini-batch.
LBS =

M
M
X
X

cos (wi , wj )

Fig. 1: The proposed RAS-E2E architecture

(2)

i=1 j=1,j6=i

where wi is the basis vector of speaker, i and M is the number
of speakers within the training set.
C. Model fusion
The E2E-SincNet model [10] fusion was proposed to
achieve the state-of-the-art performance in the Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) system with Word Error Rate
(WER) of 4.7% on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dataset.
The end-to-end ASR model converts the raw waveform to the
text transcripts by merging SincNet and the joint connectionist
temporal classification attention (CTC).
D. verification system
The Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) and
cosine similarity are widely used to analyze the similarity of
test speaker embedding and single enrollment speaker embedding. To achieve an EER of 2.32 % on the Voxeceleb1 dataset
[8], the aggregation multi frame-level similarity representation
into a single utterance-level representation by considering
pairwise relationship was proposed as a graph attentive feature module (GAF) [13]. GAF is a graph attentive feature
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aggregation module that interprets each frame-level feature
as a graph node. Thus, the relationship between all pairs of
features was modelled using a graph. The module comprises
a graph attention layer, a graph pooling layer and a readout
operation. The graph attention layer models the non-Euclidean
data between different nodes. Then, the graph pooling layer
considers the significance of the nodes by eliminating lessinformative nodes. Finally, the readout operation combines the
remaining nodes.
From this section, End-to-End based on SincNet network
only merge SincNet with the joint connectionist temporal
classification attention (CTC) in the Automatic Speech Recognition Task. The SincNet has only been combined with CNN
model, while the combination of the categorical cross-entropy
loss (LCE ), the center loss (LC ) and the speaker basis loss
(LBS ) approach has only been applied to improve the CNNLSTM model. We then propose to combine SincNet with
the latest training scheme for end-to-end speaker verification
system with the combination loss.

III. A PPROACH
In this paper, we proposed RNNs without information distortion by combining the SincNet with an end-to-end training
scheme with traditional Bi-RNN, as shown in figure 1, to
handle high variability of phonemes and utterance duration,
including short-utterance duration and without the knowledge
of utterance length. The proposed architecture starts with a
DNNs filter that operates over the raw audio signal with a
first SincNet layer followed by three one-dimensional convolutional layers.
y[n] = x[n] ⇥ f [n] =

t=0
X
L

x[l] . . . f [n − 1]

(3)

where x[n] is the chunk of the speech signal, f [n] is a filter
of length L, and y[n] is the filtered output. SincNet proposes
replacing f with a predefined function g that only depends on
fewer parameters to describe its behaviour, and all the elements
of g are learnable parameters. In [12], the authors implemented
g as a filterbank comprised of rectangular bandpass filters. The
function can be written in the time domain as:
g[n, f1 , f2 ] = 2f2 sinc (2⇡f2 n) − 2f1 sinc (2⇡f1 n)

(4)

where f1 and f2 are the two learnable parameters that describe
the low and high cutoff frequencies of the bandpass filters, and
sinc (x) = sinx x . Such parameters are randomly initialized
in the interval [0, f2s ], where fs is the input signal frequency
sampling. The hamming window [11] was applied to smooth
out the immediate discontinuities at the ends of g.
A traditional bidirectional RNN then consumes the latent
features. The max pooling is then used to aggregate and
computes the utterance-level embedding. The model is trained
by the following equation.
L = LCE + λLC + LBS

(5)

where LCE refers to categorical cross-entropy loss, LC refers
to the center loss, LBS refers to the speaker basis loss, and λ
refers to the weight of LC
For practical scenarios in the speaker verification system
that is designed in Figure 2, we study the effect of enrollment
utterance count and the effect of the aggregation similarity
score of evaluation utterance and multiple enrollment utterances on verification results by verifying the test utterance
with N enrollment utterances in different aggregation function,
e.g., averaging, maximizing and distance-based aggregation
function. In the distance-based aggregation function, we interpret each enrollment embedding and evaluation embedding
as a graph node. We also interpret the cosine similarity of
each enrollment and evaluation embedding as distance, which
is calculated. We then exclude the enrollment-evaluation pair,
which is farther away than others. We finally average the cosine similarity of the other possible enrollment and evaluation
embedding pairs to obtain an aggregation of multi-utterancelevel representation. For averaging and maximizing the aggregation function, we average and maximize, respectively, the
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Fig. 2: The RAS-E2E speaker verification system
cosine similarity of all enrollment and evaluation embedding
pairs as the aggregation of multi-utterance-level similarity
to discriminate between same-speaker and different-speaker
utterances. We also explore the effect of utterance duration on
the speaker verification task. We first choose one utterance as
evaluation and interpret the rest of the same-speaker utterance
as the enrollment. Then, we verify the correlation of all
possible pairs of utterance with Graph attentive feature [13],
RawNetX [7] and proposed RAS-E2E, following Figure 2 with
maximizing aggregation function.
IV. T HE IMPLEMENTATION
A. Evaluation system
The performance comparison of the proposed method and
baseline with different datasets in English TI-SV and crosslingual TI-SV experiments are evaluated on the equal-error
rate (ERR). The EER is commonly accepted as the evaluation
system of speaker verification system performance that corresponds to the threshold at which the false acceptance rate
equals the false rejection rate. However, the sum of the false
acceptance rate and the false rejection rate was used as the
error rate to evaluate the study of the aggregation similarity
score of evaluation utterance and multiple enrollment utterance, the effect of enrollment utterance count and the effect
of utterance duration on verification result.
B. datasets
Experiments are carried out on three speech datasets of
different languages: VoxCeleb, Gowajee and internal callcenter conversation.
Voxceleb [8] is a publicly available audio-visual dataset,
which contains a part of interview videos on Youtube. We
extract the raw English audio files from videos. The VoxCeleb

composed of two parts : VoxCeleb1 (dev set: 1,221 speakers
and 148,642 utterances; test set (the cleaned original test set
or Vox-O): 40 speakers and 4,874 utterances) and VoxCeleb2
(dev set: 5,994 speakers and 1,092,009 utterances; test set:
119 speakers and 36,237 utterances). After part two of the
Vox-celeb release, the dev set of VoxCeleb1 can be divided
into two groups: the extended test set (Vox-E) and the hard
test set (Vox-H)(same nationality and same age). Both parts
are fairly gender-balanced (55% and 61% of male speakers,
female speakers, respectively) and feature speakers from various ethnicities, accents, and age groups.
Gowajee [3] is a publicly Thai dataset that was monophonic
sound recording with 16 kHz and 16 bit. There are 17597
utterances collected from 166 speakers. One hundred fortytwo are males, while 24 are females. The total length of
the corpus is 14 hours and 40 minutes, and each speaker
collects 101 utterances under no specifications of the recording
environment. In the collecting data, the speaker was designed
to speak ”Gowajee” as the first utterance for the wake-word
task, while the other utterance was forced to be ”Gowajee”
and followed by the command sentence.
Telephone Conversasion is an internal Thai dataset which
provides a voice in the telephone conversation domain. There
are 1,027 utterances collected from 32 speakers with various
utterance duration.
C. Model architecture
Three different end-to-end speaker verification models operating on the raw waveform and relying on Rawnet or SincNet.
RAS-E2E is the combination of SincNet and End-to-end
with the categorical cross-entropy loss (LCE ) , the center
loss (LC ) and the speaker basis loss (LBS ) approach. The
RAS-E2E composed is of a specific SincNet layer and three
one-dimensional convolutional layers with 256128128 filters,
followed by a bidirectional LSTM composed of 6 layers of size
512 for TI-SV tasks. A one-dimensional max pooling of length
three is applied after the bidirectional LSTM and SincNet
layers to reduce the signal dimension. The original SincNet
layer is composed of 128 filters of size 251. We propose to
increase the number of filters to 512 and decrease their size to
129 to enhance the local resolution of the filters, better fitting
to the speaker verification task. Finally, the verification result
relies on a similarity distance based.
CNN End-to-end is proposed to highlight the impact of the
SincNet layer in RAS-E2E. More precisely, CNN End-to-end
is identical to RAS-E2E but with a traditional convolutional
layer with 512 filters to replace the SincNet one.
RAS-E2E with categorical cross-entropy loss is proposed
to highlight the impact of the combining of the categorical
cross-entropy loss (LCE ), the center loss (LC ) and the speaker
basis loss (LBS ) in RAS-E2E. More precisely, CNN End-toend is identical to RAS-E2E but with a traditional loss to
replace the loss combining.
The latest improvement of Rawnet (RawNetX [7]), SincNet
(Graph attentive feature [13]) are also compared with the
proposed system.
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In this work, models are trained based on the Adadelta
optimizer with vanilla hyperparameters for 1000 epochs. The
loss control hyperparameter is set to 0.5 for the CNN-endto-end and decreased to 0.2 with RAS-E2E. No dropout is
applied. To determine whether two speaker embeddings belong
to the same speaker, cosine similarity is used to analyze
similarity. The results observed on the test dataset are reported
for the best performances obtained on the validation dataset.
To evaluate the Gowajee and Internal call-center dataset, we
fed the raw waveform to the model after applying Voice
Activity Detection (VAD) [5].
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. The performance comparison of the proposed RAS-E2E
and baseline.
Table I reports the EER obtained by our approaches compared to a more traditional end-to-end model in English TISV with Voxceleb and cross-lingual TI-SV with Internal callcenter and the Gowajee dataset. The table I shows that RASE2E outperforms other systems on both Vox1-O and Vox1H. The gap between RawNetX and Graph attentive feature
fed by a raw waveform is particularly large on Vox1-H,
confirming the effectiveness of SincNet when few training
data are available. Although this gap is reduced when Vox1-O
is used, we still observe a slight improvement obtained with
1000 epochs. The RawNetX provide results comparable to
RAS-E2E only on Vox1-E but are significantly worse than our
architecture when using Vox1-O and Vox1-H. This experiment
demonstrates the efficacy of the SincNet layer in learning
an expressive filtered signal enabling a better and lossless
latent representation of the raw waveform. It is interesting
to note that transformer models have recently obtained better performances on speaker verification tasks. Nonetheless,
transformers are a specific architecture that differs significantly
from the presented models and is therefore not considered in
our benchmarks.
B. The effect analysis of enrollment utterance count and
similarity analysis function of the utterance-level aggregation
on the speaker verification system
To analyze the effect of the enrollment utterance count and
the effect of the aggregation similarity score from multiple
enrollment-evaluation enrollment pairs on verification results,
20 female speakers and 20 male speakers were randomly
selected from Gowajee dataset. The speaker verification trials
were constructed by similarity analysis of one evaluation
utterance (”Gowajee”) and randomly picking N utterances
from the rest utterance of the same speaker as enrollment
utterances. The aggregation similarity score is produced by
maximizing, averaging and applying a distance-based aggregation function to the enrollment embeddings and evaluation
embedding pairs. The true positive rate is calculated by crossing the evaluation utterance with different-speaker enrollment
utterance. The sum of the false accept rate and false reject
rate was used as the error rate to report in this investigation.
Figure 3 shows that the error rate decreases as the enrollment

TABLE I: the equal error rate comparison of the proposed RAS-E2E and baseline in English TI-SV (VoxCeleb),
cross-lingual TI-SV (Gowajee) and cross-lingual TI-SV (Internal)
model
loss
function
architecture
CNN end-to-end
LCE + LC + LBS
RAS-E2E
softmax loss
LCE + LC + LBS
RAS-E2E
Graph attentive feature [13]
RawNetX [7]

Vox1-O
2.31
2.94
1.27
2.15
1.29

Fig. 3: The effect of enrollment utterance count and
similarity analysis function of the utterance-level aggregation
on RAS-E2E with Gowajee dataset
utterance count increases, although less than three enrollment
utterances perform worse with diminishing returns. These
results have implications for the production design of the
speaker verification system. With few enrollment utterance
counts, the aggregation of RAS-E2E results by averaging,
maximizing and distance-based similarity cannot discover the
speaker’s information. However, with more utterance counts
in the enrollment process, maximizing and distance-based
similarity are learned and exploited to improve performance.
Despite the fact that too many enrollment utterances would
provide better performance gains, it requires increasing memory usage and more processing time in the enrollment and
evaluation process. Due to the verification result relying on the
aggregation similarity score of multiple enrollment-evaluation
enrollment pairs, we also study the effect of the aggregation
similarity score for determining whether a speaker’s claimed
identity is true or false by applying averaging, maximizing and
distance-based aggregation function as similarity aggregation
function. Figure 3 shows that the maximizing aggregation
function achieves a lower error rate than the averaging and
distance-based aggregation function with a few enrollment
utterances, contrary to the distance-based aggregation function.
This study demonstrates the efficacy of the distance-based
aggregation function, which can eliminate the utterance that
degrades the verification result.
C. The effect analysis of utterance duration on RAS-E2E with
Gowajee dataset
In practical applications of text-independence speaker verification, we can not control the duration of speech segments,
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Vox1-E
2.05
2.57
1.19
1.42
1.17

Result (EER%)
Vox1-H
Gowajee
4.38
7.92
3.51
6.83
1.98
5.07
2.74
6.29
2.23
8.32

Internal
10.93
8.47
3.92
5.14
6.28

Fig. 4: The effect of utterance duration on RAS-E2E with
Gowajee dataset
and The fixed dimensional embedding representation of speech
utterances is ideal for working under such controlled conditions and ignoring the fact that embedding extracted from
short utterances is less reliable than those extracted from long
utterances leads to a straightforward formulation of the speaker
verification problem. However, a more realistic approach
seems to be needed to handle duration variability properly.
This paper shows how to quantify the uncertainty associated
in figure 4 with the RAS-E2E extraction process and propagate
it into a cosine-similarity classifier. We evaluated this approach
using utterances derived from the Gowajee dataset, with the
durations of all enrollment and test utterances lying in the
range of 200 milliseconds - 2 seconds. Furthermore, we found
RAS-E2E led to substantial improvements in error rate on
short-utterance duration.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced RAS-E2E, a fully end-to-end
speaker verification system able to process the raw waveform
based on an adaptation of the recent meaningful filter SincNet
with the powerful combination of the categorical cross-entropy
loss (LCE ), the center loss (LC ) and the speaker basis
loss. The conducted experiments on three different speaker
verification-related tasks have demonstrated the superiority of
our approach over various other speaker verification systems
based on both pre-computed acoustic features and the raw
waveform, achieving one of the best results observed so
far with a RAS-E2E model on the VoxCeleb, Gowajee and
internal call-center dataset.
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Abstract—Deep neural networks have become state-of-the-art
for many tasks in the past decade, especially Raman spectral
classification. However, these networks heavily rely on a large
collection of labeled data to avoid overfitting. Although labeled
data is scarce in many application domains, there are techniques
to help alleviate the problem, such as data augmentation. In this
paper, we investigate one particular kind of data augmentation,
noise augmentation that simply adds noise to input samples,
for the Raman spectra classification task. Raman spectra yield
fingerprint-like information about all chemical components but
are prone to noise when the material’s particles are small. We
study the effectiveness of three noise models for noise augmentation in building a robust classification model, including noise
from the background chemicals, extended multiplicative signal
augmentation (EMSA), and statistical noises. In the experiments,
we compared the performance of 11 popular deep learning
models with the three noise augmentation techniques. The results
suggest that RNN-based models perform relatively well with
the increase in augmented data size compared to CNN-based
models and that robust noise augmentation methods require
characteristics of random variations. However, hyperparameter
optimization is crucial for taking optimal advantage of noise
augmentation.
Index Terms—Raman spectroscopy, Deep learning, Data augmentation, Noise models, Spectral classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive analytical technique for determining the functional groups in testing samples.
The amounts of photon scattering of specific wavelengths due
to the change in molecular vibrational energy levels determine
the unique fingerprints of molecules. Raman spectrum is a
plot of photon counts against the wavenumber (i.e. the inverse
of wavelength). A set of bands of specific wavenumbers (as
shown in Fig. 1) are the features characterizing the materials
of interest. The technique is powerful for determining ranges
of materials from industrial to biomedical applications.
Hard disk drive (HDD) is a key component for storing
programs and data in a computer system. In modern HDD, the
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Fig. 1. Raman spectrum of polycarbonate (PC) showing characteristic bands
at particular wavenumbers of the analyzed material.

slider’s flying height has been reduced to a nanometer scale.
Hence, any contaminating particles intruding on the head-disk
interface (HDI) will cause a potential disk failure. The primary
source of contamination usually occurs in the HDD assembly
production line. Therefore, identifying the contaminating particles in the HDD is crucial for understanding the possible routes
of contamination and preventing the same problem to happen
again in the future. Raman spectroscopy is such a preferred
technique for material classification and identification because
it requires fewer preparation steps, shorter analysis time, and
lower costs than other analytical techniques. Other techniques
are, for example, scanning electron microscopy and energy
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), and time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIM). Traditionally,
Raman spectra are usually interpreted by an expert or determined using a manufacturer’s software containing a library
for identifying known samples. However, the lack of experts
and the laboriousness of task execution make it infeasible
to perform manually. Due to the fundamentals of Raman
spectroscopy, the quality of the spectra depend on the type

and size of specimens, whose intensity can be weak and
interfered with a number of noises. As a result, they reduce
the performance of the software in the classification process.
Hence, the Raman spectroscopy society is currently paying
more attention to alternative computational approaches that
can facilitate a robust Raman spectral classification, especially
machine learning and deep learning techniques.
The main problem in Raman spectroscopy analysis, however, is the noise generated in the Raman spectral acquisition
process [1]. Since Raman spectroscopy relies upon the inelastic scattering of photons, Raman spectra are generally weak.
Therefore, Raman spectra tend to be noisy, especially when the
size of materials of interest are relatively small compared to
the laser diameter used for activating the molecular vibrations.
Previous works in [2], [3] show that deep learning-based
methods can extract important features from noisy spectra
for a highly accurate classification. On the other hand, a
drawback of deep learning models is that they require a
large number of labeled data to operate. Labeling data is
a tedious and error-prone task; therefore, data augmentation
techniques are presented to alleviate the problem. Data augmentation is a technique used to increase the amount of data by
adding/modifying copies of existing data with label-preserving
modifications. It is well known for its capability to improve
the robustness and performance of neural networks [4].
Since Raman spectra provide the unique fingerprints of
molecules according to their functional groups, the variation
of Raman spectra of the same material mainly comes from
different noise sources. Hence, we investigate noise augmentation, a simple form of data augmentation where noise is
added to input data. For the input data, we assume that
the types of noises which can be removed by instrumental
calibration and periodic noise due to the grating effect have
been handled. No further preprocessing was performed. In this
paper, we collect Raman spectra of contamination materials
that commonly found in the hard disk drive and study the effect
of noise augmentation on the performances of Raman spectral
classification. The following three types of noise augmentation
are investigated: 1) background noise, i.e. influenced by the
substrate and air, 2) noise from physical variation related to
scattering and instrumental effects, and 3) random statistical
noise, i.e., Gaussian and Poisson noises. The output Raman
spectra of these noise augmentation techniques are applied to
the eleven popular choices of deep learning models, including
artificial neural network (ANN), convolutional neural network
(CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN), and their variations.
The classification performances according to these models
are compared. Our contribution is twofold: a) an empirical
finding that different noise techniques have a different level of
effectiveness in increasing the robustness of the deep learning
classification models, and b) an analysis to identify the limitation of improvement gained from the noise augmentation
techniques.
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II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Raman spectroscopy produces relatively weak signals compared to other optical methods to identify or classify compounds or molecules. As a result, Raman spectra are sensitive
to noise, particularly background noise and fluorescence noise.
Furthermore, Raman spectral signals get worse when sample
sizes are small, where peaks could be overwhelmed by noise.
This causes problems to downstream tasks for material identification, as seen in identifying contamination materials in
various industries such as hard disk drive quality control and
failure tests. Such low accuracy in contamination identification
can increase risks in quality assurance, resulting in a hard disk
drive failure or data loss during usage [5].
Deep learning has been applied in many fields, including
spectral analysis and achieved state-of-the-art in many tasks
[6]–[8]. Three main architecture groups have been widely
utilized in spectral classification — artificial neural network
(ANN), convolutional neural network (CNN), and recurrent
neural network (RNN).
ANN or shallow neural networks are the simplest architecture of neural networks that consist of a few dense layers.
ANN is widely used as a nonlinear model for spectral analysis
[4].
CNN is a type of neural network with convolutional layers.
It was originally designed for image processing, but many
works show that it is also effective in other tasks. LeNet-5 is
one of the earliest CNN architectures proposed by [9], which
contains multiple convolutional layers followed by traditional
dense layers. AlexNet [10] improves the previous work by
introducing the max-pooling layers and the non-saturating
ReLU activation function. On the other hand, VGG16 [11]
stands out for using small convolution filters uniformly and
increasing the depth of the model to 16–19 layers. Another
notable architecture is ResNet [12], which introduces the skip
connections that jump over some layers. This allows the model
to be much deeper than previous neural networks and be able
to handle a more abstract representation of the input data.
RNN is a type of neural network designed for sequential data or time series data by introducing the connections
between nodes along a temporal sequence, called feedback
connections. One of the most popular RNN architectures is
the long short-term memory (LSTM) [13]. Traditional RNN
has trouble handling long-term dependencies; however, LSTM
solves the problem by introducing various gates to help decide
what information to keep and adding a cell state to store information from previous intervals. Stacked LSTM [14] consists
of multiple LSTM layers, where empirical results show that
it can handle complex inputs better. These models assume
that input flow in one direction only; however, Bidirectional
LSTM [15] allows the input flow in both directions to preserve
the future and the past information. CNN-LSTM [16] is the
LSTM that uses convolutional layers for feature extraction
on input data instead of dense layers. So far, we assume
that the input and output sequences have the same length.
Encoder-Decoder LSTM [17] is designed to address sequence-

to-sequence problems, where the length of the input sequences
may differ from the output ones. The limitation of the encoderdecoder architecture is that it encodes the entire input into a
fixed-length internal vector, regardless of the length of the
input sequences. LSTM with Attention [18] avoids this issue
by using the attention mechanism, which allows the model to
focus on parts of input sequences with different “attention”
levels to predict the output.
Deep learning models usually have such a large number
of parameters that they are prone to overfitting. That is a
phenomenon when a network learns a function corresponding
too closely or precisely to the training data. In order to avoid
this problem, a large number of labeled data is required,
which most domains do not have, including the Raman spectra
analysis. Data augmentation is introduced to deal with this
limitation. In addition, most of the variations observed in
Raman spectra come from noise; therefore, noise augmentation
is a possible alternative to acquiring the required training data
for deep learning models [19].

Fig. 2. The overview of the three augmentation techniques; (a) raw sample
spectrum, (b) spectra with added background noise, (c) spectra with added
EMSA noise from Blazhko et al. (2021) [3], and (d) spectra with statistical
noise.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data Collection
The dataset used in this work is a private dataset designed for contamination material identification task on the
hard disk drive (HDD). In the hard disk manufacturing industry, hundreds of possible contamination materials from
the manufacturing process can harm the HDD’s magnetic
head. This dataset contains the clean spectra acquired from
the pure sample of the eleven most common contamination
materials in HDD, including cellulose, high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density polyethylene (LDPE), polycarbonate (PC), polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyoxymethylene (POM), polypropylene (PP),
polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and
skin flakes. Each class contains ten spectra. Therefore, the
dataset consists of 110 sample spectra.
The sample spectra in this dataset were acquired through a
Raman spectrometer from the corresponding material samples
with the setup conditions of 99–3500 cm 1 scan range, collect
exposure time of three seconds and sample exposure of 100
cycles. A 532 nm green laser (with a power of 10 mW) was
used in all experiments. The photo bleach time is one to three
minutes. The pinhole is fixed to 50 µm in size. Instrumental
calibration was performed before the experiments, and the
baselines of Raman spectra were corrected using the OMNIC
Specta Software. The characteristic peaks of the spectra in this
dataset are clearly visible so that they can be used to identify
the materials of interest.
B. Data Augmentation
Even small particles of contamination on the HDD may
cause a device to fail. Raman spectra of small particles are
noisy, especially at a nanometer scale. In order to imitate noisy
Raman spectra obtained from small particles, we add noise
to the clean spectra in the dataset. In this work, three noise
augmentation techniques were studied as illustrated in Fig. 2:
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Fig. 3. Augmented data of cellulose spectra using substrate and air noise
amplified based on cellulose’s highest peak in the different intervals of random
size between (a) 20-25%, (b) 45-50%, (c) 70-75%, and (d) 95-100% of the
maximum peak.

background substrate and air noise, the extended multiplicative
signal augmentation (EMSA) [3] which represents the noise
from physical variation related to scattering and instrumental
effects, and Gaussian and Poisson noise.
1) Background substrate and air noise augmentation (BG):
In theory, every functional group has a characteristic Raman
shift. This augmentation assumes the distortions in Raman
spectra occur from the interference of background substrate
and air (Fig. 3). In the hard disk manufacturing industry, the
common background substrates are aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 ),
aluminum oxide coated with diamond-like carbon (Al2 O3 +
DLC), aluminum oxide-titanium carbide (Al2 O3 + TiC), and
aluminum oxide-titanium carbide coated with diamond-like
carbon (Al2 O3 + TiC + DLC).
2) Extended multiplicative signal augmentation (EMSA):
EMSA originated from one of the well-known pre-processing
techniques called extended multiplicative signal correction
(EMSC), used in vibrational spectroscopy. EMSC helps correct
contaminated spectra to identify different types of chemicals,
instrumental, and physical distortions. Thus, EMSC allows
researchers to study the behavior of the distortion and effects
separately. EMSA uses the distortions segregated by EMSC as
the noise model for noise augmentation [3]. EMSC models the

distortions by the physical parameters. Applying the technique
to add variations to the distortion, a random deviation following the normal distributions with a mean of zero is added to
the physical parameters to create a new set of parameters, and
the new augmented spectrum [20]
3) Gaussian and Poisson noise augmentation (GP): This
augmentation is a popular model for simulating the behavior
of natural noises occurring in instrumental data acquiring
processes [21], which consists of Gaussian and Poisson noises.
Gaussian noise is a random variation of the environment and
electrical noise. It follows the standard normal distribution
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Poisson
noise or shot noise originates from the discrete nature of
electric charge, which is the multiplication of the photon
counts (i.e. Raman scattering photons in this case). It can be
computed from the square root of signal intensity multiplied by
the Gaussian noise [22]. These two noises are additive noises
which are assumed to be independent of each other.
C. Model Selection
A performance comparison was carried out on the eleven
popular deep learning models for spectral analysis, including
ANN [4], LeNet-5 [9], AlexNet [10], VGG16 [11], ResNet
[12], LSTM [13], Stacked LSTM [14], Bidirectional LSTM
[15], CNN-LSTM [16], Encoder-Decoder LSTM [17], and
LSTM with Attention [18]. The architecture of all the CNN
and RNN models followed the one described in the literature
with slight modification to accommodate the one-dimensional
(1D) input of spectrum intensity and the output of the 11 material classes in this dataset. Particularly, the two-dimensional
(2D) layers in the CNN-based models were modified to 1D
layers instead. For RNN models, the 1D input of spectrum
intensity was divided into chunks of size 24 before feeding into
RNN models. The classifier part of the CNN-based models and
the RNN-based models consists of two dense hidden layers
and an output layer. Each dense hidden layer has 200 units
and uses the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the activation
functions. The output layer is a dense layer has 11 units (equal
to the number of classes) and uses the softmax as the activation
functions. For ANN, the architecture used in the experiments
consisted of two hidden layers with 200 units each and tanh
activation function. The softmax function was applied to the
outputs of the output layer. Similar hyperparameter settings
were applied to all models: the number of epochs was set to
15, and the batch size was 32 for CNN and ANN models
and 64 for RNN models. Adam with default parameters was
used as the optimization method. The loss function is set to
categorical cross-entropy. All models were implemented using
Tensorflow/Keras.
D. Model Evaluation
Since the dataset contains only the 110 clean spectra, the
noisy data were synthesized using all three data augmentation
methods. For each method, we generated 11,000 samples
where 7,700 samples were used as the training data and
3,300 samples were used as the test data. In this study, we
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are interested in two aspects of noise augmentation: a) the
improvement gained from increasing the variations of the train
data, and b) the improvement in model robustness. The metric
used for comparison was accuracy.
To measure the performance gained from increasing data
variation: each model was trained at different training data
sizes ranging from 154–7,700 samples and, then, evaluated by
the test data (3,300 samples). The training and test data sets
were generated from the same noise augmentation technique.
The larger size of the training set would expose the models
to these data variations. Thus, we can monitor the increase in
performance as the data variations increase.
To evaluate the robustness gained from noise augmentation:
each neural network adopted one of the three noise augmentations in its training strategy but was evaluated against the
testing data from all noise models. The increase in robustness
from noise augmentation should help the models perform well
even on the spectra with unknown noise models. Here, the
training size was fixed to 7,700 spectra while the test data
consisted of 3,300 samples.
The training data in all experiments were pre-computed so
that all models would be fed with the same set of training data.
Pre-computed data augmentation like this is preferred when
the data augmentation process is computationally expensive so
that the training process, which is a computation-intensive step
by itself, will not be slowed down by the data augmentation
step.
IV. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
This study examines the effect of noise augmentation on
the performances of deep learning models for Raman spectral
classification in two aspects.
The first aspect of noise augmentation that we investigate
is the performance gain in deep learning models from data
variations as we increase the size of generated training data.
The training sizes that we used in the experiments are 2%, 5%,
10%, 20%, 50%, and 100% of 7,700 generated spectra. The
results in Fig. 4 show that RNN models usually give better
results as the training data size increases. However, the same
does not apply to all CNN models, as VGG16 and ResNet
give fluctuated performance when the training size increases.
Our hypothesis is that the model with a high number of layers
may not be suitable for this kind of data since the spectrum
data is less sophisticated than the image data for which these
models are designed.
Another issue is that the hyperparameter settings used in
the experiments are not optimized but are set to the default
values or the same values for all models. This is on purpose to
test the robustness of these models, which is the second aspect
of noise augmentation that we study. There are two facets to
robustness: a) robust against hyperparameter settings, and b)
robust against noise augmentation methods. For the former
one, we expect robust models to provide decent performance
even if the hyperparameter optimization is not performed.
The result in Fig 4 indicates that RNN models are more
robust than CNN models because it is difficult to notice the

Fig. 4. Accuracy on the test data generated using the same noise augmentation technique as the training data of (Top) CNN models and (Bottom) RNN
models trained with different training data sizes. From left to right, Background substrate and air noise augmentation (BG), EMSA, and Gaussian and Poisson
noise augmentation (GP).
TABLE I
T EST ACCURACY OF 11 NEURAL NETWORKS ON THREE DIFFERENT NOISE AUGMENTATIONS . B OLD SHOWS THE METHOD WITH THE HIGHEST SCORE .
CNN-based models
AlexNet VGG16

Train

Test

LeNet-5

BG

BG
EMSA
GP

90.15%
97.21%
57.12%

90.06%
83.39%
43.33%

EMSA

BG
EMSA
GP

47.15%
79.61%
32.30%

52.09%
87.76%
26.45%

GP

BG
EMSA
GP
*BG is background

58.12%
60.30%
65.48%
74.48%
83.70%
85.61%
substrate and air noise,

ResNet

LSTM

Stacked
LSTM

RNN-based models
BidirectCNNional
LSTM
LSTM

EncoderDecoder
LSTM

LSTM
with
Attention

34.97%
39.33%
29.58%

95.12%
95.27%
74.82%

47.30%
48.06%
14.94%

57.85%
58.79%
15.03%

60.76%
57.12%
19.00%

65.85%
63.52%
15.82%

46.73%
48.58%
19.15%

91.33%
85.67%
70.45%

31.88%
41.09%
51.27%

28.79%
47.39%
37.33%

10.48%
11.91%
12.09%

21.09%
63.55%
13.30%

26.12%
77.58%
17.79%

34.67%
88.15%
18.27%

41.12%
96.39%
24.45%

29.97%
72.85%
11.88%

64.09%
91.09%
51.61%

28.33%
70.39%
57.48%

24.88%
27.42%
27.09%
44.09%
41.64%
51.70%
41.55%
76.42%
46.52%
70.24%
54.79%
82.03%
in [3], and GP is Gaussian and Poisson noise.

21.24%
41.03%
46.48%

45.21%
68.48%
95.09%

36.45%
66.00%
81.64%

59.18%
30.58%
62.70%
40.97%
78.36%
50.09%
EMSA is the method

Other
ANN

Fig. 5. The average accuracy of (Left) CNN and (Right) RNN models over all test sets, i.e., test data of three noise types, when the models are trained using
the training set generated from one noise type. The reference lines show the mean accuracy of all CNN/RNN-based methods.
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trends in CNN models’ plots suggesting instability. The latter
is concerned with the ability of the models trained on a
specific noise augmentation technique to make predictions on
the data generated from other noise augmentation techniques.
The results in Table I show the accuracy of each neural
network model trained on each noise augmentation technique
and evaluated against all three test datasets from the three noise
augmentations. Fig. 5 helps visualize the results in Table I by
plotting the average accuracy over all three test datasets, and
the reference lines are added to show the average accuracy
over all CNN/RNN models. The visualization illustrates that
the models trained on BG and GP noise augmentation methods
give the best overall performance when tested against all three
types of noises. Our observation is that EMSA did not take into
account the random noise since it is designed for mimicking
the variations of the baseline with some specific trends only,
e.g., fluorescence noise in Raman spectra. Nevertheless, neural
network models seem to perform well on baseline variations
even without the data augmentation as models trained on other
types of noise augmentation, i.e., BG and GP, also perform
reasonably well on data augmented by EMSA method.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We investigated the effect of three different noise augmentation methods for Raman spectral data on 11 deep learning
classification models in terms of the performance gains from
data variations and the improvement in robustness. Noise augmentation techniques can improve model performance when
the dataset is small and scarce, specifically for contamination
identification in the HDD. RNN-based models are generally
improved with the size of augmented data used for training
while CNN-based models do not provide as clear trends. Moreover, robust noise augmentation can be achieved when random
noise is considered, using techniques for modeling background
substrate and air noise, or statistically generated noise. Further development of this work is toward understanding the
noise characteristics in Raman spectra of small particles. Real
spectral variations will be investigated to ensure the data
augmentation techniques align with the actual observations.
Appropriate hyperparameter tuning, in addition, would suggest
more accurate deep learning models for the classification of
Raman spectra.
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Abstract—VAE (Variational Autoencoder) and CVAE
(Conditional VAE) encode the sentence with the latent variable to
generate response in Dialogue. However, studies have shown that
the latent variables obtained are more inclined to remember the first
words and the length of the sentence, and only represents limited
local features. In order to alleviate this problem, we propose to
involve contrastive learning to generate positive and negative
samples for training process, which enriches the latent variables
representation with the global information of sentence and
generates more relevant response. On the other hand, those
generative models do not consider emotional information of
dialogue, a sentiment discrimination module is introduced in our
model to maintain the emotional consistency. Experiments on two
public datasets - DailyDialog and PERSONA-CHAT demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method, the evaluation results of BLEU and
Rouge are both improved. The sentiment discrimination network
also forces the model to generating emotional consistency response
with share embedding.

the other hand, these models do not consider emotional
information, which cannot guarantee to generate response with
correct emotional orientation.

Keywords—Response Generation, CVAE, Contrastive Learning,
Emotional Consistency

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, open-domain dialogue generation has
become a popular research task in natural language processing
due to its ability to freely organize response, which is one of the
core algorithms and functional modules of the dialogue system.
The model accepts the dialogue history as input to generate
natural language response word-by-word, which is based on
encoder-decoder framework, shown the ability to generate
response with high-level compositional structure [1]. Sequenceto-sequence and transformer, popular open-domain dialogue
generation models, prefer generating text like "I don't know",
"I'm not sure" and other security phrases, which make the whole
dialogue process uninteresting. To achieve the efficiency and
the variety of generated results, the VAE [2] has attracted wide
attention. VAE transforms the input into a distribution in the
latent feature space in the encoding stage, and reconstruct the
original input with the vector sampled from the distribution
through a neural network in the decoding stage.
The current VAE models are prone to capture the feature of
the first few words and the length of sentence, resulting in the
latent variables only containing limited local information [3],
and generating a response with low correlation to the post. On
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Accordingly, to improve the VAE model, we point out
ERECVAE (Enhanced Relevance and Emotion consistency
Conditional VAE), which constructs positive and negative
samples by contrastive learning. To optimize the representation
of the latent variables, we minimize the distance between the
latent variables and the sentence in the representation space,
make the representation of the latent variables and the sentence
represent same semantics. Additional negative samples are
involved to enhance the difficulty of distinguishing positive and
negative examples. To keep the sentimental orientation
constraint, sentiment discrimination network is introduced into
the model, which share the parameters with the generating
network to promote the interaction between the text
representation for response generation and sentiment
discrimination. To summarize, our work makes three
contributions:
We present an improved Conditional Variational AutoEncoder model, ERECVAE, which introduces the methods of
contrastive learning and sentiment discrimination. The
experimental results show that our model achieves +2.24
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 − 3/+1.43 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿/ +1.27 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 1 (only the first
three indicators with higher improvement) improvements in
DailyDialog than the best result of baseline method.
To force latent variables containing more global information
of sentences and decline the influence of local phases, we
employ contrastive learning to generate positive and negative
examples. This method optimizes the representation
information of latent variables by maximizing the similarity
between latent variables and positive examples, minimizing the
similarity between latent variables and negative examples. The
generated response is more relevant to the samples.
To maintain consistency between the generated response
and the response emotion of samples, our model trains the
generation network with a sentiment discrimination based on
the same sentence encoding. With the reduction of the loss of
sentiment discrimination network, the correctness of the
emotional tendency of the generated text is improved.

teacher forcing, which will lead to the problem of "exposure
bias" and hurt models generalization to unseen inputs. They
proposed to mitigate the conditional text generation problem by
contrasting positive pairs with negative pairs, such that the
model is exposed to various valid or incorrect perturbations of
the inputs, for improved generalization. To address the impact
of semantics caused by small perturbations in pre-trained
models, Dong et al. [10] proposed a model to improve the
robustness under semantically adversarial attacking. Yu et al.
[11] proposed a novel contrastive learning framework to obtain
a deep understanding of the entities and their relations in text.
Yung et al. [12] used contrastive learning to learns sentence
embedding.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Conditional Variational Autoencoder
CVAE is a type of likelihood-based generative model,
which sampled from a parameterized distribution (the prior,
in Bayesian inference terms), encoder and decoder are trained
jointly such that output minimizes the reconstruction loss, and
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between parametric posterior
and true posterior. Bahuleyan et al. [4] believe that variational
latent space may be bypassed by attention model, when
combined with a traditional (deterministic) attention
mechanism ,and thus becomes ineffective, they proposed to
attention vector is also modeled as Gaussian distributed random
variables. Shao et al. [5] applied it to advertise generation. Shen
et al. [6] use a hierarchy of stochastic layers between encoder
and decoder networks to generate more informative latent codes
and learn a coherent long-term structure by generating
intermediate sentence representations as high-level plan
vectors.

C. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is to determine whether text generated
by users conveys their positive, negative, or neutral opinions
[13]. Wang et al. [14] proposed a method to model sentiment
discrimination in conversation task as sequence tagging where
a Conditional Random Field (CRF) layer is leveraged to learn
emotional consistency in the conversation. Ghosal et al. [15]
proposed a new framework to learning distinct commonsense
representations that incorporates different elements of
commonsense such as mental states, events, and causal relations,
and build upon them to learn interactions between interlocutors
participating in a conversation.

B. Contrastive Learning
Contrastive learning [7] is a framework that learns a
representation by contrasting positive pairs and negative pairs.
Cai et al. [8] introduced contrastive learning into dialogue
generation, where the model explicitly perceives the difference
between the well-chosen positive and negative utterances.
they augment contrastive dialogue learning with group-wise
dual sampling. Lee et al. [9] think models are trained with
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Definition
Given a sample d, containing post 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = {𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 }
with n tokens, response 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = { 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 } with m tokens
and sentimental orientation 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = {𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 } , in which 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ,
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 represent sentiment labels for the post and response.
Generated response to the post x by the model is expressed as
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = {𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 , 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 } , and the predict emotion labels is 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
{𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 , 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 } , in which ex , 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 , 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 denotes predicted emotion
labels for the post, response of input dialog and the generated
response.
ERECVAE model introduces contrastive learning into
CVAE [16] and trains a sentiment discrimination network
DialogueRNN [17] simultaneously to guarantee sentiment
consistency. An overview of the architecture of ERECAVE can
be seen in Fig. 1.
B. Encoder
The encoder module is based on CVAE, which is to encode
the input post and response, and construct a prior
network 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) and recognition network 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) to calculate
prior distribution parameters (𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇′, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 ′2 ) and approximate
posterior distribution parameters (𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2 ), latent variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧′ and
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 is sampled from prior network and recognition network,
respectively. In the training phase, latent variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 sampled
from recognition network and train prior network to obtain the
latent variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧′ in the test phase. Testing of ERECVAE
shown as Fig. 2.
The post and response x, y of a dialog are encoded with
bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network into
a fixed-dimensional vector, the hidden states are represented as
Hx and Hy: 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥), 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦), and the last
����⃗𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , ℎ
⃖����𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ], ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = [ℎ
����⃗
⃖����
hidden state is represented as ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = [ℎ
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 , ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ].
The prior network calculates the prior distribution parameters
(𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇′, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎′) according to the input sequence x as follows:
�

𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇′
� = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1 ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏1 )
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 ′2

(1)

In which, W1, b1 are learnable parameters. The latent
variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧′ is obtained by 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧′ | 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇′, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 ′2 ).

The recognition network reconstructs the post and response,
x and y, which calculates the approximate posterior distribution
parameters (𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎). The mean and variance are given by:
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
�
� = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊2 ([ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ]) + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏2 )
(2)
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2
In which, W2, b2 are learnable parameters, tanh is activation
function, [ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ] indicates concatenating hx and hy. The latent
variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 is sampled from the distribution 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧| �ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 � =
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2 ).
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The latent variables of the prior network and the recognition
network are obtained by reparameterization trick 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 + 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀 ·
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 ，𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀~𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(0,1) . To optimize the representation of latent
variables, we add contrastive learning into the recognition
network to generate positive and negative samples to enhance
the representation of the latent variables. The output latent
variables replaces one of the initial states of the decoder. The
specific optimization method is described in Generating
Positive and Negative Samples.
C. Generate Positive and Negative Samples
VAEs tend to memorize the first words and the sentence
length. We generate positive and negative pairs automatically
for model to enrich latent variables and generate effective
response.
Specifically, ERECVAE takes the latent variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 is
obtained by the recognition network as positive samples, and
the average pooled representation of all hidden states output by
BiLSTM (y) as the target example:
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴_𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊3 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏3 ))

(3)

In which, W3, b3 are learnable parameters, ReLU is
activation function, AVG_POOL is an average pooling operator.
We generate negative samples 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧̅ by performing nonlinear
transformation on the representation space of latent variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,
which increases the difficulty of the model to distinguish the
negative samples to achieve better training effect:
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧̅ = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿( 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊4 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏4 )

In which W4, b4 are learnable parameters.

(4)

In the training phase, our model makes the representation of
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 closer to the representation of the sentence by adjusting the
distance between 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 and M. In this way,we can obtain the effect
of optimization the information of latent variables and contain
the global information of the sentence.
D. Decoder
By concatenating the latent variables and the last hidden
state of the response y, the initial state of the decoder is given
by:
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣0 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊5 ��𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧, ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 �� + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏5

(5)

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊6 [𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣1 , 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣2 , . . . , 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ] + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏6 )

(6)

In which W5, b5 are learnable parameters. At each step,
[𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ] is put into a two-layer unidirectional LSTM to get vt,
and the word generated by the output layer as following:
In which W6, b6 are learnable parameters, [𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣1 , 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣2 , . . . , 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ] are
the hidden states of the decoder. After the end token is
generated, the decoding process stops.
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Fig. 2. The testing of ERECVAE .

Due to wrong predicted word as the next input will lead to
subsequent predictions on an uncontrollable direction, and it is
difficult for the model to obtain the expected result. We deploy
the teacher forcing mechanism in training phase. Regardless of
the prediction word of this step, the next input is the true word,
which also make the model converge faster.
E. Sentiment Discrimination
This network shares the embedding layer with generation
task to learn sentiment-related representation and maintain the
sentimental orientation of the generated response r consistent
with the response y. DialogueRNN is involved to track the state
of speaker during dialogue process. With a nonlinear layer of
DialogueRNN, sentiment labels of the post, response and the
generated response are predicted.
F. Loss Function
The total training loss is defined as the sum of losses
including CVAE, contrastive learning and sentiment
discrimination. The objective function of the entire model is:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 +
(7)

LCVAE , consists of the negative log-likelihood and KL
divergence. The corresponding loss functions as follows:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

= 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧∼𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) [𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)]
− 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 (𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)||𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥))

(8)

= − � � 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ))

(9)

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧∼𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) [𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)]
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧∼𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧|𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) [𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)] evaluate the gap between the
generated text and the golden text. N is the total number of
samples, l is the text length, and 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) is the probability of the
generated word 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , The KL divergence measures the distance
between the distributions of the prior network and the
recognition network.
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The contrastive loss function, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , is infoNCE loss
which maximizes the similarity between the target sequence and
the positive samples, and minimize similarity between the
negative samples at the same time. The loss can be expressed
as:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = � 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )/𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏)
,
∑𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∈𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )/𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏)
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

= {𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧̅, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵}

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

(10)

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 is the temperature parameter, sim is the cosine similarity
function, and 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = {𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 , 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ≠ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘} is the set of other samples
except the current sample.

The sentiment discrimination loss, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , is the crossentropy loss function of the predicted and true emotion labels,
which can be expressed as:

= −

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

1
� �[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ) + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) )
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

+ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) )]

(11)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is the sentiment label of post and response, if the
category is i, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) or 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) equals 1, otherwise is 0, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) , 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)
are the probabilities that the emotion labels of post, response and
the generated response predicted by ERECVAE belongs to
category of i.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
Datasets. We conduct the experiments on two public datasets:
DailyDialog [18] and PERSONA-CHAT [19]. DailyDialog is
a human-written multi-turn open-domain English dialogue
dataset, reflecting our daily communication way and covering
various topics about our daily life. The training set contains
11,000 samples, the validation set contains 1,000 samples, and

the test set contains 1,118 samples. Emotion orientation of text
contains neutral, happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust,
and fear, the distribution of sentiment in dataset is shown in
Table 1. PERSONA-CHAT is a dialogue dataset with
personalized role information, The training set contains 60,000
samples, the validation set contains 5,719 samples, and the test
set contains 7, 801 samples.
TABLE I.

SENTIMENT LABELS DISTRIBUTION FOR THE DAILYDIALOG.

Emotion labels
neutral
disgust
surprise
happiness
anger
fear
sadness

Number（
（train/valid/test）
）
69776/6738/9058
893/42/87
326/16/11
164/5/5
12015/452/418
995/69/86
1612/79/132

B. Implementation Details
In ERECVAE, we initialize the word embedding from
Glove embedding pre-trained on Twitter, and the output of
LSTMs in encoder and decoder is 300-dimension. The latent
variables 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 is a 200 dimensions vector. The Learning rate is
0.0001. A vocabulary with 20K+ words is used when decoding.

C. Experiment Results
We compare the performance of our model with 3 baselines,
Seq2seq [20], AEM [21] and CVAE. The results on DailyDialog
and PERSONA-CHAT datasets are shown in TableⅡand Table

Ⅲ respectively. To illustrate the effectiveness of emotion
maintenance module, we also conduct ablation experiments.
ERECVAE-NoEMO is the model without sentiment
discrimination module.

model

Seq2seq
AEM

CVAE

ERECVAENoEMO
ERECVAE

B-1

12.4
3
13.5
5
58.7
0
57.1
0
57.6
2

GENERATION RESULT ON DAILYDIALOG.
B-2

B-3

R-1
-

R-2
-

R-L

2.16

-

-

-

16.9
3
17.5
6
18.2
0

3.11

16.93

2.69

1.84

42.0
6
42.7
1
43.0
2

28.29

21.16

4.89

3.04

30.29
30.53

21.6
4
21.8
2

3.3
5
3.5
7

GENERATION RESULT ON PERSONA-CHAT.

model

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

R-1

R-2

R-L

CVAE

64.7
1
65.4
9

47.6
3
48.2
4

33.26

23.3
8
23.7
8

17.0
9
17.4
7

4.1
0
4.3
0

17.43

33.7
6

17.42

On PERSONA-CHAT, our model improves other models
(seq2seq and AEM) obviously. We only evaluate the
performance of ERECVAE-NoEMO because PERSONACHAT does not contain sentiment labels, and it achieves +0.78
B-1/+0.61 B-2 improvements, as shown in Table Ⅲ.
As shown in Table Ⅱ and Table Ⅲ, ERECVAE-NoEMO
performs better on the DailyDialog than PERSONA-CHAT
dataset, the reason is DailyDialog dataset has less noisy and
more standardized syntax.
D. Ablation Study
To better analyze the effectiveness of emotional consistency,
we conduct experiments to verify the contribution of sentiment
discrimination module. The F1-micro result of ERECVAENoEMO in emotional consistency is 89.4%, and the ERECVAE
is 89.9%. ERECVAE is higher 0.4 F1-micro than ERECVAENoEMO. Due to the distribution of sentiment labels in the
DailyDialog dataset are unbalanced shown in table 1, and the
emotional samples only accounts for 13.4% of the total dataset,
which our module works. For these samples, the improvement
on emotional consistency is significant.
E. Case Study
To show the effect of our model, we give examples of
responses generated by CVAE and ERECVAE displayed in Fig.
3. For example 1, CVAE model generates unrelated words, our
model’s response is more in line with context. For example 2,
CVAE generates a universal answer once again, and our model
reports the valid emotion.
：
Example 1：
Post: " How are you? "
Response: " I'm fine. "
CVAE: " I'm not sure. What's going to ? "
ERECVAE: " I'm fine. How about you? "

B-4

4.57

TABLE III.

ERECVAENoEMO

Evaluation Metrics. Following the conventional evaluation
metrics, n-gram BLEU and Rouge-N is calculated to evaluate the
accuracy and fluency of the generated response on DailyDialog
and PERSONA-CHAT, we used B-1/B-2/B-3/B-4 for BLEU
and R-1/R-2/R-L for Rouge-N respectively. And sentimental
consistency is evaluated with F1-micro, only on DailyDialog
dataset.

TABLE II.

+2.24 B-3/+1.27 R-1/+1.43 R-L than CVAE, higher than
ERECVAE-NoEMO +0.24 B-3/+0.64 R-1/+0.63 R-L, which
means that the generated process trained accompanied by the
sentiment discrimination with shared embedding has been
promoted in accuracy.

-

17.7
3
18.3
6

Table Ⅱ shows that ERECVAE are superior to our strong
baseline (CVAE) and other models (Seq2seq and AEM),
ERECVAE-NoEMO gets a gain of +2.00 B-3/+0.63 R-1/+0.80
R-L over the baseline model CVAE. ERECVAE improves
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：
Example 2：
Post: " so, Monica, How do you like your new office? "
Response: " Well, I love it. The room is special and clean with big windows and a lot of
sunshine. There are plants along the corridor. Especially, I got my own desk with computer and
telephone. Such a great place! "
CVAE: " I'm not sure. "
ERECVAE-NoEMO: " Well, I think it's a very good! "

Fig. 3. Example 1 displays an example containing unrelated words, Example
2 displays an example with emotional information and without unrelated words
in generated response.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel model ERECVAE based on
conditional VAE, which enables latent variables to capture

global sentence information to generate responses more related
to the post. The experimental results of ERECVAE on both
DailyDialog and PERSONA-CHAT datasets outperform the
baseline model. Our model also introduces a sentiment
discrimination module to keep the emotional consistency of
dialogue. The experiments show that training this module with
share embedding also improves the relevance of generating
response
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Abstract—This research has proposed to utilize the
combination of Machine Learning models (ML models) to
optimally forecast the energy demand in Thailand. The various
ML models are explored in which the individual and the
combination of ML models are each optimized and evaluated for
their best achievable performances. Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) are
utilized to compare models’ performances. A total of 4 ML
models are executed, which include Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF) Ensemble and
proposed Vote Ensemble models. The results show that, by
means of ensemble or model combination, the Vote Ensemble
model could perform well with the lowest RMSE for training
and testing of 613.63 and 666.52 and the lowest MAPE of 3.59%
accordingly while also using less execution time of 3 minutes and
56 seconds.
Keywords—Ensemble Learning, LTLF, Forecasting, Energy
Demand, Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION
Electricity load could be forecasted in 4 ways as
mentioned in [1]: Very short-term load forecasting (VSTLF)
forecasting (STLF) [3]-[6] is forecasting for an hour to a
week ahead. Medium-term load forecasting (MTLF) is

upon

long-term

energy

demand

forecasting in Thailand apart from traditional short-term
forecasting only for both the electricity price and load
demand. Also, apart from using only one ML model, these
works in [13]-[17] could prove to attain better forecasting
performance by adopting the combination of ML models or
ensemble method to further enhance the predicted result.
The accurate electricity consumption forecasting could
bring economic and environmental benefits and increase the
sustainability of natural resources nationwide, which leads to
lowering GHG emissions. A justified investment for more
productive electricity generation or new plant investment
could also be captured. LTLF is a key to unlocking the
potential of other innovative and sustainable measures in
The highlight of demand response involves behavioral
fluctuation within a pattern of seasonality, trend, and additive
components to offset energy consumption towards the later

forecasting for a week to months ahead. Long-term load

year according to global temperature. In [18], weather

forecasting (LTLF) is forecasting for months to years ahead.

dependency on electricity energy demand is discussed.

In the past 20 years, most research focused on the effective
control and operation of electricity load, therefore, landing on
the STLF area. Accurately predictions of STLF problem by
various ML approaches ranging from ANN in [7], decision
tree, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) in [8]-[10] to

Though many variable factors are mentioned, the demand
still exhibits the pattern similarity of itself from which a ML
algorithm could learn. In addition to the behavioral pattern of
electricity usage, demand response in a year would consist of
a high peak during the summer as it occurs to the variation of

Ensemble method by Random Forest based system discussed
in [11] are proposed. This makes LTLF problem left with
such an extensive area to be explored. Moreover, only the
load demand and electricity price [12] are investigated. To
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energy management for our next generation.

[2] is forecasting for a minute to an hour. Short-term load

our best knowledge, our proposed model would validate the

ensemble
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income of each household in the region, weather conditions
of each year and the nature of that region itself.
Acknowledging that there is a nonlinear characteristic in peak
usage during summer and a linear one during other times of
electricity usage within a year, a previously proposed
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ensemble model forecasting electricity price [19] thus

information service team from the Thai Meteorological

combines the strong point of each ML model to which they

Department (TMD). In addition, the later three annual

could thoroughly be capable of handling such variation in

economic factors from population’s growth rate, GDP to

these factors and yields the best accurate result.

inflation rate are considered. GDP values are collected from

In this research, we aim to accurately predict long-term

[21] and values of the population’s growth rate are retrieved

load consumption in terms of a monthly basis for 3 years from

from [22]. Lastly, the annual values of inflation rate are

2017 – 2019 to validate our ML model., which could

gathered from [23].

significantly assist in the planning of generation capacity on

TABLE I.

basis of load growth. Factors of population growth rate, GDP,

Timespan

inflation rate, rain amount, relative humidity and temperature

2011 – 2016

Testing Duration: 2 portion

2017 – 2019

nd

weather factors are exposed to variation portion in each

Year

Training Duration: 1 portion
st

for the energy demand profile history are considered. Only
region. Thus, by means of averaging these weather factors, a

PLANING HORIZON OF ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING

energy consumption of a greater-sized region, i.e., a country,

B. Selection of Parameters
According to the literature review, to accurately forecast

could be forecasted. We propose a model of ensemble

the energy demand, both weather conditions along with

learning to the LTLF of electricity demand utilized in

economic factors in Thailand are crucial and thus realized as

Thailand.

the main factors. A total of 6 factors were selected to form as
training and testing sets.

The proposed Vote Ensemble model’s performance shall
be evaluated by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) comparison among the

C. Data Preparation
Since the raw weather data consist of 1,140 data points for

other three baseline ML methods, ranging from Artificial

each of the three weather factors respective to all 1,140

Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree (DT) and Random

weather stations of each month throughout Thailand, all these

Forest (RF). All 4 ML models would be evaluated towards

three weather factors, i.e., temperature, RH and rain amount,

the same data set.

are then preprocessed to the usable format. By averaging their
values into single monthly value accordingly, total data

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-TERM ENERGY DEMAND
FORECASTING MODELS

points are reduced to 108 respective to 9 years’ timespan for

A. Duration of Time-Series Forecasting
The planning horizon of the time study is segmented into

each of these three factors and could further be used for
problem of LTLF.

two subparts as in Table I. The first portion is for training ML

Both weather and economic factors from each source are

models where the second portion is to test the model’s

then combined into a single set to generate relevant factors by

predicted results. Firstly, from 2011 to 2016, final data in

which a robust and accurate ML model could be eventually

monthly format are deployed to create 10 training models.

trained, built and tested based on these factors. Due to

Secondly, from the year 2017 to 2019, the electricity

economic factors’ values in annual basis, their monthly

consumption will be forecasted via 10 trained models to opt-

values would be similar for 12 consecutive months in each

in for one with the least error.

year when aggregating with the monthly weather data.

Grand total energy load profile or electricity consumption
in Gigawatt hour (GWh) for the whole country of Thailand
during 2011-2019 is derived from the Energy Policy and
Planning Office (EPPO), Ministry of Thailand in [20].
The first three weather factors in monthly basis, which
include temperature, Relative Humidity (RH) and rain
amount accordingly, were collected by collaborating with the

D. Tools
RapidMiner Studio version 9.10 is selected based on the
efficacy and productiveness in line with proposed framework
below in Figure 1. Thus, this tool is deployed thoroughly in
this research. With its Graphic User Interface (GUI),
statistical analysis and ML models could be processed
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efficiently. Furthermore, its visualization assists and
improves the process of data exploration.
E. Overall Framework
With process flow diagram as in Figure 1 below, it shows

B. Optimized parameters for DT Model
Table III describes the three parameters in which the DT
model is tuned such that these settings provide us with the
best optimal training and testing results.

the methodology by which this research is structured and

TABLE III.

circulated.

Model
Name

OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS FOR DT MODEL

Parameters
Confidence

Minimal Leaf Size

Minimal Size for
Split

0.2

1

11

DT

C. Optimized parameters for RF Ensemble Model
Table IV describes the three parameters in which the RF
model is tuned such that these settings provide us with the
best optimal training and testing results.
TABLE IV.

OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS FOR RF ENSEMBLE MODEL

Parameters

Model
Name
RF
Ensemble

Confidence

Number of Tree

Apply Prepruning

0.1

41

False

D. Optimized parameters for Vote Ensemble Model
Table V describes the three parameters in which the Vote
Ensemble model is tuned such that these settings provide us
with the best optimal training and testing results.

Fig. 1. Framework of Overall Process

TABLE V.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF OPTIMIZING FOR THE
SUITABLE PERFORMANCE OF EACH ML MODEL

OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS FOR VOTE ENSEMBLE MODEL

Optimized Parameters

Model
Name

After the model is trained and tested, the optimized values

Vote
Ensemble

of each parameter related to each ML model are derived such

Decision Tree –
Maximal Depth

Decision Tree –
Confidence

SVM Type

60

68

Linear

that generalization error in the testing result is minimized.
A. Optimized parameters for ANN Model
In this research, an ANN model is adopted by means of
feed-forward neural network trained by a back propagation
algorithm. The structure composes of an empirical selection
of three hidden layers each with 25 nodes from the first to the

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. All Models’ Performace
Performance of the model is measured by RMSE training
and testing along with MAPE for Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF) and Vote
Ensemble models accordingly in Table VI and VII as follows:

last layer accordingly.
Table II describes the three parameters in which the ANN
model is tuned such that these settings provide us with the

TABLE VI.
ML Model

best optimal training and testing results.

Vote Ensemble
TABLE II.
Model
Name
ANN

OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS FOR ANN MODEL

Random Forest
Ensemble

Parameters
Learning Rate

Training Cycle

Momentum

0.2

100

0.5

ANN
Decision Tree
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MEASURING RMSE FOR PERFORMANCE OF ALL MODELS

Parameters
Execution Time

3 minutes and
56 seconds
7 minutes and
37 seconds
22 minutes and
40 seconds
8 seconds

RMSE –
Training

RMSE –
Testing

613.633

666.522

515

1064.955

534.875

696.947

757.944

1075.279

TABLE VII.

with less generalization error than RF Ensemble and DT

MEASURING MAPE FOR PERFORMANCE OF ALL MODELS

MAPE (%)

models, the time it takes to execute is about 22 minutes which

Vote Ensemble

3.59

is 5.86 times greater than that of the Vote Ensemble model.

Random Forest Ensemble

5.93

All in all, we could optimize all 4 ML models by which the

ANN

3.76

most optimal and accurate model is achieved by means of the

Decision Tree

5.6

ML model’s combination using Vote Ensemble model.

ML Model

V. CONCLUSION

B. Predicted Load of Vote Ensemble Model
The predicted result of the Vote Ensemble model is

In this research, we proposed to explore and optimize the

illustrated in Figure 2. This model could provide a well-

performance of all 4 ML models by using three baseline

forecasted load value compared to other ML models with a

models of ANN, DT and RF in comparison with Vote

slightly off pattern such that it moderately sustains the pattern

Ensemble model. A total of 6 weather and economic factors

of the actual energy consumption value. However, in 2019,

are realized to build a prediction model with optimal

we would notice that the actual energy demand in 2019

performance attaining the lowest RMSE for both training and

strikes more than that in the years 2017 and 2018. Although

testing and MAPE of 613.63, 666.52 and 3.59%. Overall, the

the Vote Ensemble model performs the best among other

Vote Ensemble model provides and achieves the lowest error

models, its performance becomes inferior during the time of

among the other three models while not affecting by the

the year 2019. The global temperature in 2019 was set at the

generalization error of memorizing the predefined result.

second warmest year in 140-year record during 1880 – 2019

Therefore, combination of ML models with Vote Ensemble

[24] and [25]. Both land and sea surface areas across each

could be utilized as a suitable load forecasting model in the

region are affected by much warmer than average and the

Long-Term Load Forecasting area. Furthermore, from the

warmest record. This abrupt effect introduced in the highest

result, global warming is also one area of concern which we

peak, in which non-linear characteristics exist, results in

need to address, be aware of and realize more in-depth since

wilder gap caused by more electricity usage.

its impact could exhibit variation and impact the prediction
result.
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Abstract—In the last decade, the threat of climate change
and energy insecurity has put pressure on governments to
search for alternatives energy sources to replace fossil fuels. As
such, when more and more renewable energy projects have been
developed, the number of related decision-making problems
also increase. For solar energy projects, location selection is one
of the most important and complex decision-making problems
which involve both quantitative and qualitative criteria. This
study aims to introduce a Spherical Fuzzy based MCDM model,
utilizing
Analytic
Hierarchy
Process
(AHP)
and
Višekriterijumsko kompromisno rangiranje (VIKOR) methods.
The proposed model is applied to case study in Vietnam to
demonstrate its feasibility. The results suggests that, among the
eights potential locations, Soc Trang (SP06) is the optimal
location.

most important decisions in the planning phase of a solar
power energy project is location selection which involve not
only quantitative criteria, but also multiple qualitative criteria,
as decision-makers must consider technological, economic,
environmental, and social aspects of the projects.
Furthermore, the location selection problem can become even
more complex when the uncertain nature of human’s decisionmaking process is considered. Fuzzy Multi-criteria decisionmaking (Fuzzy MCDM) models have been frequently
developed and applied to solve such complex decisionmaking problems under fuzzy environment. This study aims
to develop a Fuzzy MCDM model to support decision-makers
in solving the solar energy project location selection problem
in Vietnam. The proposed model utilized Spherical Fuzzy
Analytic Hierarchy Process (SF-AHP) and Višekriterijumsko
kompromisno rangiranje (VIKOR) method to develop a Fuzzy
MCDM decision support tool for the locations evaluation and
selection problem of solar energy farm in Vietnam under
uncertain decision making environment. While there have
been literatures about the application of fuzzy MCDM models
in the renewable energy industry to solve complex decisionmaking problems, few utilized Spherical fuzzy theory. As
such, the paper can contribute to the growing research in the
application of Spherical fuzzy MCDM models in the
renewable energy industry.

Keywords—MCDM, Spherical Fuzzy, AHP, VIKOR, Solar
energy.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fossil fuel has played a crucial role in the development of
our modern world as it has been the main energy resource of
humanity for hundreds of years. However, as necessary as it
is, its negative impacts to our environment, especially its
contribution to climate change, cannot be denied.
Furthermore, as energy instability increases due to various
recent geopolitical events, the pressure to shift to more
sustainable energy resources has been increasing and
government are pushing for the development of renewable
energy projects [1]. Vietnam government, recognizing the
impact of climate change to the country, has also been
encouraging the development of renewable energy projects in
the last decade [2]. As a tropical country with long shoreline,
Vietnam has significant potential of multiple renewable
energy resources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and hydro
(Table I).
TABLE I. VIETNAM’S RENEWABLE ENERGY POTENTIAL [3]
Renewable energy source

Potential output (MW)

Small hydropower

7000 (technical)

Wind

26763 (technical)

Biomass

318630 (theoretical)

Solar

7140 (commercial)

Among these renewable energy resources, the number of
solar energy projects have been increasing rapidly in Vietnam
due to various support policies and subsidies from the
government [4]. In order to ensure the effectiveness of these
projects, the planning phase and related decisions must be
carried out in an informed and careful manner. One of the
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II is
a literature review in which the most relevant research to the
topic and chosen methods are presented, Section III provides
theoretical backgrounds for the methods, Section IV shows a
case study in which the proposed method is applied to a realworld case in Vietnam, and Section V highlights the study’s
findings.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
MCDM models are frequently applied in different fields
and industries to solve complex decision -making problems.
These include supply chain management [5, 6], logistics
system development [7, 8], manufacturing management [9,
10]. In the last decade, there has been a great deal of research
about using MCDM models to solve decision-making
problems in the renewable energy sector and many of them
employ a combination of fuzzy theories and MCDM
techniques to support solving problems in an uncertain
decision-making environment.
A. Fuzzy MCDM application in Solar Energy facility
location selection
In the last decade, there have been a significant increase in
the number of literatures studying applications of fuzzy
MCDM models in the renewable energy sector. There are
many types of decision-making problem in the renewable

energy sector, such as energy source evaluation [11, 12, 13],
supplier evaluation and selection [14, 15], technology
assessment [16], etc. Among these, location evaluation and
selection problems are one of the most popular ones. As the
performance of solar energy projects is directly connected to
the suitability of their location, MCDM models are frequently
applied to assess alternatives and select the optimal option.
Ramya et al. [17] developed a novel Fermatean fuzzy set
theory based MCDM approach to support the solar energy
location selection process. The authors utilized Removal
Effects of Criteria (MEREC) and Basis of Ratio Analysis with
Full Multiplicative Form (MULTIMOORA) technique, where
MEREC is used to find the weights of the evaluation criteria
and MULTIMOORA is applied to rank potential alternatives.
Thanh and Lan [18] introduced a MCDM model utilizing a
combination of Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy
AHP) and Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment
(WASPAS) techniques to solve the solar energy plant location
evaluation problem. The authors applied strengthsweaknesses-opportunities-challenges (SWOC) model to
identify the evaluation criteria, then Fuzzy AHP was used to
calculate the criteria weights; finally, WASPAS was applied
to evaluate each alternative’s performance. The model was
then applied to a real-world case study in Vietnam to show
case its feasibility. Nhi et al. [19] introduced a fuzzy MCDM
model using a combination of Fuzzy Analytic Network
Process and Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods. The proposed model was
applied to solve a solar plant location selection in Vietnam.
B. Spherical Fuzzy MCDM application in the Renewable
Energy sector
Spherical Fuzzy is a relatively new type of fuzzy sets
which was first introduced by Kutlu Gündoğdu and Kahraman
in 2019 [20]. Since then, Spherical Fuzzy Sets has been
extensively applied in combination with MCDM methods to
solve complex decision-making problems. Spherical Fuzzy
Sets allows a the expression of a larger preference domain for
decision makers as well as let them define their hesitancy
information about the performance of an alternative with
respect to a criterion though the ability to define hesitancy
independently from membership and non-membership
degrees [20]. In the renewable energy sector, there are some
literatures studied the application of Spherical Fuzzy Sets in
combination with MCDM methods.
Van Thanh [11] proposed a Spherical Fuzzy MCDM
model to solve the sustainable energy source selection
problem for industrial complex projects in Vietnam. The
authors used a combination of Spherical Fuzzy AHP (SFAHP) and WASPAS method. Nguyen et al. [21] developed a
fuzzy MCDM model using SF-AHP and WASPAS methods
to assist with the turbine supplier selection problem of wind
energy projects. Wang [22] also utilized SF-AHP and
WASPAS methods to support solving a location evaluation
problem for offshore wind power station projects. Le and
Nhieu [23] developed a fuzzy MCDM model by combining
Spherical Fuzzy Decision Making Trial and Evaluation
Laboratory (SF-DEMATEL), Evaluation based on Distance
from Average Solution (EDAS), and Behavioral Data
Envelopment Analysis (B-DEA) methods. This model was
applied to evaluate 20 potential locations for offshore wind
power station in Vietnam, considering sustainability and
efficiency criteria.
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Through the review of existing literatures, it can be seen
that fuzzy MCDM methods have been widely applied to solve
complex decision-making problems in the development of
solar energy projects. However, the application of Spherical
Fuzzy MCDM models in the renewable energy sector is not
yet extensively researched. The aim of this research is to
develop a Spherical Fuzzy MCDM approach to support the
location selection problem of solar energy projects and
contribute to the existing and growing literatures of the
application of Spherical Fuzzy MCDM models in the
renewable energy sector. A comparison study with existing
method using the same problem and data set is also perform
to identify potential differences and improvements.
III. METHODOLOGY
The research procedure is shown in Fig. 1 below and
includes three main steps.
 Step 1: Firstly, the research goal must be determined.
A set of criteria related to the solar plant location
problem is defined by experts and related literatures.
The experts will then express their preferences of the
criteria using a Linkert scale.
 Step 2: Applying SF-AHP method to calculate the
crisp criteria weight using the procedure proposed by
Kutlu Gündoğdu and Kahraman [24].
 Step 3: Applying the VIKOR method to calculate the
alternatives’ performance based on the evaluation of
experts and the criteria weights from the SF-AHP
method in Step 3. In this step, the procedure
introduced by Opricovic and Tzeng [25] is applied.
 Step 4: Result and discussion. The output of the
proposed model is then discussed and applied to
identify the optimal solution.

Fig. 1. Research procedure

IV. CASE STUDY
In this session, the proposed model is applied to the case
study from Thanh and Lan [18] to illustrate its feasibility.
First, the evaluation criteria are as follows (Table II):

0.528

0.456

0.313

0.092

High
solar
energy potential
(S3)

0.538

0.439

0.323

0.094

Reduce carbon emission (S01)

Intermittent
source (W1)

0.498

0.472

0.335

0.086

Environmental friendly technology (S02)

Performance
limitation (W2)

0.526

0.447

0.324

0.091

Ecological
impact (W2)

0.447

0.531

0.323

0.076

Employment
(O1)

0.457

0.515

0.332

0.078

National energy
demand (O2)

0.476

0.498

0.325

0.082

Sustainable
future (O3)

0.480

0.501

0.318

0.083

Initial
investment (C1)

0.462

0.513

0.326

0.079

Technical
difficulties (C2)

0.452

0.523

0.325

0.077

Poor financing
system (C3)

0.483

0.489

0.329

0.083

Criteria

Sub-criteria

High solar energy potential (S03)
Intermittent source (W1)
Weakness (W)

Performance limitation (W2)
Ecological impact (W3)
Employment (O1)

Opportunity (O)

National energy demand (O2)
Sustainable future (O3)
Initial investment (C1)

Challenge (C)

Technical difficulties (C2)
Poor financing system (C3)

Next, potentials locations are identified and shown in
Table III below.
TABLE III. LOCATION SELECTION ALTERNATIVES [18]
No.

Location

Symbol

1

Long Xuyen, An Giang

SP01

2

Can Tho

SP02

3

My Tho, Tien Giang

SP03

4

Rach Gia, Kien Giang

SP04

5

Vi Thanh, Hau Giang

SP05

6

Soc Trang

SP06

7

Bac Lieu

SP07

8

Ca Mau

SP08

The crisp score of alternatives regarding each criterion is
shown in Table V.
TABLE V. CRISP SCORE OF ALTERNATIVES

TABLE IV. SPHERICAL FUZZY WEIGHTS AND CRISP WEIGHTS

Reduce carbon
emission (S1)

0.518

Criteri
on
SP01

S
1
1
0

S
2
1
0

S
3
8

7

9

8

9

7

9

8

9

6

9

9

7

9

7

7

6

8

7

6

6

7

SP03

8

8

9

9

6

7

7

8

6

7

7

8

SP04

7

8

8

8

9

8

7

9

8

8

6

9

SP05

6

6

8

9

8

8

9

9

8

9

8

8

SP06

9

7

9

8

9

9

9

8

8

7

7

7

SP07

1
0

8

7

10

8

8

8

7

7

8

9

9

6

9

6

9

9

8

9

9

9

7

8

9

SP02

SP08

0.320

SP02
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W
2

W
3

O
1

O
2

O
3

C
1

C
2

C
3

TABLE VI. NORMALIZED SCORE MATRIX
Crite
rion
SP01

0.080

W
1

The normalized score matrix is shown in Table VI.

Crisp
Weights

Spherical Fuzzy Weights
0.466

The Consistency Ratio has a value of 0.0639, which is
smaller than 0.1. Therefore the result of the SF-AHP model is
adequate. According to Table IV, the most important criterion
is High solar energy potential (S3), followed by
Environmental friendly technology (S2) and Performance
limitation (W3), respectively.
Next, the crisp weights of the evaluation criteria is then
used as the input for the VIKOR model. The procedure of the
VIKOR model calculation follows that of Opricovic and
Tzeng [25].

Using the data from Thanh and Lan [18], the Spherical
fuzzy weights and crisp weights (defuzzified weights) of the
given sub-criteria are calculated and given in Table IV.
According to Thanh and Lan [18], the case study includes 15
experts who are researchers and project managers with
experiences in developing renewable energy projects, giving
preference scores to the location selection criteria using a
Linkert 9 scale and performance scores of alternatives using a
10 point-scoring system.

Criteria

Crisp
Weights

Spherical Fuzzy Weights

Environmental
friendly
technology (S2)

TABLE II. LOCATION SELECTION CRITERIA [18]

Strength (S)

Criteria

S
1
0.
43
0.
38

S
2
0.
43
0.
39

S
3
0.
36
0.
32

W
1
0.
29
0.
37

W
2
0.
39
0.
30

W
3
0.
36
0.
31

O
1
0.
39
0.
26

O
2
0.
30
0.
35

O
3
0.
41
0.
32

C
1
0.
37
0.
28

C
2
0.
42
0.
28

C
3
0.
27
0.
31

Crite
rion
SP03
SP04
SP05
SP06
SP07
SP08

S
1
0.
34
0.
30
0.
26
0.
38
0.
43
0.
26

S
2
0.
34
0.
34
0.
26
0.
30
0.
34
0.
39

S
3
0.
41
0.
36
0.
36
0.
41
0.
32
0.
27

W
1
0.
37
0.
33
0.
37
0.
33
0.
41
0.
37

W
2
0.
26
0.
39
0.
35
0.
39
0.
35
0.
39

W
3
0.
31
0.
36
0.
36
0.
40
0.
36
0.
36

O
1
0.
31
0.
31
0.
39
0.
39
0.
35
0.
39

O
2
0.
35
0.
39
0.
39
0.
35
0.
30
0.
39

O
3
0.
27
0.
36
0.
36
0.
36
0.
32
0.
41

C
1
0.
33
0.
37
0.
42
0.
33
0.
37
0.
33

C
2
0.
33
0.
28
0.
37
0.
33
0.
42
0.
37

C
3
0.
36
0.
40
0.
36
0.
31
0.
40
0.
40

Next, the results of the proposed model are then compared
to the results of two model: Spherical Fuzzy AHP-WASPAS
and Fuzzy AHP-WASPAS. The Spherical Fuzzy AHPWASPAS follows the procedure proposed by Wang et al. [22]
and the Fuzzy AHP-WASPAS follows the procedure
proposed by Thanh and Lan [18]. The ranking results are as
followed:
TABLE IX. RANKING OF POTENTIAL LOCATIONS USING SF-AHPVIKOR, SF-AHP WASPAS, AND FAHP-WASPAS

Alternatives

The weighted normalized matrix is shown in Table VII.
SP01

TABLE VII. WEIGHTED NORMALIZED MATRIX
Crit
erio
n
SP0
1
SP0
2
SP0
3
SP0
4
SP0
5
SP0
6
SP0
7
SP0
8

SP02

S
1

S2

S3

W
1

W
2

W
3

O
1

O
2

O
3

C
1

C
2

C
3

0.
03
4
0.
03
1
0.
02
7
0.
02
4
0.
02
0
0.
03
1
0.
03
4
0.
02
0

0.
04
0
0.
03
6
0.
03
2
0.
03
2
0.
02
4
0.
02
8
0.
03
2
0.
03
6

0.
03
4
0.
03
0
0.
03
8
0.
03
4
0.
03
4
0.
03
8
0.
03
0
0.
02
5

0.
02
4
0.
03
1
0.
03
1
0.
02
8
0.
03
1
0.
02
8
0.
03
5
0.
03
1

0.
03
5
0.
02
8
0.
02
4
0.
03
5
0.
03
2
0.
03
5
0.
03
2
0.
03
5

0.
02
7
0.
02
4
0.
02
4
0.
02
7
0.
02
7
0.
03
1
0.
02
7
0.
02
7

0.
03
1
0.
02
0
0.
02
4
0.
02
4
0.
03
1
0.
03
1
0.
02
7
0.
03
1

0.
02
5
0.
02
8
0.
02
8
0.
03
2
0.
03
2
0.
02
8
0.
02
5
0.
03
2

0.
03
4
0.
02
6
0.
02
2
0.
03
0
0.
03
0
0.
03
0
0.
02
6
0.
03
4

0.
03
0
0.
02
2
0.
02
6
0.
03
0
0.
03
3
0.
02
6
0.
03
0
0.
02
6

0.
03
2
0.
02
2
0.
02
5
0.
02
2
0.
02
9
0.
02
5
0.
03
2
0.
02
9

0.
02
2
0.
02
6
0.
03
0
0.
03
3
0.
03
0
0.
02
6
0.
03
3
0.
03
3

The final result of the VIKOR model is shown in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII. RANKING OF POTENTIAL LOCATIONS USING VIKOR
[18]
Qi
Alternatives

Performance
Score

Rank

SP01

0.3399

4

SP02

0.6978

7

SP03

0.8457

8

SP04

0.2799

2

SP05

0.5317

6

SP06

0.0513

1

SP07

0.2944

3

SP08

0.5000

5

Through the proposed model, Soc Trang (SP06) is
identified as the optimal location, followed by Rach Gia, Kien
Giang (SP04) as the second best options. Through the case
study, the proposed model has demonstrated its feasibility and
applicability.
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SP03
SP04
SP05
SP06
SP07
SP08

SF-AHPVIKOR
ranking
Qi
Rank

SF-AHPWASPAS
results
Qi
Rank

FAHPWASPAS
results
Qi
Rank

0.3399

4

0.8966

1

0.8937

1

0.6978

7

0.7899

8

0.7948

8

0.8457

8

0.8091

7

0.8125

7

0.2799

2

0.8572

6

0.8672

5

0.5317

6

0.8666

5

0.8637

6

0.0513

1

0.8759

4

0.8737

4

0.2944

3

0.8882

2

0.8806

3

0.5000

5

0.8845

3

0.8874

2

From Table IX, it can be seen that the results of SF-AHPWASPAS and FAHP-WASPAS are almost identical.
However, the optimal alternative of the proposed model is
different from the other models. This can be explained due to
the inherent difference of VIKOR in comparison with
WASPAS [26], and the performance scores (Qi) of the top 4
options are very closed for FAHP-WASPAS and SF-AHPWASPAS methods. As VIKOR consider both utility and
regret of potential options, decision-makers can utilize the
results of the proposed model in conjunction with other
methods to decide on the optimal solution. In particular, as
VIKOR focus on the closeness of alternatives to the positive
ideal solution, the proposed method is more suitable in cases
where decision makers want to maximize the utility of the
solution and risks are less important to decision-makers [27].
V. CONCLUSION
In the last decade, the number of applications of Fuzzy
MCDM models in solving decision-making problems of
renewable energy projects has increased dramatically as the
threat of climate change drives the development of
sustainable and clean energy. However, there have not been
many literatures on the application of Spherical Fuzzy based
MCDM models in the renewable energy sector even though
Spherical Fuzzy sets offer advantages over classic fuzzy sets.
In this study, a Spherical Fuzzy AHP-VIKOR model is
developed to solve the location evaluation and selection of
solar energy farm in Vietnam. The model has performed
adequately and was able to identify Soc Trang (SP06) as the
optimal location. A comparison with SF-AHP-WASPAS and
FAHP-WASPAS was performed and significant differences
in the final ranking results were observed.
This model can be modified to be used in similar
renewable energy facility location selection problems with
suitable sets of criteria. In the future, researchers can consider
performing comparative studies in which the performance of
this model is compared to that of others, as well as expanding
the application of Spherical Fuzzy based MCDM models in

the renewable energy sector.
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Abstract—In this work, a system is created to suggest product/
service code and industrial classification code for Thai language.
The system can suggest UNSPSC and TSIC codes relevant to
query terms via indexing search. Techniques used in this work
are based on knowledge of text processing and text similarity, as
well as indexing. Through a complexity analysis, the system has
been proved eﬀicient as it can retrieve data about 1,000 times
faster than traditional methods. Furthermore, Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) was employed to evaluate the search results of 1,000
products and services. The results showed that the proposed
system achieved the MRR of 0.46, indicating the relevant search
result is approximately in the second or third rank. Currently,
the proposed system has been implemented as a part of SMEs
registration process in the OSMEP website to support Thai SMEs
to access government procurement.
Index Terms—suggestion system, indexing search, Elasticsearch, N-gram, UNSPSC, TSIC

I. INTRODUCTION
At present, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are considered a key element in driving Thailand’s economic system
with more than 14 million jobs in the system nationwide.
Therefore, the Thai government has a policy to promote
and support SMEs, believing that it will help solve poverty
problems and create sustainability in the basic economy.
With the Procurement Regulations issued by the Comptroller
General’s Department (CGD), the Oﬀice of Small and Medium
Enterprises Promotion (OSMEP) is the main agency that helps
promote and drive SMEs to grow and be competitive in the
business world. Totally about 64,000 government agencies
may make any procurements with any SMEs. However, under
the promotion of SMEs, only SMEs registering with OSMEP
can be given a better privilege over other entrepreneurs in
higher bidding, but not more than 10% of the lowest price of
non-SMEs entrepreneurs [1].
The SMEs registration process on the Thai Small and
Medium Enterprise for Government Procurement services
(THAI SME-GP) requires SMEs to specify TSIC number
(Thailand Standard Industrial Classification), which has up to
1,098 codes divided into 4 large categories. In each category,
there are hundreds of codes or more. To select the right
type of business or similar is crucially challenging and time
consuming particularly for SMEs.
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 © 2022 IEEE
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While filling out their products/services, entrepreneurs must
specify the UNSPSC (United Nations Standard Products and
Services Code) code. In total, there are 10,195 numbers.
Therefore, many entrepreneurs have to inquire back to OSMEP oﬀicials. However, the oﬀicials are unable to answer
immediately due to the large amount of product information.
To facilitate SMEs entrepreneurs and staffs, a code suggestion system emerges from the operation of OSMEP. The
system can suggest the codes relevant to query terms via
indexing search. Techniques used in this work are based on
knowledge of text processing and text similarity, as well as
indexing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section
II presents background and related work. Section III describes
material and method. Section IV presents experimental result
of ranking performance and discussion about speed and relevant results of indexing database. Finally, conclusion and
future work are described in V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
A. UNSPSC
The United Nations Standard Products and Services Code
(UNSPSC), managed by GS1 US® for the UN Development
Programme (UNDP), is an open, global coding system for
products and services. It enables buyers and sellers to describe
goods and services in a common way without referring to
any suppliers’ in-house catalog codes and descriptions. The
UNSPSC framework adopts a four or five level classification,
using the labels Segment, Family, Class, Commodity and
Business Function (optional). Each level is coded in two
decimal digits [2] as shown on Table I.
The code, used in Thailand, is divided into 56 main
segments of goods and services, with a total of 10,195
commodities. The 8-digit numbering code helps categorize
products/services easily and quickly. In the Thai Government
Procurement system, the code is required as standard code.
This reference code offers eﬀicient analysis and convenient
national exchange of information. Both UNDP and CGD has
established a system for searching the code. However, both
systems support only a traditional search, not modern indexing
search. The traditional search would return exact matches and
be a time-consuming task.

D. N-gram

Table I
AN EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETE UNSPSC CODE STRUCTURE:
Level
Segment

Family
Class
Commodity

Code
10000000

10100000
10101500
10101501

Description
Live Plant and Animal Material and Accessories and Supplies

พืชและสั ตว์มชี วี ติ รวมถึงวั ตถุดบิ วั สดุอปุ กรณ์
และวั สดุส้ นิ เปลืองพืชและสั ตว์มชี วี ติ
Live animals สั ตว์มชี วี ติ
Livestock ปศุสัตว์
Cats แมว

B. TSIC
TSIC stands for Thailand Standard Industrial Classification.
The structure of TSIC consists of 5 digits with assigned
capital letters for the section level of the classification. The
classification is then organized into successively more detailed
categories, which are numerically coded: two-digit divisions;
three-digit groups; four-digit classes; and, at the greatest level
of detail, five-digit activities as shown on Table II [3].
TSIC now comprises 21 sections, which are then further
subdivided into a total of 88 divisions, 243 groups, 441 classes
and 1,098 activities. With the global standard classification
structure, both the government and private sector can distribute
their data for economic analysis and international comparison
purposes.
The Department of Business Development provides the
TSIC code search1 via an exact matching method and its
results ranking by the number of exact matches, not scoring.
Its’ drawbacks are not to be able to return partial matches and
not practically to rank retrieved documents.

A linguistic construct can be useful in document retrieval
tasks, such as an N-gram. N-gram can be defined as the
contiguous sequence of n items from a given sample of text or
speech. The items can be letters, words, phonemes, syllables
or base pairs according to the application. The N-grams
typically are collected from a text or speech corpus (A long
text dataset). Examples of N-gram are such as unigram (‘This’,
‘article’, ‘is’, ‘on’, ‘NLP’) or bi-gram (‘This article’, ‘article
is’, ‘is on’,‘on NLP’). N-gram can be used at word level
(shingle) and letter (character) [6] as shown in Fig. 1 and 2
respectively.
N-gram is actually useful for consecutive words or partial
word. If two or three search terms are all consecutive words,
the word n-gram can help to retrieve more relevant documents.
For some keywords that are partial to another word, the
character n-gram can provide more relevant document as well.
Table II
AN EXAMPLE OF A TSIC CODE STRUCTURE:
Structure
Section

Code
A

Description

Division

01

Group

011

Class

0111

Activity

01111

่ และการประมง
เกษตรกรรม ปาไม้
การเพาะปลูกและการเลี้ยงสั ตว์ การล่าสั ตว์และ
กิจกรรมบริการทีเ่ กีย่ วข้อง
การปลูกพืชล้มลุก
การปลูกธั ญพืช (ยกเว้น ข้าว) พืชตระกูลถั ว่ และ
พืชน้ำมั น
การปลูกข้าวโพดทีใ่ ช้เมล็ดแก่

C. Full text search
There are many different ways to search on text fields.
Traditional string searches can be performed on smaller text
fields. These methods are not as eﬀicient as modern indexing
searches but require fewer resources.
•

•

Traditional string search
String matching or searching algorithms try to find places
where one or several strings (also called patterns) are
found within a larger string (searched text). Those
searches will be performed character per character and
can be relatively slow.
Modern Indexing search
Full-text search is meant to search large amounts of text.
For example, a search engine will use a full-text search
to look for keywords in all text fields that it indexed. The
key to this technique is indexing. The indexer will scan
the text of all the documents and build a list of search
terms (often called an index, but more correctly named
a concordance). In the search stage, when performing a
specific query, only the index is referenced, rather than
the text of the original documents. [4] [5]

1 https://tsic.dbd.go.th/index
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Figure 1. The word n-gram.

Figure 2. The character n-gram (Each character n-gram is highlighted in
yellow).

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The eﬀiciency of a search and suggestion system depends
heavily on the database storing the data. To meet the standards
of commercial services, both TSIC and UNSPSC code suggestion systems are implemented on Elasticsearch, an opensource full-text search and analytics engine that can help store,
index, and search data. The mechanism behind the eﬀiciency
of Elasticsearch is inverted index, which is a database index
that maps from content (e.g. keyword) to a document (e.g.
code) or a set of documents. Inverted indexing is relatively
expensive when the data is ingested into the database, but
speeds up the retrieval via Trie data structure as the backbone
storage – a desirable behavior for search engines, [7] [8]. As
shown in Fig. 3, a structure of the code suggestion system is
divided into three major sections as follows.

Figure 3. The structure of code suggestion system

A. Text analyzer

C. Retrieval process

An analyzer in Elasticsearch uses four parts: a character
filter, a tokenizer, a token filter and an N-gram tokenizer. All
four together can configure a text field into a searchable format
[9].
• A character filter receives the original text as a stream of
characters and can transform the stream by adding, removing, or changing characters. For instance, a character filter
could be used to convert Thai numerals (๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙)
into their Arabic-Latin equivalents (0123456789), or to
strip HTML elements like <b> from the stream.
• A tokenizer receives a stream of characters, breaks it up
into individual tokens (usually individual words), and outputs a stream of tokens. For Thai language, ICU tokenizer
adds better support by using a dictionary-based approach
to identify word boundaries that are not separated by
whitespace.
• A token filter receives the token stream and may add,
remove, or change tokens. For example, a lowercase token
filter converts all tokens to lowercase.
• An N-gram tokenizer treats the initial text as a single
token and produces N-grams with minimum length 2 and
maximum length 10 for character n-gram as well as Bigram and Tri-gram for word n-gram (called shingle).
All the above steps in text processing are performed before
sending data to indexing or retrieval section.

In the query section, query terms are processed by the text
analyzer. Character N-gram is used to query over word Ngram fields while word N-gram is used to query over word
N-gram fields and character n-gram fields as shown in Fig. 5.
The retrieval process pays more attention to the product name
(text) than product description (desc) (see Fig. 6). In addition,
it focuses on the whole phrase or all words matched other than
some words matched via “boost” keyword in query command
in order to accelerate the more relevant document.

B. Indexing process
Ingesting data properly is the key to appropriate indexing
and eﬀicient search. For each code, there are several text
fields both in Thai and English. At the time of data ingestion, all text fields such as “SEGMENT_THAI”, “COMMODITY_THAI”, “CLASS_ENG“ and “FAMILY_ENG“ are
processed and transformed into an inverted index by the text
analyzer. Also, character-level n-gram are indexed as an extra
field, which maybe help retrieval process to return more relevant documents as depicted in Fig. 4. For example, relevant
documents containing the word “รถยนต์” can be apparently
retrieved by the query term “รถ”, a partial word of “รถยนต์”.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In ranking evaluation process, 1,000 product names with
their description were randomized as query terms to find
relevant UNSPSC code. The top ten results were in random
order as shown in Fig. 7. Seven evaluators could choose more
than one of the most relevant codes, or not choose at all if
no codes were relevant. As measured by MRR method [10],
the value was 0.46, indicating that the relevant search result
is approximately in the second or third rank. Additionally, the
noticeable finding discloses that only the product name can
be used to retrieve the relevant code by giving MRR value
of 0.5, which is not different from using both product name
and its description giving MRR value at 0.46 (see Fig. 8).
Furthermore, the relevant search results at the first rank were
found to be 36%, as shown in Fig. 9. Overall, 72% of all the
test cases had the relevant codes within in the top ten results.
Table III
SEARCH COMPLEXITY
Code
Search complexity
Type
Brute force search
TSIC
O(n ∗ m ∗ w)=1,098x6.6x1 = 7,287
UNSPSC O(n ∗ m ∗ w)=10,195x7.5x1 = 75,443
a Trie data structure used for performance optimization
where:
n = number of documents
m = average number of words in each document
w = number of words in our query
l = average number of characters in each word

Indexing searcha
O(l ∗ w)=5x1 = 5
O(l ∗ w)=5x1 = 5
in Elasticsearch.

Figure 4. Indexing process.

This work aims to develop an intelligent search system for
UNSPSC and TSIC code with the possibility of suggestion
for the user by focusing on both greater speed and more
relevant results. In Table III, it can be seen the indexing
search used in this work retrieves data about 1,000 times
faster than traditional methods. For the relevant results, our
system returns the most relevant output in the second or third
rank. While compared to other systems, not producing ranking
results, users themselves must choose the best answer from
more than 100 results.
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V. CONCLUSION
Our system can function eﬀiciently and effectively in practical terms.2 . The system can suggest more relevant UNSPSC
and TSIC codes and retrieves data above 1,000 times faster
than traditional methods, taking users a much shorter time
to select the most relevant code from the top ten results
instead of manually choosing among more than 100 results. In
2 The service available at https://aiforthai.in.th/serviceOth_unspsc.php
and implemented as a part of SMEs registration process at https://
www.thaismegp.com

Figure 5. Retrieval process.

conclusion, the system has advantages over existing systems
as shown in Table IV.
However, there is also a limitation in the system. Some
query terms are not in the database such as “กระดานพลาสติก”,
ิ บอร์ด” or “board” in the database.
which should match “ฟวเจอร์
Absolutely, no relevant document matches at all. Therefore, it
is possible that in the next version translation module will be
applied to help translate search queries from Thai to English.
The results should be more relevant. For example, the keyword
“กระดานพลาสติก” will be translated into “plastic board”, which
is a keyword that helps to get more relevant results. In
addition, a Named Entity Recognition (NER) extraction model
can also be applied to extract entities that are the unit of
measurement such as meters, millimeters, cc, or numbers, to
filter out these entities before sending them to search. This is
to add more weight to the keyword by eliminating unnecessary
query terms.
Table IV
THE COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING SYSTEMS
Support partial words
Rank relevant results
Support query terms in Thai
Support query terms in English
Figure 6. Query command.
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Our system





CGD
×
×



UNDP
×
×
×


Figure 7. UNSPSC code suggestion system assessment form.

Figure 8. Ranking evaluation via MRR.
Figure 9. The percentage of the most relevant rank from top ten results.
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Abstract—Language resources as datasets are an essential
component in developing an effective automatic text
summarization (ATS) system. Some public datasets are
relatively uncommon when compared with popular languages,
due to the complexity of language preprocessing resulting in a
labor-intensive annotation by linguists. ATS techniques are to
condense the size of text into a shorter output and reduce the
time for finding the information from the huge textual data. This
paper presents the Thai ATS construction with Economicsdomain data, called ThEconSum, which manifests some
linguistic challenges for Thai summarization. Existing public
public datasets were employed for developing the ATS system in
Thai economic news articles.
Keywords—Automatic
Text
Summarization,
Neutral
Language Processing, Abstractive Text Summarization, Public
Dataset

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
works on linguistic behaviors of Thai and publicly available
datasets for Thai ATS are described in Section II. Section III
explains the information of public datasets Section IV then
elaborates on an experiment and benchmarking on Thai ATS
and baseline models. Finally, Section V concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK

I. INTRODUCTION
Although language resources as datasets are being
published, an effective natural language system needs to be
preprocessed them. To meet this prerequisite, preparing
datasets by linguists is also an alternative approach to improve
efficiency in summarizing or translating.
For Automatic Text Summarization (ATS) in Thai, publicly
available datasets are relatively uncommon when compared
with popular languages, due to the complexity of language
preprocessing, for example, word and sentence boundary
markers are implicit in Thai orthography, resulting in a laborintensive annotation by linguists. There are existing datasets
supporting Thai ATS, such as TR-TPBS [1], ThaiSum [1],
ThaiCrossSum Corpora (NCLS) [2], and XL-Sum [3].
Before building the ATS system, the dataset needs to be
prepared, and there are three typical steps: sources
observation, data gathering, and annotation. This research
intends to use existing public datasets in an economic domain
for developing the ATS system in Thai news articles. The data
were observed and collected from news articles from official
news websites (e.g., Bangkok Turakij, Prachachat Turakij, and
Bangkok-today). The collected data are annotated by Thai
linguists.
ATS techniques are to condense the size of text into a
shorter output and reduce the time for finding the information
from the huge textual data. ATS research and development in
Thai has been published, and there are two mostly used
approaches: an extractive approach, e.g., Ketui et al. [4] and
an abstractive approach (e.g., Jumpathong et al. [5]).

978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE

This paper presents the Thai ATS construction with
Economics-domain data, called ThEconSum, which manifests
some linguistic challenges for Thai summarization. The
contribution of this paper has three folds. First, a standard
dataset for ATS is freely distributed and its guideline is fully
described. Second, baseline models based on huge language
models, e.g., BERT and mT5 are established. Third and
finally, this dataset can be used in knowledge distillation for
large-scaled ATS in the economics domain.

A. Linguistic Behaviors of Thai
Thai belongs to the analytic language family. It manifests
the rigid word order of subject-verb-object (SVO) and headinitialism. Grammatical functions, e.g. numbers, tenses, and
voices, are expressed with adjectives, adverbs, function words,
and syntactic constructs in lieu of the inflection and declension
system. Semantic minimalism makes a Thai sentence
generally lengthier than an equivalent translation in European
languages, because more words are used to express the same
concepts. Furthermore, word and sentence boundary markers
are implicit in Thai orthography.
Thai is challenging for the task of ATS First, it requires at
least word segmentation, and ideally sentence segmentation,
in the data preprocessing. Next, lacking the inflection system,
Thai allows compound words to form without explicit
adjectivals, perplexing the learning of key phrases. Last and
most importantly, Thai sentences are generally long and full
of function words and long-ranged syntactic constructs. These
linguistic traits have to be captured and treated well in the ATS
models.
B. Public Datasets for Thai ATS
Publicly available datasets for Thai ATS are relatively
uncommon when compared with popular languages, due to the
complexity of language preprocessing. Word and sentence
boundary markers are implicit in Thai orthography, resulting
in labor-intensive linguistic annotation. At present, there are
four datasets for Thai ATS as follows.
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• TR-TPBS [1]: This dataset is a medium-size dataset.
It is collected from the Thairath and Thai PBS news

websites. The dataset consists of over 333,000 article
and summary pairs written by journalists.
• ThaiSum [1]: It is the largest dataset for Thai
summarization. It is collected from official news
websites, e.g., Thairath, Thai PBS, Prachatai and The
Standard. The dataset consists of over 350,000 article
and summary pairs written by journalists. Average
lengths of article texts and summaries are
approximately 530 and 37 words respectively.
• ThaiCrossSum Corpora [1]: It is a large-scale dataset
for Thai text cross-lingual summarization. The dataset
contains TH2EN 310,926 articles and TH2ZH 310,926
articles.
• XL-Sum [3]: This dataset is the largest dataset for
multilingual summarization. It contains a total of 1.35
million article and summary pairs for 44 languages.
For Thai language, it consists of 8,268 article and
summary pairs.
The overall comparison can be found in TABLE I. It is
obvious to see that ThaiSum is the largest dataset in Thai news
summarization with around 530 content words per news and
roughly 37 words for a summary. The XL-Sum and our dataset
contains larger content which is around 967 and 766
sequentially. However, The summary length in ThaiSum and
XL-Sum are in the similar scale but our dataset does have
noticeably longer length. Please also note that we excluded
TR-TBPS and Thai CrossSum dataset in the table because TRTBPS was basically a subset of ThaiSum and the problem
statement of Thai CrossSum is different from ours.
TABLE I.
Dataset

A COMPARISON OF PUBLIC DATASETS FOR THAI ATS
Size

Avg. Article Avg. Summary
Annotator
length (words) length (words)

ThaiSum

350,000

530

37 Journalist

XL-Sum

*8,268

967

53 Journalist

This work

3,189

766

335 Linguist

* (only Thai)

C. Related works on ATS
There is an enormous amount of textual data available on
the internet including news articles, scientific papers, legal
documents, etc. It increases exponentially. Manual text
summarization is time-consuming and laborious. Automatic
text summarization (ATS) is one of techniques to condense the
size of text into a shorter output and reduce time for finding
the information from the huge textual data. The ATS approach
can be classified into two approaches: extractive and
abstractive approaches. In an extractive approach, it generates
the summary by identifying the most important sentences of
the input text. Then, the summary is generated by
concatenating the selected sentences without regenerating and
reordering. In an abstractive approach, it focuses on conveying
the most important information of the input text. Then, it
attempts to imitate the human to generate the summary by
using linguistic analysis.
Many ATS research works have been published and
implemented in several domains of interest. ATS is becoming
much more important because of the huge amount of textual
content [6]. To learn and represent words in a neural network,
the word vector is concatenated to make predictions for the
next word in the news context and then merged sentences [7].

This paper focuses on the abstractive ATS approach for a
single-document summarization (SDS). The SDS intends to
generate a summary from a single text document into a
shortened document while keeping important information [8].
The abstractive ATS approach requires Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methods to understand the main concept of
the input text. Then, it paraphrases the text to express those
concepts in fewer words and using a clear language [9], [10].
D. Thai Text Summarization
In Thai Text summarization, researchers have been
continually improving the efficiency of automatic text
summarization. Most of the existing works focus on the
extractive approach more than the abstractive approach.
In extractive Thai text summarization, Ketui and
Theeramunkong [4] proposed a technique for Thai multidocument summarization. The technique consists of three
units for summarizing. First, unit segmentation is used for preprocessing data including word segmentation, part-of-speech
(POSs) tagging. Second, unit-graph formulation is the process
to construct a graph of units by conceptualizing a unit as a
weighted node in a graph and a relationship of two nodes is
formulated as a weighted link between the nodes. Finally, unit
selection for summarization is a process for selecting
important nodes and links by considering the importance level
of nodes or links. Nuanplord and Sodanil [11] proposed a
method for Thai health news summarization using ontologybased. Yongkiatpanich and Wichadakul [12] proposed a
technique for extractive text summarization which combines
ontology and graph-based methods. They use graph
representation that makes use of the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS), an ontology knowledge from the
National Library of Medicine (NLM). We combined the graph
building rules with a distance function between text
documents, called Word Mover's Distance. To prioritize the
core sentences, we extracted the summary by using a popular
graph-based method from Google, PageRank.
On abstractive Thai summarization, Chaowalit and Sornil
[13] proposed an automatic opinion abstractive summarization
for the customer reviews written in Thai language. They used
actual reviews of fifty products by randomly selecting from a
popular cosmetic website for evaluating this technique.
Jumpathong et al. [5] proposed a performance analysis of Thai
news abstractive summarization using deep learning models.
They analysed the position of the words in the original
document that are generated into the summary. Additionally,
they examined the length of the documents how it affects the
performance of the models.
III. THECONSUMM DATASET
A. Data collection
We selected news articles for summarizing by considering
characteristics of news articles as follows. First, we focus on
collecting news articles in the economic domain. Second, the
news articles are collected from official websites that are
reliable such as Bangkok Turakij, Prachachat Turakij,
Bangkok-today etc. In addition, we selected economics news
that is associated with PTT Digital Solutions Company
Limited. Third, the economics news that are selected have the
number of words between 400 to 1000 words per document.
Finally, we selected the economics news articles that have
been published on the website since June 2021.
B. Summarizing guideline
After the data were collected, they were imported to the
news summarizing and checking system for the linguists who
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are specialists in Thai language to work online summarizing.
We provided the guideline for linguists to work on. The
content in the guideline is about techniques to summarize the
news and how to use the online corpus editor. The linguists
will summarize the news in 2 approaches: Extractive method
and Abstractive method. Extractive Method is the approach to
select the important word, phrase or sentence from the original
text without modifying. Abstractive Method is the approach to
reproduce the main idea from the original text into the new
discourse by using some different language component or
paraphrasing. The length of summarized news is about 3545% of the original news length.
C. Annotators
For developing the dataset, there are four linguists who are
specialists in Thai language to summarize the news. They
summarize the news through the guideline which is provided
by a group of linguists.
D. Summarizing Software and output format
The news summarizing and checking system is the online
corpus editor provided for the linguists to work anywhere.
This tool is designed for text summarizing tasks. It shows the
original news on the left side and the text box for summarizing
on the right side. This tool has an automatic word counter for
linguists to match the length. The linguist finished each news
by clicking the send button, the text will be sent to the server
for collecting. Our administrator will approve the summarized
news which match the criteria.

Fig. 2. A visual representation of text data (Word cloud) representing the
most outstanding words.

Fig. 3. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) results are represented in bar
charts of a number of words in original content, extractive summary, and
abstractive summary length.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND BENCHMARK:
ABSTRACTIVE ATS MODEL

Fig. 4. The architecture of an abstractive text summarization

Fig. 1. The Web application for summarizing and checking news contents

E. Data statistics
This dataset contains more than three thousand samples.
The averaged content length is around 766 words per sample.
The average summary length is 340 and 334 for extractive and
abstractive sequentially. The fraction of summary was about
44% compared to the original content.
F. EDA: word cloud, token lengths distributions of content
and abs sum with a discussion
We illustrated the most found words as a word cloud in Fig
2. The most outstanding words are “million baht”, “Public
company limited”, “expected” and “in year” orderly. It means
that the economic news mostly focused on the numbers related
to a company as well as expectations in the upcoming period
of time.

Generally the architecture of an ATS system consists of
three tasks: (1) Pre-Processing is to prepare the original text
into a structured representation based on linguistic techniques
such as stop-words removal, sentence segmentation, words
tokenization, etc. (2) Processing is to make an ATS model for
converting the input document(s) to the textual summary, and
(3) Post-Processing is to solve a particular problem in order to
generate textual summary as anaphora resolution, then render
them before providing the final textual summary.
A. Baseline Model
In this work we provide two preliminary experiments on
this dataset. In the first method, we use a standard Transformer
encoder-decoder model. In the second method, we use a Thai
pretrained model as embedding followed by Transformer
model. An input document is treated as one sentence for the
two baselines. We did not apply any sentence segmentation
tool or use any special symbol for sentence boundary.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of content length and
summary length, they are all dispersed symmetrically around
their mean. The content length starts from around four
hundred words to twelve hundred words whereas their mean
and median are closely located around 770. The summary
length ranges between 200 and 500 words. The approximated
summary length is around 340 words. In addition, extractive
summary length is slightly shorter than abstractive by a few
words according to their mean and median.
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• mT5: For the cross-lingual pre-training models, we use
mT5 [14], a text-to-text transformers-based models
pre-training with 101 languages from Common Crawl.
• Transformer: We followed the Transformer
configurations, which compose 6 layers of encoder and
decoder. We use sinusoidal position embedding and set
the maximum length for each document to 2048
subword tokens (including special <eos> and <bos>
symbols). The dimension of word embedding is set to
512. All parameters are newly initialized before
training. Embedding of encoder and decoder are
shared.

• Pretrained LM + Transformer: This baseline uses
the Thai pretrained representation from HoogBERTa,
a Thai RoBERTa-base pretrained model, as a word
embedding. For documents longer than 512 subwords,
which exceed the maximum length of our pretrained
model, we split each document into 500-subword
chunks and extract the feature of each chunk
separately. All chunks are non-overlapped. Then,
chunk-level features are combined to form a final
document-level representation. We also apply the
positional embedding to the representation before
feeding them to the first layer of our Transformer
encoder. Our encoder and decoder are comprised of 6
Transformer layers. In this model, we optimize only
the parameters of the Transformer encoder and
decoder, keeping all parameters of HoogBERTa
freezed. The dimension of word embedding in the
decoder is set to 768, to match with the size of
pretrained embedding. Fig 5. shows the encoder side of
this model.

V. RESULTS
A. Experimental Results
The experimental results are shown in Table X. Here,
ATS-TH-03 significantly outperforms the other models in all
three evaluation metrics. In ROUGE-1, the accuracy increases
when we substitute the mT5 summarizer with a base
Transformer. It implies that the base Transformer tends to
learn keywords better than mT5. When we incorporate the
pretrained model HoogBERTa, the accuracy also improves.
Similar tendency is also applied to ROUGE-2, where the
capture of bigrams are now assessed, and ROUGE-L, where
the capture of longest common subsequences are evaluated.
TABLE II.
Model Code

RESULTS ON THE ECONOMIC NEWS DATASET.
Abstractive Model

R-1

R-2

R-L

ATS-TH-01

mT5-small

0.3090

0.1724 0.2952

ATS-TH-02

Transformer

0.5975

0.2326 0.4813

ATS-TH-03

Transformer + HoogBERTa

0.6228

0.3889 0.5623

B. Automatic evaluation of summaries
Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation
(ROUGE) score [17] is a standard metric for evaluating
automatic summarization. This experiment we used the
ROUGE score for evaluating the abstractive summarization
performance. For reporting the results, we reported
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L.
C. Manual evaluation of summaries
We assess the quality of the system-generated summaries
with linguists who are specialists in Thai language. The
criteria of evaluation are between 1 to 10 scale where 1 is very
poor quality and 10 is excellent. Each linguist is asked to
evaluate the quality of the system-generated summaries using
the following.
• Readability: the summary should not contain gaps in
the rhetorical structure or dangling anaphora.
• Grammaticality: the summary should contain
sentences that are grammatically correct.

Fig. 5. The encoder of the model, ‘Pretrained LM + Transformer’.

B. Experimental Setup
Am economic news in Thai AI service platform (AI FOR
THAI) [15] was employed as dataset for training ATS models.
The dataset contains 3,189 documents with summary pairs
from news websites, e.g., Bangkok Turakij, Prachachat,
Bangkok-Today.

• Structure and Coherence: the summary should
contain the sentences that are related and coherent
including organizing well structure.

The original dataset is randomly split by taking 80% of
them as a training set, another 10% went to test set and the rest
of them are a validation set. The average document length is
766 words and 340 words for abstractive summarization.

• Non-redundancy: the summary should not contain
data redundancy that repeats information in the
generated summary.

For the tokenization process, we used the Longan library
[15] to tokenize the article documents and summaries into
subwords. We selected a small version of mT5 as a baseline
model due to the limit of time and available resources. It
contains 300M parameters. We employed an AdamW
optimizer [16] with a learning rate of 1e-3 and scheduled by
tracing the validation loss to reduce it on plateau curve. We
trained it for 60 epochs since with a batch size of 2 and
validated every 40 iterations. The hyper-parameters for text
generation are as follows: no repeat n-gram size is 2, 2 beam
width for beam search, a repetitive penalty is 1.2, and 0.6
length penalty.

• Content coverage: the summary should contain the
important information and include every topic that is
discussed in the original documents.

As shown in table III, the results demonstrate that ATSTH-03 (Transformer + HoogBERTa) outperforms the other
models in almost all evaluation criteria. In the light of the
pretrained model, it generates more readable and grammatical
summaries when compared to the base Transformer. In
agreement with prior work, it outperforms ATS-TH-01 (mT5small), where multilingual pretrained models seem to
underperform when sufficient training data is provided.
According to the structure-coherence and content coverage
metrics, ATS-TH-03 preserves more syntactic structures and
relevant keywords than ATS-TH-01 and ATS-TH-02 (base
Transformer). This is also owing to the syntactic knowledge
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encapsulated in the pretrained model, thanks to the multi-head
attention mechanism.
However, ATS-TH-01 outperforms the other candidates in
the non-redundancy metric. We suspect that this is due to our
hyperparameter setting in text generation. Here, we set the
repetitive penalty as 1.2, and the length penalty as 0.6. These
hyperparameters suppress the generation of long texts and
repetitive use of words is discouraged. Despite its lower nonredundancy score, it does not produce human-readable outputs
as we will see in the next subsection.
TABLE III.

Criteria

ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF THE SYSTEMGENERATED SUMMARIES

ATS-TH-01

ATS-TH-02

ATS-TH-03

Average

S.D.

Average

S.D.

1

Readability

4.4

1.506

2.6

1.838

Average S.D.
6.1

2.183

2

Grammaticality

5.8

1.135

3.7

2.003

6.6

1.647

3

Structure and
Coherence

4.5

1.354

3.0

2.160

6.1

2.132

4

Content coverage

4.1

1.729

2.7

1.767

5.6

2.271

5 Non-redundancy

6.9

1.101

2.8

1.932

4.8

2.658

A. Linguistic Analysis
ATS-TH-01 (mT5-small) cannot capture the gists of input
news articles, as the majority of the results are not in the
summary reference. Albeit grammatical and pertaining to
relevant keywords, the results are mingled and out of order. It
generates the least repetition of words, phrases, and sentences,
when compared to the remaining models.
ATS-TH-02 (base Transformer) shows the least
readability, compared to the other models. It simply selects
texts from the original document at random and mingles them
in the results. The results contain a small amount of relevant
keywords, and repetitions of words, phrases, and sentences
frequently show up.
ATS-TH-03 (Transformer + HoogBERTa) outperforms
the remaining models. It demonstrates the best readability and
coverage of relevant keywords. Moreover, repetitions of
words, phrases, and sentences show up much less frequently.
Besides, we analyzed the relation between document
length and ROUGE score of output from the ATS-TH-03
model. In the first step, we grouped the test documents into
three groups by their lengths. Then, we evaluate ROUGE
scores for each group. The results are illustrated in Table IV.
We found that documents with length between 801 to 1000
obtained the highest value for all R-1, R-2, and R-L scores.

Document Length Number of
(word)
Document

1

ROUGE Score
R-1

R-2

R-L

400-600

103

0.6102

0.3880

0.5639

601-800

125

0.6171

0.3726

0.5462

801-1000

92

0.6444

0.4122

0.5823

However, the limitation of this work can be divided into
two parts. Firstly, the original content was written in the
formal style according to their training domain since it was
only collected from the Thai official news source. In other
words, there is no guarantee that the model training from this
dataset can also perform well on the open media text such as
Twitter and Facebook. Secondly, the limit output tokens of
output are 512 tokens for all baseline models. The input in
vanilla mT5 is limited to 1024 tokens. Despite this, our custom
transformer architecture can handle longer sequences.
VII. CONCLUSION

VI. DISCUSSION

TABLE IV.
RELATIONS BETWEEN DOCUMENT LENGTHS
AND ROUGE SCORES OF THE ATS-TH-03 MODEL.

B. Applications
Let’s consider some tangible applications. The model can
potentially be used for automatic news summarization,
especially the economic domain, since it is the distribution that
the model was trained on. Nevertheless, the training process
utilizing prior knowledge from pre-training language models
can also be applied to a new dataset.

This paper presents the construction of language resources
as datasets, called ThEconSum, where it manifests some
linguistic challenges for Thai summarization. This work
contributes three folds: (1) a standard dataset for Thai ATS
with described guideline, (2) three baseline models based on
huge language models (BERT and mT5), and (3) the dataset
can be used in knowledge distillation for large-scaled ATS
models in the economics domain. For example, the teacherstudent model can be employed to construct a domain-specific
ATS model using our dataset1.
Future work remains as follows. First, we will examine the
subjectivity in the summarization tasks and establish a more
strict guideline for data construction. Next, to improve the
accuracy and coverage, we will incorporate semantic roles
(corresponding to 5W1H questions) into the cross-domain
ATS models. Finally, we are planning to select the gist of
documents with weak signals learned from graph-based
semantic interpretation.
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Abstract—Examining the relationships between words in a
sentence to determine its grammatical structure is known as
dependency parsing (DP). Based on this, a sentence is broken
down into several components. The process is based on the
concept that every linguistic component of a sentence has a direct
relationship to one another. These relationships are called dependencies. Dependency parsing is one of the key steps in natural
language processing (NLP) for several text mining approaches.
As the dominant formalism for dependency parsing in recent
years, Universal Dependencies (UD) have emerged. The various
UD corpus and dependency parsers are publicly accessible for
resource-rich languages. However, there are no publicly available
resources for dependency parsing, especially for the low-resource
language, Myanmar. Thus, we manually extended the existing
small Myanmar UD corpus (i.e., myPOS UD corpus) as myPOS
version 3.0 UD corpus to publish the extended Myanmar UD
corpus as the publicly available resource. To evaluate the effects
of the extended UD corpus versus the original UD corpus,
we utilized the graph-based neural dependency parsing models,
namely, jPTDP (joint POS tagging and dependency parsing) and
UniParse (universal graph-based parsing), and the evaluation
scores are measured in terms of unlabeled and labeled attachment
scores: (UAS) and (LAS). We compared the accuracies of graphbased neural models based on the original and extended UD
corpora. The experimental results showed that, compared to the
original myPOS UD corpus, the extended myPOS version 3.0 UD
corpus enhanced the accuracy of dependency parsing models.
Index Terms—universal dependency, dependency parsing, neural network, Myanmar language

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dependency parsing, which analyzes sentence structure
through sentence parsing, has proven to be one of the most
useful preprocessing steps, particularly for natural language
processing tasks. To represent the syntactic and semantic
information of language, a dependency structure is more
simple than a phrase. Each node in a dependency structure
corresponds to a word token. An input sentence that is a
word-tokens sequence is parsed using dependency parsing
to create a rooted dependency tree, in which the nodes
represent words and the edges are the syntactic relationships
(i.e., dependency relations) between those words. Dependency
parsers are incredibly useful for many NLP tasks, particularly
those involving relation extraction, semantic parsing, machine
translation, and other related tasks. They annotate sentences
in a form that is simple for both humans and computers to
understand.
978-1-6654-5727-9/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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Dependency parsing models can be divided into graphbased and transition-based models. The performance of the
downstream NLP tasks depends on the dependency parsers
being improved. Thus, the dependency parser is one of the
key components in NLP tasks. There are several dependency
parsers for English and other resource-rich languages, however, the UD corpus and dependency parsers are not publicly
available for the Myanmar language. To apply the Myanmar
UD corpus or dependency parser in the advanced machine
learning tasks, a large amount of UD corpus is required.
The main objective of this study is to manually extend the
existing small amount of Myanmar UD corpus [1] and build
the dependency parser using the extended UD corpus, and
compare the evaluation scores. Moreover, we aimed to apply
the dependency information obtained from our built dependency parser to factored neural machine translation system for
low-resource language Myanmar and to publish the extended
Myanmar UD corpus and our built dependency parser as
publicly available resources. In this paper, we used the graphbased neural dependency parsing models, namely, jPTDP [2]
and UniParse [3].
II. R ELATED W ORK
A novel neural network model for joint part-of-speech
(POS) tagging and dependency parsing (jPTDP) was proposed
by the authors in [2]. Their model extends a tagging component based on BiLSTM to the well-known BIST graph-based
dependency parser [4] to generate automatically predicted POS
tags for the parser. Their proposed model achieves strong UAS
and LAS scores on the benchmark English Penn treebank,
scoring 94.51% and 92.87%, respectively. This results in
+1.5% absolute improvements to the BIST graph-based parser,
as well as a state-of-the-art POS tagging accuracy of 97.97%.
They also proved that their proposed model outperforms the
baseline UDPipe [5] by having a 0.8% higher average POS
tagging score and 3.6% higher average LAS score while
parsing 61 “big” Universal Dependencies treebanks from raw
texts.
Although graph-based dependency parsers are conceptually
simple models, there has been a severe lack of extensible
and modular implementations for long-term parser research
and development up to now. Implementations of parser components are generally tightly linked to one another which
severely limits their usefulness in future studies. For these
reasons, Varab et al., [3] implemented a flexible, highly
expressive, scientific framework for graph-based dependency

parsing architectures, namely, UniParse. The UniParse aims
to provide strong baselines for future research on graphbased dependency parsers and it includes pre-configured stateof-the-art first-order sparse and neural graph-based parser
implementations.
Ji et al., [6] proposed the efficient dependency parser using
Graph Neural Networks. Instead of explicitly extracting highorder features from intermediate parse trees, they built a more
effective dependency tree node representation that effectively
and concisely captures high-order information. Their dependency parser achieves the best UAS and LAS on the Pen Tree
Bank (PTB) and UD2.2 datasets.
The authors in [7] proposed second-order graph-based
dependency parsing based on message passing and end-toend neural networks. They developed a new approach that
incorporates the head-selection structural constraint in addition
to modifying a previous method that predicts dependency
edges independently. They showed that their second-order
approaches outperform first-order baselines in terms of overall
performance, achieve accuracy comparable to recently developed state-of-the-art second-order graph-based parsers, and are
noticeably faster.
There are several graph-based and transition-based models for dependency parsing. Among them, we selected the
simple, flexible, and easy-to-customize graph-based neural
dependency models namely, jPTDP and UniParse for building
the dependency parser for the Myanmar language.
III. M YANMAR D EPENDENCY STRUCTURE
Each phrase is dependent on the primary sentence root,
which may be an adjective or verb. According to the dependency relation between words, a source word depends on
another word in the dependency structure of a phrase. When
clauses are present in the sentences, their roots are dependent
upon the root of the phrase. A sentence may include zero
or more clauses. In both original and extended UD corpus,
the dependency structures cover the fundamental structures
including noun, verb, adjective, adverb, and conjunction. The
dependency relations that are primarily utilized in the Myanmar dependency structure will be described in the following
section.
A. Dependency Relations
In this section, the dependency relations that are most
primarily used in Myanmar dependency structure such as
root (root), acl (clausal modifier of noun), amod (adjectival
modifier), advmod (adverbial modifier), case (case marking),
mark (marker), compound (compound), obl (oblique nominal),
obj (object), and punct (punctuation) are described.
root – The root of the sentence is indicated by the root
grammatical connection. Every dependency tree should only
have one node that has the root dependence relation. If there
are several orphaned dependents and the main predicate is
absent, one of these dependents is promoted to the root
position, and the other orphans are attached to it. The sample
root dependency relation is illustrated in Figure 1.
acl – Finite and non-finite clauses that modify a nominal
are referred to as acl. The noun that is modified serves as
the head of the acl relation, while the head of the clause that
modifies the noun acts as the dependent. Figure 2 shows the
sample for acl dependency relation.
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amod – Any adjectival phrase that serves to modify a noun is
said to be its adjectival modifier (amod). The amod dependents
are allowed to have their own modifiers, but they shouldn’t be
clauses. The dependency relation acl should be used if it is
a clause. The sample amod dependency relation is shown in
Figure 3.
advmod – Adverbs or adverbial phrases serve as an adverbial modifier (advmod) of a word. Figure 4 presents the
advmod dependency relation.
case – Any case-marking element that is regarded as a
separate syntactic word, such as prepositions, postpositions,
and clitic case markers (’s), is subject to the case relation.
The sample case dependency relation is illustrated in Figure
5.
mark – A clause is marked as subordinate to another phrase
with the term marker. The mark dependency relation is like
“that” or “whether” for a complement clause. Figure 6 shows
the example of mark dependency relation.
compound – The compound relation is one of the relations
for multiword expressions. Any type of compounding includes
verb and adjective compounds that are more typical in other
languages, as well as noun compounds. The sample compound
dependency relation for the Myanmar language is illustrated
in Figure 7.
obl – The obl relation is used to a nominal (noun, pronoun,
or noun phrase) acting as an adjunct or oblique argument. This
means that it performs the same purpose as an adverbial that
is attached to a verb, adjective, or other adverb. We can see
the illustration of obl dependency relation in Figure 8.
obj – After the subject, the object of a verb is its secondmost important core argument. It usually refers to a noun or a
noun phrase. Figure 9 describes the sample for obj dependency
relation.
punct – This is used for any punctuation within a clause.
The symbol (SYM) cannot be attached using the punct dependency relation since it is not punctuation. The sample punct
dependency relation is presented in Figure 10.
IV. M ETHODOLOGIES
In this section, we will present the methodologies used in
our experiments in this paper.
A. Joint POS Tagging and Graph-based Dependency Parsing
Model (jPTDP)
The two graph-based neural dependency parsing models
are utilized in this study. The first one is joint POS tagging
and graph-based dependency parsing model (jPTDP) [2]. The
architecture of the joint model is shown in Figure 11, and
it can be viewed as a two-component mixture comprising a
tagging component and a parsing component. The tagging

Fig. 1.

The root dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

” (“The seat number is 38 G.” in English).

Fig. 2. The acl dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “
in English).

” (“Is there a way to get to the train station?”

Fig. 3. The amod dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “
apartments in the city.” in English).

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

” (“There are currently 1,200 four-story

The advmod dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

The case dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

” (“How to use this?” in English).

” (“How long will you stay here?” in English).

The mark dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

” (“I’m crazy about surfing.” in English).

component utilizes a BiLSTM to learn “latent” feature vectors
that represent word tokens from an input sentence. The tagging
component then feeds these feature vectors into a multilayer
perceptron with one hidden layer (MLP) for the POS tags
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prediction. Using both the input word tokens and the predicted POS tags, the parsing component utilizes a different
BiLSTM to learn another set of latent feature representations.
These latent feature representations are fed into two different

Fig. 7. The compound dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “
card.” in English).

” (“I have 200 dollars in cash and JCB

Fig. 8. The obl dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “
English).

Fig. 9.

” (“Does that bus go to the Hilton Hotel?” in

The obj dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

Fig. 10.

” (“18 I will get up and go to my grandfather.” in English).

The punct dependency relation for Myanmar sentence “

” (“What are you passionate about?” in English).

MLPs—one to decode dependency arcs and the other to label
the predicted dependency arcs.

B. Universal Graph-based Parsing Model (UniParse)
In addition to the jPTDP model, we used the universal
graph-based parsing model (UniParse) [3] in our experiments.
A graph-based dependency parser is made up of three components including an encoder , a set of parameters , and
a decoder h. The possible dependency relations between all
words of a sentence S are modeled as a complete directed
graph GS where words are nodes and arcs are the relations.
An arc in GS referred to a factor that
associates with a
d-dimensional feature vector, and its encoding. The set of
parameters
is then utilized to generate the scores from
the constructed feature vectors according to some learning
procedure. These parameters are optimized over treebanks.
Finally, a decoder h is a maximum spanning tree algorithm
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that outputs a well-formed dependency tree, which is the raw
output of a dependency model, with an input of GS and
scores for factors of GS provided by . The authors in [3]
folded the notion of encoding into the parameter space. All
parameters are trainable, whereas, for sparse-feature models,
the encodings of sub-sets of arcs are non-trainable for the
neural models.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Myanmar UD Corpus Extension
The authors in [1] annotated the sentences contained in
myPOS version 1.0 corpus1 that were taken from Wikipedia
for various domain areas such as economics, history, news, and
politics to build the first Myanmar UD corpus by unsupervised
approach. Although they developed a Myanmar UD corpus,
their corpus is small and may not cover some other domain
areas. Thus, we extend the original UD corpus in this study.
1 https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/myPOS

Fig. 11. Architecture of Joint POS Tagging and Graph-based Dependency Parsing Model [2] for Myanmar sentence “
English).

Before extending the Myanmar UD corpus, we built the
Myanmar dependency parser using the jPTDP model with
the original myPOS version 1.0 UD corpus [1]. Then, 20,052
Myanmar sentences from our developing parallel corpora (i.e.,
Myanmar–Chinese and Myanmar–Korean) that utilized in both
myPOS version 2.0 [8] and myPOS version 3.0 [9], and
12,144 Myanmar sentences from the ASEAN MT corpus [10]
are parsed by utilizing our built dependency parser. After
parsing the data, we manually checked and corrected the
parsed data using the CoNLL-U viewer2 . The revised data
are then combined with the original myPOS version 1.0 UD
corpus, and the extended Myanmar UD corpus (i.e., myPOS
version 3.0 UD corpus) becomes 43,196 sentences. The data
statistics of the extended Myanmar UD corpus is shown in
Table I. The extended myPOS version 3.0 UD corpus contains
both complex and simple sentences. The syntax structures
of Myanmar and English languages are distinct (i.e., SOV Subject, Object followed by Verb and SVO - Subject, Verb
followed by Object), and most of the long sentences in the
Myanmar language are complex. The sample sentences contained in Myanmar–Chinese, Myanmar–Korean, and ASEAN
MT corpora are as follows:
Myanmar-Chinese parallel corpus:
“Happy”
(How to say “Happy” in
Chinese?)
(How much does it
cost the tuition fee per semester?)
Myanmar-Korean parallel corpus:
(Turn off the light after doing work.)
(I am listening to
Korean news through newspapers.)
ASEAN MT corpus:
(There’s a police officer directing traffic.)
(The factory location is
inconvenient for many of the staff so the company
provides a company bus for them.)

B. Experimental Settings
The jPTDP3 and UniParse4 models are utilized for doing the
experiments. In conducting the experiments, we set the default
parameter settings defined by [2] and [3]. For the comparison
of the original myPOS dependency parsing model and the
extended myPOS version 3.0 dependency parsing model, we
utilized two training data sets. One for the baseline myPOS dependency parsing model is taken from the original myPOS UD
corpus (10,000 sentences) and another is also taken from the
extended myPOS version 3.0 UD corpus (42,196 sentences)
for the extended dependency parsing model. We used the same
test data (1,000) for both the original myPOS version 1.0
dependency parsing model and the extended myPOS version
3.0 dependency parsing model and compare the accuracies
between these two models.
C. Evaluation
The accuracies are measured by the central dependency
parser performance metrics, namely, UAS and LAS. The calculations of the performance metrics are described in equations
1 and 2.
number of correct arcs
number of arcs

(1)

number of correctly labeled arcs
number of arcs

(2)

UAS =
LAS =

VI. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
The comparison of two dependency parsing accuracies
based on different test sets using the training model from
the original myPOS version 1.0 UD corpus and the extended
myPOS version 3.0 UD corpus is shown in Table II. Higher
accuracies are highlighted as bold numbers. In this table, the
models trained from the extended UD corpus are higher than
the models applied from the original UD corpus in terms of
+1.09 (UAS) and +1.39 (LAS) for jPTDP, and +0.6 (UAS)
and + 0.64 (LAS) for UniParse. According to the experimental
results, we notice that the extended myPOS version 3.0 UD
3 https://github.com/datquocnguyen/jPTDP

2 https://urd2.let.rug.nl/⇠kleiweg/conllu/

4 https://github.com/danielvarab/uniparse
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” (“I will study.” in

Table I. Data Statistics of myPOS (version 3.0) UD Corpus.
Unit

myPOS
(ver. 1.0)

Ext-1:
my-zh

Ext-2:
my-ko

Ext-3:
ASEAN-MT my

myPOS
(ver. 3.0)

Sentences

11,000

10,000

10,052

12,144

43,196

Word Tokens

239,598

103,909

106,864

114,134

564,505

Average Words/Sentence

21.78

10.17

10.64

9.40

13.07

Table II. Comparison of Accuracies between Dependency Parsing Models.
Original myPOS

Extended myPOS
version 3.0

UAS

LAS

UAS

LAS

jPTDP

85.07%

81.38 %

86.16%

82.77 %

UniParse

85.67%

82.72%

86.27%

83.36 %

Models

corpus improves the dependency parsing accuracy over the
original UD corpus. The original myPOS dependency parsing
model uses a minimal amount of training data, however,
the extended myPOS version 3.0 dependency parsing model
utilizes approximately triple the training data applied in the
original parsing model. Moreover, the training data of the
extended dependency parsing model are the data from various
domain areas. Thus, the difference between the original myPOS and the extended myPOS version 3.0 dependency parsing
models is the extended dependency parsing model can parse
the raw data more accurately than the original myPOS parsing
model.
Long-range dependencies (i.e., dependencies where there
are several words between the head and dependent) in a sentence are well-captured by graph-based dependency parsers.
The dependency tree with the highest overall weight is the
output of a graph-based dependency parser, which makes
choices at the level of whole trees. A transition-based dependency parser, however, makes decisions at the level of
arcs. The probability that some intervening word is a plausible
dependent for the head or plausible head for the dependent
that will be picked up by the transition-based parser increases
when the number of words between a head and dependent
rises. Given a good weighting function, there is no such
problem with a graph-based dependency parser. The UniParse
model performs slightly better than the jPTDP model in
terms of UAS and LAS scores, although both models provide
comparable accuracies. The UniParse model, in contrast to the
jPTDP model, is unable to parse the raw text data, which is the
main difference between the two graph-based neural parsing
models, jPTDP and UniParse. On the other hand, the jPTDP
model can smoothly perform dependency parsing for raw text
data. Thus, the jPTDP model is more useful and effective than
the UniParse model in raw text data parsing.
In conclusion, we manually extended myPOS version 1.0
UD corpus to myPOS version 3.0 UD corpus and built graphbased dependency parsers for the Myanmar language. Moreover, we compared the dependency parsing models built on
the original and extended UD corpora. The larger the training
dataset we used for dependency parsing models, the better the
model’s accuracy. Therefore, our extended myPOS version 3.0
UD corpus is more beneficial for improving the dependency
parser for the Myanmar language than the original UD corpus.
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In the near future, we will publish the extended UD corpus
and our built dependency parser as publicly available resources
in https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/myUDTree. In addition, we
will apply the dependency information derived from our built
dependency parser to factored neural machine translation.
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Abstract—Screening tests like the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA) can help diagnose mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). MoCA comprises subtests that span various
cognitive domains. Numerous researchers attempt to detect
MCI by employing speech-related features such as acoustic,
linguistic, and prosodic features. However, the features can
distinguish patients with MCI from healthy people but do not
describe each patient's specific cognitive domain impairment.
This study focuses on Digit Backward Span (DBS) and Digit
Forward Span (DFS), subtests related to the cognitive attention
domain in MoCA. We develop a model and identify the most
relevant speech features for the domain from a recorded voice
from these subtests in the Thai MoCA. We rank features by
their importance and found that using a subset of important
features has higher predictive power than using the entire
feature set in impairment in the attention domain. The most
important features in both tests are the median duration of voice
and the duration of voice.
Keywords—MoCA, mild cognitive impairment,
importance, attention domain, classification

feature

I. INTRODUCTION
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is the stage of cognitive
deterioration in one or more cognitive areas between normal
aging and dementia. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA) is a screening instrument used to diagnose MCI. The
MoCA comprises subtests that examine many cognitive
domains, including
attention, executive
function,
concentration, abstraction, computation, and orientation; the
individual subtest results sum up to 30 points. Participants
having a MoCA score of fewer than 25 are considered to have
MCI. The cognitive domain can support the expert in
diagnosing diseases, e.g., Alzheimer's disease (AD), vascular
cognitive impairment, and Parkinson's disease [1-4].
A considerable number of researches are devoted to
analyzing speech that could diagnose cognitive impairment.
Speech problems are found in MCI and dementia patients [5].
Konig et al. analyze voice recordings of cognitive tasks
performed by MCI AD and dementia patients. The duration of
voice and silence helped differentiate MCI from healthy
controls (HC) [6]. Numerous studies utilize MFCC, jitter, and
other acoustic features to detect cognitive decline [7-9].
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Different researchers propose numerous sets of acoustic
features that are specific to each task. Eyben et al. propose the
extended Geneva minimalistic acoustic feature (eGeMAPS)
[10], which includes frequency-related, shimmer, and jitter.
eGeMAPs is one of the most well-known sets in various
speech tasks. Many researchers employ eGeMAPs to support
the development of diagnostic tools for MCI, AD, and medical
conditions [11-15].
Some researchers extract linguistic features extracted from
speech to help diagnose the medical problem [16, 17].
Although these characteristics are intriguing, those researches
require manual transcribing from speech which is
cumbersome.
The majority of studies focus on indicators of mild
cognitive impairment. However, little research focuses
primarily on factors that influence specific cognitive domains
[18, 19].
This work seeks to identify a new set of relevant acoustic
features influencing attention scores on the Thai MoCA test.
It is straightforward to extract them automatically. We apply
the recursive feature selection approach to choose features
from eGeMAPS and the voice and silent-based feature
collections.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous studies aim to refine speech-related features
and cognitive domain impairment analysis for diagnosing
MCI, dementia, and MCI-related diseases. The expanded MCI
screening test developed by Nasreddine et al. includes
cognitive tasks spanning various cognitive domains, such as
attention, executive function, and others [20]. Tao et al. detect
MCI alongside AD because AD is often diagnosed after MCI
[21]. To evaluate healthy MCI patients, König et al. performed
a speech analysis based on the recorded voice of cognitive
tasks. One of the chosen cognitive exercises matches the
attention task digit span backward in MoCA [6]. They derived
the features based on the duration of the voice and silent
segment and other features. However, the voice and silent
features were selected by feature selection and helped classify
the participants' groups (HC, MCI, and AD). Gareth et al. [5]
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characterized the participant's verbal responses with MCI and
HC on the question-and-answer test. They described the
considerable differences in length, frequency, and feature ratio
between MCI patients and healthy controls. Khodabakhsh et
al. investigated linguistic and prosodic features' significance
in identifying AD [22]. Their research demonstrates that
physical factors such as age, education, and gender also affect
the accuracy of outcomes. Jochen Weiner et al. created a
technique for automatic transcription with an acoustic
component that replicates the outcomes of manual
transcription. The detection by applying features
characterized by automatic transcription was superior to using
manual transcription to diagnose dementia [23-25]. In
addition, the acoustic features of the verbal response include
formant F0 and shimmer.

was not equal to that of females. Fifty-five women and ten
men pass the cutoff score to be healthy. The rest of the subjects
are MCI. Finally, we normalized the audio volume of all voice
recordings before sending them to the net feature extraction
stage.
TABLE I.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

Participants

Group
Healthy (score >5)

MCI (score <= 5)

Male

10

10

Female

55

55

Total

65

65

Hiroki Tanaka et al. demonstrated an interactive avatar
system for detecting dementia automatically. To classify
participants with dementia, he retrieved linguistic data and
features and computed fundamental frequency, amplitude,
first harmonic, and third formant as acoustic features [26].
Haider et al. use a speech segment containing feature bank
extracts from eGeMAPS, Embase, and ComParE2013 with
the active data representation (ADR) method to diagnose AD,
and the result from eGeMAPs outperforms [12]. Numerous
investigations have been supported by various acoustic
features, such as jitter, MFCC shimmer, HNR, and NHR [2733]. Many pieces of research focus on the characteristics of
MCI and neurodegenerative diseases but not on the
individual's cognitive decline [7].
Our study will focus on determining the significant
acoustic feature associated with the attention domain by
selecting features from the eGeMAPS and voice response sets
of acoustic features.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
This section describes the data collection and the operation
flow in this work. The process starts with data collection, data
cleansing, feature extraction, feature selection, and feature
importance evaluation, as shown in the overview in Fig 1.
A. Data Collection and Data Cleansing
The dataset includes 130 individuals, 110 women, and 20
men. We use the Thai MoCA iPad application to collect each
participant's recorded voice in the digit forward span (DFS)
and digit backward span (DBS) task. The tasks are intended to
assess the cognitive attention of each patient. The screenshots
of both tasks from the Thai MoCA iPad application are shown
in Fig. 2. The application stores 32-bit recorded audio with a
44.1kHz sampling rate in m4a format.
The dataset contains a balanced number of males and
females, as shown in Table 1. The Thai MoCA set a cutoff
score of 25 points for MCI and Healthy. We compared the
Thai MoCA and the attention task score using the Youden
Index method [34] to evaluate the cutoff score for the attention
task. The calculated cutoff score for the attention task is 5
points. We collect the samples from The Thai MoCA
application's database, where the patients’ actual MoCA
scores are evaluated by a specialist. We balanced data from
Thai voice participant records with the attention score cutoff
of 5 points and the identified gender using the collected data.
We try to balance the number of samples based on genders
and MCI status. We have the same number of healthy and
MCI. However, due to data limitations, the number of males
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Fig. 1 Overview of the system

Fig. 2 (Left) Digit backward span (DBS) task. (Right) Digit forward span
(DFS) task.

B. Feature Extraction
We use commonly accessible software such as Praat [35]
and openSMILE [36] to extract acoustic characteristics. We
employ Praat for extracting features linked with
active/inactive voice duration and time response, as
mentioned in a prior study [6, 22], and openSMILE for
extracting eGeMAPS features.
eGeMAPS is an acoustic feature set generated from
research to standardize acoustic features based on their
interdisciplinary evidence and theoretical significance. It
consists of 88 features, including shimmer, loudness,
harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), F0, F1-3, the ratio of
summed energy between 50-1000 Hz and 1-5 Hz, harmonic
difference, MFCC, spectral flux difference, and the feature
produced from statistical analysis.
We use Praat software to extract two sets of features based
on the automatically segmented voice. The first is the voice
and silent duration segments based on the energy envelope
(intensity). In contrast, the second one is the voice and silent
duration segment based on the pitch contour (periodicity).
Then, we extract statistical features from voice and silent parts
based on prior studies [6, 22], as described in Table 2. The
total number of features from Praat extracted was 36. In
addition, we incorporated the gender and education level of
the participants into the final feature set. There are 126
features in total.
TABLE II.

Mean of duration

Ratio mean of duration

Median of duration

Ratio median of duration

Standard deviation of duration

Ratio of standard deviation of
duration

Sum of durations

Ratio sum of duration

Time response

D. Classification
We formulate the attention impairment prediction as a
binary classification task, healthy vs. MCI. We have tried five
standard machine learning algorithms: decision tree (DT),
support vector machine (SVM), linear discriminant analysis
(LDA), random forest (RF), and k-nearest neighbor (KNN)
using the feature sets from section III-C. We perform the
leave-one-out validation (LOO) to reduce the data biases. We
investigated the mean accuracy of five standard machine
learning feature sets for each estimator and determined which
feature set performed the best.

STATISTICAL FEATURES FROM VOICE AND SILENT
SEGMENTS

Type

Segment count

C. Feature Selection
We employed Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [37]
as a wrapper method for feature selection. RFE can assign
weight to features by a given estimator. It repeatedly removes
the least essential feature according to the weight until the
number of features left reaches the defined number. We
separately used linear regression (LR), random forest (RF),
decision tree (DT), gradient boosting (XGBoost), and
perception (PCT) as estimators. We try all possible defined
numbers of features from 1 to 126. Therefore, we will receive
126 sets of features for each estimator. The flow is performed
as shown in Fig. 3.

Features
Mean of voice duration
Mean of silent duration
Mean of voice duration / Mean of
silent duration.
Mean of silent duration / Mean of
voice duration
Median of voice duration
Median of silent duration
Median of voice duration / Median
of silent duration
Median of silent duration / Median
of voice duration
Standard deviation of voice
duration
Standard deviation of silent
duration
Standard deviation of voice
duration / standard deviation of
silent duration
Standard deviation of silent
duration / standard deviation of
voice duration

Fig. 3 The expanding flow process on RFE feature selection (section III-C),
classification (section III-D), and evaluation (section IV).

Sum of voice duration
Sum of silent duration
Sum of voice duration / sum of
silent duration
Sum of silent duration / sum of
voice duration
Number of voice segments
Number of silent segments

Fig. 4 Mean accuracy of each estimator on a set of features extracted by RFE
on the Digit Forward Span (DFS) task.

Length of the first silent segment
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Fig. 5 Mean accuracy of each estimator on a set of features extracted by RFE
on the Digit Backward Span (DBS) task.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ACCURACY BETWEEN THE
BEST FEATURE SET AND ALL FEATURE SET

Task

All

DFS

71.2

58.1

DBS

69.8

60.3

The best feature sets are
Ten features with decision tree at the mean
accuracy of 71.2%
Ten features with gradient boosting at the mean
accuracy of 69.8%

The following lists are the significant DFS task.
1.

The arithmetic mean of logarithmic F0 on a
semitone frequency scale

2.

The standard deviation of the falling slope signal
on loudness

3.

The arithmetic mean of Harmonic difference H1–
H2

4.

Standard deviation normalized by the arithmetic
mean on Harmonic difference H1–H2

5.

The arithmetic mean on Formant 1

6.

The arithmetic mean of the Alpha Ratio over all
unvoiced segments

7.

Duration silent based on the intensity

8.

Median of duration voice based on periodicity

9.

Duration of voice based on periodicity

10. Education
The following lists are the significant DBS task.

The standard deviation of the rising slope signal
on loudness

3.

The arithmetic mean of Harmonic difference H1–
A3

4.

Standard deviation normalized by the arithmetic
mean on center frequency second formant

5.

The arithmetic mean of Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients 4

6.

The standard deviation of continuously voiced
regions (F0 > 0)

7.

Median of duration silent based on the intensity

8.

Median of duration voice based on aperiodicity

9.

Duration of voice based on aperiodicity

Features from the best set that are important to both DFS
and DBS tasks are

We compare the mean accuracy of each machine learning
algorithm when using different sets of features. Fig.4 and
Fig.5 show the performance of each learning algorithm on
each feature set of the DFS and DBS tasks, respectively.

•

2.

In addition, we compare the mean accuracy of the best
feature set (10 features) and the complete feature set (126
features) in Table 3.

IV. RESULT

•

The arithmetic mean of the rising slope signal on
loudness

10. Education

Mean Accuracy
Best set

1.

•

The median duration voice based on periodicity

•

The duration of voice based on periodicity

•

Education

Two are voice- and silent-based features; one is the
education, while the rest are unique to each subtest. This result
shows that voice duration and education might have an impact
on both subtests.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our experiment revealed a set of acoustic features
important in predicting attention impairment in the Thai
MoCA test only. We validate our assumption using the DFS
and DBS subtests DFS and DBS in Thai MoCA. The result
confirmed that using the subset of feature gain higher mean
accuracy than using all features. In this experiment, only the
DFS and DBS subtests are utilized because the voice quality
in the other subtests is less clear. In the future, we plan to apply
our experiment to additional subtests in attention domains. We
also plan to use similar ideas to find significant features that
can help MCI diagnosis in other cognitive domains.
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Abstract—This research aims to 1) Study the use of IoT
technology to measure soil moisture and air humidity and
control water spraying and brightness values in Niam Hom
Houses, and 2) Develop systems and tools for users to monitor
and record the house's temperature, soil moisture, air humidity,
and brightness values. The development tool uses Arduino
MEGA and NodeMCU ESP8266 to connect the sensors to obtain
data from a specific environment. Design and control the
measurement circuit system in the farmhouse with a size of 4 x
6 meters using black shading nets of 50% and 70%. The IoT
system helps to control soil moisture, and the air humidity is
good, making onion trees grow well. Good yield and different
physiology in black shading net 50% in combination with
chemical fertilizer application.
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asthma.[2] The dried leaves are used to make medicine. The
Chinese used the root to treat malaria and to make poultices
for abscesses or acne. The decline in Niam Hom is
significantly consistent with Thai aromatic spices because
Niam Hom will be the main incense. When the popularity
declined, Niam Hom also disappeared. Modern Thai people
are unfamiliar with the onion plant, which has become
relatively rare. Moreover, believed that shortly it may be on
the verge of extinction. The selling price per plant in the
current market is relatively high.

Keywords— Internet of Things, Niam Hom, NodeMCU,
Control system, Temperature, Humidity

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Niamh's scientific name is Strobilanthes nivea Craib.
Acanthaceae is classified in the family found only in Thailand
[1], which is present. Niam Suea (Plectranthus amboinicus)
and Niam Om (Chloranthus spicatus) leaves have a pungent
odor commonly eaten with the food Laab to deodorize the
fishy odor. Niam Soi is grown as an ornamental plant, or The
leaves are eaten as fresh vegetables. Niam Hom is a plant with
fragrant leaves similar to pandan leaves, but the leaves are
darker, more fragrant, and have a pleasant, sweet perfume that
lasts for several weeks. A distinctiveness that gives a long
aroma when cooked in Thai aromatic spices makes them stand
out, such as baking water, seasonings, flour paste, and other
fragrances. Suppose there is a shortage of Niam Hom. In that
case, the scents mentioned above are incomplete, which
makes Thai fragrances different from other perfumes. In
addition, the aromatic leaves are used to flavor drinks,
including ancient people's tobacco, By putting it in a tobacco
box to make it smell good or set in the mortar. When chewing
betel nut, there will be an aromatic odor in the mouth. It may
also be preserved in alcoholic beverages using a few leaves.
Nap Fai soaked in the drink will make it taste smoother and
more inviting. Niam leaves are another interesting herbal
remedy; they smell like pandan leaves. Fresh leaves are used
for dizziness, fainting, and expelling wind in the intestines;
some are boiled for women after giving birth to bathe. Used to
make a compress and put it in medicine to help reduce bruising
and swelling, causing blood to spread. Fresh and dried leaves
are brewed as a tea to drink for fever, cough, cold, and
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Fig. 1. Strobilanthes nivea Craib

Because the leaves are a species that may become extinct
in the future, the researcher came up with the idea to use the
Internet of Things to help manage the aromatic herbs in a
limited area to get the most benefit from connecting to a
microcontroller device that uses receive-send signals to
control the on-off command. The water spraying system and
on/off switch for the exhaust fan to manage humidity and
temperature in the houses. Fields in Niam Hom are sprayed
with water to increase their moisture content. It helps gather
data and regulate parameters like light intensity, wind speed,
and air and soil humidity. This will give thorough, precise, and
correct information that can be communicated to the relevant
parties. Immediate analysis and assistance with ordering
decisions are possible. Including lowering the duration of
administration and care to make it more practical and
expedient. As with karma, watering, fertilizing, camouflaging,
trimming, planting, and harvesting medicinal plants at the
right time will stimulate their development. It can boost the
production (leaves) and quality of onion plants. The
environment is managed by applying the appropriate
management technology in the appropriate setting.
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B. Research objectives
1) Study the use of IoT technology to measure soil
moisture and air humidity and control water spraying and
brightness values in Niam Hom Houses.
2) Develop systems and tools for users to monitor and
record the house's temperature, soil moisture, air humidity,
and brightness values.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
NodeMCU is an open-source IoT platform. It contains
firmware on the ESP8266 WI-FI SoC (System-on-chip) from
Espressif Systems Company (from Shanghai, China). It is a
32-bit Microcontroller. It is a 32-bit Microcontroller. In this
research, NodeMCU used an ESP8266 module, similar to the
Arduino, which has built-in input and output ports and is
compatible with Arduino IDE, where programming C++ can
write. Compiling and flashing programming codes can be
done using a micro USB. NodeMCU has advantages over
Arduino, which is smaller and can connect to a WIFI
system.[3]
Blynk is the internet of things platform aimed to simplify
building mobile and web applications for the Internet of
Things. Easily connect 400+ hardware models like Arduino,
ESP8266, ESP32, Raspberry Pi, and similar MCUs and dragn-drop IOT mobile apps for iOS and Android.[4]
Wireless sensor network system and accessories for use
in rubber plantations. The system can measure various
environmental values such as humidity and temperature in the
air, light intensity values, humidity, and temperature inside
the soil. It can communicate over long distances using a
multi-hop communication method. It can be configured to
send data back to nodes for a specified time. Users can check
various values through the application. Alternatively, we can
check the data within the database if we want to analyze the
previous data. [5][6]
This study demonstrated a smart farm application that
boosted the yield of the Schizophyllum commune. This study
aimed to examine the performance of the smart farm control
system and compare the product from greenhouses equipped
with the smart farm system (experimental set) and
conventional greenhouses (control set). The system was
controlled automatically by a programmable logic controller.
The system was designed to gather and show temperature and
humidity data on the Google platform. The system was
subsequently evaluated before installation in the
experimental set. After harvesting, the findings demonstrated
that the smart farm system operated precisely and effectively.
Temperature and humidity error percentages averaged 4.37
and 4.20 percent, respectively. In addition, the yield of
Schizophyllum commune from the experimental set was
6,861.29 grams, which was 1.99 times more than the yield
from the control set (3,443.20 grams). At the 0.05 level, the
weight differential finding was statistically significant.
Ultimately, the smart farm system significantly increased the
cultivation efficiency of the Schizophyllum commune for
farmers. [7]
The versatile controller is developed to monitor and
control temperature and relative humidity in different ways
to serve different types of use. Control methods can be
arranged in different sequences and periods, including timer,

hysteresis, and condition control. Eight multifunction output
ports are available for actuators or loads. Results from actual
implementation are shown. Temperature and humidity in a
greenhouse can be controlled in predefined ranges to suit
planting processes. Data on the cloud can be monitored in
real-time on a PC or mobile application.[8]
This project develops a wireless network system for
monitoring real-time data, as well as a user interface and
system automation, by leveraging a dynamic website and
teaching machine learning to our IoT system to automate the
process. The critical difficulties in mushroom farming are
irrigation, environmental parameter monitoring, and limited
human participation. The Raspberry Pi model B+ also serves
as the system's brain, to which various ESP8266 nodes
connect to receive real-time data updates. The dynamic
website functions as both a user interface and a tool for
automating the process. All of the issues can be solved using
the approach employed in this study. The Biosensors may be
used to detect the presence of microorganisms and the
moisture content of the soil.[9][10]
This research aims to prototype a smart Lingzhi
mushroom farm that is applied to the internet of things with
a sensor to measure and monitor humidity in the Lingzhi
mushroom farm. The humidity data is processed through
NETPIE. This data was stored in a NET FEED and displayed
on mobile devices and computers through NET
FREEBOARD. It also automatically controlled sprinkler and
fog pumps, and the functional status switched on and off for
push notifications through LINE API on the LINE
Application. The research results showed that using IOT with
the sensor enhanced the prototype of smart farming. [11]
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We used the waterfall model of the system development
life cycle (SDLC) [12] and 5 steps in this research. Following
are the requirement and feasibility study, system analysis,
design, implementation, system validation, and maintenance.
A. Requirement and Feasibility study
This research required a study to compile documents and
equipment used in a research project on developing
temperature, humidity, and brightness control systems in a
house using Internet of Things technology focused on
receiving values from sensor devices. Various related and
send that value through the Internet to Blynk System for
control and storage. Such research has chosen NodeMCU
ESP8266 and Arduino MEGA to be used with the sensor
AM2315 Module can measure temperature and humidity in
the same device Capacitive Soil Moisture Sensor 1.2 to
measure soil moisture Module SI1145 Digital UV/IR/Visible
Light Sensor capture as for the load control of various
electrical appliances. The need to measure the environmental
conditions can be summarized as controlling soil moisture, air
humidity, light intensity, drip irrigation, and spraying water
through the application. Turn on-off Automatic or manual can
save data. Soil moisture value and air humidity value can be
obtained through a cloud system and display soil moisture
value, air humidity value, temperature value, and light
intensity value via mobile phone.
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For this research, we selected tools and software shown in
Figures 2-3 and table 1-2.

System circuit

TABLE I. HARDWARE AND PURPOSE OF THE USE
Hardware
NodeMCU ESP8266
Arduino MEGA
Digital Temperature and
Humidity Sensor (AM2315)
Capacitive Soil Moisture
Sensor 1.2
SI1145 Digital UV / IR /
Visible Light Sensor
LCD screen I2C Interface
Relay 2-Channel DC 5V
30A 220v
Fog Pump
Solenoid Valve

Purposes of use
Control devices and send data into
Internet via WIFI connection
Control devices and send data.
to measure digital temperature, and air
humidity in the same device
to measure soil moisture
a dynamic light sensor digital UV / IR /
Visible Light Sensor
an easy-to-use display module
Connect the circuit like a switch by
controlling the operation with an
electrical Relay
Make a fine mist spray to add humidity
to the environment in the house.
used to control the on-off of the water
system.

Fig. 3. System circuit for connecting microcontroller devices

This design is a diagram of the sensor system unit a t 2
points. The first point will be installed in the center of the
house, about 2 meters from the entrance door, and the second
point will be installed in the center. The distance of the
entrance door will be about 4 meters. The two sensors point
will connect the signal to the microcontroller device in the
control cabinet in front of the house, as shown in Figure 4.

TABLE II. SOFTWARE AND PURPOSE OF THE USE
Software
Arduino IDE
C++ on Arduino IDE
Blynk Application

Purposes of use
The open-source Arduino Software (IDE) does
write and upload code to the board quickly.
Programming language on NodeMCU
to control Arduino, ESP8266, Raspberry Pi,
and the like over the internet.

B. System Analysis and Design
This design for a control circuit system in a 4 x 6-meter
farmhouse employs 50% and 70% black shading net. This
research has chosen NodeMCU ESP8266 and Arduino
MEGA to use the sensor. AM2315 Module to measure digital
temperature and humidity in the same device Capacitive Soil
Moisture Sensor 1.2 to measure soil moisture Module SI1145
Digital UV/IR/Visible Light Sensor capture for the load
control of various electrical appliances. They controlled soil
moisture, air humidity, light intensity, drip irrigation, and
spraying water through the application to turn on-off
automatically or manually to save data obtained through a
cloud system and display value to Blynk System via mobile
phone.
Concept diagram

Fig. 4. Diagram of the sensor system in Niam Hom house.

This design of fogging equipment consists of 2 sets of
small water pumps for spraying 15 bar mist, water pipes, and
f o u r 4-way fog sprayers. The house has four fog spraying
points covering the Niam Hom tree. 25 onions, as shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 2 System Conceptual Diagram

Fig. 5. Diagram of the mist spray irrigation system
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This design of a drip irrigation system consists of a
solenoid valve device. The main pipe is a 4 PE pipe, a
dripping pipe (micro cable), and 100 drip heads. The function
of the drip irrigation system is to provide moisture to the soil
in the aromatic pots. Suppose the soil moisture content is less
than specified. In that case, the control cabinet will
immediately order the Solenoid Valve to open the valve The
water from the water tank is sucked through the pumps along
the lines. The water flowing through the drip pipes is
dispersed into the Niam Hom pots, as shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 8. control cabinet and fog pump cabinet

Fig. 6. Diagram of drip irrigation system in Niam Hom house

C. Implementation
an overview of system design and factors affecting the
growth of Niam Hom plants. The researcher has designed a
set of temperature sensors, soil moisture sensors, air humidity
sensors, and water pumps, as shown in the following figures
7-9.

Fig. 9. Controller devices

D. System Validation and Maintenance
The researcher has programmed the microcontroller
board to receive and control devices from various sensors,
temperature and humidity, soil moisture, and light sensors.
Iterates when working according to the program posted on the
microcontroller board until it stops supplying power to the
board for programming and uploading the program to the
microcontroller board. Use the program Arduino IDE to
connect to the Blynk Application. User interface design and
development of the screen interface will consist of the
following:
Fig. 7. Placement of drip irrigation system and placement of Niam Hom
pots
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accounting for 90%, and did not respond to the work 3 times,
accounting for 6%.
3. The results of testing the on-off Solenoid valve
automation
The test results are that when the soil moisture
decreases by less than 40%, the control cabinet will order the
solenoid valve to open the water valve from the water tank.
The water flowing through the drip pipe will spread into the
onion plant pot until the soil moisture level is more than 50%.
Then, the control cabinet will order the solenoid valve to stop
the water supply
4. The results of testing the operation of the automation
of the water pump
The test results are air humidity is the humidity level
in the air suitable for the houseplant, which is between 60 70 RH (Relative Humidity). When the air humidity is below
60%, the water pump will spray mist to increase the moisture
inside the house. The pump will stop working when the
humidity is greater than 75%.
Fig. 10. The screen shows various Niam Hom House chart values.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In system testing, we have tested the system as follows.
1) Test the system on-off switch by the user.
This system testing by turning on-off 2 devices is the
operation of the solenoid valve to water the onion plants. A
water pump sprays mist to increase the humidity of the air
controlled by the user through the application, which is when
users turn on - off the water pump or ventilation fan. If it
usually works, it will put the number 1, and if it works
abnormally, it will put the number 0.
2) Test the automation of the Solenoid Valve.
This system testing by the soil moisture value of less
than 40 percent. Solenoid Valve, which, if the device works,
will show the word "On"; if the device does not work, it will
show the phrase "Off."
3) Test the automatic operation of the water pump.
This system testing by making the humidity in the
air less than 60 percent. If the device is working, Solenoid
Valve will show the word "On"; if the device does not work,
it will show the phrase "Off."
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The researcher tested the system and equipment by
measuring the temperature, humidity, and light. The study
and conduct of this research show the results the researcher
has designed. The research results are as follows.
1. System results
The test results are as follows. 1) Connection to the
Blynk System can be connected using a wireless network
signal (Wi-Fi). 2) Sending sensor temperature, air humidity,
light intensity, and soil moisture values from the sensor.
Values can send and displayed through Blynk.
2. The results of testing the on-off system switch by users
The results are that 50 applications were switched onoff by the device 44 times, accounting for 88% of solenoid
valves turned on, and 44 of the solenoid valves turned off,
accounting for 88%. The water pump turned on 45 times,
accounting for 90%. The water pump turned off 45 times,

The results and problems found in operation were [11]
installing panel equipment to control work NodeMCU
ESP8266 connect to Wi-Fi via the Blynk System and to
connect to the sensor device, the DHT21/AM2315 Module to
measure air temperature and humidity will work with 2 sets of
15 bar pressure diaphragm pump used to increase the moisture
in the air, the humidity between 60-70 RH (Relative
Humidity). When the humidity is less than 60 RH, the pump
will work to increase the humidity of the air. The device to
measure soil moisture uses a capacitive soil sensor. The
Moisture Sensor 1.2 works with the solenoid valve when the
soil moisture content suitable for plants is 40 – 50% RH. If the
soil moisture is less than 40% RH, the solenoid valve will
work to increase. The humidity in the plant pot and the
solenoid valve will stop working when the soil moisture
exceeds 50% RH. An optical sensor was also installed to
measure and transmit the light intensity to Blynk System. In
addition to Future work, There are future development
suggestions. It must either install more sun-shading devices or
increase the distance between onion plants. The SD card has a
backup device in case there is no internet connection. Increase
the number of misting nozzles to spray a consistent mist.
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Abstract— Befor
e each tr
ip, tour
ists generally gather
information or photos from different places. This work aims at
providing additional information about touristic sites in
Thailand via automatic image captioning. Image captioning is
the process of generating a textual description for given images.
In recent years, the development of Artificial Intelligence in
combining image processing and natural language processing
has gained attention worldwide. Image captioning can be
regarded as a sequence-to-sequence modeling problem, as it
converts images, which are considered a sequence of pixels, to a
sequence of words. This work proposed a finetuned model that
combined CNNs and LSTM to generate the image description.
In the experiment part, we use BLEU to evaluate the model.

wishing for good fortune and luck by releasing paper-made
hot-air balloons into the night sky. Phi Ta Khon, or Ghost
Mask Festival is Thai Halloween. Indeed, during this festival,
participants wearing handcrafted spooky masks and fancy
costumes throng the streets, forming a massive parade as
shown in Fig. 1.

(a)

Keywords—image caption, RNNs, LSTM, BLEU,Greedy

(c)

Fig. 1. Examples of Thai cultures (a) the Monkey Buffet Festival, (b) Yi
Peng and (c) Phi Ta Khon

I. INTRODUCTION
The restrictions for the traveler because of the COVID-19
pandemic are lowered now. Thailand is gearing up to return
to normal by easing travel restrictions and allowing tourists
to enter the country. To boost domestic travel, this work aims
to provide additional information about Thailand's touristic
sites via automatic image captioning. Image captioning is the
process of generating a textual description for given images.
In recent years, the development of Artificial Intelligence in
combining image processing and natural language processing
has gained attention worldwide. Image captioning has a large
number of applications. For instance, it can help people with
low or no eyesight. In addition, this technology can assist
humans in generating natural language descriptions
automatically. To this end, we need to combine the
knowledge of computer vision and natural language
processing (NLP). This work combines pre-trained models in
computer vision and NLP to provide natural caption in the
Thai cultural domain.
Thai culture is blended with the strength of unity of the
nation, religion, and monarchy [1]. Indeed, nearly 95 percent
of the population is Buddhist, and Buddhism strongly
influences Thai tradition and beliefs. Ancestral and natural
spirits are also incorporated into Buddhism beliefs. These
beliefs are combined with the country’s long history of
monarchy, where the king plays a central role in cultural
events. Parades and parties are present at most of these
events.
Besides religion and monarchy, food represents an
essential ingredient to Thai culture. Indeed, Thai food is
central to any social occasion, family time, and vacation
celebration.
Let us give three examples of Thai cultures. Monkey
Buffet Festival, where tables of food and fruit are laid out for
the monkeys to feast to thank the monkey deity who saved
God's daughter from a demon. Yi Peng Lantern Festival.
Indeed, Loy Krathong is one of the main events in Thai
culture. In Chiang Mai, another local festival, the Yi Peng
Lantern Festival, is organized one day before Loy Krathong.
Yi Peng symbolizes the individual letting go of worry and
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(b)

People who get a postcard or see pictures on social media
may be interested in these festivals and want to get more
information related to these events. This work aims to
automatically provide additional information from input
images in the form of textual descriptions using the image
captioning method.
Image captioning can be regarded as a sequence-tosequence modeling problem, as it converts images, which can
be considered a sequence of pixels, to a sequence of words.
For this purpose, we need to process both the image and its
textual description. To this end, convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) were used to extract the image feature that
is fed into recurrent neural networks for text generation. The
following subsections briefly review related works.
A. InceptionV3
The Inception V3 [2-4], released in 2015, is a deep
learning model based on Convolutional Neural Networks used
for image classification. It is the advanced and optimized
version of the inception V1 model by several techniques for
optimizing the network for better model adaptation, such as
higher efficiency and computationally less expensive.
B. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
RNNs [5] are neural structures designed to process
sequential data. In this work, we use an RNN structure called
the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [6].
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• Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [6]
LSTM uses skipping connections to alleviate the gradient
vanishing problem commonly found when modeling long
sequences. Hence, LSTM can handle long sequences
compared to other RNNs structures. In addition, LSTM
incorporates concepts of learnable gates allowing precise
temporal modeling. Indeed, besides input and output gates
that control the incoming data and outgoing data of an
LSTM node, the node also relies on a forget gate that
allows memorizing or discarding the current memory
depending on the context changes.

• Greedy Search
Indeed, the Decoder, e.g., LSTM, takes image features
extracted using Image Encoder and outputs the probability
of each word at each output position. Greedy Search [8]
returns the word with the highest probability at each
position. The returned words constitute the best sentence
describing the input image. For several tasks, this allows
generating correct output.

split into the training set and the test set with a ratio 8:2. The
description of each culture had five sentences. Each sentence
described only one dimension of culture, such as the name of
the food, the festival, or the musical instruments. Data were
crawled from public websites. The descriptions were entered
manually, as shown in Fig.3 and 4.

• Beam Search
Beam search [7] allows generating alternative sentences
all at once. This beam search is done by considering all the
preceding words and the word in the current position by
sequence-level training objective based on probabilistic ngram matching.
The Beam Search starts with the begin-of-sentence
token and computes the probabilities of following words
starting a sentence. Then the word with the highest
probability is selected as the first word. For the second
position, it re-evaluates the model to generate probabilities
of the following words by fixing the character in the first
position. Fig. 2, the process is reiterated until the best word
corresponds to the end-of-sentence token. This method
uses more computation and longer execution times.

Fig. 3. Example of description of culture

'NAME':

' Culture1',

'DETAILS':

[
' Culture1 and detail1',
' Culture1 and detail2',
' Culture1 and detail3',
' Culture1 and detail4',
' Culture1 and detail5'
]

'NAME':

' Culture2',

'DETAILS':

[
' Culture2 and detail1',
' Culture2 and detail2',
' Culture2 and detail3',
' Culture2 and detail4',
' Culture2 and detail5'
]
Fig. 4. Data format to train

Fig. 2. Example of Beam Search

C. Evaluation
To evaluate the model, the generated text is compared
against human-input textual description. To this end,
evaluation measures from the machine translation field, e.g.,
BLEU [11] and ROUGE [12], can be used. BLEU (BiLingual
Evaluation Understudy) is a metric for evaluating the
similarity of the machine-translated text. ROUGE(RecallOriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) is a measure to
determine the quality of a summary's contents. More advanced
methods, e.g. [10] where the authors train a discriminator to
distinguish between human and machine-generated captions,
can also be used to measure the naturalness of the output text.
II. METHODOLOGY

Each labeled description was composed of two parts:
NAME and DETAILS. NAME indicated the name of the
cultural festival represented in the image. DETAILS
contained several sentences describing the same festival.
Each sentence started with NAME and was followed by
detailed descriptions.
Each labeled description was composed of two parts:
NAME and DETAILS. NAME indicated the name of the
cultural festival represented in the image. DETAILS
contained several sentences describing the same festival.
Each sentence started with NAME and was followed by
detailed descriptions.
There were 45 cultures considered in this paper are shown
in Table I. The data were crawled by many keywords such as
Thai culture travel, Thai culture photo, local Thai culture, Thai
culture food, and Thai culture dessert as shown in Fig.5.

A. Data Preparation
The images in the experiments were collected in 45
groups. Each group has 100 images. These 4,500 images were
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TABLE I.

CLASS NAME WITH THAI CULTURES

Fig. 5. Example of image of culture

B. Models
InceptionV3 was used to extract 2,048 features from an
image. These image features are fed into an LSTM trained in
the Thai language. From training data, the longest sentences
contained 29 words, with 1,811 distinct words in the whole
training data. The embedding layer of the LSTM Decoder is a
pre-trained word vectors model with 300 dimensions. The
word vectors were pre-trained on 157 languages from the
Common Crawl corpus and Wikipedia corpus using fastText.
We used CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words) with positionweights with character n-grams of length 5, a window of size
5, and 10 negatives. The whole model contained 2,300,695
parameters and created a caption of 29 words, as shown in Fig.
6 and 7. The caption prediction relied on the decoder’s output
and use the Beam Search with beam width of 3.
The predicted caption was further post-processed using
fine-tuned n-gram score. The caption was discarded if the ngram score was less than a predefined threshold. The images
in the experiments used 900 images with 45 groups for
testing. In the prediction result, we used to fine-tune the
threshold score for cutting off the prediction result. Fig. 8, we
set the threshold to be 0.38 when the red line is shown the
accumulation of correct predictions using right axis and the
blue line is shown the accumulation of incorrect predictions.
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C. Classification Result

Fig. 9. Example of klong yao description

Fig. 6. Architecture of training model

In our labeled dataset, each caption detail started with the
name of the cultural entity followed by a detailed description
as shown in Fig.9. Hence, it is possible to cast this task in
terms of classification by considering a cultural entity’s name
as a class. In this experiment, we have 45 classes in total with
900 images. If the first word of the caption matched with the
ground-truth class, then the result was correct and incorrect
otherwise. We obtained classification accuracy of 61.7% on
the training set and 58.9% on the test set as shown in Table
II.
TABLE II.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

Classification
Train Set
Test Set
64.45
58.89

Fig. 7. Shape of training model

Fig. 8. Graph of testing result

D. Image Captioning Result
The model takes the source sentence as its input and
passes it through an Embedding layer followed by an
Encoder. A Decoder uses these to generate its output, which
is an encoded representation of the sentence in the target
language. Then, it passed through an output layer, which
might consist of some Linear layers followed by a Softmax.
The Linear layers output a score of the likelihood of each
word at each position in the output sequence. The Softmax
then converts those scores into probabilities. The model has
to decide which word it should predict for each position in
that target sequence. In the greedy Search, a fairly obvious
way is to take the word with the highest probability at each
position and predict that. It is quick to compute and often does
produce the correct result by the single best word at each
position. In contrast, Beam Search expands this and brings
the best N words. Once words had identified the best word
for that position, they did not examine what word was in the
previous position or after it.
The BLEU score was used in this work. The BLEU score
measures the number of matching n-grams in the two
captions: the predicted and the ground truth. We measured
the BLEU score for 3-gram (triple words) and 10-gram
(decuple words), respectively. To compare the score are
nearly the input sentences. The result shows a greedy search
technique accuracy rate higher than BLEU and a short time
for processing shown in Table III.
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TABLE III.

Greedy
55.23%

RESULT OF PREDICTION

BLEU
n-gram-3
n-gram-10
53.40%
43.12%
III. CONCLUSION

Data, computational power, and algorithms are the three
significant elements of the current development of artificial
intelligence. The prediction result display that the result of
missed predictions is cross-culture classes within a similar
photo. This low rate of recognition result comes from the fact
that Thai culture has similar photographs. The parade can
occur in many cultures, such as Hae Nang Meaw, Ordination,
Vegetarian Festival, and Candlelight. Moreover, the
descriptive sentence information is specific, and the cultural
name appears in only one class.
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Abstract—Question Answering over Knowledge Graphs
(KGQA) extracts the answer entity directly from the graph, given
a natural language question, offering scalability to applications
that need to readily provide information to the end users,
such as chatbots. Nevertheless, KGQA specifically designed for
Knowledge Graphs in Thai has not yet been well investigated. In
this paper, we adapt multi-hop KGQA using Graph Embedding
to handle Thai dataset while being able to extract answer entities
that do not have explicit relation to the head node. We also
construct a Thai Knowledge Graph with the ontology based on
retail banking products. The model achieves a HITS@1 score of
80.8 on our annotated dataset. The results confirm that, aside
from reaching multi-hop answers, using Graph Embedding in
KGQA helps improve the overall score, especially in sparse
Knowledge Graphs. Moreover, augmenting the training questions
to include more entities in the graph can further help increase
the performance.
Index Terms—knowledge graph question-answering, graph
embedding, multi-hop KGQA, KGQA, banking products

I. I NTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graphs (KG) represent facts in a multi-relational
structure, connecting entities and relations as triplets. Entities
of Knowledge Graphs are typically real-world named entities,
such as places, objects, or persons. Because of their relational
nature, KGs have been adapted to various applications, such
as recommendation systems [1], chatbots [2], and information
retrieval [3]. Nevertheless, directly extracting the information
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from KGs is usually challenging due to its complexity and the
highly structured format of the graph [4].
Question-Answering over Knowledge Graph (KGQA) mitigates this challenge by allowing extraction of the right answer
entities in KG from natural language questions [5]s. KGQA
also provides an alternative to traditional question-answering
(QA) from text documents, which is typically done by extracting the span of the potential answer directly from the text [6].
Since KGQA only predicts the answer contained within the
predefined closed-set KGs, the models only need to learn the
scoring of each candidate answer entity instead of predicting
the span of the answer in the full documents.
Although portions of public crowdsourced KGs, such as
DBPedia [7] and YAGO [8], contain multilingual entities,
KGs, and other subsequent KG-based tasks are relatively
well investigated in English compared to other languages.
Particularly, Thai KGs as well as KGQA based on Thai KGs
have not yet been well studied. In this paper, we investigate
modifications to an existing KGQA model based on Graph
Embedding. We also construct an example ontology and a
Knowledge Graph containing retail banking products and
generate Thai QA data to validate the model.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Knowledge Graph Embedding
Various schemes of Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE)
have been proposed to represent the triplets in an embedding
space. Since the embedding function of KGE only learns the

relationship among entities, the KGE scheme is not languagedependent and can be applied to KGs constructed in any
language. The KGE model typically attempts to maximize the
scoring function of the true triplets and minimize that of the
false triplets.
Early approaches like RESCAL [9] and DistMult [10] use
bi-linear products between a relation and head and tail entity
to learn the score function. TransE [11] learns to map a
straightforward translation between the head entity, tail entity,
and the relation in the embedding space. Meanwhile, ComplEx
[12] projects the triplets onto a complex space. Similarly,
RotatE [13] projects the entities and triplets onto a complex
space but uses rotations in the complex plane to map between
the head and tail entity. Other embedding schemes utilize deep
learning networks to learn the embedding, such as ConvE
[14] which learns a scoring function of the head, tail, and
relation using Convolutional Neural Networks, and InteractE
[15], an improved version of ConvE by incorporating feature
interaction into the network.
B. Question-Answering based on Knowledge Graphs
The most straightforward KGQA models traditionally learn
to predict the correct answer entities that are linked directly
with the given head entity, while more recent models attempt
to extract the answer entities that are further away from the
head entity.
One-hop KGQA Various techniques have been proposed
to extract the answer entity adjacent to the head entity.
A relatively simple model maps the natural language (NL)
question into the relations around the head entity [16], [17].
Some other methods create a subgraph, containing the head
entity and the neighboring candidate answers based on graph
embedding [18].
Multi-hop KGQA In order to extract beyond the first neighboring entities, the model could incorporate link prediction to
infer the missing relation from the head entity to the candidate
answer entities before scoring the correct answer. For example,
KGT5 [19] trained the Sequence-to-Sequence T5 [20] model
architecture on the link prediction task and fine-tuned it on
the QA task. Another approach such as GS-KGQA [21] uses a
subgraph summarization module to construct a summary graph
around the head entity.
Additional scoring functions can also be introduced to
improve the performance on multi-hop extraction, including
a similarity score between the NL question and the triplets
[22]. End-to-end deep network models with no dedicated
representation components have also been proposed, relying
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entirely on the model to learn the mapping from question
semantics to the correct answer entities [23].
Alternatively, the semantic embeddings of the questions are
first mapped onto a logical form, which is then used to query
the Knowledge Graph [10]. Similarly, the salient keywords
that represent the head entity and the relations can first be
extracted from the questions and then directly queried into the
Graph [24].
Some approaches perform multi-hop KGQA by consolidating additional text documents as a source to construct
additional subgraphs, before predicting the candidate answer
nodes [5], [25], but with potentially higher computational
complexity.
C. Thai question-answering
Although QA tasks in English have been well investigated,
QA systems in Thai have been significantly limited primarily
due to the lack of training data. Early work in the Thai QA
system uses a rule-based method on Thai Wikipedia data
[26]. Later, a larger QA training data was proposed using
human-generated questions from Thai Wikipedia articles [27].
This dataset was recently used with WabiQA [28], which
first retrieves the candidate article and then uses bi-directional
LSTM to locate the answer within the article.
Table I
T HE NUMBER OF ENTITIES , RELATIONS , AND TRIPLETS IN EACH DATASET
Dataset
# of Entities
# of Relations
# of Triplets

WebQSP-50
1.8M
534
5.7M

KBP
218
40
582

III. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the datasets used in this work
as well as give a brief background on Knowledge Graph (KG)
and the model.
A. Datasets
WebQSP-50: Question-Answering (QA) dataset with a
large knowledge base constructed from Freebase, containing
facts in triples. While the original WebQSP dataset [17]
contains a full knowledge base, WebQSP-50 was constructed
by [15] randomly omitting half of the entities to emulate a
sparse knowledge base. The QA portion of the dataset was
then converted into Thai using neural machine translation [29]
and manually edited for any improper translation, denoted
WebQSP-50-TH in the following sections

Retail Banking Products (RBP) Knowledge Graphs and
QA dataset based on retail banking products from Kasikorn
Bank. We first outlined an ontology specifically for banking
retail products following the procedure for other domainspecific data [30]. Briefly, retail banking products consisting
of debit cards, credit cards, and deposit accounts were surveyed from the internal knowledge management system. The
properties that were common among different products were
then selected as the relations. The set of training questions
is based on real questions originally asked through the internal messaging and customer service platform. Only closed
questions that can be answered with specific keywords were
selected (e.g. "สอบถามค่าธรรมเนียมบัตรxxx" : ”What’s the
fee for xxx card?”) The QA set was then augmented by
generating questions with the same sentence structure but
varying the product names to increase the coverage of the
entities in KG. The head entities and the answers to each
question were then manually annotated.

function can be expressed as (h, r, t) = eT
h er et , where er
is diagonalized. In ComplEx, however, all of the embedding
vectors are represented in a complex space, allowing this
scoring function to also represent anti-symmetric relations.
C. Question Answering
The main QA model is based on EmbedKGQA [15],
where it first learns the embedding of the Knowledge
Graphs, the question, and the head entities. Then, the
model learns the scoring function mapping from these
embeddings to the embedding of the answer entities. The
schematic overview of the method is shown in Fig 1
In this work, the natural language question q is first
fed into a pre-trained Thai language model (WangchanBERTa) [31], including the tokenizer, to obtain the overall
embedding of the question eq . In each epoch during
training, given a question q, with the head entity h,
and the set of answer entities A, the model learns the
embedding based on ComplEx scoring function, such that
(eh , eq , ea ) > 0 for all correct answer entities. In other
word, the model learns the embeddings of triplets that are
formed by mapping the head nodes onto the set of answers
using question embedding as the relation. The model was
then fine-tuned for each dataset.
At inference, the model uses the scoring function from
the previous step to score the head embedding and the
question embedding agains the embedding of all answer
entities. As our RBP and WebQSP-50 dataset are much
smaller compared to the full WebQSP dataaset, the best
set of answers is simply the one yielding the highest score
from (eh , eq , ea ).

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the question answering method.
Table II
Experimental Results

B. Knowledge Graphs Embedding
Let G denote KG, which is represented as a multirelational directed graph that contains numerous facts F .
Those facts in G are represented in the form of a triplet
(h, r, t). It describes relation r 2 R between subject entity
h 2 E and object entity t 2 E, where E and R denote as
the sets of entities, and relations respectively.
The Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE) is then generated using ComplEx [12], where each h, t and r is embedfunction defined as
ded as eh , et , e⇣r 2Cd with the scoring
⌘
Pd
(k) (k) (k)
such that (h, r, t) > 0
(h, r, t) = Re
k=1 eh er et
for true triplets and (h, r, t) < 0 for false triplets.
Essentially, the ComplEx embedding can be calculated
in a similar manner as DistMult [10] where the scoring
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Dataset
WebQSP-50
WebQSP-50-TH
RBP all
RBP 1-hop

Train
2998
2998
561
210

Test
1639
1639
191
59

HITS@1
53.2
32.8
80.8
100

IV. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows experimental results (HITS@1 score)
comparing the original EmbedKGQA model with the
WebQSP-50 datasets and the modified model with
WebQSP-50-TH and RBP datasets. The translated questions exhibit a substantially lower score, which can mostly
be attributed to the performance of the question embedding module for the Thai language since the embedding of

the graph and the head entities were fixed both during
training and inference. Either an improved embedding
module or concurrently training the Graph Embedding
with the question embedding would potentially help the
module learn more necessary features.
The result from RBP data yields a much higher HITS@1
score compared to the original WebQSP-50, most likely
due to smaller graph size and fewer relation types. The
training questions for RBP also cover almost all entities
in the graph, allowing the model to learn the mapping
from the question to the majority of the head and answer
entities in the graph. On the other hand, WebQSP-50 has
a substantially larger graph with most of the entities not
contained in any training questions, resulting in incomplete mapping from the remaining head entities to the
answer entities.
The model was then validated against the questions
that contain explicit relation to the answer (1-hop), which
yields a HITS@1 of 100. In this setting, the model most
likely does not learn the mapping from the head entities
to the answer entities, but rather a semantic mapping
from a specific keyword in the question to certain relation
types (e.g. "สิทธิประโยชน์" to ‘has benefit’ which is also its
literal translation). Especially on the datasets with fewer
relations, the answer selection step is e↵ectively equivalent
to a classification problem of the main keyword in the
question q to the type of relations r 2 R found in the
Knowledge Graph. As a result, for a smaller and complete
graph with the majority of the answers lie within 1-hop
of the head entities, a QA model using graph embedding
may not have any advantage over a simpler path-based or
subgraph model.
V. Conclusions
In this paper, we have demonstrated an adaptation
of Question-Answering on Knowledge Graph to Thai
datasets. The generated Thai questions dataset based on
WebQSP-50 yields a decrease in a HITS@1 score from 53.2
to 32.8. Since the graph embedding used in this model
does not learn any natural language representation of the
entity’s name, the limiting factor for the performance lies
primarily in the NL question embedding module.
We then outlined and constructed a knowledge graph
based on retail banking products (RBP). The training
questions were based on real customer queries which
were augmented to include other entities that would not
otherwise be mentioned in the original set of questions.
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Using the RBP knowledge graph, we have demonstrated
that the existing graph embedding could be applied to
question-answering over knowledge graph task with some
modification on the natural language embedding, yielding
a HITS@1 score of 80.8 even when the answer entities
are not connected directly to the head entities. We have
shown that the augmented data, generated from the same
sentence structure as the original questions but with
di↵erent entities, can be used e↵ectively to enhance the
coverage of the answer nodes in the training set. Although
graph embedding can help extract the multi-hop answer
entities, the traditional path-based or sub-graph approach
may yield a better result on more complete graph.
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Abstract—The shrimp agriculturists monitor shrimp growth by
observing the size of shrimps in the feeding tray with the naked
eye. This approach is time-consuming and needs experienced
workers. This study proposes an automatic approach for estimating shrimp size using images. A mask region-based convolutional
neural network with ResNeXt was trained to detect shrimps in
an image. The detection model achieved an overall precision
of 74.45%, recall of 72.20%, F1 score of 73.31%, and AP of
69.04%. The two unique methods were proposed for estimating
shrimp size. The first method achieved a mean absolute error of
0.30 cm and a mean absolute percentage error of 3.97%. The
second method achieved a mean absolute error of 0.35 cm and a
mean absolute percentage error of 4.59%. The proposed system
achieved an automatic shrimp size estimation from the image
and provided helpful information for agriculturists.
Index Terms—shrimp farming, shrimp-growth monitoring,
Mask R-CNN, ResNeXt, object detection

I. I NTRODUCTION
Shrimp is one of the important economic aquacultures
for Thailand. Because of the suitable weather and advanced
technology in Thailand, the export of shrimp products from
Thailand has high quality compared with the other competitors. According to the Thai exported fishery products on
February 2022, shrimp is the second most exported fishery
product, which is accounted for 20.07% of the total export
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value of fishery products. However, if we compare the volume
of shrimp export with competitor countries. Although Thailand
has been among the leaders in shrimp culture technologies,
Thailand is not one of the leaders in shrimp exporting and
production. Rubel et al. ascribe that the high production cost
(i.e., shrimp feed cost, labor cost) is one of the reasons
that Thailand can not be the biggest shrimp exporter [13].
Therefore, implementing technology with production is one
of the solutions for cost reduction.
Shrimp growth monitoring is one of the essential processes
for shrimp farm management. The agriculturist usually observes the length of shrimp to analyze the overall environment
in the shrimp pond and prepare the next strategy to manage
their farm effectively. To monitor shrimp growth, the agriculturist lifts a feeding tray above the pond and estimates the
length of shrimp in the feeding tray with the naked eye. This
traditional method is time-consuming and needs experienced
workers, which increases the production cost. Thus, there are
proposed methods for estimating shrimp length automatically.
Gamara et al. proposed a pure image-processing-based
method for measuring the shrimp length in a single shrimp
image [4]. Huang et al. used a convolution neural network
(CNN) with the YOLOv1 model [10] to detect shrimps in
underwater images [7]. Lai et al. proposed CNN with the
YOLOv4-tiny model [16] for detecting shrimps in underwater
images and used image processing techniques to generate
segmentation masks for measuring their lengths [8]. Thai et
al. proposed semantic segmentation based on U-Net [12] to

Fig. 1: Automatic feeding-tray lifting system (left) and its
feeding tray (right).
detect shrimps and estimate their size from underwater images
[15]. Although these studies proposed the automatic method
for shrimp detection and measurement, their methods are based
on underwater images, which are different from our scenario.
Our research team has developed an automatic feeding tray
lifting system inspired by the traditional method of shrimp
agriculturists as shown in Fig. 1. This system can capture the
image of shrimps in the feeding tray on schedule or demand.
Therefore in this study, we intend to propose the automatic
shrimp length estimation using images from an automatic feeding tray lifting system. Observing shrimps from the feeding
tray is difficult in the case that many shrimps are in the tray.
The limitation of [8] and [15] is an imperfect segmentation
mask in case of many shrimps close to each other. They
used CNN to detect shrimps and improved the quality of
segmentation mask using image processing techniques. With
their proposed method, their segmentation mask might remain
noises from image processing. The imperfect segmentation
mask can lead to the error of shrimp length estimation.
Therefore, using CNN with image processing techniques [8]
[15] is not a best choice for our scenario. To deal with
the imperfect segmentation masks, we propose to use mask
region-based convolutional neural network (Mask R-CNN)
[5], which can efficiently detect objects and generate highquality instance segmentation masks without further image
processing. Furthermore, we propose measurement methods
for estimating the shrimp size automatically. Thus, the specific
objective of this study is to (1) develop a shrimp detection
model using Mask R-CNN with the ResNeXt model [18] to
detect shrimps in the feeding tray from image and (2) propose
methods for estimating the body length of shrimps in the
feeding tray image.
II. P ROPOSED F RAMEWORK
A. Automatic Feeding-tray Lifting System
Our research team has developed an automatic feedingtray lifting system for shrimp farming. It automatically lifts
a feeding tray with a diameter of 70 cm and captures images
of the tray with shrimps. Note that the 70-cm feeding tray is
widely used in Thailand’s shrimp farming. Times for lifting
the tray and capturing photos can be scheduled by the use or
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Fig. 2: ResNet (left) and ResNeXt (right) architectures. Note
that the ResNeXt’s cardinality is 32. The input channels, filter
size, and output channels of the convolution lay are denoted
by a 3-tuple.
controlled manually. The system is a floating structure in the
shrimp pond, as shown in Fig. 1. It has a motor for pulling
a feeding tray out of the water. The system is controlled by
a low-cost, credit-card-sized computer platform known as the
Raspberry Pi (RPi). The board and camera models used in
this project are RPi Zero W and RPi Camera Module V2,
respectively. The Raspberry Pi board is put inside a box (called
a control box), and the camera is installed at the bottom of
the control box.
When the system lifts the feeding tray to a predefined
position, the camera will take an image of shrimps on the
feeding tray. Then, the image file is kept in its SD card and
sent to a server remotely and wirelessly. The resolution of the
image file is 3280×2464, pixels. These images will be used for
experiments described in this work. We deployed the automatic
feeding-tray lifting system at the Two-water-system Agricultural Experimentation Project of the Chaipattana Foundation,
Chachoengsao, Thailand, to test and evaluate its performance.
B. Aggregated Residual Transformations for Deep Neural
Networks (ResNeXt)
ResNeXt [18] is a simple, highly modularized network
architecture for image recognition. This model was developed
by UC San Diego and Facebook AI Research. ResNeXt took
second place in the 2016 ImageNet ILSVRC competition. It
achieved better accuracy than the ResNet model, which is one
of the popular models for image recognition tasks.
Inspired by ResNet [6] and Inception [14], ResNeXt combines the repetition strategy of ResNet and the split-transformmerge strategy of Inception to reduce the required hyperparameters and computations involved. The ResNeXt developers propose a new strategy to expose a new dimension
on top of the convolution layer of ResNet. They call the
new dimension cardinality. The cardinality is an essential
factor for the ResNeXt model for controlling the number
of convolution groups. Their proposed strategy was inspired
by the split-transform-merge strategy of Inception. Unlike
Inception, ResNeXt has the same topology of each branch

and does not need to manually design complex details of each
branch. With this strategy, the convolution layers of ResNet are
split into several groups depending on the value of cardinality.
Thus, this strategy decreases the number of hyperparameters,
especially when there are multiple layers.
In addition, Compared with having a high dept and width
in the ResNet, some researchers propose that having a high
cardinality in ResNeXt decreases the computational cost and
improves the model’s performance [18]. The difference between ResNet and ResNeXt architectures is shown in Fig. 2.
Despite its simple architecture, ResNext can achieve better
accuracy than the ResNet and Inception model. Due to the
fewer required hyperparameters, this model is well-suited for
adapting to a new dataset.
C. Proposed Method Based on ResNeXt
This experiment uses a Mask Region-based Convolutional
Neural Network (Mask R-CNN) [5] for shrimp detection and
segmentation. Mask R-CNN is a framework for object instance
segmentation. It can efficiently detect objects in an image and
generate a high-quality segmentation mask for each instance.
The components of the Mask R-CNN model are shown in
Fig. 3. In this experiment, we use the ResNeXt model with
the feature pyramid network (FPN) [9] as a backbone of the
shrimp detection model. This backbone will extract features
from the input image at different scales for better predictions
of various sizes. The output of the backbone will be a feature
map containing abstract information, e.g., object instances,
their classes, and spatial properties. The feature map will be
fed to the region proposal network (RPN) to scan and find the
object region at different scales. We call the output of the RPN
region of interest (RoI), which contains areas that may have
objects, locations, and sizes of the bounding box. The feature
map and RoI are passed through an RoI alignment to extract
features and resize those extracted features into a standard size
to prepare them for the final process. The output from the
RoI alignment will be fed into the object detection module
for predicting the object class and instance bounding box. At
the same time, this output will also be passed through the
mask generation module for generating instance segmentation
masks. Finally, Mask R-CNN will provide prediction classes,
bordering boxes, and instance segmentation masks as a final
result. After the detection process, the system finds the diameter of the feeding tray in the input image using the Hough
transform [19] with the Canny edge detection technique [2].
It divides the diameter (in pixels) by the actual diameter (in
centimeters) of the feeding tray to define the reference scale.
Once objects are detected, and the reference scale is determined, the system proceeds to a measurement process. Each
instance-segmentation mask will be fed into this process to
measure the lengths of detected shrimps. We proposed two
methods for measuring the length of shrimp. The first method
is called box measurement. This method will find the shrimp
mask’s contour and the rectangle with a minimum area enclosing the contour for drawing a bounding box. The bounding
box’s size will be calculated by its corner coordinates using
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the euclidean distance formula to find the width and height.
Then, the reference scale is used to convert the box’s width
and height from pixels to centimeters. The bounding box’s
longest side will represent the shrimp’s length. This method
corresponds to traditional shrimp size measurement commonly
used in Thailand. Therefore, we decided to use this method
as the primary method of shrimp size measurement in this
experiment.
However, the results from the first method are ineffective
in the case that the shrimp’s body is curved. It has trouble
because the bounding box will almost be a square, leading
to the measurement error. Therefore, the second method,
skeleton measurement, is proposed as the optional method
for measuring shrimps whose body is curved. The second
method reduces the segmentation mask to a one-pixel-wide
representation. The technique is called skeletonization. Its
output is called skeleton and represents the spine line along
the shrimp’s body. The skeleton might have several branch
lines depending on the shrimp’s shape. Therefore, we use
the longest line to represent the shrimp’s length. Finally, the
system summarizes the detection and measurement results into
a summary table that provides helpful information for the
farmer.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Data Acquisition
In order to evaluate and validate the proposed method, we
constructed a dataset from 685 images collected from two
automatic feeding-tray lifting systems installed at a shrimp
pond operated under the Two-water-system Agricultural Experimentation Project, the Chaipattana Foundation, Thailand.
The image resolution is 3280×2464 pixels. The images were
taken during the daytime (i.e., 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.) from April
to May 2021. These images are split for training, validating,
and testing with a ratio of 60%, 25%, and 15%, respectively.
The shrimps in each image were annotated manually using the
VGG image annotator [3] and saved in COCO format. Totally,
5634 shrimps were annotated in this dataset.
B. Performance of the Shrimp Detection Model
For model development, we use a platform for object detection and segmentation developed by Facebook AI Research,
namely Detectron2, to speed up the development life cycle
[17]. It is an advanced library for object detection development. Detectron2 provides pre-trained models which are easy
to use and effective for new custom datasets. For the backbone
of the detection model, we choose a pre-trained ResNeXt-101
FPN provided by Detectron2, as mentioned in section II. We
tune some basic hyperparameters in the training model process
to improve its performance. Those hyperparameters include
based learning rate, batch size, learning rate decay, gamma,
iterations, and warm-up iterations. Other hyperparameters are
kept as default from Detectron2. After completing 6000 training iterations, the total loss is 0.34, as shown in Fig. 4.
The performance of the shrimp detection model was evaluated using 100 images of the test dataset. The confidence

Fig. 3: Proposed method.

Fig. 4: Training loss (left) and evaluation (right) of the Mask
R-CNN model based on ResNeXt-101 for shrimp detection.

recall is 72.20%, the overall F1 score is 73.31%, and the
overall average precision (AP) is 69.04%.
Fig. 4 shows how evaluation metrics vary with the IoU
threshold. It also shows that the maximum threshold at which
the model performs effectively (i.e., all metrics are above 75%)
is 0.80. Beyond that threshold point, the model’s performance
decreases dramatically. The cause of such performance reduction is due to the fact that the feeding tray contains too
many shrimps, and the model detects shrimps that contact or
overlap with other shrimps as a single object, as shown in
Fig. 5. Therefore, the number of true positives is reduced.
Mask R-CNN provides the quality of segmentation mask
better than using CNN with image processing which are
proposed by [8] and [15]. Moreover, it can distinguish shrimps
in the image to generate an instance segmentation mask for
each shrimp. These instance segmentation masks make the
measurement process more accurate and effective.
C. Performance of measurement methods

Fig. 5: Example of imperfect detection due to overlapping.

threshold was set to 0.75. The intersection over union (IoU)
threshold was varied from 0.50 to 0.95 with a step of 0.05.
The predicted object with the confidence score and IoU greater
than the thresholds is considered a correct prediction or true
positive. Suppose the IoU of the predicted object is less than
the threshold. In that case, the predicted object is considered a
wrong prediction or false positive. The number of non-detected
object is considered a false negative. The overall performance
is computed by averaging each evaluation metric over all IoU
thresholds. Thus, the overall precision is 74.45%, the overall
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The performance of the shrimp’s length measurement
method was evaluated using 9 images in the test dataset
containing a total of 100 shrimps. The total length of shrimp
is measured from its rostrum to its tail [11]. The ground truths
of shrimp length were manually measured by computing the
euclidean distances between the rostrum points and tail points
[8] [4] for evaluating box measurement method. On the part of
skeleton measurement evaluation, we skeletonized the grouthtruth masks and represented the longest branch of skeleton
as a ground-truth length. We measure the ground-truth length
of both methods using ImageJ [1], the open source software
for processing and analyzing scientific images. The results of
length measurement are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
The performance of measurement methods is evaluated
using the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute

(a) Box measurement method

(b) Skeleton measurement method

Fig. 8: Result of system implementation for observing shrimp
growth in 50 days.

Fig. 6: Results of shrimp’s length measurement.

mentioned in section III-B. However, the overall of shrimp
length in Fig. 8 shows that the shrimp actually grew in that
period. This information will be helpful for shrimp farm
management and further analysis.
IV. D ISCUSSION
(a) Box measurement method

(b) Skeleton measurement method

Fig. 7: Comparison between acutal length and estimation
length.
percentage error (MAPE). The box measurement method
achieved MAE and MAPE of 0.30 cm and 3.97%, respectively.
Compared to the result from Lai et al. [8], using Mask R-CNN
for generating a high-quality segmentation mask is one of
reasons that our proposed method can provide a measurement
error less than their method.
On the other hand, the skeleton measurement method
achieved MAE and MAPE of 0.35 cm and 4.59%, respectively.
Although the skeleton measurement has measurement error
more than box measurement method, the results of both methods are not much different for shrimp length measurement, as
shown in Fig. 7. Additionally, Fig. 6 shows that the skeleton
measurement is more effective than the box measurement in
the case of a curved shrimp.
As well as the problem of model performance, the detection
problems in Fig. 5 lead to the reduction of measurement
performance. Therefore, dealing with overlapping is the big
challenge of our experiment.
D. Implementation of Long-term Shrimp Growth Observation
We implement our system with 50-day images for shrimp
growth observation. We apply 10 images per day with our
shrimp length measurement system to estimate the average
length of shrimp each day. Fig. 8 shows that the length of
the shrimp increased from 4 centimeters to 11 centimeters
within 50 days. The average shrimp length on some days
might be decreased. This problem occurred because of the
varying number of shrimp each day and the detection problems
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A. Overlapping Problem and Suggested Solution
The overlapping shrimps are a big problem in this work.
This problem leads to a performance problem in the detection
model and proposed measurement methods, as described in
section III. The overlap problem does not appear only in our
work. This problem is a big challenge for object detection.
The simple solution for solving this problem in our work
is trying to detect and measure shrimp size only on clearly
visible and measurable shrimps. Instead of classifying only a
shrimp category in the image, we can further classify them
as measurable and unmeasurable shrimp. We can annotate
clearly visible and measurable shrimps as measurable category
and shrimps that are not in a suitable condition for measurement (e.g., overlapping shrimps, unclearly visible shrimps) as
unmeasurable category. For estimating the shrimp’s size and
observing the overall shrimp’s size, The number of detected
shrimp is not as significant as the correctness of the shrimp’s
size. Therefore, the detection model does not need to detect all
shrimps in the image, but the model must detect measurable
shrimp accurately and completely.
B. Feeding Tray’s Diameter Detection Problem and Suggested
Solution
The feeding tray’s diameter detection is used to find the
reference scale of the image for converting a pixel unit to a
centimeter unit. Our proposed method has not been perfect
yet. We intend to develop a fully automatic system, but the
approach of detecting the feeding tray’s diameter still needs
to be verified manually by humans. We propose the Hough
transform with the Canny edge detection which is a basic
image processing technique for filtering the object’s edge and
finding the circles in the image. Due to the various condition in
the image dataset (e.g., light condition, feeding tray condition,
equipment defect), the parameters of proposed technique must

be adjusted manually in some cases depending on image
conditions. Therefore, the Hough transform with the Canny
edge detection is not flexible for dealing with the various
condition of our image dataset. To solve this problem, we
might need to do further image processing to normalize all
images to be the standard condition or implement a deep
learning technique to find the diameter of the feeding tray
instead of using a traditional image processing technique or
the simplest way, we can install the additional reference scale
on the feeding tray to detect it instead of the feeding tray’s
diameter.
C. Future Work for Intelligent Shrimp Farming Applications
In addition to improving the performance of the shrimpgrowth estimation system, we intend to extract other useful information from our image dataset in order to fulfill
the intelligent shrimp farming application. The images of
shrimps in the feeding tray do not only indicate the size
of the shrimp. They also contain other useful information,
e.g., feeding rate, disease in shrimp, and estimated weight
compared with shrimp’s size. This information will be helpful
for agriculturists to manage their farms efficiently. Therefore,
we intend to continue to develop other systems based on
images from the automatic feeding tray lifting system to cover
the needs of agriculture as much as possible.
V. C ONCLUSION
This study proposed an approach to estimate the size of
shrimp in a feeding tray automatically. A total of 685 images
were obtained from our automatic feeding-tray lifting systems,
which can captures images of the tray with shrimps. Those
images were split for training, validating, and testing with a
ratio of 60%, 25%, and 15%, respectively. A total of 5634
shrimps were annotated in this dataset using the VGG image
annotator. We used Detrectron2 to develope Mask R-CNN
model based on ResNeXt. The overall of model performance
was computed by averaging each evaluation metric over all
IoU thresholds. Thus, the overall precision was 74.45%, the
overall recall was 72.20%, the overall F1 score was 73.31%,
and the overall AP was 69.04%. For estimating the shrimp
size, we proposed two unique methods. The first method
is the box measurement which is suitable for measuring
straight-body shrimps. This method corresponds to traditional
shrimp size measurement commonly used in Thailand. The
first method achieved an MAE of 0.30 cm and MAPE of
3.97%. The second method is the skeleton measurement which
is an optional method for measuring curved-body shrimps. The
second method achieved an MAE of 0.35 cm and MAPE of
4.59%. Overall, our proposed system achieved a shrimp size
estimation from the image. The results from our system can be
helpful information for agriculturists to monitor their shrimp
growth or make better decisions for their farm management. In
addition, our system also saves time and labor costs compared
to naked-eye observation methods.
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Abstract—The importance of analyzing firewall logs and
regulating network traffic based on end-user behavior cannot
be overstated. It aids in enhancing network security and
reducing network overhead in order to take essential actions on
network user traffic. Using Machine Learning approaches,
patterns are analyzed and the appropriate actions are taken
based on the input patterns. This study conducted experiments
using a publicly available dataset of Firewall log files. Sequential
Feature Selection (SFS) is employed to choose pertinent
characteristics. To resample minority classes, the Synthetic
Minority Oversampling Technique is utilized. Gradient
Boosting, Support Vector Ma- chine, and Adaboost classifiers
are implemented and compared to our proposed weighted
voting ensemble classifier to accurately classify firewall log files.

a method for classification of firewall log files. Sequential
feature selection method is used for the selection of best
features from all feature set. The provided dataset contains a
class imbalance problem, which we address using the SMOTE
oversampling strategy. Following that, we classified firewall
log data using Gradient Boosting, AdaBoost, and a Support
Vector Machine classifier. Furthermore we compared the
baseline models with our proposed Ensemble Weighted
Voting classifier. The remainder of the paper is arranged as
follows. Section II discusses existing research on firewall log
file analysis and classification. Section III goes through the
suggested technique in depth. Sections IV through V present
the findings and conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK

Keywords—Firewall, log file analysis, Machine Learning,
SFS, SMOTE, Ensemble Learning

I. INTRODUCTION
Every network user generates an enormous amount of data
as a result of technological innovation. The study of end- user
activity is crucial for maintaining network security and
administration. Firewalls can control the traffic non- legitimately [20] and according to the network policy it takes
the necessary action to allow or deny the network traffic.
It can conceal the network schema in that way it reveals a few
information to outside network nodes. The firewall is a single
network system or a group of two or more network system that
combined to perform the operation of firewall. The firewall
operates to preserve the information from any malicious
attacks [23] and make a system more reliable and secure.
The system administrator of any organization configures the
firewall in their organization according to the organization’s
rule and regulation [22]. A vast amount of audit entries per day
are often generated by firewall logs. The traffic information
collected is used to create a set of data [14]. Using this data
set, some data mining algorithms build for analysis of firewall
log file. The firewall log files are used for forensics of the
network, and it help to understand the patterns of network
traffic. Machine Learning techniques are applied for
classification of firewall log files in the literature. Malak
Aljabri [4] use Random Forest, Na¨ıve Bayes, Artificial Neural
Network and K Nearest Neighbor for classification of firewall
log files. Another study employed Support Vector Machine
[14] to classifying firewall log file. In this study we proposed

This section presents a brief review of state of the art
related to firewall log classification. Previously many
researchers have tried to accurately classify firewall logs. For
instance article [7] explains an empirical and experimental
technique for cyber log file analysis. It applies the Tabulated
Feature Vector technique and Integrated Feedback mechanism.
It suggests Topological Data Analysis for log analysis
explaining how to build an anomaly predictor that is replicable
for other types of data and files with different types of data
attributes. The experimental results indicate that the proposed
technique is accurate and productive for the prediction and
evaluation of log anomalies. Another work [21] proposed a
technique of performance evaluation of quirk prediction for
firewall policy. It applies machine learning techniques for
attribute selection and different machine learning evaluators
for determining performance. The results show that KNN has
achieved higher accuracy than others. It investigates 93 rules
in the model, 6 of them showed irregularity, and also, further
dives deeper into the rules based on expert opinion for security
purposes. The research shows that anomalies can be predicted
in firewall policies by using machine learning techniques that
are very helpful to overcome security issues.
Article [5] presented a through analysis of log files to overcome the issues regarding attacks related to data, such as
security issues, problems related to debugging, etc. by predicting the attacks of data through generating alert occurrence in
any execution or system. Information can be exposed during
amendment or in the early stages of system manufacturing
through logs and be used for various objectives. Similarly [18]
improved the internet service quality of users. The study
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proposed a Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP) algorithm
that is primarily used for mining the patterns in real data of a
company. GSP extracts different patterns from data based on
user behavior regarding internet usage in order to assist users
by offering them with better or improved online services. The
findings reveal important and informative trends that may be
exploited to improve the internet’s service quality for
consumers.
The study [12] forecasted firewall records by scanning the
network to either halt or allow network traffic. For scanning,
they employ the Bee Swarm Optimization (BSO) method,
which is based on the attribute/feature selection technique. The
proposed work combine ideal attributes/features. In comparison to all other feature merging methodologies,BSO optimal
algorithm produced accurate and efficient results. [17] use the
machine learning algorithms to detect malicious user requests
on the DNS firewall experiment: This experiment is performed
on 34 features and 90k records of real DNS logs. The quantitative finding depicts that their method detects the benign and
malicious domains with the range of 89 to 96% accuracy.
In [2] use of the Generalized Sequential Pattern Mining (GSP
mining) algorithm helps to understand the behavior of users
on the internet. The experiment is conducted on the dataset of
Firewall log files in Thailand. The experimental findings show
that the highest F-score of the method is 0.90.

Drop action signifies to silently drop the traffic. Resetting both
actions sends transmission control protocol to both server- and
client- side devices. The remaining characteristics are source
port, destination port, NAT source port, NAT destination port,
bytes, bytes sent, bytes received, elapsed time in seconds,
packet, packet sent, and packet received.
B. Pre-Processing
1) Label Encoding: Label encoding is a process of
converting the string category into numeric category. The
purpose of performing label encoding is that most of the
machine learning method only work with numeric data. In
this study we performed the label encoding of target
attribute using label encoding function. After the Label
encoding Allow class assign a 0,deny class assign a 1,drop
class assign a 2 and Reset-both assign a 3 category
respectively.

In a paper [15] perform the analysis of internet log files to
identify the malicious attacks from different websites, and use
the Elastic Search, Logstash, and Kibana for log file analysis.
Furthermore, a real-time alert system was built that generated
an alarm based on the conditions. In a study [10] used a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the classification of
Firewall log files. The experiment was performed on a dataset
of firewall log files. The experimental result shows that SVM
with RBF kernel classifies the firewall log files with an FScore of 78%. In a study [1] suggested a group of techniques
and model to analyze and maintain firewall access rule such
as data mining technique. It is to reduce effective firewall
access policy rule by searching the network traffic flow based
on its regularity. The proposed work aims to identify the
factors of firewall access rule authentication, authorization,
and assessment to secure the endangered policy in network.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This section discussed the implementation detail of proposed method for firewall log files classification. Figure 1
shows the operational overview of proposed methodology for
firewall log files classification. Firstly we input the given
network parameters to the pre-processing module. The preprocessing module perform the label encoding, features selection, re-sampling and standardization of data. Afterwards the
selected attribute are passed to the machine learning model for
classification. The output of each model is then evaluated
using the performance evaluation metrics.
A. Dataset
The present study conducted experiment on the dataset of
firewall log files that is accessible through the uci repository
[3]. It has 11 distinct features and 65532 instances that hold
the user’s traffic detail information. The target class attribute
is categorical and consists of four classes, including deny,
allow, drop, and reset. Each category of the target attribute
describes a distinct task associated to firewall action. The
allow action indicates that internet traffic should be permitted,
whereas the deny action indicates that traffic must be blocked.
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2) Feature selection: Feature selection is a process of
selecting the most important and relevant features from all
features. Feature selection has two advantages: First it helps
to reduce the computational cost of model second it helps
to reduce the over fitting. Because irrelevant attribute
causes the over fitting and affect the model performance
[13]. Sequential feature selection method is used for the
selection of most relevant features from firewall log files
data set. Sequential feature selection is a wrapper

feature selection method that used greedy approach to
pick the features. SFS select the best new feature in
each iteration based on the cross- validation score. It
removes or add feature at time based on the
performance of algorithm until a feature subset
reached to the desired number of features set. This
study uses forward strategy of SFS to select the
features. In this method it initially starts with no
feature in the model, and we keep adding the
features in each iteration until the adding of new
feature does not improve the prediction performance
[8].
3) Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique: Re
sampling is a process of drawing a new sample in the data
from the original samples. The purpose of using the re
sampling technique is to balance the data set. In an
imbalanced classification problem, the distribution of class
is biased towards some category such action attribute resetboth category has few instances and allow category has
more than half instances in given data set. This study uses
SMOTE oversampling technique to re sample the instances
of Action class label. SMOTE re sample the instances by
selecting the instances that are near to each other in a
feature space. It draws a line in the feature space between
the data points and after this draw a new data point along
that line [11].
4) Standard Scalar: The standardization of firewall log
files data set is performed standard scalar method that is
shows in Eq.1.
Z = X − µ/σ

(1)

X is an input features and mean is an average of
features and sigma is an variance of input features.

Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology Diagram

The goal of SVM is to draw a decision boundary between data
points by large marginal hyper plane. This study uses rbf
kernel.

C. Machine Learning method
This study applies Support Vector Machine, Adaboost,
Gradient Boosting and proposed Ensemble Weighted Voting
Classifier for firewall log file classification.
Adaboost [19] is an ensemble learning classifier that combine many weak learners to build a strong prediction model.
Adaboost classifier has four main steps that is performed in
both classification and regression problem. In a first decision
stump is built on the training data and in second step it creates
decision stump of different variables and observe the
performance of each stump to their target classes. After this it
assigned the more weight to that classifier who incorrectly
classify the sample. It reiterates the steps from until the
maximum iteration criteria meet.
Support Vector Machine [9] is a supervised Learning
technique that can be used in both classification and regression
problem. Support Vector Machine built a decision boundary
that sepa- rates the 11-dimension feature space of firewall log
file dataset into action category classes. This decision
boundary is used to correct the category of new instances input.

Gradient Boosting [6] is an ensemble learning model that
is the improved version of adaboost model. It also creates
multiple prediction model just like adaboost to build a strong
prediction model. The difference is that in GB we do not
provide the n estimator on our choice. It used decision tree as
a default n estimator. Gradient Boosting has three main
elements weak model, additive model, and loss function.
Ensemble Learning is a machine learning strategy in which
we combine the performance of multiple classifiers. Ensemble
Voting is a strategy in which we combine the performance of
multiple classifiers based on voting. However, Ensemble
Weighted Voting strategy [16] we assigned the weight to each
classifier based on the performance. In ensemble voting each
classifier contribute equally. The purpose of using weighted
voting strategy is to assign the weight based on the classifier
performance. In this study we use Random, Forest, Gradient
Boosting, Extreme Gradient Boosting as a based learner. The
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purpose of using Random Forest, Gradient Boosting and
Extreme Gradient Boosting is that they performed better in
case of Tabular data.

[11]

IV. CONCLUSION
The interconnected world we live in today highlights how
vitally crucial it is to safeguard our various electronic devices.
Because of the important function that it plays in the
monitoring and management of traffic, analyzing the log files
generated by a firewall is very necessary. It is helpful to have
an understanding of the internet traffic behavior and patterns.
During the course of this research work, we tested our
proposed methodology using a firewall data-set that is made
publicly available by the machine learning repository at the
University of California, Irvine. This research employs
SMOTE to identify the most essential features from the initial
set of characteristics chosen by SFS feature selection before
resampling the data. Methods such as Adaboost, Support
Vector Machine, Gradient Boosting are utilized in this process
and comparative analysis has been done to evaluate our
proposed Ensemble weighted Voting classifier compared to
baseline models. In future, other feature selection methods,
such as the wrapper and optimisation methods, can be applied
to select the more relevant features. Furthermore the bagging
ensemble method can be integrated with the deep tabular
method for firewall log files classification.
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Abstract—The increasing number of smart mobile devices
and the advanced use cases nowadays have strict requirements
in terms of Quality-of-Service (QoS). The traditional
networking architectures were insufficient to fulfil these service
requirements. Therefore, the 5G Service Based Architecture
(SBA) played a revolutionary role and enhanced the mobile
networks by introducing the service-oriented approach.
Network Slicing was an inevitable product of service-oriented
approach which led to the fulfillment of stringent service
demands by using the concept of virtualization and
softwarization. In this manuscript, we discuss the concept of
network slicing in 5G diving deep into the standard architecture.
We further entail some key enabling technologies for network
slicing. Finally, we discuss the future of network slicing for 5GAdvanced use cases by presenting some machine learning based
solutions.
Keywords—5G, 5G-Advanced, Network Slicing, Network
Softwarization, Orchestration, Network management, NFV, SDN,
MANO, Mobile Networks, AI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart mobile devices are an essential component of daily
life nowadays. The traditional networks improved the communication among different mobile devices, however, with
the increasing number of devices and applications, traditional networks were not sufficient to fulfil the stringent
service demands. 5G played a revolutionary role in enhancing
the networking operations. 5G not only caters the issues in
communications but also enables advanced use cases in many
vertical industries, enterprises and organizations [1]. The
ultimate 5G system is a convergence of two opposing but
complementary perspectives. One takes an evolutionary
approach that aims to significantly scale up and enhance the
effectiveness of mobile networks while the other focuses on a
service-oriented approach by including machine-type
communications. To facilitate the latter, we need the network
to take different topologies in accordance with the service in
question, which inevitably gives rise to the idea of network
slicing as per-service basis.
Network Slicing refers to the partitioning of physical network into different logical networks in order to provide
customized services with each logical network. These logical
networks are flexible, scalable and highly customizable
enabling the fulfillment of heterogeneous service requirements of different use cases simultaneously. Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) categorized the use cases into
three major groups or slices i.e. enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB), massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)
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and Ultra Reliable Low-latency Communications (URLLC).
With network slicing, in addition to the requirements of
eMBB services, the requirements of mMTC and URLLC can
also be addressed [2]. This allows to provide the end users
with different services simultaneously, despite their stringent
heterogeneous demands.
The network slicing notion was implemented in the traditional 4G network as well. 3GPP introduced Dedicated Core
Network (DE´ COR) and enhanced DE´ COR (eDECOR)
where a CN was dedicated for each use case. However, there
were certain limitations in these concepts which led to the
need for enhancement in the slicing concept. The network
slicing concept in 5G emerged as a result of numerous
advancements in technologies like Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), Software Defined Networking (SDN),
Service Function Chaining (SFC), and Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) [3]. These technologies aid in performing
the complex network slicing operations. For instance, the
virtualization accommodates flexibility and facilitates
miniaturization of smart devices. SDN is a powerful tool for
providing isolation among control and user plane operations
making the management and orchestration simpler and easier
for the service providers. With SFC, efficient resource
utilization can be achieved. MEC servers are advantageous
especially in URLLC use cases due to their low latency
characteristics [4].
In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the network
slicing in fifth generation networks and introduce the key
enabling technologies. Finally, the future of network slicing in
the upcoming 5G-Advanced is also discussed. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the network
slicing idea in 5G with elaboration on the standard architecture.
Section III briefly introduces the key enabling technologies.
Section IV discusses the future aspects of net- work slicing in
5G-Advanced and Section VI presents the conclusions.
II. NETOWRK SLICING IN 5G
Network Slicing is a technique that ensure the coexistence
of multiples verticals on same physical infrastructure. In the
coming section we will discuss architecture of state of art flexible and programmable network slicing technique in context
of 5G. The generic framework includes infrastructure layer,
network function layer, service layer and service management
and orchestration (MANO) entity Figure 1 represents the
standard framework of network slicing.
A. Infrastructure Layer
The physical network infrastructure that spans the Core
Network (CN) and Radio Access Network (RAN) is termed to
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as the infrastructure layer. This layer also includes resource
allocation like computing, network, storage, radio to the slices,
communication and management between layers, and deployment, and management of infrastructure.
To achieve slicing and satisfy the requirements of the
various slices, researchers [5] suggest that we must head in the
direction of the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) paradigm. In
the realm of cloud computing, this concept is well known but
we need to adapt this in 5G context where, various
infrastructure element addressing various requirements may
be leased to meet the demands of different slices.
There is widespread support for employing generic hardware infrastructure to install virtual network functions while
considering the Core Network. A straightforward, centrally
located cloud architecture might not be appropriate for all the
slices due to the numerous limits placed on the various
services delivered via the network [5]. Some researchers have
proposed a hybrid of edge and central cloud computing infrastructure to resolve the issue [4]. Resources can be allocated to
either of these based-on slice requirement. Meanwhile RAN
must possess the adaptability to deliver various Radio Access
Technologies (RATs) instantly because slices are formed dynamically, and their service criteria is unknown beforehand.
Therefore, for network slicing, researchers are of the view that
the implementation of generic software-defined base stations
made up of remote radio heads and centralized baseband
processing units might improve performance.
B. Network Function Layer
All operations pertaining to the configuration and life
cycle management of network functions are included within
the network function layer. This layer provides a full service
that complies with all the specifications and limitations listed
in the network slice’s service design.
Each network slice is created by the network function
layer in response to requests for service instances made by the
top layer. A set of network functions that represent well
defined interfaces and behaviors constitute network function
layer architecture [6]. To establish an end-to-end network slice
instance that represents the network properties required by the
service, various network functions are placed over the virtual
network architecture and are linked together.
C. Service Layer and MANO
The prominent factors that differentiated Network slicing
in 5G context from previous technologies like cloud
computing is its end-to-end nature, its adaptability in mapping
into the necessary network functions and infrastructure
components, and its demand that a service must be expressed
through a high-level description [3], [5]. All this leads us to
two new high-level concepts.
•

A service layer that is closely related to the business model
used

•

A Network slice structure, for the hyper vision of a slice’s
life cycle

In literature, functionality of service layer is explained via
different approaches. In one approach, service layer is
responsible in identifying RATs that are used for creation of a
slice while in another the functionality is simply SLA
requirements like latency, throughput, traffic characteristics
and localization services [3]. The formal approach is less
efficient because the tuning of slice component is not that

flexible. However, considering the heterogeneous
requirements of different enterprises, further different
approaches can be explored.
Management and Orchestration (MANO) is an essential
part of network slicing that translates service models into
network slices by linking network functions and associating
them with infrastructure resources. It also configures and
tracks each slice throughout its life cycle.
To implement network slicing MANO, numerous approaches are present in literature [3], [5], [6]. One of the approaches proposes that current 3GPP standards should be enhanced in regard of functionalities and interfaced to cooperate
network slicing while another approach proposes to
implement MANO over SDN. On architecture, several
concrete concepts are present but mechanisms for end-to-end
management and orchestration are still an open research
challenge.
III. KEY ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
To achieve highly efficient service provisioning in 5G
using the network slicing concept, numerous supporting
technologies are available that can be exploited. Several
studies discuss some key enabling technologies for network
slicing [2]–[5]. In this section, we entail some major
technologies that assist in realizing the network slicing in 5G.
A. Virtualization
The emergence of 5G SBA has paved a way for the virtualization of CN as well as RAN. Virtualization is a bedrock
for enabling the network slicing by using shared resources and
hence improving the resource utilization efficiency. The
loosely coupled and self-contained Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) in 5G SBA provide specific functionalities. These
VNFs are adaptive to different services and are flexible to
update independently with minimal effect on other services.
VNFs are connected with each other via service-based interfaces, allowing them to function together to realize service
provisioning. Through the virtualization of network, not only
the programmability of 5G System (5GS) is improved but the
need for dedicated hardware has also been eradicated by
employing resource abstraction.
B. MEC
The 5G use cases have stringent service requirements such
as ultra-low latency, high reliability, high data rate and so on.
These strict requirements can be fulfilled with resource
availability at the edge of the network. MEC provides both
the physical and the virtual resources at the edge of the
network, near the end users. Among other advantages of
MEC servers, they also allow re-utilization of resources for
different slices. For example, in a vehicular network the
users are highly mobile and require the resources for a short
instance of time with ultra-low latency. In such cases,
deploying MEC servers is beneficial as they can fulfil the
latency and reliability requirements of different slices.
However, the locations of servers are a crucial aspect that
need to be considered for optimal service provisioning.
C. SDN
SDN separates the control and data planes making the
network intelligence centralized. This allows to program the
network based on the dynamic service requirements.
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The programmability of the control plane empowers
automated administration of resources as well. Due to the
virtualization of SDN controller, the SDN concept naturally
supports the realization of network slicing. The given set of
abstract resources can be dynamically orchestrated among
different slices by the SDN controller based on the
heterogeneous service demands of various slices. Moreover,
whether it is the modification in the current distribution of
resources or addition of new services in the network, the
decoupled control plane can handle it without affecting the
other slices. Hence, SDN is a powerful enabler to achieve
isolation among slices belonging to different tenants or
enterprises.
D. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Machine Learning (ML) has evolved as a viable tool of AI
to be used in all domains. The data collected from the
immense number of smart devices is used to train the
machine to automate the networking procedures. With the
evolution of 5G technology, the ML also finds many
interesting applications in 5GS, especially in network slicing.
Several important inferences can be deducted using the ML
such as prediction of user mobility, network load level, and
Quality-of- Service (QoS), performance analysis of each
slice, detection of irregularities in network operations, as
well as data correlation. Using these insights, optimal slice
creation, modification and maintenance can be achieved.
IV. FUTURE OF NETWORK SLICING
The 5G technology is being constantly evolved since its
introduction by 3GPP. During the evolution of 5G from “5GBasic” to “5G-Advanced”, numerous networking operations
in 5GS have been enhanced including the network slicing
operations. In order to support the advanced use cases in 5GAdvanced, many machine learning approaches are being
tested and implemented for the networking procedures in
5GS and in network slicing. Several researches are available
which discuss and simulate the idea of using machine

learning methods to improve certain aspects of network
slicing such as resource allocation, inter and intra slice
isolation, management and orchestration of slices,
authentication and authorization, efficient resource
utilization, QoS fulfillment and so on [7]– [12]. However,
there is no implementation of machine learning based
operations by the standardizing authorities.
3GPP presented few enhancements in network slicing in
Release 16 [13] and Release 17 [14] to support the machine
learning based solutions. Some of these enhancements
include massive data collection by the network data analytics
function (NWDAF), the introduction of exposure feature for
network analytics, sharing of performance parameters with
NWDAF for performance analysis, coordination of different
NWDAFs, and self-optimization networks (SON). 3GPP is
working on further enhancements in network slicing in
Release 18 to optimize the performance and maintenance of
different slices in a network for 5G-Advanced use cases.
These enhancements are aimed at injecting intelligence into
the 5G network by employing machine learning based
solutions.
To enable the network to make autonomous intelligent
decisions for major issue in network slicing operations, we
discuss few machine learning based solutions. For resource
allocation and management among multiple slices within a
network, reinforcement learning (RL) and deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) based solutions can be
explored. With many different applications within a network,
managing the limited resources among different slices is a
complex task. A number of parameters need to be considered
for resource management such as traffic demand of each
service, service priority, SLA requirements of each service,
etc. With RL and DRL based approaches, the limited
resources can be distributed and man- aged among slices
efficiently based on the real time traffic demands. Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG), Actor- Critic, and
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Twin Delayed DDPG (T3D) are some of the latest DRL
based methods for solving such problems.

[7] D. Bega, M. Gramaglia, M. Fiore, A. Banchs, and X. Costa-

Several problems such as UE mobility prediction, slice
remapping requirement, and traffic demand-based resource
distribution can be catered using prediction-based learning
solutions. A few prediction-based machine learning
solutions are available in the literature including recurrent
neural net- works (RNNs). These methods can be employed
to predict certain parameters beforehand and take the optimal
action accordingly.

[8]

[9]

[10]

In conclusion, for the advanced use cases of the upcoming 5G-Advanced, the network slicing operations need to be
automated and optimized using the intelligent machine
learning based solutions. A number of researches are already
on-going to achieve ultra-high requirements of these
advanced use cases. In addition to this, the standardizing
authorities are also moving towards smart and autonomous
networks.

[11]
[12]
[13]
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript, we discussed the need for network
slicing in terms of high QoS demands of advanced use cases
of mobile networks. We also discussed how network slicing
came to being with the advent of 5G technology.
Furthermore, we presented some supporting technologies to
ensure efficient network slicing implementation. Finally, the
future of network slicing is explained for the 5G-Advanced
use cases. The paper also presents some solutions for these
use cases based on the advanced machine learning methods.
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Abstract—The tremendous growth in internet-of-things (IoT)
technology has opened gateways to various applications in
health, agriculture, industrial and automation sectors. IoT
brings ease and comfort to our lives. In industries utilizing IoT
technology, we can control machines and robots remotely.
Similarly, in agricultural domain the crops could be monitor
remotely and proactive measures could be taken for the optimal
growth of the crops. In this paper, we proposed the smart farm
architecture enabled with multiple interfaces. In this work, we
designed the gateway enabled with both LoRa and WiFi
interfaces. WiFi technology could be utilized for sending video
data whereas LoRa technology could be used for low data rate
transmission while consuming low power. Moreover, we
proposed the adhoc macro network and the sensors data is
stored over the local database. The nodes are configured with
two-way communication protocol. The control commands could
be send from the server to turn the actuators on/off to obtain the
optimal temperature for the farm.
Keyword—Smart Farm, IoT, WiFi, LoRa, Gateways

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is playing a crucial factor in
revolutionizing the industry nowadays. IoT applications can
be seen in all sectors including domestic, medical, military,
communications, and especially agricultural. In order to have
a sustainable future, it is imperative to enable smart IoT based
systems to fulfil the necessary food demand with limited use
of natural resources such as water. Therefore, the use of IoTbased technologies in agricultural sector is a promising way to
improve the production capacity as well as the efficient use of
natural resources [1]. Smart farming is one such viable
solution which involves environmental data collection using
sensors, storing of collected data for analysis, and adjusting
the farm environment in a wireless manner using actuators
(fans, air conditioners, heaters) [2]. In addition to the
environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity, soil
pH-level, collection of image and video data is also of key
importance to analyze the plant conditions in real time. In
order to send different types of sensor data from farm to a
remote server for storage and control purposes, various IoT
technologies can be explored including Sigfox, Long Range
Wide Area Network (LoRA WAN) and NB-IoT.
LoRa WAN is a key enabling technology in IoT for
practical implementation of such smart farming solutions.
L
oRA WAN is a cost-efficient solution that enables
transmission of small volume data at low power and low
bandwidth, over long distances. The direct communication
feature of LoRA devices without any dependency on an
intermediate network element allows to make a mesh network
with minimum cost, covering longer distances [3]. However,

LoRA WAN is suitable for transmission of only small volume
data due to its low data rate. On the other hand, Wi-Fi, based
on the IEEE 802.11 protocol supports higher bandwidth which
makes it suitable for transmission of high-volume data such as
video transmission. The drawback in case of Wi-Fi is its
limited range and comparatively lower power efficiency than
LoRA WAN [1]. Therefore, an optimal solution would be to
implement a smart farm using with a hybrid of both
technologies in order to have a better trade-off in terms of
power consumption, cost, bandwidth utilization and range.
In this manuscript, we propose a hybrid smart farm system
based on LoRA WAN and Wi-Fi technologies. The proposed
smart farm system is implemented where the sensor data, in
addition to the image and video data, is transmitted over LoRA
WAN and Wi-Fi. The data is first transmitted to the hybrid
modules having both LoRA and Wi-Fi interfaces and then it
is relayed to local server using WiFi interfaces. In the
reminder of this paper section II presents the related work.
Section III and IV present the system model and hardware
design. Section V presents the network topology. Finally the
conclusion is drawn in section VI and future work is discussed
in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The RFID tags have been proposed in [4] for the accurate
identification of objects and signal modulation. Moreover,
various smart sensor technologies [5], [6] have been proposed
to determine the wireless communication between sensor
devices. Long-range and short-range technologies have been
proposed to collect data from remote locations on servers [7],
[8]. Remote sensing technologies have been proposed to
collect the information using satellites and drones. The global
positioning system (GPS) and Ariel networks have been
utilized to improve the accuracy of data detection. Moreover,
various researchers have proposed to estimate the soil
property, yield prediction, and crop quality management [9].
Sensor technology integrates the heterogeneous agriculture
data for big data analysis. It is used to provide four stage
efficient and effective crop monitoring process. Neural
networks are recommended for optimal solutions and highspeed data solutions. The intrusion detection has been
suggested to improve the accuracy of the system. Whereas, the
IoT deep neural network based hydroponic systems have been
proposed for data analysis and accuracy improvement [4]. The
robotic technology has been proposed in [10] to monitor the
resources and increase the productivity of the crop. Moreover,
it is also utilized for crop quality management. The sensor
robots have been proposed for ground mapping and
characterization. Author in [11] proposed the system for crop
growth quality assessment and disease detection. The time
series-based linear regression method has been proposed in
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Fig. 1. System model

[12] to predict the moisture level management and fertilizer
usage. Various ML techniques also proposed to collect the
data according to climate and control the water management
system [13].
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We considered the N number of sensors that are deployed
in the smart farm over the area of 5x5 km2. The sensors and
actuators are deployed in the farm to monitor and obtain the
artificially optimal environment for the farms. Sensors include
temperature sensor, soil humidity level monitoring sensor and
the cameras are also deployed for real monitoring. Actuators
include the fans and valves to maintain the temperature in
harsh summers. The sensors collect the environmental data
and send it wirelessly using the LoRa interface to the gateway.
The gateway then relays the data over the wireless link using
WiFi interface. The local server is installed 10 km away from
the farms. The received data is maintained and stored at the
local data base. The deployed smart farm architecture is
enabled with two-way communication. The local server is
capable of sending control commands to the nodes deployed
to turn on/off the actuators. Fig. 1 shows the smart farm
architecture.
IV. SYSTEM HARDWARE
The system hardware consists of raspberry pi, lora module,
Wifi module, Arduino and the sensors. Table 1 shows the
hardware list with detailed module name.
TABLE I. SYSTEM HARDWARE
Module
Arduino
WiFi module
Raspberry pi
Temperature sensor
Humidity Sensor
LorRa Module

Model
Arduino UNO
Esp8266
Raspberry pi 4
DHT11
DHT22
RYL896

A. Gateway Design
The gateway we designed is capable of two interfaces
LoRa and the Wifi. We used the raspberry pi for the processing.
A bridge connection is established with the raspberry pi and
LoRa module RYL896 while a serial connection is established
with the WiFi module esp8266 and the raspberry pi. Fig. 2
shows the gateway configuration. Raspberry pi works based
on the Linux operating system. The LoRa module gets
command from the Linux and sends the command to the
actuators whether to turn on/off. Likewise, LoRa module
receives the data from the sensor nodes and send to the Linux
over the bridge connection. Upon receiving the data from the
LoRa module, the message data is decapsulated and
encapsulated with the WiFi packet headers. This all processing
is done in the Linux. Then the data packet is relayed over the
WiFi link using a serial interface.
V. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL AND NETWORK
TOPOLOGY
The deployed smart farm architecture utilizes the mesh
network topology. Each gateway is connected with the 10
sensor nodes. The gateway receives the data from the sensors
in round robin manner. The sensor nodes use the LoRa
protocol to send the data to the gateway at 896 MHz frequency.
The gateway decapsulates the LoRa packet and encapsulates
with the WiFi packet headers. Then the gateway send the data
to the WiFi relay nodes at 2.45 GHz frequency. The data after
being relayed to local server is stored in the local database.
Moreover, the cloud support is also enabled. Restful API
interface is used to upload the data on cloud using the HTTP
protocol. HTTP post method is used to send the data to the
cloud and is being observed from anywhere at any time. HTTP
Get method is used to control the actuators. Fig. 3 shows the
results from the testbed.

To collect the environment data such data soil humidity
and
surrounding
temperature
the
microcontroller
ATmega328P embedded in the Arduino board is programmed
to read and process the collected temperature and humidity
data. However, to wirelessly send the data to the gateway, the
interface between lora and the Arduino is established. The
gateway then relays the data to the local server using WiFi
interface.

USB

GATEWAY

Fig. 2. Gateway
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Adaptive and ConvergentSystems, pp. 136–141, 2020.

[4] P. Mezzanotte, V. Palazzi, F. Alimenti, and L. Roselli,
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Fig. 3. Testbed
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have deployed the smart farm architecture. The designed nodes are capable of two interfaces. We
evaluated the gateway designed with two interfaces LoRa and
WiFi enabled. We utilized these two technologies, as LoRa is
capable of long range transmission while utilizing low power
and WiFi is capable of transmitting with high data rate. Further
we are exploring the video data transmission using the WiFi
link over the distant link.

[10]

[11]

[12]

VII. FUTURE WORK
In future we will work on the scheduling of the nodes
transmission utilizing polling techniques and others to
incorporate multiple sensors and to receive data without
collision. Further, we are working on the relaying the video
data using the WiFi interface at distant link. To enhance the
overall life of the sensors and to efficiently utilize the power,
we will also work on the artificial intelligent tools to predict
the temperature and humidity data and meanwhile the sensor
will go to the inactive mode.
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Abstract— According to the development of the IoT market,
research on smart cities and smart grids aiming at data
collection and resource monitoring and efficient management
according to the needs of various applications is being actively
conducted. The Wi-SUN network is one of the networks that can
provide services suitable for the needs of these various
applications, which a constrained network is a lot of use the RPL
an optimal routing protocol for networks with limited resources.
In RPL that sets the route in the above way the data
transmission of child nodes can be concentrated to the parent
node of the route with a good routing metric value. In this case,
the parent node may have a bottleneck and excessive energy
consumption due to data transmission requests from many child
nodes. To solve this problem the existing research proposes the
N_max technique that limits the number of child nodes and the
detailed explanation is as follows. However, in existing studies,
there is a problem of continuously using the selected N_max
without changing the selected N_max according to the change of
the network. In this paper to overcome this problem we propose
a method to dynamically change N_max according to changes in
network traffic and load balancing and verify it through
simulation.
Keywords— Wi-SUN, RPL, Load Balancing, Dynamic

Traffics

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the development of the IoT market, research
on smart cities and smart grids aiming at data collection and
resource monitoring and efficient management according to
the needs of various applications such as power measurement,
water meter reading, gas inspection, and traffic congestion
is being actively conducted. The Wi-SUN network is one of
the networks that can provide services suitable for the needs
of these various applications. Wi-SUN a constrained network
uses a lot of RPL an optimal routing protocol for networks
with limited resources such as memory, processing capacity,
and power.
RPL has compared to other routing protocols the feature of
enabling route setup with less overhead and route setup does
through the following process. The sink broadcasts the
initialized routing metric value in the DIO message and the
child node that receives the DIO message compares and

updates the previous routing metric value. A node with the
best routing metric value is selected as a parent node and the
remaining nodes are selected as spare parent nodes. If the
updated routing metric value is better than the previous
routing metric value the parent and spare parent nodes are
reselected. In addition, the parent node broadcasts a DIO
message to deliver the new routing metric value to the child
nodes. Child nodes transmit data to the sink through the
selected parent node. In case of loss of parent node the child
node selects the spare parent node as the parent node and
transmits the data to the sink. In RPL that sets the route in the
above way the data transmission of child nodes can be
concentrated to the parent node of the route with a good
routing metric value. In this case, the parent node may have a
bottleneck and excessive energy consumption due to data
transmission requests from many child nodes.
To solve this problem the existing research proposes the
N_max technique that limits the number of child nodes and
the detailed explanation is as follows. All nodes in the network
limit the number of child nodes as much as N_max set by the
sink and when a child node transmits data, data is delivered to
the selected parent node. The parent node that has received the
data checks whether it is a child node within the N_max. If the
data sender node is included in the N_max, the data is relayed
to its parent node. If the data sender node is not in the N_max,
check the margin of N_max.
If there is margin of N_max the data sender node is
registered as a child node in N_max and then data relay is
performed. If the child node does not have in N_max the
corresponding data packet is discarded. In this case, the data
sender node determines that it is a loss of the parent node
because the corresponding parent node does not provide the
relay service selects another spare parent node as the parent
node and then try data transmission.
Figure 1. shows the problems that occur when the N_max
value is continuously maintained without changing the
N_max value according to the change in the network
environment. When nodes D and E are newly created in the
network and they want to transmit data to the sink, node E can
select the parent node B to transmit data to the sink. However,
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B. N_max Update phase
After the Traffic Profile Correction Phase, the sink
calculates a new N_max according to the following operation.

Fig. 1. Example of data transmit route for as each N_max value.

since node D cannot transmit data by selecting node A as a
parent node due to continuously maintained N_max value. it
must unnecessarily pass data through node C to the sink. If the
N_max value is changed and applied according to network
environment changes, data can be transferred directly to the
sink through parent node without data transmission through
unnecessary nodes as shown in node D.
However, in existing studies, there is a problem of
continuously using the selected N_max without changing the
selected N_max according to the change of the network. In
this paper to overcome this problem we propose a method to
dynamically change N_max according to changes in network
traffic and load balancing and verify it through simulation.

At first, the sink checks the T_SD which is calculated on
the current TI_traffic (namely current T_SD) and the T_SD
which is calculated on the previous TI_traffic (namely
previous T_SD). If the current T_SD is higher than the
previous T_SD, it means that the previous N_max makes that
the bottleneck effect among one-hop child more seriously. In
other words, because the previous N_max value is too high,
many child node could choice a same parent node. Hence, a
node which has low routing metric value will be chosen as
parent node and it should relay a lots of data traffics. In this
situation, the sink should reduce the N_max to decrease the
bottleneck effect. Hence, if the gap between the previous
T_SD and the current T_SD is bigger than a threshold, the sink
try to decrease the N_max as follows:
N_max(new) = N_max(prev) – α * (current T_SD) (2)
However, as mentioned above, the low N_max value
could decrease the efficiency of the network because the nodes
and routers would choice the not optimal parent node due to
the N_max. Hence, if the amount of traffic in the current
TI_traffic is increased, the sink should increase the N_max to
increase networks. In other words, although the T_SD and
increased, the N_max is increased when TF(N) is increase.
Otherwise, if the current T_SD is higher than the previous
T_SD, it means that the previous N_max can reduce the
bottleneck effect. Of course, although T_SD is decreased,
network still suffer from the bottleneck effect. Hence, if the
current T_SD is higher than a threshold, the sink still reduce
the N_max. Otherwise, if the T_SD is lesser than the threshold,
the sink increase N_max, as in:

II. PROPOSED SCHEME
In the our proposed scheme, the sink corrects the traffic
profiles among its one-hop child nodes. It is because that these
child nodes maybe suffer the most serious bottleneck effects
among networks. After gathering enough profiles, the sink
choices a new N_max value and piggybacks the value into
DIO messages in RPL. Of course, it the network could use
another routing protocol. In this case, the sink could use
another routing message which is flooded along the network.
More detailed description of our scheme is below.

After calculation the new N_max, the sink piggybacks the
value into routing messages which is flooded along the
network periodically. The nodes and routers uses the new
N_max until during the new TI_traffic.

A. Traffic Profile Correction Phase
After establishing upward paths, sensor nodes and routers
in a Wi-SUN transmits their data packet towards the sink. The
sink sets a time interval namely TI_traffic which has N times
the value of the DIO message transmission period. Moreover,
the sink corrects traffic information for each one-hop child
node.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this paper, we proposed a dynamic child node limitation
scheme to increase not only load balance but also transmission
performance. In this chapter, we evaluate our proposed
scheme with previous Wi-SUN FAN routing method.

During a one TI_trffic, the sink stores how much data
traffics (Kbytes) each one-hop child node has transmitted
towards the sink whenever a new data packet is received.
Moreover, whenever the retransmitted packet is received, the
sink sets a priority value P_ret which is increased according
the number of retransmission between the sink and its one-hop
chide as follows:
TF(N) = P_size(N) + P_ret * P_size(N)

N_max(new) = N_max(prev) +β * (TF(N) – TF(N-1))

(3)

A. Simulation Environment
In this paper, we use ns-2.35 simulator for evaluating our
scheme. Table I shows the parameters related to the
environment in simulator.

(1)

TF(N) and P_size(N) are total traffic size of the packet size
which are transmitted from its child node N, respectively.
After the current TI_traffic, the sink calculates an average
amount of traffic sizes for each child node(T_Avg). Moreover,
the sink also calculates a standard deviation of the amount of
traffic size of the each child(T_SD).
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TABLE I.

other hand, the proposed method supports efficient path
setting by increasing the N-max value.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters

Values

Transmit power

13 dBm

Data rate

50 kbps

Initial Energy

20J

Initial Working Ratio

70%

MAC Protocol
Routing Protocol

IEEE 802.15.4
RPL

Data packet length

400 bytes

DIO packet length

127 bytes

DIO Interval
Packet buffer size

200sec
8

Fig. 3. Average Delays(End-to-end)

Some of nodes in this simulation did not operate at the time
of network operation, but operate from a random time between
200 and 300 seconds. The ratio of nodes which worked from
the start (initial working ratio) was set to 70%.

Figure 3 shows the transmission speed according to the
number of nodes. In all of the proposed schemes, as the
number of nodes increases, the transmission delay becomes
longer, because the queuing delay and collision delay due to
the increase in the transmission amount increase.
In addition, when the number of nodes is less than 300, the
proposed method shows poor transmission delay compared to
the existing Wi-SUN FAN method. This is because, when the
number of nodes and transmission demand are not large, the
proposed method reduces N_max to improve the load
balancing of the network even if an inefficient path is created.

B. Evaluation Results

Fig. 2. Reliability of Transmssion

Figure 2 shows that the transmission reliability of the
proposed method and the N_max method of the existing WiSUN FAN according to the number of nodes. In both schemes,
the transmission reliability decreases as the number of
terminals increases. This is because the number of packets lost
due to collision or lack of buffer increases as the transmission
amount increases along with the number of terminals. In
addition, regardless of the number of nodes, the proposed
method shows higher transmission reliability than the existing
Wi-SUN FAN method. This is because the proposed
technique can provide efficient transmission efficiency for
each node by dynamically changing the N_max value.
Moreover, as the number of nodes increases, the difference
in transmission reliability between the proposed method and
the existing Wi-SUN FAN method increases. This is because,
in the case of Wi-SUN FAN, an inefficient path setting is
induced by using a fixed N_max value even if the number of
nodes increases. In other words, in a network of a certain size
or more, even if the number of child nodes is limited due to
the N_max value, an inefficient path is set as described above
(Chapter 1) instead of selecting another parent node. On the

Fig. 4. Network Lifetime

Figure 4 shows the network lifetime according to the
number of nodes. In all of the proposed schemes, as the
number of nodes increases, the network life becomes shorter,
because a large amount of energy per hour is required due to
an increase in the transmission amount.
In addition, as the number of nodes increases, the proposed
scheme has a longer network lifespan compared to the WiSUN FAN scheme. This is because, in the proposed scheme,
if the balance of the transmission amount between terminals
is broken due to an excessive increase of the N_max value, a
low N_max value is set to induce load balancing between
nodes.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we pointed out the problems of the existing
Wi-SUN FAN that pursues load balancing by fixedly limiting
the number of child nodes, and limited the methods that can
solve it. In the proposed scheme, the sink node periodically
measures the amount of traffic transmitted from the one-hop
child node and the standard deviation of the traffic amount.
Using these two values, the source node calculates a new
N_max as

[10] Rani, S., Kumar, A., Bagchi, A., Yadav, S., & Kumar, S, "RPL Based
Routing Protocols for Load Balancing in IoT Network", Journal of
Physics: Conference Series, vol.1950, no.1, pp.012073,
2021.doi:10.1088/1742-6596/1950/1/012073

1) When the amount of traffic increases excessively, even
if temporary load balancing decreases, N_max is increased to
support optimal route setting.
2) If the amount of traffic is not large and the standard
deviation of the traffic transmission amount between one-hop
child nodes is large, reduce N_max to improve load balancing.
Whenever a sink node calculates a new N_max value, it
piggybacks on periodic routing messages and floods the
network.
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Abstract— Recently, artificial intelligence agents are
becoming highly successful in applications ranging from
autonomous driving, and object manipulation, or complex
board games. In particular, reinforcement learning (RL) agents
now have state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance in games, for
example, AlphaGO in GO games and more than half of the Atari
2600 games. However, most of these are in a perfectly encoded
digital domain as video/computer games. Playing these games
end-to-end (E2E) in the real-world/dynamic environment
drastically degrades performance. The achievements in these
domains are mostly boosted by the accessibility to a repertoire
of computer game emulators tailored as RL testbeds, such as
Atari 2600. Therefore, this work aims at proposing an RL
testbed for labyrinth games to extend the superhuman
achievements of agents beyond computer games. This
environment exists with varying complexity configurations in a
dynamic physics simulator as well as a 3D printable real-world
replica for Sim-2-Real transfer. Training the Deep Q-Network
algorithm on the least difficult level resulted in an agent
achieving 70% in the simulated environments, while real-world
environments are still ongoing. (Abstract)
Keywords— ball-in-maze, labyrinth games, reinforcement
learning

I. INTRODUCTION
This century has pioneered several ”first-ever” artificial
intelligence (AI) achievements [1], [2], specifically in gaming,
where the RL stands out by defeating human world champions
in several games. Many of them are complex board games like
chess, backgammon, Go, and breakout. However, the major
contributing factor is the existence of diverse benchmarking
problems for researchers to validate algorithms, such as Atari
2600 [3], DeepMind environments [4]. Despite the diversity
in the gaming problems, they still exist as perfect computer
games that are digitally encoded, thus making it challenging
for the agents to achieve similar success when played E2E
with physical sensing and acting. Although Alan Turing’s test
formulation claimed that physical simulation of an agent is
unnecessary for intelligence, for completeness and fair
supersession of humans with intelligent agents, the total
Turing test of intelligence is necessary [5]. Therefore, to fasttrack similar success, a problem benchmark tailored for E2E
physical sensing and acting with diverse complexity must be
made available.
Thus, this work proposes a testbed for a board game called
the Labyrinth Game. The labyrinth could loosely be referred
to as a maze. It has challenged humans since 1946. It is a
single-player game with the simple goal of guiding a ball(s)
through a maze by tilting the plane and avoiding the holes
from a given initial ball state to a predetermined goal. A true
labyrinth game has both walls and holes in which the ball
cannot cross or can drop, respectively. With this objective, the
game can also be referred to as the ball-in-a-maze game.
Human players have been successful in guiding one and two
balls to the goal simultaneously. However, the afore-

mentioned constitute one of several factors that make
intelligent agents perform marginally.
Although, related formulations exist for other purposes,
for example, in [6] is a platform for evaluating control
algorithms, and [7] for an RL testbed centred around
sensorimotor learning. Furthermore, these formulations and
several others [8], [9], [10] are often one-time-solved
problems that are not generalizable. That is, the resulting RL
agents just memorise the path or trajectory leading from the
start to the goal in that specific layout. However, while
commending similar formulations in this direction [7], this
work further expands the testbed by proposing it as a
multilevel game that gives RL researchers the choice of
difficulty level in both the physics simulator and the realworld replica for Sim-2-Real transfer. The real-world version
is basically a 3D printable platform with low-cost and
commonly accessible components. This work is fully open
source and is available on
https://github.com/obasekore/MultilevelLabyrinthGameRL.git.

It is important to note that the real-world replica is only
intended for fine-tuning and transferring agents trained in
simulation to real-world, this is because, physical system
works reliably only on limited trials. Furthermore,
reconfiguring this testbed in simulation is as simple as passing
arguments, however, establishing the same configuration in
real-world is not automatic, thus requiring human intervention.
In [6], some level of autonomy is introduced using robot
manipulator for picking and placing the ball from the ejection
point to the starting point on the board.
This paper is formalized as follows: A short idea of the
labyrinth game is presented in section I. The formulation of
the RL component of the game environment is detailed in
section II. Section III presents the experimental setup and
results. Finally, section IV summaries the outcome of this
work.
II. FORMULATING THE PROPOSED LABYRINTH
GAME ENVIRONMENT
In this section, the general concept of RL shown in fig. 1
and the formulation of the proposed multi-level labyrinth
game environment in fig. 2 are presented. Generally, to train
an RL agent on a problem, there is a need to create an enabling
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Fig. 1: The general concept of Reinforcement Learning.

environment where several trials and errors of interaction with
the problem can be established. Since RL deals with the study
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(1)

Technically, the role of the RL agent is to observe the
board’s state and simultaneously control the speed and
position of the ball by tilting the board to any angle within the
limits of the actuators in the 2-axis gimbal system it is
mounted upon. This ball tilting must also avoid the terminal
states, basically the holes and corners on the board. Thus, this
paper presents a labyrinth game testbed for benchmarking
E2E RL algorithms with a choice of difficulty level in both
simulation and real-world environments, as shown in Fig. 2.
Table I shows the choice of matchable combinations. The state
space contains a stack of current board image, a 100 x 100
RGB, and n-historical images of the board. Usually, more
history gives better performance, but this is challenging for
low-memory devices. The minimum number of balls desired
to be steered to the goal is 1, and the higher the number of
balls, the more difficult the game. In theory, the maximum
number of balls should be unlimited. However, the maximum
should be less than the number of holes for the adopted
computer vision algorithm to execute reliably. As for the
action space, the discrete has 9 possible actions RI¨ R
𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
whereas, the continuous space ranges − − + for both roll
6
6
and pitch with low-level PID controller doing the actuation.
The domain randomization varies the lighting, background
colour, start, goal, and physics parameters like ball mass, and
co-efficient of friction between ball and board. The frequency
of randomization determines the low and the high. For
example, the low simply randomizes the goal and the high all
other parameters after each episode. Finally, the board layout,
which can either be fixed throughout the whole episode or
randomly seeded reproducibly.

(a) Labyrinth game RL environment in simulation.

(b) Labyrinth game RL setup in real-world.
Fig. 2: Formulated labyrinth game RL setup in
both simulation and real-world.
of how agents learn by trial and error. And basically, at every
time-step t of interaction, an observation ot of the state st of the
environment is returned for the agent to decide on an action at
to take. It is formulated in such a way that the agent ∼ ʌ Dt|st)
is either penalized or rewarded rt = r(st,at,st+1) for its behaviour
to either discourage or encourage it from repeating such
behaviour in the future. Repeated applications of this process
generate a trajectory. Thus, the goal of the agent is to
maximize its cumulative reward, hence, RL algorithms are
ways that the agent can learn behaviours to achieve its goal.
In this game, the reward is as simple as computing the
negative exponential of the Euclidean distance between the
current ball position(s) and the goal (1), and otherwise, if the
ball(s) is close to the goal by a minimum threshold, a 1 is
rewarded. Where the factor is a tuning parameter to scale up
the error.

TABLE I.

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = �𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

III. RESULT AND EXPERIMENT
A. Experimental Setup
In this experiment, the choice of combinations are bolded
in Table I, that is, 3 - histories state space, 1 ball, discrete
action space, low domain randomization and seeded board
layout. The physics engine is Bullet V2.78 and the parameter
of ball, friction and co-efficient of restitution are 50g, 1.0, and
0.0 respectively.
The RL agent is trained using Deep Q-Network (DQN).
The training is set to 500,000 timesteps for 10 runs in the
simulated environment. The DQN-architecture for the Actionvalue function is Input => Conv2D (32[4×4]) => Conv2D
(64[3 × 3]) => FC (256) => FC (256) => FC (64) => Output,
while State-value function is FC (64) => FC (64) => Output.
The Conv2Ds and the FCs are the 2D convolutional and fully
connected layers, respectively. All layers use ReLu as the
activation function except the output layers that have a linear
function. The whole simulation was performed on a PC using

THE AVAILABLE CHOICE OF DIFFICULTY LEVEL IN THE LABYRINTH GAME TESTBED.

State Space

Ball

Action Space

Domain Randomization

Board layout

2 - histories

1

Discrete

Low

Fixed

3 - histories

2 - balls

Continuous

Medium

Seeded

n - histories

n – balls << holes

High

-
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(a) Result of excellent moves by the RL agent playing the labyrinth game in the simulated RL environment.

(b) RL agent’s successful moves resulting from a simple line of sight between the ball and the goal in simulation.
Fig. 3: Result of moves by the RL agent at each timestep in the formulated labyrinth game simulation.
the onboard GeForce GT 720 GPU and the real-world
inference is on Jetson Nano GPU and Arduino Uno for lowlevel control of servos. Also, in the real-world, the modular
3D printed holes and tiles are arranged to match the layout
generated for the experimentation.
B. Results
Fig. 2 show results from the agent’s moves in the
simulation at each timestep. Over the 20 runs in the simulated
environment, the agent achieved 70% success. Many of these
successes are highly skillful maneuvering as shown in Fig 2a.
However, some of these successes are attributed to a simple
line of sight between the ball and the goal i.e. no
obstacle/holes as shown in Fig. 2b.
We also briefly attempted to experiment with
combinations of the highest difficulty level using Proximal
Policy Optimization (PPO), but the agent performance was
more random than intelligence. However, at some point
during training, the PPO-based agent developed a strategy of
tilting the board very fast to jump over the holes. In future, we
aim at performing more in-depth experiments on this for more
reliable performance. Also, transferring the result to the real
world is currently under fine-tuning.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper presents an RL-centred testbed
for E2E playing of Labyrinth Board Game in both simulation
and a 3D printable real-world replica. This testbed also
presents a choice of configurations to adjust the difficulty
level. The CAD and simulation environment is open source.
Currently, the agent has only been tested in simulation with a
70% success rate in a minimally difficult configurations. The
highly difficult configurations still remain unsolved with the
current state-of-the-art RL algorithm. Further experimentation
is required to test the agent on the real-world replica of the
labyrinth game.
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Abstract—Traditionally, underground cavity has been
searched by human experts without any help of detection
software. It has many problems such as uneven recognition rate,
long detection time, labor managements, and thus high detection
cost. In this paper, we showed an CNN based automatic
underground cavity recognition system and its experimental
result. We found the proposed system could resolve most
traditional difficulties and its performance was enough to be
used instead of human experts.
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II. AN UNDERGROUND CAVITY RECOGNITION
A. GPR image capturing
To get GPR images of underground area, we use radar
portal system device [4]. As shown in Figure 1, it is a vehicle
type and has 34 or 46 channels. It generates a its own format
rps (radar portal system) files including GPR images, three
camera images, and line-scan (surface) image.

DNN,

I. INTRODUCTION
GPR (Ground penetrating Radar) has been used as a good
non-destructive methodology for producing high-resolution,
3D volume images of subsurface. GPR has numerous
applications in areas such as civil engineering, archeology and
cultural heritage, forensic and security, and environmental
investigations. GPR systems normally consist of transmitter
and receiver antennas, and can be implemented ground
coupled or air launched. While air-launched configuration is
good for surveying large areas and detaching the system from
the surface is necessary, a ground-coupled approach is better
for getting high spatial resolution, building material
characterization, cultural heritage diagnosis, forensic studies
and containment detection, and environmental investigation
[1]. Though GPR methodologies have been evolved since
development in 1910, the main challenge is a deciphering
ability, capable of translating captured GPR data into useful
quantitative information, effectively reducing the gap between
interpretation and identification [1]. A deep learning can a
good methodology to bridge the gap.
A good and practical application of GPR is cavity finding
for under road pavement. Cavities underground are made by
various reason, such as leakage of water from pipes, sudden
flood, and geographical changes by earthquake and
construction by human activity. Leaving underground cavities
can be reasons of personal injuries and traffic congestion. A
whole process of underground cavity management is well
explained in reference [2]. A review of possible GPR
applications on transport infrastructures are well explained in
reference [3]. In this paper, we present an automatic
underground cavity recognition system from a groundcoupled GPR images, where we use YOLO detection
algorithm for underground cavity detection.
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Fig. 1 Radar Portal System GPR Device

B. GPR analysis system
We implemented five major functions to build an automatic
cavity findings. As shown in Figure 2, the first two menus are
for single gpr image processing and folder-based multiple gpr
images recognition, respectively. Figure 3(a) shows an
example result of gpr folder recognition and (b) shows found
cavities from a rps file. The found cavities are saved on
distance from the start point. The third menu is built to train
the YOLO network as gpr images are accumulated.
A cavity report must be made for each cavity and will be
submitted to the city government. Using the fourth menu from
Figure 2, an operator can generate data files of cavity report
for each selected cavity as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows
all generated file from report generation of Figure 4. Figure
5(a) shows sample files generated. A found cavity is shown
in (b), a surface line-scan and multi-channel image are shown
in (c) and (d) respectively. A general cavity report looks like
in Figure 6 will be made, where all needed information for
cavity repair is represented

(a) Data files for report generation

Fig. 2 The proposed GRP recognition system

(b) A gpr image with a cavity

(a) Recognition result files

(b) An example cavities

information
Fig. 3 Example gpr recognition results

(c) A line-scan image

(d) A multi-channel view of a cavity
Fig.5 Automatically-generated files for report creation

(a) A sample report generation screenshot

(b) A sample cavity information for training
Fig. 4 An example report generation
Fig. 6 A sample cavity report
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

IV. CONCLUSION

To verify the validity of the proposed, an experiment is done
for 2,847 gpr images with a cavity. Each gpr image has a
600x500 size. We used YOLO5 algorithm and got values of
precision, recall and mAP_0.5 as 0.997, 0.999, and 0.995,
after 100 training epochs. Considering various possible cavity
shapes, the training result values show quite satisfactory
performance. Figure 7 shows a PR curve. Two hundred gpr
images different from training set were tested and all cavities
are found the trained network. The proposed system is being
used by a cavity finding company in Seoul, Korea.

In this paper, we developed a dnn-based system for
underground cavity recognition, where YOLO5 was used for
cavity-image training and recognition. Training on 2,847
cavity gpr images and testing on 200 gpr images showed that
the proposed system shows good enough performance for
practical use. Using the system gives more stable
management of recognition process, even recognition
performance, fast recognition and low-cost operation.
Training on more samples will be continued for more stable
performance.
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Abstract—To address the limitations that prohibit such
applications, both academics and industry have focused on the
creation of a reliable computing paradigm. However, because of
the scar
city of study, ther
e is a r
esear
ch gap, and a
comprehensive computing paradigm has yet to be systematically
devised and analyzed. This article discusses aerial computing,
which seeks to bridge the gap by combining aerial radio access
networks with edge computing. First, we will look at the
computing architecture, which is made up of satellite computing
platforms, low-altitude computing (LAC), and high-altitude
computing (HAC).
Second, we go through important
technologies that make aerial computing possible, such as
energy recharging, intelligent reflecting surface, big data, and
artificial intelligence. Finally, we outline some factors that must
be considered as well as potential solutions.
Keywords—Aerial computing, edge computing, sixth
generation (6G), key technologies, aerial computing networks

I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have initiated the development of road maps
for sixth-generation (6G) networks. Additional data has to be
collected and transmitted since numerous Internet of Things
(IoT) applications are expected to develop in 6G. Yet, IoT
devices are limited by elements like the power of transmission,
battery life, and computing speed. Several studies have looked
into aerial access networks (AANs), that can provide Line-ofSight (LoS) data transmission links, suitable channels, and
enhanced coverage to help with data transfer from IoT devices
all over the world.
An AAN has mainly comprised of three major
components: i) low-Earth-orbit (LEO) satellites; ii) highaltitude platforms (HAPs), and iii) low-altitude platforms
(LAPs). The combination of AANs with edge computing
offers a new idea known as aerial computing. Aerial
computing is projected to deliver advanced facilities on a
worldwide scale, including as sensing, computation, control,
navigation, communication, and caching [1]. Aerial
computing is pondered as a potential paradigm that enables inflight analysis of data and real-time service delivery. Aerial
computing complements traditional computing paradigms
(e.g., fog computing, cloud computing, and multiaccess edge
computing (MEC)) and is thus seen as a foundation of the
complete computing platform in future 6G networks, owing to
the benefits such as worldwide availability, rapid deployment,
high mobility, adaptability, and scalability [2]. Moreover,

aerial computing have been utilized for a variety of military
missions, including surveillance and training missions. In
recent years, they have been used for a variety of civil
applications in wireless communication networks. When the
terrestrial infrastructure is destroyed by disastrous events,
aerial computing components such as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), drones, aircraft, and balloons can function
to support ground customers. In [3], UAVs were used as
bridges among vehicles and the network edge to provide data
gathering and job pre-processing, facilitating data
transmission in intelligent vertical domain environments. In
[4], IoT data over small regions might be gathered and
processed collaboratively by a group of low-altitude UAVs,
whilst IoT data over vast areas could be executed by HAPs.
From Fig. 1, we present an aerial computing-based 6G
architecture in which the aerial components are arranged
hierarchically. In addition to traditional computing platforms,
the aerial computing architecture includes four main entities:
1) IoT devices and sensors; 2) terrestrial computing 3) LAC
platforms; 4) HAC platforms; and 5) satellite computing
platforms.
Aerial computing is a potential solution for offering global
computer resources and wireless services. This paper aims to
fill a gap in the current literature by providing an in-depth
review of aerial computing with a viewpoint for a full
computing infrastructure in future 6G networks. In this study,
we first covers the enabling technology in which we address a
collection of important enabling technologies for realizing
aerial computing in 6G systems, including energy refuelling,
intelligent reflecting surface, and big data and AI. Further, we
discuss the future of aerial computing, including the primary
issues and challenges, potential solutions, and possible
directives.
II. KEY TECHNOLOGIES
A. Energy Refuelling
Refilling the energy of flying vehicles is necessary to
prolong the flying time. There are different methods to
recharge UAVs
1) Wireless Power Transfer: In wireless power transfer
(WPT), energy is typically extracted from ambient radiofrequency electromagnetic signals. Through the use of power
switching or time switching techniques, energy can be
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Fig. 1. Aerial computing architecture

extracted from the transmitted signals in simultaneous
wireless and information power transfer known as SWIPT.
Using the energy gathered from the transmitted signals, a
strong user with a high channel gain can transmit data to a
weak user with a low channel gain. Dedicated wireless
charging is supported by wireless power communication
networks (WPCNs), which are used to harvest energy from a
radio transmission and wirelessly distribute sequential energy
to the intended users [5]. It has been demonstrated that WPT
enables UAVs to recharge their batteries without landing [6].
Moreover, coordination of LAC servers at the LAC platform
and edge servers on multiple platforms (i.e., LAC, HAC, and
satellite) is a potential technique for improving the
transmission of computing services over large regions [7].
WPT from the air is relatively confined due to the significant
route loss, therefore many parameters (such as antenna size)
should be taken into consideration for practical
implementation.
2) Energy Harvesting: Another popular and innovative
way to utilize renewable energy is via energy harvesting. For
instance, photovoltaic (PV) cells installed on UAVs can
convert solar energy into electrical energy, which can be
stored in rechargeable batteries [8]. Moreover, the fluctuation
of the climate has a significant impact on natural energy
sources. For example, weather conditions can have a serious
influence on solar energy harvesting. Non-electromagnetic
field-based charging solutions such as gust soaring, PV arrays,
laser beaming, and battery dumping have been deployed [9].
Dynamic soaring is the process of refueling energy from wind
and airflow by altering the trajectory of UAVs to extend their

flight time [10]. Solar irradiation energy is gathered by PV
cells in PV arrays to power a UAV or refill its battery, which
is utilized for overnight missions. Because PV panels require
a specific amount of space, this technology may be adapted
to fixed-wing UAVs. A laser powered by an external source
of energy delivers a focused and streamlined beam of light
with a specific frequency to the precise PV cells on a UAV in
laser-beaming technology. The PV cell may then turn the
laser beam to energy to refuel the UAV's battery.
B. Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
Big data refers to large data sets collections with
diversified, big, and complicated structures that are
challenging to store, analyze, and visualize for subsequent
processes or outcomes. Big data analytics refers to the
technique of researching huge volumes of data in order to
uncover secret patterns and connections [11]. This is
important information for firms that may assist them to obtain
richer and deeper insights for achieving a competitive edge.
As a result, big data solutions must be meticulously executed
and analyzed [12]. Big data characteristics are typically
defined by "5Vs": 1) velocity; 2) veracity ; 3)value; 4) variety;
and 5) volume. There have been several efforts to use big data
analytics for wireless communications [13]. Big data
analytics is intriguing due to the growing complexity of
networks and complex wireless traffic patterns.
The goal of artificial intelligence (AI) technology is to
train robots to do human-like jobs. The ability of AI to
analyze and execute actions that have the highest likelihood
of reaching a certain objective. Artificial intelligence has a
plethora of applications. It has been utilized in a variety of
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fields, including image detection, machine translation,
autonomous vehicles, and gaming AI. Moreover, machine
learning (ML), a promising sub-type of AI approach for
learning from data and imparting intelligence to existing
technologies, has been utilized to make wireless
communication and networks extremely efficient and
adaptive. A smart wireless network can help with aerial
computing. The benefit of using machine learning in wireless
network operations is that it allows the network to learn,
monitor, and forecast numerous communication-related
characteristics such as traffic user context, patterns, device
locations, and wireless channels. Following are the popular
ML techniques used in various problems.
1) Supervised and Unsupervised Learning: Both the input
and intended outputs of the employed data sets are
available in supervised learning methods. Nevertheless,
supervised learning techniques are only suitable for
settings with enough labeled data, such as classification.
In comparison, the data set utilized for training in
unsupervised learning does not consist of labeled output
or target values. The goal of unsupervised learning is to
obtain important properties from data in order to make
better predictions. Moreover, based on the given data,
unsupervised learning algorithms may be used in
scenarios such as clustering. To give better service,
supervised learning/unsupervised learning may be
applied in aerial computing for user clustering [1].
2) Deep Learning: Deep learning (DL) has achieved
significant progress in artificial intelligence domains such
as visual object recognition and detection, voice
recognition, and others. DL models that are frequently
used include recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
convolution neural networks (CNNs), deep belief
networks (DBNs), and stacking auto-encoders (SAE) [14].
DL is composed of various layers for feature extraction
and modification. DL can be utilized for in-depth analysis
in a complicated scenario with large amounts of data, as
well as to implement various control systems for distinct
protocol levels.
3) Federated Learning: Federated learning (FL) is a
distributed machine learning approach that allows
individuals to build a shared prediction model
cooperatively while retaining their gathered data on their
devices. However, in order to train an FL algorithm over
a wireless network, users must broadcast the training
parameters via wireless links, which might introduce
training errors owing to restricted wireless resources and
wireless link unavailability [15].

Due to the benefits of intelligent control and autonomous
self-improvement, AI and big data, in conjunction with other
supporting technologies discussed in this section, have been
widely applied to aerial computing in 6G. AI/ML could be
utilized as intelligent UAV task execution, trajectory
planning, data analysis, virtual resource allocation, and
channel estimation. Additionally, the benefits of other ML
approaches, such as meta-learning and transfer learning, can
be exploited. The benefits of transfer learning with
knowledge pre-processing in LAC systems, for example,
have been established in [17]. Nonetheless, significant
challenges must be overcome in order to improve the
efficiency of transfer learning in heterogeneous aerial
computing systems. Particularly, we must identify the source
agent and transferred information, as well as enhance
scheduling and resource allocation.
To establish aerial computing in 6G, some issues must be
solved, such as data privacy/security, communication cost,
learning efficiency, and the trade-off between learning
accuracy and convergence. AI/ML is universally recognized
as the most promising method for intelligent wireless
communications and signal processing computation in
increasingly complex and diverse networks.
C. Intelligent Reflecting Surface:
The Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) is a meta-surface
consisting of a series of passively reflective elements, each of
which can be assigned the corresponding control decisions
sent by external devices through field programmable gate
array technology [18]. Additionally, through the joint phase
control of all reflective elements, the direction and intensity
of reflected waves can be changed to improve communication
performance. Compared to traditional active relays, IRS only
passively reflects the received signal without any transmitting
radio frequency (RF) chain, which can significantly improve
energy efficiency and reduce interference between signals.
There are two scenarios of UAV wireless communication
combined with IRS as shown in Fig. 2., one is IRS-Mounted
UAV as a passive mobile relay, and the other is a cooperative
service of mobile drones and IRS deployed on the buildings
or terrestrial. Combined with the IRS, it is expected to enhance
coverage and provide significant flexibility for future wireless
networks. When the IRS is mounted on a UAV, the location
of the IRS can be intelligently and dynamically adjusted with
the movement of the UAV. The mobility of aerial computing

4) Reinforcement Learning: Reinforcement learning (RL)
is an ML method for allowing an agent to learn via trialand-error in a feedback-based interactive environment
generated by its own experiences and actions. DL
methods are widely used in wireless network optimization
to acquire the optimal policy, such as user groupings
decisions or actions. Deep reinforcement learning
( DRL) is an RL-based DL paradigm that depends on
updating samples in practice rather than the optimal
transition probability in theory. DRL focuses on learning
from feedback that analyzes actions made as opposed to
learning from proper actions. DRL algorithms have been
applied to wireless networks for numerous features,
including mobile networking, resource allocation,
scheduler design, and routing [16].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of IRs with aerial computing

provides new degrees of freedom in the design of IRS
compared to ground-based IRS mounted on fixed surfaces,
and when there is no direct LoS link due to congestion, a
virtual LoS link can be established between the UAV and the
ground node through the IRS in the air-ground network.
Therefore, the communication quality between the UAV and
the user can be improved, which is beneficial to the extension
of the coverage.
III. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTION
A. Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency has always been a topic of discussion in
the field of UAV communication. In order to reduce the load
weight of UAVs and ensure the characteristics of high-speed
movement and on-demand deployment of UAVs, the battery
energy that can be loaded by UAVs is limited. Furthermore,
in aerial computing, enabling sustainable energy management
and energy-efficient satellite computing on LAC and HAC
platforms is a major issue. Data communications and service
delivery in the satellite environment, as well as space travel by
aircraft, require a lot of energy to keep the network running.
Therefore, we need to consider energy-efficient
communication, computation, deployment, or trajectory
optimization to achieve sustainable green aerial computing. In
addition, the rational use of renewable energy supplement
technology can be used as a major boost for energy-saving
aerial computing systems. Aerial devices such as UAVs or
satellites can harvest solar energy from the surrounding
environment by installing solar panels or communicating
energy efficiently through new technologies such as wireless
charging. For example, in [19], the authors investigate the
design of a resource allocation algorithm for a solar UAV
(UAV) communication system, revealing the trade-off
between solar energy collection and energy-efficient
communication. Solar UAVs first climb to high altitudes to
acquire sufficient amounts of solar energy and then descend
again to lower altitudes to reduce the path loss in the
communication links of the users they serve.
B. Resource Allocation
Aerial computing includes data collection and computing
tasks and provides services for terminal IoT devices flexibly
according to the tasks and the needs of the terminal devices,
respectively. Compared with terrestrial computing
infrastructures such as cloud data centers and cloud computing,
aerial computing is more flexible and can provide better ondemand services. However, due to the limited storage
resources and battery capacity of computing platforms in
aerial computing, it is necessary to design an appropriate
resource management approach. Therefore, how to balance
computing resources and user demands, will be a very serious
issue. Moreover, making reasonable offloading decisions and
allocating system resources can be a serious challenge for
aerial computing. The authors in [20] study the problem of
offloading decision-making and resource allocation in a multiuser multi-server UAV-assisted MEC environment. The
weighted total cost of delay, energy consumption, and the size
of dropped tasks is taken into account to guarantee the quality
of service for the end user. In addition, in the future 6G era,
how to train aerial devices and use suitable data sets to conduct
online AI training on these aerial devices under the
consideration of limited resources is also worth exploring
problems, such as autonomous control, resource allocation,
resource management, and autonomous aviation systems.

C. Joint Design with Promising Technologies in 6G
1) IRS Enhanced Aerial Computing:In the future 6G
communication, we need a faster communication rate and
higher communication efficiency. IRS, new technology in the
6G era, can achieve passive reflection by phase shift
adjustment, which greatly increases the coverage and energy
efficiency. The joint design of aerial computing and IRS is
more challenging than the traditional ground base station
communication mode, which requires the design of a
completely new communication mode [20]. Examples
include the range and controllability of the IRS when carried
by UAVs, the size, orientation, and location of the IRS, and
the difficulty of channel estimation. To effectively deploy
IRS-UAVs, the practical limitations of IRS and UAVs need
to be considered when performing transmission design.
2) Non-orthogonal Multiple Access: Non-orthogonal
Multiple Access (NOMA) allows multiple users to share time
and frequency resources in the same spatial layer through
power domain or code domain multiplexing. Thus, NOMA
can serve more users in the same bandwidth than traditional
orthogonal multiple access (OMA). In addition, NOMA
guarantees lower latency and higher spectral efficiency. his
includes how to jointly design over-the-air computing and
some of the major existing issues of NOMA, such as
reference signalling, channel estimation, and CSI feedback
mechanisms that can provide robust performance when crossuser interference is severe, resource allocation signalling that
can support different transmission modes of NOMA,
extensions to MIMO (especially massive MIMO) that can
simultaneously gain performance benefits of NOMA and
multi-user MIMO, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
reduction for multi-carrier NOMA, system scalability that
can support different traffic loads and radio environments, etc
[22].
IV.

CONCLUSION

Edge computing has become an essential component of
today's network architecture; however, it has a number of
constraints due to drastic advancements in technologies as
well as the emergence of new applications and services. We
emphasized that the present computing infrastructure is
incapable of meeting new demands and requirements. This
paper represents and thoroughly examined the concept of
aerial computing in this regard. First, we discussed important
technologies including energy refilling, AI and big data, and
IRS. Further, we discuss the challenges faced by aerial
computing and its possible future directions.
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Abstract— Bullying on social media is a major problem that
affects many people who have been referred to or accused, can
be a victim, ranging from the level of cause of terror. This
research presents an analytical concept by classifying the types
of cyberbullying through textual social media (Exclusion,
Gossip, Harassment, and Hate Speech) from Thai social media
sources. These include Facebook, YouTube and Twitter using
the concept of data scraper. Natural language processing for
data preparation as well as machine learning using the Naïve
Bayes Algorithm. During the training model, model prediction
performance is measured using the k-fold Cross Validation
method. The results of the test showed that the model for
classifying bullying messages. It has an efficiency of 84.2% (Fmeasure=0.842) and a bully type classification model is 77.7%
effective (F-measure=0.777). This research continues to evolve.
This is still early research in the field of bullying data analysis
to be used to find deeper relationships. This will lead to
cognition and prevention. Bullying is considered as a computer
crime that might occur in the future.
Keywords— Cyberbullying Type Classification, Thai
Cyberbullying, Machine learning, Naïve bayes classifier, Thai
Text Mining

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the social media platform has become a part of
human daily life, whether quickly accesses communication or
business. It leads to the growth of users continuously. But, at
the same time, the social media platforms are used to be areas
of harassment and bullying. Cyberbullying has many patterns
which take computer crime for abusers from frightened,
devalue until hopeless life levels. [1][2]. An early warning
detection before the atrocious situation will happen or
trending of cyberbullying is necessary.
For these reasons, the development of the Mechanism
process for media literacy is essential. Especially, for several
years, there has been a lot of research focused on
Cyberbullying Text Analysis [3][4][5][6][7] including
Thailand [8][9]. Machine Learning is the way to analyze and
classify cyberbullying type using model prediction which
training model leads to progression of artificial intelligence
(AI) as creative media innovation. However, cyberbullying
has many patterns, especially Thai texts on online social
media. It’s a very language. Thus, it is a challenge to integrate
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the other concepts to generate or improve the performance of
model prediction, such as Natural Language Processing and
Machine Learning.
This research will purpose the concept of developing an
NLP framework collaborate with cyberbullying analysis by
using machine learning techniques (Naïve Bayes). Data
sources from Thai social media platforms such as YouTube,
Facebook and Twitter are collected to be corpus for data
training and testing. 10 fold validation is used for performance
model testing and implemented with Python language. The
scope and framework, methods and methods, result and
discussion, and conclusions are explained respectively.
II. SCOPE AND FRAMWORK
This section will explain about the Natural Language
Processing engine framework for Thai cyberbullying and the
scope of the data source as follow.
A. Natural Language Processing Engine Framework for
Thai Cyber Bullying
The NLP engine framework for Thai cyberbullying has
several steps. First, data sources are collected in MongoDB.
Then, data is generated by a pre-processing process and data
tagging to be a training data set for classification models. After
that, models are generated by the Naïve Bayes algorithm. For
prediction, the results are stored in SQL Server in order to
display visualization. The framework is shown as figure i.
In MongoDB, we collected data across Thai social media
platforms in Json format. It’s a challenge to manage the data
which has different structures (heterogeneous format from
different sources), as figure ii. tags, meta-tags, Component
from the json element format from each source are different
tag, meta-tags etc. All data messages are merged into NLP
Engine analysis with embedded, for example, like, share,
favorite, reaction.
B. Data Source
The statistics of users who have accounts on social media
in Thailand (in January, 2020), found that almost 52 million
accounts, which increases from 2.3 million accounts (in April,
2019). Thus, the top 3 social media platforms in Thailand are
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are chosen. In this research,
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we focus on cyberbullying type classification across Thai
social media platforms. As we know, the Thai language is
complicated, especially in cyberbullying analysis. The
detection of two classes (Bully/No Bully) is not enough for
early warning detection. Therefore, we classify Thai
cyberbullying messages into four classes, as Exclusion,
Gossip, Harassment, Hate speech respectively. The
description of each class is shown in table i.

FIGURE I

NLP ENGINE FRAMEWORK FOR THAI CYBER BULLYING

TABLE I.
Cyberbullying Type
Exclusion

Gossip

Harassment

Hate speech

THE DESCRIPTION OF EACH BULLY CLASS
Example
The situation in which keep someone or
something out or is prevented from
entering a place or taking part in an
activity.
The conversation, reports, rumor or
tattling that might be unkind, disapproving
especially about the personal or private
affairs of others
The behavior which is intended to
troubling or annoying someone causing
them to be unpresent or upset, for example
sexual harassment.
The public speech that expressing the
violence or hate to other persons in the
topics such as religion, race, sexual
orientation.

Figure II

Thai social media platforms in MongoDB (Json Format
for facebook, twitter and youtube

III. MODELS AND METHODS
In this section we will describe our method, tools, and the
algorithm which was used in this research. The details are as
follows.
A. Data Preparation
After merging the data from 3 data sources, for training,
corpus tagging is required. We tag cyberbullying type with the
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program tool which is supported by Thailand's National
Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) to
generate a training corpus. Moreover, in order to process this
step, we used PythaiNLP [10] for data preparation. Because
the data we used in this research is Thai sentences that needed
some text pre-processing with natural language processing
(NLP), such as word segmentation, removing symbols, spell
correction and word redundancy. Then arrange those words
into a format that can be used to model learning step as shown
in figure iii-iv.

In each round of k-fold cross validation process will be
measured using confusion matrix [13][14] as shown in
formula 2-5. Where tp (true positive) is a test result that
correctly indicates the presence of a condition, tn (true
negative) is a test result that correctly indicates the absence of
a condition, fp (false positive) is a test result which wrongly
indicates that a particular condition, and fn (false negative) is
a test result which wrongly indicates that a particular condition.
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Precision represents how well a model can predict the
correct answer out of all data samples.
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Recall represents how well a model can extract data for
classifying from all data samples.
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F – measure also known as F1 score represents how well a
model has a correct answer selection ratio to all selected
outcomes.
FIGURE III

THAI BULLY CLASSIFICATION PROCESS



({…'ละอายใจ': False, 'shingodzilla': False,
'เปนผุ'้ : False, 'ว่ายาก': False, 'tconyl': False,
'vqwacdosdvia': False, 'บ้าง': False, 'มืด':
False, 'เฮ้อ': False, 'ฟี ด': False, 'ถามหา': False,
'หักมุม': False, 'นะจ๊ะ': True,… }, 'NoBully')
FIGURE IV
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each k possible outcomes or class Ck, p(Ck|X) is the
probability of the class being problem instances with property
x, p(x|Ck) is the probability of property x being in class
instances, p(Ck) is the problem instances class, and p(x) is the
probability of property x.
�(�� )∗�(� |�� )



We collected data from thai social media for a total of
8,000 sentences for this experiment. 4,000 are bully sentences
and another 4,000 are no bully sentences. For bully type, we
collect 1,000 sentences for each bully type as shown in table ii.

A CHUNK OF WORD INCLUDING TAG
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Accuracy represents how accurate model can predict
results from all samples.

B. Model Algorithm
In model learning step. We used Naïve Bayes
Classification [15] which is one of the supervised learning
methods to train our model. This algorithm will learn from
data with class labels as shown in figure iii. to classify problem
instances as shown in formula 1.
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We use NLTK [11] as a tool for model creation and model
evaluation. We created two models, the Bully Model and the
Bully Type Model, for classified bully/no-bully sentences and
bully type sentences respectively.
C. Performance matrix
To measure our model, we used k-fold cross validation
[12][16][17] also known as cross validation. By slicing data
into k subgroups. In each round, one of the k will be selected
as test set and the remaining k-1 will be used as a train set.
Then repeat this process until all k are selected as a test set.

TABLE II.
Corpus type
Bully
- Bully
- No-bully
Bully Type
- Exclusion
- Gossip
- Harassment
- Hate speech

DATA CORPUS
# of sentences
8,000
- 4,000
- 4,000
4,000
- 1,000
- 1,000
- 1,000
- 1,000

The result of this experiment using naïve bayes
classification is shown in table iii. We found that the
Bully/No-bully Model can perform a prediction accuracy
84.2%, precision 90.8%, recall 76.3%, f-measure 82.9% for
bully sentences, and precision 79.5%, recall 92.2%, f-measure
85.4% for no-bully sentences respectively.
The result of the Bully Type Model shown in table iv can
have accuracy 77.7%. For predicted exclusion sentences, this
model gives a precision 74.3%, recall 66.8%, f-measure
70.1%. For predicted gossip sentences, this model can have
precision 70.1%, recall 72.4%, f-measure 70.9%. For
predicted harassment sentences, this model can have precision
75.8%, recall 88.7%, f-measure 81.7%. And for predicted hate
speech sentences, this model gives a precision of 66.7%, recall
69.6%, f-measure 67.9%
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TABLE III.
Tags

BULLY/NO-BULLY AVERAGE RESULT

Precision

Bully
No-bully

0.908
0.795
TABLE IV.

Tags
Exclusion
Gossip
Harassment
Hate speech

Precision
0.743
0.701
0.758
0.667

Recall
0.763
0.922

FMeasure
0.829
0.854
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Accuracy
0.842

BULLY TYPE AVERAGE RESULT
Recall
0.668
0.724
0.887
0.696

FMeasure
0.701
0.709
0.817
0.679

Accuracy
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Abstract— The mental healthcare management of emotional
workers has limitations in existing mental healthcare management
because it is difficult to consider the emotional response at the time
of a stressful situation and the individual's underlying state is not
reflected. In this study, we construct a mental health care digital
twin solution architecture for a personalized stress risk
management solution and present an effective mental healthcare
management method through each layer technology. In the digital
twin structure, for mental health risk management due to
emotional labor, individual stress risk factors such as
emotion/body reaction and environment are extracted with
various modalities, and stress risk is precisely predicted through
synchronization/modeling of dynamic objects in a virtual space.
Perform solution exploration simulation. It provides a mental
health care digital twin solution for personalized mental health
risk prediction that can be configured according to the emotional
worker's environment by providing an intervention tailored to the
customer and can be improved according to the user's feedback.
Keywords— Mental Healthcare; Digital Twin; Medical Twin;
Simulation; Stress Reduction

I. INTRODUCTION
Emotional labor refers to a special type of service labor that
sells human emotions as commodities. Emotional workers are
required to control their intrinsic emotions according to the
needs of companies, and as a result, many emotional workers are
experiencing negative phenomena such as stress, anxiety,
depression, and exhaustion.
The approval rate for mental illness industrial accidents has
more than doubled from 33.67% in 2013 to 69.2% in 2019 [1],
and it has been reported that depressive disorders are four times
higher in the emotional labor high-risk occupational group (call
center, etc.) than in the general occupational group. Their mental
health is emerging as an important social problem.[2] In addition,
it is known that rapid intervention (intervention) after a
traumatic experience has a significant impact on an individual's
long-term mental health prognosis. However, according to a
recent survey of 2,765 domestic emotional workers, about 80%
responded that they felt that the emotional wounds they
experienced during customer service were not sufficiently
comforted [3]. The situation is that it is not being done
The need for intelligent mental health care services based on
digital twins that can be managed in real time is emerging in
order to prevent the risk of mental illness caused by stress during
work of emotional workers. Digital twins are being used in a
variety of industries to monitor, maintain, and simulate expected
outcomes in the event of a problem. In order to implement a
personalized mental health risk and stress prediction and early
screening solution for emotional workers, it is necessary to
monitor the mental health status and simulate it to predict the
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change, and for this, the application of digital twin technology is
required.
Current digital health care is a medical service focused on
diagnosis and treatment that is based on on-site treatment and
relies on expert experience.[4] There is a limit to personalized
treatment as manual treatment based on fragmented data is
provided. To overcome this limitation, a digital twin is applied
to predict/manage the prognosis of mental health risks and stress
in a virtual emotional worker environment generated from
emotional, biometric and health information in the real world.
Twin technology is required.
In order to judge the stress level of emotional workers,
emotional/physical response information should be obtained.
After the Corona 19 epidemic, a non-contact bio-signal
measurement method is preferred over a contact-type bio-signal
measurement method that causes objection to users due to a
feeling of a foreign body or a risk of infection. In particular,
since bio-signal measurement for emotional workers needs to be
continuously performed, a bio-signal measurement technology
that is non-conscious and non-contact from the user's point of
view is required. In addition, in order to transform the emotional
worker's mental health into a mental health care twin, the
underlying stress vulnerability and emotional state through the
emotional worker's questionnaire should also be considered and
analyzed.
This study is based on changes in various bio-signals
measured with multimodality such as pulse, respiration, speech,
and facial expression that occur after experiencing stress in
emotional workers. A mental health care digital twin that can
reduce stress by providing an optimal intervention for each
individual in a digital twin environment with technology that can
quickly detect individual psychological difficulties, stress
vulnerability, current physiological state, and lifelog of each
individual in a digital twin environment present the skills.
Based on the collected information of mental health
emotional information and biometric information for stress
measurement, virtualization and synchronization management
of each modality, a simulation function that can predict and
analyze stress risk, and personalized interventions to reduce
mental health risks solution development is required
II. RELATED RESEARCH
A. Multi-Modality of Bio-signals Measurement Technoloy
In order to understand stressful situations, many studies on
face recognition technology are being actively conducted. In
addition, attempts are being made to extract emotional response
information by analyzing voice strength, tremors, and
conversation contents with voice data. Affectiva, a venture

company from MIT, conducted a study to understand the
emotional state of users by collecting facial expression data of
various races, ages, and genders, and analyzing voice tone, speed,
and size.[5]
In addition, research on measuring multiple bio-signals
using remote PPG technology of non-aware/non-contact is being
conducted. Google created a health information monitoring app
and conducted a study to measure heart rate and respiration rate
with a smartphone camera by combining sensors and computer
vision, and heart rate measurement showed 98% accuracy.[6]
Nuralogix conducted a study to measure blood pressure by
shooting video on a smartphone, and the accuracy of blood
pressure measurement was 95%.[7]
Kernel and graph-based fusion exist as methods for fusion
of biosignals generated from various sensors and modalities, and
recently, neural network/tensor-based fusion is frequently
used.[8]
B. Medical Digital Twin
With the advent of the medical/healthcare digital twin, realtime/continuous monitoring of patient health has become
possible, and medical treatment simulation in a virtual
environment supports the decision-making process for medical
professionals to apply medical treatment to patients.[9] ]
In order to integrate and process vast amounts of data to
provide customized medical care, a simulation was performed to
find the optimal drug for a patient based on a digital twin.[10]
A study on the cloud digital twin healthcare (DTH) model
that can interact between physical and virtual space based on
monitoring, diagnosis and risk prediction of personal health
using wearable medical devices for personal health management
of the elderly is in progress DTH consists of four steps: a
physical object for accurate measurement, an interactive space
that connects physical and virtual space, a fast and accurate
simulation model, and feedback-based model optimization.[11]
Digital twin modeling and simulation in healthcare can
improve the flexibility of medical research, reduce healthcare
risks and reduce costs by presenting a way to address healthcare
systems.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MEDICAL TWIN
A. Concept Diagram of the Digital Twin Research
Each function of this study was composed of a mental
healthcare digital twin with 4 layers for mental healthcare. From
the real world, the emotional/physical interaction,
environmental factors, and underlying stress vulnerability of
emotional workers are extracted as data, and the cyber- physical
interaction layer, which is an interaction layer that extracts stress
risk factors, and biosignal-based stress composed of multimodality virtual objects. The mental health care twin layer that
synchronizes, the mental health care simulation layer that
supports stress prediction simulation based on feedback,
searches for and applies the optimal intervention function to
reduce mental health risk, and supports visualization such as
monitoring It is divided into mental health care application
layers. The conceptual diagram of the mental health care digital
twin consisting of four layers is shown in Figures 1.
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Fig. 1. Metal Healthcare Digial Twin Architure

B. Cyber-Physical Interaction Layer
The Cyber-Physical Interaction Layer is a layer that
recognizes and discriminates stress from various modalities in
connection with the emotional worker state and stress factors in
the real world. Technology that analyzes blinks, emotions, and
movements as camera images, and analyzes emotional response
states by voice/text sound strength and tremor, and body
temperature using face recognition and radar/IR sensors It
collects various biosignals including In addition, biometric
information collected from wearable devices and various media
with personal health information, smart watches, smartphones,
etc. should be integrated, and the vulnerability of environmental
factors and individual underlying stress should be analyzed to be
linked with the personal stress recognition index. Table 1 shows
the analysis items for extracting data from various modalities
(emotional response, body response-sensor-based biosignals,
health information, and environmental information) and
determining stress.
C. Mental Healthcare Twin Layer
Various bio-emotional and environmental factors collected
from the cyber- physics interaction layer are designed based on
digital twin definition language (Digital Twin, Definition,
Language, DTDL) and stored in the repository, and virtual
object models according to individual stress indicators are
created and synchronized. is a layer For unification and
standardization of virtualized objects, JSON-LD-based storage
and
model
generation,
DTDL-based
emotion/body
response/stress factor patterns and mental health risk models are
defined, and research supported by the Ministry of Health and
Welfare is a Common Data Model. Referring to OMOP CDM
[12], it is necessary to design so that it can be used as a mental
health care data model. It also constitutes a synchronized
repository environment for simulation and interaction in the
digital twin space. Virtual objects created for each individual are
synchronized using the data collected by each modality and
coupling technology that guarantees high speed/high
reliability/security, and the change in stress according to
individual underlying stress vulnerability is monitored through
the analysis of the virtual object model.
D. Mental Healthcare Simulation Layer
It is a layer that predicts stress reduction while defining
individual stress risk prediction simulation conditions through a

combination of virtualization/objectified multimodality and
checking individual stress level changes through various
interventions. In order to build a simulation environment, it is
designed and configured as a characteristic-oriented simulation
structure that confirms various changes in mental health care
characteristics. A simulation that predicts individual stress
changes according to a set evaluation scale and a personalized
stress reduction simulation that predicts emotional and stress
changes after various interventions/treatments are applied are
performed. In the case of the stress evaluation modeling method,
there are a discrete categorical model that approaches
emotion/stress as a classification problem and a continuous
dimensional model that approaches a regression problem. These
modeling methods are effectively combined to perform
simulation.
E. Mental Healthcare Application Layer
It is a layer that provides digital twin monitoring and stress
management solutions to reduce personal mental health risks of
emotional workers. The emotional worker's stress is detected as
a virtual object, and trend analysis and prediction are carried out
with the simulator. When it is determined that intervention is
necessary as a result of the stress simulator, various contents
(meditation, music, etc.) provided by the stress management
solution are used to reduce stress. It provides various dashboards
through personal health management simulation.
F. Mental Healthcare Clinical Trial
Through clinical research, it is necessary to carry out clinicalrelated technologies for each mental health care digital twin
layer and to demonstrate them. In the stress data confirmation
stage, a system for defining and classifying stress events
experienced by emotional workers is established. After
constructing the evaluation scale of each individual's underlying
stress vulnerability, the change in the subjective psychological
state that emotional workers feel after experiencing a stressful
event is confirmed as data for each modality. To construct a
prototype, when emotional workers experience a stressful event
and then provide random intervention, the subjective
psychological state and degree of stabilization of biosignals are
checked. Through this, data for the construction of the
evaluation scale of the simulation layer are collected. In the
solution optimization stage, virtual objects created for each
individual are used to estimate the optimal intervention for each
individual and each situation after each individual experiences a
stressful event. When a specific intervensen is applied, the level
of stabilization of the subjective psychological state and
biosignals is checked, and the mental health care digital twin
model is improved through feedback on the effect after
providing the intervention.
IV. CONCLUSION
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the interest and demand for
mental health in Korea is higher than ever. It will be possible to
effectively manage mental health by using the mental health care
digital twin technology for various stressors that cause mental
illness problems in emotional workers, thereby promoting
digital well-being and preventing the occurrence and worsening
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of chronic mental illness at an early stage. . In addition, the
technology of this study has versatility that can be applied to
various working environments/interventions, so it will be a
personalized mental health risk management solution that can be
applied in the mid- to long-term.
This study should be utilized in various fields where mental
health care can be applied through clinical experts' validation of
effectiveness and universal implementation, and the structure
and model of mental health care digital twin that can monitor
and intervene in real time should be established
In the future, mental health care will be fused with the
metaverse environment to become a next-generation mental
health management solution, and it is necessary to develop
biosignal collection/inference/prediction technology based on
joint learning to maintain data privacy for private personal health
data.
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Abstract—Nowadays, the sharp development in cyberphysical system and the use of Internet of Things in the
Industries have enabled an emerging technology named as
Digital Twin (DT). DT acts as a bridge between physical and
virtual world by establishing connections and integration. DT
can plays an important role on industrial sector. As, the
industrial environment is under pressure to keep impulsive
downtime, concert loss, and safety hazards to a minimum. This
calls for an effective solution to quickly identify and address any
potential requirements. The processes used in industrial settings
to produce industrial goods are extremely quick and produce
goods quickly, occasionally resulting in substandard goods. In
order to detect the faults in the industrial products, in this study
we proposed a Faster R-CNN based model using the product
images. We took this as small object detection problem and
proposed a center loss to the original multiloss function. We
implement our model on custom dataset which includes the four
classes of objects i.e., screws, labels, missing screws and
untighten screws. The results show that our model performs
very efficiently.
Keywords—Digital Twin, Industries, Small Objects, Faster RCNN

I. INTRODUCTION
Sharp advancements in internet of things in industries and
the cyber physical systems (CPS) have made it possible for a
new digital technology named as digital twin (DT) to emerge.
DT serves as pathway to foster strong connections,
assimilation, and collaboration between the virtual and
physical worlds. DT becomes a crucial method to accomplish
quick evaluation and real-time judgment, not only for
industrial automation [1][2], but also in contemporary smart
production and management systems [3]. More interestingly,
DT is thought to be the most significant technological trend
and the most important technology direction for achieving
real-time observing, verdict, survival rate, and maintenance in
Industry 4.0 [4] with the digital rebellion of technology and
manufacturing systems which becomes the basis of smart
production.
For smart manufacturing, DT with CPS is described as a
close connection among the actual world and its digital
interpretation [5]. According to this concept, DT is a digital
simulation model that may concurrently initiate activities on
physical equipment and gather data from the physical
environment. Michael Grieves introduced the groundbreaking concepts of DT on product life-cycle administration
for the first time in 2003. DT has recently emerged as a new
concept of quantifiable resources in industrial CPS as a
consequence of the growth of industrial IoT and AI
technologies. This results in a typical simulation process by
utilizing quantified model, production data and soft
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simulation. In contrast to conventional ideas of simulation and
digital modeling, DT has been recognized as a significant
advancement in real-time visualization as well as an effective
method for virtually duplicating a physical system. According
to data from studies [6], integrating DT and cyber physical
systems in a cognitive collaboration system might effectively
help people comprehend the production process and improve
flexibility throughout a proof-based decision-making
procedure. It is claimed that DT will serve as the foundation
for future smart industries and will play an important role in
the digitalization of enterprise. Connectivity, stability,
durability, dependability, privacy, and consistency for the
cyber-physical connection in smart manufacturing are still
difficult problems to solve [7][8].
Usually, the DT models are modeled using service data,
equipments and products but the addition of IIoTs (cameras,
sensors and controllers) should be analyzed as a significant
elements to virtualize the environment in smart manufacturing.
The demand for a smart environment is growing as a result of
the industrial sector's quick expansion, and the manufacture of
high-quality industrial products is always important. The
industrial environment is under intense pressure to keep
impulsive downtime, concert loss, and safety hazards to a
minimum. This calls for an effective solution to quickly
identify and address any potential requirements. The processes
used in industrial settings to produce industrial goods are
extremely quick and produce goods quickly, occasionally
resulting in substandard goods. Therefore, an effective
solution to this issue is required. Meanwhile, the involvement
of human and industrial products makes this particular
problem as a typical tiny object detection problem. Small
object detection in the industrial objects itself is a challenging
task as problem of within class difference of each class makes
it more complex. So, there is a big need of DT based on robust
model which can detect the industrial objects like screws,
missing screws, untighten screws and labels. In this study, we
present a robust model which used Faster R-CNN as a base
model with novel the implementation of center loss to the
original multiloss function of the model to remove within class
similarity of the objects. The model is trained on a custom
dataset which is based on ATM machine hardware’s images.
These images contain 4 types of object i.e., Screw, missing
screw, untighten screw and labels. The contributions of this
work are manifolded as follows.
•
•

We proposed a DT based on industrial small object
detection model using the industrial product images.
A robust Faster R-CNN based model for Industrial
objects detection is proposed with novel center loss
to solve the interclass similarity problem.

•

In order to train and evaluate the model, we
used unique custom dataset which consists the I
mages of ATM machine hardware, including screws,
labels, missing screws and untighten screws.

The remaining sections of the paper are structured as
follows. We talked about relevant research in the background
section. We provided a thorough explanation of our
proposed approach section, and every experimental work is
then detailed in the experimental setup section. We thoroughly
reviewed our model's outcomes in the result part before
coming to a conclusion in the conclusion section.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we reviewed the state-of-the-art studies
including Digital Twin technology with CPS and small object
detection using deep learning techniques, respectively.
A. Digital Twin and Cyber Physical Systems
In DT-enhanced interacting components, mapping
physical space to cyber space is a key technique for improving
the capacity of quality control or smart manufacturing to make
decisions [9]. During digital twinning, the CPS user interface
may be utilized for data-driven and visualization [10].
Environment-related variables and employee behavior may be
successfully controlled during the production process using
DT augmented simulations in CPS. Additionally, human
characteristics and actions have become crucial considerations
for designing the smart system that relies on DT technology
because of the great self-awareness of CPS. By incorporating
behavioral patterns in smart manufacturing, for instance, Zhou
et al. [11] developed a human-cyber-physical system that was
thought to represent a new type of smart and
autonomous manufacturing with three key components
i.e., person, networking, and physical model. The DT based on
internet of things for energy-efficient CPS was designed using
IoT sensors and cameras [12], which might increase the
productivity of labor based on human knowledge management,
transmission, and utilization in industrial automation.
Typically, building a virtual model to accurately replicate the
shape, features, behaviors, and laws of real things is a crucial
stage in the design process (DT). For the purpose of modeling
network topology, Dai et al. [13] suggested a DT network that
included digital twin and an IIOT network. To address the
difficulties of resource allocation and computation offloading,
they created a deep reinforcement learning technique.

is regarded as a cutting-edge method. Despite the fact that this
series of advanced works employs a variety of innovative
concepts, from sliding window to object proposals, and
generally achieves the best results on the famous multi-class
datasets. These model's representations require a great deal of
time to execute on entire image which may result in a
decrease in the time complexity. Despite the fact that
detectors are highly accurate, it is challenging to use them to
identify things in real time. They are just concerned with
accuracy and disregard the implications of processing speed.
In addition, identifying little items in the actual world is just
as vital as recognizing large or medium-sized
objects. Especially in the automotive, smart vehicle, army
project, and smart transportation industries, data must be
processed quickly and correctly to prioritize safety. In these
circumstances, however, the collected data are typically
distant from our location and the information is insignificant.
III. Proposed Digital Twin on Faster R-CNN
This model is proposed to identify the tiny objects, such
screws and labels, in final industrial products. The entire
structure and assembly of the suggested model are shown in
Figure 1. We took Faster RCNN as the basic model and
improve its performance in order to conduct object
identification. From the figure, we can observe that
the information is gathered from the production location
(screws and label images) at first. In order to create a
custom dataset, we first do data augmentation on the gathered
data by boosting the frequency of the customized object with
less data. The characteristics were then extracted from the
input data pictures using VGG16. In the region proposal
network, multishape and multiscale anchors are assembled.
Then, using the chosen positive and negative samples as
training data, we analyze and compute the overlap between
annotations and anchors. We suggest a loss function to the
multiloss function that simultaneously trains the bboxes and
displays the local loss to minimize the interclass difference
while taking into account the interclass similarity. The detail
of the model is presented in the following sections.

B. Deep Learning for Small Object Detection
Small object recognition is generally a challenging task in the
field of computer vision, since the diversity of input pictures
and the small size of object representations makes the work
more complex and inefficient. Recent breakthroughs deep
learning has revealed that convolutional neural network (CNN)
techniques have demonstrated several improvements and
performed well in a variety of tasks. Consequently, it is
frequently used for well-known works. The majority of works
have demonstrated considerable advances in identifying
objects that occupy medium or large portions of a picture. RIdentify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this text box.

CNN [14] is an early innovation. This innovation then opens
the gate for several researchers who proposed many efficient
model such as [15][16][17]. Specifically, Faster R-CNN [17]
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Fig. 1. Overview of Propsed DT for Industrail Small Objects detection.

A. Preliminaries
Before discussing the proposed center loss function in the
Faster R-CNN multi-loss function, lets recall the working of
Faster R-CNN. The Faster R-CNN presents a novel region
proposal network named as RPN to propose the candidate
region of interests. The region proposal network (RPN) uses
the concept of sliding window and anchors. The RPN network
itself is able to generate the region proposal using the anchors
and sliding window. Faster R-CNN takes images as input and
run CNN model such as VGG16 [18] or ResNet101 [19] for
feature extraction. After getting the resulting feature maps, the
RPN module initially generates anchor boxes on the feature
maps. Then it uses the sliding window pattern for candidate
anchors. For each sliding window, it uses 3 size and 3 aspect
ratio (where size mean height and width of an image in pixels
H*W and aspect ratio mean width of an image in relation to
its height H:W) for anchor generation which results total 9
anchor for each pixel i.e., K=9. So, the total anchor will be
W*H*K. In order to predict offsets and anchor labels there are
two FC layers that is cls_layers and reg_layers. It uses inter
section over union algorithm to check the overlap between
anchor box and ground truth box. If IoU greeter then 7, it will
be considered as candidate anchor. Final anchors will be sent
to RoI pooling layer and then to FC layers for further
predictions. Figure 2 depicts the complete process of Faster RCNN.
B. Center Loss
By combining the loss of different shapes of same object
class, the multitask loss function seeks to simultaneously
detect the objects with oriented and horizontal
objects particularly the labels. The dataset's diversity of items
and the modest modifications made to a variety of customized
objects make the object-detection challenge difficult as well.
As a result, a center loss is suggested in the multiloss function
to improve the feature map's capacity to discriminate.

orientations. By extending the dimensions of the four corners,
the location of an orientated custom item may be specified
with more accuracy. For direction-known object identification,
we employed two different types of anchors. Both orientated
and horizontal anchors are names for these anchors. The
horizontal anchor primarily carries object context information,
which aids in object identification. This is the rationale behind
why people tend to choose the horizontal anchor over the
orientated anchor. Equation 1 demonstrates that there are four
losses in the loss function. According to equation 2, the initial
loss is known as the cross-entropy loss for oriented objects.
Equation 3 illustrates the cross-entropy loss function as the
second loss function for horizontal objects. According to
equation 4, the third loss is the object's position regression
(especially for labels). The center loss, which is the final loss,
is given in equation 5 as the fourth loss.
Loss = ��𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏� (�� , ��∗ ) + ��𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏� (�𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓∗ ) + �� ���(�,�,�,�) ���� (𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜� , 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜�∗ )
+ �� �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓�����𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓��
(1)
Where �� represents the probability of horizontal bounding
boxes and �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 represents the oriented objects probability.
Meanwhile, ��∗ and �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓∗ are the annotated objects probability
scores of horizontal and oriented objects, respectively. �� and
�� represents the balancing parameters.
(2)
��𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏� (�� , ��∗ ) íORJ �� )
(3)
��𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏� (�� , ��∗ ) íORJ �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 )
The corners are transformed (x,y,h,w) for location regression.
This is done to show where the horizontal and orientated
labels are located. In equation 4, the terms t and t* denote the
expected and true coordinates, respectively.
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� 0.5(𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∗ )�
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒� |𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∗ | <
(4)
���� = �
|𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∗ | − 0 � 5
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
The center loss is also taken into account, as illustrated in
equation 6. To lessen the within-class variation in the
characteristics, this center loss has been included. It also
improves various things' capacity to feature.
�
�𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓����� = ∑�����𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥� − ��𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
(5)
�
Where n is the total batch size of input data, ��𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the center
of the initial feature, and 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥� is the features of the last
incorporated feature map.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL

For the model training, we made use of the customized
dataset as discussed earlier. First, we took pictures of large
number of commercial products, including servers, ATMs,
and computer gear. Then the objects in the pictures are
separated into 4 groups i.e., untighten bolts, missing bolt, label,
and bolts. Total 917 pictures were taken. Then, the dataaugmentation procedure is used to enhance this customized
data. After data-augmentation we had 63,013 pictures. Data
was split into training, testing, and validation groups. Among
the total data, 70 percent data were used as training data, 20
percent data used to test the model, and 10 percent data for
validating the model.

Fig. 2. Overview of Propsed DT for Industrail Small Objects detection.
Faster Region Proposal Convolutional Neural Network

Traditional object-detection methods describe the object
position using horizontal bounding boxes. In our scenario,
some items, particularly labels, have largely random
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The custom dataset is used to implement the suggested
model. The robust model is developed in Python utilizing the
fundamental libraries Keras and TensorFlow. The whole
model is trained on a device that meets the requirements listed
below: CPU with the specifications "Intel Core i5-3570
@ 3.40, 3.80 GHz. Our computer has a 64-bit version of
Windows, 64 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX1070 GPU. We simultaneously initialized the RPN and

Fast R-CNN model using pretrained VGG-16 network. Then,
the new dataset used to fine-tune the model. The upper layers
of the VGG-16 are trained during the first training phase.
Since previous layers frequently extract identical information,
no change is necessary. In order to train the model, we
combined momentum and stochastic gradient descent. We set
the momentum and weight decay values 0.9 and 0.0005,
respectively. The initial learning rate was 0.001, nevertheless
it fell by 1/10 after 30,000, 60,000, 60,000, and 30,000
repetitions.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We used our unique dataset to train and test our proposed
robust Faster RCNN based model. There are four classes in
the customized dataset: screws, missing, untighten screws and
labels. For these classes, we simultaneously trained our model.
Initially, throughout the model training and testing, the
accuracy of training and testing is determined. The
comparative analysis between our proposed RPN and other
cutting-edge techniques like EdgeBox [20] and DeepBox
[21] is done and is shown in Fig. 3a-b. The sliding window
approach is used by EdgeBox to assess each proposal's
adequacy for supplying edge answers. DeepBox, however, is
a technique that may rerank object suggestions. On our unique
training dataset, we retrain the DeepBox and EdgeBox models
to determine the RoI suggestions for comparative assessment.
To determine the detection rate, we followed the same
procedure used in EdgeBox model.

The fact that learning-based approaches beat other
empirical models may not be unexpected. When compared to
DeepBox, RPN's performance is marginally enhanced by
using deep CNNs. However, Faster RCNN takes less time to
detect than other approaches since it shares the conv. layers of
both the Fast R-CNN and the RPN method. On our dataset,
we also contrasted how well Fast RCNN, Faster RCNN, and
RCNN performed at detecting missing parts. We utilize the
top 2000 ideas produced by the EdgeBox model for RCNN
and Fast RCNN. Using our dataset, we fine-tune the R-CNN
model on the pretrained VGG-16 model. Using our dataset,
Fast and Faster R-CNNs are improved on the VGG16 model.
The proposed Faster R-CNN outperforms others, as seen in
Fig. 4. Meanwhile, Faster R-CNN likewise consists of the Fast
RCNN component, but the RPN module, which is composed
completely of a highly trained CNN, significantly improves its
performance.

Fig. 4. Comparison of our DT model with conventianl methods

We evaluated our whole proposed Faster RCNN model using
testing data we created and in a real-time context. Figure 5
depicts the model's testing outcomes on our specified classes.
These rectangles represent the region suggestions chosen by
RPN and categorized by Fast RCNN. As seen in the
illustration, the model detects many types of custom items.
(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a-b)Comparison of our robust DT model with State-ofothe-art
methods on 100 and 500 proposals respectively
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Fig. 5. Performance of proposed model on Testing Dataset.

VI. CONCLUSION

[10]

Proposing a DT for fault detection in the industrial images
is very challenging especially in the presence of small objects.
This study provided an efficient way for resolving a difficult
industrial problem, namely that industrial items, such as ATM
spare parts and computer hardware, occasionally lack screws
and labels, resulting in defective goods. Since our custom
objects are so little, we initially categorized this issue as one
involving small-object recognition. To identify these little
objects, we employed Faster RCNN. While designing the DT,
we confront the issues of little datasets and similarity across
classes. Using a data-augmentation technique, we improved
the dataset, and by adding a center loss to the multi-loss
function, we eliminated inter-class similarities. The model was
built using the data we generated. Initially, the dataaugmentation technique was implemented. The data were then
supplied for feature extraction to the trained VGG16 model. In
addition, bicubic interpolation expanded these retrieved
features for RPN. In addition, object categorization was
performed using Fast RCNN. Comparing the suggested model
to existing state-of-the-art methodologies reveals that the
proposed model performs better than others. The results as a
whole indicate that the model performs better in comparison.
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Abstract—Semantic communication is considered to be a
breakthrough beyond the Shannon paradigm, where the main
goal of semantic communication is to successfully convey the
semantic information of the source rather than accurately
conveying each symbol or bit sent by the source without respect
to its meaning. This paper provides an overview study of
semantic communications, and after a simple comparison
between
semantic
communication
and
conventional
communication, we show the recent research progresses in
semantic communications and elaborate on the performance
metrics that are commonly used in semantic communication.
The paper concludes with a discussion of the problems in
semantic communication research and future research
directions.
Keywords—Semantic communication, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the accomplishment of 5G R16 standard,
commercial 5G services have already been deployed across
the world. The attention of academia and industry is
increasingly shifting towards the sixth generation (6G) and
many pioneering works have been kicked off[2]. With the
evaluation of the technologies such as VR/AR and artificial
intelligence (AI), various novel services have been expected.
For instance, IMT 2030, has proposed eight potential services
for 6G including holographic communications and extended
reality (XR) in its white paper. These services will play a
critical role in every aspect of society including the efficient
delivery of health care. Meanwhile, the applications will not
be bounded to human-to-human (H2H) interactions but will
involve also human-to-machine (H2M) and machine-tomachine (M2M) interactions[14]. Therefore, we can imagine
the trend in the increasing number of users in the age of 6G,
which leads to a fully connected intelligent world. On the
other hand, this will require seamless and ubiquitous
connectivity to the internet. Hence, a consensus on 6G has
been achieved that ultra-reliable low latency communication
(URLLC) is still an important application as it is in 5G[15].
However, the existing 5G communication technologies have
approached to Shannon limit, and blindly enhancing the
bandwidth is not a promising solution. Therefore, how to
improve communication efficiency becomes a challenge for
6G. To this end, semantic communications can be a promising
solution as a novel communication framework. Specifically,
Shannon and Weaver[1] categorized communication
problems into three levels: transmission of symbols, semantic
exchange, and effects of semantic exchange. The foundation
of existing information and communication technologies has
been consistently laid by Shannon theory, which mainly
focuses on the first level problem. In recent years, we have
achieved many remarkable achievements in first level, such as
massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO), millimeter
wave communication, etc. On the other hand, the influence
from the semantic aspect on the communication performance

is not sufficiently considered. Specifically, in many situations,
the ultimate goal of communications is to exchange semantic
information. Unlike the Shannon paradigm, semantic
communication only transmits meaningful information (i.e.,
semantic information) relevant to the specific task at the
receiver, which realizes the second level or even third level
communications. As a result, it significantly reduces data
traffic as well as demand on energy and wireless resources,
which leads to a more sustainable communication network. In
addition, semantic communication has shown great potential
to improve communication reliability especially in low signalto-noise cases with the assistance of a shared knowledge base
(KB) and AI[4][6][7]. In this article we will briefly compare
the differences between conventional communication systems
and semantic communication systems in the Section II. Then
in the Section III we will summary the existing semantic
communication systems. Finally, in the Section IV we will
discuss the problems of existing semantic communication
systems and future research directions.
II. SEMANTIC COMMUNICATION VS. CONVENTIONAL
COMMUNICATION

In this section, the differences between conventional and
semantic communications will be discussed. Conventional
communication is to guarantee the correct delivery of user
information while increasing transmission rate or reducing
latency as much as possible, usually using latency, bit transmission rate per second, and symbol error rate (SER), bit
error rate (BER), etc. To measure system metrics. The basic
idea of semantic communication is to extract the
“characteristics” or “meanings” of a message from its source,
which can be “explained” to restore the meaning that the
sender wants to express after it is delivered to the target
through the physical channel.
A. Conventional Communication System Processing Flow
In conventional communication systems as shown in Fig.
1a), the source and destination entities are just electronic
devices and the whole system consists of different
communication modules such as source coding (decoding),
channel coding (decoding), etc. The data in a conventional
communication system is compressed by the source encoder
and redundancy is added to the channel coder to improve its
robustness to interference/noise in the channel. At the
destination, a reverse process is performed to recover the
originally sent data. In this block-based architecture, no
intelligence is involved in the sending and receiving of signals,
and the implied meaning behind the message is completely
ignored at the transmitter and receiver side.
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Fig. 1. A comparison of conventional communication and semantic communication systems: a) Conventional Communication
System Processing Flow; b)Conventional Communication System Processing Flow[3]
B. Semantic Communication System Processing Flow
Compared to conventional communication systems as
shown in Fig. 1b), semantic communication systems are much
more complex, where the sender and receiver need to execute
not only the processes of conventional communication
systems to transmit/receive data but also various artificial
intelligence(AI) algorithms to extract/explained the
“characteristics” and “meaning” of the transmitted/received
data. The sender should be ability to extraction the semantic
characteristics of the original message and encode these
characteristics into symbols (bits) for transmission. The
recipient has to be able to “understand” these symbols and
infer the message sent by the sender. Note that it is important
to be able to distinguish subtle differences in words during the
extraction/explaining process, just as humans are able to
understand and distinguish polysemy from synonymy. For
example: “I would like to book three seats for tonight’s
concert” and “I would like to buy a book” is the same word
“book”, but it has a different meaning. And “I lost my car” and
“I lost my automobile” Car and automobile are syntactically
different but express the same meaning.
C. Channel and Noise
Semantic communication transmits information over
physical channels just like conventional communication, so
they are both affected by physical channel noise, such as
additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN), channel fading,
multipath propagation, etc. It should be noted that the errors
caused by channel propagation usually occur before channel
decoding and can be corrected by channel decoding[3].
Besides semantic communication there is also a type of noise
is semantic noise, which appears in message interpretation
processes due to the ambiguity existing in words, sentences or
symbols used in the sent messages[4].

D. Source and Channel Encoding/Decoding
In conventional wireless communications, the source first
compresses the data at the source coding, and then the
compressed data is then passed through the channel coder to
add redundancy to improve its resistance to noise in the
channel. On the other hand, Semantic communication
compresses the data as much as possible before the data is
sent, and discards the non-critical parts of the data in the
feature extraction stage. Recently, Farsad et al. Inspired by
the recent success of deep learning in natural language
processing for tasks such as machine translation develop a
neural network architecture for joint source channel coding
of text (JSCC)[5]. Compared to a separate source-channel
coding (SSCC) scheme, the DL-based JSCC scheme offers
better performance.
III. SUMMARY OF EXISTING STUDY ON SEMANTIC
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In the previous subsection we compared the differences
between semantic communication systems and conventional
communication systems in several aspects and also briefly
explained how semantic systems work. In this section,
existing semantic communication systems will be discussed.
A. Text
Xie et al[4]. A novel DeepSC framework is proposed
based on Transformer. Optimization using two loss functions,
cross entropy and mutual information, make neural networks
to understand semantics and maximize system capacity. Also,
a new metric “Sentence Similarity” is proposed to measure the
performance of DeepSC semantic level. The simulation
results surface that the proposed DeepSC outperforms
conventional communication systems and improves the
robustness of the system in low SNR systems. And
considering that channel conditions and Knowledge Base (KB)
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change in dynamic environments, the authors utilize transfer
learning to train the semantic encoder (decoder) and channel
encoder (decoder) DNNs jointly and show a significant
improvement in training speed compared to training neural
networks from zero. After this his team also proposed a deep
learning based lightweight level distributed semantic
communication system for low-complexity text transmission,
named Lite-DeepSC [8] for Internet of Things (IoT) networks.
In which the participating IoT devices usually have limited
power and computational power. By analyzing the impact of
fading channels in forward and backward propagation during
L-DeepSC training, this paper proposes a method to reduce
the impact of fading channels on transmission by using
channel state information to assist the training process. Lei
Yan et al[6]. A new resource allocation model for semantic
communication is proposed. First, Semantic transmission rate
(S-R) and Semantic spectral efficiency (S-SE) are defined so
that the communication efficiency of a semantic
communication system based on the DeepSC model can be
measured. With the objective of maximizing the overall S-SE
for all users, the semantic-aware resource allocation is
formulated as an optimization problem, and an optimal
solution is obtained. Peng et al[7]. A robust semantic
communication system named R-DeepSC is proposed, which
is based on a transformer-based model customization and
proposes a calibrated self-attentive error correction
mechanism to ensure semantic fidelity. It can combat different
forms of semantic noise and improve robustness in various
wireless environments.
B. Speech
Weng et al[9]. A novel semantic communication system
for speech signals, named DeepSC-S, is proposed, which
considers the entire transceiver as two DNNs, co-designing
the speech coding and channel coding to handle source
distortion and channel effects. It achieves more efficient
transmission than conventional systems by exploiting the
semantic information of speech. An attention mechanism
based on squeeze and excitation (SE) networks is utilized to
improve the recovery accuracy. After this his team also
proposed A novel semantic communication system, named
DeepSC-ST[10]. The integration of semantic and channel
coding into a neural network is proposed for the first time. By
using a semantic channel coding scheme based on
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and recurrent neural
networks (RNN), text-related semantic features are extracted
for transmission, as this serves the speech recognition task at
the receiver. To rebuild the input speech signal, the recognised
text is sent to a stand alone speech synthesiser module, which
extracts the linguistic characteristics by a CNN and RNN
based neural network, and generates speech waveforms
through a spectral prediction network. A DeepSC-ST
demonstration was built to produce recognized text and
synthesised speech based on real-time human voice input. Han
et al[11]. A novel speech-to-text semantic communication
method is proposed, which includes an attention-based soft
alignment module that extracts only semantic characteristics
relevant to the text and a redundancy removal module that
further removes semantically irrelevant characteristics to
obtain a more compact semantic representation. A two stage
training approach is used, which speeds up the training of the
proposed model by training different parts in each stage.

C. Image
Jiang et al[12]. Establishing the semantic video
conferencing(SVC) framework. Recovered images from
several key points after achieving a huge compression ratio
and used the technique to cope with channel distortion.
Integration with hybrid automatic repeat request(HARQ)
scheme. To ensure the viability of SVC under different
channels, we developed an incremental redundancy hybrid
automatic repeat request( IR-HARQ) feedback framework
for SVC called SVC-HARQ. In contrast to traditional bit
error detection using cyclic redundancy checks, a semantic
error detector is used to decide whether the received frames
need to be transmitted incrementally. The semantic error
detector uses the smoothness of the video to check the
received frames. Using channel state information(CSI), the
best transmitted information with different importance can be
automatically assigned to different subchannels, which is
called SVC-CSI. SVC-CSI learns to assign more information
on subchannels with high signalto-noise ratios than on
subchannels with low signal-to-noise ratios.
Wang et al[13]. A new class of efficient deep JSCC methods
is proposed to achieve end-to-end video transmission over
wireless channels. It is collected under the name of deep
video semantic transmission(DVST). This DVST framework
utilizes non-linear transformations and conditional coding
structures and transmits semantic characteristics through a set
of learned variable-length deep JSCC codecs and wireless
channels. The DVST framework works very effectively due
to the strong temporal prior offered by the semantic feature
domain background and the deep JSCC codec domain
background.
IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS & OPEN ISSUES
A. About semantic information theory research
Although several researchers have studied semantic theory
in the past decades, there are challenges in guiding semantic
codecs with appropriate metrics. For example it is not clear
how to design optimal semantic codec architectures based on
semantic entropy and semantic channel capacity formulas.
Moreover, the theoretical relationship between intelligent task
performance and the transmission rate of semantic
communication remains to be further explored.
B. Common architecture design of semantic communication
system
Semantic information is a concise and effective
representation of source data, enabling semantic
communication systems to significantly save communication
resources while ensuring the performance of intelligent tasks.
However, current research focuses on a certain scenario or
object, and there is a lack of a unified model design for
semantic communication systems. In addition, it remains
challenging to model the semantic noise in semantic
communication, and it is essential to design a semantic
communication architecture that is strongly robust to
semantic noise.
C. Design and Update of Semantic Communication
Knowledge Base
The performance of semantic communication largely
depends on the completeness of the local and shared
knowledge bases of the communicating parties, and it is
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Ref

Applications/Type

Related technologies

Major Results

[4]

Text transmission

DL, TL, Transformer,
JSCC

A novel DeepSC framework is proposed
Use “Sentence Similarity” to measure model performance
Using Transfer Learning to Tackle Dynamic Environments

[8]

Text transmission

DL, TL, Transformer,
JSCC

L-DeepSC is proposed based on DeepSC
A method is proposed for using channel state informationto aid training
processing

[6]

Text transmission

DL, Transformer

Define the semantic spectral efficiency (S-SE)
Conversion method is developed to transform the bit-basedspectral
efficiency(SE) to the S-SE

[7]

Text transmission

DL,
Transformer,
JSCC , Self-Attention

Proposed a robust semantic communication system
Present a calibrated self-attention mechanism forerror correction

[9]

Speech transmission

DL,
Transformer,
DNN, JSCC, CNN

Proposed a semantic communication system forspeech signals
An attention mechanism based on squeezeandexcitation (SE) networks
is utilized to improve the recovery accuracy

[10]

Speech transmission

DL,
Transformer,
DNN, RNN

Proposed A novel semantic communication systemnamed DeepSC-ST
Design a joint semantic-channel codingscheme to learn and extract
semantic characteristics
Text transcription is recovered by using semantic features associated
with the text and the sequence of speech samples is reconstructed at the
receiver

[13]

Image transmission

JSCC, ANN

Propose a new end-to-end learnable framework for wireless video
transmission
Adaptive extraction of semantic features across videoframes using nonlinear transformations and conditionalcoding structures

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF VARIOUS EXISTING STUDY ON SEMANTIC COMMUNICATIONS

crucial to design the semantic communication knowledge
base rationally. In addition, semantic knowledge changes
with the development of human and society, and it is
necessary to consider the changing relationship between
semantic entities and other entities, so how to design the
updating mechanism of the semantic communication
knowledge base based on the concept of lifelong learning also
needs further research.
D. Multi-User Interpretation Algorithm Design
Currently, most of the semantic communication related
works lack the consideration of input source modality and are
designed communication architectures and training strategies
for one type of source (e.g., images), while in real
communication scenarios with a multi-user environment, the
complexity of interpreting semantic information on the
receiver side is very high, as it has to consider multi-user
detection, channel decoding and semantic decoding
simultaneously. In addition, the KB at the receiver should
include different types of data in order to segregate the
messages of multiple users.
E. Semantic communications with reasoning
Semantic communication systems with inference can
significantly reduce communication costs by sending only the
most effective semantics. However, research in this direction
is still in its infancy, and more efforts are expected to develop
a smarter semantic communication system with inference.

F. Performance metrics
Although several new performance metrics have been
explored in semantic communication systems, each metric
has a limited scope, e.g., BLUE or “Sentence Similarity” for
measuring text cannot be used for speech and image semantic
communication systems, and vice versa, and a general
performance metric, such as SER or BER for conventional
communication systems, is needed to measure different
semantic communication systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This article compares the differences between conventional
communication systems and semantic communication
systems, briefly explaining the differences in source/channel
coding, noise, workflow, etc. from conventional
communication systems. Then summarises the semantic
communication systems in recent research. Finally, we
discuss the shortcomings of current semantic communication
systems and future research directions.
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Abstract—The statistical distribution of rate gyro data from
an IMU sensor is measured and analyzed (mpu6050). Six
sensors are set on a still table, rate gyro data is recorded, and
the data is examined up to the fourth instant. We discover that
the mean values of each sensor differ. These parameters are
used to calculate the sensor offsets. The standard deviations of
each sensor, on the other hand, are roughly identical. The
standard deviation may be used to indicate the sensor's
uncertainty, which is the reason of the recorded sensor
orientation drift. The data skewness and kurtosis indicate that
the rate gyro data are Gaussian distributed. This information is
critical because it may be used to forecast the uncertainty of the
sensors' orientation. Because of the characteristics of the
integrated rate gyro sensor, we can use these results as a
criterion to select a suitable IMU, especially in applications such
as vehicle tracking or posture warning for elderly/disabled
people, where precise sensor orientation is required for a long
period of operation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Diagram of devices connection in our experiment is shown
in Fig. 1. Set of MPU6050 sensors are used to collect the rate
gyro data. ESP8266 boards are used to control the sensors
operation and send the data to the receiver, which is also an
ESP8266 board connected with a PC. All data transmission is
performed wirelessly via ESP NOW protocol, which is a low
power consumption 2.4GHz wireless communication with a
data package of up to 250 bytes at a time. Wiring diagram of
the connection between MPU6050 and ESP8266 is shown in
Fig. 2.

Keywords—Inertia Measurement Unit, rate gyro, uncertainty,
rate gyro sensor, uncertainty distribution, calibration

I. INTRODUCTION
Inertia Measurement Unit, or IMU, is a sensor that can
detect the state of motion of itself. The MEM technology is
used to integrate accelerometer, rate gyro sensor, and
(optionally) magnetic sensor in a single chip. The IMU is used
in various application, ranging from UAV to human fall
prediction [1]. The last application is becoming more
important. One of the major causes of serious injury in elderly
people is falling from improper posture. Wearable device with
IMU can be used to track and give a warning if the wearer
posture is at the risk of falling.
From the importance of above applications, reliability of
an IMU is a critical issue. In this work we are interested in the
analysis of the statistical characteristic of the mpu6050, a lowprice IMU sensor. We focus on the rate gyro uncertainty since
it is directly related to the posture tracker application
mentioned above. The rate gyro measures the angular velocity
of the sensor with respect to the axes fixed to the sensor itself.
Through some kinematic equations [2], we can obtain the
orientation of the sensor with respect to the axes fixed to the
earth. Uncertainties in rate gyro data will propagate through
the kinematic equations and gives rise to the uncertainty of the
sensor orientation. Reliability of the estimation of sensor
orientation is thus depends on the information of rate gyro
sensor uncertainty.

Fig. 1. Devices connection diagram.

Fig. 2. Wiring diagram of MPU6050 and ESP8266 (Sender).
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The MPU6050 (and ESP8266) is placed on a rubber plate,
which is placed on a still table. The rate gyro data of each
sensor are collected and analyzed. Moments of the data up to
the fourth order (the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and
kurtosis) are calculated to capture the statistical characteristic
of the sensor uncertainty [3].

orientation must be reset via the data fusion with its own
accelerometer or magneto sensor.

III. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the results of our experiment. We can see
that, for all sensors, the mean values of rate gyro data are not
zero. It means that the sensors will report rotation even though
they are sitting still on the table. These mean values must be
used to offset the gyro data in the pre-processing step.

(a)

TABLE 1. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE RATE GYRO DATA
FROM THE MPU6050 USED IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Sensor
no.

Axis
x

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mean
(rad/s)

SD
(rad/s)

Skewness

Kurtosis

-0.00202

0.00146

0.00868

-0.1009

y

0.04637

0.00147

0.04309

-0.0813

z

-0.00339

0.00143

0.05172

-0.0889

x

0.00159

0.00145

-0.05550

-0.2849

y

0.03968

0.00145

0.05857

0.0630

z

-0.00835

0.00142

0.01985

-0.1853

x

-0.01021

0.00145

0.00972

-0.0332

y

0.05911

0.00151

0.07515

-0.2740

z

0.00636

0.00136

0.01623

-0.0941

x

0.00254

0.00141

0.08517

-0.2307

y

0.04597

0.00141

-0.03799

0.0064

z

-0.00461

0.00147

-0.05394

-0.0480

x

0.00256

0.00146

0.01975

0.0154

y

0.04032

0.00147

-0.00445

-0.0328

z

-0.00817

0.00143

-0.00094

0.0128

x

-0.05108

0.00197

-0.06428

0.0182

y

-0.07298

0.00170

-0.00839

0.0334

z

0.81602

0.00234

0.03392

-0.0381

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Distributions of the x (a), y (b), and z (c) components of the
angular velocities obtained from the rate gyro sensor number 1. Note
that the data set are already offsetted from their mean values.

Despite the difference of the mean values, the standard
deviations of the gyro data are approximately the same (except
for the sensor number 6). This means even though the gyro
data have been offset, the uncertainties remain. These
uncertainties are the cause of the drift in sensors orientation
obtained from the rate gyro data [4,5].
The skewness and kurtosis of the data from all sensors are
almost zero. This means the rate gyro data are approximately
Gaussian distributed. Fig. 3 show the examples of rate gyro
data distributions of sensor number 1. The red lines are the
Gauss function with the same means and standard deviations
as those of the data set. It can be shown [5] that the drift of
sensor orientation will depend on the square root of the elapse
time. In our case, where the sampling time of the sensor is 75
ms, the drift of sensor orientation in one hour can be as large
as 1 degree. In some application, like the fall prediction
mentioned above, this result may be unacceptable. The sensor

IV. CONCLUSION
Our studies show that the uncertainty distribution of the
rate gyro data from our IMU sensors (MPU6050) are Gaussian.
This uncertainty will introduce the drift to the sensor. We can
use our results to determine the appropriate reset time for the
rate gyro to maintain the reliability of the sensor. Integrating
this information to some application like human fall prediction
is in progress.
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Abstract––Magazines are one of the best support to share
and display images, words and ideas. Being passionated by
music, cinema and alternative culture, I wish to propose a
prototype of underground magazine "Irridium", with a brand
new concept to overcome the dying state of the indie press
industry : fusing my magazine and articles with an original
novel story, all packed with unseen format, design and
esthetics in the history of magazines.
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Now, with the international success of modern Hip-hop
and artists like Billie Eilish who taught to an entire
generation that "looking" (not being) weird and different was
the new cool; what made the underground so distinctively
rebel, provocative, and innovative has just become the new
norm.
This universal appreciation for what was once considered
"weird" or "deranged" 30 to 45 years ago isn't really the
problem here. Success isn't necessarly the ennemy of
authenticity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The new outfits for Punk, Hip-Hop and Electronic music
at large are still making powerful, loud, honest and
sometimes brutal music and there are still a lot of indie artist,
big or small, that keep innovating their respective genres
with cutting edge ideas and music.
Artists like : Frank Ocean, Black Midi, Tyler the Creator,
Genesis Owusu, Danny Brown, I Hate Models... and many
others

Irridium Magazine is a soon-to-be conceptual and
alternative seasonal printed magazine', which content is
mainly focused on Punk, Hip-Hop and Techno music,
alongside various sub-culture topics in general.
Created with the intention to change the way underground
music and culture is shared, talked about, and widely
perceived and appreciated; Irridium makes the bet that it can
become the most trusted, respected, and truest counterculture platform of its generation.
For the first-time ever, a magazine will link articles based
on real life contents to a fictional story, characters and
universe expanding in the background.
The universe of the story serves as a theme to help create
a unique design for the magazine : taking place in a
submarine, the underwater adventures of the protagonists are
a metaphor of the "exploration" through the culture and very
niche music covered in the various articles... This magazine
goes "deep".
But shall it be enough to overcome the dying state of the
printed press industry ? Or to be relevant in an already
crowded, and not so successful market of street-culture
focused medias and indie magazines ?
What could make this magazine truly stand out and prosper ?

Picture 1-6 : Album covers from artists cited above in order or appearance.

What's really been missing are the dedicated medias and
discussion around it though. When Hip-hop blew up again in
2015 with artists like Migos or Asap Rocky becoming more
instagram curators than artists at that point; a whole new
industry of medias spawned to cover the phemomenon. But
this industry soon realised that the clientelle for the revival
of underground culture in the 2010's was much different than
the crowd in 90's New York's punk shows. Now, we're
dealing mostly with white middle-class 18 year olds smoking
pot a little too much.

2. WHAT IS UNDERGROUND ?
The current state of nowadays underground culture and
how it is consumed is hard to pin down. Because
underground culture itself is near impossible to pin down.
It has always been an untamed, raw and disconected clash of
arts, beliefs, stlyes, cultures and sub-cultures that
intentionally remained chaotic by design. That's how the
culture had been protecting itself, safing its rawness and
authenticity
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I think that underwater culture sounds more fitting and I hope
that my magazine shall be a convicing proposition to give
alternative music and culture a proper "definition".
But if my vision of this culture is that much metaphoric and
poetic why choosing a Magazine to embarque in such a
crusade ? Is it the proper tool to do it ? Why such a formal
and restrictive piece of media ?

Picture 7-8 : Anthony Fantano (Left), Shawn Cee (Right)

I believe in magazines because they are an ideal format to
display and share photographs, images, ideas, text and
poems. Magazine have still a potential of being sold as
beautiful objects of collection that can give and share art and
informations uncut, and unaltered like so. I do not know any
digital media outlets that can communicate that purely with
its user. Magazines have no screen, no filters, no batteries,
but their design can be extremely modern and attractive,
even to a younger crowd.

This is how modern "underground" culture is often mistaked
with "clout" and "hype" culture, which relies on grailing all
the objects of style related with Hip-Hop, Punk or
Skateboarding, and making money on ther scarcity. This is
the noise that scatters any serious, bold and passionate
discussion on alternative music and arts right now.
Nowadays street culture medias just survive on the sad
generational trend of the millenials favorizing syle over
substance.

Let's not be blind here : everybody knows that the printed
press industry is dying slowly. My answer to that is a bold
work on the esthetics and the concept of a narrative comicnovel being fused with the editorial work. One might think it
is maybe too uncanny and strange as a concept, specially
knowing the current state of the magazine market at the
moment, is it the right moment to be experimental ? And
most importantly, is Irridium really a magazine ?

The only few exceptions I know are youtube music
reviewers such as Theneedledrop aka Anthony Fantano or
Shawn Cee, and less seriously Big Quint Indeed or the
Mercurial Number Six. Underground culture needed to be
united, not sold as a package.
I believe in alternative and counter-culture because I know
they have been an unlimited vector of creativity and forward
thinking for nearly three decades. Most greatest ideas and
concepts have always come from rebel minds and this is not
something that is about to stop. We desperatedly need to
leave an off-the-grid zone and space for free-minded people
to think ahead and guide us out of conformity.

IV. DEFINING WHAT IS A MAGAZINE
All the magazines that I read and inspired me were
magazines that were absolutely freed from the usual formats
and contents of an everyday life magazine.
Picture 9-10 : Sneeze Magazines "folded in 4" in their plastic envelope.

Sneeze Magazine is a californian skateboard revue who

But how could this magazine be a serious and respected
platform that fiercely present its alternative topics if nobody
agrees on what is or isn't hardcore and underground ?
III. UNDERWATER
Underground doesn't really mean much nowadays, it's a
term way too centered on the city of New York who is the
birth place of most counter-cultural genres mentionned
earlier.
If this culture has become such an endless abyssal ocean of
sub- sub- cultural elements that is just too broad and spread
out that it is impossible to frame or picture, why not offering
it a proper shape ? A true definition ?
I like to compare this culture as an ocean. It's more water
than anyone could drink, and it is always possible to swim
on the surface, but the truly interesting subjects are to be
found deeper, and deeper, and deeper at the dark bottom like
these abyssal plains where all types of yet unknown and
fascinating creatures live and strive despite the most harshest
conditions on earth.

Picture 11-12 : Be street Magazine

sells two interviews printed in the middle of random A1
photo posters folded in four so it could be read as a
broadsheet and sold and packaged as a A4 looking magazine.

Digging through all the music and cultural elements that
I have gathered throughout the years felt like exploring the
oceans with a submarine. Hense the theme of this magazine.
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It is more a deluxe edition of the album, than a proper
magazine. It contains lots of photos and random texts,
poems, designs, and discussions... including the album's CD
found at the end of the book. Actually this "magazine" was
the only way to get a physical copy of the album.
But the artist called it a magazine that's how it became so.

Be Street magazine was a succesful French seasonal with
no summary nor table of content, just "art, music, skate and
clothing", from which every page were absolute marvels of
layout and graphic design.
But if there's one magazine that truly escapes the usual
"rules" of the esthetics and contents of a magazine, if there

These magazines attracted me because they almost had
nothing in common with every other magazines I could find,
which are mostly revues people used to buy to kill time. These
magazines, among others, truly unleash the esthetical power
of a book : the art of layout designing, print designing, photo
developping... they turned books into physically interractive
visual expereinces.
V. CONCLUSION
We may live in a society that turns over more and more
towards digital consumption; people still value physical
objects. Nothing can beat the feeling of touching, and books
are an underated "display" for art and media. On a
commercial point of view, buyers love rare objects that are
limited in quantity. A book can still be one of those things
that can be sold as an exciting object of collection, even for
a younger audience who doesn't particularly like to read.
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Abstract— With the development of the economy, the
advance in science and technology, and the acceleration of
urbanization, the environmental and resource problems
encountered by human beings are becoming increasingly serious.
Therefore, the concept of sustainable development has been
widely recognized in the world and affected the field of
landscape design. This study takes the Dell Medical DistrictUniversity of Texas at Austin as the research object, analyzes
how the Sustainable Sites Initiative (SITES) is applied in the
actual project of the campus landscape, tries to explore the
sustainable landscape design elements of the campus landscape,
and lays a theoretical foundation for the sustainable landscape
design of campus landscape. The researcher used two research
methods: literature review and case study. Firstly, through
theoretical investigation, the theoretical data of SITES are
mastered. Then, the first-level indicators of the SITES v2
version in the pilot study are used to analyze the landscape
project cases that have obtained SITES certification. Finally,
this research proves the value of SITES, provides a good model
for the subsequent landscape design of university campuses, and
has important inspiration and reference value for the promotion
and practice of the concept of SITES and sustainable landscape
design.
Keywords—Sustainable Landscapes Design, Sustainable Sites
Initiative (SITES), SITES Rating System (RS), SITESv2

I. INTRODUCTION

restoring the ecosystem, and improving human health, and
also stresses how to achieve sustainable development in
various aspects such as environment, resources, economy,
society and human health in the landscape.
In 2005, SITES (Sustainable Sites Initiative) was first
proposed in the United States. It is a comprehensive and
voluntary evaluation system to describe and measure the
sustainability of sites, which is a big step forward in the
systematization and standardization of sustainable landscape
design. It is mainly used to evaluate the sustainable
development of landscape projects in the planning, design,
construction, operation, maintenance, and management stages.
SITES focus on the landscape attributes of sites and are
suitable for diverse types of landscape design projects, such as
urban open space, streets, government, and commercial,
educational, and residential areas. It has been widely used in
the landscape projects of educational institutions, especially
on American university campuses.
From the perspective of the types of projects participating
in the SITES pilot program, institutional and educational
landscapes account for the second largest proportion (Table 1).
There were 32 projects (20%) of the 162 projects that
participated in the SITES pilot certification program that were
institutional and educational landscapes, second only to the 41
projects (25%) in the open space category in 2010[1].

A. Research Background and Purpose
With the continuous growth of the world population and
the development of urbanization, the environmental and
resource problems faced by human beings are becoming
increasingly severe. Then how to build a healthy and
sustainable landscape becomes particularly important, and the
concept of sustainable development has been widely
recognized all over the world, which influences the landscape
design field.
Landscape designers gradually realize that the research
object of the landscape is not only the natural and cultural
landscape or the place where people relax and socialize but
also the sustainable site beneficial to the ecological
environment. Compared with the traditional landscape, the
sustainable landscape focuses more on the ecosystem service
function of green space in absorbing carbon dioxide, purifying
air and water resources, improving energy efficiency,
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TABLE I.

TYPES OF PROJECTS OF THE SITES PILOT PROGRAM

Project Type

Item Quantity

Percentage of
the Total

Open Space

41

25%

Institutional/Educational

32

20%

Commercial

25

15%

Residential

20

13%

Streetscape

13

8%

Garden

13

8%

Government

9

6%

Mixed Use

7

4%

Industrial

2

1%

a.

Pieranunzi D, Rieff S, Steiner F, ǋStrengthening Water Resilience in Cities and Regions
using the SITES Rating Systemǌ, South Architectureˈ2015(3)14-25. p.19
b.

Source: http://www.sustainablesites.org/

As of September 2022, SITES has published 77
unclassified certified projects (including certification
programs of SITESv1[2] and SITESv2[3] ), as shown in Table
2.
TABLE II.

PROJECTS CERTIFIED BY SITES

Item
Quantity

Percentage
of the Total

Park

25

32%

Garden

6

8%

Institutional/Educational

17

22%

Commercial

13

17%

Government

4

5%

Project Type
Open Space

analyze the landscape project cases that have obtained SITES
certification. Finally, the results of the case study are
summarized and the implications for future research are
presented.
II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
A. The Concept of SITES
The Sustainable Sites Initiative (Sites) is jointly sponsored
by the American Society of Landscape Architects, Lady Bird
Johnson Wild Flower Center, U.S. Botanic Garden, and
related organizations committed to promoting the planning,
design, construction, and management of the sustainable site.
It is an interdisciplinary attempt. SITES formulates the design
guidelines and evaluation system of sustainable sites in the
United States to promote the practice of sustainable land
development and management [4].

SITES is a comprehensive and voluntary evaluation
system to describe and measure the sustainability of sites,
which is used to evaluate the sustainable development of
Streetscape
3
4%
landscape projects in the stages of planning, design,
Residential
2
3%
construction, operation, maintenance, and management. It can
be applied to any kind of site, which can be protected,
Industrial
1
1%
developed, redeveloped, or newly built; The site project can
be private or public; The site can include buildings or no
Mixed Use
3
4%
buildings; The sites can include urban open spaces, roads and
Other
3
4%
squares, commercial squares, residential areas, educational
and academic parks, urban infrastructure, government office
a.
Source: https://www.sustainablesites.org/projects
facilities, military facilities, industrial parks, etc. For the land
As shown in the table, 77 public and unclassified
development and construction projects including buildings on
certification projects around the world have been certified by
SITES, of which 31 are open space projects, accounting for 40% the site, SITES supports and encourages the projects to apply
for both the LEED green building rating system formulated by
of the total, ranking first. There are 17 institutions and
American Green Building Committee and the SITES rating
educational projects, accounting for 22% of the total and
system [5].
ranking second.
The fact is plentiful different types of landscape projects
begin to be planned, designed, and constructed each year and
institutional and educational projects are not dominant in the
total amount, but this type of project prefers to use SITES to
guide the whole project and finally get the certification, which
is closely related to the educational attributes and functions of
this type of project site. It can be seen that universities have
been taking the lead in the application and practice of SITES
and the education and promotion of the sustainable
development concept.
The purpose of this study is to take Dell Medical DistrictUniversity of Texas at Austin as the research object, analyze
how SITES are applied to the actual projects of the university
campus landscape, and try to explore the sustainable landscape
design strategy of the university campus landscape, laying a
theoretical foundation for the subsequent sustainable
landscape design of campus landscape.

B. SITES Rating System
In June 2014, SITES officially released the SITES v2
Rating System: For Sustainable Land Design and
Development (Sites V2), which replaces SITES v1 as the
rating and certification system for sustainable sites.
According to the site development process, SITES has
established the Rating System (RS) for sustainable land design
and development, which is an index system that contains a
"first-level index - second-level index - technical
standard/detailed specification". The first-level index includes
seven aspects: (1) site context, (2) pre-design assessment and
planning, (3) site design (including water, soil and vegetation,
material selection, human health, and well-being), (4)
construction, (5) operations and maintenance, (6) education
and performance monitoring, and (7) innovation or exemplary
performance, as shown in Table 3.

B. Extension and Methodology or Research
The theoretical scope of this study is mainly based on the
concept of SITES, focusing on SITES v2 published in 2014.
The spatial scope is limited to the campus landscape in the city.
The research object is mainly Dell Medical District-University
of Texas at Austin.
The main research methods of this study are literature
research and case analysis. Firstly, through the theoretical
investigation of SITES v2, the rating system and first-level
indicators of SITES v2 are mastered, and then the first-level
indicators of SITES v2 in the preliminary study are used to
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TABLE III.
Serial
Number

THE FIRST-LEVEL INDICATOR OF SITES V2

First-Level Index

Mark

Weight
Value%

1

Site Context

13

6.2%

2

Pre-Design Assessment +
Planning

3

1.4%

Water

23

11%

Soil + Vegetation

40

19%

Materials Selection

41

19.6%

Human Health +
Well-Being

30

14.4%

3

Site
Design

Serial
Number

First-Level Index

Mark

Weight
Value%

4

Construction

17

8.1%

5

Operations + Maintenance

22

10.5%

11

5.3%

9

4.3%

6
7
c.

Education + Performance
Monitoring
Innovation or Exemplary
Performance

vegetation 19%, material selection 19.6%, and human health
and well-being 14.4%) is the index with the highest weight
among all indexes.

Material: sites v2 rating system: for sustainable land design and development, 2014

The composition of the first level indicators of SITES V2
shows that to build a sustainable development project, careful
consideration should be given before the stage of background
research, base selection, and site design, followed by other
appropriate stages, such as site construction, operation, and
maintenance technologies.

In SITES v2, each first-level index includes the
corresponding second-level index to further refine the
preconditions and optional conditions that sustainable SITES
need to achieve. Projects that have been certified by SITES
must meet the "preconditions", and the higher the score in the
item of the point, the higher the certification level.
The full points of the evaluation system of SITES v2 are
200, including four certification levels, and the certification is
granted according to these four levels. The specific contents
are shown in Table 4.
TABLE IV.

CERTIFICATION LEVEL OF SITES V2

SITES v2 Certification Levels

200 Points in Total

Certified

70 points

Silver

85 points

Gold

100 points

Platinum

135 points

As this study focuses on landscape design, the researcher
only selected 64% (including water 11%, soil and vegetation
19%, material selection 19.6%, human health and well-being
14.4%) of (3) site designs, and 10.5% of (5) operation and
maintenance, which all have scores above 10%, as the analysis
framework of this study.
The researcher will use the site design (water, soil and
plants, materials and resources, human health and well-being)
and the operation and maintenance to analyze the sustainable
landscape design methods of the selected university campus
landscape cases.
III. CASE ANALYSIS
A. Case Profile
In this study, Dell Medical District-University of Texas at
Austin is selected as the research case. It is the first gold-level
landscape certification project in Texas to receive SITES v2
certification.
Dell Medical School is a graduate medical school at the
University of Texas at Austin. The project, located on a 16.2acre site south of the University of Texas campus in downtown
Austin, was completed in November 2017. It has become an
urban oasis by providing green space for the surrounding
buildings and the Waller River. It not only benefits the
environment and human health, but also becomes a large
community where local students, educators, patients, and
others live and work.
The project won the gold certification of SITES v2 in 2017
with a score of 112 points. The detailed score is shown in
Table 5.
TABLE V.

There are 18 prerequisites in the evaluation system that must
be met, so no score is assigned. All scoring points are optional,
each assigned a fixed score or a scoring range, which makes it
more flexible for engineering projects to choose appropriate
and achievable certification-level goals.
C. Establishment of the Analysis Framework of Sustainable
Landscape Design of University Campus Based on
SITES Rating System
According to the contents of the first-level indicators and
weight value of SITES v2, it can be concluded that the firstlevel indicators of SITES v2 are 7: (1) site context, (2) predesign assessment and planning, (3) site design (including
water, soil and vegetation, material selection, human health,
and well-being), (4) construction, (5) operations and
maintenance, (6) education and performance monitoring, and
(7) innovation or exemplary performance. The five indicators
(1)site context, (2)pre-design assessment and planning,
(4)construction, (6)education and performance monitoring,
and (7)innovation or exemplary performance respectively
score 6.2%, 1.4%, 8.1%, 5.3%, and 4.3%, respectively, which
the weight values are all below 10%. The (3)site design
(including water, soil and vegetation, material selection,
human health, and well-being) and (5)operations and
maintenance respectively score 64%(11%, 19%, 19.6%, and
14.4%) and 10.5%, which the weight values are all above 10%.
The (3)site design of 64% (including water 11%, soil and

Serial
Number

SITES V2 CERTIFICATION SCORE OF DELL MEDICAL
DISTRICT-UT AUSTIN

First-Level Index

Certification
Score

Aggregate
Score

1

Site Context

10

13

2

Pre-Design Assessment +
Planning

0

3

18

23

13

40

15

41

13

30

Water
3

Site
Design

Soil +
Vegetation
Materials
Selection
Human Health
+ Well-Being

4

Construction

11

17

5

Operations + Maintenance

12

22

11

11

9

9

6
7

Education + Performance
Monitoring
Innovation or Exemplary
Performance

SITES v2 Gold (2017) 112*

B. Case Analysis
The following will take the project of Dell Medical
District-University of Texas at Austin as an example to
analyze the sustainable landscape design strategy of the
projects certified by SITES v2.
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TABLE VI.

A CASE STUDY OF DELL MEDICAL DISTRICT-UT AUSTIN

as site amenities to provide visitors with a connection to the
local climate and hydrology. Capturing, reusing, and
infiltrating water on-site reduces downstream flooding,
protects water quality, reduces negative impacts on aquatic
ecosystems, and improves dry weather base flow.

Dell Medical District – UT Austin
Location

Austin,
TX

Authenticatio
n Time

2017

Project
Type

Project
Size

16.2
acres

Certification
Level

Gold

Site
Context

Institutiona
l/
Educationa
l

Native plants were used extensively to reduce water usage,
provide wildlife habitat, connect site visitors with local
ecosystems and enhance beauty. 100% of the project’s riparian
corridor was restored to the native plant community
representative of the Edwards Plateau and Blackland Prairie
ecosystems.

Urban

Analysis of Sustainable Landscape Design Strategy

Water

Soil
+
Vegetation

Site
Design
Materials
Selection

Human
Health
WellBeing

Operations
Maintenance

+

+

Manage Precipitation
-Using a combination of rain gardens, pervious
pavers, rainwater harvesting, and a green roof, the
project manages the 80th percentile rainfall event
or approximately 46,939 cubic feet of water.
-Outdoor water use was reduced by over 75%
through the careful selection of plants, soil
restoration, real-time irrigation monitoring, and
the reuse of rainwater and A/C condensate.
Conserve and Use Native Plants & Restore the
Riparian Corridor
-The project restored 3,318 cubic yards of soil. To
ensure soil quality, extensive testing was
conducted on the organic matter content, chemical
characteristic, and bulk density of the soil.
-The project restored 100% of the native plant
communities along the riparian corridor, and
conserved, and utilized native plants.
Use Recycled Content & Regional Materials
-Salvaged plants were reused and recycled content
was leveraged for 28% of the total materials cost.
68% of the total materials costs went towards
regional materials.
-100% of all structural, road, and infrastructure
materials as well as all rocks, soils, and vegetation
were recycled within 50 miles of the project site.
Encourage Fuel Efficient and Multi-Model
Transportation
-The site reduces emissions and promotes a
healthy lifestyle by encouraging and supporting
efficient and adaptable modes of transportation.
-Site users can take advantage of local public
transportation, car and bike share programs, or
ample bike racks. The parking garage provides
bike lockers and preferred parking spaces for fuelefficient vehicles.
Protect Air Quality
-Manual- or electric-powered equipment will be
used to maintain the site.
-No fossil fuel-based maintenance equipment will
be used. The manual and electric equipment will
protect site users and maintenance staff from
localized air pollutants and greenhouse gases
commonly generated by fossil-fueled equipment.
Use Renewable Energy to Meet Landscape
Electricity Needs
-The project is supporting the renewable energy
market by purchasing green power for 100% of all
landscape energy requirements.

Prior to construction, approximately 70% of the vegetative
canopy along the creek was comprised of invasive species.
The restoration process included the removal of extensive
areas of invasives including Nandina (Nandina Domestica),
Japanese ligustrum (Ligustrum japonicum), Giant cane
(Arundo Donax), and English ivy (Hedra Helix). The
increased native plant diversity, and soil stabilization and
restoration efforts improve the ecological function, habitat,
and resilience of the riparian corridor.
28% of the total materials cost went towards materials
comprised of recycled content. These materials help to reduce
the consumption of virgin feedstock and reduce landfill waste.
68% of the total materials costs went towards regional
materials. These materials reduce the energy used for
transportation, promote regional identity and support the local
economy.
IV. CONCLUSION
The landscape project of Dell Medical College-University
of Texas at Austin has created a healthy and sustainable
campus landscape environment by designing the water, soil
and plants, materials, and resources of the site with scientific
and sustainable landscape methods.
The project transforms the Waller Creek corridor from a
neglected backwater to an attractive, health-promoting
landscape. Streetscapes and plaza areas encourage social
engagement and connect the campus to its surrounding urban
environment.
In terms of social benefits, The Medical District landscape
plan is designed to enhance ecosystem services and be a model
for a resilient and affordable-to-maintain landscape.
Stormwater management features were designed as site
amenities to connect visitors to the local climate and
hydrology—through a combination of rain gardens, pervious
pavers, rainwater harvesting, and a green roof.

C. Comprehensive Analysis
Design efforts focused on improving the ecological
function of the creek corridor. Restoration of the creek was an
18-month multi-step process that included the removal of
invasive species, stream bank stabilization, and the revegetation of diverse native plant communities. Formal
planting areas around buildings prioritized the use of native
vegetation, which has helped reduce irrigation by over 75%.
Through a combination of rain gardens, pervious pavers,
rainwater harvesting, and a green roof, the project manages the
80th percentile rainfall event or approximately 46, 939 cubic
feet of water. Stormwater management features were designed

As for economic benefits, using a combination of rain
gardens, Pervious Pavers, Rainwater Harvesting, and A Green
Roof, the University can count on saving $137, 600 by
managing the 80th percentile rainfall event. Using 3,318 cubic
yards of restored soil on the site rather than new soils can count
on saving $49,770.
The case study of Dell Medical College-University of
Texas at Austin proves the value of SITES, provides us with a
good model of sustainable landscape design on campus and
has important inspiration and reference value for the
subsequent promotion of the concept of SITES and sustainable
landscape design.
SITES has created new standards for environmental design,
especially urban landscape, which can help guide future
projects to create a sustainable ecological landscape,
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benefiting the environment, owners, and local or regional
communities and economies.
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Abstract—From the perspective of a post-industrial society,
the main purpose of this study is to clarify the theoretical
principles that distinguish service design from Product Service
System (PSS) and to propose a new integrated design strategy.
Service design is a user-centered design technique for improving
or innovating existing services and solving problems in a
continuous exploration and iteration process. On the other hand,
PSS is a cutting-edge business approach for organizations
looking to boost their competitiveness by providing integrated
product and service capabilities to clients while also enhancing
system operations. This paper discusses the concepts of service
design and PSS, the present state of research, and design
methodologies using a literature search. The distinctions
between service design and PSS are examined and summarized
during the design process. The ultimate content proposed in this
study is to incorporate user experience into the PSS design
process and propose a systematic process to meet users' needs to
effectively implement the service design concept.
Keywords—Service Design, Product Service System (PSS),
Design Methods, Theoretical Research, Design Strategy

I. INTRODUCTION
The post-industrial society is service-based, and the
product production economy is gradually transformed into a
service economy [1]. At the same time, the globalization of the
economy and changes in industrial structure has led to a
transformation of design. The traditional product-based model
no longer meets the needs of users, and people's consumption
is no longer a mere sale of goods but a complex emotional
experience [2]. As a result, manufacturing companies must
seek a path of survival higher up the value chain, offering
knowledge-intensive products and services [3]. Among them,
Product Service System (PSS) is a business response to
address market differentiation and environmental
sustainability. Similarly, as an integrated strategy, Service
Design considers that holistic service solutions can respond to
people's needs more effectively and redefine the interaction
and experience between people and systems. Based on this,
this study conducts a literature study on the concepts, current
research status, and design methods of service design and PSS.
The main objectives of this study are three: first, to clarify the
concepts of service design and product service system; second,
to classify the implementation methods of both; and third, to
summarize and compare the two, and to propose the future
directions that they can learn from each other.
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[4] .Moritz in his book "Service Design – A Practical Path to
the Evolutionary Field" states that service design is an
innovative experience design that serves as an interface to
connect organizations and clients in a new way [5]. The
Design Dictionary, published under the auspices of the
International Design Research Association, defines service
design as the setting of function and form from the client's
perspective, intending to ensure that service interfaces provide
effective, efficient, and recognizable information to customers
[6]. Service design as a user-centered, collaborative, and
integrated design approach to improve or innovate existing
services emphasizes co-creation and problem-solving in a
continuous process of exploration and iteration to create
service value [7].
B. Current state of research in Service Design
Service Design aims to design innovation for services. A
"service" is an activity provided by one group of people to
another group of people, which is intangible and may or may
not be related to a physical product [8]. According to Zeithaml,
services have four characteristics: Intangible, Heterogeneous
Inseparable, Perishable, (IHIP) [9]. Vargo argues that service
allows an individual to bring a particular skill, knowledge, or
ability to another individual through an action or process that
will benefit or be of value to that individual, Service design
combines ethnographic and user research methods to analyze
the interaction between people, products, and services in a
process, and can transform service touch-points and user
experiences into design opportunities [10]. Luo Shijian
divided the service design into three levels according to the
gradual progression of emotional stories, which are the
ontology level (the original face and properties of the service),
the behavior level (human-computer interaction, functional
operation, and usability), and the value level (emotional value,
social value, and co-creation value) [11], as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, Clatworthy advocates that service design consists
of five essential elements: user, touchpoint, offering, need, and
experience [12]. Steen points out that co-design can establish
a close and harmonious connection between stakeholders, and
service planning with a global design mindset to ensure that
stakeholders collaborate to smoothly communicate specific
services and design intent, contributing to a tight and complete
service experience [13] .

II. SERVICE DESIGN
A. Concepts of Service Design
In the field of design, service design was formally
introduced in Bill Hollins' book "Total Design" in 1991
This research was supported by BK21 Four Service Design driven
Social Innovation Educational Research Team in Dongseo University.
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Fig. 1. Three levels of service design (By Luo Shijian)

C. Design methods for Service Design
Services integrate material foundations, immaterial
conditions, and complex social interactions [14] ,so designers
need to explore the connections and the resulting different
feelings, experiences, and outcomes in services. The following
three main approaches to service design have been
summarized through literature research.
• Human-centered Service Design approach
The Human-Centred Design (HCD) approach
pioneered by Norman et al. aims to enhance the human
value and sustainability of experiences by focusing on
the perceptions and behaviors generated by people and
the environment, compensating for the social scale that
has been missing from ergonomics and the
psychological appeal that has been neglected by data
analysis [15]. Bijl-Brouwe proposed NADI (human
Needs and Aspirations for application in a Design and
Innovation process) for service design based on HCD.
The model divides the user's needs and expectations
into four levels, solutions, scenarios, goals, and themes,
which are used to express service design users'
potential needs, expectations, behaviors, and
values[16].
• Service Design that emphasizes user experience
Moriz defines service design as planning and shaping
service experiences that are useful, usable, desirable,
effective, and efficient [17]. Schneider et al. argue that
service design can integrate tangible and intangible
media into a systematic process that provides a
complete user experience [18]. In their book “The
experience economy”, Pine argue for a memorable
customer experience as the focus of service design
[19]. To capture the user experience at different stages
and identify design opportunities, service design often
uses visual design tools such as user journey maps, user
portraits, storyboards, and context maps. The
Customer Experience Modeling (CEM) proposed by
Verma et.al., elaborates on the connection between
experience and user, behavior, and environment, and
classifies the user experience hierarchy into the overall
experience, individual service experience, and service
touch-point experience [20] . In addition, Voorhees et
al. argued that the pre and post-stages of core service
contact also affect the continuity of user experience,
and compiled the service contacts related to user
experience in the pre, during, and post-stages of core
service [21].
• Co-creation approach to Service Design
In the field of service design, service value is embodied
in the process of co-production or co-creation between
the service provider and the service recipient [22]. The
theoretical model of theater proposed by Grove is one
of the interpretations of co-creation. The theatre model
compares the service to performance and consists of
four dimensions: the actors (service providers), the
audience (service recipients), the scene (the physical
place and facilities where the service takes place), and
the performance (the service itself) [23]. The use of codesign in service innovation helps to develop concepts
and improve service quality, while further enhancing

user satisfaction, user loyalty, and stakeholder
interaction [24].
III. PRODUCT SERVICE SYSTEM (PSS)
A. Concepts of PSS
• The concept of PSS was first proposed by the United
Nations Environment Programme, and its main point
is that companies provide consumers with the
functions and results of products, advocating the
reduction of material product consumption to achieve
sustainable development, PSS design is an integrated
product design and service design, the composition of
PSS involves the systematic integration of products
and services, based on product design, to improve the
services developed around the product experience,
and through a series of services to extend the value of
products and enhance corporate value [25]. In 1999,
Goedkoop provided a clear definition of a PSS as an
innovative business model that integrates products,
services, infrastructure, and related players to help
improve the overall competitiveness of a company,
meet customer needs, and avoid harm to the
environment: Product: a tangible good made to be
sold. Service: an activity (work) done for others that
has economic value and is usually done on a
commercial basis. System: a collection of elements,
including the relationships between them [26].
B. Current state of research in PSS
As technology and economics evolve, an academic
exploration of product service systems continues to evolve.
Among them, Roy classifies the PSS into four categories:
"Result services, Shared utilisation services, Product-life
extension services, and Demand side management" by
analyzing the results and functions provided by the system
[27]. In the report of UNEP in 2002, the Institute of
Sustainable Design and system Innovation of Milan
Polytechnic University put forward three kinds of business
approaches to PSS for the first time, which have win-win
potential and systematic ecological benefits, namely: Firstˈ
Product-oriented PSS, promote/sell the product in the
traditional way while including additional services such as
after-sales service in the initial sales activities to ensure the
functionality and durability of the product owned by the
customer (maintenance, repair, reuse, and recycling, as well as
helping the customer optimize the application of the product
through training and consulting). Secondly, Use-oriented PSS,
selling the use or availability of products that do not belong to
the customer such as leasing, or sharing. The thirdˈResultoriented PSS, selling an outcome or capability rather than a
product such as web-based information instead of a catalog,
selling washed clothes instead of a washing machine [28].
Subsequently, Tukker further refined the three orientations
of the PSS into eight categories [29]. As shown in Fig. 2. The
three orientations and the eight categories of PSS are widely
accepted [30] .
In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, Baines et. al. correlated
servitization and productization and proposed the concepts of
servitization of products and productization of services,
emphasizing that the integration of products and services can
bring value to customers [31].
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Fig. 2. Main and subcategories of PSS (By Tukker)

research to build an innovative and profitable design
model with insight into user needs, which is divided
into five steps: Idea insight, Concept formation,
Process prototyping, Process testing, Service delivery
and iteration [34].
•

Halen et.al. propose the Methodology for ProductService Systems (MEPSS), which consists of five
phases: strategy analysis; opportunity identification;
PSS concept development; PSS development; and
implementation readiness. They emphasize the
integration of corporate resources, reducing waste,
and optimizing services from an engineering and
systems perspective [35] . Aurich et.al. integrated the
product design process and service design process into
a system development approach, and proposed three
service strategies: responsibility-driven, functiondriven, and user-driven [36].

Fig. 3. Evolution of the Product Service-System concept (By Baines)

C. Design methods for PSS
PSS as a convergent and holistic solution, can enhance
competitiveness and meet the value needs of customers for an
enterprise. By reviewing the literature, the existing design
methods of PSS are sorted out to help understand the PSS
design elements and use different from the traditional product
design methods. PSS strives to achieve system optimization
in product function manufacturing, operation, maintenance,
renewal, and recycling services throughout the life cycle of
products and services [32]. This study compares three
approaches to the design of PSS
• PSS design approach with Design Thinking
According to Morelli, the role of design in a PSS is
focused on the conceptual phase before use, and the
approach to design thinking that can be drawn
includes user requirement orientation, concept
development, testing, and iteration. Combined with
the product development process, service
development can be divided into two dimensions,
problem, and design [33]. Scherer incorporate design
thinking and business analytics into the scope of PSS
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PSS design approach for integration system

•

PSS design approach focusing on system elements
Maussang consider physical product service units as
the essential elements of a PSS, and once the main
elements are identified, operational scenarios are used
to describe the system in more depth. They argue that
each step of the product life cycle requires specific
internal and external functional interactions to
improve the responsiveness and adaptability of the
overall system and specific elements to the external
environment [37]. Xing et.al. combined PSS with
Soft System Methodology (SSM) and argued that the
elements of the system need to work together,
proposing the Eco-system Model of Synergism for
PSS Development, an approach that considers the
synergy of elements such as environment,
stakeholders, physical products, services, goals,
system configuration, and solution delivery [38]. In
addition, Tan divided the PSS system into four
dimensions: value proposition, life cycle, activity
process, and actor-network. Tan divides the PSS into
four dimensions: value proposition, life-cycle, activity

process, and actor-network, and points out that
changes in any one of these dimensions will affect the
other three dimensions, and designers need to
continuously adjust the design concept to achieve
mutual support and coordination among the four
dimensions [39].

TABLE I.
Categories

In terms of concept and purpose, PSS is a business strategy
to enhance the competitiveness of a company, and it is
designed as a system that integrates products and services,
customizing and adjusting to customer needs, while
emphasizing the benefits to society, the economy, and the
environment. Service design can be considered from two
aspects: when it is a design strategy, it uses integrated design
thinking to create new services and improve user experience
through visualization methods with a human-centered
approach; when it is a specific design object, the service touchpoints, service delivery, and co-creation methods involved can
be used as targets for improvement. While both consider value
enhancement, their focus on value is different. PSS takes an
organizational perspective to improve system efficiency and
performance and does not focus on the user experience [40],
but rather on the value of delivering value to customers by
integrating functions [41]. It creates value by examining
stakeholder capabilities, service capabilities, and risk
management. However, the focus of service design is on the
interaction process between the components of the service
process, focusing on enhancing user value and co-creating
value based on user experience. Compared with PSS, service
design lacks systematic operational implementability [42]. In
terms of the research methods of both, Service design is the
integration of "human-centeredness" into the service context,
therefore, human-centered design methods and user
experience-related design methods are often used to measure
user satisfaction and service quality, combined with service
touch-point analysis to improve all tangible and intangible
services involved in the service process. However, PSS is
discussed and classified according to the "integration of
products and services and the degree of integration", and the
rational allocation of products and services is the key to
improving the efficiency of PSS and implementing sustainable
development.
In summary, this study concludes that PSS has a focus on
user needs, but the focus is more internal to the company
during operation and implementation. If PSS takes user
involvement and user experience into consideration, it is
conducive to the more complete satisfaction of user needs in
each process of the service, thus improving user satisfaction
and loyalty. For service design, the resulting output is usually
the service concept in the early stage of design, but the method
of specific operation execution is lacking. Therefore, in the
aspect of service implementation, service design can be
implemented and carried out in combination with the
operating methods in PSS. As shown in Fig. 4.

Service Design

PSS

Perspective

Users

Purpose

Improve user experience
satisfaction

Focus

-Service Contacts and
Touch-points
-Service interaction
-Stakeholder, Front-end,
and Back-end interactions

User
involvement
stage

Experience stage

Concept design and
testing stage

Stakeholder

Focus on stakeholder
interactions, where users
are given more initiative

Focus on stakeholder roles
and capabilities

Value Output

User value

Value in use

System

Coherent service touch
within the system

System operation process,
system efficiency

Role Points

Service contacts, service
touch-points, service
interfaces, stakeholders,
etc.

Integration approach,
organizational structure,
system process
development, stakeholder,
etc.

IV. RESEARCH DISCUSSION
The study of Service Design and PSS revealed differences
in concept, focus, methodology, purpose, and final result
output, as shown in Table 1.

COMPARISON OF SERVICE DESIGN AND PSS DIFFERENCES

System /Organization
Enhance business
competitiveness and
sustain long-term benefits
-Integrated approach to
products and services
-Meet usage and demand
-Extend the life cycle
-Improve corporate
competitiveness and
added value

Fig. 4. Relationship between service design and product service systems
that build on each other. ByAuthor.

V. CONCLUSION

A. Authors and Affiliations
This study focuses on the literature on service design and
PSS in terms of concepts, research status, and design methods.
From the study, it is found that economic globalization and
changes in industrial structure have led to the transformation
of design, and the traditional product-based model can no
longer meet the market demand, and service design and PSS
have emerged in this context. In addition, the concepts of
service design and PSS both originate from the field of
management. However, there are differences in their activities
in terms of purpose and focus. Service design is mainly a usercentered activity that focuses on user service touch-point at
various stages and explores opportunities for service
improvement, thereby enhancing user service experience and
user satisfaction with the product. In other words, service
design is a method of innovative design. However, PSS is a
business strategy that a company or organization conducts to
improve its competitiveness. It is concerned with the way
products and services are integrated, and it integrates products
and services to different degrees to enhance the functionality
and efficiency of the system and promote the sustainable
development of society and the environment. PSS is not only
designed to meet the needs of users but also to extend the life
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cycle of products, thus enhancing the competitiveness and
added value of companies. Although the focus of service
design and PSS is different, they can also learn from each other.
The integration of user experience into the design of a PSS can
help to meet user needs more completely in the system process;
while the service design can learn from the system operation
and implementation methods of the PSS in the implementation,
so that the service can be effectively implemented.
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Abstract—Metro has improved and alleviated urban surface
transportation problems while driving the development of
metro-related industries. It has a huge impact on the
development of the whole country with both economic and social
benefits. This study aims to apply the definition of Servicescape
to metro, establish the definition of Metro Servicescape and
propose the constituent elements. For this purpose, the service
space and service facilities of metro are analyzed, and previous
domestic and international literature related to Servicescape is
studied first. Firstly, this study defines Metro Servicescape.
Secondly, the 10 components of Metro Servicescape were
derived from the domestic and international studies on
Servicescape. Thirdly, the ranking of the Metro Servicescape in
Korea is 203 in Seoul, 197 in Busan, 192 in Daegu, 178 in
Gwangju, and 172 in Daejeon, based on the field survey of five
metros in Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, and Gwangju. Among
them, the four elements of comfort, sociality, cleanliness, and
safety in the five metros are the same, which proves that they all
meet the unified standard. However, the data of 6 elements of
aesthetics, spatiality, convenience, entertainment, openness, and
information are different.
Keywords—Metro, Servicescape, Metro Servicescape (MSS),
Service Quality

I. INTRODUCTION
While improving and relieving the pressure of urban
surface traffic and promoting rational urban development, the
metro has also driven the development of metro-related
industries. There is no doubt that the metro brings huge dual
effects of economic and social benefits to the development of
the whole country. With the speed of international
development, the economic structure has changed from a
commodity-producing economy to a service-oriented
economy. Users' requirements for metro services have also
expanded from fast, safe, and orderly movement to
destinations to providing quality comfort and an all-round
service experience. And there are still many problems in the
use of the metro, such as the lack of guidance signs in the
transfer process, user confusion, some of the transfer routes
being only one-way escalators, high flow of people, and short
transfer time, resulting in a small, crowded range, bringing
safety problems to the elderly transfer [1] [2] [3]. Metros are
popular as the main public transportation used by citizens.
However, when the service quality is not up to the level
expected by customers, it reduces the satisfaction of the metro.
Servicescape plays an important role in service marketing,
as services are inherently intangible and difficult for
consumers to perceive or evaluate directly and effectively.
This research was supported by BK21 Four Service Design driven
Social Innovation Educational Research Team in Dongseo University.
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Servicescape can provide consumers with substantial evidence
and support. It can be carefully designed to give consumers a
special emotional feeling and enhance their willingness to
consume.
Therefore, to improve the service quality of the metro, it is
necessary to analyze and establish the concept of Metro
Servicescape based on the existing Servicescape concept and
provide the components that can support Metro Servicescape.
The results of the case study were used to compare and
statistically analyze the current situation of Metro
Servicescape in Korea using Metro Servicescape.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Metro
Metro (Underground railway, Metro, etc.). The world's
first metro, Metropolitan Railway, was opened on January 10,
1863. Nowadays, along with the accelerating rate of
urbanization worldwide, the limited development of urban
space and urban roads has led to problems such as urban traffic
congestion, frequent traffic accidents, and excessive pressure
on urban traffic. The coordination between urban space
resources and increasing traffic demand to improve people's
quality of life has become the focus of the world's attention.
The metro has the characteristics of occupying less land, less
noise, less interference, less pollution, energy saving, high
capacity, fast and safe, low cost which greatly improves the
utilization of urban roads and land resources, eases traffic
congestion and reduces air pollution, and guarantees the equal
travel rights of low and middle income people. It makes the
metro play an irreplaceable role in urban development.
The Metro Servicescape is divided into four parts: metro
lobby space, waiting space, riding space and transfer space.
It is located in the main part of the metro station building
space, the front end of which is connected to the entrance and
passage space for introducing people, and the back end of
which is connected to the platform space for transporting
people. The metro station hall carries the daily behavior of
passengers' passage, ticket purchase, staff operation
supervision and safety inspection (in some countries and
regions). It is also a place for social urban activities, mainly in
four areas: services for life, culture and art, information media,
and commerce and leisure. The functions and processes
undertaken by metro concourses are numerous and the needs
of passengers are diverse and complex.
B. Servicescape
Bitner (1992) first introduced the term Servicescape. He
argued that Servicescape refers to the tangible physical
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TABLE II.

environment elements created by service organizations to
facilitate customer consumption, and that Servicescape
consists of tangible elements (such as architecture, ornament,
and equipment) and intangible elements (such as colors,
smells, and music) [4]. Servicescape is part of the service
experience and has an impact on employee and customer
behavior. Unlike concepts such as the natural and social
environment, this physical environment is a physical
environment created by human hands.
Baker (1986) argues that the physical environment is a
tangible display of intangible services and divides the physical
environment into Ambient Cues, Design Cues, and Social
Cues. Servicescape should consider interpersonal and social
factors in addition to tangible and intangible physical factors
[5].

Components
Ambient
Conditions

Space/Function
Signs, Symbols
& Artifacts

BITNER(1992) COMPONENTS OF THE SERVICESCAPE
TANGIBLE ENVIRONMENT
Definition
Elements that are not easily
perceived by customers at
first glance, but that do
influence their perception
of the environment.
It affects the customer's
situational perception of the
service place.
Focus on controllable and
observable
physical
elements in Servicescape.

Content
Temperature, Air
Quality,
Noise, Music, Odor,
etc.
Layout, Equipment,
Furnishings, etc.
Signage, Personal
Artifacts
Style of Décor, etc.

Service organizations need to ensure that the construction
of the ideal Servicescape is consistent with the customer's
perceived experience. If there is more than one type of target
customer, it is necessary to divide the elements of the
Servicescape within the organization according to the
categories and characteristics of the service organization and
the consumption profile of the target customers, to ensure the
consistency between the construction of the ideal Servicescape
and the perceived experience of the customers.
III. METRO SERVICESCAPE

a.

Bitner(1992), Servicescapes: The Impact of Physical Surroundings on Customers and Employees

Fig. 1. Framework for Understanding Environment-User Relationships in
Service Organizations

In any service environment, Servicescape has multiple
factors that affect the behavior and reactions of customers and
employees in the service environment. Servicescape must be
strategically designed to suit the characteristics of each service
environment to have a good impact on the users in the service
environment.
The division of the constituent elements of Servicescape
has also evolved as the definition of Servicescape has
expanded. While scholars have redefined the definition of
Servicescape, there is also a clearer delineation of the
constituent elements of Servicescape. From the literature,
most of the studies on Servicescape are based on Baker's (1986)
and Bitner's (1992) research.
TABLE I.
Components
Ambient Cues

BAKER(1986) COMPONENTS OF THE SERVICESCAPE
TANGIBLE ENVIRONMENT
Definition
Elements of sensory
stimulation.

Design Cues

Has an
element.

aesthetic

Social Cues

Interaction between
people.

Content
Air Quality, Sound, Odor,
Cleanliness, etc.
Color, Wall Decor,
Decoration, Style, Layout,
Tone, Convenience, etc.
Verbal Communication,
Demeanor and Posture (eye
contact, nod, handshake,
etc.), Supporting Language
(volume, intonation, pauses,
etc.), Physical Appearance
(appearance, dress, etc.)

A. Definition of Metro Servicescape
The intangible of service makes it difficult to be perceived
by customers. Therefore, no matter whether the customers
predict the service quality at the pre-service stage or evaluate
the satisfaction at the service stage or post-service stage, they
can only perceive the service through the service facilities,
equipment, staff, and other customers' evaluation and decide
to use the service. The kind of service environment that
induces users' attitudes and behavior is called Atmospherics,
Physical evidence, Situation, and Atmosphere Physical
environment, Servicescape, etc. by scholars. Scholars
generally agree that the physical environment of service
affects customer satisfaction, revisit intention, and other
behaviors, and therefore helps achieve service marketing goals.
Research on Servicescape has been discussed in the fields of
environmental psychology and marketing, especially in hotels,
restaurants, banks, retail stores, hospitals, and public service
organizations [6]. However, no scholars have studied
Servicescape in metro so far, so this thesis will organize and
summarize the concept of Metro Servicescape (MSS) based
on the application of the concept of Servicescape to metro
compiled from the literature studies.
The type classification of Servicescape shows that metro
is a self-service type of service organization. This is because
in Metro Servicescape, it is the customers themselves who do
most of the activities, and there is very little if any, employee
involvement. As with general commercial facilities, the aim is
to improve corporate image and increase profits through
Servicescape.
The number and distance of metro lines will vary
depending on the extent of urban spatial planning and
development. However, the service space of the metro is
mainly divided into four parts: metro station space, waiting for
space, ride space, and transfer space. It also involves the
interaction of cooperation and mutual service among
stakeholders such as operators, managers, volunteers, and
business partners.
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This study is based on the understanding of Servicescape
and the analysis of metro's service space and physical
environment. According to metro's service system, Metro
Servicescape is defined as a carefully designed and
constructed tangible physical environment or tangible
evidence of services that can be easily perceived by customers
and the interaction and influence of service personnel and
other customers on customers, taking into account various
factors such as the built environment, human environment,
and user behavior. The intangible social elements of the
service. As well as unique and personalized social symbolic
elements that create emotional or cognitive resonance and
natural elements in or around metro's service spaces that
relieve customer stress.
In other words, Metro Servicescape is all the elements,
both tangible and intangible, in or around the environment of
the metro service organization that can support metro's
TABLE III.
Service Space
Classification

Life services
Culture and art
Information Media
Business leisure
Daily behavior
Life services
Culture and art
Information Media
Daily behavior
Ride space

Culture and art
Information Media
Daily behavior

Interchange space

Culture and art
Information Media

TABLE IV.
Scholars/Year
Baker
(1986)
Bitner
(1992)
Turley L., &
Milliman, R.
(2000)
Soyoung Lee
(2010)
Hakeun Kim
(2011)
Semok Yoon
(2014)
Wonjung No
& Mihye Lee
(2014)
Donghwan
Seo &
Youngjin Yoo
(2017)

The research on the components of servicescape is based
on the concept proposed by Bitner (1992), but it may vary
slightly depending on the service organization and the type of
servicescape. Therefore, in this study, the feasibility of the
components of Metro Servicescape was verified by using the
components of Servicescape in various fields in Japan and
abroad, and the ten categories of components are listed in Tab.
4. Then, the concept of the components of Metro Servicescape
is explained as shown in Tab. 5.

Service Space Description

Components

Daily work such as ticket sales, ticket inspection, and staff operation
supervision.
Self-service convenience facilities that provide life service types.
Cultural dissemination through the introduction of cultural and artistic
functions for decoration.
Dissemination of commercial information, advertising information,
cultural information, etc.
Use the extra space for commercial activities or connect to the
underground commercial area.
Provide a safe, comfortable, orderly and clean waiting environment.
Provide self-service facilities for the convenience of passengers.
Perform cultural and artistic decoration and set up cultural and artistic
spaces.
Use of screen doors as a medium for information dissemination.
Ensure that passengers can get to their destination safely and quickly.
Provide a safe, comfortable and tidy riding environment.
Use cultural and artistic elements for decoration.
Use the carriage doors, windows, electronic screens and other
information media to disseminate information.
Ensure that passengers can transfer easily, quickly, efficiently and
accurately, and in an orderly manner.
Use cultural and artistic elements to decorate the interchange.
Use the interchange space as an information medium for information
dissemination.

Daily behavior

Waiting space

B. Components of Metro Servicescape
This study summarizes the components of Metro
Servicescape based on the characteristics of the metro service
organization after analyzing the metro service space, functions,
and major service facilities. This is shown in Tab. 3.

METRO SERVICE SPACE CLASSIFICATION TABLE

Service Space Function

Station hall space

provision and fulfillment of various services. To provide
customers with a complete and thoughtful service experience.

Comfort, Sociality,
Cleanliness, Safety,
Aesthetics, Spatiality,
Convenience,
Entertainment, Openness,
Information
Comfort, Spatiality,
Cleanliness, Safety,
Convenience, Aesthetics,
Entertainment, Information
Comfort, Spatiality,
Cleanliness, Safety,
Aesthetics, Entertainment,
Convenience, Information
Comfort, Spatiality,
Cleanliness, Safety,
Aesthetics, Entertainment,
Convenience, Information

PRIOR RESEARCH ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENTS OF SERVICESCAPE

Comfort

Aesthetics

Sociality

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

Spatiality

Metro Servicescape Components

Convenience

Cleanliness

Entertainment

Safety

Openness

ƽ

ƽ

Information

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ
ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ
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ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

Scholars/Year
Hyemi Oh,
Hyejin Jo &
Chul Jeong
(2018)
Youngchae
Lee
(2021)

Comfort

Aesthetics

ƽ

ƽ

Sociality

Metro Servicescape Components

Spatiality

Convenience

Cleanliness

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

ƽ

TABLE V.

Safety

Create a comfortable environment by regulating temperature, humidity, sound, etc.
By decorating the facilities or walls in the space, it creates a unique style and brings beauty.

Sociality

Service personnel and other customers interact and influence customers.

Spatiality

Placement of facilities in the service space, use and management of facilities and objects.

Convenience

Convenient facilities and convenient places in the service space to bring convenience to users.

Cleanliness

Maintain cleanliness of service spaces and service facilities.

Safety
Openness
Information

Information

Constituent Concept

Aesthetics

Entertainment

Openness

DEFINITION OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE METRO SERVICESCAPE

Components
Comfort

Entertainment

Set up recreational facilities or entertainment venues.
Set up safety equipment and disaster response measures.
Connected to other facilities or sites.
We provide information on culture, advertising and other intelligence.

IV. METRO SERVICESCAPE STATUS ANALYSIS
A. Case investigation and analysis
In this study, cities in Korea with metro (Seoul, Busan,
Daegu, Daejeon, and Gwangju) were selected as case studies.
First, a service map was created after conducting a field survey
of each metro service facility. Secondly, each facility in the
service map was classified according to the 10 categories of
Metro Servicescape components, and the current status results
of each Metro Servicescape were obtained statistically. Finally,
each Metro Servicescape was compared and summarized.
1) Seoul Metro: Seoul Metro, also known as the Korea
Metropolitan Area Electric Railway, is a member of the
Community of Metros, which serves the urban railroads of
Seoul, Incheon, Gyeonggi-do, Chungcheong-do, and
Gangwon-do in Korea, with nine underground railroads in
Seoul. Its first line was officially opened on August 15, 1974.
As of 2022, according to the website of Seoul Transportation
Agency, Seoul Metro has 22 lines in operation. In 2021, the
annual ridership of Seoul Metro was 1.99 billion, and the
average daily ridership was 5.47 million, with the highest
ridership of 180 million in November 2021.
2) Busan Metro: Busan Metro is a metro system in Busan,
Korea, with four underground railroads in Busan and four
main lines and two branch lines opened in 1985. According
to the website of Busan Transportation Corporation, Busan
Metro has 6 lines in operation with a total length of 203.30km
as of 2022. In 2021, Busan Metro will have an annual
ridership of 250 million passengers, with an average daily
ridership of 695,682 passengers and a maximum of 23.95
million passengers in November 2021.
3) Daegu Metro: Daegu Metro is a metro system in
Daegu, Korea. It has been in operation since 1997 and has 3
lines since then. As of 2022, Daegu Metro has three lines in
operation: Line 1, Line 2, and Line 3, with 91 stations and a

total length of 82.90km, according to the website of Daegu
Transportation Corporation. The average daily passenger
volume will be 330,000 passengers in 2021, and the highest
passenger volume will be 11,373,721 passengers in
November 2021.
4) Daejeon Metro: Daejeon Metro is a metro system in
Daejeon, Korea. It has been in operation since 2006 and
currently has 1 line. As of 2022, according to the website of
Daejeon Transportation Corporation, Daejeon Metro has
opened 1 line with 22 stations and a total length of 20.50km,
and the main operating company is Daejeon Transportation
Corporation. The maximum number of passengers in
November 2021 is 2,579,200.
5) Gwangju Metro: Gwangju Metro is an underground
railway system in Gwangju City, Korea. It has been opened
in 2004 and currently has 1 line. As of 2022, according to the
website of Gwangju Transportation Corporation, Gwangju
Metro has opened 1 line with 20 stations and a total length of
20.50km, and the main operating company is Gwangju
Transportation Corporation. The maximum number of
passengers in November 2021 will be 1,387,105.
B. Analysis of results
The service map of Seoul Metro is shown in Fig. 2 shown.
Based on the 10 components of Metro Servicescape, each
service facility in the service map was categorized and counted,
as shown in Tab. 5 for the service map of Seoul Metro. Finally,
as shown in Tab. 7, five Metro Servicescape status data were
compared and the results were analyzed.
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Fig. 2. Metro Service Map Example (Seoul Metro Example)
TABLE VI.
Service
Space &
Service
Facilities
Entrance/Exit
Waiting room
Automatic
ticketing
facilities
Automatic
ticketing
facilities
Convenient
facilities
Car parking
Trains
Interchange
access
Security device
Relationship
facilities
Directional
signs
Website
Statistics

⓵

EXAMPLE OF CURRENT ANALYSIS RESULTS OF METRO SERVICESCAPE (SEOUL METRO AS AN EXAMPLE)

⓶

⓷

⓸

Metro Servicescape Components

⓹

⓺

⓻

⓼

⓽

ŀ

Comfort

Aesthetics

Sociality

Spatiality

Convenience

Cleanliness

Entertainment

Safety

Openness

Information

2

2

7

1
9

10
11

-

2

1

1

5

-

-

-

9

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

12

-

-

-

-

-

3
2

1

-

13
4

10
5

-

1
-

2
16

-

8
4

1

-

-

1

3

-

-

-

1

7

21

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

29

3

8

44

60

3

3

19

2

8
32
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TABLE VII.
Subject
Seoul
Metro
Busan
Metro
Daegu
Metro
Daejeon
Metro
Gwangju
Metro

⓵

⓶

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION OF EACH METRO SERVICESCAPE

⓷

⓸

Metro Servicescape Components

⓹

⓺

⓻

⓼

⓽

ŀ

Statistics

Comfort

Aesth
etics

Sociality

Spatia
lity

Convenience

Cleanlines
s

Entertain
ment

Safety

Openness

Information

29

3

8

44

60

3

3

19

2

32

203

29

3

8

40

61

3

1

19

2

31

197

29

2

8

42

56

3

3

19

2

28

192

29

2

8

37

48

3

1

19

1

24

172

29

2

8

39

54

3

1

19

1

22

178

According to the data, it can be seen that the ranking order
of Korea Metro Servicescape is 203 for Seoul Metro, 197 for
Busan Metro, 192 for Daegu Metro, 178 for Gwangju Metro,
and 172 for Daejeon Metro. Among them, the four elements
of comfort, sociality, cleanliness, and safety are the same in all
five metros, proving that they all meet the unified standard.
However, the data of 6 elements of aesthetics, spatiality,
convenience, entertainment, openness, and information are
different.

abroad, 10 components applicable to Metro Servicescape are
summarized. Third, we conducted a site survey of the metro in
five cities, namely Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, and
Gwangju. Third, we conducted on-site surveys of Metro in
Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, and Gwangju, and
summarized the current status of each Metro Servicescape
based on a statistical analysis of the components of Metro
Servicescape. This study is intended to serve as a reference for
other researchers or metro service organizations in their
studies of the metro service environment and service
evaluation.

Among them, Seoul Metro and Busan Metro have the same
aesthetic factor slightly higher than Daegu, Daejeon, and
Gwangju Metro. spatiality Seoul Metro has the highest
number of 44, followed by Daegu Metro with 40, Busan Metro
with 40, Gwangju Metro with 39, and Daejeon Metro with 37.
Convenience Busan Metro took first place with 61, followed
by Seoul Metro with 60, Daegu Metro with 56, Gwangju
Metro with 54, and Daejeon Metro with 48. Entertainment
Seoul Metro and Daegu Metro tied for first place with 3, Busan
Metro Daejeon Metro and Gwangju Metro are in second place
with 1. Since Daejeon Metro and Gwangju Metro have only
one line, they are lower than Seoul Metro, Busan Metro, and
Daegu Metro in terms of openness. Metro 24 and Gwangju
Metro 22.

In the future, based on the current research, this study will
focus on the interaction process between stakeholders,
physical evidence, front-office personnel, and back-office
technology in the service process through the lens of service
design with a user-centered perspective and consideration of
social and technological influences, to bring a continuous and
thoughtful user experience to users, and thus achieving cocreation and value co-creation. It is hoped that the study of
Metro Servicescape will contribute to the development of
metro's service business.

The data shows that Seoul Metro has developed many
elements of Servicescape over a long period. But Busan Metro
is in the first place in terms of convenience, indicating that
Busan Metro is more complete in terms of providing
convenient facilities. Daegu Metro is also more
comprehensive in terms of entertainment elements.

[2]

V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study is to establish the concept of
Metro Servicescape and derive the components of Metro
Servicescape.
The significance of this study is that, first, the concept of
Servicescape is applied to metro, and the concept of Metro
Servicescape is established. Secondly, through the research on
the components of Servicescape in various fields at home and
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Abstract— For the theory course of art history, the Open
and Distance Learning (ODL) mode in past, lacks the necessary
interactivity, experience, vivid sense and reality sense, which
leads to the low degree of student participation. As a result, it is
difficult to achieve basic training such as work analysis,
phenomenon description, data excavation and sorting. The
"virtual" is the counterpart of the "real", which adds a new
dimension to perception. This paper studies the Open and
Distance Learning (ODL) mode of art history, creates virtual
reality teaching resources, constructs historical scene nodes with
"virtual reality" technology, guides students to participate in
exploration, observes and compares works in the virtual reality
environment, and realizes teaching interaction. The results
indicated that "virtual reality" technology adds a new
dimension to open learning courses and could become an option
in the future. "Virtual reality" technology can provide high
quality, accessible online learning for mass open distance
learning courses, and solve the problem of low participation rate
among people with less education.. (Abstract)
Keywords—virtual reality, E-Learning, Art theory, Innovation,
Art history

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of science and technology,
people's reading and viewing habits are constantly changing,
and the digital and visual information broadcasting mode
gradually occupies a dominant position, marking the arrival of
the era of visual culture. Under the influence of visual culture,
today's art history education will gradually change from the
traditional reading mode dominated by words and pictures to
a more diversified and digital interactive learning mode. In
recent years, various teaching methods have emerged in
endlessly, and virtual reality technology has begun to enter the
field of education and teaching. Virtual reality technology has
formed a complete scientific system and gradually been
accepted by the public since its emergence at the end of the
20th century. This paper applies virtual reality technology to
the college art history course in distance education, and is
committed to opening up new possibilities of distance online
art history teaching. It uses virtual reality to create and restore
the historical environment and works of art in the art history,
create an immersive appreciation experience, make up for the
shortcomings of traditional online learning, and let students
who study through distance online way more intuitively
understand the works described in the art history in the virtual
environment, At the same time, the new interactive learning
method can also effectively stimulate students' interest in the
course of art history, and realize the art history learning based
on students' experience and expression.

II. THE APPLICATION OF VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY IN
DISTANCE EDUCATION
In March, 2020, the American Association for information
technology in Higher Education released the 2020
EDUCAUSE horizon report: teaching and Learning Edition,
taking XR (AR, VR, Mr, haptic) as an emerging technology
and practice, and predicting that its application to distance
learners will become the future development trend [1].
ZHAOYIMING and others have clustered nine themes for the
application research of virtual reality education, and the
keyword "remote" is one of the nine themes [2]. Virtual reality
has developed into a 4I feature, that is, immersion,
interactivity, conceivability and intelligence [3], which is
conducive to reducing the distance of interaction between
teachers and students in the network teaching system [4],
integrating people's cognitive world and perceptual world in a
deep level, and becoming an ideal technology form to realize
the seamless integration of online information technology and
teaching content. The integration of virtual reality and online
education is another leap in the development of modern
distance education, which can realize the multi-channel
experiential interaction of multi-terminal three-dimensional
immersion perception environment, and fundamentally
change the learning field and teaching methods of distance
education.
A. Application of virtual reality technology in Distance
Education
Since the 1990s, virtual reality technology has been
systematically applied to the field of distance education.
At present, its application in distance education mainly
includes the following two ways:
1) Virtual campus. The concept and technology of virtual
reality are applied to the establishment of online teaching
system to realize a virtual campus. The teaching management
organization and talent training places of virtual campus, such
as campus, classroom, laboratory and other online teaching
environment, are replaced by computer simulation
environment; The University evaluates the learners' learning
situation through the network and gives them corresponding
degrees or certificates; Students can select the courses they
need to study through network query, and use hypermedia
textbooks with online numerical value, text, graphics, sound
and image to study university majors, and carry out practice
and scientific research; Virtual campus allows learners to
integrate into the learning environment provided and become
a part of the environment. The system can adjust the
relationship between teaching and learning according to
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learners' different needs, which is conducive to "teaching
students according to their aptitude". The online platform of
Jiangsu Open University in China can provide learners with
almost all educational equipment and resources, and it also
gives learners more freedom on the premise of achieving
certain teaching goals.
2) Teaching implementation. Virtual reality technology
can provide students with a vivid and realistic learning
environment. Students can become a participant in the virtual
environment and play a role in the virtual environment, which
will play a positive role in mobilizing students' learning
enthusiasm, breaking through the key and difficult points of
teaching, and cultivating students' skills.
B. Application of virtual reality technology in Distance
Education
The application of virtual reality technology in distance
education is mainly in four aspects.
1) Knowledge learning. Knowledge learning means that
distance education students use virtual reality system to learn
all kinds of knowledge. Virtual reality system can reproduce
the change process of natural phenomena or things that cannot
be observed in real life, provide students with vivid and
realistic perceptual learning materials, and help students solve
the knowledge difficulties in learning. For example, to show
students complex physical phenomena such as nuclear fission
and semiconductor conductive mechanism for observation
and learning. In addition, virtual reality system can make
abstract concepts and theories intuitive and visualized, which
is convenient for students to understand. For example, when
learning the concept of acceleration, students can observe the
change of acceleration when changing the gravity and
direction of the object through virtual demonstration, Enable
students to deepen their understanding of the concept of
acceleration.
2) Explore learning. Virtual reality technology can
virtualize various hypothetical models put forward by
students in the process of learning, and the results or effects
of this hypothesis can be observed intuitively through the
virtual system. For example, in the virtual chemical system,
students can combine different molecules according to their
own assumptions, and the computer will virtualize the
combined substances.
3) Virtual experiment. Using virtual reality technology,
we can also establish various virtual laboratories, such as
geography, physics, chemistry and biology laboratories. In
the "laboratory", students can do various experiments freely.
4) Skill training. The immersion and interactivity of
virtual reality enable students to play a role in the virtual
learning environment and devote themselves to the learning
environment, which is very conducive to students' skill
training. Using virtual reality technology, a variety of skill
training can be done, such as military combat skills, surgical
skills, teaching skills, sports skills, car driving skills, fruit tree
cultivation skills Electrical maintenance skills and other
vocational skills training. Students can practice repeatedly
until they master the operation skills.
Basic elements of virtual reality art history teaching project
design

Virtual reality technology is an important achievement in
the development of contemporary science and technology, and
plays an important role in all walks of life. In the field of
education and teaching, especially in disciplines and courses
with strong practicality, as well as high-risk, high-cost and
high-consumption practical teaching, we should design and
apply corresponding virtual reality teaching projects, create
highly simulated learning situations, and design interactive
functions of real-time feedback, so as to stimulate students'
interest in learning, mobilize students' initiative to participate
in experiments, and improve the learning effect. The
interactive design of virtual reality allows students to
communicate with learning objects in virtual situations,
observe and be familiar with the appearance, structure and
other properties of 3D simulation learning objects through
virtual roaming function, and also conduct virtual operations
on learning objects through actions, gestures, voice and other
interactive ways, so as to master the functions and applications
of learning objects, so as to improve the operation skills in
reality, This plays a great role in promoting the cultivation of
applied talents.
III. DISTANCE ONLINE LEARNING RESOURCES OF ART HISTORY
COURSE BASED ON VIRTUAL REALITY

A. Structure of virtual reality online learning resources for
art history course
Because the online learning resources integrating virtual
reality scenes have gone beyond the scope of traditional
resources, the pure learning object attributes of art history
learning resources have been dissolved in the embodied
cognitive space, and the learning field characteristics of online
learning resources have been highlighted. The field
characteristics of resources enable learners to master
knowledge, acquire skills and transfer learning in the process
of situational learning. The structure of virtual reality online
learning resources of art history is shown in Figure 1. Virtual
reality online learning resources integrate learning content,
learning environment and learning activities, and integrate
content embodied cognition, multi-sensory context and multichannel interaction. The specific elements of the structure
include:
1) Three-dimensional dynamic holographic exploration
content of art works. The specific performance of the learning
content is the transformation from the abstract symbol of
thinking to the process of embodied manipulation: first, the
three-dimensional visualization of specific knowledge points.
The target artwork is displayed in a three-dimensional
realistic form. Learners can rotate 360 degrees, arbitrarily
scale knowledge objects, disassemble knowledge objects, and
explore the complete and detailed composition of objects;
The second is to dynamically demonstrate the internal logic
of abstract concepts, scientifically decompose the
components of concepts, clarify the interaction mode of each
component of concepts, develop the mapping form of
interaction object model and interaction space, and
dynamically show the external display process of abstract
concept thinking; The third is to scientifically explore the
occurrence mechanism of discipline principles, and use the
objective world laws revealed by discipline principles to
discover, analyze and solve problems in continuous trial and
error, so as to experience the complete discovery process and
operation mechanism of scientific principles; The fourth is
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the simulation training of tolerance repetitive operation skills.
Learners can be completely immersed in the skill training
situation. Even if the order is reversed and the error operation
is made, the corresponding results can be displayed and the
risk can be avoided. Even if the operation is repeated many
times, it can be reset as before, saving costs and improving
efficiency.
Online teaching
resources
(handouts,
courseware, etc.)
Online video
learning
resources

VR teaching
resources

VR Online
Answering

remodeled second identity, and complete the transformation
from a real learner to a "virtual learner". The salient features
of this learning activity include: first, multimodal "real"
activity situations, which can simulate the real activity
process and process and reconstruct the activity process. In
addition, according to the needs of learners, a variety of types
of activity situations can be preset for learners to choose;
Second, multi trigger self-efficacy, the process of activities
can be set up a variety of feedback methods, enhance learners'
learning motivation, students and learners form a benign
interaction; The third is the falsification of deep logical
thinking. Based on deductive thinking logic, learners can
design a variety of different forms of activities, enter
activities many times, and examine the universality of
concepts or principles from multiple perspectives. As a result,
learners' immersion in virtual reality scenes to achieve the
learning activities of physical and mental integration is
manifested in the deep psychological experience of the
integration of body and mind, such as "flow experience", that
is, the state of complete selflessness, devotion and
concentration realized by learners in the process of virtual
reality immersion activities; "Empathy", that is, learners once
again identify with the new identity of self virtual avatar, fully
map emotions into learning activity scenes, and obtain
empathic psychological experience..
B. Courseware of virtual reality teaching project

Fig.1 Structure of online learning resources

2) Reconstruction simulation environment of virtual and
real fusion of historical scenes. Virtual reality environment is
essentially a secondary creation based on the fusion of virtual
reality and reality. At present, in order to solve the bottleneck
problem of immersion perception processing in the process of
technology development, we have started to focus on new
models of virtual reality fusion, such as hybrid reality,
mediated reality, and fused reality. Specifically, the learning
environment can be explained as follows: first, the core of real
knowledge can be expressed by relying on virtual conception
scenes. The knowledge expressed by virtual reality is
objective and scientific real knowledge, but the form or scene
of expression can be multimodal; The second is to generate
real sensory response based on virtual interaction feedback.
Learners have many forms of virtual interaction in virtual
scenes, but the effect of virtual interaction can be truly fed
back to learners through vision, hearing or touch; Third, based
on the panoramic fine depiction, it transcends the real sensory
limit, and the virtual scene can represent the holographic
mirror image from micro to macro, so that learners can have
a surreal immersive sensory experience; The fourth is the
creation of the blending situation of reality led or virtual led.
Reality led means that the virtual image is integrated into the
real environment to realize the scene reconstruction of the real
environment. Virtual led means that the real object is
integrated into the virtual environment to realize the more
realistic virtual scene reconstruction.
3) Interactive experience activities of physical and mental
integration. Based on the reconstituted environment of virtual
and real integration, learners peel their bodies into the

Virtual reality can enhance people's real understanding of
the observation objects that can't be touched in practice.
Virtual art objects can be placed in a space at the same time
through computer three-dimensional technology to realize the
enhancement of reality. Because of the relevance with the real
world, the interaction is more natural.
From the academic and technical point of view, virtual
reality technology makes real-time rendering of computergenerated virtual pictures, forming a complementary picture.
In other words, virtual reality technology is also a technology
that seamlessly connects digital information and virtual
environment. At the same time, it can generate threedimensional and two-dimensional picture information with the
help of computer, and integrate the real environment, so as to
deepen the understanding of relevant things for the
experimenter.
Virtual reality courseware has reconstructed the form of
traditional courseware by creating simulation scenes,
associating knowledge objects, and setting interactive modes
from the volume of class learning, and has also changed the
online learning mode based on courseware. The development
and application of virtual reality courseware resources have
attracted wide attention, such as Cai Hua's discussion of
engineering drawing courseware [5],Wu Qiang's development
of "space teaching" courseware [6], Xiao Yang's production of
medical multimedia courseware [7], and so on. The current
research focuses on multi-disciplinary coverage, curriculum
system development, interdisciplinary knowledge design, etc.
The basic process of virtual reality courseware design
includes: (1) front end analysis, including learning
characteristics analysis, learning needs analysis,learning
objectives determination and learning content organization; (2)
Scene script design, knowledge point attachment object design,
knowledge point performance scene design, knowledge point
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connection mode design, interaction mode design, evaluation
design, etc; (3) Operation structure design, courseware
navigation roaming design, multi-channel interactive strategy
design, prompt and help strategy design, etc; (4) Courseware
development, including graphics and image processing tools,
3D model construction tools and virtual reality development
tools; (5) Courseware testing, improve and revise the
courseware content, model, scene, interaction, etc., and finally
release for use.
The mainstream software of virtual reality courseware
development includes: unity3d, unreal engine, VR platform
and so on.
IV. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF APPLYING VIRTUAL REALITY
TECHNOLOGY IN ART HISTORY COURSE OF DISTANCE AND
OPEN EDUCATION
In open and distance education, the adoption of augmented
reality technology can open up a new situation for education
and teaching mode. The field of education and teaching has
innovative significance for the development and research of
augmented reality.
1) Enhance learning initiative
The rapid development of Internet technology has
promoted the progress of information technology industry and
created new opportunities for open education. Especially in
the construction of art courses, the adoption of VR technology
has enhanced the reality of interaction, enhanced the viewer's
experience, and achieved better teaching results.
For example, in the course of architecture in the history of
art, through the development of mobile app, students can learn
through the mobile client no matter where they are and what
environment they are in. After scanning and identifying the
graphic signs, they can watch the relevant micro lecture, the
three-dimensional live model of domestic and foreign
architectural sites, and the disappeared ancient architectural
restoration model through the mobile screen. At the same time,
There are also content explanations about architecture and
architectural history. Students can more intuitively understand
the important representative architectural works in the history
of famous art. By rotating the model, they can also observe the
architectural characteristics of different buildings from
different angles, and extend this method to the internal
structure of buildings, so as to make learning more intuitive
and profound. To a certain extent, this is an innovation and
subversion of the traditional teaching mode, which greatly
improves the interest of learners and turns boring passive
learning into purposeful active learning.
Especially in design courses, it can provide learners with
more intuitive and profound cognitive experience. For
example, learning the history of ancient Egyptian art can bring
the viewer to a virtual ancient Egyptian temple building
through virtual reality technology; Learning Buddhist
sculpture art can make a virtual Temple link, restore some
sculpture works through 3D technology, and make people feel
immersive through virtual reality technology; Virtual art
objects can make people perceive the design characteristics of
art objects in an all-round and three-dimensional way; There
is also art appreciation. You can bring the sculptures and
ancient porcelain relics of the world museum to your eyes, and
use virtual reality technology to let people see their true colors.
The application of virtual reality technology makes the art

design course have a better development and construction
prospect.
2) Establish multidimensional interactivity
Based on virtual reality technology, the innovation of
books is also a new direction. It takes traditional paper books
as the carrier. By scanning the two-dimensional pictures of
books, students can appear an interactive three-dimensional
model on the current page to realize the interaction between
virtual and reality. It is no longer hard to remember through
the traditional reading mode, but can break the restrictions of
time and space through augmented reality, and carry out multidimensional cognition and communication of knowledge
points, so that learning and reading can change from abstract
understanding to intuitive feeling, It has greatly stimulated
learners' interest and provided more imagination space for the
experimenter.
V. CONCLUSION
Virtual reality has significant application benefits and
great development potential in reshaping the structure of
learning resources, teaching organization mode and system
platform architecture. The further promotion of virtual reality
reshaping distance online education also needs to make efforts
in the following aspects:
Develop a virtual reality online learning resource system
based on distance and open learning mode, and promote the
wide application of virtual reality online learning resources.
Although virtual reality online learning resources have created
different categories, the traces of imitating two-dimensional
resources are obvious, and the agglomeration benefits of
resources are not significant. Therefore, the following
measures need to be taken: first, design and develop new
categories of resources, change the inherent understanding of
the passive supply of traditional online resources, and change
to the idea of active and intelligent service for learners; The
second is to create a simplified and modular development
environment, fully draw on the relatively mature commercial
development platform, and specifically create a virtual reality
online learning resource development environment for the
field of distance and open education; The third is to explore
the resource service system architecture, and make a layout for
the integrated development of virtual reality online learning
resources from the macro strategic perspective of the whole
process of resource service; Fourth, encourage school
enterprise cooperation and joint development, make full use of
the technological advantages of enterprises, support colleges
and universities to set up special engineering centers, and
timely apply the most cutting-edge technology to resource
development.
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Abstract— In this study, we plan and produce Short-Form
animation that induces interest in Korean Classical Literature.
The purpose of this study is to facilitate access to Korean
classical literature. Breaking away from the existing universal
design emphasizing only tradition. It is expected that the reading
rate will rise throu
gh the proposal of a modern and
differentiated book cover design and the creation of content that
emphasizes uniqueness and aesthetics.
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TABLE I. POPULAR KOREAN CLASSICAL LITERATURE BOOK COVER DESIGN

EXAMPLES

Story Title

Book cover design Image

The Story of
SimCheong

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Research Background and Purpose
Recently, the average reading rate of Korean adults has
been declining. As of 2021, the adult reading amount per year
is 4.5 books. This is a result of three fewer books than a year
ago[1]. Reading a book activates the prefrontal cortex, which
is responsible for higher-order reasoning. Activation of the
prefrontal cortex increases brain activity. Increase information
acceptance and criticism skills, helping to make selfassertions[2]. Among the many kinds of books, Classical
Literature contain timeless universal values. Just reading one
book properly has the effect of reading hundreds of books
citing the classics[3].
Therefore, in this study, we propose an idea for book cover
design, focusing on the Korean Classical Literature, that
Koreans must read. The purpose of this is to increase interest
in books and to facilitate access to Korean Classical Literature.
In particular, the purpose of this study is to develop contents
applicable to the E-book platform provided in a digital format
rather than in print.
B. Research Method
In this study, three popular Korean Classical Literature
‘SimCheong’, ‘Tales of Zara’, and ‘Jeonuchi’ are selected as
contents. The three novels were searched for books on ‘Yes24’,
the site with the largest market share of online bookstores in
Korea. As a result of looking into the cover design, most cover
designs appeared with faded colors and humorous illustrations.
In particular, compared to other literature books, Korean
Classical Literature tends to maintain a universal design
regardless of the trends of the times.
Therefore, in this study, the keyword of ‘modernity’ was
fused while maintaining the keyword of ‘traditionality’ in
Korean Classical Literature. Through this, we propose a
differentiated idea for book cover design. It plans original
content that can remind the MZ Generation’s trend
‘Newmiliar Culture,’ which means novelty in familiarity.
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The Story of
Tales of Zara

The Story of
Jeonuchi

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Paper Books and E-book
The contents produced in this study target the MZ
Generation who are familiar with video media due to the
recent development of media. The design of contents
applicable to the E-book platform provided as digital data
rather than printed materials is carried out. In the past, most
books were printed on paper and were carried and used by
many people. Recently, due to the increase in devices with the
development of technology, individuals are accessing books
by using applications stored in the device. Unlike books

printed on paper, digital-based E-book can be read anytime,
anywhere. Therefore, it has less portability and physical
limitations. Multimedia and interactive functions are included
in the general liquid crystal display of personal devices, so it
has the advantage of being convenient to use. The content
proposed in this study also uses these advantages to create
work.
B. Short-Form Animations Applicable to E-book
‘Short-Form’, meaning ‘short video’, is generally defined
as content that does not exceed 15 seconds to 10 minutes on
average. ‘Short-Form’ content is attracting attention mainly
among the MZ Generation, who prefer mobile rather than TV,
videos with images or movement rather than text, and short
videos rather than long ones[4]. In a study by Lee Seon-joo
and Han Jae-seong (2015), content suitable for media
platforms that respond to short attention spans are classified as
Short-Form content. In a study by Park Seong-won (2018),
Short-Form content is described as Short-Form content that
has been typified to enjoy short and various forms of content
when it is difficult to find free time. Also, as a kind of such
content, a video created through animation technique is
defined as Short-Form animation[5][6]. Therefore, in this
study, the video time is set as short as 15 seconds, and
animation to which 2D motion graphics are applied is defined
as ‘Short-Form Animation’.
Most recently Short-Form Animation is <I’m Jordi> from
Kakao Friends' YouTube channel Series, Samyang Food
Brand Advertising <Ordinary yet extraordinginary>, Naver
Webtoon <Your letter> Animation Toon, Web novel and
Webtoon Trailer <Omniscient Reader>, and <Under the Oak
Tree> Works.Among them, the Short-Form animation of
<Your letter> ranks 5th in the number of YouTube
advertisements viewed the most by Koreans in 2018. The
reality is that many people are already easily accessing content
produced using the technique of Short-Form animation.

TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF POPULAR SHORT-FORM ANIMATIONS IN KOREA

Title

Your
letter

Omniscie
nt Reader

III. BOOK COVER DESIGN PLANNING AND CONTENT
PRODUCTION
A. Planning for Book Cover Design
The overall graphic style of the book cover design
produced in this study reflected the feeling of tarot cards.
Objects inserted into the frame around the frame form a
symmetrical composition. The Korean style presented here is
expressed as an object centering on the keyword
‘traditionality’. It is produced by reflecting the design of
landscape paintings, folk paintings, and dancheong that appear
in Korean oriental paintings. And the keyword ‘modernity’ is
expressed using color. It uses a highly saturated pop color
series to reveal attention and trendiness.

Image

I’m Jordi

Ordinary
yet
extraordi
nginary

Fig. 1. Book Cover Design Planning Process

B. Book Cover Design Production Result
Based on the contents of the plan, the image of the cover
design for the three Korean Classical Literature books
‘SimCheong’, ‘Tales of Zara’, and ‘Jeonuchi’ is presented as
shown in Figure 2 below.
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through the body page. The same animation function as the
book cover design was applied to the body page. And this is
the result of adding a stop motion animation effect that
changes the page when the screen is touched with a finger on
the object illustration.

Fig. 3. Body Page with Stop Motion Applied

C. Content Creation Results
The contents produced through this study are illustration
animations with motion graphics that are both traditional and
modern at the same time. The focus was on delivering content
in a short time. It was produced so that you can recognize what
kind of work it is at a glance, focusing on the colorful elements
of screen transition that draw the reader’s attention and the pop
color based on the story reflected in the novel. Moreover,
while showing the plot of the novel in a simplified manner, it
shows freshness in familiarity through differentiated graphics.
This is content that reflects the trend of the MZ Generation,
‘Newmiliar culture’.
IV. SUGGESTION

Fig. 2. Production Content

The screen switching of ‘SimCheong’ produced as the
main content is a form of turning the pages one by one from
the position of the same gaze according to the music. The
screen switching of ‘Tales of Zara’ reflects the flow of the
story from land to sea, and the position of the gaze moves from
top to bottom. The screen switching of ‘Jeonuchi’ is taken
from the personality of the protagonist of the novel who
transforms into objects and moves to various places. The effect
was intended to increase concentration on the screen by being
sucked into the object from the same gaze position. And the
color applied to the content produced in this way was to
express modernity and attract readers' attention by using
highly saturated pop colors in the case of ‘SimCheong’. ‘Tales
of Zara’ reflects the flow of the story from land to sea. The
change from green symbolizing land to blue symbolizing the
sea was applied. And in ‘Jeonuchi’, we intended an unrealistic
and old-fashioned feeling. A golden color was used against the
night sky. It expressed the fantastic ability of magic and the
absurd world of the ruling class blinded to wealth.
In this way, book cover animation was produced by
applying the interactive function, and contents were
additionally presented based on e-books through Figure 3. It
does not end with just appreciating the book cover design, but
also presents a function that captures the reader's interest
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In this study, unlike books printed on paper, we proposed
a design for a digital-based book that can be read anytime,
anywhere and has fewer physical restrictions. This is an Ebook, which can be conveniently used because it is possible to
utilize multimedia and interactive functions through the device
that each individual carries. In particular, since digital-based
books can use images and videos, Short-Form animations
made of 2D motion graphics were planned and video contents
were produced in a short time of 15 seconds.
It was designed to differentiate itself from the existing
book cover design of Korean Classical Literature, and the
applied book cover design books are ‘SimCheong’, ‘Tales of
Zara’, and ‘Jeonuchi’. which are highly recognized by the
public. In addition, the following video effects were added to
increase immersion in the selected three book cover designs.
As for the screen switching, the change in the position of the
gaze was applied according to the story flow of each book.
And it expresses modernity using pop colors that reflect the
background and content of the book.
With the development of media, it has become a familiar
era for video media. Therefore, the need for short-form
animation content, which is a short-time video, is required for
today's generation who are exposed to a lot of media, and
therefore the need to produce a lot of such content is required.
In particular, it is expected that the use of pop colors applied
with storytelling and flashy screen transitions that can catch
the eye will become a very attractive medium. In addition, it
is expected that the provision of ideas for unique and new E-

book contents will facilitate access to Korean Classical
Literature. At the same time, the reading rate is expected to
rise. The contents produced in this study suggested a direction
in which new types of contents could be expanded into the
field of E-book app development. It is expected to spread all
over the world and serve as an opportunity to introduce Korean
Classical Literature to people from various countries.
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Abstract— Culture is now seen as a significant and very
influential soft power, both socially and economically. Soft
power is therefore an important tool to add value creative
economy At the present, the concept of "Citizen Science" is
becoming increasingly relevant in the field of information work
across several fields. This concept has been used to help
communities in the area collect data so that they can have their
own knowledge of the area. However, the process of gathering
local data with local citizens requires a process of managing the
data from the source, as well as a process of verifying the
correctness of the data in order to have the data available for
future use. In this paper, we researched and developed a
framework for collecting data on biodiversity and cultural
practices. By focusing on the process of data collection and
verification in order to assure the accuracy and quality of data
for future development. This paper uses the method of verifying
data as follows: 1) Data verification by experts. 2) Verification
of non-expert information with expert knowledge. 3) Checking
the data for similarity using expert data 4) Data validation using
expert data and 5) Data validation using open data. Due to the
fact that experts demand extremely high data quality and data
integrity, it was discovered that the data examined by the expert
had the lowest number of audited data. This is a guarantee of the
data's quality. However, when the data is verified with data from
an expert and an open archive, and then the expert and nonexpert are reviewed again, the rate at which the data is accepted
by experts and non-experts has increased due to the elimination
of inconsistent data, but data from other viewpoints or opinions
may be lost as well. Location data provides the highest accuracy
of more than 90% and it is the most widely accepted since it
delivers the site information from the real location.
Keywords—component, formatting, style, styling, insert

I. INTRODUCTION
This template, Today's culture is seen as an important soft
power with a significant social and economic influence. Soft
power is therefore an important device for adding value to the
Creative Economy, which is based on information, intellectual
property, and research related to culture. Technology and
innovations for the development of new types of goods and
services that produce economic or social value.
Cultural information may be regarded one of the variables
that will be a source of resources for future development,
bringing cultural knowledge to produce soft power that can be
kept in a Traditional Archive or Digital Archive format. It is a
crucial technology for storing such data, although it may be
slow and does not cover the entire region. At the moment, the
concept of Citizen Science, which is becoming increasingly
essential in data work in various sectors.
"Citizen science" is a community engagement approach
that is an alternate method of creating a community
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Technology Center
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participation process. Citizens are encouraged to investigate
research and participate in scientific processes that will impact
the evolving role of science in society. The phrase "citizen
science" is well-known. It is known under many other names,
including community science, crowd science, volunteer
monitoring, and networked science.
This concept has been used to collect data from the civic
sector in culture so that local communities can keep it locally.
It is a survey of resources in the region for individuals to
understand the value and bring knowledge about resources in
the area to use in education, economics, and society to further
develop the area.
However, collecting local data with local citizens requires
a strategy for managing the data at the source. data verification
procedure until data is used for further purpose. A framework
for collecting cultural and biodiversity data has been explored
and created in this paper, with a focus on data validation
methods to assure accuracy and quality for future
improvement.
The following is the structure of this paper. Section 2
discusses the related work. Section 3 discusses the
recommendation approach used in the suggested method.
Section 4 describes the experiment results. Section 5
concludes with some conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section summarizes the key study topics relevant to
this paper:
“Automated Data Verification in a Large-scale Citizen
Science Project: a Case Study” Jun Yu et.al. [1] present the
automated data filter involves a two-step process: first, a datadriven method detects outliers such as observations that are
unusual for a given region and date and use a data quality
model based on an observer’s predicted expertise to decide if
an outlier should be flagged for review. They applied this
automated data filter retrospectively to eBird data from
Tompkins Co., NY and found that that this automated process
significantly reduced the workload of reviewers by as much as
43% and identifies 52% more potentially invalid observations.
“The Verification of Ecological Citizen Science Data: Current
Approaches and Future Possibilities” Emily Baker et.al. [2]
present an idealised system for data verification, identifying
schemes where this system could be applied and the
requirements for implementation. We propose a hierarchical
approach in which the bulk of records are verified by
automation or community consensus, and any flagged records
can then undergo additional levels of verification by experts.
“Data validation in citizen science: A case study from Project
FeederWatch” : David N Bonter and Caren B Cooper [3]
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present online data screening and validation tools developed
for Project FeederWatch (PFW), a citizen- science program
that engages volunteer participants in tracking changes in the
distribution and abundance of birds in winter
(www.feederwatch.org). Their objectives here are to (1)
present a novel system for screening and validating potentially
erroneous observations submitted online to PFW by the public;
(2) quantify the results of 3 years of deploying the screening
and validation system; and (3) identify costs, challenges,
opportunities, and areas for future development of data
validation tools. “Integrating citizen science data with expert
surveys increases accuracy and spatial extent of species
distribution models”: Orin J. Robinson et.al. [4] present the
practical approach they have shown for data integration can
also be used to improve the efficiency of designing biological
surveys in the context of larger, citizen science monitoring
efforts, ultimately reducing the financial and time
expenditures typically required of monitoring programs and
focused research. The simple method we present can be used
to integrate other types of data with more localized efforts,
ultimately improving our ecological knowledge on the
distribution and habitat associations of species of conservation
concern worldwide. “Taking a ‘Big Data’ approach to data
quality in a citizen science project”: Steve Kelling et.al. [5]
describe a ‘Big Data’ approach to improve the data quality in
eBird, a global citizen science project that gathers bird
observations. First, eBird’s data submission design ensures
that all data meet high standards of completeness and accuracy.
Second, we take a ‘sensor calibration’ approach to measure
individual variation in eBird participant’s ability to detect and
identify birds. Third, we use species distribution models to fill
in data gaps. Finally, we provide examples of novel analyses
exploring population-level patterns in bird distributions.
“Outlier detection methods to improve the quality of citizen
science data”: Jennifer S. Li et.al [6] analyze the quality of data
from a plant phenology network, which tracks biological
response to climate change. They apply five algorithms
designed to detect outlier observations or inconsistent
observers. These methods rely on different quantitative
approaches, including residuals of linear models, correlations
among observers, deviations from multivariate clusters, and
percentile-based outlier removal. They evaluated these
methods by comparing the resulting cleaned datasets in terms
of time series means, spatial data coverage, and spatial
autocorrelations after outlier removal. Spatial autocorrelations
were used to determine the efficacy of outlier removal, as they
are expected to increase if outliers and inconsistent
observations are successfully removed. “Mechanisms for Data
Quality and Validation in Citizen Science” : Andrea Wiggins
et.al. [7] created a framework of 18 mechanisms commonly
employed by PPSR projects for ensuring data quality, based
on direct experience of the authors and a review of the survey
data, noting two categories of sources of error (protocols,
participants) and three potential intervention points (before,
during and after participation), which can be used to guide
project design. “Community-based Data Validation Practices
in Citizen Science”: Andrea Wiggins and Yurong He [8]
adopted a mixed methods approach to investigate communitybased data validation practices and the characteristics of
records of wildlife species observations that affected the
outcomes of collaborative data quality management in an
online community where people record what they see in the
nature. The findings describe the processes that both relied
upon and added to information provenance through
information stewardship behaviors, which led to improved

reliability and informativity. The likelihood of communitybased validation interactions were predicted by several factors,
including the types of organisms observed and whether the
data were submitted from a mobile device.
III. OUR METHOD
A. System Overview

Figure 1. System Overview of Data Integration and Data
validation System

Figure 1. show the system overview of data integration and
data validation system. Data sources are derived from three
sources: (1) data gathered by experts, (2) data acquired from
other repositories, and (3) data gained via the citizen view
system by integrating data into the repository. identical data.
The data will next be cleaned to make it suitable for use,
followed by verification, which will rely on expert data as the
primary source of verification data to provide data that is ready
to use.
B. Data Integration
Data from cultural and biodiversity storage systems were
employed in this study. Data collection is divided into three
sections, which are
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1.

Professional advice so this information will be
gathered by professionals who are trustworthy in their
field. Figure 2. show the expert system.

Figure 2. The expert system

2.

Data from the cultural and open data repository, which
is a collection of data from trustworthy sources such
as the cultural data center (www.m-culture.in.th) and
the central government information center
(www.data.go.th). Figure 3. show cultural archive and
open archive.

Figure 5. Example of data from Citizen view system

C. Data Cleansing
The data submitted into the system might be incorrect for a
variety of reasons, including
1.

Figure 3. Cultural Archive and Open Archive

3.

Data from the "citizen view system" is a system
developed to collect data from locals or visitors to the
area in order to inform or share stories or views about
the places or things found there. The system stores the
coordinates of that location and converts the data into
provinces, districts, and sub-districts. Figure 4. Show
citizen view system and Figure 5. show example of
data from citizen view system.

2.
3.

Empty data generated by users in locations with poor
internet speed may create transmission issues.
Duplicate data, which might occur as a result of
human mistake in transmitting the same data several
times.
Remove Irrelevant Data, which imports data from
both the Computer and the mobile device. It is
possible that the user will write from another
application and then import the data. This may result
in extra tags in the content.

D. Data Categorization
The data in the "citizen view" system will be divided by kind
of data, then by data to restrict the review so that it may be
delivered to experts in each area to be reviewed more
specifically. The data in this paper is divided into two types:
1.

2.

Figure 4. Citizen View System

Area-based data indicates that the data sent to the
repository will include the area's location, which can
be retrieved from the province, district, or subdistrict.
Data classified by category It is both cultural capital
and biodiversity data. The classification compares
the data from the original data warehouse to
determine which data type is more likely.

E. Data Validation
1. Expert judgment data validation: This allows experts
to validate data based on their expertise and
experience in each field.
2. Non-Expert judgment data validation: This method
is for non-experts to verify the data. This review may
be divided into two parts: Non-expert review
comparing expert data in expert system with citizen
data and non-expert review comparing expert data in
expert system with citizen data.
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3.

Data validation using cultural archives and open data
archives: This approach examines data for similarity
using open data collected from cultural and
biodiversity archives. This review may be divided
into two parts: A comparison of expert data to citizen
data by looking for keyword similarities in the data
and a comparison of open data with citizen data. The
data validation process using data from another
repositories is shown in Figure 6.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Data
The data used in this paper may be classified into three types:
1.

Expert Data Collection: This collection includes 3000
data collected by experts in the fields of culture and
biodiversity.

2.

The data from an open resource was gathered from 500
datasets from several cultural and biodiversity
archives.

3.

Data from the citizen view system is data that is
transmitted from a real location by people in two ways.
The system will verify the user's position and send
data to the system by looking for the location of the
information that needs to be provided. There are 2000
records in the citizen view system.

For data verification, all of the above data is compared to the
data on the topic with the relevant data accessible in one or
both of the experts' archive and open data archive, but if no
match is found, only expert decision-making is used.
B. Comparison between Expert Judgement and Citizen
Data
It is the data that has been assigned to specialists in that subject
to determine its correctness. Table 1. displays the results of the
accepted data by expert judgement.

Figure 6. Workflow of data validation using cultural

archives and open data archives

Table 1 The results of the accepted data by expert judgement.

The workflow is as follows: use the cleaned data to
tokenize with dictionary and remove the stop word,
then apply the keyword extraction technique to
discover the data's keyword. If two phrases are
similar, they can be considered the same and
compared to information from reliable sources. As a
result, there is a possibility that the information is
correct. This method use the Jaccard similarity
coefficient [9] compares keywords for two
documents to see which members are shared and
which are distinct. The Jaccard similarity is given:
�(�, �) =

Domain
Cultural Data
Biodiversity Data
Location
Photo

Accepted Data (%)
70
75
98
90

C. Comparison between Non Expert using Expert Data and
Citizen Data
The data is also sent to non-expert groups, who evaluate it to
the data in the expert archives to assess whether it is acceptable
for accuracy. The result is shown in table 2.
Table 2 The results of the accepted data by non-expert using expert
data.

|� � �|
|� � �|
=
|� � �| |�| + |�| − |� � �|

where A is a keyword group extracted from data
from other sources, B is a keyword group extracted
from the citizen view system.
It’s a measure of similarity for the two sets of data,
with a range from 0% to 100%. The higher the
percentage, the more similar the two populations. In
this work, accuracy is accepted when the document's
similarity is 70%or more.

Domain

Accepted Data (%)

Cultural Data
Biodiversity Data
Location
Photo

75
77
99
95

D. Comparison between Non Expert using Open Data and
Citizen Data
It provides citizen data to nonexperts and checks the data
with expert data. The result is shown in table 3.
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Table 3 The results of the accepted data by non-expert using open
data.
Domain
Cultural Data
Biodiversity Data
Location
Photo

Accepted Data (%)
70
65
98
60

E. Comparison between Citizen Data and Expert Data
It is to find similarities between citizen data and expert data.
If the data is 70%or more similar, it is likely to be as accurate
as information obtained from a trustworthy source. The expert
and non-expert then verify the results to ensure that the data
is correct. The result is shown in table 4.

Future research will be able to develop data validation as
data validation to assist specialists in making data validation
quicker and more convenient.

Table 4 The results of comparison between citizen data and expert
data.
Domain

Accepted Data
by Expert (%)

Accepted Data
by Non-Expert
(%)

Cultural Data
Biodiversity Data
Location

75%
80%
100%

76%
82%
100%

checking the data for similarity using expert data, data
validation using expert data and data validation using open
data. Due to the fact that experts demand extremely high data
quality and data integrity, it was discovered that the data
examined by the expert had the lowest number of audited data.
This ensures that the knowledge is of the highest academic
quality. However, when the data is verified with data from an
expert and an open archive, and then the expert and nonexpert are reviewed again, the rate at which the data is
accepted by experts and non-experts has increased due to the
elimination of inconsistent data, but data from other
viewpoints or opinions may be lost as well. Location
information is the most recognized and reliable information
since it transfers data from actual space and gives high
geolocation accuracy.
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Abstract—Traditional design research methods rely on studying
what people say or do. However, to gain insights into people’s
tacit needs, designers should also study what people’ make’. For
this, generative techniques have great potential to engage users’
voices in participatory design research. Nevertheless, developing
generative toolkits and workshops can be challenging for
designers. The paper aims to give practical insights into creating
a generative toolkit. As a case study, we introduced a generative
workshop on the topic of ‘city and youth well-being.’ Based on
our reflections on the toolkit, we propose that designers should
consider the three quality factors of (1) modularity, (2)
segmentation, and (3) physicality. Our contribution is to inspire
designers to incorporate participatory design research into their
design processes.
Keywords—Generative Toolkit, Generative Workshop, User
Experience, Participatory Design, Social Innovation

I. INTRODUCTION
Participatory design (PD) recently saw the emergence of
generative research as a subfield. PD is a mindset that aims to
incorporate people in the process to ensure that the proposed
product or service meets their needs. [1]. Traditionally, PD
incorporates people in evaluative research at later design
stages, such as usability testing. In contrast, generative tools
enable designers to involve people in the early design stages
and obtain valuable and inspiring insights.
There are three ways designers can obtain insight about
users by exploring what they say, what they do, and what they
make. The Say, Do, Make model introduces a set of methods
to learn about people’s experiences. [2]. Traditional design
research often involves tools and techniques adopted from
social sciences, such as interviews, focus groups, and
observations. Interviews and focus groups are good for
listening to what people ‘say,’ and they provide surface-level
explicit needs. Ethnography allows designers to observe what
individuals ‘do’ and reveals observable needs. Still, to gain
access to tacit knowledge and connect with users on a deeper
level, researchers should study what people’ make’ [2].
Tacit knowledge comprises needs that people are
conscious of but unable to express in words [3]. To give people
a way to express tacit needs, generative techniques were
introduced. Originally called ‘projective techniques,’
generative research introduces visual stimuli to give people a
way of communicating tacit needs [3]. In particular, people
use toolkits to make physical artifacts and tell stories about
what they have made. Through this process, participants are
guided to construct and express their undercover knowledge
about their experiences. The term’ generative tools’ refers to
the PD language used for communication, and it is generative
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Research team that is funded by the 4th Phase BK21 National Scholarship
for Service Design Education at Dongseo University.
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in the sense that people can express infinite numbers of ideas
with a fixed collection of stimuli [1].
In this paper, we present a case study of a generative
workshop and propose recommendations for developing a
generative toolkit.
II.

CASE STUDY

A. Design Topic
The workshop was conducted on the topic of city and
youth well-being. The topic was inspired by social innovation
initiatives on regional revitalization. As young people migrate
to larger cities for better job opportunities, rural towns face
threats of distinction. Therefore, small towns attempt to attract
young people to live and create new businesses in rural areas
to revitalize the rural economy. However, due to the top-down
policies, citizens’ voices are often neglected in such social
innovation projects. We expect that generative workshops
could give youths a way to express their latent needs.
B. Workshop Design
The workshop goal was for participants to discover
themselves and think about how the ideal living place could
support their well-being. This method was appropriate for this
topic compared to surveys or interviews because generative
toolkits allow designers to access tacit knowledge and
emphasize with users at the deepest level through making [4].
The workshop was video recorded, and the authors analyzed
the audio transcriptions and workshop toolkits using open
coding and affinity diagram.
We recruited participants from the Munlight Exploration
Team participants [5]. They were selected because their
decision to join the program indicated that they were looking
for something in rural areas. Knowing their motivations can
help us understand what young adults in cities seek from rural
communities. Four people (three females and one male)
participated in the workshop. Two participants were in their
20s, and the other two were in their 30s (average age = 26.8
years old, SD=5.4). They were informed of the nature of the
research and agreed to data collection. Each participant was
compensated with a 25 USD coupon voucher.
To design the workshop, we determined how we define
well-being. The Self-Determination Theory served as the
foundation for the framework of aspects that comprise human
well-being [6]. The Self-Determination Theory describes three
basic needs of humans: 1) competence or the need to gain
mastery and be effective in one’s environment, 2) autonomy
or the need to control the course of one life and endorse selfinterest, and 3) relatedness or the need to experience a sense
of belonging and connect with others.
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C. Workshop Toolkit
At the beginning of the workshop, a facilitator introduces
themselves and restates the workshop’s goal. Participants are
briefed regarding the workshop schedule (Table 1) and are
asked to sign an agreement to data collection for research
purposes. The workshop then starts with an icebreaking
activity, followed by three main activities: ‘Discovering me,’
‘Me in the city,’ and ‘Future city scenario.’
Icebreaking activity: What’s your animal
The icebreaking activity aims to get people in the correct
mindset to think about themselves and feel comfortable
opening up. Participants select the animal card that best
represents themselves and each other and explain why.
Main Activity 1: Discovering me
The goal of this activity is to allow participants to
introspect themselves. This activity consists of 3 parts: 1) draw
your character, 2) bring it to life, and 3) complete the sentences.
We adopted the reflection doll method, which helps facilitate
the reflection and sharing of personal experiences through
dolls [7]. We prepared character templates on paper since they
are easier to prepare compared to physical dolls. Participants
are given a template to design a character that reflects
themselves and then fill in the specifics about the character,
such as their names and why they are represented in certain
ways. Then, participants are given another template to do the
‘Complete the sentences’ exercise. These sentences are
framed to prompt participants to think about three aspects of
human well-being from the Self-Determination Theory:
autonomy, competence, and relatedness. In the template, the
following fill-in-the-blank sentences prompt participants to
think about themselves.
•
•
•
•
•
•

I feel I’m in control of my life when I …
I feel a lot of pressure when I …
I feel proud of myself when I …
I feel frustrated when I …
I feel lonely when I …
I feel loved when I …

Discovering
me

Me in the
city

Future city
scenario
Closing

Time
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
10 min
5 min
5 min
30 min
10 min
5 min
5 min
45 min
10 min

This activity aims to ideate the possibilities of what they
could do for their well-being. There are two sub-tasks –
‘Sunflower ideation’ and ‘Mapping me and the city.’ During
‘Sunflower ideation,’ the participants are given three
templates, one for each well-being theme. Each template
consists of eight empty boxes for participants to fill in.
Participants wrote on post-it notes for their convenience. For
each theme of well-being, including competence, autonomy,
and relatedness, participants are asked to develop ways to
‘make a living,’ ‘take care of themselves, and ‘make friends’
correspondingly. The ‘Sunflower ideation’ template is
adopted from the Lotus Blossom model, which provides a
structure for the brainstorming process [8]. When participants
create more than eight ideas, they should remove one or merge
two. Good ideas are expected to come out after a few bad ideas;
thus, the quantity of ideas is encouraged.
During’ Mapping me and the city,’ participants organize
and make sense of what is essential to their well-being through
mapping. Participants take what they write on post-it notes
during the ‘Sunflower ideation’ and move the notes to the
foam board taped to the wall. The foam board had the word
‘me’ on the left side and ‘city’ on the left side. Here, the term
‘city’ refers to the general meaning of the city, including cities
and rural towns. Participants are instructed to group post-it
notes and put a label with different-color post-it notes. Besides
the earlier instruction, they are not told how to position the
notes and are free to do it as they like. Later, they are asked to
present their map.
Main Activity 3: Future city scenario
This activity aims for participants to derive scenarios of
their future selves in an ideal city. Participants enact scenarios
using the characters they created in the earlier activity and the
props, which consist of different sciences from home, work,
and leisure.
D. Workshop Result
This session presents some of the workshop’s results (Fig.
1). The icebreaking activity allowed people to feel
comfortable talking about themselves. This task took ten
minutes, which was longer than expected. In the ‘Discovering
me’ activity, we could see the unique characteristics of each
participant, exemplified by their drawings. The ‘Draw your
character’ task took ten minutes which was also longer than
we anticipated. In the ‘Me in the city’ activity, the mapping
allowed us to see individuals’ life goals and things that were
important to them. The workshop started later than scheduled
due to two participants being late; thus, there was not enough
time for the ‘Future city scenario’ activity. Instead of enacting
a scenario, we asked the participants to tell a story using the
map they created. This activity took 25 minutes.

TABLE 1 WORKSHOP PLAN

Activity
Introductio
n

Main Activity 2: Me in the city

Action
Introduction, Agreement document
Icebreaking
Instruction
PART1: Draw your character
PART2: Bring it to life
PART3: Complete the sentence
Presenting the character
Break
Instruction
Sunflower ideation
Mapping me and the city
Break
Instruction
Scenario storytelling
Closing comments

E. Workshop Analysis
We analyzed what participants made and said using open
coding and affinity diagram methods. As a result, we
identified several areas that reflect young people’s needs
concerning themselves and the city in which they live. The
well-being map summarizes the representative keywords. The
following is a description of the well-being map.

After finishing all three parts, participants are asked to
introduce their characters to the group.
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Fig. 1. Photos of the workshop activities
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In terms of autonomy, participants require a safety net, an
environment or place in which they can feel safe and stable. In
the area of competence, participants feel a strong need to
discover their talents. Regarding relatedness, individuals are
more aware than ever of the value of healthy human-to-human
relationships. Self-discovery is associated with overlapping
areas of autonomy and competence. Mental health support and
mentoring are two overlapping areas of relatedness and
autonomy. Work-related relationships, such as professional
communities and career mentors, comprise the overlapping
field of competence and relatedness. The fundamental parts of
well-being are found in the overlap of all three well-being
themes, such as life experiences, mentorship, and a fulfilling
career.

the template ‘Discovering me.’ The template should allow the
character to be moved around while participants fill out the
information on many templates. It would have been more
engaging if we had cut out the character into doll forms for
easier handling. These doll characters could be used to
represent users when they do a roleplay with paper props.

III. DISCUSSION
While certain components of the toolkit function well,
others need improvement. Based on our reflections on the
toolkit and the workshop, we propose three quality factors
designers should consider when developing generative
toolkits.

This study also has potential limitations. Firstly, the study
did not take into account cultural factors that may influence
how generative workshops are conducted. The toolkits may
need to be developed differently to accommodate a specific
culture. Secondly, the insights derived are based on
observations from one particular workshop. More research is
required to validate our recommendations. Workshops with
other stakeholders, such as older residents or children, should
be included in future studies.

A. Modularity
Modularity is possibly the most important aspect of
toolkits. Many variables can affect the time of a workshop,
such as participants arriving late or taking more or less time to
complete specific tasks. As a result, a successful toolkit should
be adaptable to unexpected situations. Modularity allows the
workshop facilitator to skip or add activities within the time
allotted. While a series of modular activities builds on each
other to extract deeper insights, each session should provide
intermittent results that answer the main research questions,
even if it is just an ice-breaker activity. Because of modularity,
researchers can obtain helpful results even if the workshop
must finish earlier than planned. We discovered in this
workshop that activities were modular, so things created by
the participants could be used to understand their implicit
needs better, even if we could not conduct the last activity.
B. Segmentation
Step-by-step instruction is crucial to ensure participants
can easier follow the process. Templates should provide
placeholders to cue participants regarding what, where, or how
much they should write. It is essential to avoid giving
participants too much freedom since it could be overwhelming.
In this workshop, we learned that the placeholder for the postit notes should be resized. The ‘Sunflower ideation’ activity in
the session comprised eight boxes for participants to fill out
with post-it notes, but the boxes were too small to write on.
Thus, making the placeholder the size of the post-it notes
would have been less confusing. Moreover, the ‘Discovery me’
template has placeholders that could have been wider to
accommodate longer texts.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The paper presents a case study of a generative toolkit used
in the generative workshop on the topic of city and youth wellbeing. The toolkit template and results from the workshop
were introduced. The authors reflect on their experiences with
the toolkit and propose three quality factors to consider when
designing generative toolkits.
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C. Physicality
In the generative workshop, physicality allows for smooth
transitions from one activity to the next. For example,
participants wrote their ideas on post-its during the ideation
activity and placed them on the ‘Sunflower ideation’ template.
Participants then move post-it notes to the board on the wall
and continue with the next activity. Through this, we learned
that the physicality of the generative toolkit facilitates the
continuation of thoughts. Another example is the character in
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Abstract—Gamification, which motivates users by using
game mechanics, accessibility and continuity of learning content
can be expected when applied to the education field. In this
paper, a location-based big game mobile application was
developed based on the interest inducement factors of
gamification. It can be used as a design tool for experiential
learning contents by allowing the learner to use the GPS-based
realworld terrain as a learning space and recognizing a QR code
located in a specific spot in the learning space.
Keywords—gamification,
application
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gamification refers to the application and utilization of
game elements in non-game fields [1]. There are various
viewpoints on this, but taking a comprehensive look at it, it
can be said to be a method of increasing immersion in the
process of solving problems and giving fun by applying the
concept and method of games to non-game fields [2]. When
applied to the field of education, learning is done in the process
of enjoying the content by giving a fun factor to the learning
process. Since game elements are applied, it can be applied
both online and offline, and can be developed into tangible
content.
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This type of production can be utilized as a method for making
the learning elements into contents.
II. GAMIFICATION ELEMENTS
Gamification has a variety of viewpoints and views, but it
is a method to increase the efficiency of the relevant field by
increasing the user's immersion by applying game techniques
and principles to non-game fields to give fun and solve
problems [1,2,4]. In this regard, Gabe Zichermann and
Christopher Cunningham define nine interest inducement
factors applied to gamification as shown in Table 1 [5].
Interest inducement factors are clearly distinguished in their
characteristics, and they are used in a mutually organic and
complex way to induce a sense of immersion in users. In
general, when content is created by applying one or more of
the interest-inducing factors, it can be said that it became
gamification using game techniques and principles. Therefore,
in the content design process, it is necessary to select and apply
interest inducement factors according to the type of experience
to be provided to users.

The tangible content is highly immersive because the user
directly moves the body to proceed with the content [3]. By
naturally accepting the learning elements applied to the
content in the process of experiencing the content, the user can
learn while enjoying it. Location-based big games used in a
similar concept allow real users to experience by moving their
body by using the space of the real world as the topography of
the content (game). While a big game belongs to tangible
content, it can be said that gamification is applied in the sense
that the content and learning elements of the game can be
melted in the content. Therefore, if a big game is produced
based on learning elements, it can be used as tangible
educational content, and this can be expected to increase the
learning effect by increasing the sense of immersion in the
learning elements.
In this paper, the contents were planned and developed so
that learners could enjoy and learn based on the contents of the
research. To this end, the gamification factor was examined
and a location-based big game mobile application was
developed to which the gamification factor was applied. In the
development process, real terrain was used, and GPS and QR
code recognition were added to emphasize tangible elements.
In addition, we tried to form a structure for learning while
having fun by setting the learning elements as content contents.
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TABLE I.
Element

Point/Score
Level

Badge

Leader Board

Quest

Goal

9 ELEMENTS OF GAMIFICATION
Description

-A system that visualizes the value provided for the
user's participation and achievement in the game as a
point(number)
-A numerical expression of the result of an action
through a user's actions
-A number that is a key indicator of the right to
access or control to access new content, and
automatically rises according to the user's
participation and achievement
-Classification of users' stages through scores,
badges, and rewards
-A kind of commemorative coin, given according to
the degree of completion of the challenge through the
user's challenge
-A decoration that arouses the user's desire for a
challenge
-A system that discloses level, location, highest
scorer, achievement, etc. to other players by ranking
so that users can gain fame
-Expressing a user's numerical achievement in order
to compare it with other users
-A mission that arouses the user's desire for a
challenge, a small goal that stimulates the desire to
achieve
-A task that arouses the user's desire for a challenge
-Direction to be reached through various challenges
-The end goal or direction that the user wants to
achieve

Competition

the real terrain, the concept of the big game. In addition,
location-based big games for various types of fun are being
developed and serviced by adding various planning elements
as shown in Figure 1.

-Elements that stimulate competition among users
using leaderboards or badges
-Competing for relative superiority through
comparison with other users
-Goods, status, access rights, and points given to
users depending on whether small-scale missions are
accomplished through challenges
-Various things given as a result of the challenge
-Immediate results appearing through actions
induced by a challenge or gamification
-Immediate reaction of the system through user
actions

Reward

Feedback

Gamification can be applied to any field, and many
attempts are being made to apply learning elements to the field
of education. Especially it is possible to increase learning
efficiency by providing direct participation and immediate
rewards through game elements in the case of an experienceoriented curriculum. For example, it can help develop the
ability to cope with unexpected situations through immediate
feedback by providing a virtual experience of cases that are
difficult to encounter in daily life or points and badges are
given according to achievement. And interest is aroused in a
way that rewards for performance increase, thereby increasing
the efficiency of learning in a type of practical training class.
As such, gamification is used as a method for content creation
of learning elements in the field of education.
III.

B. Characteristics of Big Game
The biggest characteristic of big games is that real terrain
is being used as a map for the game. This characteristic can
eliminate the unfamiliarity and sense of difference felt by the
user in the terrain of the game. In addition, the more realistic
terrain is captured, the more immersive the user can be and it
can also be used to increase adaptability to a place the user is
visiting for the first time. As shown in Figure 2, the big game
is produced in the form of mixing virtual game information
while realistically capturing the terrain of the real world.

LOCATION-BASED BIG GAME

A. Definition and Status of Big Games
The big game uses the terrain in the real world as the
terrain of the virtual space in the game, and adds various game
elements so that the player may enjoy the game contents by
walking around directly based on the GPS. It is also called
Urban Games, Street Games, and Ubiquitous Games and there
is no clear definition because of the short history. big games
mostly involve the physical action of moving directly to an
arbitrary place by extending the game environment to a
specific reality and it is a type of game that interacts with
virtual game elements set as game contents. Therefore, the
physical environment of the real world and virtual contents are
consumed in a fused form and can be used as a social
interaction tool in various fields [6].

Fig. 2. Mixture of Real Terrain and Virtual Information

It is designed in such a way that the user moves to an actual
place and plays the fun elements placed in the game. It can be
seen that playing the game itself is a form of experiencing the
real space. Therefore, the user may experience the stories
hidden in the terrain according to the contents of the big game
as well as the actual terrain. Depending on what kind of game
information is captured and how it is made to be fun, a
convergent experience that crosses between reality and
virtualism is possible. Also, users may experience places they
have never been to before since real terrain is included in the
content and the fact that it becomes easier to find elements of
the game in familiar terrain can be used as an advantage.
III. BIG GAME APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
In this research, we tried to create a location-based big
game application including learning contents based on
gamification elements. The contents of the learning include
the history and building information of D University, and the
user who consumes the big game application was set as a
student. Furthermore, the application of GPS-based real
terrain and QR code recognition method located in a specific
spot were used to implement the location-based big game.

Fig. 1. Big game Application in Serve [7,8]

“Pokemon Go” can be said as the most active example of
a big game. ‘Pokemon Go’ is a mobile game that uses an
augmented reality (AR) system to battle monsters appearing
in specific places and collect them. It is designed in a form that
enables collaboration and competition through real-time
interaction with multiple users and the concept and format of
a big game is applied to search for content by using the
background of the world as the field of the game by utilizing

A. Design
The scenario of the content begins on the day of the
entrance ceremony, and the main character is a freshman who
does not have much information about the campus. It is set as
a story in which the main character solves an incident that
occurred in the campus with the help of an NPC in the content.
In addition, the user actually travels in the campus buildings,
and it is designed to solve the quest containing the history of
the campus and the information of the building in the process
of the story experience. In the process, all the buildings that
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appear in the content contain the location information of the
actual building using GPS and implemented in the form of an
application that can be used in a mobile environment so that
the user could enjoy while on the move. The content is
designed with the structure shown in Figure 3.

designed based on NPCs appearing in big game applications
to increase the immersion of the user who experiences the
content.

Fig. 3. Structure of Contents

The big game application is designed with a four-step
iteration structure, which are 1) story progression through
scenario cut scenes, 2) GPS recognition through location
movement, 3) QR code recognition using the camera of a
mobile device, and 4) quest progress and designed to help the
understanding of the learning content and story in the process
of the quest. All buildings appearing in the content are based
on real building information and cats that can be found inside
the campus appeared as NPCs to give users a familiar feeling.
The concept of the cat NPC was inspired by the appearance of
real cats as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Implementation Scene in Contents

C. Results and Expected Effects
The big game application developed based on the plan
understands the story and proceeds the quest through the
repetition structure and the result screen appears as shown in
Figure 6.

Fig. 4. Concept of NPC Characters

B. Implementation
The two main functions of the big game application are the
recognition of a QR code at a specific location through GPS
and a camera. GPS recognition is implemented in the content
as shown in left of Figure 5. The following steps are designed
to proceed when approaching within a certain range of the
building by setting the entrance of the building in the campus
as the standard based on the satellite coordinates and checking
the location information of the student through the location
recognition function of the mobile device. The user's
accessibility to the building was considered by differentiating
the GPS recognition range according to the locational
characteristics, size, and shape of the building. It was designed
to give the user the feeling of being identified with the main
character in the content by making it proceed to the next step
after arriving at the entrance of the actual building. It was
moved to the QR code recognition screen after the GPS was
recognized.
The QR code recognition is implemented in the content as
shown in right of Figure 5, and the camera function of the
mobile device is used to recognize the QR code in a preset
specific location. It allows the user to move around the inside
of the building by placing the QR code in various places inside
the building, not around the entrance of the building where the
GPS is set. In the process, the user can visually inspect various
places inside the building (department offices, administrative
headquarters, research institutes, museums, exhibitions, etc.)
and it was designed so that the user may get hints about the
quest. In addition, the QR code located in a specific spot is
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Fig. 6. Application Play Scene

Each quest of the big game application consists of a total
of 8 types of mini games, and the contents of the quests are set
differently for each building. The mini games are composed in
a simple form to make it easy for users to understand the
learning content. The contents of each quest contain the name,
location, history, and various information of the building, so
that students who are users may learn information about the
campus. Also, since it is produced based on GPS, students can
move directly to the building and progress the content, so that
the understanding of the story and learning content can be
increased. This is because the learning content contains the
information of the campus and it can bring the effect of
providing information in a situation where information about
the campus is insufficient if the target of content is set to
freshmen. This is because most freshmen do not know the
historical information about the campus or the name and
location of the building. The effect of improving the user's
ability to adapt to the campus can also be expected through
this and it is expected that the learning effect will increase due
to the high level of immersion and concentration due to the
nature of tangible content. Additionally, although it is located
inside the campus, it can have the effect of increasing access
to places that are rarely visited and as a result, the number of
visitors increases, which can be expected to have a
promotional effect on the campus. This is expected to
contribute to invigoration of the campus.

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

IV. CONCLUSION
A mobile-based big game application was planned and
developed by applying game elements in this paper. For this,
a big game application was planned by identifying the game
interest inducement factors and setting the target of content
consumption as students. The GPS location information of the
building inside the campus was used to utilize the real terrain
in the development process. And the tangible element was
emphasized by placing the QR code in a specific location
inside the building and allowing the user to move around the
campus and inside the building. In addition, a structure was
formed in which users could enjoy and learn by setting the
history and information of the campus as the content and
applying it to the quest. Contents with this structure can be
utilized as a method for making the learning elements tangible
content. The developed contents will be applied to the
curriculum in the future and the learning effect of the contents
will be checked.
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which used to show only first-person and third-person views.
It will also be able to lead to the expansion of the player
experience through various views.

Abstract— Digital game view captures the characteristics
of the game and connects characters and players. When an
appropriate mechanism according to each view is applied, the
immersion of the player may be induced. In racing games, a
number of first-person and third-person views appear. In this
study, we developed a multi-view racing game in which
various views appear. This expands the player experience in
racing games. It can also be used as an example of game
development that leads to immersion in the manipulation
itself, not speed or competition.

II. RACING GAME
A. Definition and Status of Racing Games
A racing game is a game that dynamically moves a
vehicle, as in the word Race. It is a game genre that begins
in a game that competes with other players in speed or time.
Currently, racing games focus on the verb that extends and
moves from riding a vehicle. The element of competition is
also highlighted. Therefore, it may appear in a form
combined with the sports genre [4]. In racing games, the
background passes quickly as the player continues to move,
and other players' characters are sometimes applied as
obstacles. Moving while avoiding without colliding with
this is the main mechanism of the game. The method of
giving players a sense of accomplishment is characterized
by quickly avoiding obstacles and successfully performing
the process of facing new obstacles again. Through
immediate feedback in the game, the player's movement and
background interaction are fast, and a separate controller is
available. This allows you to enjoy highly immersive play
as if you are moving the means of transportation.

Keywords— multi-view, game mechanics, racing games

I. INTRODUCTION
Racing games have strong graphic elements and realistic
gameplay elements [1]. It has the advantage of inducing
players' immersion, so it is continuously produced. The
biggest feature of the racing game is the sense of immersion
according to the dynamic change of the first and third person
views [2]. However, there is a limitation in that only plays
that emphasize speed, which is the classic way of playing
racing games, appear in the first and third person views. The
characteristics of racing games currently developed are
sometimes produced with the point of moving players rather
than competition that emphasizes speed. Therefore, there is
a need for a plan to diversify the game experience through
diversification of views.

B. Features of Racing Game Perspective
Racing games are of high importance not only for player
characters but also for background elements because of the
main system that moves to avoid obstacles by player
manipulation. Players must predict the obstacles in the
background and the movements of other players and choose
the direction in which they will move every moment.
Therefore, it is important to understand the background
elements. Avoiding obstacles depends on the visual
information displayed to the player. The visual information
depends on how the player sees it. Therefore, view is a very
important factor that allows the player, the main mechanism,
to select movement at every moment. In most racing games,
views are designed to be played by changing views
according to the player's choice, with many first-person and
third-person views.

We looked at several examples of games related to
views. The view determines the characteristics of the game
[1] and plays a role in increasing the user's play time as the
immersion in the game increases [3]. In general, the view is
fixed according to the genre characteristics of the game, but
it also changes dynamically. These views are usually used
in four categories: first-person view, third-person view, side
view, and top view. We analyze the experiences we provide
to users with visual feature analysis. Applying this can
diversify the visual experience that developers want to
provide to users.
This study attempted to plan and develop multi-view
racing games. It added more game views from the firstperson and third-person views that usually appear in
existing racing games. It is to provide various play
experiences. To this end, the mechanical characteristics of
views appearing in digital games were examined. We intend
to develop a multi-view racing game that applies the
characteristics of the mechanism that appears in each view.
In the development process, the character itself is set as a
dynamic subject. In order to prevent sudden changes in the
view, a structure that suggests a change in the view to the
player was attempted. It is a format in which the view
changes according to the change of the terrain. This form of
production will deviate from the limitations of racing games,

The first-person perspective of a racing game is that the
player looks at the background with the eyes of the
characters in the game. The virtual space of the game is
played within a person's viewing angle of 110 degrees. It
helps me play with the reality that I feel for myself.
Therefore, it can give the perception that the game is a
participant, not an observer.[5]
Therefore, in the first-person view, the player in the car
can feel a sense of unity with the character as if they are
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moving directly.[3] The third-person back view of a racing
game is a point in time where you can look at the characters
in the game from behind and look at the surrounding
background from afar.[4] The third-person back view
allows you to predict ahead of time obstacles to come and
the road ahead. These two views can not only help avoid
obstacles in racing games, but also provide an indirect
experience of racing. Therefore, a lot of first-person views
and third-person back views appear in racing games [6].

Fig. 1. First Person View

In the first-person view of a racing game, the player can
only look at the character's hands because they play through
the character's eyes. Therefore, you can focus your eyes on
moving obstacles. In addition, since it is characterized by
the most immersive feeling as if I am moving myself, there
are cases where the camera shakes effect under certain
conditions [6]. However, the view appears narrower than
other views, so there is a limitation in peripheral vision.
Therefore, there is a characteristic that the content contained
is also limited. In the third person back view, since the
player character appears on the screen along with the
background, it has the advantage of being able to grasp not
only the obstacles that can be seen in front but also the
obstacles next to it. Since the camera is farther than the
player character, it can better understand the entire terrain or
map of the background, so it can be said to be a suitable
view for racing games. However, as the player character and
the camera are farther away, there is a drawback that
immersion is insufficient [7].

Second, the third person quarter view is shown in Figure
2, this is the view that allows the most dynamic confirmation
of the character's movement with the view viewed from the
top of the player character's diagonal line. You can see the
character's actions. It is also a view that allows you to see
the surrounding conditions given in the screen in the
direction of movement of the character [6]. Therefore, the
player can choose how to play according to the surrounding
situation. It is the most used view in the game as it has the
advantage of being able to see from a distance where the
player wants to and even seeing the character's actions [3].

As such, the first-person and third-person views
appearing in current racing games have disadvantages in
that the viewing angle is narrow and the sense of immersion
is lacking, respectively. To improve this, it is necessary to
provide a much more diverse view, and it is necessary to
provide a diverse play experience by utilizing the view that
best shows the content. This can increase the sense of
immersion.

Fig. 2. Third Person Quarter View

Third, the side view is shown in Fig. 3, it is not possible
to move the screen as desired by the player with a fixed view
that looks at the player character and obstacles from the side.
It mainly appears in side-scrolling games, and the action of
jumping over the footsteps is essential. Creating sections
that can be crossed through jumps and sections where there
is no section appears as the basis of stage design. It is more
convenient for people to move their eyes left and right rather
than up and down. Therefore, there is little fatigue even after
playing for a long time, but there are disadvantages such as
a narrow view and behavioral restrictions in moving only
left and right

III. CAMERA VIEW OF DIGITAL GAMES
The view of a digital game is defined as ‘the player’s
perspective on the current situation experienced by the
character [7] and is a form that connects the real player with
the character existing in the digital game. In addition, the
view acts as an important factor because it can further
highlight the characteristics of the game according to the
movement method and the angle of view shown on the
screen. Through the view, the game characteristics are
emphasized to increase the fun and to minimize the
shortcomings. The view of a digital game is also a criterion
for where the player can see and play, and it takes four main
forms.

Fig. 3. Side View

First, there is a character controlled by the player in the
game, and the view in which the eyes of the manipulating
character and the eyes of the player are the same is the firstperson view. Fig. As in 1, the figure of the character is not
visible in the first person view. The camera is placed in the
eyes of the character manipulated by the player, so it
represents the same angle of view as a real human eye sees.
As a mechanic, a characteristic that requires delicate
manipulation appears [6].

Finally, the top view is shown in Fig. 4, it can be said
that it was first started to express a sense of space in a 2D
game, and it is a view that has been developed by further
expanding the side view. It has the advantage of being able
to move freely in 8 directions and has the advantage of being
easy to identify obstacles that appear in the player's view.
This is a view that appears frequently in casual genres such
as arcades and puzzle game.
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Fig. 4. Top View

Fig. 5. Game Art View

As such, each view in a digital game has its own
characteristics. Views are selectively used according to the
type of experience the game wants to provide. First and third
person views are mainly used in racing games, and this
study tried to set various views used in racing games. To this
end, we tried to provide visual diversity by applying the
concept of multi-view to racing games. It will be able to
provide a new experience in racing games and increase the
sense of immersion.

B. Implementation
The main system of the game under development is a tilt
system for immersion and a view change system. The tilt
system is a system that utilizes the morphological
characteristics of the character 'Donut'. The doughnut
character is tilted from side to side by gravity. It is designed
to reduce life when it falls completely on the floor.
Therefore, the player must enter a button to manipulate the
slope of the doughnut to move forward. This is to induce
concentration and immersion through continuous
manipulation of the player. In addition, the direction of the
game using new materials was created by changing the
character of the player rather than the vehicle.
Simultaneously with manipulating the character, the player
can experience confusion as the view is constantly changing.
Therefore, even if the view is changed through the tilt
system, it is considered to have a consistent experience in
each view.

IV. MULTI-VIEW RACING GAME
A. Design
The character manipulated by the player was set as a
food ‘donut’ and changed to a single dynamic object. The
donut uses the verb to “roll forward” like a tire. A 'tilt
system' that tilts left and right has been added so that the
player can focus more on the movement play itself. There is
also a section where the slope is maintained and passed. All
of these were designed to increase immersion through
manipulation. The background the player moves is a kitchen
that matches the character donut. Set the kitchen as a stage
and have the setting to escape. The donut, the player
character, has the same shape as a real bread. I added the
camera shake that appears when moving by taking
advantage of the rough surface. This accompanies the
connection between the character and the player. In addition,
the player's direction of movement in the game is kindly
provided through signs and level design. It was intended to
minimize the stress of pathfinding and to focus on the play
itself controlled by the player. Finally, it has a multi-view
method in which the view changes when the player moves
and arrives at a specific location. In the multi-view, the
advantage of having a camera view for the tangible
experience of the player in the first-person view and the
advantage of dynamically appearing the player character in
the third-person view were included. And the play method
through the jump action of the side view and the 8-direction
movement of the top view were applied.

There are 4 views that appear in the game: first-person
view, third-person view, side view, and top view. The view
is designed to change when the character is positioned in a
corner. If the view changes suddenly during play, the player
may be confused about the play method itself. Therefore, a
natural camera change was considered first. Leaving a
corner serves to imply a transition of the screen and a change
in the system.
In the first person view, the player character is not
directly visible. So you can forget that the player character
is a donut. In order to recognize the player's character, the
camera was also set to tilt according to the degree of
inclination of the donut. This made it possible to continue to
recognize that the tilt system was being applied.
A characteristic of the digital game revealed in the third
person view is that the dynamic change of the player
character and the background can be viewed together.
Therefore, in the game under development, the tutorial was
designed in a third person view so that the player could be
exposed to the tilt system. This is because the third person
view is the most intuitive to understand that there is a tilt
system and is the kindest way to describe the path the player
must take to escape. In addition, the third person view is
used as a view of the player character and the enemies that
follow. It was intended to be able to predict the attack in
advance and play avoiding it through the actions of the
enemies that follow. This is an enlarged application of the
feature that the third person view can best understand the
player character and background.

In this way, the view of the racing game has been
expanded in various ways so that the gameplay can be made
from various perspectives. Multi-views are arranged in the
game to be produced by taking advantage of the game
mechanics and the characteristics of movement appearing in
each view [6]. As the player moves the character, reaching
a specific location changes the camera view, from which the
most effective game mechanics emerge. The game
mechanics that appear frequently in each view of the digital
game are used to play, so that the player does not feel
confused even if the view changes. An increase in
immersion can be expected through the expansion of this
gameplay method and diversification of views.

In the side view, the player's manipulation method is
enlarged to enable jumping action. Use the kitchen object as
a floor that the player can interact with. We set a mechanic
that allows the player to focus and pass at a specific timing.
The top view is the most intuitive view for the player to
move in 8 directions. When an enemy character attacks, the
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slow, there are also racing games in the form of obtaining
points when certain conditions are achieved and collecting
experience through a specific path. This player's play
experience will be an opportunity to expand the form of
racing games as the importance of the player's experience
appears in the player's experience itself, not in speed or
competition.

attack area is displayed on the floor. Players design
obstacles to avoid and pass through the section. It
emphasized the fact that movement is the most free and that
obstacles can be intuitively identified.
In this way, the game to which the multi-view is applied
is implemented in a form that can highlight the features of
each view, and it is intended to provide a variety of game
experiences by different interactions for each view.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we are planning and developing a racing
game in which various views appear outside the first and
third person views of existing racing games. To this end, the
mechanics of the multi-view were constructed by examining
the game mechanic elements used in each view of the digital
game. Here, through a consistent experience through the tilt
system, the player can be continuously immersed. In a
racing game where only first-person and third-person views
appeared, the player's experience was expanded by applying
various views. To minimize confusion due to camera
translation, the view changes when the player exits a corner.
This is designed to be consistent so that you can anticipate
changes to the mechanics of other views. Contents with this
structure can intuitively check the mechanics of the game
appearing in each view. In addition, you can expect to
expand the view of racing games, which was limited to the
existing first-person and third-person views. Through the
contents developed in the future, we plan to check the
correlation between the player view and the game system in
racing games.

C. Results and Expected Effects
The multi-view racing game developed based on the
plan has a structure in which the mechanics change along
with the view change when turning a corner. The screen of
the racing game under development is shown in Fig. appears
as 6.
A view of avoiding obstacles through markings on the
floor in the top view. It is a view changed to a side view by
turning a corner.

Fig. 6. Play Scene in Game

The multi-view racing game under development brings
out a variety of player experiences by changing the view.
The player character has the concept of escaping from the
kitchen, which is a background that suits the character and
characteristic of a 'donut'. Players experience different
views and mechanics. By utilizing the mechanics that are
often used in each view, the user can play the game by
thinking about the experience without feeling confused even
if the view is changed. It also implies that the view changes
when exiting the corner. This is to allow players to
anticipate changes in the way they play in advance. This can
minimize the confusion caused by sudden view changes.
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Abstract—Disaster caused by humans or nature increasingly
occurs. However, many countries have yet to experience the full
developmental benefits of digital technologies to prepare,
respond, and recover from disasters. For instance, during the
epidemic of COVID-19 in Thailand, many organizations in both
private and public sectors voluntarily helped infected people.
However, there needs to be an integrated platform for
cooperation among many organizations and those who need help
so that the assistance can be more efficient. Many infected people
need help but need more information on the existing distributed
assistance. We develop a web-based application to demonstrate
how to integrate assistance from many organizations, including
individuals who want to provide help. Therefore, victims can
request help in a centralized assistance system and choose the
assistance they need, such as patient transfer, food, and medicine.
The system can display the location of helpers and requesters on
a google map. Hence, the project can efficiently match the supply
and demand of assistance from many sources during a critical
period.

TABLE I.

DISASTER ASSISTANCE DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
IN THAILAND

Organizations
Bank of Thailand [1]

Food

Medicine

Transfer
to hospital

Transfer to
home town

Bed
finding

x

Others
-Food coupon
-Supplies for
bedridden patients

Thailand Red Cross [2]

x

x

-Thermometer
-Tele-medicine
-Pulse oximeter

Ambulance Taxi [3]

x

Thai Army [4]

x

x

x

Thai-PBS

x

Jitasa.Care [7]

x

x

x

x

x

E-Jan

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Suzuki Carry to Your
Home [5]
Pathumthani TAXI [6]

x

Zendai Foundation

x

x

Breath Sharing
Foundation
We Will Survive
Foundation

Oxygen tank
x

Doing Good Foundation

x

Oxygen tank

x

(ĂÜÙ ÖøìĞćéĊ
)

Keywords— COVID-19; epidemic; volunteering; disaster;
crowd sourcing, assistance

Civil Defense Volunteer

x

Oxygen tank

(Sathorn District)
Non-Doctor/Caring
Foundation

I. INTRODUCTION
In 2020, Thailand faced the spread of COVID-19.
Hospitals need more beds to accept all patients. Only severe
patients are hospitalized. Patients with mild symptoms isolate
at home. However, these patients need support such as food
and medicine, which the government cannot adequately
provide to all requesters. Many volunteers provide help and
support. However, with the lack of management of these
volunteers, some patients could not reach that help.
During an acute crisis, a government alone may not be able
to provide adequate assistance to all affected people in time. A
government needs a management platform that integrates
assistance from many volunteering organizations, including
individuals who want to provide help (Table 1). The
centralized assistance system can facilitate victims in
requesting and choosing the right type of assistance, such as
patient transfer, food, and medicine. In addition, the system
can display the location of helpers and requesters on a map;
the service delivery can be done faster by matching the supply
and demand of assistance near each other. In addition, the
government can manage the overview of the help and requests
to support the system more efficiently.
II. RELATED WORK
This section describes essential tools and works we study
to implement our system.

x

đð îĀ üÜ
(ĕö ĕé đð îĀöĂĒê
)
Sai-Mai Survive
x
Volunteer

x

P-Teng Team

x

x

Buddy Team

x
x

x

Oxygen tank

(óøøÙóüÖÖĆî
)
Volunteer Ambulance

x

Back-Home Volunteer

x

A. Web Application Tools
We use two groups of tools for developing frontend and
backend applications and creating our database. We describe
the tools we used as follows (Figure 1).
User Interaction

Users

App Logic

Collect data

Request

Request

Display results

Response

Data

ReactJS, Bootstrap,
Material UI,
Postman

Frontend

Axios

ExpressJS, Twilio,
Google Map

MongoDB

Backend

Fig. 1 Web application tools

1) Frontend tools
React JS is an open-source JavaScript Library used to build
scalable, simple, and dynamic front-end interfaces [8].
However, React is only concerned with state management, so
additional libraries are used as well. Also, we use Bootstrap, a
free, open-source front-end development framework that
provides a collection of syntax for template designs and
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facilitates a web page in detecting the user's screen size and
orientation and automatically adapting the display accordingly
[9].

TABLE II.

Functions
Request for assistance in text format
Record reponded assistance
Display locations of requests on Google Maps.
Differentiate between requests that have already been
responded to and have not been responded
5 Classify types of assistance requested.
6 Record histories of requests and responses to be
d
7 A volunteer
can select the types of assistance
requested to match their available resources.
8 The system can filter data displayed on a map to
show only requests or assistance.
9 The system can filter data displayed on a map to
show requesters according to specified types of
assistance and date/time.
10 Available reports about the amount of assistance/
requests classified by districts of requesters.
1
2
3
4

We also use Material-UI, a library consisting of different
components for creating user interfaces in React applications.
In addition, Axios is used to make HTTP requests from
Node.js. It can help efficiently connect our applications with
Google Map APIs. It automatically transforms Java Script
Object Notation (JSON) data, text used for exchanging data
between a browser and a server.
2) Backend tools
Our applications call Google Map APIs to display a map
of victims and helpers. Location data are transferred and
shared between them. Hence, we use Postman, an API client,
for creating, sharing, testing, and documenting APIs.
We use ExpressJS, a prebuilt NodeJS framework, which
enables us to create server-side web applications faster and
wiser. Also, it is simple, flexible, and scalable. Twilio, a
customer engagement platform enables communication with
users over messaging [10].
We use MongoDB for managing our database. Its flexible
schema makes it easy to evolve and store data in a way that is
easy for programmers to work with. Using MongoDB, we can
scale up our database quickly, where it can support all the main
features of modern databases, such as transactions [11].
B. Jitasa.care
The Jitasa.care project is a platform for facilitating
assistance requests from COVID-19-infected people in
Thailand [12]. It was developed within two weeks by a group
of volunteers from both private and public organizations in
July 2021. More than 6,000 requests are recorded, and 2,000
lives are saved [12].
Any volunteering individuals or organizations can check
the requests displayed on a google map. After the support is
given, the data can be recorded in the system (Figure 2). The
Jitasa.care was developed in a brief time; its functions are
mainly supported for assistance requests. Its user interface
could be more friendly, and there needed to be more data about
assistance from volunteering organizations in the system.
Table 2 compares the functions available in Jitasa.care and our
proposed system.

COMPARISON OF THE FUNCTIONS IN JITASA.CARE
AND OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN
Jitasa.care
x
x
x
x

Our system
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

III. OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM
We developed a web-based application for managing
disasters such as floods and the COVIDϋ19 pandemic. Our
application can integrate assistance from many organizations,
including government agencies, private organizations, and
individuals who want to provide helps during a crisis.
Therefore, victims can request help in a centralized
assistance system and choose the assistance they need, such as
patient transfer, food, and medicine. The system can display
the location of helpers and requesters on a Google map.
We gather the requirements of this application during the
early spread of the COVIDϋ19 pandemic by studying the
Jitasa.care project and interviewing some non-profit
organizations that voluntarily assist during that time. The
organizations include E-Jan, Zendai, and Saimai Survive. This
section explains the design of our system's functionalities and
database.
A. Database Design
Our system builds integrated platforms for providing help
to disaster victims and requesting help from disaster victims.
For help provision, private organizations, individual citizens,
and government agencies can use the same help provision
function.
In addition, the system has analytical functions for the
government to monitor the overview of requests and help
provision. Hence, the government can use the data to resolve
the insufficient help.
Victim

1

m

1

1

1

Assistance
type
1

m

m

Victim
health condition

m

Assistance
request

Assistance
Response
m
1

Fig. 2 Example of Jitasa.care screen

Volunteer

m
1

m

Assistance
Provision

Fig. 3 ER-diagram of our database

Figure 3 shows our database design in an Entity
Relationship model. A victim can often request assistance
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such as food, medicine, transportation, hospital bed request,
hospital delivery, and medical supply. Each volunteer, an
individual, or an organization, can provide any assistance
according to their potential. Also, each request can be
responded to by many volunteers many times.

Furthermore, displaying many victims' data on a map
makes it difficult to comprehend the information. The
displayed information is more readable by filtering date/time,
response status, assistance request type, and district where
victims reside.

B. Functionality Design
Figure 4 shows the functions (request, assistance, analysis)
in our systems according to different types of users (victim,
assistance provider, government body). Figure 5 shows a
request search form.

Using this system, a government can monitor the supply
and demand of assistance to close the gap. However, in the
future, the system should verify volunteers by integrating
government data about organizations and citizens.

Victim

1. Assistance request
2. Display of assistance
provision
• filtered by assistance types
and district of an assistance
provider
• show traveling information
on Google Map
3. Edit the victim's personal
information

Assistance
Provider
1. Assistance response to a help
request
2. Display of assistance
requests
• filtered by assistance types,
date/time, responded status,
victim's health condition,
and district
• show the location of
requesters on Google Map
3. Edit the assistance provider's
personal information

Government

1. Display statistics of
assistance requests and
assistance provision
• filtered by assistance types,
date/time, and victim’s
district
2. Display of assistance
provision and requests
• filtered by assistance types,
district, and victim’s health
condition.
• show information on
Google Map
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Abstract— One of the most crucial essential sectors for a
country is tourism. The internet is an excellent source of
tourism-related information, including opinions and feelings
regarding popular tourist destinations. The tourism sector has
increasingly adopted emerging technology. Social media is
crucial in the digital world for determining the tourism
destinations that receive the most visitors. Twitter is a social
networking platform that more than 80% of people use. Tweet
reviews allow travelers from worldwide to learn about the
sentiments, recommendations, and viewpoints of the most
popular tourist destinations in the chosen area. The primary
goal of this paper is to propose a method for analyzing the
tourism-related content shared on Twitter, combining
information extraction, cleaning, data processing, and
analysis. Our approach is based on a recently compiled
collection of tweets about tourism. In addition, this study
looks at tourist data for South Korea and uses sentiment
analysis and topic modeling to identify the attitudes and
destinations that are most popular there.

information to lead them while traveling. When people
share updates and pictures about the places they travel to,
they are simultaneously serving as information providers.
Many users may rely on social media even more than
travel-related websites, according to a few studies [5, 6].
The tourists utilize many social media platforms, one of
them is Twitter, which has recently gained significant
popularity. The latest report by Twitter [7] indicates that
"Twitter data enabled to accurately identify and analyze
300,000 tourist locations, assisting in the improvement of
Japan tourism." Users of Twitter typically post tweets in
real-time. Those tweets are frequently regarding a current
situation or environment that they are in, and this proves to
contain significant information, making them a vital tool in
order to determine the effect on any tourist destination.
Furthermore, insight on events related to tourism,
discussion topics as well as the sentiment of the public can
be understood for a particular city by using a popular
hashtag. Moreover, the sentiment or public opinion about
tourism in the city can be understood. In the classification
of emotions, texts are classified according to whether they
convey positive or negative information. In some cases, a
third-class or neutral sentiment is also present. Positive
posts push readers to continue discussing excursions or
activities, while negative posts can caution readers to alter
their plans [8]. We propose fundamental technologies in
this paper for analyzing tourism data. Through this study,
we aim to present an intriguing method for analyzing social
media data, integrating tourism and social media literature
in the context of data analysis, and contributing to
discovering patterns and features of tourism destinations
via social media. It retrieved and categorized tweets in realtime according to sentiment and topic. First, we will extract
real-time information from the Web and then perform some
Machine learning analysis to answer the following
questions:

Keywords—Tourism, Twitter, Tweet analysis, Tourism
technology, Sentiment Analysis, Topic Modeling,
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INTRODUCTION

According to Schumpeter [1], a novel strategy that
evolved in the 1980s gave rise to a vision of technological
progress centered on international tourism Through
technological paradigm and path notions, this movement
emphasized the conditions for the emergence of the process
of innovation. Technology is viewed as an exogenous
variable or as a good for the general public with a cost
distribution that is nearly zero. Information from social
media is often regarded as a key resource for travel
information [2]. Governments and other stakeholders in the
development of tourism must modify their development
strategies to strengthen the idea of sustainable tourism in
the process of technology to guarantee that tourism
develops in the right direction and does not jeopardize the
quality of the economic, environmental, and cultural
aspects of the tourist countries. In order to share their
individual trip experiences with the globe, billions of social
media users create various travel information content [3]
(such as words, images, and videos). People's perceptions
of tourism have evolved due to the internet and other
technological advancement. The role played by the World
Wide Web as a source of information is very critical for
people nowadays. Despite the multiple options and
availability of seemingly endless online documents that are
available and conveniently accessible on the internet, the
information is often ambiguous. After reading evaluations
or comments made by friends, celebrities, or strangers,
many people are motivated to travel to particular places.
They make their travel arrangements and rely on this





Are tourist-relevant Twitter statistics on a country
enough to draw inferences about the topics covered
and the sentiment?
What are the favorable feelings of tourists??
Does the hashtag have an impact on tourist sentiment?

The remaining sections of this paper are structured as
follows: Section 2 addresses the relevant literature, and
Section 3 goes through the methodology used to acquire the
data and for experiments. Section 4 describes the findings
and discussion. Section 5 contains the conclusion and
future work.
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Fig. 1. System Framework for Analyzing Tourism data

II.

tourism-related studies [16]. Official accounts are also
made subject to examination using text mining and cluster
analysis, which helps to find online client groups. This aids
businesses in the identification of classifications and in
sharpening their marketing endeavor, which is
advantageous for both client strategy and marketing-related
goals [17]. Based on Twitter data, the research [18]
describes migratory trends from the Middle East and North
Africa to Europe. The authors employ the OPTICS
approach to conduct spatial and semantic analysis (topic
clusters along migratory pathways). In [19], the authors
created an application based on social media for earthquake
detection and alerting. The study utilizes Kalman and
particle filtering for location estimation and semantic
analysis based on keywords, word count, and context.

RELATED WORK

It is endlessly fascinating how the internet has worked to
alter how tourism information is distributed and has
consequently affected how people plan their vacations
altogether. All owing to the power of Web 2.0, the tourism
power of the tourism industry has seen huge growth which
has, resultantly, assisted the development and increased the
use of digital devices [9]. Social media is one of the most
active tools, which works to manifest fragments of the
social, and economic domains in the real world [10,11].
People can generate online tweet reviews on social media
every day and at any time. The reviews that people leave
may help researchers identify human activities in cities.
The author of this research discusses how the city of Quito
is referred to as the travel network. Georeferenced and
linguistic information is based on TripAdvisor users [12].
In their publications [13,14], the researchers evaluate the
effects of trust, value, and convenience relating to the
planned usage of posts made by young and older travelers
on social media. In order to gather up-to-date tourism
information collected from social media networks, a system
has also been developed. It also works to extract the most
relevant topics by recognizing different languages and
determining the quintessential number of topics by utilizing
topic similarity [15]. Although all social networks have
been used for study over the past decade, researchers in the
US and Japan have primarily employed Twitter for

III.

METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design
The data for this observational study was obtained from
social media. This research processed a considerable
amount of data frames using multiple-step methods, mainly
data gathering, cleaning, and assessment of data. Using the
obtained raw tweets dataset, the suggested study was
implemented in "Python" to carry out sentiment analysis,
generate word clouds, and topic modeling. Fig. 1 shows the
main pillars of the system: data gathering, data processing,
data analysis of semantic text, and data visualization.
Initially, tweets on travel were gathered via Twitter. The
next stage is preprocessing or removing incorrect and
pointless data from the tweet dataset. Next, using TextBlob
[20] and the appropriate characteristics, positive, negative,
and neutral sentiments were calculated. The output of this
suggested approach is wordclouds that are positive,
negative, and neutral. After that, the last stage is to measure
topic modeling.
B. Study Area
For the study, we gathered information about the most
popular tourist destinations among travelers in South Korea
from the well-known platform 'Twitter.' South Korea is rich
in cultural heritage sites, vibrant shopping districts, and
diverse cultural content that appeal to visitors from all over
the world. Like much of the world, tourism in South Korea
was adversely affected as a result of the catastrophic global
pandemic of 2020. In order to maintain its solid economic
stability, South Korea, as a whole, places a lot of emphasis

Fig. 2. Total tourism receipts in South Korea from 2010 to 2021
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on the tourism industry. The number of tourists visiting
South Korea in 2020 was 11,776,000,000.00, down 53.74
percent from 2019 [21]. Another study by Statista [22]
indicated that South Korea's total tourism receipts are
around 10.28 billion US dollars in 2021 depicted in Fig. 2
This is a reduction from the previous year. South Korea had
received approximately 967 thousand visitors that year, a
significant decrease due to the coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak. This is why we choose South Korea to study
sentiments and topic modeling of tourists.

Topic Modeling: The goal of topic modeling is to
identify groups of topics based on the words used in the text
of tweets [27]. For this, we used Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [28], which tries to identify the most fundamental
topics and locations that pass as a destination spot for
tourists and provides them with the best options.
IV.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we put our strategy to learn more about
tourism in South Korea. The unprocessed data is stored in
JSON format and processed in python to extract useful
information. In our database, the most widely used hashtags
are presented in Table 1. Table 2 represents the top three
tweets with the most likes and retweets. Additionally,
multimedia metrics were produced by looking at tweets for
any images or videos. A total of 18,273 images or videos
were included in the 31,700 tweets. Many individuals only
share pictures of locations they visited.

C. Data Gathering
Text analysis and information extraction rely heavily on
data preparation [23]. The python package snscrape [24] is
used to collect data from the social media platform Twitter.
A simple comparison to the existing Twitter REST API
reveals that the API has some limitations in data acquisition
volume (only 180 requests per 15 minutes, with a
maximum of 100 tweets returned per request) [25]. As a
result, we use the snscrape to collect tweets published
between August 01, 2017, and August 31, 2022. We start
by determining the primary search terms for the research.
Only English posts were collected to acquire tweets relating
to Korean tourism. Resultantly, the primary account for
tourism tweets was identified as @KoreanTravel – the
official account for South Korea Tourism Department.
Activities in Korea, with the hashtag “#visitkorea” were
also another huge factor that was taken into consideration.
For the time period specified, we received 31,700 tweets in
total. A dataset was then created using the scraped tweets.

TABLE I. Top Hashtags
Top Hashtags from Tourist while travelling to Korea for Tourism
['visitkorea', 'Korea', 'ilovekorea', 'Christmas', 'illumination', 'tour',
'Seoul', 'visitseoul','ig_korea', 'koreatemple', 'visitkorea', 'expatlife',
'expatlifestyle', 'koreanexpat', 'southkoreatravel', 'koreatourism', 'korea',
'southkoreatravel', 'busan', '외국인', '함안','Visitkorea', 'Southkorea',
'Korea', 'Leejongsuk']

D. Data Processing
The next step is data processing, which we would like to
describe quickly concerning acquiring the tweets dataset. It
comprises likes, retweets, time, comments, hashtags, and
follows. Before tokenization, stop word elimination and
stemming, the text is filtered to eliminate any irrelevant
additions such as user tags, links, redundant characters,
special characters, numbers, and emojis. For this job, the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [26] was used for its
high reliability and holding the biggest English stop-words
database. This also employs NLTK with a stemmer which
diminishes reflected words to their root word.

TABLE II. Tweets with most likes
Tweet
Travel to Korea and
explore all the places
Stray Kids visits on SKZ
CODZ

Lavender or sunflowers!
What is your favorite
summer flower?
Hani Lavender Farm
Guwau Village

E. Data Analysis
The data analysis primarily examines arranging the
information gleaned from texts and involves the following
steps:
Sentiment Analysis: This requires categorizing each
tweet in accordance with feelings. Textblob [20]: A
supervised learning approach for classifying tweets in this
Python library (English) is used. The polarity score is a
float with a value between [-1.0, 1.0]; numbers below 0
indicate negative sentiment, those above 0 indicate positive
sentiment, and a value of 0 indicates neutrality. Tourists
must consider this information about favorable or negative
attitudes before making any decisions about whether they
ought to travel elsewhere. Moreover, to enhance the
reputation of the tourism site, tour companies, local
government officials, and citizens can use these tweets. In
this work, the three sentiment classification categories of
positive, negative, and neutral are used.

Donarium cherry
blossom trees in full
bloom! The flower
petals are layered and
larger. These flowers
can be seen after all the
cherry blossom fall.

Likes

Retweets

65,188

16,450

28,438

11,482

26,940

6,980

Hashtags
#SKZCODE
#TraveltoKoreaBegi
nsAgain
#DiveintoKpopinKo
rea
#VisitKorea #KTO "
#StrayKids
#VisitKorea later
#kto
#ourheartsarealways
open #travelkorea
#summerflowers
#sunflowers
#lavenderfarm
#VisitKorea,
#OurHeartsAreAlwa
ysOpen

A. Sentiment Analysis
The significance of sentiment analysis is evident from
its usage in numerous types of research in tourism. One
study of such sort is [29], using the ConceptNet-based
Oman tourism ontology. Using a part-of-speech tagger,
entities (mostly nouns) were identified from every tweet
and later compared with ideas in the ontology. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been widely used by
researchers to extract topics from tweets in various fields
[30]. In our work, the primary goal of sentiment analysis is
to categorize the text into three groups: positive, negative,
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and neutral. According to our study, of the 31,700 tweets
(original posts, comments, and retweets) published in
English, 63.10% are neutral, 34.27% are positive, and a tiny
portion of 2.63% are negative (see Figure 3). Most of the
tweets were about travel guides giving out information
about South Korea, the positive tweets highlighted reviews
of particular landmarks, locations in a city, and even an
entire city. Examples of all the sentiment tweets with
positive, negative, and neutral feelings:
• Neutral tweet example: temple stay 30 yongmunsa
gil yongmun myeon yecheon gun gyeongsangbuk
Fig. 3. Sentiment Distribution

•
•

do
Positive Tweet example: if you’re looking
delicious grilled black pork belly kimchi stew in
Korea you visit geuttae geujip this combo must try
Negative Tweet example: horrific vacation

Fig. 5. Topic Distribution

B. Topic Modeling
The Three-level hierarchical Bayesian network model
(LDA) works by receiving an input parameter of an integer
which sets the number of topics, and it describes every
single item as a mixture of a fundamental set of topics. The
distribution of probability is defined for each topic,
reflecting the likelihood of words relating to that topic.
After various experiments, our study uses two topics for
topic modeling. It is clear in Fig. 5 that the distribution has
three peaks: samakasakorea (-.75 to -.50), neutral topics
(around 0.0), and Seoul topics (.50 to .75). It can be
motivating to first observe topic modeling output. It opens
up a world of fascinating research questions because after
automatically identifying and quantifying the primary
themes in a collection of tweets, you might find yourself
ready to get started. Based on this research, it is possible to
conclude that the most prized characteristic of South Korea
is the various activities that take place throughout the year
at varying times. This is the most significant aspect of
South Korean Tourism in terms of domestic as well as
international tourism.

Fig. 3. Sentiment Distribution

Fig. 4 highlights the words that appear most frequently in
the sample and presents the word cloud with positive
sentiments. The words beautiful, enjoy, and Korea,
highlights the fact that these are the most significant tourist
sentiments about traveling to Korea. With enough data at
hand, the most popular locations (good tweets) and the
locations which house bad experiences (negative tweets)
become much more transparent.

V. CONCLUSION
This method suggests a framework for analyzing
tweets created by travelers by finding keywords, retrieving
data via scrapes, processing the data, and conducting data
analysis. We were able to compile a complete dataset of
nearly every tweet mentioning the hashtag #visitkorea
since 2017 because of the use of snscrape. The most
specific and significant step in the data analysis process is
cleaning the data to filter out any redundant text. The main
goal is to offer a method for processing tourism posts and a
sentiment and topic analysis of the users that tweet about
tourism. There are many tools available for performing
sentiment analysis, including more effective ones made by
corporations like IBM or Microsoft, but the ones used in
this work are open source, making it simple for the entire
research community to use them. However, this is merely
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the first step and analytics in the travel industry. This study
identifies the points of interest and addresses the specific
sentiments of tourists. This information is highly beneficial
to Government, and industry practitioners, allowing them
to improve their service and tailor their strategies for
tourism. Finally, the future scope of this paper includes a
method to use various deep learning techniques in tourism
and trip planning to analyze photographs and videos in
addition to text analysis to enhance sentiment
categorization and enable us to view the most popular
locations through the power of the internet and a tiny device.
It is also worthwhile to examine the underlying reasons
behind the different sentiments, tourists have toward
particular destinations.
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usually achieved by strategically combining various
systems. Thus, these systems can work in harmony with
the common demands placed by space, form and
function."[1] On the methodological level, integration is a
methodology of Systems Science. Its identity contains
difference, so it is a dialectical identity rather than a
simple abstract identity. [2] Each factor retains its
independent personality in the community. The results of
integration will vary with the rationality of the integration
method and process. "Integration can fully tap the
creativity of the structure according to the requirements of
architecture attributes, make it possible for the structure to
drive the design and generate the architecture. Integration
is not a method for the structure to adapt to the architecture,
but a process of interaction effect between the structure
and the architecture. " [3]54

Abstract— If it happens that difference between the
architectural form and the structural technology infinitely
reduces to zero, the situation is known as integration between
structure and landscape structure. That is, the integration of
architecture and structure comes out, based on the landscape
structure. The idea of integration is the cornerstone of the
integration between architecture and structure. The integrated
operation called "Structure +" which is one of the integration
methods, is the addition operation for structure. It will add some
other properties to the structure on the basis of maintaining its
own. And the structural perception is mostly explicit. In the
research, it shows that the integrated action of "Structure+"
mainly includes two aspects: Structure+ Functional Property of
Architecture System and Structure+ Visual Property of
Architecture System. The first aspect focuses on the integration of
structure and architectural interface, thus leading to the
structural interface. The second aspect which refers to the
integration of structure and architectural form includes three
types: simulation of internal force, static diagram and geometric
abstraction. The integrated operation of "Structure+" can not
only enrich the expression of structure, but also optimize the
efficiency of structure, then realize the ideal mode of integration
"structure = architecture" which is a win-win for the integration
of architecture and structure.

II. THE DEGREE AND MODE OF INTEGRATION

The essence of the integration between architecture
and structure is "seeking common ground while reserving
differences". "Differences" means that architecture and
structure are governed by different laws of organization.
The space composition and form shaping of architecture
are based on the principles of functional organization and
aesthetics. But structure is a form of matter that is stable
and resistant to external forces based on the laws of
technology. Different laws are derived from different
intrinsic mechanism and organization order, so there must
be irreconcilable contradictions between architecture and
structure. "Common" refers to the certain intersection
between the non-technical and technical laws, when they
act on the landscape structure at the same time. Structural
form which is in the intersection has achieved harmonious
expression. On the basis of achieving economic and
practical results, it not only responds to the regulation of
architectural space in use function, but also has visual
artistic potential. The essence of integration invisibly fits
the characteristics of landscape structure. That is, the
structure is not only the technical support to make the
structure "stand up"; It forms a space with diversification
and appeal; It creates aesthetic forms; It is the subject of
architectural creation, and even the structure is the
architecture. Therefore, landscape architecture is
undoubtedly the best object to explore and practice the
integration of thinking and methods.
Although the ideal mode and ultimate goal of
integration is to make "structure = architecture" come true,
the relationship of integration varies depending on the
extent of integration and the way it is integrated. In terms

Keywords— Landscape Structure; Structure; Architecture;
Integration;
Interface;
Architectural
Form;
Natural
Environment

I. INTRODUCTION

Integration means that different things become one.
If it happens that difference between the architectural
form and the structural technology infinitely reduces to
zero, the situation is known as integration between
structure and landscape structure. In other words, the
landscape structure makes the integration of architecture
and structure come true. The concept and method of
integration is vitally important. Integration is an important
concept commonly used in modern philosophical
epistemology. It refers to the process by which a kind of
knowledge is systematically absorbed into the cognitive
structure. From the perspective of thinking, the holistic
concept of system, namely, integration view, is the core
idea of system theory. The goal of integration is to order
and systematize the relationship elements of things and
objects, so as to optimize the cognitive process and
practice process of obtaining value goals. "The most
fundamental goal in the design of integrated architecture
systems is to reduce excess resource consumption. It is
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of the extent of integration, Andrew W. Charleson
identifies three situations: the composite relationship
between architectural form and structural form, the
concordant relationship, and the contrasting relationship.
Form relationship of synthesis, structure illustrates the
architectural form, usually at least part of the play a role
as architecture envelope body, and even architecture form
completely by structural entity, such as shell structure,
membrane structure, cable structure is the closest
architecture and structure, the synthesis of the purest
frame structure, and there was rib arch, frame structure,
etc. Coordinated relations, although not fully unified
construction form and structure form, it is highly unifies
in together, between them there is a comfortable and not
obvious links, and often in the same kind of architectural
form has a number of different types of structural system,
such as the framework and brace respectively deal with
gravity and lateral load. In contrast relationships,
architecture features such as geometry, materials,
dimensions, and texture are juxtaposed to create a contrast
between architecture form and structural form, and the
actual structural form does not correspond to the specific
structural form in previous experience.[4]
The judgment of the degree of integration often
depends on the human perceptual system, and largely
comes from the user's visual perceptual experience, so
there is a difference between the dominant and the
recessive two poles. Dominance means that structural
elements (including material, form, force transmission,
space, etc.) intuitively participate in the formation of the
architectural form of landscape structures, and become the
expression means of the visual attributes of architecture.
Working in concert with the physical and performance
attributes of architectures, the visual perception of
structures is strengthened.Recessive refers to the structure
is hidden in the landscape structure of visual expression,
and the construction of space, function, form, such as the
structure influence or determine the overall architectural
form, the form structure as a responsible of recessive
genes, "the structure of the blanking is the result of the
integration of design rather than ignore and cover up the
results of the"[3]90.This kind of explicit and implicit is only
relatively speaking, the interval between the two poles
contains a full of change and drift is difficult to define
clearly, and even between the two poles is the dialectical
relationship of mutual tolerance and transformation.
From the designer's point of view, the difference
between explicit and implicit is not only determined by
objective technical conditions, but also the result of
subjective and conscious choices.Accordingly, in terms of
the way of integration, the designer's operation shows two
ways: "structure +" and "structure -"."Structure +" is the
addition operation of structure. On the basis of keeping
the integrity of the structure's own attributes, it
superimposes the attributes other than the structure, and
the structure perception is mostly dominant."Structure -"
refers to the subtraction operation of structure. The socalled subtraction is not to subtract the essential properties
of structure, but to make the structural elements present

the partial to the whole absence under certain
circumstances. The action of structure coincides with the
action of architecture, and the structure perception is
mostly recessive. This paper will focus on the integration
of "structure +" operation.
III. THE INTEGRATION OPERATION OF "STRUCTURE +"

" structure +" of the integration operation based on
maintaining essential attribute structure complete, will
join the structure form, structure properties outside here
especially properties of architecture and landscape, so that
the structure on the premise of guarantee the instinct to
support implementation of architecture or landscape part
properties, structure function also to be optimized.
Architecture system for the three elements of function,
form, technique of complex, contains the functional
properties (including the architecture use function, space,
interface), visual properties (including construction form)
and the performance properties (including acoustic,
optical and thermodynamic properties, due to the
limitation of space, will be discussed in this paper, don't
do).Landscape system focuses on the natural landscape
elements, including the original natural or artificial
landforms, water bodies, vegetation, etc., at the macro
level, and the natural microclimate at the micro level.The
superposition of structure to landscape is based on the
addition operation of structure to architecture as a
prerequisite, namely "structure + (architecture) +
landscape". Although architecture is not discussed, the
integration of structure and landscape is impossible
without architecture as an intermediate link.The structure
of landscape structures under this integration operation is
mostly manifested in perception, especially in vision,
which echoes the context of construction[5]The emphasis
on visual expressiveness, or the intuitive reflection of
visual rationality, in the context of construction.
3.1 Structure + Functional properties of architecture
system: Structure + Interface
The structure actively incorporates the attributes of
the interface into its own category, so that the structure has
dual functions of load-bearing and interface, namely the
so-called structural interface. Ann greer Angerer (F)
"epidermis" put forward by the structural interface, it is
precisely that, he argues, is different from in the history of
the entity or skeleton and the classification of the
epidermis, the evolution from the cave to tents to masonry
structure and frame structure, the nature of the skin
structure of the composite is characterized by internal
space and external form, form can be read at the same time
in the inside and outside.[6]Different from general types of
architectures, landscape structures are less restricted by
openings such as lighting and ventilation on the facade,
and have relatively large degrees of freedom in
architectural and structural design, thus providing a broad
space for the integration of structure and interface.From
the Angle of the stress analysis, the structural interface is
the regular column grid of partial flexible framework into
the mechanism of action of surface function structure
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system, such as beam, column, wall and plate originally to
distinguish between each other, and each place is changed
into mutual support and common load co-bearing, its for
bending deformation of shear, lateral stiffness can be
adjusted between flexible and rigid, It helps to balance the
stiffness distribution of the internal and external structure,
and then can cancel the internal structural function by
strengthening the in-plane stiffness of the structural
interface, optimize the mechanical properties, and fully
release the interior space of the landscape structure.In this
way, the structure is the interface, the structure and even
the architecture, just as Deleuze said: "When the
architecture skin has the dual properties of structure and
material, the skin can replace the space structure and
become the architecture itself."[7]
On the one hand, the explicit expression of structural
interface in visual perception comes from the prominence
of structural components, the difference and rank between
components are weakened, and they tend to be the same
visually, and they are interdependent to form a continuous
whole. On the other hand, it effectively gathers a large
amount of information about structural materials,
geometric composition, and force transmission path
organization, which in turn provides formal power for
landscape structures.
Structural materials used for structural interfaces can
maximize their material properties and corresponding
construction methods, thus forming distinctive

architectural vocabulary.
For example, steel with
excellent tensile and
compressive properties
are
mostly
linear
components, which are
organized into areas of
morphological resistance
effect by means of
weaving (Figure 1).Glass
is a typical brittle material
whose tensile strength is
much smaller than that of
compressive strength, and
Fig.1 Kobe Tower, Japan
is mostly applied to
structural interfaces as
face-shaped components to meet the pursuit of lightness
and transparency in architecture (Figure 2).Fiber
Reinforced Polymer (FRP) has the characteristics of light
weight, high strength, corrosion resistance, strong
plasticity and so on. It appears in the form of surface
component, unifying the structure and interface into one,
and making the nonlinear landscape structure with
complex and variable shape achieve high efficiency and
low cost (Figure 3). Unconventional materials, which are
not usually considered as structural materials or even not
counted as architecture materials at all, also appear on the
interface of landscape structures. For example, discarded

Fig.2 Apple Store, Istanbul
Fig.4 Dome made of PET bottles

Fig.3 Chanel Mobile Art Pavilion

Fig.5 Peace Bridge, Calgary
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PET bottles are connected between the bottleneck and the
screw cap through transparent films, and stacked together
to form a dense and stable spherical vault (Figure 4).
Geometric structure of interface is to pick up the
geometrical elements of structure system into
architectural forms of language.It graphically Outlines the
power path, solidifies and visualizes the structural logic
within the visual scope, and conforms to the requirements
of formal beauty laws such as order, rhythm, contrast,
master and slave, but it is not a symbolic geometric
description dominated by architects.The mesh-interwoven
geometric texture has become the most striking feature on
the interface of the Heping Bridge in Calgary, Canada
(Figure 5). The homogeneous steel structural members are
just connected to form a curved truss, which is part of the
arch structure bearing the load. The winded rod at the top
is reduced in size as much as possible to blend into the
uniform appearance.The slanted bridge doors at both ends
are twisted out of plane, and the enlarged sections contain
reinforcing ribs to facilitate the flow of force to the
foundation, enhancing the structural perception.

hidden within the architectural form, or it can become the
architectural form itself."[9]1, the active integration of
structure to architectural form facilitates the coincidence
of structural space and architectural space, and the
coincidence of structural form and architectural
form.Thirdly, the view of structural engineering with high
efficiency (minimum material consumption) and
economy (minimum construction cost) provides rational
support for the creation of architectural form.Nilvy once
said that structural rationality and economic prudence
actually constitute the "correctness" and "ethics" of a
building.[10]Structural artists such as Mayall, Kendra, Isler
and Jorge Schleich have created compelling and inspiring
architectural forms that are constrained by rational factors.
According to the view of structuralism, form is
composed of the elements according to certain laws of
structured organization system, deciding factor is the
composition of the system is not depends on the form
element itself, constitute element itself does not have
independent meaning, can even be ignored its physical
and chemical characteristics, its performance in the
structural relationships, only The constitutive logic or
structural relation of the formal structure is the focus of
the study.In the integration mode of structure and
architectural form, the determining factor is the
mechanical law, the force is the content of the form, and
the form is the manifestation of the force.Therefore, on the
one hand, the subject matter of the form directly comes
from the internal force figure, on the other hand, the
geometric figure is abstracted into the mechanical model
and applied.

3.2 Structure + Visual properties of the architecture
system: structure + architectural form
Although structure and architectural form are
governed by different laws, they are ultimately
represented by the geometric shape of a physical entity,
and their perception of beauty is in some sense connected.
Therefore, their augmentation focuses on the
manipulation of the visual level, and the results are
presented as explicit visual perceptual experience.The
integration of structure and architectural form cannot be
separated from the following necessary conditions: first,
the structure has the expressive power in shape shaping
and the artistic potential in vision."Expressive
architecture" means to make the design simple, logical,
and economical by following the guiding principles of the
design of the supporting structure.Even if the structure is
hidden, it does not prevent people from understanding
how the architecture stands.[8]Schopenhauer, the German
philosopher and esthetist, believed that the most moving
beauty is formed by the most perfect expression of the
struggle between strength and weight of materials.When
talking about the beauty of architecture, he clearly pointed
out that the basis of architectural beauty is nothing else,
but the structure of the architecture, and the structure is
reflected by the visible and perceptible external form of
the architecture, such as the shape, the volume, the facade,
the line.The unification, symmetry, proportion and rhythm
of the external form are the most basic form norms of
architectural beauty.Second, there is a formal integration
relationship between the structure and the physical
elements of the architectural form. The high degree of fit
between the architecture and the structure of landscape
structures further promotes the in-depth development of
this relationship.Heinoengel points out that "structure still
has unlimited room for interpretation in its relationship
with architectural form.The structure can be completely

2.2.1 Internal force formalization
The distribution of internal forces generated by the
structure under the action of external forces is intuitively
reflected in the architecture form through the quantitative
graph, and the visible structural geometry is related to the
invisible internal forces. As the British zoologist DArcy
Thompson's famous saying: "Shape is the diagram of
force"."Each external force produces a different pattern
of internal forces," and "a quasi is only a quasi-resistance
to the main internal forces (bending moments, shear
forces and axial forces)."[3]118In order to provide more
simplified and convenient creative ideas for architectural
design.
Bending moment diagram is one of the
representatives.For structures that are assumed to be linear
in terms of structural forces, such as vertical space
extension towers and span space extension Bridges, the
mechanical problems involved are inevitably closely
related to the mechanical functions of the main
bending.The beam is a typical flexural member, and its
bending moment diagram under uniform load and
concentrated load is shown in Figure 6(Figure 6).The
bending moment diagram not only provides a quantitative
reference, but also contributes a basis for architecture
shape shaping. It can be enveloped by two ways: solid
structure and discrete component. In the first method, the
solid structure resists the maximum bending moment by
means of homogeneous covering or filling. The sail
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support of the Necka River Railway Bridge in Bad
Kanstadt, Germany (Figure 7) is a moment diagram
modeled on a continuous beam. High-performance steel is
used as a high-stress tension link to connect the longeron
to the mast in a covered manner. The sail shape has been
optimized to minimize the thickness and area of the steel
plate.The Krischheim highway bridge in Germany (Figure
8) makes full use of the plastic properties of concrete, and
is designed and assembled according to the bending
moment diagram. It is the thinnest at the point where the
bending moment is zero, and the thickest at the point
where the middle bending moment is the largest, showing
the inherent stress relationship. In the second way, the
moment diagram is enveloped by discretized components
to faithfully reflect the need of mechanical resistance, and
the bending moment is converted into axial force, which
has high structural efficiency. The structure of the
Traversina Bridge in Switzerland (Figure 9) consists of a
space truss system, a wooden bridge panel, and solid
railings to reinforce and stabilize the bridge. The shape of
the envelope is the same as the bending moment diagram
of a simply supported beam under uniform load.

Fig.6 Shear diagrams and bending moment diagrams of
simply supported beam under uniform load and
concentrated load

2.2.2 Statics diagram
The essence of the integration of structure and
architectural form is to find a structural constraint
mechanism for the release of the freedom of architectural
form and reduce the amount of building materials without
weakening the stability and functionality of the structure.
There are two methods available: one is the optimization
method, which is a "postrationalization" operation of form,
that is, using numerical analysis methods to strengthen a
given structure through small changes in geometry at a
later stage of design; The second is the direct approach,
which integrates structural constraints into the early stage
of the design. The form is the direct result of the force flow
through the material, and the force flow thus has the
characteristics of visualization. Graphic statics is a
geometric representation of the flow of forces. Through
graphic statics, structural problems can be dealt with
geometrically and may become formal problems. [11] As a
design tool, it allows for the rapid creation and refinement
of forms to control the forces in the structure, or to deal
with the shape of the structure. [9] If the bending moment
diagram is a tool for structural engineers to perform
structural force analysis, graphic statics can more
effectively establish an intuitive form feedback
mechanism and become an important reference for
architects to perform form generation. In the process of
structural and architectural form integration, graphic
statics is a scientific method that is relatively easy to be
mastered by architects and structural engineers. It creates
a graphical technical consensus for the cooperation
between the two and builds a graphical reference model
for the completion of integration. Based on the
complementary relationship of illustrations and try to
solve the interaction between the means to integrate form
graphics and structure force flow, by operating to solution
to influence diagram, and "under the same external force
distribution, and the complementary of the illustration is
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Fig.7 Neckar Bridge, Bad Cannstatt

not only one, and this is usually a designer fusion forms
and selection strategy of power flow" [12].
The Second Traversina Bridge (Figure 10) designed
by Konzert inverts the curve direction of the lower chord
in the classical Jawerth two-chord truss structure, and
distances the base at the right end, and the cables on both
sides form a protective net. The shape finding of the
bridge is based on the principle of graphic statics, which
transforms the direction of the force flow into a visible,
tangible, elegant and beautiful shape[13].Gustave Eiffel
also used graphic statics as a design tool, and with his head
of design, Mautice Koechlin. The prototype of the Eiffel
Tower scheme proposed together was a vertical
cantilevered fish-belly truss. The diagram solution under
the action of wind was drawn by graphical statics method,
which is the source of the final shape of the tower, and the
continuous internal force distribution in the height
direction makes the shape very efficient in resisting the
wind load (Figure 11).[14]
2.2.3 Geometric abstraction
In the realm of tangibility, form is a special
distribution of material entities in three dimensions, which
is geometric. From the perspective of architectural design,
architectural form takes geometric form as an intuitive
representation, which is regarded as a means of
interpretation and cognition of architectural form. The
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b
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Fig.8 Autobahn Overcrossing

c
a

b

Fig.10 Second Traversina Bridge

Fig.9 First Traversina Bridge

ideal spatial model created by geometry can be used as a
spatial prototype to guide the design of landscape
structures.From the structural point of view, "geometry is
the correct determination of lines, planes and bodies that
have unique and beneficial properties in the redirection of
forces"."A typical geometric figure, such as a circle,
triangle, parabola, sphere, cylinder, tetrahedron, etc.,
under the action of external forces will give rise to a
certain force flow and form a certain force balance
image.Conversely, a particular condition of the force
produces a structural form that conforms to the
mechanical conditions of the load at that time."[9]313There
are similarities between the space geometry based on
mathematics in architecture and the force geometry based
on mechanics in structure, which has a profound internal
correlation, thus providing a guarantee for the integration
of structure and architectural form.
Complex and free architectural forms provide tools,
which in turn are inseparable from the emergence of a
subversive Newtonian view of nature as mechanically
static.[15]Balmond's idea of "anomaly" is a reflection of
this view of nature. It is not a simplification of the real
world, and it is not a conventional method of vertical load
transmission that directly overcomes gravity as the first
choice, but a different way to explore a holistic
solution.His Advanced Geometry is derived from the
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c

d

Fig.11 Eiffel Tower

geometry rules in nature. "The tangled, irregular,
overlapping and overlapping structures come from the
mysterious forces at the core of nature."[16]170", the
rational interpretation of it is the idea of "deviance".
Therefore, the integration of structure and architectural
form can also be based on the idea of structural "different
rules", using advanced geometry as a tool and digital
technology as a platform, and then explore the possibility
of architectural form innovation.
Advanced geometry acts on the two levels of
structural units and structural systems of landscape
structures.At the level of structural units, it is mostly
applicable to the situation that the structure forms the
whole structure by the method similar to the emergence of
life, that is, the process that the structural units grow into
logical structural forms according to certain rules.The
structural unit has its own structural stability and presents
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the characteristics of advanced geometry in its own form
and organization rules. The complexity and richness of the
structural system come from the similarity and difference
of each structural unit. Some quite exploratory attempts
include: 2D collage, 2D filling, 3D collage, 3D filling,
Volonoi graph, branching and N-dimensional object
methods. The structure named H-edge (Figure 12)
perfectly integrates the three aspects of mathematical
geometry, architectural space and structural construction,
proving the possibility of describing, controlling and
displaying complex architectural forms through geometry.
It is based on a cuboidal fractal collage called the Menger
Sponge, whose geometric matrix is modular and selfsimilar, providing positive and negative Spaces on an
embedded scale. This two-dimensional collage is used at
three different scales to create architectural Spaces related
to the human scale, known as caves, trenches, and paths.
Structurally, the collage is achieved through the use of two
modular units, leaves and chains, which are chained to
each other to form a reciprocal hanging network. The
swinging of the plates along the four directions of the
chain ensures that the plates do not collide with each other,
and the chain is prestressed to form a rigid force
transmission path.
Advanced geometry acts on the level of the structural
system, which is mostly manifested as the spatial structure
type
that
resizes
through
the
curved
shape.Morphologically resistant structural systems are
formed by forming non-rigid and flexural materials in a
certain way and fixing their endpoints. The force change
is achieved through special morphological design and
unique morphological stability. The basic components are
mainly subjected to a single normal stress, namely
pressure or tension. Free-form surface forms such as
torsion, fold and irregularity are common in such
landscape structures.

a

b
Fig.12 H-edge

of the integration action, and the implementation of the
integration method depends on the transformation of the
architect's cognition, that is, the formation of the
integration thinking.Structure is often regarded as a
negative factor that restricts architectural design, and
architects always try to suppress its visual expression.In
the case of structural integration, the architect's attitude is
not only different from the visual features of the structure
under the penetration of structure, but also different from
the selective local display under the intervention of
structure. Instead, the architect's attitude is based on the
full respect, understanding and trust of the status and role
of the structure. Spontaneous rational thinking of
mechanical laws and rational constraints of engineering
ethics provide inspiration and inspiration for the design of
landscape structures, and form a creative mode of
subjective basis and objective, rational fusion of passion.

IV. CONCLUSION

No matter from the historical experience or the
current development trend, it is a historical inevitability
that architectures and structures that have been separated
and autonomous for a long time move towards harmony
and co-prosperity again. The idea of integration is the
cornerstone to realize the integration between the two, and
the landscape structures with the characteristics of high
compatibility between architecture and structure are the
perfect carrier to practice the integration of thinking and
method. The integration operation of "structure +" is the
addition operation of structure, which is to add the
attributes outside the structure (mainly refers to the
attributes of architecture and landscape) to the structure,
on the premise of maintaining the stability and integrity of
the original attributes of the structure. It can not only
enrich the expression of the structure, but also help to
optimize the efficiency of the structure, and finally realize
the ideal mode of integration and the ultimate goal of
"structure = architecture", that is, the win-win situation
under the state of the integration of architecture and
structure.The architect plays a pivotal role in the control
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Abstract— Metaverse design contains two core contents: first,
it is the design force or design activities for creating the
metaverse; Second, it is the design activity of creating new digital
images, digital things and digital scenes by artificial intelligence
and computational intelligence. The technical foundation of the
metaverse design is the application of the computational power
structure, and the advanced form of the metaverse design is the
construction of the content system. The computing structure
creates an open, shared and non-delayed digital platform in the
metaverse, and the design of the content system creates a
diversified comprehensive form of human physical and mental
and mimicry in the metaverse. The structure of computing
power is the productive force of the metaverse, and the content
system is the centralized embodiment of the production relations
and social operation mechanism of the metaverse.
Keywords—Metaverse Design ˈ Internet ˈ Computational
Force StructureˈContent System

I. INTRODUCTION
The age of the Metaverse has arrived, and metaverse
design must follow. What exactly is metaverse design? What
is its nature? What is its foundation and content system? What
kind of social application model does it have? The discussion
of these issues for establishing and guiding design
development is very important. This paper try to explore the
metaverse design systematically by the research methods of
reading of literature, investigation of practice, logical
deduction, comparative, and hope to find the future
development direction of design industry and the law of
development of the new design.
First of all, we need to find out where the meta universe
comes from and what its connotation is? The American
novelist Neal Stephenson created the term "metaverse" in his
novel Snow Crash. In China, this word is translated as "ݳᆷ
ᇉ" and refers to "the oldest universe or the beginning of a new
universe" [1]. This new universe is also considered by some
scholars to be a new phase of the Internet. The metaverse has
become one of the hottest concept, with technology companies,
culture companies, animation companies, game companies
and investment and financing companies are all transforming
into the metaverse corporations. I believe that the essence of
the metaverse is the creation of virtual reality, that is, the
construction of a new space and time in which the digital
virtual world and the physical real world are mutually
integrated. The integration of virtual reality (VR) refers to the
construction of the real world in the virtual world through
various digital technologies, and the assimilation of reality
into the virtual world [2]. In this process, as the three core
forces, design, calculation and creativity will play decisive
roles, at the same time, design is the best important core.
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Generally speaking, the metaverse design includes two
types: (1) the design activities of creating and perfecting the
metaverse, and the design for creating the metaverse belongs
to this; (2) Metaverse uses artificial intelligence (AI)
technology to create new world, with the development of AI
to a certain extent, AI also has humanized design ability, that
is, AI supported by big data makes the machine brains have
human-like thinking ability [3] and creative ability. For
example, the act of designing and creating digital virtual
worlds is the first type of metaverse design. The process of
painting, making visual images, objects and scenes by AI and
digital computing technologies is the second type of metaverse
design. Digital twin (from physical reality to digital virtual
reality) and digital native (from digital virtual reality to digital
virtual reality) are the main methods of the first type of
metaverse design, while digital native and physical twin (from
digital virtual reality to physical reality) are the main ways of
the second type of metaverse design. The key work of
metaverse design is to build the connection channel, switching
mode and mutual reflection structure between virtual and real
worlds. Besides, metaverse design wants to create sufficient
digital content industry. The creation of digital content
industry will become an important part of the metaverse
design during and after the maturity of the metaverse.
II. THE COMPUTATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE
METAVERSE DESIGN
To truly create the metaverse, efforts should be made to
upgrade computer hardware and software and Internet
transmission technology first, because the metaverse consists
of three parts: hardware, software and content [4]. A
sufficiently powerful electronic infrastructure, extremely
high-speed and stable information transmission can support
the metaverse, which is the first step in the establishment of
the metaverse. The capability and function of electronic
infrastructure, high quality and high speed of information
transmission depend on computing power, which is one of the
infrastructure of the metaverse [5]. The so-called computing
power refers to the computing ability of a computer. Computer
chips and computer components are the hardware foundation
of metaverse design, while network servers, data clouds and
information clouds are its external environment. The
computational forces of metaverse design can be divided into
five categories: (1) modeling computational forces; (2)
transmission calculation force; (3) identification calculation
power; (4) interactive computing power; (5) fusion computing
power. Various technologies provide technical support for the
metaverse from the aspects of topology construction, system
management, perception and experience, and function
realization [6], which are based on computing power.

A. Modeling calculation force
Modeling work force to create the operation platform of
meta content for the virtual universe, which is what kind of
software to establish the virtual world of digital visual image,
the software design and manufacturing need to calculate the
combination of art and design content, such as the creations of
characters, props, scene modeling by 3D design software is
one of the main direction of the force. Characters correspond
to people, props correspond to objects and scenes correspond
to fields, and people, objects and fields can constitute a
complete space-time and visual world. CAD, 3DMAX,
PRO/E, Solidworks, Maya, Rhino, Zbrush, Google Sketchup,
Poser, Blender, Teddy and other design software are
commonly used in teaching and industry. The creation and
continuous optimization of these design software requires
mathematical modeling, computer calculation and
development, which is commonly known as software
development. The advanced modeling computational power is
the planning, calculation and design of the metaverse's
constituent elements, style architecture, operation mode,
pattern presentation, and improvement steps.
B. Transmission computing power
The ability to transmit computing power is mainly the
ability of the network server, which also has the computer
system inside the network server, from which the computing
power comes. Calculate transmission power includes the
design of speed, high-speed online information transmission is
very important, it is not only security of metaverse’s low
latency or delayed, it is also the key to synchronous
communication and timely interaction between the two sides.
Only synchronous and timely interaction can make people feel
the continuity and fidelity of the picture, and can also make
people get a sense of immersion. The computational power of
information transmission depends on two aspects, namely the
computing speed of the computer and the Internet speed. The
computing speed of a computer is mainly related to the CPU.
Generally speaking, the higher the CPU frequency, the faster
the computing speed. Internet speed is determined by delay
design and broadband, which in turn is affected by the server,
incoming optical fiber, optical cat, router, Internet access
account, mid-range auxiliary equipment, LAN cable or WIFI
signal, computer or mobile phone network card number, so it
is relatively more complex. In 2021, China Unicom
Corporation proposed the strategy of "computing network
convergence" and "computing network integration", where
"computing" is computing power, in order to improve the
transmission speed of the network.

analysis and classification of massive big data, the type of
digital information can be comparatively investigated,
compared and discriminated, so as to realize the purpose of
identifying and confirming digital identity.
D. Interactive computing power
The metaverse is concentrated in ubiquitous interaction.
The main contents of the interactive are human-human
interaction, human-computer interaction, computer-computer
interaction, internet-internet interaction and data-data
interaction, among which the most core interaction is data-data
interaction. Online interaction basically belongs to data-data
interaction, and the transmission and receiving of information
are also synchronous. Whether it is information output,
information import or information feedback, a large amount of
calculation is required, and this calculation must be efficient
and precise. The interactive computing power of the metaverse
will be an overlapping multi-layer interactive computing
power, that is, the code of image, photo, sound, language, text,
action and color will be overlapped together, accept the
synchronous collaborative computing of machines or devices,
and then present into a unified form that people can understand.
With the enhancement of AI technology, the traditional
HTML custom attribute scheme of interactive computing will
be replaced by the neural calculus model of intelligent life.
E. Fusion computing power
The purpose of the metaverse is to create an ecological
planet, and its crystal-like social structure [8] is to realize the
fusion of the imaginary and the real, because the metaverse is
neither virtual nor real, but the fusion of the imaginary and the
real. The integrated computing power includes data
integration, virtual and real integration, and ecological
integration. It is a three-dimensional interaction or fourdimensional interaction, and it is a more complex ecological
computing system. Cloud computing is considered to be the
most important department of the metaverse, because its
overlapping computing power structure can solve the dialogue
and integration between different social forms. Multi-source
data and complex algorithms replace traditional people and
become the empowerers and enablers of networked and flat
nodes [9]. On this basis, The “cloud-edge-terminal”
collaborative computing mode of massive unstructured data
processing and analysis and novumind will become the main
architecture of metaverse fusion computing power.
III. THE CONTENT SYSTEM OF METAVERSE DESIGN

C. Recognition of computing power
The metaverse design will go through prototype design, AI
design, rendering design, connection design, fusion design,
and so on, and throughout all of them is information. Creative
information, content information, digital information, etc. are
transmitted from one port to another in the mode of instruction.
After each port, it needs to be recognized by the machine once.
Only after successful recognition can it enter the parsing and
recombination procedure, otherwise it will become invalid
information. I believes that there are four categories in the
metaverse, namely technical means, transmission mode,
recognition basis and content system [7], among which
"recognition" is the first step of digital information
transmission. High performance automatic identification and
data capture technology is the development direction of
identification computing power, that is, through the collection,
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Only on the basis of computing power can we talk about
the content of metaverse design, or computing power is the
technical basis of the content system of metaverse design. The
development from technology base to content system is a
process of upgrading, covering and popularizing the
application from the technical class to the society. The design
of the content system represents the pluralistic structure of
human physical and mental and mimicry. "Physical and
mental" refers to the existence of human beings in the physical
real world, especially physical human beings. "Mimicry"
refers to the existence and activities of digital identities of
digital people and physical people, especially virtual people.
The content of metaverse design can be roughly divided into
object and image design, live design, scene design, landscape
design and ethical design.

A. Object and image design
The design of people, objects and props is the design of
objects and images designed in the metaverse. Objects mainly
refer to animals, plants and utensils other than people, while
images mainly refer to the visual images of people and objects.
If the object and image design pursues the consistency or
fidelity with the objects in the real world, belongs to realistic
design, realistic design is a kind of bionic design, digital twin
is an important technique of bionic design, and through the
deformation of the digital native technology create more
morphs like cartoon character, virtual configuration, cartoon
image are deformations of abstract images tend to the realistic
and freehand brushwork in traditional Chinese design. Object
and image design is the monomer design of the digital virtual
world. A small number of realistic or abstract monomers are
accumulated to form a vast digital virtual world. As the most
important subject image in the metaverse, man will split into a
situation of multiple existence, among which natural person,
virtual digital person and high-imitation robot will constitute
a new human system of the metaverse "three’s company" [10].
B. Live design
After the production of objects and images, making them
move is the key to deepen the design. Only the active world is
a vibrant and desirable world. Traditional animation is to
present continuous motion paintings in an orderly manner,
thus using "visual retention" to form a moving picture. Now
the dynamic of digital objects can be achieved by motion
capture software to achieve realistic motion effect, such as 3D
Poser Tracker, small K motion capture, OpenMMD, Polygon
Free, Autodesk, RTS Tenoomi and other commonly used
motion capture software. Through the camera and sensing
technology, the real action and posture can be superimposed
on the digital people and digital objects, so as to give digital
people and digital objects a "life" of movement. The advent of
motion capture technology is likely to disintegrate the
traditional animation production, and the heavy animation
drawing profession will eventually be replaced by AI motion
capture industry.
C. Scene design
With a variety of characters, props, objects and actions, the
digital virtual world still lacks scenes. The metaverse
reconstructs the multi-dimensional social field through
"weaving scenes" [11] and "relationship reengineering" [12],
which realizes the preliminary formation of the metaverse
form. Digital twin technology digitizes the physical reality
through aerial photography, ground shooting, audio recording,
video and other techniques, and can build a fully realistic
digital scene. If you want to be refreshing, you have to use
digital native technology, that is, through digital software,
such as 3DS Max, Maya, C4D, UVLayout, SubstancePainter,
BodyPaint, etc., to design digital scenes, and such scenes can
give full play to the designer's imagination and originalityˈ
and can expand the viewer's vision and mind. In addition,
virtual space "can in turn change the original spatiotemporal
settings in physical reality" [13], that is to say, the digital
virtual world can inspire, promote, transform and improve the
physical real world. This is the physical twin, which is a deep
interactive behavior.
D. Territorial design
Scene is a kind of space, the space of people's activities, in
the digital virtual world is the space of digital people's
activities, space contains the visual physical three-dimensional
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field, but also has a kind of perceptible atmosphere and
temperament. Namely, the realm, here is not a physical space,
but refers to the psychological aesthetic realm. It is different
from the "scene" described earlier, the "realm" here is a fusion
of mind and matter after the atmosphere of experience and
feelings, with the "state" in the Chinese art similar concepts
such as "artistic conception". Because "art is a kind of structure
object of metaverse from ancient to now" [14], so there is
sufficient according to discuss "landscape design" again. First
of all, there should be objects and materialized scenes, and
then a certain situation should be created, so that the scene
induces the emotion and the feelings from the environment,
which triggers the emotion and gives birth to the meaning of
the context. What kind of landscape designers want to give the
scene, they need to match with appropriate characters, props,
objects, scenes to create or guide such a landscape, which is
the landscape design.
E. Ethical design
The necessity of AI ethics construction has long reached a
global consensus. [15] Obviously, ethical design is a moral
stand and value choice that must be clarified and observed for
both physical scene and inner world. Ethics refers to the
compound concept of human relations, ethics and moral
concept, which reflects the designer's comprehensive quality
of moral cultivation, personality, political consciousness and
value standpoint. "Metaverse" is not only a phenomenon of
technological development, economic operation, but also a
phenomenon of ethical reconstruction [16]. Ethical issues are
an important fundamental social issue in any era. Ethical
design still needs to convey the correct three views and build
an excellent human value system through the design of objects,
living conditions, scenes and environments.
IV. THE THREE-LEVEL MODE OF METAVERSE
DESIGN
Metaverse design is a leap from computational structure to
content system, computational structure is the foundation
design, is the design of building highway; Content system is
the application design, is the design of creating diversified
vehicle, product system. Metaverse design can be roughly
divided into three levels: (1) basic design; (2) Application
design; (3) Ecological design, wherein (2)(3) are the designs
of the content system of the metaverse. Each of these levels is
described in the following article.
A. Basic design
Basic design is mainly technical design, including
hardware platform design, software plank design, among
which computer, chip, network server, information
transmission cable, information receiving port, video
recording and capture equipment belong to the hardware
platform. And the computer and mobile phone operating
system, computer and mobile phone running programs, a
variety of network information operating environment and
interface, all kinds of apps are software boardwalk, here
"boardwalk" is mainly for data, information, instructions
through the channel and path. Metaverse is a new digital scene,
new industry and new ecology supported by Web3.0
technology system and operation mechanism [17]. Web3.0
technology system supports deep basic design and creates a
new type of social productivity: cloud design. Cloud design is
an Internet digital design system based on "web search + open
TAG (keyword tag) + intelligent matching".

B. Application design
Application design is obviously the design of network
information, including pictures, video, sound, text, action,
scene and other digital coding information, such coding can be
transformed into a design that can be accurately felt,
recognized and experienced by people through certain
decoding procedures. Application design includes native
design, AI-aided design and rendering design. Native design
refers to the native image imagined by the human brain, and
then presents and expresses the image in the human brain with
high fidelity by hand drawing or machine drawing. At present,
AI-aided design is mainly designed in the form of "human +
computing smart brain". Rendering design is equally
important. It is an activity of repeatedly polishing, trimming
and polishing the digital image and the digital world. It strives
to make the digital people and the digital world look more
appropriate, refined and perfect.
C. Ecological design
Ecological design is an important feature of the metaverse
design, because the metaverse is the generation of a new social
ecosystem and the establishment of an ecological world from
its birth. Connection design, joint design is two methods of
ecological design, that is to say, we are doing any of the design
of digital image, should find its physical prototype, given its
digital identity, sure the relationships of it and other digital
images in the digital world, planning the ways to communicate
of it and physical reality world. Especially in the simulation of
digital image, it may be the digital embodiment of the real
subject, the second identity or existence form of the real
subject. Virtual and real point-to-point design is connected
design, an interleaved design of faces and faces or
innumerable points are joint designs. Ecological design is a
kind of design that creates the social production relations and
social structure form in the metaverse age.
V. CONCLUSION
The metaverse digital virtual world is a "multi-functional
complex of ecologically perfect knowledge storage and
service" composed of digital copyright resources [18], in
which digital copyright resources are the main body, storage
and service functions are the goals of establishment, and the
multi-functional complex is the form of the existence of the
metaverse. Therefore, the most important part of metaverse
design is the design of digital image world, which is also the
main design type of human in the future, that is, the design of
free shuttling, connecting and running through the two parallel
worlds of virtual and real. This paper discusses the design of
the metaverse based on the computer computing power system.
In fact, the computer computing power will be the most core
and largest productive force in the metaverse age. The speed
and form of the computing power will determine the
development status and prospects of the metaverse. However,
the noumenon of the metaverse should still be the content
industry, and the content is the king of the metaverse and
metaverse design, while the research and design of computing
power technology is only the most basic and primary
metaverse design.
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Abstract— The rural cultural landscape is a product of the
accumulation of rural culture, a collection of cultural
information and symbols. Among the constituent elements of
rural cultural landscape resources, the iconic and representative
elements constitute a kind of "particle" landscape unit, and
these landscape units constitute a loose "cloud" form in a larger
scale space. The estimation and judgement of the amount of
rural cultural landscape resources can be reduced to the
counting and estimation of landscape particles. The basic
method is to set up a grid-cube from a 4D space composed of
spatial 3D scale and temporal scale, and then count the number
and weight of landscape particles in the cells, and then use the
data analysis results to judge and estimate the value of
landscape resources. (Abstract)
Keywords—rural cultural landscape, grid-cube, landscape
resources, landscape particles

I. INTRODUCTION
China is a traditional agricultural country, and rural issues,
farmers' issues and agricultural issues have always been
fundamental to the stability, development and revitalization of
the country. Rural landscape construction, as the main content
of rural development and construction at different stages, has
also undergone a transformation from material landscape
construction to cultural landscape construction. Nowadays,
rural cultural construction is related to the success of beautiful
countryside and rural revitalization, and is the main content of
cultural revitalization. The statistics and analysis of cultural
landscape resources are related to the success or failure of
landscape development.
II. PAIN POINTS OF RURAL CULTURAL LANDSCAPE DESIGN
In recent years, the following dilemmas exist in the
analysis of rural cultural landscapes: Firstly, compared with
urban areas, rural cultural landscape resources have a low
average density, uneven distribution in different areas, and
insufficient information remains on cultural landscape
resources, which is not conducive to the precise determination
of project research and design objects. Secondly, the basic
idea of cultural landscape planning is: cultural symbols
excavation > cultural landscape elements screening and
integration > cultural landscape innovation and application. In
the design process, there is a general lack of representative,
landmark and inheritance in the selection of cultural landscape
elements and information, a lack of concern for the sustainable
development of the cultural landscape in the creation and
design process of cultural symbols and information, and a lack
of ecological regeneration of the cultural landscape. Thirdly,
in the practice of landscape design projects, the analysis and
judgement of cultural landscape resources rely excessively on
the subjective judgement of the designer, and there is a great
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lack of design methods for making statistics from cultural
landscape resources themselves and making quantitative
analysis based on them.
III. DEFINITION OF RURAL CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
PARTICLES
As Edward Taylor put forward in Primitive Culture,
culture is subject to the laws of nature, so it can be studied
scientifically. [1] Bypassing the analysis of cultural landscape
forms and formats, cultural landscape resources can be
quantified, transmitted, replicated, promoted and enhanced in
terms of the specific cultural information contained in the
landscape resources. Therefore, the development and design
of specific cultural landscape resources can be carried out
through the statistics and analysis of the resources to obtain a
more accurate and valuable cultural symbol system.
The method of statistical analysis of cultural landscape
resources needs to be based on the following basic logic:
Firstly, the physical landscape elements such as homes,
courtyards, facilities and farmland of a particular rural cultural
landscape resource contain different cultural information, and
not any cultural landscape resource or symbol has
development and utility value. Secondly, culture is a socialhistorical phenomenon. Set the current moment as T, in this
moment cultural information and symbols will be distributed
in a specific geographical space. When the moment T
becomes past, these cultural information and symbols will be
deposited as a cultural history. The perception of culture needs
to be incorporated into a 4D coordinate made up of the length,
width and height of geographical space, and time T. From a
4D perspective, culture takes the form of a cultural fluid as
shown in Figure 1: a collection of symbolic elements of
cultural information. Thirdly, a certain rural cultural landscape
resource has development value, meaning that its landscape
elements contain cultural information or symbols that are
representative and vital. In the design process, judging which
landscape elements carry these cultural messages and symbols
is the key to successful design. Fourthly, from Jean Piaget,
Kevin Lynch, to Christian Norberg-Schulz, a perceptual
schema of human perception of things is described from
different perspectives and attempts are made to make this
perceptual intention concrete through concrete external
entities. [2][3][4] E. Cassirer and L. White, on the other hand,
hold the view that man is a symbolic animal and consider this
symbol to be a culture. In this way, the human being is a
symbolic animal = the human being is a cultural animal. [5] It
is clear that culture can be interpreted as symbolic in nature.
Culture is a symbol, and cultural space is also symbolic space,
and symbolic space eventually becomes real material space,
in essence, cultural symbols are transformed into physical
space through 'materials conversion', so that the cultural
landscape on a spiritual level is transformed into a physical
space, i.e. a cultural landscape in the general sense.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of cultural fluids in a 4D perspective

Since culture can be seen as a collection of cultural
symbols, the cultural landscape can likewise be seen as a
collection of elements of cultural symbols that have been
landscaped. Moreover, these landscape elements interact and
influence each other, forming a whole, a landscape particle
that can map culture. It is defined as follows: Suppose a
cultural landscape unit is U, composed of cultural symbolic
elements A, B, C, D, E, F ......N, and there is an
interrelationship between them, and they form a system S.
Then, when this cultural landscape unit meets the following
conditions: it has good influence, and the cultural symbols are
spatially stable, and can be imitated and reproduced, and has
the stability to maintain the system of cultural landscape units,
and has the openness and self-adaptability in the face of
external disturbances, this cultural landscape unit is called a
cultural landscape particle. [6] In rural cultural landscape
planning and design, the design object is usually a settlement,
or a regional settlement. In the object of study, there will be
different types of N cultural landscape particles, and these
cultural landscape particles form a loose "cloud" shape, i.e. a
cultural landscape particle cloud. [7]
IV. A RURAL CULTURAL LANDSCAPE METRIC BASED ON THE
GRID-CUBE MODEL
The analysis of rural landscape resources and the current
situation are the prerequisite and key to the success or failure
of the design. The main purpose of the research is to obtain the
quantity of landscape resources, the diversity of the project,
the distribution of resources, the correlation between
landscape resources, the systematic structure of landscape
resources, as well as landscape trends and basic laws. In design
practice, it is common practice to obtain data and information
about the project through field surveys and literature reviews,
and to analyse the weighting and distribution of each
component to determine the value of development and
utilization, and then to determine design strategies and
methods. The grid method provides a quantitative analysis
method that divides spatial patterns (spaces with distinct twodimensional spatial properties) into cells of the same size
according to a specific precision, assigns values to the
elements in each cell, and performs through-statistical analysis
based on these values. The accuracy of the data statistics
depends on the size of the mesh, i.e. the size of a specific scale
set in a specific object; the smaller the scale, the higher the
accuracy of the data often obtained. As the rural landscape
form is a 4D landscape body composed of a 3D landscape
form and a dynamically changing form in the time dimension,
it is clear that the traditional grid method is not the best method
for quantitative analysis. Therefore, based on the idea of the
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grid method, the grid in 2D space is upgraded to a cube in 3D
space, and a specific 3D spatial scale is used as the basic unit
to form the "grid-cube" model shown in Figure 2-a. The basic
application principle is stated as follows.
A. Estimation of particles in the rural landscape at the
present moment (T0)

Fig. 2: Schematic of the grid-cube in T0 moment.

In a specific rural geographical space, rural landscape
resources are distributed horizontally and vertically, and
together form a specific spatial body form. For specific rural
cultural landscape particles, there are also interlacing,
interspersed and superimposed forms in the horizontal and
vertical dimensions. For example, the landscape of the
mountain village is vertically structured in a typical hierarchy
- underwater and horizontal layers, flat and foothill settlement
landscape layers, hillside landscape layers, hilltop landscape
layers and aerial overhang layers, with the landscape elements
of the different landscape layers forming an organic and
connected whole in the vertical direction. For a specific rural
landscape design project, we can set a specific scale as a unit
and construct a 'grid-cube' framework as shown in Figure 2 to
record the landscape resource data for the project.
1) Step 1: Grid setting
Based on the plan topography of the project, identify the
four vertices at the outermost edge of the red line of the plan
and make a tangent line perpendicular to two adjacent sides
through these points to form a horizontal rectangle based on
the four vertices. And depending on the set accuracy determine
the mesh size to form a flat grid.
2) Step 2: Grid setting
Select any vertex of this grid as a plumb line and divide it
upwards in height using the planar grid scale as cells to form
a grid-cube consisting of cubic cells with length=width=height.

3) Step 3: Grid-Cube parameter value setting
As a rural landscape particle has the structure of a particle
nucleus and an anisotropic particle shell, a landscape particle
exists in horizontal space in four forms (ķ, ĸ, Ĺ, ĺ) as
shown in Figure 3: inside a grid, across two grids, across three
grids and across four grids. Similarly, in vertical space there
are also four forms as shown above. Set: the case of a
landscape particle inside a grid-cube is 1, other forms can be
assigned according to the number of landscape particles in the
respective grid-cube, the interval is 0 ≤ "grid-cube" landscape
particle content value < 1, so that the data can be statistically
analyzed by assigning values to each grid-cube. Because the
rural landscape particle form is always changing and moving,
theoretically there exists a landscape particle as long as in a
"grid-cube" appear, it may become in the state of the inner grid.
Therefore, it is possible to assign a value of 1 to the presence
of a rural landscape particle in any "grid-cube", regardless of
its proportion, and then carry out statistical analysis by
assigning values to the whole "grid-cube".

landscape resource mean value analysis and the dissimilarity
analysis of landscape composition elements, as stated below.

4) Step 4: Data analysis and application

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the morphology of cultural
landscape particles in horizontal space in a grid.

The concept of cultural landscape particles and cultural
landscape particle clouds suggests that a cultural landscape
particle is an organic system unit composed of different
landscape elements. Assuming that the particles are composed
of four elements, A, B, C and D, then, according to the
assignment method in step 3, the same "grid-cube" can be
assigned to A, B, C and D respectively to obtain four sets of
data for subsequent statistical and analytical purposes.
Similarly, assuming that a landscape particle cloud is
composed of three cultural landscape particles, E, F and G, the
cultural landscape particles can be regarded as a cell, and then
the "grid-cube" data description and statistical analysis can be
carried out using the assignment method in step 3. As the rural
cultural landscape particles are suitable for describing microlevel landscape objects, such as courtyard landscape units or
natural village landscapes, and the cultural landscape particle
clouds are suitable for describing micro-level and macro-level
landscape objects, such as rural regional landscapes. Therefore,
the "grid-cube" based landscape resource statistics and
analysis method is universally applicable.
From the rural landscape planning and design experience,
it is evident that the analysis of rural landscape resources
mainly focuses on the spatial distribution of landscape
resources, landscape richness, landscape resource volume and
landscape development trend, which can correspond to the
four data analysis types of spatial distribution analysis of
landscape resources, landscape resource richness analysis,
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ķ Visual analysis of the spatial distribution of
landscape resources
According to steps 1-3, the object of study is classified into
N "grid-bodies" according to a certain grid accuracy. By
determining the content of a landscape element in each "gridcube" and assigning a value to it, a set of definite data can be
obtained; the coordinates of the X,Y,H axes shown in Figure 2
are set as the coordinate values of three dimensions
respectively, based on which the position and degree of each
data is located and plotted in the three-dimensional space; the
amount of landscape element types that constitute rural
landscape particles or the amount of landscape particle types
that constitute rural landscape particle clouds in the research
object are analyzed and judged as indicator variables
respectively. Thus, a database containing the values of spatial
coordinates, the content of landscape elements or particles in
the "grid-cube", and the number of landscape element types or
landscape particle types can be obtained. In turn, a 3D scatter
plot can be created with the help of Matlab, excel, python and
other tools to obtain an intuitive spatial distribution of rural
landscape resources, which can be used to determine the
spatial pattern of landscape resources, the distribution of
landscape resource types, the weighting of landscape resource
types and other key information for determining the value and
advantages of landscape resource development analysis.
ĸ Landscape Richness Analysis
Landscape richness is a measure of the degree of diversity
of landscape types in a landscape space, reflecting the
diversity of landscape resource types within a specific
landscape space indicator situation. Generally speaking, the
greater the landscape richness, the greater the diversity of the
landscape and the greater the attractiveness to people (practice
shows that the greater the landscape richness is not the better;
exceeding a certain threshold will cause the landscape project
to become less attractive). As such, it is often one of the key
indicators of the value of the development of a landscape
object and the success of a landscape design project. The
partitioning of a landscape object using a 'grid-cube' means
that the constituent elements of the landscape study object are
divided and the number of elements within each cell is counted
separately to produce a three-dimensional spatially based
database, which in turn produces a three-dimensional scatter
map. The value of the application lies in the analysis of the
changing texture and structure of the landscape richness,
which is used to establish and locate landscape nodes and
landscape axes and to establish development strategies for
landscape design.
Ĺ Comparison and analysis of landscape resource
averages
In practice, as rural landscape resources are mainly
configured in surface space and the landscape elements are
interwoven, the differentiation and recognition of the spatial
distribution of landscape resources in three-dimensional space
is reduced. Therefore, in order to improve design efficiency,
designers prefer to conduct statistics and analysis of landscape
resources based on flat topography, i.e. they prefer to estimate
the mean value of the types and quantities of resource elements
carried in a specific topographic scale. The basic method is as
follows: first, create a topographic grid as shown in Figure 4,
and determine the coordinate areas Mx1y1,Mx2y1 …… Mx3y4,

Mx4y4 for each grid based on latitude and longitude lines.
Given the same number of elevations on these coordinate areas,
and using the number of 'grid-cubes' at that elevation as the
divisor, the average content value is calculated using the sum
of the landscape resource content of all 'grid-cubes' on the
same coordinate area as the divisor. For example, the average
value of the content of a landscape element in the Mx2y4 grid
is: Mx2y2 ˙ Mx2y2t0 ˇ Mx2y2t1 ˇ Mx2y2t2 δ Mx2y2t1 δ
……δMx2y2tn /n, n being the number of 'grid-cubes' based
on the vertical H. In a similar fashion, a database of horizontal
coordinate values, mean values of landscape content of grid
cells and rural landscape types is generated, and with the help
of visualization tools, a two-dimensional scatter plot of the
average distribution of landscape resources can be generated.
It should be further noted that since a particular rural landscape
is always composed of multiple landscape elements, it is
necessary to carry out average value calculations based on the
same topographic grid for different landscape element types to
generate a scatter plot of the average value distribution of
different landscape elements, which can be used to determine
the weight, spatial distribution, texture structure and other
analysis indicators of the landscape elements.

Fig. 4: Schematic representation of the topographical grid of
the landscape plan.

ĺ Analysis of the heterogeneity of the constituent
elements of the landscape
For example: The courtyard landscape is a landscape
element that forms the landscape of a natural rural settlement,
while the courtyard landscape is a collection of individual
courtyard landscapes. The variation in shape, decoration,
function, style and form between courtyard landscapes is then
called alienation. For landscape design practice, the index of
alienation of landscape components is positively related to the
character of the rural landscape. The analysis of this indicator
can be done in the following steps: firstly, the degree of
alienation is divided into five levels: no alienation, slight
alienation, general alienation, significant alienation and
complete alienation, which are assigned values of 0, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7 and 1 accordingly. Next, a grid as shown in Figure 3-c is
set up based on a reasonable mesh accuracy to record the
degree of alienation of landscape elements in different
geographic spaces. The degree of alienation of all landscape
elements within the mesh area is then estimated and assigned
a corresponding degree value during the field survey or data
analysis. If more than one landscape element co-exists in the
space indicated by the same mesh, then the alienation value of
the mesh is the sum of the values of the degree of alienation of
these landscape elements. After assigning alienation values to
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each mesh area, the degree of alienation of the landscape study
object is analyzed and judged with the aid of a twodimensional spatial scatter plot. As alienation of landscape
elements can have a weakening or dissolving effect on the
landscape character and attributes of the landscape study
object. Therefore, the distribution of alienation can be
analyzed to determine the nodes, content and scope of
landscape restoration. The significant degree of alienation and
complete alienation of landscape elements means that the
landscape elements metamorphose into new landscape
resources and lose the value of landscape restoration.
Logically, if the spatial and elemental alienation of a specific
rural landscape research object is quantitatively analyzed, it is
possible to determine whether the overall design strategy of
the landscape research object is restoration, rebuilding and
heritage, or new construction, reconstruction and innovation.
V. ESTIMATION OF RURAL LANDSCAPE RESOURCES IN
HISTORIC SPACES

Through field surveys and statistical analysis of data on
landscape resources at the present moment (T0), landscape
elements or landscape particles within the landscape project
that can be developed in value can be judged, but if it is
determined whether these landscape resources are bound to be
developed, a comprehensive judgement combined with data
on landscape resources in historical space is also required.
Rural landscape construction and development is essentially
the development and use of rural cultural landscape, while
rural cultural landscape is the mapping of rural culture in the
material physical world, and the attributes of rural cultural
landscape converge with those of rural culture. Therefore, it is
inferred from the hereditability and learnability of culture that
the rural landscape in the same geographical space will keep
changing with time, and a certain landscape element presented
at the present moment (T0) may be a sudden phenomenon,
which may not have inheritance and learning value, and
therefore may not have development value, i.e. "existence may
not be useful". On the contrary, a certain landscape element
presented in the historical moment (T3) has disappeared or
alienated for some reason in the present moment (T0), but it
has a development value that is worth restoring and
reproducing because it carries the key and value information
of a certain rural culture. As such, the analysis of the
morphological data of a particular rural landscape in its
historical space must be a fundamental part of landscape
design practice.
From a 4D perspective, a rural cultural landscape will be
presented as a cultural entity, a cultural entity in the historical
space precipitated by the cultural landscape at the present
which
can
be
expressed
as:
moment
(T0),
T=T0+T1+T2+T3+T4+......+TN. Therefore, in design practice,
the selection of landscape resource data at different marker
points in time for comparison, and on this basis to determine
the rural landscape cultural lineage has become one of the
basic methods of landscape design. It should be noted,
however, that the choice of the sign point in design practice is
usually a subjective choice made by the designer based on
qualitative analysis, and there is a greater risk of deviation
from reality, which objectively requires the establishment of a
method for easy quantitative analysis for calibration and
correction. To this end, the proposed quantitative analysis
method uses the "grid-cube" framework for data visualization.
Firstly, according to the actual analysis accuracy requirements,
determine the mesh cells and set up a flat grid based on the

Geographical spatial plane, which is used to record the types
and quantities of landscape elements in different geographical
zones. The average value of the type of rural landscape and the
content of each landscape element in the research object at the
present moment (T0) is imported into the planar grid. Secondly,
according to the actual situation, starting from the present
moment (T0), every X moments along the time axis T (the time
interval is related to the analysis accuracy), generate moment
recording points T1T2T3T4 ......Tn, and the length of the line
segment of two adjacent moment recording points is equal to
the length of the plane mesh, and draw the "grid-cube" spatial
model as shown in Figure 5. Then, the literature on rural
landscape resources between two adjacent record points (e.g.
T3 to T2, T2 to T1, and so on.) was consulted in chronological
order. The data is then imported into the corresponding "gridcube" (e.g. the results of the rural landscape resource data
between T2 and T1 are imported into the "grid-cube" between
T2 and T1, and so on). Generate a database of landscape
resources based on time T. Next, with the aid of data
visualization tools, create a three-dimensional spatial scatter
diagram to visually determine the type, weight and evolution
of the landscape elements in the research object. The historical
continuity and inheritance value of the landscape elements can
be judged by the data of the "grid-cube" landscape elements
upwards in the time axis, and their aggregation and diffusion
in the geographical space can be judged by the data of the
"grid-cube" landscape elements upwards in the horizontal
direction; by judging the weight of certain landscape elements
in the past and the length of time between the moment of
disappearance and the present moment (T0), the value of their
reconstruction, reproduction and excavation can be
determined.

the same data samples, the estimation accuracy is governed by
the accuracy of the cultural landscape particle settings.
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Abstract— Modern industrial prefabricated buildings are
the new architectural products appeared from last century. The
advantage and disadvantages are influencing the modern design
from many aspects. It is significant for the new generation
designers to understand the benefit and limitation of this
technology and how it exists in present time.
Keywords— Historical appearance; Architectural variation;
Efficiency VS Uniqueness; Material Science

I.
INTRODUCTION
In both human and natural history, Architecture plays the
role of the process of ensuring the construction and structure
to achieve perfection that enable them to reach the goal and
meaning of their existence made by the creator. The nests, the
honeycombs or the human palace and factories etc, elements
like function, comfort, monument are considered before
formation. The idea of modern design is how designers make
the process more efficient and accurate for the product to reach
the purpose that stood by the clients. Prefabricated buildings
are the constructions based on structure being manufactured in
the places like factories and then assembled or transferred on
sites to put into use. The extreme efficiency and simpleness
create great impact to the modern architectural design. This
essay will describe how prefabricated buildings are affecting
modern designers’ decisions. The description is from several
points as historical existence of Prefabricated Buildings, the
benefit and limitation of prefabricated buildings and the future
prediction or possible solutions of present design situation.
II. THE IDEA OF PREFABRICATION
Prefabrication which also known as prefab can be
described as a construction method that ensure houses or
buildings to be made or assembled in one location and
transferred to another location. The most significant three
types of prefabricated buildings are component, modular and
mobile. 1

constructions is dramatically earlier. The ancestors from
different civilizations learned to put use of the concept of
‘prefabrication’ on infrastructures. The well-known road way
structure ‘The Sweet Track’ located in England used the
technology of prefabrication at around 3800BC “Fig 1”. 2
The first prefabricated house was also designed by English
people to help their colonization in Massachusetts colony.
Pieces of houses were sent from England to local for
immigrants to build their home.

Fig. 1: The Sweet Track UK

It was during the second world war that the modern
prefabricated buildings are put in use by the citizens in
England. Due to the bombing from the axis powers, a great
number of citizens lost their accommodation. Relying to the
high efficiency and compelled by the urgent demand by local
residents, prefabrication highly participated in the post-war
reconstruction as seen in “Fig 2”. 3

III.

HISTORICAL EXISTENCE OF PREFABRICATED
BUILDINGS
The historical existence of prefabrication is very
fascinating. The ancestors discovered the advantages of
prefabrication and how they can help under different situations.
The ideas of new technological construction way are always
based on solutions to adversity or the pursuit of beauty.
Instead of the fresh appearance that affected by the
industrial revolution, the first existence of prefabricated
1
Salem Press Encyclopedia, 2022, Research Starters,
https://discovery.ebsco.com/c/xppotz/viewer/html/llpsgdb7lj
2
The Sweet Track , 2022,
https://m.megalithic.co.uk/modules.php?op=modload&name=a312&file=in
dex&do=showpic&pid=11030

Fig.2: WWII UK
3
Prefabricated homes after WWII, 2022,
https://startsat60.com/media/opinion/bloggers/nostalgia-prefabricatedhousing-post-world-war-ii
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IV.

PARTICIPATION OF PREFABRICATION BUILDINGS IN
MODERN DESIGN

The participation of prefabrication has great variations
under different situations. The function of houses determined
how they will be designed and produced. Modern
prefabricated buildings are most highly used in exhibition and
commercial situations. Instead of long period construction
time, prefabricated building can be put into use in shorter
times.

Fig. 4: Slovenia Pavilion, 2015, Milan

Fig. 3: Slovenia Pavilion, 2015, Milan

Firstly, in exhibition design, prefabricated buildings can
create a particular environment in very short time. For
example, the Slovenia Pavilion in Milan world Expo in 2015
used prefabrication to build their pavilion. The slogan of the
pavilion was “I FEEL SLOVENIA. Green. Active. Healthy.”
Therefore, the whole building is based on wooden structure in
order to create a natural friendly feeling for the visitors from
all over the world. The design of triangular shapes shown in
Figure 3 formed the mountain landscaped in Slovenia. 4 The
design of the pavilion is very successful for it reached the goal
of creating a more unique pavilion for Slovenia. It is not only
faster for the building to be constructed, the use of wood in
prefabrication also matched with the main concept of the
design. Not only the out appearance but also the interior design
can be built using prefabrication as shown in Figure 4.
Therefore, the prefabricated design can be considered as the
one of the best choices for exhibition design. In the high-speed
commercialized market, the new design of prefabrication
buildings is both owned for functional use and display use.
Skipping the exhibition, prefabricated buildings are
designed for commercial use as well. In order to have a better
display of goods, furniture and household supplies companies
are using prefabricated display sections to show costumers the
effects of their merchandises. IKEA is a very good example
for this situation. Moreover, prefabricated buildings are used
as homes or shelters for residents to live in. This situation
includes hotels like the popular modular hotels all over the
world. The Morerava Cabins designed by AATA Associate
Architects is a great example of how sectional hotels cooperate
with prefabricated buildings. 5 With the use of solar panels and
rain water collectors, the units become eco and artistic. As a
modern design product in 2010, these prefabricated cabins
released customers from the fussy hotel designs to have a
4
Slovenia Pavilion, 2015, https://www.archdaily.com/629637/sloveniapavilion-for-milan-expo-2015-sono-arhitekti?ad_medium=gallery
5
Morerava Cabins, 2010, https://www.archdaily.com/105789/moreravacabins-aata-associate-architects

closer contact with surrounding environment. The new
appearance of small vacation units are better and constructed
easier than the traditional hotel villas for the repetitive use.
Moreover, prefab designs can also be used for customers
seeking for new and constant living places. Not only pavilions
in the back gardens but also the main houses can be
prefabricated now. The Himmel Trial House designed by
Bauen is a typical example for prefabricated homes. 6 Instead
of prefabricated timbers, this house is designed with
prefabricated metallic system. Just like Mies van der Rohe said
“Less is more”, this design use countable large metal frames
to replace the complicated brick structure which created more
space and view angle for the resident (Figure 6). This house
located on a hill which is difficult for shipping of construction
materials. Therefore, prefabricated system helped very much
during building.

Fig. 5: Morerava Cabins, 2010

Fig. 6: Himmel Trial House, 2020

6
Himmel Trial House, 2020, https://www.archdaily.com/968087/himmeltrial-house-bauen?ad_source=search&ad_medium=projects_tab
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It can be concluded that, the modern appearance of
prefabricated buildings is based on the seeking of design
beauty, functions and avoiding the disadvantages of traditional
houses. The design is not only used for rigid demand and
short-term use but also sometimes becomes more artistic and
changeful than traditional on site constructed buildings.
V.

THE BENEFIT AND PRESENT LIMITATION OF
PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS

The benefit of prefabricated structure is going throughout
the whole process from design to construction. Firstly,
different from the unique buildings, prefabricated buildings
are easy to be replicated. Which also means they are very
suitable for high density use in modern high population society.
The low cost replicated design can suit similar scenarios as the
base design and can be improved according to particular
situation. Moreover, the design can be manufactured in same
place and shipped all over the world to be assembled. This
helps the modern designers to spread advanced design to
necessary locations. From simple functional prefabricated
structure like public restrooms to individual prefabricated
hotel units. Prefabricated design has already taken place in
many places among architecture design. The consistency and
uniformity make the classic designs become a symbol and
further forms new design language. The modern pavilions in
exhibitions and public use facilities are showing high use of
prefabrication. As the convenience of replicating and testing,
facilities like metro and stations are using the technology as
well. Furthermore, most prefabricated buildings are not overdecorated for easier assemble. This forces the designers to
consider more in the circulation in each design. Just like the
Himmel Trial House, even the structure itself is easy to
understand, circulation between private space and public
space is still well considered. Designers can test the structure
easier by modeling and test build in the factories instead going
to every site. In conclusion, prefabricated buildings can save
time during construction and can be easy replicated. It helps
designers to focus on solutions of space design instead of
testing structure or journey between locations.
Designs that can be copied always lead to plagiarism and
repetitive. Similar designs of houses are existing very much in
prefabricated buildings. Due to the commercial use of
prefabricated homes, more and more designs are losing their
uniqueness. Although prefabricated designs can be used in
different locations, the laziness of users may lead them to
choose the easier existing design instead of the one that really
suits the situation. This can lead to the abuse of prefabricate
design or even unemployment of designers. Although,
different from artworks, design is not the way to seek artistic
uniqueness but to seek best solutions that can create or
improve architecture. The uniqueness still contain value in
each building. Different situation will have its own best
solution. A perfect design that suits very place can hardly be
produced in present time. This is one of the reasons why
prefabricated buildings should never be abused in modern
design.

during shipping and assembling bring out this result.
Moreover, materials from former shelter and structure can be
reused to create new design. For instance, the Skypods created
by Mike Hyde shown as figure 7 are constructed based on
recycled airplane compartment. 7 Prefabrication helped to
transform on artificial shelter into another. The concept of
recycle and reuse can be seen in prefabricated designs
frequently. However, limitation of materials also limited the
size of prefabricated design and existence in extreme
situations. Due to shipping reasons and the idea of easy
assemble, prefabricated buildings are usually designed
lightweight or lack of thick volume material. Materials that
create thicker walls like bricks and concretes are rarely used in
prefabricated design. This means temperature control and
insolation will be more difficult in certain climates. Therefore,
the material choose is both benefit and limitation of
prefabrication in present time.

Fig. 7: Skypods by Mike Hyde, 2021

The last limitation of prefabricated buildings is safety. The
function as a shelter is always the most significant thing for
the designers to consider first. Safety of one architecture is
based on the influencing elements from both outside and
insider. Outside can be described as environment and location.
Inside can be described as structure and materials.
The assemble prefabricated buildings sometimes cannot be
constructed as strong as the traditional buildings as limited by
materials and particles. Therefore, management and size
become more important for the designers to decide.

When talking about prefabrication, material is one of the
most significant elements in design comparing with traditional
buildings. Instead of concrete and brick structure, materials
like timber, metal and composite materials are highly involved
in prefabricate design. The convenience and simpleness

VI. CONCLUSION
The impact of prefabricated buildings to modern design in
based on construction, uniqueness and artistry. The low-cost
replication of design ensured the design to strike in market and
highly used in similar situations. However, material and safety
became its main limitation to exist in serval locations. The
modern designers should learn and use the new technology but
also understand that no technology can solve all problems. The
discovery to best architecture solution is always based on each
design itself. Prefabricated buildings dramatically influenced
the present design market. More and more new materials
might be used in prefabrication in the close future. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the invincible impact of prefabricated
building to modern architecture design is challenging and
exciting.

Skypods by Mike Hyde, 2021,
https://www.archdaily.com/catalog/us/products/26290/architectural-

finishes-di-noc-in-skypods3m?ad_source=nimrod&ad_medium=widget&ad_content=single_longtail
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Abstract— As a purposeful creative activity of human beings,
design has a close interactive relationship with the development
of human society, and has a distinct brand of the times. Based
on the perspective of the information age, taking Milan Expo as
the research object. This paper analyzes some new design
phenomena in Milan Expo and the reasons behind these design
phenomena. By summarizing their common characteristics,
which is helpful to understand the development status of
contemporary exhibition design, grasp the development trend of
contemporary exhibition design, and provide some constructive
ideas and directions for the research of exhibition design theory.
In order to help in promoting the development and
improvement of contemporary exhibition design theory
research. This paper is one of the phased achievements of the
2018 Humanities and Social Sciences Research Program Fund
of the Ministry of Education (No. 18YJA760033) hosted by the
author.
Keywords—component, Age of Information, Exhibition
Design, Characteristics, Milan Expo

I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the background of the information age, this paper
takes 2015 Milan Expo as the research object, because it has
the typicality of studying the cutting-edge issues of
contemporary exhibition design. First, it is the largest Expo in
the past 10 years, with a total of 147 countries participating;
secondly, it is the second time after 109 years that it has been
held in Italy, which is more influential in the field of
contemporary design, and it is a relatively mature Expo.
Therefore, as a large-scale, relatively recent exhibition event
with two experiences, some new design phenomena appear in
it, which have highly representativeness and research value.
By analyzing the nature and causes of these design phenomena,
it can basically reflect the new characteristics, new laws and
new methods of the contemporary exhibition design frontier,
so that the relevant research on them will have higher research
value and practical significance.
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INFORMATION AGE AND THE
INEVITABILITY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TO DRIVE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

In the development history of human civilization, the most
representative production tools are always used to represent a
historical period, such as the Stone Age, the Copper Age, the
Bronze Age, the Iron Age, the Steam Age, the Electric Age,
and the Atomic Age. Following this logic of consideration,
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throughout the 20th century, with the advent and
popularization of computers and internet, especially at the end
of the last century, the influence of information on the entire
society has gradually increased to an absolutely important
position. The era has passed the atomic age and entered the
information age. The extensive application of computer and
network technology has also become the main feature of the
information age.
As a purposeful creative activity, design has a close
interactive relationship with the development of tools and
technologies. Understanding this relationship is conducive to
an accurate understanding of the development of design. The
intuitive, efficient and accurate nature of computers, the
versatility, ease of use and good man-machine dialogue of
design software surpass traditional design tools in design
methods and means. People have gradually abandoned
traditional design tools and means such as drawing boards,
drawings and pigments. Computer aided design has become
the mainstream design method. Traditional design has also
evolved into a design era based on "digitalization and
informatization", which has made a fundamental change in the
traditional design that has been followed for many years.
In addition, the popular application of computers has also
spawned new design forms, design languages, and new design
fields, such as multimedia design, UI design, and interaction
design. Without the stimulation of market demand and the
support of computer and network technology, they simply
cannot appear and enter our lives. Besides, those brand-new
visual presentation forms based on information technology
that surpass people's imagination, such as virtual reality,
augmented reality and holographic images, are beyond the
imagination and realization of traditional designs. Therefore,
the impact of information technology on design is not only the
innovation of design tools and means, but also the creation of
new design languages and design fields, which provides a
broader space and infinite possibilities for design innovation.
This achieves the design purpose that traditional design cannot
achieve, and subtly promotes the development of design from
multiple dimensions, which is also the inevitable law of the
development of the times.
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDYING EXPO EXHIBITION DESIGN
BASED ON THE BACKGROUND OF THE TIMES

A. Expo's "trendsetter" status makes it an important
research value

The biennial Expo is an international exhibition event with
a long history, known as the "Olympic" event of the world
economy, technology and culture. In each Expo, all
participating countries will do their best to apply various new
technologies, new materials and new techniques to
architecture and exhibition design, present and express new
concepts, new ideas and new methods of exhibition design
through works, and trigger new design trends. In this sense,
each Expo embodies the highest level of contemporary
exhibition design, and has become a "trendsetter" for the
development of exhibition design and even the global design
industry. Therefore, it is more conducive to accurately grasp
the development direction of exhibition design to carry out
relevant research on it.
B. Expo is an important research object and research
approach for exhibition design
As the epitome of the progress of the times and human
civilization, the Expo is a large-scale cultural, technological
and artistic feast, at the same time, it is also a top design event.
Its exhibition methods, design concepts and strategies reflect
the progress and development of the times, and marked with a
deep stamp of the times. Under the background of the
information age, the technological revolution led by
information technology has prompted the traditional
exhibition design concept and pattern to be gradually broken
and replaced by the new innovation system. The construction
and research of new exhibition design concepts, new thinking
and method systems need to be strengthened urgently, and the
ontology research of multi-disciplinary, multi-field and crosscultural exhibition design is imperative. It is an important way
to improve the practical level of exhibition design to conduct
research on relevant exhibition design in the Expo, dig and
interpret the new characteristics and new trends of current
exhibition design, and explore new perspectives, new
categories and new systems of exhibition design research in
the context of the information age, but also the main trend of
enriching and perfecting exhibition design theory. It is the
inherent demand of the open discipline characteristics of the
continuous development, improvement and construction of the
contemporary exhibition design theoretical system, and it is
also the law of discipline development. Therefore, it is hoped
that the latest laws and cutting-edge methods of contemporary
exhibition design can be summarized through the research on
the design ontology of relevant exhibition cases in Milan Expo,
and the development and improvement of exhibition design
research will be promoted.

technology into modern exhibition design, formal languages
supported by computer algorithms: virtual scenes, holographic
images, digital images and digital images are widely used in
exhibition design. The creation process and presentation
methods of these formal languages are all different from the
traditional materialized formal languages, they are designed or
edited in the computer with codes, and then decoded and
presented by corresponding digital devices, with the
distinctive emblems of virtualization and dematerialization.
Among the countries participating in Milan Expo, many of the
pavilions no longer have any physical objects related to the
theme of "food", but rather virtual, non-physical displays
through digital images and different media. For example, the
only physical objects in the Korean pavilion are symbolic
"moon" pickle jars of various sizes, and these symbolic pickle
jars serve more importantly as an imaging medium and carrier
for the digital images (Fig.1). The Thai pavilion, on the other
hand, promotes the message that the country has a wide variety
of fruit, but no physical fruit appears in the pavilion, the
message is conveyed through a circular screen and a projection
pool of virtual images (Fig.2). The interior of the Argentina
Pavilion is a virtual video space, the entire interior space is
composed of continuous curved film fabric, cycling through
Argentina's excellent agricultural resources. These nonphysical design languages have solved the problems of
physical exhibits not being able to transcend the constraints of
space, time, materials, processing techniques and funding, as
well as the singularity of the way physical exhibits convey
information, opening up new avenues for extensive
international exchange of culture and art(Fig.3).

.

Fig. 1: Korean Pavilion Pickle Jar

IV. EXHIBITION DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS IN THE
INFORMATION AGE

A. Non-physical design language
In the traditional Exhibition design, the formal language as
an important design element mainly includes static entity
forms with stable material properties such as space, form,
exhibits, which are expressed as a three-dimensional concept
occupying a certain physical space. The principle of
morphological creation is also similar to the formal and
semantic rules of traditional sculpture art, and the transmission
of connotative information uses stable morphological
semantics to express the ideological connotation of works
metaphorically. Therefore, the substantiality of formal
language and the singleness of information are the typical
characteristics of the formal language of traditional exhibition
design. With the continuous penetration of information
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Figure. 2-1: Thailand Pavilion Ring Screen

Fig. 2-2: Thailand Pavilion Ring Projection Pool

whole process of pickle fermentation is shown in a
combination of objects and images, which is intuitive, vivid
and artistic (Fig. 4).
The mediumisation of the exhibition space is a
revolutionary change, freeing it from the reliance on the
traditional medium of two-dimensional screens and curtains,
and effectively solving the design challenge of poor
integration between productised media and spatial modelling.
More importantly, the integrated application of these new
technologies allows the media to become extremely broad,
allowing multiple real environments to overlap with virtual
digital information, thus diversifying and multi-dimensionally
expanding the exhibition space and offering a wide range of
possibilities for design creativity.

Fig. 3: Argentina Pavilion

B. Mediated exhibition space
In terms of the design purpose and nature of exhibition
design, the effective dissemination of display information is
an important evaluation indicator that cannot be avoided. The
exhibition work itself is a comprehensive medium for
information dissemination, loaded with different types, levels
and units of information or symbols, and has the important
function of information presentation. This important media
feature has become even more prominent after the human race
has entered the information society. In communication studies,
a medium is some form or substance that conveys a message
and loads a symbol. The formal language of exhibition space,
form and exhibits, which have stable material properties,
combines the function of a medium and is the transmission of
information through morphosyntactic metaphors, however, its
main function is to participate in the creation of space and form.
Therefore, it is explored earlier in this paper in the Design
Language section. The mediums referred to here are, in
accordance with common perceptions, those that are massproduced and productised. In traditional exhibition design,
they are simple audio-visual devices, which are generally
homogeneous and interpret information in a one-way manner.
The development of information technology has effectively
increased the visualisation of information and the way in
which information is conveyed and the function of the
productised media. At Milan Expo, a large number of new
information technology-based productised media, mainly
including 3D projectors, interactive projectors, interactive
touch screens, virtual reality, mixed reality and interactive
multimedia, were widely used. They not only showed diverse
and integrated information dissemination characteristics in the
process of information dissemination, but also changed the
traditional monotony of media types and single mode of
information presentation, providing more media types for the
exhibition.
Information technology, in addition to enriching
traditional media genres, is also overturning traditional media
concepts. The change in the concept of the medium has been
triggered by the latest digital presentation technologies, such
as mixed reality and 3D projection mapping. These new
presentation technologies no longer rely on traditional
industrialised, standardised electronic equipment or curtains,
they combine digital information with material entities, which
can be used as media, overturning the traditional concept of
media and allowing any entity in the exhibition space to have
the function of a medium to transmit information. For example,
the pickle jars in the Korean pavilion are not only a symbolic
exhibit, but also a medium for information transfer. 365 pickle
jars are used as a medium for projection imaging, and the
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Figure 4 Pickle jars in Korean Pavilion

C. Multi channel information transfer
The reinterpretation of the concept of media by
information technology has enriched the design language of
designers, opened up more creative possibilities and brought
about a new sensory experience. Due to the singularity of the
traditional productised media, the viewer cannot interpret and
receive information without a two-dimensional screen or
curtain, and the visual experience of information is very
singular, not to mention visually surprising. For a long time,
due to the limitations of technical means, this mode of
experience has not been changed. The development of
information technology and the application of multi-media
technology have transformed the way the productions are
viewed, the means of presentation and the form of presentation,
providing the viewer with a refreshing sensory experience. In
particular, the development and application of interactive
technology has revolutionised the one-way transmission of
information, changing the monotonous relationship between
the traditional media and the viewer to a multi-directional,
multi-channel, re-creative approach to the dissemination and
interpretation of information. It has changed the old pattern of
the media and the audience working separately, creating a
dialogue between the audience and the media, and the
dissemination of information has changed from the traditional
one-way to the dynamic characteristics of two-way interaction,
with more independent choices for receiving and interpreting
information. At the Japanese pavilion of Milan Expo, a
symbolic "electronic waterfall" was designed to promote its
intangible cultural heritage "washoku", where various types of
washoku are poured down with the waterfall, and visitors are
able to touch and select according to their preferences and
learn about them. Visitors can also store the food in their own
mobile phones via wireless means, enabling multi-channel
communication between the senses of sight, sound and touch
and leaving a deep impression on each visitor (Fig.5). In
addition, interactive technologies provide audiences with
more channels of information exchange and change the
predominantly visual, passive model. These new sensory

perceptions are closely related to the type of interaction
employed, and they include: display-based interaction,
capture-based interaction, infrared-based interaction, mobilebased interaction and web platforms. The German pavilion of
Milan Expo adopted the concept of a "key card", the
organizers gave visitors a cardboard with a "key" function, on
which there were several capturable sensor points. When the
visitors come to the exhibition area of interest, the cardboard
sensor points instantly turn into a projection screen by
capturing the contents of the booth. Visitors can also flip the
cardboard to switch the projected information and further
interpret the deeper content of the exhibition, just as easily as
browsing the web. By combining multiple interactive types,
the designers have opened up a new experience of multichannel information exchange for visitors, increasing the
effectiveness of information exchange (Fig.6).

Fig. 5-1: Japan Pavilion

Fig.5-2: Japan Pavilion

Fig. 6: German Pavilion

V. CONCLUSION
Through some new design phenomena in Milan Expo, it
can be seen that in the context of the information age,
exhibition design has shown new features: the nonphysicalisation of design language, the mediumisation of
exhibition space and the multi-channeling of information
transmission, which better serve the essence and goal of
exhibition design from multiple levels, is the effective
transmission of exhibition information, and play a positive
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role in promoting the development of exhibition design.
Recognizing and understanding these new characteristics and
design phenomena helps to grasp the trends of exhibition
design development, and also provides some ideas and
directions for theoretical research on exhibition design in the
information age.
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Abstract – In recent years, with the development of science
and technology, 3D scanning equipment and 3D scanning
technology are gradually used in the restoration and protection
of cultural relics. It has provided great help for the preservation
of 3D data of various valuable cultural relics. This technology
has great value in saving the 3D data of physical objects. On the
other hand, the model directly obtained by 3D scanning has the
problems of the high number of faces, wrong material
information, and wrong details of the model, which can’t be
directly applied to other new media fields other than saving data,
such as 3D animation, movies, and games. Manual intervention
is required. As a new technology developed in recent years, the
quality of 3D scanning products depends on many factors. If the
preparatory work is forced to be degraded due to certain
conditions, the final quality of the scanning model will be greatly
affected. The feature of unlimited realism of the scanning model
also limits its application range. Integrating the scanning model
into the existing scene needs to ensure that the two are unified
in style. Therefore, how to make good use of the valuable but
challenging technology of 3D scanning while preserving and
repairing the 3D data of vehicle cultural relics is the topic to be
explored in this paper. This paper will briefly describe the
necessity of preserving and restoring the 3D data of vehicle
cultural relics, list the digital media technologies that need to be
used in the process of preservation and restoration and explain
how to use these technical achievements to transform the data
into digital media artworks. The demonstration method will cite
domestic and foreign examples of making 3D models of vehicles
for the comparison. Combined with my research and practice in
related fields, the advantages, disadvantages, and feasibility of
this method will be proved. Finally, the application of digital
media technology in the field of cultural relics protection and
reproduction is summarized and prospected.
Keywords—Reproduction, 3D scan, Vehicle relics, Data
preservation

I. Introduction
New 3D scanning technology has been widely used in
recent years. As early as 1999, director David Finch used
photogrammetry technology to scan the objects in his kitchen
and put the 3D modeling into the image. In the 2019 TV series
morning news, the crew also scanned and reconstructed some
street scenes of New York City. The latest famous attempt
was the panoramic scanning of Laojun Mountain in Henan
and Wudang Mountain in Hubei by the domestic DJI UAV
team in March 2022. Through the improvement of equipment
and the gradual maturity of experience, the scanning mode of
related objects has been systematized and gridded. Even
independent artists can scan all kinds of objects in daily life
with simple photographing equipment. At present, imagebased 3D scanning technology is widely used in the scanning
of ancient architectural relics, and there is no precedent in the
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scanning of vehicle relics to preserve their data. Given the
high fidelity of scanning technology to models and maps, I
think that the 3D scanning process can be integrated into the
traditional PBR modeling and mapping process.
II. Research purpose and significance
The carrier cultural relics are different from various
cultural heritages. They were originally designed as
consumables rather than permanent storage. With time, quite
a number of them have lost their original functions and can
only stay in the exhibition area of the museum. Although they
are in a good state of protection, they have lost their
propaganda value in addition to static display. At the same
time, with the development of science and technology, we
have more means to permanently preserve the 3D data of these
vehicle cultural relics, which can not only limit the
preservation of cultural relics to museums. Through scanning
technology, we can obtain the 3D data of the cultural relics
themselves, but we need to further process these data so that
they can play a role in 3D animation software or game engine
while retaining most details. This requires a return to the
original 3D modeling process, supplemented by a sufficient
number of reference drawings obtained during the rescan.
Most structural models will be obtained through 3D modeling,
and the scanned data will be used as a supplement to the
details of the 3D model. During the production process, we
can manually select which details to save, to rebuild and
restore the historical state of the cultural relics in a certain
period for future use. Obtaining a 3D model of the cultural
relics is only the beginning. With high-precision 3D models
of cultural relics, we can make more media artworks. In recent
years, many military historical films have been released in
China and Russia, such as T-34, dviyatayev, and sacrifice.
The high-precision and fine film and television 3D model can
well meet the needs of film and television tasks, and provide
a new scheme for the selection of props and special effects to
a certain extent when shooting such historical films in the
future. By outputting 3D models with a low number of faces,
we can invest these model assets in the production of the next
generation of games. Players can drive the vehicles driven by
these former heroes in the game, stimulate the patriotic
enthusiasm of the audience, expand the influence of the works,
and let more people know the history and deeds of the main
character.
III. Classification of 3D scanning technology
3D scanning is a high-tech technology integrating light,
machinery, electricity, and computer technology. It is mainly
used to scan the spatial shape, structure, and color of an object
to obtain the spatial coordinates of the object’s surface. Its
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important significance is that it can convert the 3D
information of the physical object into digital signals that can
be directly processed by the computer, which provides a very
convenient and fast means for the digitization of the physical
object. 3D scanning technology can realize non-contact
measurement and has the advantages of high speed and high
accuracy. The current 3D scanning mode can be roughly
divided into two categories according to the working principle
of the equipment used: a contact type and a non-contact type.
Here, contact and non-contact refer to whether there is
necessary contact between the scanned object and the
scanning device during the scanning process. Non-contact 3D
scanning is divided into three sub-modes: laser scanning,
structured light scanning, and photographic scanning
(photogrammetry).

Scanning technology provides a relatively "low-cost" solution
for manufacturers compared with remodeling.
When we see many convenient factors brought by 3D
scanning technology, we also need to understand the current
shortcomings of this technology. The model obtained by 3D
scanning and the model required by the 3D art-related process
cannot be well connected. To ensure that the scanned model
faithfully reproduces the scanned object, the number of model
faces is generally high, to ensure that all details are at an
expressible level. This causes the model file to be too large to
be imported into Maya phantom engine and other software. If
the automatic face reduction tool is used to reduce the face of
the target model, the software will uniformly reduce the
number of faces on the whole model, resulting in the loss of
some details we want to show. At the same time, excessive
surface reduction may lead to large changes in the surface
shape of the model and lose the value of scanning the model.
Therefore, it is necessary to manually process the scanned
model, reduce the number of faces while retaining its main
details, and modify the topology so that it can be used for
rendering and finally for movies or games.

Figure 1. Example of 3D scanning reproduction model.

V. Application of 3D scanning technology in vehicle
cultural relics data preservation

IV. Application prospects and limitations of 3D scanning
technology

The vehicle type cultural relics have two properties:
vehicle and cultural relics. At the beginning of design, they
were designed as a means of transportation, transportation,
and even consumables. Their design requires comfort and
durability, not durability. However, after experiencing some
historical events of commemorative value or being used by
some famous historical figures, these tools are also endowed
with historical value, which requires us to properly keep these
valuable vehicles in the museum. At the same time, due to the
vehicle's tool properties, these preserved vehicles can also be
used as precious props in historical film and television works
to play their role on the screen and continue to make
contributions to telling the audience about history. However,
the use of vehicles as tools will inevitably reduce their service
life and damage their preservation value as cultural relics. If it
is unfortunately damaged in the shooting, it will undoubtedly
be a great loss to the inheritance of history. Therefore, we will
try to make the vehicle continue to appear in film and
television works without damaging its appearance, which
requires the use of 3D scanning technology.

At present, 3D scanning technology is widely used in the
field of cultural relics digital archiving, and cultural relics
restoration. Because most of the 3D geometry of the scanned
object can be restored in the 3D model using the 3D scanning
technology, it is a very effective tool for the cultural relics
protection work that needs to reproduce the surface structure
of cultural relics. Nowadays, a large number of ancient
architectural relics can not be included in the museum every
year. They can only withstand the wind and sun, but also wear
and tear off their appearance and even damage. 3D scanning
is insurance for cultural relics while trying to repair them.
Even if the cultural relics themselves have gone through the
destruction of time and no longer exist, the 3D scanned data
can still be saved and used in digital media for future
generations to continue to appreciate. Furthermore, the
scanned cultural relics are reborn in the cultural and artistic
works in another way. The wide spread of the artistic works
among the broad masses of the people can directly promote
the audience's understanding and understanding of the
relevant cultural relics and indirectly enable more people to
participate in the work of cultural relics protection. This is also
beneficial to the work of cultural relics protection itself.

The production process of traditional film and television
level models includes reference drawing collection, low
model production, high model production, engraving and
adding details, baking models, making maps, rendering tests,
etc. if it is necessary to produce vehicle cultural relics that
have existed in history, it needs a lot of time to verify their
appearance, coating, parts status and other information, and
collect a large number of reference drawings. Due to time
constraints, a modeling engineer is usually responsible for
each part of the vehicle, and the integration is carried out after
completion. The proportion of each part must have a unified
requirement, which undoubtedly increases the difficulty of
overall planning and organization. If 3D scanning technology
is integrated into the existing modeling process, a new
alternative solution can be provided to optimize the current
modeling process.

At the same time, the scanned cultural relics data isn’t only
used for data archiving. The processed scanning model can be
applied to other media artworks, such as games, movies,
animation works, etc. The high realism of the scanning model
can make the game and film works achieve more realistic
effects, render the artistic atmosphere, and make the audience
better bring into the works to achieve an immersive feeling.
For example, photogrammetry technology is used in the
Chinese game "black myth. Wukong", which transplants
China's world cultural heritage, Chongqing's "Dazu stone
carving" into the game as a whole. For the producers of
artworks, the time cost of properly using 3D scanning
technology is lower than that of remodeling. At the same time,
if the high-definition map obtained by scanning is drawn
using conventional PBR technology, it will take a lot of time.

When there are real objects for photographing reference
pictures, photographing scanning can be performed
synchronously. Ensure that the light at the shooting site is
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uniform and soft, adjust the shutter speed to avoid dynamic
blurring, reduce the aperture to ensure sufficient depth of field,
and shoot the subject from multiple angles and directions to
obtain a group of continuous photos, and ensure that there is
at least 70% overlap between the photos. Put the photo group
into the point cloud generated by the scanning software, and
the scanning model can be obtained from the point cloud.
Compared with the traditional reference map collection
process, which only obtains two-dimensional images,
synchronous scanning during photographing increases the
time required for photographing and also creates a large
number of redundant references. However, the quality of the
final scanning model can assist the photographer to check the
photographing angle to ensure that there is no omission. In
this way, all the details of the required model can be mastered,
and the choice can be made at the modeling stage. The surface
details of the vehicle model obtained by scanning are very rich.
The details can be sampled and baked onto the high-level
model generated in the later modeling process, and finally
placed on the normal map. Rust marks on the surface of the
vehicle, metal paint, scratches, and other details consistent
with life characteristics can be retained. At the same time, you
can also use baking to retain the high realism basic color map
obtained during scanning as a reference or starting point for
self-mapping later.
Recently, some game companies have put forward the
concept of modular assets in the production of works. The
core idea is to assemble the small "modules" of some
completed models into the large model structure related to the
content to increase the interest and authenticity of the models.
And through the reasonable random placement of such
modules, the randomness of multiple models repeatedly
appearing in the same scene can be increased. This variety of
randomness enhances natural factors and realism. For
example, the vehicles appearing in the game "Call to arms Gates of Hell: Ostfront" in 2021 will be handled in this way,
and two identical vehicles will not be found in the same terrain
scene. In the preview video of the game "Company of Heroes
3" to be released in November 2022, some developers also
showed similar systems in their production. Facts have proved
that this is a very good way to get rid of the rigidity and
homogeneity of the vehicle model. 3D scanning does not
perform well when scanning complex objects such as
automobiles. The internal interpenetration structure is
difficult to be captured by photos and reflected on the model.
Therefore, we can specifically scan some small modules on
the target, make them usable 3D film and television models
through processing, and reasonably arrange these debris
modules on the vehicle after the overall completion of the
vehicle, to make the vehicle more user-friendly and enhance
its authenticity and expressiveness

This paper briefly described the necessity of preserving
and restoring the 3D data of vehicle cultural relics, lists the
digital media technologies that need to be used in the process
of preservation and restoration, and explains how to use these
technical achievements to transform the data into digital
media artworks. Finally, the application of digital media
technology in the field of cultural relics protection and
reproduction is summarized and prospected.
In the future, related technologies will be combined with
metaverse and VR to be utilized in various media forms. A
series of research on this is expected, including the
demonstration of the advantages, disadvantages, and
feasibility of this method by combining research and practice
from related fields in my personal media production process.
The application of digital media technology in the field of
cultural property protection and reproduction will keep going
on with the constantly evolving trends.
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Abstract—This study analyzes how medium and low-budget
films can be more efficiently marketing in the new media
environment by comparing traditional media and new media.
Through this study, it is expected to provide a better creation
and development environment for medium and low-budget
films, which is very important for the development of film art
and the film industry.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In the film industry, there is a phenomenon that about 80%
of the films are not profitable, while only about 20% of the
films are profitable or break even. With the entry of new
media into the field of film distribution. In recent years, the
combination of film promotion and distribution with new
media has become a new way of film marketing. New media
marketing has the characteristics of low cost, high media
variety and high publicity. These factors fit right into the
constraints of medium and low-budget films. Medium and
low-budget films have the characteristics of individuality and
artistry, which limits audience sizes. However, as a “creative
engine”, medium and low-budget films can provide
diversified artistic aesthetics for the film market, cultivate
innovative talents, provide creativity for commercial films,
and promote the healthy development of the film industry.
Therefore, by improving the new media publicity effect of
medium and low-budget films it can reduce losses in the
process of creation and offer sufficient creative space. The
research challenge is finding an effective and fair bottom-up
finance and promotion platform that can secure creative
independence while allowing more freedom from big-budget
constraints.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research of film marketing is mainly divided into four
aspects, such as (1) industrial analysis, (2) theoretical research,
(3) problem solving, and (4) new media connection.
A. Industry Analysis:
In “The Big Film Industry”, scholar Barry Littman
analyzed the operation and economic structure history of the
film industry from an economic perspective.
B. Theoretical research:
American film theorist David Bordwell mentioned the
concept of “medium and low-budget films” in his book “The
Art of Cinema”. In “Integrated Marketing Communication”,
Don E. Schultz made a comprehensive analysis of the
definition, characteristics and usage of “marketing
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communication”. He believes that while the various marketing
strategies of Hollywood films have become the industry-wide
standards, they have also set a model worldwide.
C. Problem solving:
American scholar Jason Squee proposed film marketing
strategy, promotion, theater distribution, and promotion
through film festivals in “Film Business”. Although it is not a
marketing strategy analysis for medium and low-budget films,
it can also provide some new ideas. In “Hollywood Ambition:
Celebrities in the Movie Age”, the scholar Marsha Orgeron
takes the specific methods of communication and network
culture as the starting point, and combines other disciplines to
conduct cross-analysis to make the film's marketing strategy
more scientific.
TABLE I.

LITERATURE REVIE

NO.
1

Researcher
Barry
Littman

Origin
The Big Film
Industry

2

David
Bordwell
Don E.
Schultz

The Art of
Cinema
Integrated
Marketing
Communication
Film Business

3

4

Jason Squee

5

Marsha
Orgeron

6

Liao
XiangZhong

Hollywood
Ambition:
Celebrities in
the Movie Age
What is New
Media?

Key Words
film industry, operation
structure, economic
structure history
the concept of “medium
and low-budget films
marketing communication,
Hollywood films,
marketing strategies
film marketing strategy,
promotion, theater
distribution
marketing strategy,
communication, network
culture
new media, real-time
interaction, infinite
expansion

D. New media connection:
Hamp Andrew argues in “How Twitter Makes or Breaks
film Marketing” that social media can affect film box offices
in the process of film marketing and promotion, and once a
film doesn’t make good use of social media for marketing
communications, then the film will have a poor
communication effect. Chinese scholar Liao XiangZhong
describes an in-depth study of new media real-time interaction
in his work “What is New Media?” Thereby, Liao illustrates
the concept of an ‘infinite expansion’ and other digital media
characteristics. New media is understood as a form of
communication that provides information and services to
users through digital and interactive characteristics.

In summary, the four areas of industrial analysis,
theoretical research, problem solving, and new media
connection helped to understand the theoretical background
for marketing of medium and low-budget films in the new
media environment.

precisely targeted audiences. Movies, especially medium and
low-budget films, must give full play to the huge advantages
of new media in differentiated communication, and use the
most effective way to promote themselves. Cultural values are
displayed.

THE NEW MEDIA REVOLUTION OF FILM MARKETING

B. Advantages of the new media marketing
With the rapid development of the Internet, film
promotion has entered the era of new media. New media
publicity has the characteristics of younger consumer groups
and diversified media means.

III.

Film is a special commodity with cultural and artistic
attributes at the same time. Even if it is “a relatively niche
independent film, there are still economic laws at work. Films
must enter the market and people want to see them.”
A. Limitations of traditional marketing methods
In 2005, the Chinese film “Peacock” took advantage of the
“Berlin Film Festival Silver Bear Award” for marketing, more
than 80 theater copies, but won a box office of 10 million. In
2006, after the precise selection of the schedule of the work
“Crazy Stone” directed by Ning Hao, Dace will now give you
a free screening, and then copy the film and show it
nationwide. Got a box office miracle of 25.3 million. It can be
seen that although medium and low-cost films, especially art
films, have unique aesthetic value, effective publicity can also
help them achieve excess economic returns.
Generally speaking, there are five main factors that affect
the box office of a movie: content, distribution, theaters,
schedule, and consumers. Among them, publicity and
distribution are the key factors in realizing economic value.
Scholar Wu Chunji pointed out, “Film marketing is a process
of maximizing benefits through the creation, appreciation and
transmission of film value.” Due to factors such as low input
costs and relatively niche themes, medium and low-budget
films have a bleak atmosphere at the box office. Always haunt
it. The reason is, of course, related to the quality of medium
and low-budget films. At the same time, the failure of
publicity is also worth thinking about. On the one hand, due
to limited budgets, there is not enough funding for medium
and low-budget films after production is completed. On the
other hand, and more importantly, they need to find more
efficient ways and means of publicity and distribution that are
in line with the characteristics of medium and low-budget
films.

First: the consumer group is younger. There is a high
overlap between the audience of medium and low-budget
films and the user population of new media, and they are
mainly young consumers. The phenomenon brought about by
the characteristics of the new media's decentralized
communication is that the new media has a large number of
young audiences, and the traditional way of communication is
no longer suitable for young people to communicate. For
young people who form the habit of watching movies, a large
part of them have higher education backgrounds and
proficient new media operation skills; while the audience of
medium and low-budget films is also dominated by young
people with high literacy and strong artistic appreciation
ability.
Second: the diversification of media means. Compared
with traditional media, new media communication methods
are characterized by various types and complex forms.
Internationally, a communication system has been formed
mainly composed of intelligent media, video websites, social
media, and short video platforms. These new media
dissemination methods have their own characteristics and
attributes, but generally present the characteristics of
interactivity, timeliness, mass, sharing, multimedia,
hyperlinks, personalization, socialization, and integration.
When these features are combined with low-budget films,
there is bound to be extraordinary chemistry.

Before the advent of new media, traditional media was the
main marketing method for film promotion. By holding
premieres, press conferences, meet-and-greets, etc.
Traditional media are invited to interview and report, so as to
increase the exposure of the film. But through traditional
propaganda, the audience can only obtain relevant information
through radio, movies, newspapers, etc. The platform is
limited and the content flexibility is not strong. The input cost
is high but the effect is slow, the communication direction is
unclear and the scope is too large, which does not conform to
the individualized attributes of the film itself. Traditional
publicity cannot target targeted audiences for precise
marketing, and cannot effectively reach differentiated
audiences at a lower cost.
The famous American marketing scholar Philip Cotchin
pointed out: “Marketing is a social and economic groups
exchange valuable products with others to meet their own
needs and desires.” The “meeting their own needs” is a very
important point in the publicity, accurately positioning the
target audience, and then providing effective content. The
advent of the new media era has provided the possibility for
this kind of differentiated publicity and distribution of
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Fig. 1. Compare the traditional and new media marketing

IV.

DISCUSSION

A. New Media
Medium and low-budget films are products with unique
personality, artistry and style. As a result, its moviegoers also
have individual tastes. This means that medium and lowbudget films cannot have the same broad mass market as
commercial cinema films, so it is necessary to fully tap their
own “Niche Market”. Although the individual interests of the

“Niche Market” are not high, the overall number is huge. If
the differentiated “Niche Market” can be fully tapped, it will
be of great significance to the overall construction of the film
industry. Compared with traditional media, the biggest
advantage of new media lies in the function of differentiation,
which makes it have the potential ability to tap the
personalized and differentiated “Niche Market”. Some
researchers have shown that the differentiated communication
brought by new media has provided “movie, an art form with
a history of more than a century, which has provided richer
and more diverse communication and marketing channels,
bringing new vitality and market space.” Therefore, the new
important part of media publicity lies in how to efficiently find
potential target audiences and conduct effective publicity
under precise positioning.
1) Precise mining of target user data: “Big data” refers to
a data set that is particularly large in size and data category.
Because of its large number and wide coverage, it has the
feature of “full sample” in function, which reduces the search
cost of finding the target. Starting from the film market, we
need to analyze the social attributes of big data under the
premise of objective and rationality. The audience of medium
and low-budget film has the characteristics of being niche and
decentralized. Using the large and comprehensive information
of “big data”, certain data results can be obtained through
algorithm analysis, the target audience can be accurately
positioned, the interference of invalid information can be
reduced, and effective publicity strategies can be formulated
based on the information to best fit the audience. After the
positioning of content and audience, the user's attribution
platform, such as Youtube, Twitter, Wechat, etc. is defined,
and then the “recommendation technology” is used to
efficiently find core users.
2) User thinking of material announcement and
distribution positioning: After using “big data” to efficiently
delineate target groups, the company can launch targeted
online and offline promotional materials based on new
technologies and film viewing data. Among them, it includes
three important links of differentiated marketing: competitive
positioning, brand positioning, and marketing positioning.
Under the combined effect of the three positioning, the
company can make full use of the differentiated advantages of
the film, establish a differentiated cognition in the minds of
the designated audience, expand its uniqueness and attractive
advantages, and survive in the audience market. Therefore, it
is not as long as the film is sold to consumers, and the publicity
process
is
over.
Large-scale,
non-differentiated
announcements can easily make the user stickiness disappear
quickly after the film is shown, which greatly reduces the
effect of film marketing. And through the user positioning of
differentiated marketing, the communicator should establish
an exclusive “database” for different consumer groups to
promote the two-way communication of film marketing (the
interaction between the film and the audience). This kind of
“differentiated marketing” can be found not only in the film
industry, but also in many industries in the society. For
example, Amazon uses “Collaborative filtering” to make
related recommendations. It can be said that the use of
differentiated marketing concepts and user positioning
methods have created value for the new media publicity of
medium and low-budget films.
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B. Marketing 4P
This study proposes a film marketing mix based on the
traditional marketing mix (4P), which covers product, price,
place (distribution), and promotion. Every part of the 4P has
an impact on the film's results and box office, so medium and
low-budget films how to make better use of 4P for marketing
has become the topic of our research.
1) Product: Product contains four key elements: Actor,
Story, Director, Running time. Among them, Actor, Story,
Director are collectively referred to as Packaging.
a) Packaging: For packaging, famous directors or
actors have a great influence on the box office of a film.
Audiences will have trust in directors with high-box-office
films, and will think that the films produced by XX director
must be excellent, thus generating a desire to buy tickets. At
the same time, a segment of the audience will not discuss the
story and will buy tickets under the influence of famous actors.
b) Running time: In the long-term development of the
film industry, the film has undergone many changes and
updates. In most current films, the Running time is usually 2
hours. Studies have shown that adults can maintain their
attention for about 2 hours. If the film is too long, the
audience's attention will drop, and the understanding and
evaluation of the film will be affected. Second, the number of
plays. For a 2 hours film, a theater can usually show 6-7 times
a day. But if the running time of the film is 3 hours, in the
same time, it can only be played 4-5 times. Fewer times means
fewer audiences. The number of audiences will affect the
film's box office.
2) Price: Films have commodity attributes, value is the
basis of price, and value determines price. In general, in any
given theatre, tickets are priced uniformly, regardless of the
film’s variable popularity, the day of the week, and the time
of the year. However, there are some exceptions such as
reduced ticket prices for different time schedules (such as
morning sessions and bargain matinees) and boosting sales for
the days with low demand. Furthermore, 3D, 4D, Imax, etc,
the price of different films will be different. As a film, its
screening period is very short, most of which only have a
release time of one month to two months in the theater. This
period is an important time period for determining whether the
films are not profitable, profitable or break even. In addition,
if the film is released overseas, you can get royalty and license.
This is also one of the components of film revenue.
3) Place (Distribution): During the year, the Spring
Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival, Christmas and summer
holidays are the time points with the largest number of
audiences. This is the highest spot for distribution. All film
production companies and promotion companies want their
films to be released during this period, but at the same time,
there are more competitors and more choices for audiences.
For example, if the literary film is released at the same time as
the Marvel series, then the Marvel series will be the choice of
many people. Therefore, although the releasing date is sure to
have an advantage during the highest spot, it also needs to be
carefully considered.

4) Promotion: For films, there are not many ways to
promote. In modern society, information spreads fast and
updates fast. A lot of new information comes out every day,
so the best time to promote a film is about a month before the
film is released. By holding fan meetings, entertainment
shows, or advertisements, etc. to promote the film, the
distance between the film and the audience is shortened.

Because the power of “King And The Clown” itself with
a high level of perfection(quality) in the film. After watching
the film, the audience will naturally convey their praise for the
film to others, thereby stimulating the desire of potential
audiences to buy tickets. This kind of publicity is a positive
effect of the audience's high evaluation of the film, not the
active publicity of the publicity company. The premise of this
marketing method is that the film itself has high quality, or the
film style is unique and so on.
V. CONCLUSION
As new media platforms accurately attract audiences and
form a global mass media network, there are more forms and
channels for the distribution of medium and low-budget films
on the Internet. However, due to its own inaccurate marketing
positioning, unsound operating mechanism, lack of funds and
other problems, the communication effect is not particularly
satisfactory. In the film industry, the exploration of new media
promotion mechanism for medium and low-budget films is
still on the way. On the one hand, the level of support for
medium and low-budget films is gradually increasing, on the
other hand, the publicity and distribution company is also
actively promoting the effective marketing mechanism of the
film. The author believes that the effective publicity and
distribution of medium and low-budget films in the new media
environment can start from three aspects, resolve the dilemma
of new media publicity and distribution of films, and bring
positive inspiration to the development of medium and lowbudget films. First, use big data and new media to accurately
target audiences and carry out efficient publicity. Second,
follow the standards of the film industry Marketing 4P, and
create better creations under the premise of standards. Thirdly,
under the premise of high quality of the film, the audience
WOM marketing effect will be generated, so as to achieve an
expanded audience and highly persuasive advertising effect.
At the same time, through personalized publicity, High
Concept, etc. to retain influence for the audience.

Fig. 2. Description of Marketing 4P

C. Marketing case
1) High Concept:
High Concept refers to summarizing the content of the
film in very simple, easy-to-understand words or sentences.
Alternatively, use the name of a famous director or actor
involved in the production as a high concept. It is also possible
to make a simple image that is easily remembered by the
audience. This is a marketing strategy made by marketers.
The film “TaeGukGi: Brotherhood Of War” has over 10
million viewers after its release. High Concept from
Development to Marketing. “While maintaining the “drama
about brotherly love of fun and emotion set in the Korean
War”, it gave moving and fun elements that can be felt by each
generation. The easy-to-understand brotherhood has made the
film's marketing get a great response. When the audience
mentions “brotherhood”, it is easy to think of this film.
2) Word of mouth (BUZZ Marketing):
Word of mouth (WOM/BUZZ Marketing) is a type of viral
marketing. Inducing consumers who have used the product to
spread positive word of mouth by voluntarily delivering a
positive message about the product to those around them.
‘BUZZ’ is the sound of bees flying. It’s used to describe when
customer reacts hot. Less marketing expense but higher
efficiency comparing mess marketing to everyone. Film,
music, kids products, Cars, etc…

Commercialization leads to conservative artistic creation,
and audience preferences change rapidly. There is no onesize-fits-all rule. A healthy film market requires a healthy
interaction between art and commerce. In the current era of
new media, production companies need to clarify the
positioning of medium and low-budget films and formulate
effective mechanisms. In the creative stage, protect the artistic
creation and innovative exploration of the film.

From the perspective of the film industry, the marketing of
the film and the WOM consumers are considered to be one of
the important factors in determining the popularity and longterm development of the film. Before the development of new
media, the estimation and measurement of the consumer
WOM was elusive. It is difficult for propaganda companies
and creators to communicate with the audience, and they
cannot obtain real-time and accurate information feedback.
Nowadays, with the rapid development of new media and the
Internet, audiences can express their opinions and
communicate on the Internet or social platforms. Audience
feedback influences other audiences, resulting in publicity and
box office appeal. It is a low-cost, persuasive and efficient
way of marketing.
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Abstract—With the development of computer technology,
virtual idols are more stable, versatile, and exclusive than real
star idols, and are gradually connected with social life. In the
process of the field, it has shown significant economic and
cultural effects. From the well-known Hatsune Miku to the
emergence of virtual idols such as virtual anchor Kizuna Al
and virtual model Imma in recent years, virtual idols with
different functions are constantly being loved by people.
Among them, virtual idols based on game characters are also
gradually received by the public. Welcomed and sought after,
the design and research on the virtual idolization of game
characters have become one of the important forms for the
major game industries to study and promote the development
of idol IP characteristics. What are the advantages of
transforming game characters into virtual idols, what help
does the improvement of technology provide for the
development of virtual idols, and how to better develop virtual
idols in the future, have become the focus of this study.
Keywords—Virtual Idol ̮ Uncanny valley ̮
Character̮ Character Development

Game

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of the virtual digital character originated
from the visible human project launched by the National
Library of medicine in 1989. The project first proposed the
concept of virtual digital humans, and also set off a wave of
global virtual digital characters.
The current research, most of them focuses on the
research of virtual idols in network media. From different
majors, there are studies on the development and
standardization of virtual idols under technology
empowerment from the perspective of technology; From the
perspective of operation, this study dealt with the great
influence of fan culture on the production of virtual idols;
also looked in settle in the perspective of culture, based on
the perspective of subculture and post subculture.
II. VIRTUAL IDOL
A. Definition of virtual idol
The term "Virtual idol" appeared in Japan as early as the
1990s. A virtual idol is an overhead image of idol activities
in virtual or real scenes such as the Internet in the age of
artificial intelligence. It includes the representation of
technical means and operation mode: From the perspective
of operation mode, virtual idols will imitate real idols to
perform. Activities and image operations. In terms of
technology, virtual idols are anthropomorphic existences
artificially created by using 3D modeling technology, virtual
reality technology, motion capture,and other technologies;
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the term "Virtual digital human", which is similar to virtual
idols, was
introduced by the National Presented in the "Visible
Human Project, YHP" initiated by the Medical Library.
According to the "White Paper on the Development of
Virtual Digital Humans in 2020", virtual digital human
beings have the following characteristics.
First, they have specific character characteristics, such as
gender,appearance,and personality; second, they can use
language, facial expressions,and body movements. The third
is to have the ability to recognize the external environment
and to communicate and interact with people. The virtual
idols referred to in this article can be said to be virtual digital
people with a certain fan base and worship.
B. Classification of virtual idols
With the rise of live e-commerce and talent shows, and
the birth of the fan economy and idol culture, virtual idols
began to jump out of the two-dimensional field and break
into more industry platforms and real scenes. In the era of
Pan entertainment, virtual idols are trying various ways to
increase traffic. Their development is multi-modal and
overlapping. The author captures typical virtual idols and
divides them into three categories: virtual singers, virtual
YouTubers, and virtual influencers according to their
professional sources.
1) Virtual Singer
Virtual singers are virtual idols with singers as their main
occupation, which can be defined as personalized virtual
characters with the creation function, stage performance
function, and commercial promotion function of music and
related works at the same time. The first generation of virtual
idol Hatsune Miku is the model of the major virtual singers.
The core technology of Hatsune Miku is the second
generation VOCALOID engine of the Yamaha group. This
electronic music production speech synthesis software makes
a "sound source library" by recording the tones and lyrics of
dubbing actors to synthesize human voices like songs.
Hatsune Miku has a wide range of songs, and the most
familiar one is ǉIevan polkkaǊ. Hatsune Miku is the first
virtual idol in the world to hold a personal concert using
holographic projection technology and has toured in Japan,
China, the United States, and other countries, with full seats.
Influenced by the future of the first tone, virtual singers
continue to emerge.

endorsements, releases songs, appears in MV of well-known
singers, and publishes social dynamics with real people or
virtual people. and many more. Among them, are Lil
Miquela, an American virtual internet celebrity with more
than 3 million INS fans, French fashion Icon Noonoouri,
who is popular in the mainstream fashion industry, and
Shudu, the world's first virtual supermodel made by a British
photographer, etc. The popularity of virtual KOLS in Europe
and the United States has also inspired Asian countries to
create virtual KOLS with local cultural characteristics, such
as the pink-haired Japanese visual model IMMA.

Fig.1. Hatsune Miku

2) Virtual Youtuber
With the rise of live broadcast, the virtual anchor has
become a new development form of virtual idol. A virtual
anchor refers to the anchor who uses the virtual image to
make video contributions to the video website. Ami Yamato
can be said to be the first secondary character with the
concept of the virtual anchor. In 2011, she became active on
the social platform YouTube with a 3D image, uploading,
sharing, and publishing her daily videos from time to time.
The well-known virtual anchor is "Kizuna AI", which was
born in 2016. It is the first virtual idol to debut as a "Vtuber".
Vtuber (virtual YouTube) is named because virtual anchors
are generally active on YouTube video websites.

Fig.3. IMMA

III. VIRTUAL IDOLS BASED ON GAME CHARACTERS

Fig.2. Kizuna AI

A. Advantages of virtual idols based on game characters
Players can understand the original settings of virtual
idols in advance through the game before officially
contacting the reincarnated virtual idols. The interactivity
and camera perspective of the game makes players have
common feelings for the game characters and strengthen
their bond with each other. This effect also empathizes with
the relationship between players and game characters.
Players come into contact with the game through the
perspective and actions of the game characters. The game
characters always accompany the players during the game,
and the characters and the players grow together, which
increases the players' empathy and sense of belonging to the
characters. The popularity of virtual idols in the game has
increased their idolized fan base and raised the starting
height of virtual idols. At the same time, the business
activities of virtual idols can also be fed back into the game
to increase its popularity of the game and bring more
economic benefits.

3) Virtual Influencer
Virtual influencers are avatars active on the Internet.
They use CG technology to create avatars with unique charm
and their pioneering attitude in fashion trends has attracted
widespread attention in the industry and fans' love and
pursuit. Virtual KOLS have recently become very popular in
Europe and the United States. It has become the top trend in
attracting fans on major social platforms. It not only
frequently appears on the covers of fashion magazines and
catwalks, but also undertakes high-luxury brand

B. The development of technology for virtual idols
From the perspective of technical realization, virtual idols
are the product of the development of digital technology to a
certain stage. The emergence of early virtual idols is closely
related to the development of digital media technology. The
comprehensive processing of text, sound, graphics, images,
and other information through modern computing and
communication methods provides new possibilities for the
formation of idols; the advancement of computer graphics
technology promotes virtual idols from 2D to 3D, and the
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character image is more three-dimensional and full. The core
technology behind the virtual singer represented by Hatsune
Miku is speech synthesis technology, that is, it can produce a
computer-synthesized singing voice similar to that of a real
person by simply inputting the pitch and lyrics; at the same
time, the holographic projection technology provides virtual
idols from cyberspace. Going to the offline space has created
conditions. Virtual idol singers hold concerts with the help of
virtual imaging, which has shortened the relationship
between fans and virtual idols and interacted with fans with
more realistic individual images. Due to the application of
technologies such as motion capture, real-time rendering,
mixed reality technology, virtual reality technology, and
human-computer interaction technology, VR virtual idol
concerts have gradually become popular. Players are no
longer limited by location and time and can communicate
with them anytime, anywhere The virtual idols have close
contact and support their favorite virtual idols. The sense of
participation and presence in VR concerts satisfies the
emotional demands of fans to a higher degree.
C. Virtual Idol from Game in the future
Appearance can spark aesthetic interest. An idol's
appearance, body shape, and posture are the first impressions
of whether it will catch the attention of fans. The appearance
of a virtual idol is a two-dimensional image, designed to be
close to a real person to meet fans' expectations for better
faces and bodies, giving fans a real and fantasy star chasing
experience. Starting from the existing examples, virtual idols
have different styles and designs, which can be divided into
Asian 2D animation styles, next-generation game styles, and
realistic styles. The facial design of virtual idols in the Asian
2D animation style is often flatter, focusing more on the
shaping of enlarged eyes than the ups and downs of the face,
and the characters can convey emotions through the
movement of the eyes. Realistic style virtual idols pay more
attention to reasonable human body structure, try to make
virtual idols closer to real people in character modeling, and
also add details such as hair and skin pores in the
three-dimensional
production.
The
next-generation
game-style virtual idols are between the two. They pay more
attention to amplifying the characteristics of the characters.
They are close to the characteristics of real people while
retaining the characteristics of the game-style design. Most
of them are structured in appearance.
In 1970, Masahiro Mori put forward the theory of the
uncanny valley which believed that when the similarity
between robots and humans reached a certain degree, people
would have a sense of fear. Beyond certain boundaries,
people's fear disappears. In recent years, scholars' research
on intelligent robots and cognitive psychology also supports
this theory.

Fig.4. Uncanny valley
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The development of technology has made virtual idols
less and less restricted in the 3D design style, but through
examples, we can find that the virtual idols who have
successfully debuted at present are trying their best to avoid
making fans "uncanny valley", especially those derived from
game characters. The resulting virtual idol, with the
improvement of the accuracy of the model and the
continuous improvement of the anthropomorphic degree of
the character's actions, retains the stylized design and
personal characteristics of the character in the original game
in the process of re-creating the character, making it more in
line with the public's aesthetic orientation. For example, Ahri,
a member of K/DA, became a virtual idol of the highly
popular character of the "League of Legends" game. Ahri's
costume design and personal information settings have been
adjusted to a certain extent. The character and background
story are more three-dimensional and plump than From the
original game modeling, the idol's model is also more refined,
but the idol's model improves the anthropomorphic
refinement while retaining her huge fox ears and tail shape in
the game, and the shape of the hair is also in bulk Shaping,
weakening the performance of the pores of the character's
skin, and retaining the atmosphere of the character as the
prototype of the game character is conducive to improving
the fans of the "League of Legends" game's recognition and
acceptance of the virtual idol Ahri. The design of future
game character virtual idols should also take into account the
uncanny valley effect. While meeting the audience's aesthetic
and emotional needs, can improve the audience's visual
perception and bring the audience more mental immersion.
Under the continuous innovation of technology Give full
play to the importance of art design and retain the original
features and recognizability of game characters.

Fig.4. K/DA

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper first analyzes the definition, occupational
classification, and characteristics of virtual idols, and
expounds on the advantages of idolization of virtual game
characters. Technology plays an important role in promoting
the development of virtual idols, enabling virtual idols to
develop various styles. Popular game characters have a good
fan base. When transforming into virtual idols, you need to
keep some of the original character settings. At the same
time, the personal information and personality of the
characters are supplemented, so that the virtual idols are
more friendly and humanized, which is beneficial to the
activities and operations of the idol business in the later stage.
Therefore, the research on relevant content of this article still
needs to be studied in the future.
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and plays a very important role in narrative and plot
promotion.

Abstract—This paper studies the function of suspense film
space construction from the two aspects of suspense film space
types and space design elements. It also discusses the types of films
with examples, and analyzes the different film spaces in the
suspense film and the design elements of the suspense film space.
Keywords—Film Space, Suspense film, Film narration, Space
construction

In the introduction and chapter two, the author discusses the
role of film space in suspense films. Different types of space
elements determine the overall style and theme tone of the
film to a large extent. The open space or limited space
determines the narrative way and expression form of the film
in a certain way. In addition, the use of space elements in
suspense films is the result of multiple tangible and intangible
elements. The use of elements determines the style of films
and the type of space construction. The type of space
cooperates with the lens means to promote the development
of film narration and plot. In addition, the third chapter
discusses the relationship between different types of film
space and narrative in the narrative strategy of the
construction of suspense film space, and studies the narrative
strategy used in different types of suspense film space. Space
and narrative are inseparable as a whole.

I. Introduction

For suspense films, their plot design and film context are
different from other types of films. Due to the particularity of
its own artistic style and expression, suspense film has
special significance in scene design and spatial modeling
structure. Different from many types of films, the so-called
space and time of the story in suspense films will play a role
in promoting the development of the story in the film plot.
Therefore, there are often more intense and meaningful visual
conflicts in the modeling, visual expression and expression
of space. It will have more pertinence and special meaning in
the construction of space environment.

III. Spatial Types In Suspense Film

A. Space concept of suspense film

From the perspective of the development trend of suspense
film theme, most conflicts and suspense creation come from
social and individual psychological conflicts. Through the
forms and themes of the protagonist's "schizophrenia" and
"independent personality", it conveys the audience's inner
sense of crisis and conflict. However, at present, many
domestic scholars' research on suspense film space is still in
its infancy and not in-depth, so it is difficult to completely
distinguish between space and scene construction.
Comparing and discussing the two is actually vague and
ambiguous. Such studies often ignore the metaphorical role
of suspense film space construction in the film plot and the
promotion of plot narration. In addition, due to the existence
of a large number of independent personalities and
schizophrenic characters, the whole space will become a
spiritual world, paving the way for the suspense of the film.
Therefore, further research and Thinking on the spatial
construction of suspense film will help us to express and
understand the role of scene space.

Suspense film refers to a kind of film which is full of
suspense in its own story. It can not predict the final outcome
by using the twists and turns of the characters' fate and the
play and changes of the unknown plot in the film, so as to
attract the attention of the audience and trigger subsequent
thinking. From the definition point of view, there is no
deliberate emphasis on the impact of film space construction
on the whole suspense film. For the whole suspense film, the
setting of the plot must be inseparable from the shaping of
the spatial structure of the film narrative.

II. Literature Review

As an indispensable type of film and television, suspense film
has always been an important part. To a large extent, an
excellent suspense film can make people constantly associate
and resonate with each other, and at the end, it can often
reveal a more distinct theme. As an important element of film,
film space has always been a link worthy of constant
consideration. It constitutes an important subject of the film
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Movie space refers to the "virtual" world that the movie
presents on the screen, which has some connection with the
real world but is different. In many suspense films, directors
and screenwriters can often create a complete film space
world. On this basis, necessary clues and plot development
are carried out. To a certain extent, the film space of suspense
films, whether simple or complex, plays an important role in
the construction and shaping of the film development process.
The basic forms of film space are rich and diverse, similar to
scene layout, sound effects and the use of props. All types of
film space are actually film space types that belong to the
space within the painting. It is the type of unrealistic space
artificially constructed by directors and authors. This kind of
space can use the reproduction function of the camera to
create and copy a real scene or freehand scene, emphasizing
the recording function of the camera. There is also a montage

method to combine individual scattered scenes, and use the
combination between shots to create a second time. It is on
this basis that the spatial construction of suspense films is
combined, and suspense and suspense elements are added to
the plot and space. As Robert Cocker said in the form and
culture of film, "suspense film" has a specific meaning only
when the audience distinguishes and labels the film. It has
flexible elasticity and is characterized by continuous
"evolution" with the cultural needs of people in different
periods. In other words, the essence of film type is a kind of
human independent division behavior, which can distinguish
the various types of films and TV plays. Compared with other
types of films, suspense films need greater requirements for
the overall spatial construction, because the spatial
construction of suspense films is very important for the style
and plot trend of the whole film. Therefore, the research on
the spatial construction of suspense film is an important
research direction and form for the overall research of
suspense film.

"sea water" and "storm" to block the main body in a closed
space. Usually, this closed space means more than simply
blocking the human body. To a large extent, it means that the
inner world and spiritual world of the characters are in a
closed state, The blockade of human spirit. The loneliness
expressed by this role can bring the audience's emotions into
this confined space to the greatest extent. This repressive,
claustrophobic psychological environment and spatial form
will make people constantly lose themselves, so as to find a
bright light behind the unknown in this psychological state.
In the film "Buried", the man was locked in a coffin as soon
as he woke up. Narrow coffins can drive people crazy and
desperate. The man experienced many things in this coffin,
but he always wanted to find out his situation and find a way
to escape from the coffin. The coffin was buried in the desert.
He was the only one without any food. He had to prevent the
sand from collapsing at any time. It is not difficult to imagine
the feeling of mixed emotions at this time, so every time you
can get a little contact with the outside world through your
mobile phone, it is your desire and hope for life. This will
enable the audience to better understand why every time they
get in touch with the outside world, the male host is so
hysterical. The mood of the audience can not help feeling
tense and depressed in this space.

IV. Analysis of spatial types of suspense film

The space of suspense film is different from the general scene
space design. Different types of film space determine the
style and plot trend of the film. For example, in many
suspense films of case solving reasoning, the scene space will
constantly change, and even open the story and suspense
within a large range. Therefore, the design of the whole scene
space will not be limited to a certain or narrow space, but will
be carried out in a relatively open environment and
conditions. Among them, with the transformation and change
of space, there will be more character relationships and
contradictions around a case or event. We usually call it non
limiting or open film space. In addition, when the character's
background and story take place in a specific environment,
such as "coffin", "prison", "underground secret room", the
number of character relationships is limited, and the character
relationships are relatively clear. Murderers often only exist
in a few people, and the final outcome is often unexpected.
In this specific or limited environment, each character's
personality and character will be more prominent, and the
overall environment and prop effect of the space will also
have a more profound role and meaning. There is also a type
construction of virtual space or surreal space based on dreams
and schizophrenia. This kind of space often exists out of
reality, and there are distortions and deformations in space.

In the film "Identity", the space of the whole film is actually
the mental world of patients. The author makes use of
external factors, such as heavy rain and closed roads, to
surround and limit the film space, so that all the stories take
place in a shabby small hotel. There are constant murders
here. Everyone feels terrible and wants help. They want to
escape, but there is no way. Every room in the hotel could be
a crime scene. Dark rooms, exaggerated toilets, disordered
warehouses and disordered restaurants all provide people
with a feeling of darkness and terror, which makes people
have a strong sense of visual impact. Unconsciously into the
overall scene. The props in the movie hotel also act as a rich
material carrier to promote the whole plot. With the
promotion of the plot, it also plays a different role, adding
uncertainty to the whole film.
In order to give the audience enough visual stimulation, the
directors of suspense films will try their best to create a
terrifying, closed and tense space environment. When
constructing a closed space, it will not simply use simple
space isolation. But through some geometric modeling to
build an isolated space of polygon pattern that can be seen by
human eyes. Using this geometric modeling space will give
people a sense of substitution faster.

A. Closed film space

In the film "Saw", the main spatial structure in the film is a
closed polyhedron structure, without too much spatial
partition processing. The complete shape of the whole space
can be clearly and completely seen through the third person
perspective. This processing form strengthens the visual
impact of the audience and adds a sense of surprise to the
heart.

In order to show the artistic tension of the film and give the
audience a mysterious and tense film rhythm. The plot and
story of suspense movies often take place in several small,
closed space structures. The story of the whole film is
narrated in a very simple and isolated space scene. Isolation
means being in a closed and isolated environment. Film
makers have many elements in creating a closed space. They
can make use of the traditional sense of blocking such as
walls. They can also make use of natural elements such as

B. Open film space
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Many suspense films do not use the complete closed space
construction. Instead, it uses an open space to tell the story
and plot of the film. Such films often do not put the story and
plot in a narrow space, and are often connected by several
spaces or a large space construction. Under this kind of space
construction, film artists tend to reasonably arrange the
transformation of time and space according to the promotion
of the film plot, so that one space will be artistically treated,
thus playing different roles and effects in the film. Different
from the closed suspense space, the difference between the
events in the open space and the closed space is that they no
longer simply emphasize the darkness and depression visible
to the naked eye, but leave a sense of suspense and unknown
to a greater extent. In different spaces, there are many clues
at the connection points to clarify the logic of events. Under
this space, unexpected things can often happen to the
audience, enhancing the sense of mystery and suspense.

independent personality to make the effect of schizophrenia.
This split and virtual film space is loved and used by more
and more film artists.
In the film " Inception ", all the stories are basically based on
the plot of multiple dreams and reality. In theory, it is difficult
to fully understand the form of dream in a dream, not to
mention in the film. Director Nolan has performed the virtual
space to the extreme in this film. The dream space is different
from the large real space in which we are generally located.
It can distort the space in the real-life space according to manmade ideas. The dream space in the film is divided into
several layers. Each heavy dream has a way to enter and a
condition to wake up. In dream space, many situations that
are impossible in reality can be rationalized. Cobb's chasing
scene in the hotel room, as the dreamer's body changes, the
whole dream space has undergone incredible distortion and
changes; Driving on the street to escape, the space will
collapse and distort with the emotional instability. In addition,
different levels of dream space experience different changes
in the length of time. The overlap of the virtual space of the
dream in the dream is an important means and basis for space
modeling. The dreams of each layer have different styles of
space modeling, and different styles of lighting tone make the
dreams of each layer become an independent individual.
However, the overall structure of the film still adheres to the
same continuous structure, so that the audience's emotions
and impressions can be continuously extended and expanded
with the time line. This is the basic feature of the imaginary
space of the film.

In addition, in open space, it is often based on reality, but
higher than the reality of space processing. The spatial range
is not constrained by "isolation" and can be continuously
expanded and extended to a large extent. Because there is no
deliberate separation to distinguish, the space construction in
the film will often become grander. The plot is closely related
to the time and space of the characters.
In the film "Detective Chinatown 2", the murderer committed
the crime according to the Chinese five elements of gold,
wood, water, fire and earth. Each of the dead was killed in a
different place in New York City. The seemingly separated
spaces seem to have some relevance for various reasons. Qin
Feng and the Tang people almost traveled all over New York
in order to solve the case. Each crime scene has become an
independent space, but it is in a very large overall space
construction. The whole New York city is a large space
system. Other places, such as the prison where Tang Ren is
imprisoned, the hospital where beautiful policemen often go,
and the bar where they escape from the chase, all exist in the
film as a subspace. This kind of space construction can make
the audience feel more realistic, and can be conducive to
more and richer plot development. In the whole space
construction, any insignificant small object can become an
important clue for the development of the plot. In the
development of suspense detective stories, it can be switched
from large into small or from small to large, bringing more
visual stimulation and psychological feelings to the audience.

The independent personality of schizophrenic patients is an
important subject for the construction of virtual space. Film
writers and directors use the instability or even imagination
of the subject spirit in the film to construct a virtual film
spiritual space world, separating this space from reality. In
the film " Hello ", madman, several people are locked up in a
dilapidated mental hospital, where they suspect each other
and cooperate with each other to prove that they are normal
people and want to escape from bondage. The mental hospital
where the story took place is one of the main visual elements
of the director's artistic creation by means of illusion.

V. Spatial types in suspense film

In the spatial construction of suspense films, it is inseparable
from the use of various spatial elements and the results of
their interaction and action. Among the elements that make
up the space, there are not only visible structural elements
such as props and materials, but also a large number of
intangible elements such as light, shadow and sound.
Multiple spatial elements can display the psychological
thoughts and mental states of the characters in the play in an
all-round and multi-dimensional way. The intensity changes
of light and shadow can create different atmosphere and
tension. The change of color can distinguish reality and
fantasy space to a certain extent, and play a distinguishing
role in the narration of multiple spaces. Sound can give the
audience a sense of immersion and immersion in hearing, and

C. Virtual movie space
At present, the suspense film market, ideology and
psychoanalysis have gradually become the second semiotics
of films. The space construction field of suspense film began
to expand slowly from the real life to the virtual field of
spiritual life, which made the theme also have a variety of
choices. Suspense films began to come from the mental
pressure and extremely unstable mental state of modern
people. Directors used more spiritual "splitting" and
"Redemption" to express the sense of crisis in the characters'
hearts and subconscious. Through dreams, assumptions, and
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can play a role in promoting the plot in a specific
environment. It can be said that the space element not only
constructs the whole film space, but also promotes the
progress of the plot and the development of narration to a
certain extent.

hope for life. What they feel is only loneliness, confusion and
helplessness. When they are endowed with a strong religious
meaning, people are drifting away from their original
intentions in the illusory society and the desperate reality, and
then they feel that the world is good or evil.
In the Korean film "Gonjiam: Haunted Asylum", a large
number of tabletop movies were taken. When one of the girls
was possessed by a ghost, along with the terrible sound effect,
the light source in the picture came from the light source of
their flashlight from bottom to top. The dark green and silent
light and shadow highlighted the ferocious appearance of that
moment, making the drama conflict and terror reach a climax.

A. Light and shadow elements of film space
As an important factor in the modeling and construction of
suspense film space, the use of light and shadow in space is
an art worth exploring and studying. In the space construction
of suspense films, a large part of the space is often in confined
space, which is closely related to the inner world of the
characters. But the audience can't find the inner activities and
complete thoughts of the characters directly from the movie
screen. At this time, artistic expression is often carried out in
the form of artificial light. In the space of suspense films, the
most common lights and shadows are natural light sources
(too sunny), weak candle lights, flickering lights, etc. The use
of these different combinations of light and shadow can, to a
certain extent, express different characters' personalities and
psychology. Light and shadow make a deep depiction of the
whole character, his heart and thoughts.

It is worth mentioning that when suspense films create a dark
and terrifying space, projection is also a frequently used light
and shadow method. Using the movements in the shadow to
show what the characters have done can not only make the
picture full of suspense, but also create a tense feeling of
unknown.
B. Color elements of film space
Color is an aesthetic form with unique characteristics and
charm in aesthetics. It plays an important role in the
construction of film space. Both the director and the audience
have endowed different colors with their own understanding
and aesthetic experience. Color is a person's initial
impression and judgment of a thing and an object, and it is
also an important factor to grasp the viewer's psychology in
the initial stage. In the whole process of the construction of
suspense film space, film artists will give full play to the
psychological implications of different colors according to
the film lines and scripts. In this process, we can see that the
director controls the overall style of the film, and gives his
own artistic style and understanding to the details of the film.
So that the soul and theme of the whole film can be
sublimated. Therefore, in the construction of space, whether
the color can be used reasonably is an art that tests the artists'
basic skills.

In the film " Se7en ", the high contrast light imitation is
adopted, and what is presented to the audience is the world
that has become an ugly world in the change of light and
shadow. In this space, the director uses the flashlight to
constantly shake it. At this time, the main light source is not
very strong, but after comparison in the dark space, it will
attract people's attention and vision. This kind of atmosphere
not only increases the mystery of the film, but also fully
mobilizes the audience's emotions, allowing the audience to
follow the scene of the play and unconsciously generate a
sense of tension.
In addition, in the shaping of film light and shadow, it is not
only the change of light source intensity, but also the
projection direction of the whole light and shadow. In the
spatial construction of suspense films, the common ways of
light and shadow projection are forward light, back light, side
light, bottom light and so on. The definition of smoothing is
that the light source directly hits the front of the subject from
the shooting direction. It often causes the effect that the face
or part is too bright, which makes the concept in the subject
more prominent and can effectively distinguish the
environment. Such lighting effect will lead to overexposure
of the picture, which will lack the expression of the subject's
sense of hierarchy and depth. But the author can often show
the fear, uneasiness and powerlessness of the inner subject of
the film characters in this way.

In the film " Se7en ", it mainly tells the story of a killer with
extremely distorted psychology who commits crimes with
religious beliefs. Different from the general style of suspense
and murder films, in this film, the director adjusted the color
saturation of the film. Reduce the saturation value, so that the
overall tone of the film tends to the shade of gray. Combine
light and shadow with black and white style and religion. In
order to highlight the mystery of religious belief and make
each color correspond to crime, many metaphors and designs
are made in the film. Each color corresponds to different
crimes. For example, white can symbolize inner loneliness,
gray is a kind of disgusting laziness, and so on. The religious
black stylized treatment and artistic tone presentation make
the film have a strong realistic criticism at the same time. It
reveals the hypocrisy of crime surging under the seemingly
calm society.

In the " Se7en ", the light of the sunset enters the room
through the window and casts the shadow of the iron fence
on the window onto the floor of the room. Looking at the
ground, you can see a strong sense of depth and hierarchy
along the direction of the light and shadow, as if it reflects
the wandering and entanglement of the characters' inner
hearts. The light and shadow on the floor actually represent
that the city is in a dilapidated state and does not give people

The film "Mulholland Dr" tries to use color to create a
dreamlike dream space that is different from reality. The
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heroine starts a smoke filled dream space in a car accident,
but for her, perhaps the beautiful world in the dream is the
world she wants and desires. Therefore, the color style with
bright colors and strong contrast is the main tone of the first
half of the film. However, in the second half of the film, the
dream reality gradually begins at the node where reality
meets, and the tones of the two spaces have changed
significantly. The exchange of blue, yellow and red in the
scene indicates that the dream begins to gradually switch to
reality. Under this color switching, it gives people an
extremely mysterious and unstable state of existence. After
the dream is over, the gloomy and depressing real world will
follow. In the real space, it can be seen that the color has
changed greatly in the first half of the film. Most of the indoor
sofas are mainly heavy and repressed gray, and heavy dark
green is used.

In the space and time of suspense films, film artists will try
to avoid the use of redundant props. Because the meaning and
time of every shot in the dozens of hours of film material are
precious, the role of movie props is to make it play an
important role in the film. He is good at using every complete
prop and selecting materials, so that these seemingly fixed
things can convey specific meanings to the audience, or
metaphors or clues and promotion, which is a kind of vivid
artistic expression.
D. Sound elements of movie space
Since the birth of sound film, sound has begun to occupy an
important position in the film space. Throughout the whole
length of the film, sound appears all the time. In the space of
suspense movies, the sound can be accompanied by the
fluctuation of characters' emotions. The sound in life has an
important "sense of space" characteristic. The artistic means
of sound are often intertwined when used, so it will produce
an immersive three-dimensional feeling when performing.
According to different scenes and lenses, the simulation must
be considered from the aspects of the ambient sound, the
distance and direction of the sound, and the source of the
sound, so as to have a realistic sense of the real world.

C. Props in movie space
For the suspense movie space, the choice of props and
materials is the basic element of the construction of the
suspense movie space. Props and materials are one of the
expression vectors of the whole suspense film. The material
and style of props can build the overall atmosphere of the film
space and express different functional emotions. While
watching the film, the audience can not directly feel the props
and materials in the film with their hands. So we can only
rely on the visual expression of the color, texture and so on
in the film and television play to get the intuitive feeling in
our hearts. To a large extent, the use of props has two major
functions. The first one contains its metaphorical meaning.

In the suspense movie "Alien", the female owner is trapped
in the basement of the collapsed building of the company.
The constant creeping and breathing sound outside the
limited space indicates the coming of danger. The woman's
heavy breathing sound is particularly loud in the narrow film
space. But only through the voice, we can judge the woman's
mood and situation at this time. At the moment when the
hostess finally saw the alien, the sudden scream, the sound of
crashing the ruins in the elevator and the sound of monsters
tearing the elevator merged, pushing the film to a climax.

In the movie "Saw", there are often several people who are
locked up in a dark, narrow and claustrophobic space. Here,
faced with the choice of life and death, in the construction of
this space, the film director has given all the props special
meaning, so that a lot of uneasy emotions and entanglements
can be visually displayed through the props. Whether it is the
props that punish people, or the broken tables and chairs, or
the disorderly placed metal strips, they are artistically
endowed with special significance. The use of these space
props makes the whole film have great critical and symbolic
significance. Behind the scenes, we can see the cold of the
murderer himself, his strong religious beliefs and his inner
bigotry, darkness and madness.

Akira Kurosawa once said, "the sound is not only enhanced,
but also magnified several times.". Sound for the film, the
role of shaping space is very obvious. Different from the
general movie sound, most of the sounds of suspense movies
need to be produced by means of post product. In the later
stage, when dealing with the sound performance, some
artistic performance is often carried out, which can enrich the
space modeling of the whole film. For example, when a
murderer chases the hero with an axe, he often amplifies the
sound of the storm outside, making the sound of lightning
and thunder more sudden. Often, when the director designs
the corresponding plot, he will make the sound change far
and near, make the sound of the overall space more
hierarchical, and make the audience unconsciously immersed
in the plot of the film, resulting in a sense of tension in their
hearts. Good sound design is very important for the spatial
construction of suspense films. Therefore, to a certain extent,
it needs continuous research and exploration. The appropriate
plot, through reasonable sound design, makes the whole
space more suspense and substitution.

Second, the use of props can often serve as important clues
in the whole suspense film. The role of foreshadowing and
clues buried in different plots. These props often play a great
role in the later stage when the truth comes out and gradually
surfaced. In the film "The Shawshank Redemption", there
has been a Bible that Andy often reads in the film. In the first
half of the film, the meaning of the Bible conveys a kind of
freedom and the hero Andy's desire for himself redemption.
In the end, the Bible contains a hammer that allows Andy to
escape. The warden opened this page, which is exactly the
story of Jews fleeing the rule to freedom, which is completely
matched with Andy's story background and identity.
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VI. Discussion

adjustment effect will be directly related to the embodiment
of the film texture.

Where there are films, there will be space and scene
construction. The shooting of suspense film should be
accompanied by the transformation of the protagonist's
perspective and scene, so as to bring out the blending of
various elements of space. The space elements of the whole
film should be based on mystery and tension, and the use of
color, light and props should reflect the theme and theme. In
the choice of narrative mode, in addition to the unilateral
linear narrative mode, some narrative strategies such as
splicing and transformation of columns should also be
adopted.

When suspense movies exist in multiple spaces, there will be
different types of spaces interspersed among them. The
transformation of different scenes and spaces is also the basis
of narration. Promote the progress of the plot. In many
excellent suspense films, we can see a lot of space splicing
and transformation, from one space to another. For example,
in inception, multiple dream nesting methods are adopted in
the film. First, devices and machines are used as clues, and
then the unique wake-up method endows everyone's dream
crossing process with the rationality of the film.

In a film, the switching between scenes is the basis of
montage narrative technique. The composition of different
scenes will bring people different picture expressions and
psychological feelings. Strengthen the visual feeling of the
film for the audience and enhance the aesthetic feeling of the
film. So as to truly shape the inner feelings and external
images of the characters. In the final analysis, the film is
based on the screen art, and the film picture is the means for
the film to convey thoughts, emotions and content. In the
picture, the composition determines the beauty and
information transmission. The content conveyed by others
will also be different. The environment and space, and the
background story. For example, in the panoramic
composition of a film, different scenes often account for the
characters. The composition of the middle scene is more used
to express the dialogue of the characters and to render the
appeal of emotional details.

In suspense film, because of its own particularity and
suspense, the creation of film atmosphere is different from
other types of films. Therefore, the choice of each scene will
be particularly important. Lens selection and processing
should also be selective, giving each spatial element the
corresponding lens meaning and spatial meaning. The space
environment in which different people appear will also
reflect the character, thoughts and ways to a certain extent.
The construction of space is basically for narration. The
exploration and groping process in an unfamiliar
environment is the driving force for the development of the
plot. In the material selection of suspense movie space, the
background of the main environment can be handled more
coldly. The use of some completely open and house
structures will make people feel immersed and realistic. At
the same time, it can also leave metaphorical and modeling
props in the film, which can deepen the thickness of the plot
to a certain extent. Therefore, the richness of the space
construction determines the richness of the plot, and the
diversification and enrichment of the plot can make the
director more comfortable in the process of dealing with the
film narrative. The two complement each other and promote
each other. The director should grasp the two together.

Since the development of film, the creative elements of
composition have been used in different film contents, which
can innovate the way of expression in the process of picture
transmission. Of course, there will be some risks in this
process. Once the exaggeration of composition is
overemphasized in the film, there may also be a mismatch
between the picture content and the overall style of the film.
Produce a stiff feeling, which may be contrary to the original
intention of the film. In the process of film creation, the
composition of each picture should not only simply pursue
the beauty and effect of shooting, but also whether the focus
can be briefly reflected and highlighted in the picture. We
should not excessively pursue beauty or unilateral lens effect,
and ignore the details that should not be ignored. Therefore,
the spatial construction of a suspense film often takes the first
step from the composition. Whether it is static composition
or open composition, it should be able to express the dramatic
tension of the film.

VII. Conclusion

According to the previous conclusion, the spatial
construction of suspense film is an art form with both
external attributes and spiritual connotation. It can not only
serve as a material space carrying a film background or
narrative process, but also directly or indirectly participate in
the film narrative to a certain extent. It can also be endowed
with specific spiritual connotation by film art and as the
connotation space of subjectivity and culture. Due to the
existence of the attribute of internal spiritual meaning of
scene space, film artists often pay more attention to the
construction of suspense film space, so that it can play a dual
role in the process of film and reflect its material attribute and
spiritual connotation.

As mentioned above, the important elements of film space
are the combination of light, shadow and color. The role of
color in the film mainly includes three aspects: visual
enjoyment, emotional information transmission and the
embodiment of deep-seated values. Film is not only an audiovisual art, but also the meaning behind the combination and
arrangement of spatial elements behind the film. The
director's adjustment of color, light and shadow determines
the final presentation of the film effect, and the final color

Suspense film is an important type of commercial film.
Meeting the audience's aesthetic experience is an important
guarantee for the box office. The audience can find the
excitement in the film, the satisfaction of solving the mystery
and the emotional mobilization of the whole film, then it is
the basis of a film's success. Therefore, filmmakers attach
great importance to the spatial construction and expression of
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suspense films. Therefore, there will be new expectations and
subversion of traditional cognition in the construction of film
scene space. With the progress of mainstream media and film
production technology, many films have more room for space
construction and selection. Many special effects scenes are
more and more used in the spatial construction of suspense
films. The realization of more technical means will make
many film directors open
They began to pay more and more attention to the
subjectivity and nature of film space. Multiple and rich
expression forms and innovative skills can more deeply
endow the spatial subject of the film with profound
connotation and strong moral meaning, and provide the
possibility for the tone and style of the whole film. As an
important carrier and means of film subject and narration,
film artists should give full play to their charm and value in
the film. As an important medium carrying the concept of
consciousness, the construction of space will continue to
derive more artistic emotion and aesthetic connotation with
the development of the times.
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for pneumonia detection. Chest radiography requires expert
knowledge. Such experts are rarely available or not affordable
in low-income countries. Due to this, other options were seen
such as computer-aided diagnosis systems for diagnosing
pneumonia. The availability of medical chest x-ray data has
also been a major problem. Due to recent developments, lots
of solutions are provided for pneumonia detection using deep
learning. Some of these solutions are using deep models, uses
more than one model (ensemble learning), transfer learning,
meta-learning [3][4]. A single deep model can be trained from
scratch on the pneumonia chest x-ray image dataset for
pneumonia classification. Training from scratch means a
single deep model such as Densenet with all trainable layers
and random weight initialization. Training from scratch
requires large amount of chest x-ray data and resources. It also
takes more time for training [2][5].

Abstract—Pneumonia is an infectious disease that affects the
lungs in humans and is one of the causes of death in people The
Chest X-ray images technique is one of the most used for
diagnosing pneumonia. There have been several Machine
Learning algorithms that have been used in order to provide
computer-aided diagnosis by automatic classification of medical
images. The Convolutional Neural Networks (models based on
Deep Learning) that are widely used in Computer Vision tasks,
such as classification of medical images and among other
applications. In this paper, we present a Full training based
CNN model method that automatically classifies between X-ray
images characterized as pneumonia and normal. The proposed
method uses Five CNN models and Ensemble method to classify
the given image into respective classes. Our model is competitive
with respect to other proposals. To make comparisons with
other models, we have used four well-known performance
measures, obtaining the following results: precision, recall, F1score. These results allow us to consider our proposal as an
alternative that can be useful in situations where there is not
enough equipment and specialized radiologists

To address this issue, several works have studied the
application of deep learning techniques for pneumonia
classification for the chest X-ray images. Most of these ML
techniques use CNN based methods for the image
classification and other applications based on image
processing. For traditional machine learning and image
processing, it is difficult to extract features using a small
number of datasets. Convolutional networks have recently had
great success in large-scale image and video processing.
CNN’s are trained using the datasets to extract the features.
After the training if the quality of feature extraction is very
low it will directly affect the classification accuracy. In order
to avoid this problem many works and a recent paper proposed
the Ensemble method for multiple CNN models over the
traditional methods. But the problem is that the large
difference between the original datasets and the target datasets
in the transfer learning, this leads to unsatisfactory results. In
addition, the original convolution model network is too
shallow, and the recognition rate is not high.

Keywords—Deep Learning, CNN models, Ensemble, Hard
voting, Soft Voting.

I. INTRODUCTION
X-rays, CT (computed tomography) scan, MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging), ultrasound, nuclear medicine imaging,
including positron-emission tomography (PET) are some of
the recognizable medical imaging methods used to identify
particular type of diseases. Chest X-ray imaging technique is
used to identify pneumonia in humans. Radiologists are able
to recognise this disease from the x-ray obtained of the
patients. Even with the expert radiologist there is a chance that
pneumonia is undetected in some cases. [Give some data of
medical error etc. This is where the computer vision
applications come into handy for the recognition of
pneumonia in the patients where there are less radiologists.
Pneumonia is a lung infection. It is mostly caused by
viruses, bacteria, and rarely by fungi. It is a huge cause of
respiratory death in children below 5 years around the world.
It is also a major cause of death in adults [1]. Pneumonia has
caused major effects in countries such as America, China,
Japan. The difficulty arises in the low-income country because
of limited access to diagnostic and therapeutic facilities [2][3].
Several solutions have been proposed for early detection of
pneumonia to early diagnosis. One of the solutions is
traditional chest radiography. Detection of pneumonia from
the chest x-ray has been exceedingly difficult. It requires
experts to do [2].
Chest radiography has been traditionally reliable all over
the world for identifying diseases. It is also commonly used
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Therefore, this paper presents experiments on fine tuning
the convolutional neural network method to train the model
from scratch for pneumonia detection based on the Ensemble
method. Even though full training methods consume lots of
time and computation, it has become possible due to the large
public image repositories, and high-performance computing
systems, such as GPUs or large-scale distributed clusters. In
particular, an important role in the advance of deep visual
recognition architectures has been played by the role of CNN
models compared to other NN. We have made some
improvement in the original architecture of all CNN models
to achieve better accuracy. We address another important
aspect of Ensemble method with 5 CNN architecture design
in its depth, training method. We have fixed some parameters
and fine-tuned the hyper parameters of all the architecture, by
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doing so we have steadily increased the result with multiple
experiment methods. In this work we have come up with a
significantly more accurate Ensemble method with 5 CNN
architectures, which not only achieves better accuracies but
it’s better than other papers which use Ensemble methods.
We have listed out our 5 best-performing models to
facilitate the research work results and also have tested with
multiple CNN models. The rest of the paper is organised as
follows. In Sect. II, we give a brief description of related
works as a Literature survey. In section III the details of the
pneumonia image classification method with training and
evaluation experiments are presented. In section IV, is results
of the experiments and followed by conclusions in section V.

The work proposed in [18] mentions the disadvantage of
use transfer learning with medical images and they introduce
an improved CNN Lenet method. With the improved Lenet
model compared to transfer learning methods, have achieved
an accuracy of 98.44% on RSNA dataset and testing accuracy
of 91.41%. The proposed work [19] with Multi-CNNs model
consists of three components: CNN 128F, CNN 64L, and
CNN 64R and these components are developed based on CNN.
Other works related to pneumonia classification with the use
of custom CNN model, while these works does not use
transfer learning with pretrained weights are carried out in
[20], [21].

II. LITERATURE SURVERY
In the work proposed by [6] a fast unsupervised learning
method for deformable image registration using a fully
convolutional network (FCN) is used. Along with this, the
network directly learns to estimate a dense displacement
vector field (DVF) from a pair of input images. All results are
evaluated by the proposed model on publicly available
datasets of inspiration-expiration chest CT image pairs. Work
in [7] uses A convolutional neural network (CNN) structure
akin to that of GoogLeNet was built using a transfer learning
approach.o Median Intensity Projection (MIP) was employed
to include multi-view features of 3D computed tomography
(CT) scans. Other works uses MRI datasets in DCM format
with attention-based convolutional encoder-decoder method
[8].
In the medical field, the original dataset is very less. So,
training from scratch has more difficulties. These difficulties
are solved by the deep transfer learning approaches. In transfer
learning, a single deep model such as Densenet is trained on a
pneumonia chest x-ray image dataset with several frozen
layers and weight is initialized with ImageNet. The weight is
of the same model such as the Densenet trained on ImageNet
dataset. This helps in using starting few layers having similar
features present in the pneumonia chest x-ray dataset [9][10].
And some of the works which utilizes transfer learning is
discussed. Work in [11] proposes a use of transfer learningbased ResNet50 model for pneumonia detection using the
RSNA datasets [12] and Chest X-ray image (CXI) [13]
datasets. The final layer of the model was replaced with a new
prediction layer of two nodes and achieved 96.76% accuracy
on RSNA and 94.06% on CXI datasets. Experiments on the
VGG16 model [14] by applying transfer learning and finetuning techniques. The model achieved 90.54% test accuracy
and 98.7% recall value. [15] et al. trained 112,120 chest X-ray
images from the ChestX-ray14 [16] dataset using the
ResNet50, InceptionV3 and DensetNet121 models. They
evaluated performance of the models using AUC
measurements and achieved 0.59, 055 and 0.71 from
ResNet50, InceptionV3 and DensetNet121 respectively.
There is another approach like deep transfer learning. It is
meta-learning which also means learning to learn. There is
little data available for the medical field. In this case, metalearning will be advantageous compared to the other
approaches. There are few separate ways to train the model for
meta-learning such as zero-shot learning, one-shot learning,
and k-shot learning based on the dataset. The meta-learning is
also categorized based on optimization, and representation
[17].
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III. METHODOLOGY
The Deep learning method for predictions of pneumonia
had led to numerous studies and works. In our work we have
proposed a ML pipeline to predict the pneumonia detection
using ensemble method. Work flow of our project is depicted
as a block diagram in Fig 1 and is as follows. First the dicom
images are taken as inputs and followed by image processing
methods. The pre-processed images are used for the training
the CNN models for all layers. All the classified models
outputs are ensembled. The results of the ensembled values
out of 5 models are taken as an output.

Fig 1. Block diagram of proposed work.

The detailed block diagram is shown in Fig 2. The dicom
datasets are first passed through a filtering method. Used
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalizations (CLAHE)
with optimal threshold value. Then the filtered images are
passed through a series of data augmentation methods. After
completing the image processing methods all datasets are
passed to 5 CNN models namely Alexnet [18], ResNet [19],
[20], DenseNet121 [21], InceptionV3 [22], Vgg16[23]. for
training. Once the training is completed the classification
results of all models are ensemble. Ensembled using hard
voting and soft voting methods. For hard voting method the
predicted output class is a class with the highest majority of
votes. And for soft voting method the output class is the
prediction based on the average of probability given to that
class.

Fig.2. Detailed block diagram proposed method

A. Dataset Preprocessing
There are so many publicly available datasets for
pneumonia detection task and our implementation is derived
from RSNA datasets [11]. Most of the existing works utilizes
JPEG images for pneumonia images. JPEG is far inferior to
DICOM image format. DICOM is a comprehensive
specification used for electronic interchange of diagnostic and
therapeutic images and image-related information. For the
most of datasets DICOM images are converted and
compressed to a JPEG format when exporting (depending on
their end use). In out our work DICOM images of the chest Xray images there are a total of 30,277 original images in the
datasets. The datasets contain three types of the classes, No
Lung opacity/not normal, Normal and Lung opacity and the
statistics are shown in Fig.3. When these images are
considered for the classification only two classes are
considered pneumonia and not pneumonia represented by ‘0’
and ‘1’. The No Lung opacity/not normal and Normal classes
are considered in class ‘0’ and Lung Opacity is considered in
class ‘1’.

[24]. As shown in figure 4 (a) and (b) are original images and
in (c) and (d) are the image resulted images after passing it
through the CLAHE filter.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig 4. (a) and (b) are the original dicom image and (c) and (d) are
corresponding images of CLAHE filtered image outputs.

The easiest and common method used in order to reduce
overfitting on image data when training all layers of the
models is to implement data augmentation methods. We
employ four distinct forms of data augmentation, namely
cropping, rotation, enlarging and Geometrical transform using
flip methods. All images are having a fixed image resolution
of 224 × 224. After the augmentation the total number of
datasets were around 120,000 images. The data was split in
the ratio of 70:20:10 as Training, validation and Testing
datasets respectively.

Fig 3. Different types of Chest X-ray images with labelled disease

The obtained images are prone to various noises. And in-order
to eliminate or reduce noises various image filters are used and
Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) is one of a computer
image processing technique used to improve contrast in
images. It differs from ordinary histogram equalization as it
utilizes adaptive method to compute several histograms, each
corresponding to a distinct section of the image, and uses them
to redistribute the lightness values of the image. It is therefore
suitable for improving the local contrast and enhancing the
definitions of edges in each region of an image. However,
AHE has a tendency to overamplify noise in relatively
homogeneous regions of an image. A variant of adaptive
histogram equalization called contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) prevents this by limiting the
amplification. In our work the threshold value for this method
is selected using OTSU method as it is easier way to find the
optimal value. This OTSU method has been used in other
medical image works getting better images with better edges
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B. Training Methodology
We did all experiments on a PC with Intel Core i7 8700K,
one 8 GB NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti, 64GB of RAM, on Ubuntu
Linux 18.04 server. And all experiment CNN models are
implemented by Keras deep learning framework, without
downloading the pretrained imagenet weights. Various
experiments with different parameters and hypermeters were
carried out to evaluate and find optimal values to achieve good
results.
Hyperparameters are the variables whose values are not
learned by the CNN architecture. The necessary for an
optimum hyperparameter for training the CNN models is
significant. The optimum hyperparameters can reduce training
time, reduce loss function value, and increase accuracy. Table
I shows experimentation on the different hyperparameters
values used for our work. And in Table I optimum
hyperparameters is obtained after thorough experiments and
observations. Even though various models prefer different
hyperparameters we have given optimum hyperparamets so
that all 5 CNN models used will achieve good results when
trained using these values. The details of the optimal values

are, the number of epochs used for training the model is 200
with a batch size equals to 32.
TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTS

Hyperparameters of Training Experiments

Sl. NO
Hyperparamenters

1

Optimizer

2

Epochs

3

Batch Size

4

Learning rate

5

Number of neurons in Dense layers

Hyperpapmeter Space

Optimum Hyperparameter

‘SGD’, ‘Adagrad’, ‘RMSprop’, ‘Adam’, ‘ND-Adam’

ND-Adam

10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200

200

8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256

32

0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.001, 0.005, 0.0001

0.001

128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048

512

ND-Adam” optimizer is gives the best results for the all
the models. Additionally, for learning rate(LR) the constant
value is 0.001 and decreasing learning rate of 3% after every
8 epochs is implemented. In all experiments, these
hyperparameters are selected for consistency. And complete
details of carried out experiments is shown in Table I.

accuracies for AlexNet, Resnet18, DenseNet121, InceptionV3
and VGG 16 model. The highest training accuracies are given
in Table II for each CNN models respectively. Fig.6 is the plot
of all the validation accuracies of CNN models. And the
highest validation accuracies are shown in Table II
respectively for each models.

Rather than just relying on one predicted results ensemble
approach with multiple CNN models are utilized in various
works. Neural network models are nonlinear with high
variance, and ensemble based learning combines the
classification/predictions results from different neural
network models inorder to reduce the variance of prediction
and reduce generalization error. In our work both hard voting
and soft voting ensemble method are tested.
In hard voting method, for every classifier it chooses the
class that gets the most votes. Just assuming classifiers are
independent, the ensemble will perform better compared to
the individual low performing classifiers. In Soft voting, it
entails combining the probabilities of each prediction in each
model and picking the prediction with the highest total
probability. The soft voting approaches regularly performs
better compared to the hard voting approach.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table II shows the training accuracy, validation accuracy
and testing accuracy of all the trained models. The highest
testing accuracy is achieved by ResNet18 model with 94.73%.
And lowest testing accuracy is achieved by Inception V3
model.
TABLE II.
CNN Models

Fig. 5 Training accuracies of AlexNet, resNet18, DenseNet121, Inception
V3 and VGG16 models

MODELS ACCURAIES AND RESULTS
Accuracies
Training
accuracy

Validation
accuracy

Testing
accuracy

AlexNet

98.76

96.62

94.04%

ResNet18

99.13

96.95

94.73%

DenseNet121

97.15

95.83

93.54 %

Inception V3

97.65

95.49

92.67%

VGG16

96.67

96.07

93.47%

The proposed work which uses all layer training for all 5
CNN models has successfully predicted the pneumonia from
the chest X-ray images. The graph in Fig.5 shows the training
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Fig. 6. Validation accuracies of AlexNet, resNet18, DenseNet121, Inception
V3 and VGG16 models

We used three ensemble approaches called hard voting,
soft voting and weighted average voting. In all experiments,
models were trained using 30,000 original images and total of
120,000 augmented images for 200 epochs. All the
experiments on Ensemble method achieved more than 97%
accuracy on test data values. We applied five different
evaluation matrices: accuracy. Recall value, F1 score, AUC
measurement and precision to check the performance of the
models and the details are shown in Table III for hard voting
results and Table IV for Soft voting results.
TABLE III.
CNN
Models
AlexNet

94.04%

ResNet18

94.73%

[3]

F1Score(%)

AUC(%)

Precision
(%)

99.22

96.19

95.12

99.31

96.45

95.91

93.97

96.32

94.97

93.81

96.67

94.28

93.72

93.85

93.54 %

99.09

92.67%

98.47

VGG16

93.47%

99.18

96.53

94.64

93.24

Ensemble

97.19%

99.73

97.85

95.34

96.55

CNN
Models
AlexNet
ResNet18
DenseNet
121
Inception
V3

[2]

Accuracies
Recall
(%)

TABLE IV.

[1]

HARD VOTING ENSEMBLE MODEL RESULTS FOR 200
EPOCHS
Testing
accuracy

DenseNet
121
Inception
V3
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SOFT VOTING ENSEMBLE MODEL RESULTS FOR 200
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Testing
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Recall
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96.51

97.44
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Abstract— With the advent of the age of artificial intelligence,
universities need to move away from the existing rote style of
education and implement creative education. In this context,
many universities are striving to develop new approaches to
education through the meta-universe space platform. With this
in mind, this thesis examines university education methods in the
metaverse era. The results of this study can be a theoretical base
material for future educational design.
Keywords—Metaverse, Virtual Reality, University, University
Education

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, interest in the metaverse is increasing worldwide.
Meta-universe space offers a new living space for humanity.
Several large companies have invested heavily in one of the
key technologies of the metaverse - virtual reality. In the future,
metaverse technology may be widely used in various fields.
For example, some artists in South Korea have held concerts
through the metaverse, attracting tens of millions of viewers
worldwide. According to predictions, metaverse will also
bring many changes to university education. For example, in
American universities with advanced IT technology, events
such as entrance or graduation ceremonies are conducted
through metaverse. According to this change, many
universities are studying the changes in university education
in the era of metaverse space. Therefore, the aim of this thesis
is to study the methods of university education in the
metaverse era, and the results of this study can be a theoretical
base material for the design of future education.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methods for this study were divided into the
following categories. The first is to conduct literature research.
The literature research revolved around virtual reality,
metaverse and metaverse education, using books, papers and
magazines to understand the relevant theories and previous
research. Secondly, literature research was used as a basis for
conducting expert interviews on metaverse education. The
researcher targeted university professors who implemented
metaverse education and developers who developed
metaverse programmers. Through in-depth interviews, the
researcher analyzed the effects of metaverse education. Based
on the results of such a study, this research hopes to propose
methods applicable to higher education in the metaverse space
age.
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III. VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual reality is the creation of a space through a computer
that allows people to have a special experience. For this reason,
virtual reality is known as cyberspace or virtual worlds.
Virtual reality is widely used in gaming. More recently in the
field of education, virtual reality has also been used frequently.
For example, education in driving aircraft and tanks, for
example, can be implemented through virtual reality; hospitals
can also be educated in surgery through virtual reality. In this
context, a variety of virtual reality-related machines have
come into being. Sony Japan is known to have invested a
significant amount of research money in developing research
facilities related to virtual reality.
IV. METAVERSE
A metaverse is a space in which people carry out social,
cultural and economic activities in a virtual reality. The
concept first appeared in American science fiction in 1992. In
recent years, with the development of virtual reality and
information and communication technologies, metaverse is
gradually becoming a reality, centered on developed countries
such as the United States. The metaverse is arguably a more
advanced concept than the existing virtual reality. Virtual
reality is only virtual gaming through virtual avatars online,
but metaverse space users can participate in various activities
in the real world through their avatars. In addition, using the
Internet, users can communicate with others on the metaverse
without the constraints of physical space. It is predicted that in
the future, through the virtual currency of the metaverse,
humans will be able to realize not only games, but also almost
all industrial practices such as education and healthcare
V. EDUCATION IN THE AGE OF THE METAVERSE
In recent years, major companies have invested a lot of
money in research to create metaverse space platforms. The
most representative company is Facebook in the U.S. In
addition, Microsoft, the largest online company in the U.S.,
has also invested a lot of money to build the metaverse
platform. With the development of metaverse technology, the
metaverse platform will be widely used in the field of
education in the future. Schools can use the metaverse space
platform to conduct online classes. Currently, existing online
lectures are conducted in a limited screen, thus students'
concentration level will be reduced, resulting in poor online
lectures. However, on the metaverse space platform, students
can immerse themselves as if they were in a classroom,
communicate freely with each other and have a relatively high
level of concentration. Following this trend, it is expected that
metaverse technology will have a great impact in the education

sector in the future. As a result, more and more educational
institutions are paying increased attention to metaverse
VI. THE CHARACTERISTICS AND METHODS OF UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION IN THE METAVERSE ERA

With the advent of the artificial intelligence era,
universities need to move away from the existing rote
education and educate creatively. Many universities are
experimenting with designing and developing new approaches
to education through the meta-universe space platform. Many
experts predict that the meta-universe space platform will
bring great changes to the education sector.
A. Using the metaverse for online instruction
In the post-epidemic era, many universities are
implementing online delivery. There are many advantages to
online delivery, but existing online delivery methods are only
suitable for 'indoctrination' education where the teacher
lectures. In disciplines that focus on practical skills, existing
online delivery methods can be problematic. In addition,
education is now about increasing creativity and it is important
to introduce discussion-centered delivery. Therefore, online
delivery using the metaverse can help students with their
practical and provide an environment for creativity education
that engages students. It can be argued that the metaverse can
serve to actively engage students in lectures. Thus, the
metaverse will be very helpful for creativity education.
B. Virtual experience education through metaverse space
For future university students, the metaverse will become
a very important space in their lives. Furthermore, it is
expected that in the future the metaverse space platform will
also be widely used in extra-curricular education. For example,
students can use virtual reality machines to access a wide
range of physical spaces in the metaverse, and they can even
visit realistically inaccessible spaces such as the rainforest or
the Antarctic. Alternatively, students could visit a time 200
years ago. In this way, students can transcend time and space
and visit any space for experiential learning. Thus, the virtual
experiential education offered by Metaverse can help students
access historical figures that are impossible to meet in real life
or spaces that are difficult to travel to in reality, among other
things, which will catalyse a revolution in the future of
university education.
C. Education in the metaverse with the help of artificial
intelligence avatars
On the metaverse space platform, the AI avatars will play
the role of teaching assistants. In the future, simple education
at universities, apart from professors, will be done by AI
avatars. As a result, universities can save a certain amount of
manpower costs. Such AI avatars can transcend space and
time and provide information to university students without
limits. Students can enjoy the same teaching environment as
the real environment in the metaverse space to learn and
achieve good teaching results.
VII. DIRECTIONS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EDUCATION IN
CHINESE UNIVERSITIES USING METAVERSE SPACE
With the advent of the era of the fourth industrial
revolution, various emerging technologies are constantly
emerging. Especially with the development of virtual reality
technology, metaverse space is widely used in many fields.
Chinese universities are also bound to adopt the metaverse
space platform to serve university education, and university
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students can also receive the diverse educational services
offered by universities in the metaverse space. There are three
main directions for Chinese universities to use metaverse to
implement education: firstly, in the future, Chinese
universities can make full use of the metaverse platform and
apply this technology to online lectures. Secondly, in extracurricular education, universities can also use the metaverse
platform to help students access multiple physical spaces in
the metaverse with the help of virtual reality machines. Thirdly,
universities can use artificial intelligence to teach on the
metaverse space platform and play the role of teaching
assistants to university teachers, further helping universities to
save on manpower costs. It can be surmised that meta-universe
technology will bring great changes to university education in
China.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Interest in the metaverse is growing worldwide and many
companies such as Microsoft in the USA have invested
heavily in the development and construction of the metaverse
platform. With the development of metaverse technology, the
metaverse platform will be widely used in the education sector
in the future. Chinese universities will certainly follow this
trend and future Chinese university students will also benefit
from the educational services provided by the metaverse space,
and metaverse technology will definitely bring changes to
Chinese university education.
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Abstract— Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) falls under
Augmented Reality technology. In SAR, the virtual and realworld objects are integrated together by projecting virtual
contents onto real-world objects using projection mapping.
However, most of the existing SAR platforms used pre-rendered
models in a static setting which did not allow for the dynamic
modification of physical structure. This can be a limitation
between the users and the platforms because users are unable to
make changes to the physical structure to reflect their ideas.
Especially, in applications where rapid real-time prototyping is
required to better visualize the impact of changes made to a
physical structure. In this paper, a Real-time Interactive Spatial
Augmented Reality (RISAR) platform was designed and
developed. The RISAR platform supported real-time object
reconstruction, marker detection, tracking & assignment, and
dynamic projection mapping. A system test and end-user
usability test were also conducted to evaluate the platform. The
results showed that the RISAR platform was able to successfully
detect the user constructed Lego object in real-time, and
dynamically project out the virtual content onto the tangible
Lego blocks in real-time.
Keywords— Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR), Trackerbased SAR, Lego blocks, Real-time marker assignment,
Dynamic Object Reconstruction, SAR Tabletop
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INTRODUCTION

Spatial augmented reality (SAR) is a type of augmented
reality/mixed reality. The mixed reality environment is in
between the spectrum of extremes of real and virtual worlds,
where the user can interact with both real and virtual objects
which are presented on the same display. It uses projection
mapping technology to achieve this by projecting onto real
world objects. By doing so, SAR can provide a more
immersive experience than traditional augmented reality (AR)
applications which are usually viewed through the screens of
mobile devices. Even though wearable AR devices can
provide an immersive experience, they still face challenges in
terms of comfort and ergonomics, as well as limited field of
view (FOV). Additionally, 3D tangible objects can be
employed in SAR platforms. This can provide a more
natural/organic way of interaction when compared to touch
interaction/hand gestures in traditional AR.
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II.

BACKGROUND

There were different uses and applications for SAR
platforms. SAR applications require physical setup and
software architecture design.
A. Physical setup of existing SAR platforms
Most physical designs involve of top, bottom, or even side
camera positioning as well as front projections or rear
projections. Wilson [1] introduced a compact interactive
PlayAnywhere, a front-projected computer vision-based
interactive table system with a side camera setup as they were
using a shadow-based touch detection algorithm. In Bits and
Bricks [2], they employed a top-down setup where they used
a scalable setup involving a transparent surface with the
projector placed on top and the camera placed on the bottom
for tracking. This approach is more suitable for 3D SAR
applications with moving tangible objects as it is much easier
to track the marker base on these objects compared to a top or
side camera position as the camera can be easily obstructed.
However, with the camera placed at the bottom it presents a
difficulty to track the markers in dark conditions. Whereas
most projection mapping applications were usually carried out
in dark environments to allow for the projections to be easily
seen. Therefore, a similar setup was used in current proposed
SAR platform, with a few modifications to allow for better
tracking such as the use of small a light-emitting diode (LED)s
and infrared (IR) camera on the bottom to allow for easier
tracking in the dark.
B. Software architecture of existing SAR platforms
Common framework designs for software architecture
were, some form of object detection and tracking which was
either marker-based or marker-less, interactive features either
direct interaction with the physical content or indirectly (via
mobile devices) and projections mapped onto 2D or 3D. In
addition, the framework of common SAR application designs
involved of camera and projector calibration to support for
dynamic projections and to allow accurate projection mapping
onto 3D objects. Dalsgaard and Halskov [3] showed the
designing of SAR platform with tangible 3D objects and
discussed the design potential of the interface. It used dynamic
projection mapping of 3D objects which were interactive.
Their system supported for dynamic projection mapping but
did not support for dynamic reconstruction of 3D objects.

Further literature review was conducted to find SAR
platforms that supported real-time dynamic reconstruction.
This means that the platform must be able to project and map
the virtual content after detecting the physical shape. Kim et
al. [4] and Guo et al. [5] supported a basic version of dynamic
reconstruction by using the Microsoft Kinect depth sensor.
Gou et al. [5] presented an interactive Kinect Sandbox, which
allowed users to build shapes with the sand and the projections
will change colour based on the height of the sand to
demonstrate geographical terrain. The platform utilized the
Microsoft KinectV2 3D depth sensor to detect the height of
the sand and determined the colour to be projected out. This
simulated the sea-level, ground level and mountain elevation
in their application. Kim et al. [4] designed and developed a
jumping game that allowed the user to stack objects to create
obstacles for the game character to jump over. Therefore, in
both papers [4] and [5] the virtual content to be projected onto
the physical setting was determined based on the depth
information. However, as their platforms only relied on the
vertical depth information to control the virtual content, their
applications did not actually detect the shape of the object.
C. Problem Statement
Many existing SAR platforms were using pre-rendered
models in a static setting, without allowing for dynamic
manipulation of physical setting. These SAR platforms
employed user interaction techniques such as finger tracking
and touch gestures. These techniques are suitable for 2D
projections and touch screen applications. However, in 3D
projections the user interaction can be improved by
incorporating movable tangible objects. Furthermore, SAR
platforms that only used pre-rendered models limit the types
of physical structure to pre-determined shapes. In this project,
dynamic object reconstruction is introduced into the system,
by allowing users to manipulate the physical shape of the
tangible object in real-time. Thus, the proposed RISAR
platform offers an additional layer of user interaction.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The RISAR platform introduced real-time object
reconstruction with dynamic projection mapping, which was
not yet available in the existing literature. It was achieved by
using Lego blocks, HSV-based colour tracking and Aruco
marker tracking.
A. Resources and Toolkits
The required hardware and software resources were
selected to develop the proposed RISAR platform. The main
hardware resources required were projector (Epson EB-W06),
side and bottom cameras (Logitech C310 webcam, Ezviz C1C)
Lego blocks were used as the tangible objects to be projection
mapped onto. Lego objects were selected as they can be easily
deconstructed and reconstructed. They are also easily
accessible and familiar to most people. VVVV [6] which is a
real time interactive live programming environment/toolkit
was used for development. The real-time aspect of VVVV
helps greatly in producing the prototype as changes made in
code can be seen in real-time compared to other traditional
programming languages where it required building and
compiling. The Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV)
library [7] was selected for image processing. As image
processing required in this platform involved object detection
and marker tracking. Furthermore, image processing was used
in calibration of camera and projector to support for dynamic

projection mapping. Lastly, Blender [8] was used for 3D
modelling to create and edit 3D shapes.
To support the RISAR platform, a custom tabletop and
physical set-up was designed as shown in “Fig. 1”.

Fig. 1. The setup employed in the prototype

The projector was used for projection mapping and the
camera placed on the bottom of the transparent acrylic surface
was used to track markers. These Aruco markers were stuck
on flat grey 8 x 8 Lego bases as shown in “Fig. 2”, where users
can continue to construct and build their desired Lego blocks.
The Aruco markers were then assigned to the user’s
reconstructed Lego object. An area (120 mm x 105 mm) was
defined to support for real-time reconstruction where a camera
was placed as shown in “Fig. 1”. The users were allowed to
change the shape and build the Lego block in this defined
region. By reconstructing the Lego block in this region, it
supported the coverage by the cameras and reduced the
obstructions that may occur.
B. Designing and Development of the Prototype
To support for real-time object reconstruction, a HSVbased colour tracker was designed specifically for the current

(a) Top view

(b) bottom view

Fig. 2. Aruco marker stuck on base of Lego model in the prototype

system. The design of this HSV-based colour tracker was
based on defining the Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) to filter
out the desired colour range. HSV was used instead of Red,
Green, Blue (RGB) values as it is easier to define the HSV
colour range visually compared to RGB. Furthermore, HSV
values are less sensitive to light changes. Based on this HSV
range, a mask was created. Then the mask was set to extract
the region of interest and contours were extracted in this
region. The convex hull was then calculated, and the center of
these convex hull was used as the position coordinates. The
HSV-based colour tracker was able to identify when Lego
blocks were placed apart from each other, as the tracker
detected them as two individual objects as shown in “Fig.3 (a)”
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and when Lego blocks were placed close to each other they
were detected as one single object as shown in “Fig.3 (b)”.

and integration. Furthermore, user testing was conducted to
demonstrate if the system is usable for real-world end users,
and the various strategies and approaches users may take when
performing basic interactive tasks with the system.
A. System Testing
All system tests were conducted using a laptop with an i79750H central processing unit (CPU), a RTX 2060 graphics
processing unit (GPU) and 16 GB random-access memory
(RAM). The cameras and the projector were also kept the
same throughout the tests.

(a) Lego blocks placed apart
from each other detected as two
individual objects

(b) Lego blocks placed
close to each other
detected as one object

Fig.3. Colour tracking by the HSV-based colour tracker.

For dynamic projection mapping, texture lock technique
was applied in the prototype. This involved of using S + H
node (Sample and Hold) in VVVV. When set this node will
hold the desired texture in its memory. The texture will be the
object information gathered from the colour tracker. The
texture lock technique was visualized in “Fig. 4”. After the
texture is locked it would be assigned to the respective Aruco
marker. A simple user interface was designed to allow the
users to assign the detected shape to specific marker in a realtime as shown in “Fig. 5”. The user interface involves of a lock
button which is used to lock the shape after the object is placed
onto the pre-defined area. After the user clicks the lock button,
they would click on the set button labelled with the specific
marker ID. Reset button is also available to reset the
assignment of a shape to a specific marker. To reset, the user
would have to click the reset button first and then click the set
button that is labelled with the specific marker ID for the
marker which they want to remove the shape assignment. This
allows users to remove the shape assignment for a specific
marker, instead of having to reset all marker assignments at
once.

(a) Virtual 3D
model

(b) Real-world
projection mapping

Three main tasks of the RISAR platform were tested by
using VVVV debugging mode. In this mode it displays the
timing of each node in microseconds on the bottom left of each
node as shown in “Fig. 6”. The timing of all the required nodes
were added to calculate the time taken to process a single
frame of a task. This time was then converted to seconds to
calculate FPS (Frame per seconds). As the timing of nodes are
constantly changing based on computer processing, three
random intervals were taken over 15 minutes period. The
mean of these three random intervals were then calculated as
shown in Table I. As this project aimed for the tasks to be in
real-time (<1 second delay), the mean results of each task were
multiplied with 30. This was due to the fact that the video feed
captured from both the side and bottom cameras were in 30
FPS. Therefore, the total duration to process 30 frames can be
calculated by multiplying the mean results (time in second) of
each task with 30 (FPS). The findings from the results showed
that all tasks were completed under one second.
1) First task of real-time reconstruction of shape: This
involves the main HSV-based colour tracker function which
was designed in VL. VL is a new generation of VVVV,
however VL patches can be used together with the normal
VVVV patches. A few of the main patches were designed in
VL as it provided more powerful functions. In the next step,
the HSV-based colour tracker output was converted from VL
to VVVV. Lastly, the shape was set and rendered in the
VVVV renderer. It was found that the HSV-based colour
tracker function took the longest processing time as it
involved of image processing.
2) Second task of detection and tracking of Aruco marker:
The time taken for detection and tracking of Aruco marker
was calculated by recording the timing of the
ArucoMarkerOutput function as shown in “Fig. 6”. Similar
to the HSV-based colour tracker function, the
ArucoMarkerOutput function was also created in VL and the
Aruco marker IDs, position coordinates, rotational
information were outputted into VVVV.
3) Third task involving real-time reconstruction of shape,
detection & tracking of Aruco marker and rendering to

(c) Texture lock
visualization

Fig. 4. Dynamic projection mapping in the prototype

Fig. 5. Design of simple user interface

IV.

Fig. 6. Timing of detection and tracking of Aruco marker in VVVV debugging
mode

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

Several system tests were carried out to validate the
prototype. These include separate tests for object detection,
marker assignment and tracking, dynamic projection mapping
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Tasks
First
Task
Second
Task
Third
Task

Time for each frame in intervals
(Seconds)
1st
0.0090
724
0.0082
383
0.0204
208

2nd
0.0067
797
0.0086
903
0.0163
619

3rd
0.0103
349
0.0098
44
0.0188
201

Mean
0.0087
29
0.0089
242
0.0185
3427

Mean time
taken to
process 30
frames
(seconds)
0.26187
0.267726
0.5560281

framework.
TABLE I.

SYSTEM TESTS FOR MAIN TASKS IN RISAR PLATFORM

B. Usability Test
The usability of the system was tested by independent nonexpert adult users (n=7) to demonstrate the real-world
applications. The participants (18 to 60 years old) were invited
to try out the construction of Lego blocks virtually for
projection mapping and fill up an online evaluation form for
the usability test. The project was approved by Human Ethics
Committee, Sunway University (PGSUREC2020/011).

Fig. 7. Virtual Lego blocks built by participant (left) and projection mapping
of multiple Lego shapes in real-time (right)

The participants constructed the Lego blocks of various
shapes of their own choices by using 2 x 2 (green), 2 x 3 (blue)
and 2 x 4 (red) Lego blocks through the online platform and
one of the virtual Lego shapes as shown in “Fig. 7” (left). Each
participant had constructed the Lego shapes three times and
those shapes were projected in real-time. Some examples of
the projected results were shown in “Fig. 7” (right) and
“Fig.8”.

participants’ requests to give a sense of control for the user.
The specific Zoom session was arranged for each participant
and the researcher explained in details of the procedure and
instructions for construction of Lego blocks through the
website [9] and evaluation was done online. Mecabricks is a
free online platform where users can build and construct
various virtual 3D Lego models. After the user constructed the
Lego blocks virtually, the researcher rebuilt the Lego blocks
using the same exact shape and colour of Lego blocks in the
real platform. The participants continuously observed through
Zoom’s camera view.
After the Zoom session, the participants were asked to fill
up a usability questionnaire. This involved of eight questions
to test mainly the users’ experience of augmented reality (AR)
and projection mapping, the users’ satisfaction and the ease of
use of the system. The questionnaire was designed according
to the principle of USE (Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of
use) questionnaire [10]. The users need to rate in five-point
Likert scale on the previous experience of using AR or
projection mapping technology as the study intends for
general purpose platform for non-expert users. Based on the
ease of use category in the principle of USE, the questions
included the user’s assessment of difficulty when constructing
the Lego blocks in their own way. For the category of
satisfaction, the questions based on the user’s judgement of
the quality of projection mapping, the similarity of the shape
and colour of the projection with the user’s constructed ones,
allowance of multiple Lego blocks to be projected
simultaneously were rated. In addition, overall satisfaction of
the system was also rated. As the system was designed as a
general-purpose platform tested by non-expert end users, no
specific use case scenario was employed. Therefore, the
usefulness category was not applicable for the user testing.
1) Familiarity of AR or SAR Technology: The
participants did not have previous experience of using
augmented reality (AR) or projection mapping technology.
This is because the project was designed as a general platform
and the usability test was conducted on non-expert users.
2) Ease of use: The participants experienced no major
difficulties when constructing the Lego blocks in their own
way as shown in “Fig. 9”.

Number of responses

projector: This was calculated by adding the time taken to
perform the first task of real-time reconstruction of shape, and
second task of detection and tracking of Aruco marker, as
well as the additional steps required of rendering to projector.
Therefore, this last task involved the entire RISAR platform’s

Likert scale rating
rating of easy to construct the Lego
Fig. 9. Participants’ response to the experience
blocks in their own way (n=7)
Fig. 8. Projection mapping of multiple Lego shapes in real-time

The users had to virtually construct the Lego blocks and
observed the shape, movement and projection mapping of the
constructed Lego blocks in a real-time in the platform through
Zoom. The researcher moved the object accordingly to the

Two participants (about thirty percent) found the system
was difficult to use as shown in “Fig. 10”. This is likely to be
due to the system having some issues with marker detection
as the table would sometimes be reflective causing some
markers to not always be detected. It could also be because
they had to construct the Lego blocks virtually. Although they
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were asked to judge based on the actual Lego block
construction it could still hinder the user’s experience if they
faced some challenges when constructing it virtually.

Likert scale rating
Fig. 10. Participants’ response to the difficulty level of the system (n=7)

Number of responses

3) Projection quality: The participants’ responses to the
questions regarding the projection quality such as how well
the projection follows the constructed Lego block was shown
in “Fig. 11”. The responses to the shape and colour of the
projection were also presented in “Fig. 12” and “Fig. 13”
respectively. All participants agreed that the system allows
multiple projections simultaneously.
These findings showed that most of the participants were
satisfied with the quality of projections however depending
on the shape of Lego constructed the projection offsets varied.

Number of responses

Number of responses

4) Overall satisfaction of the SAR platform: The user’s
satisfaction of the reconstruction of Lego blocks displayed by
projection mapping was shown in “Fig. 14”. The results
showed that most participants were satisfied with the
projection mapping system. However, during the usability
test one user experienced some projection mapping offsets
and blinking of projections as sometimes the camera lost
detection of the marker due to reflections.

Likert scale rating
Fig. 14. Participants’ overall satisfaction of the reconstruction of Lego
blocks displayed by projection mapping (n=7)

C. Applications for Design Used Cases
Specific use case scenarios were designed to test for the
general usability and possible applicability of the RISAR
platform in the different situations. Although the RISAR
platform focuses mainly on Lego objects as defined in the
project scope, as it employs colour tracking, it can still be
used for other similar coloured objects. To test this, coloured
papers were folded into different Origami shapes as shown in
“Fig. 15”. These shapes were then placed onto the predefined area of the physical platform where the side camera
detected the shapes using colour tracking. After this, it was
assigned to the marker base.

scale
rating follows the constructed
Fig. 11. Participants’ responseLikert
to how
projection
Lego block (n=7)

Number
Numberofofresponses
responses

(b) Top view

(a) Side view

Fig. 15. Colour tracking test on different Origami shapes

Detailed projections are easier to view on white surfaces
when compared to coloured surfaces. Therefore, in specific
use cases where detailed projections are required, we can
employ white colour tracking. To support white colour
tracking, a black cardboard was placed as the background in
the pre-defined area of the physical platform. This was to
prevent other white objects from being detected in the
background. The colour tracking HSV values were also
reconfigured to support white colour tracking. A mosaic-like
application was designed to test white colour tracking. Pieces
of white paper were cut into different shapes and stuck onto
the markers. They were then placed onto the pre-defined area
for the side camera to detect the shape. The results from the
mosaic application were shown in “Fig. 16 (a and b)” and
“Fig. 17 (a and b)”.

Likert scale rating

Number of responses

Fig. 12. Participants’ response to the shape of projection (n=7)

Likert scale rating
Fig. 13. Participants’ response to the colour of projection (n=7)
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(a) View when four pieces of
papers were joined together

of the projection mappings and therefore the accuracy in
projections was a limitation.
The future directions of the project will be to improve
accuracy of the projection mapping by reducing offsets. The
automation of projector calibration could aid in producing a
more accurate projection mapping system by calculating the
positioning, lens, intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the
projector. Furthermore, the system could be made to support
full 360-degree projections by using multiple projectors and
cameras. More specific use case scenarios could be further
explored and designed to better take advantage of the system.
The platform can be applicable in many areas such as city
planning where the new city plans can be easily demonstrated
using the dynamic projection mapping. Furthermore, the
specific buildings and relevant shapes can be built in realtime due to real-time object reconstruction. It can also be used
in the educational applications to better engage students
through interactive learning.

(b) View when the shaped pieces
of paper were apart

Fig. 16. Results from Mosaic application
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(b) Virtual view

(a) Projection view

Fig. 17. Mosaic white colour tracking test

Another use case scenario was designed for a turtle game
where users can construct the turtle using Lego blocks and
when users placed them on the pond it will have some visual
water ripple effects. The pond was projected onto the table
surface and the turtle projection were projected onto the Lego
blocks as shown in “Fig. 18 (a, b and c)”.

(a) Physical view

(b) Virtual

(c) Reconstructed
turtle shapes

Fig. 18. Use case scenario design

V.

CONCLUSION

The strength of the RISAR platform was dynamic
projections allowing the users to move tangible objects. This
improved the user’s interaction as it could allow for a more
natural interaction. Additionally, the support for real-time
object reconstruction allowed for users to build their own
shapes instead of just using the pre-defined shapes. In the
tests conducted, the system was able to correctly detect and
project the desired texture onto the specific structure
constructed of Lego blocks placed in random positions. It also
supports multiple Lego objects to be freely placed on the
scene simultaneously.
However, there were some issues faced in conversion of
virtual coordinates onto real world coordinates where the
projections are mapped. This was due to the dynamic nature
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Abstract—Today, the education sector has been severely
impacted by this pandemic situation. While new technologies
are dramatically transforming education, the acquisition of
digital knowledge is not yet widely accepted. Using a
combination of manual and primary based technologies, remote
monitoring has many advantages. This allows students to take
tests in any area with specific technical requirements and
eliminates the physical examination center requirement. Costeffective and easy to schedule but difficult to manage, especially
for aggressive trials. This paper describes the functional
characteristics of various web supervisory system and their
boundaries and problems.
Keywords— artificial intelligence, machine learning, online
proctoring, pandemic, proctors.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are several online proctoring softwares using
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Student computers are connected
to this software during the test. The camera is attached to a
computer or laptop monitor. The student's eye and hand
movements are fully monitored thanks to artificial intelligence.
For example, when using a mobile phone or a book, there is a
distance from the keyboard to the fingerprint, and no one else
is in the room. These softwares monitor your student’s
movements through the attached camera. This will alert you
as soon as your student twists, bends, or moves.

Felcy Judith
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Specifically, between 2012 and 2016, there were about 2,300
manslaughter cases where an employee taught her OCR
(optical character recognition) checks of an ad.
Online testing companies are evolving by leaps and
bounds. Testing, assessment, trial, and error can be a big deal
in the UK, the US, and worldwide. From colleges offering
GCSE, A-level, K-12, and A-level exams, to driver testing
centers and colleges, there are tons of exams every day. This
operation includes numerous bureaucratic censuses,
certifications,
examinations,
monitoring,
and
institutionalization. This means that exams are not extensive
operations. Still, it could be an excellent opportunity to bring
talent to market that can improve piloting and reduce costs.
Instead of the candidate using pen and paper, he takes the test
or exams on a PC Computer-assisted tryouts front the benefits
of digitization, such as speeding up the process, reducing body
tissue and adding tryouts from location extrude to Statistics
and skill ratings likely increase reflecting the nature of
workplace conversions [1-4].

Technology has brought permanent changes to higher
education. Today, approximately 20 million students are
enrolled in US colleges and universities, many of whom
participate in online programs. Furthermore, as online
education develops, so will the requirements for online
supervision.
Online surveillance has surged during the coronavirus
pandemic. There are also concerns around the home where
students take exams under a third-party program's supervision
(human or mechanical). Moreover, some experts argue that a
complete preface to questioning secondary research to
validate weighted data without access to course material is
incomplete. This could have persuaded students to change the
framework, they say, if regulators were looking to prevent
cheating.
In 2012, approximately 635 students from
OnlineCollege.org revealed that 32.7% of online college
students admitted to cheating. In another survey, 73% of her
sophomores online agreed to cheat on at least one of her 14
tests during the unsupervised semester. Of the two, 56% of
students admitted cheating. Those are scary numbers for
colleges. Student cheating is fair on one side of the coin. In
some cases, staff has also noticed the unfortunate behavior.
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II. ONLINE PROCTORING SYSTEMS
Online courses offer a more comprehensive set of
information resources for select undergraduates and provide
access to educational resources for individuals who cannot
come to campus due to space or space restrictions. Both
incredibly expand the scope of education today. Exams are an
essential part of any information program, and online
education programs are no exception. You can cheat on any
exam, so location and expectations are crucial. According to
one survey, about 29% of students accepted cheating. When
exams are conducted in a familiar, proctored classroom setting,
students are proctored by a human delegate [5-7].
The overall goal of this framework is to maintain the
exam's academic reputation by providing real-time
monitoring to identify the majority of candidate misconduct.
Achieving such goals requires audiovisual awareness of the
test taker's surroundings to detect dishonest behavior. Some
system uses two cameras and mouthpieces to scan several
characters in the test taker's room. The primary camera is her
web cam on the portable workstation itself, and the
smartphone camera is the other. Therefore, no additional prestudy equipment is required to validate the exam.
Sensors are used to detect dishonest behavior such as
Cheating on notes, books, or other content, using the phone to
call friends, asking questions of your companion in the exam
room, or taking someone other than the test taker to the exam.
Figure 1 shows the benefits of using online supervision.

evolve as they reverse and meet different needs. Weak and
vulnerable undergraduates may be more inclined to engage in
verification than writing. Combine several techniques to
provide double security during essential exams such as final
exams and certifications. I can do it. Finally, behavioral
biometrics feel easier to deliver and less intrusive than identity
scans.
Fig. 1. Advantages of using online proctoring

Candidates for online proctored exams must either
download the program application to the device they will use
for the occasion (portable workstation or desktop) or register
via a web link. When a candidate starts the exam, the
application monitors the computer and her webcam and uses
the Blocking Her component to prevent the candidate from
opening her web browser. Figure 2 shows the functions and
people involved in online supervision. Candidates must
validate their personality through one of many strategies
required for the application.

Fig. 2. Functionality and people involved in online proctoring

A. Face recognition
Powered by machine learning (ML)-powered biometrics,
the popularity of faces has been used in various ways,
including getting students to take exams, describing their
personality, and keeping their distance from them during
exams. Serves a purpose. Thanks to systematic learning, face
popularity not only approves the test taker and removes any
doubt that the test taker is human. Innovation is sure to piss
off any character and instantly understand facial expressions.
Using glasses, modern hairstyles, and snapshots instead of
people doesn't get in the way of the frame. This eliminates
some standard fraudulent techniques such as B. Ask someone
else to test it for you. Figure 3 shows the facial recognition
workflow.

C. Activity monitoring
An AI-enabled proxy sees the test taker as a series of
behavioral scenarios (postures, eye, head movements,
discourse, etc.). A second study considers this approach as
downright adversarial, as it reduces one person to multiple
algorithms. Biometric computation makes computer vision
less mechanically central and more versatile, following
reactions and the environment rather than changes, such as
lighting changes. Computer vision can check surveys for
hidden devices, such as a camera focus on a button or radio
waves from any transmitting device. Whenever erratic
behavior occurs, penalties are given to her points without
having to re-watch the entire recording, but the final
investigation is in the hands of the inspectors.
D. Wearable technology
To mitigate the threat of targeted investigations, biometric
monitoring uses wearable devices. Smartwatches can track
trends, clocks, and temperatures to flag deviations from the
norm, and machine learning enables real-time inquiries.
Students can feel physically comfortable during the exam.
Combining wearable biometric-enabled innovations with the
following activities solves another problem: Supervisors and
students can save time by killing them for visual inspection of
student workspaces and rooms via webcam. However, even
with the advancement of computerization, there are still
insurmountable human problems. There is no other way to
relieve the pressure of monitoring "intrusiveness" than to
reveal precisely what is going on - how their personality is
checked and what parameters are monitored. On the other
hand, others use advanced innovations to validate a
candidate's personality by asking them to sort through specific
phrases and analyze their keystrokes on already submitted
tests. Regardless of the strategy used, after the candidate's
character has been verified, the application requires the
candidate to appear in the room where the trial takes place and
prove that no one else can assist with the exam. Artificial
intelligence applies certain conditions and hails when image
processing takes place. Figure 3 shows the various functions
and procedures of online monitoring.

B. Student ID card
Recognizing people using their faces raises security
concerns. Some societies may view it as unsatisfactory, so
information providers are turning to other avenues, such as
behavioral biometrics. Less intrusive and less tedious than
old-fashioned "ID-to-the-camera," behavioral biometrics
analyzes unique human practices such as typing and
keystrokes. AI-powered identification compares simple
conditions to solid tests and verifies a student's personality on
each test set. Demands for visual and behavioral strategies
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Fig. 3. Workflow of face detection

It also includes several features, such as pattern
recognition, speech-to-text, object recognition, and eye

movement detection, as shown in Figure 4. When the
candidate starts testing, the framework captures another base
profile image. A face is detected when two or more of her
looks are identified next to the base image, and the framework
issues a call (see Figure 5). And as shown in Figure 6, an
unauthorized face was detected as the candidate was trying to
pass the test. Compare the base image to identify this violation.

scammers, we can prepare a framework to mark it as an
"opportunity". As you can see, this preparation requires a
considerable amount of data. ML/AI assists and enhances
monitoring capabilities by reporting audit severity violations
consistently. Each exam at the AI Proctor service provider is
internally scored with a limited fake insight AI-based exam
verdict. Proprietary machine learning calculations crack
several exams observing perspectives and information
points/functions in determining their scores, which are then
alerted to highly prepared human proctors as an additional
safety net. will be
A. Leveraging AI to enhance human oversight
Fully automated proctoring arrangements, where exam
sessions are recorded and not observed by a live representative,
have taken place in academic exams. Still, final exams or
complete high-stakes exams have seen more. Live supervision
contracts are a way to avoid or encourage awkward behavior
that can impair sound judgment. When we analyzed largescale misconduct, we found that every action involved design.
Human supervisors are prepared to allow these special
activities from the beginning. Humans are primed to recognize
these behavioral designs so that machines can do the same.
Either way, in the live-directing arrangement, innovation is
used to enhance human capabilities rather than replace them.
Human verification has shown that many of these incidents
are safe. I mean, someone was walking through the kitchen
without noticing that their roommate was taking an exam. In
any case, I found many fascinating, such as someone in the
room whispering the answer to the examinee. The most
important thing to remember about machine learning and AI
is that humans are educators. About it. The delegate prepares
the AI. They know what is safe and what is not. AI
continuously learns from people and builds on its information
base. The more checks delegated, the faster and better
anomalous behavior patterns are recognized. This is often
fundamental, as rapid advances in technology facilitate
cheating.

Fig. 4. Utilization of various features in online proctoring

Fig. 5. Multiple faces detected [21]

Fig. 6. Unrecognized face [21]

III. AI PROCTORING
The innovation behind flexible AI-based monitoring
frameworks is far from new. The computations that these
frameworks perform have been state-of-the-art for a long time.
However, these calculations are dormant unless the designer
changes the entire system. This preparation generally seems
necessary on a large scale, but it can quickly become
complicated under this Machine Learning Managed Learning
Show. Each activity or design should have at least 20,000
pieces of information focused on "opportunities" within the
framework. As we prepare for this opportunity,
demonstrations will need to continue to be increasingly
validated with "training data" to improve the accuracy of this
event. A variety of behaviors are characteristic of cheating.
Imagine the victim's eyes and head lunging where they should
be and seeing something off-screen. This one quick move of
hers needs to be repeated 20,000 times to set the frame and
welcome it as an opportunity. Other situations must occur
exponentially to improve the accuracy of framework behavior
detection and rooting. Now replicated by thousands of
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IV. EFFECTIVE REMOTE PROCTORING
IMPLEMENTATION
Ensuring that your surveillance device is certified by the
Global Education Management System (IMS) is the perfect
way to ensure that your inaccessible surveillance stage meets
your institution's requirements. When EdTech devices operate
in an interoperable plug-and-play environment, applications
and entities work together to create more artistic choices for
learning and decision-making, reducing full ownership of the
tech stack. The IMS Proctoring Administration standard is
based on the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)
specification for classroom interoperability. LTI is working to
introduce single-entry, one-tier shipping for IMS-certified
third-party applications. In other words, this detail enables a
consistent and secure exchange of information and materials
from the evaluation phase to supervisory services.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Table 1 shows existing proctoring service providers.
Leading proctoring providers include Mercer-Mettl,
ExamSoft, Proview, Conduct Exam ProctorU, Examity,
Verificient, AIProctor, ProctorExam, PSI Bridge, Honorlock,
Pearson VUE, and MeritTrac. All computer-based sample
commercials are worth an estimated $42 billion. With the
increasing internationalization of education, the increasing

TABLE 1: EXISTING PROCTORING SERVICE PROVIDERS [9-20]
Service
provider

Mercer |
Mettl

ProctorU

Examity

AIProctor

ExamSoft

Proview

ProctorExam

Pearson
VUE

MeritTrac

Features

Pros

• Candidate tracking
• Self-service portal
• Workflow administration
• Reference examination
• Options among AI-based proctoring and laborintensive inaccessible proctoring
• 3-point candidate authentication
• Image acknowledgment, versatile phone prevention
• Session transmits with a live proctor
• Dedicated account cluster for assistance
• Multi-factor personality verification through a live
proctor
• Agenda or on-demand get to 24/7 AI-based behavior
examination.
• Auto & survive proctoring
• AI-based software
• Prospectus management
• ID confirmation
• Exposure and analytics
• Superior interfaces AI proctoring
• Secondary gadget monitoring
• Speedy facial recognition
• Numerous voice location and tracking

• Can be conveyed in Cloud,
SaaS, Web, & Portable (iOS &
Android)
• Live in-person preparing option
• 24/7 live contact support

• Not a gratis version
• Does not distribute a free trial

•

Verifies the surrounding
quickly
• Convenient to exploit for exams
conducted from homes
• Protects your trustworthiness

•

Perceptible
inactivity
in
beginning a test
• Too delicate to permit indeed a
small clamor such as muttering

• Customization on the program
accessible Supports Web apps
and Versatile apps

• Does not work well with
freelancers
• No live back or preparation
available.

• Gratis trial available
• Trouble-free address branching
and assessments
• Tracks head movement
• Comes within the figure of a
web app No organization hassle
• Routine prompt assessment
• Showcases a description to
candidates
• Intuitive app with protected
testing

• Not an open-source software
• Doesn't have a dashboard to
discover quickly
• Doesn't bolster the portable
platform

• Conducting surveys
• Certification management
• Multi-user association
• Personalized evaluations
• Candidate management
• Easy test generations
• Automatic grading
• Test scheduling
• Mechanized proctoring.
• Wide-range measured observing solutions
• Allows the 360-degree see of a candidate’s workspace
• Optimized information plan

• Easy third-party incorporation
• Regular notifications Can
randomize questions of tests.

• AI combined with live proctoring
• Face-matching technology
• ID verification
• Session monitoring

• Flexible with exam conveyance
options
• Provides a single dashboard for
a simple utility

• Easily persuade with an enormous number of
candidates
• Helps diminish bias-based test assessment
• Supports Windows and Linux platforms

• Effortlessly convey on the
cloud, SaaS, and Web
• Automate proctoring
• Computerized grading

• Works well with scholastic as
well as business tests 24/7
support available

use of MOOCs, and the demand for accreditation and regular
recertification from a growing number of professionals, we
will undoubtedly see a step up. Further surveillance – live,
online, discerning evidence, and watching candidates taking
exams – is another step in largely computer-based exams.
Regarding innovation and convenience, it's a long tradition
that $42 billion in marketing and marketing will be leveraged
with additional scrutiny. Pearson Vue has reported 13 million
tests in the US. In the 2014 annual report, this number
increased by 9%, and in general, the numbers are primarily
driven by IT. skills, government administrative skills, and
professional certifications. Either way, Pearson Vue continues
to grow with its MOOC ads. The Open College's FutureLearn
MOOC leverages Pearson Vue's global array of secure testing
centers to provide his million accounts of one exam fulfillment.
Pearson's annual report was released in 2015; Pearson Vue
said he regulated 14,200,000 tests, and Versant PTE said he
submitted 1,058,000 (up from 827,000) in 2014. These are
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Cons

• Valor confront some glitches and
make clients reboot their PCs and
laptops
• Requires route preparing by the
client some time recently
showing up for a test
• Accessible as it were as a desktop
application
• Cannot build an address library
•

Glitches whereas dual-view
checking are active
• Requires a high-speed web
connection
• Customer advantage delays
replying to issues
• Software glitches
• Necessitate a reliable web
connection
• No free form or trial period
existing
• Very inhibited highlights are
available

tests inside the Proficient display, not in the classroom.
Assessment management (including instruction) appeals to 29%
of Pearson's businesses. There are complications with his two
dominant CBT players in the UK, Pearson Vue and
LearnDirect, a recent report from LearnDirect suggests CBT
is worth his £10.3m in the financial year. I know 15, vs £8m
in 2014. This was for two government contracts and
circumvented the UK driving test hypothesis. Was proposing
to Pearson Vue to engage market experts in competing or
interfering markets. CertiPort's career-focused certification
system trains people with Pearson's technical skills and
credentials employs 12,000 certified testing centers
worldwide, and administers 3 million certification exams
annually. ETS could be the US testing monster touting the
show by the general measure of the market, with detailed sales
of $1,138,103,154 in 2013[22].

A. Existing Services Providers and the Worldwide Market
Prometric (a division of ETS) operates 8,000 test centers
in 160 countries. Prometric provides tests for Academia,
Business, Government, Money Related, Healthcare, Data
Innovation, and Proficiency Links, testing approximately 9
million college students worldwide gender every year. In the
UK, DVLA contract holders for selection (but by Pearson)
will take 1.7 million tests annually. QuestionMark reports
15,000 customers and receives 20 million tests per year. Based
in Canada, Yardstick has made a difference in more than 12
million learners' "learning skills" primarily through
assessment since its launch in 2005. Figure 7 shows the history
and forecast of the global surveillance market.

organization can achieve a better assessment acumen by
eliminating human bias and error.

Fig. 7. Prediction on proctoring market

VI. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES
Some commercial watchdogs are very expensive, with a
potentially limited cost per student for a high-enrollment
course. At the same time, online doctoral frameworks provide
a practical way to approve online certificate courses, but the
methods of doing so upset some customers. Undergraduates
can learn about computer locking programs and detect
webcam recordings. Letting undergraduates know exactly
what to expect during a web monitoring session is a must and
can significantly reduce the spurt of what many consider a
security invasion. Students should note that they must have an
approved ID. on test day; they may need to download a
program or allow delegate access to their computer to enter
secret exam words or to investigate. Websites that offer ways
to defeat unreachable surveillance are often easy to find, and
the number of human delegates viewing online sessions can
be minimal. A. End-to-end Security In addition to identity
verification and IT restrictions, an additional monitoring step's
end-to-end security measures assist in exam security. These
strengths include avoiding web access, using handheld
devices, and the ability to capture and share screens. As it
expands, this phase should ensure safe exam entry and not
introduce dodge provisions for subsequent paragraphs. Finally,
the student will not be able to take the exam after the last
attempt. B. Specialized support Establishing a safe and
engaging testing environment can cause trouble in a school or
university. The race gets exponentially more challenging as
each student has to take the test from a personal space. This
way, when looking for an inaccessible surveillance device,
don't doubt that the dedicated back for unavailable rest is at
the forefront of accessible features. C. Advanced observation
feature WHO. and advanced learning take unreachable
monitoring to the next level. Advanced machine learning
technology and face discovery innovation can provide precise
and powerful computerized surveillance that can beat human
delegates. Furthermore, by enhancing these insights, the
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Because they provide a way to reinforce sharp intelligence
in online settings, other monitoring devices can become a
staple of online courses. The current trend is to improve
devices through fabricated ideas, primarily to engage in a
machine-based investigation of students' biometric responses.
Devices such as smartwatches and health monitors can be
used to distinguish rhythm and temperature changes and send
them to monitoring computer programs for investigation.
Existing devices for facial recognition, matching, and panelbased investigations will be extended to realize fraud
perception through components such as facial expressions,
head development, position intelligence, voice, and writing
speed. For faculty, the additional PhD computer tools provide
a reasonable level of security for exams conducted remotely
and validate online teaching. These frameworks provide
opportunities for online supervision in various times and
places for students. The certainty of a secure testing
alternative afforded by inaccessible surveillance seems to
shake employees, who are reluctant to ask online to get it done.
On the other hand, the limitations of a doctoral degree being
unavailable may convince other staff to turn some of their
course content missing on high-interest exams and to more
advanced assessment techniques. Enduring pricing, whether
for group joins, interactive gatherings, or video projects.
VI.
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Abstract— Cyber violence can broken the moral bottom line,
often accompanied by infringement and criminal acts. If netizens
want to gain the right of free expression, they should also take on
the mission of maintaining network civilization and morality. At
least, they should keep the necessary rationality and objectivity.
Keywords— Cyberbullying, Network behavior, Issue

A. Background

I. Introduction

Cyber violence is a serious hazard, bad effect of violence, it
refers to a kind of published by Internet users on the network
and has the “ defamatory, infringing reputation, damage the
rights ” the five characteristics of speech, text, images, video,
this kind of speech, its will be for the fame, interest and spirit
damage of others.
B. Purpose
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injurious, insulting and inflammatory false statements on the
Internet about unverified or verified online events, causing
damage to the reputation of the parties concerned;
B. Indirect attack:
Indirect attack is to follow the trend through sarcasm. Or
choose to spread the direct attack of others to carry out a
second attack on people. No matter what form of cyber
violence, it is from the virtual world to the real world.
To violate the privacy of the party concerned by disclosing
his or her personal privacy in real life on the Internet;
Intruding upon the normal life of the party concerned and his
relatives and friends with actions or speech, thus causing
damage to his personal rights, etc.
Fig. 1. The logic fig

III. Related studies

Because a lot of times cyber bullying really hurts other people.
And it can have a very serious effect on others (both
psychologically and physically). I want to find a solution to
the problem of network violence through research and
investigation.
C. Research question: Why does cyber bullying happen?
Although each case has different circumstances, in general, I
roughly divide the causes of network violence into two parts.
When cyberbullying happens? It can be hard to find the
perpetrator, as offered to the new interim government. The
online world is very large. Unable to control. Bullying is
generally seen as intentional behavior to harm another,
repeatedly, where it is difficult for the victim to defend
himself or herself (Olweus, 1999).
It is based on an imbalance of power; and can be defined as a
systematic abuse of power (Rigby, 2002, Smith and Sharp,
1994).

II. Model of cyber violence

A. Direct attack:

It refers to the direct way of attack in the cyber violence
incident, thats means, the person is directly attacked with
insulting and offensive language. This kind of attack is
relatively obvious and relatively large. Netizens post
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A. Disinhibitied abuse
The authors present a survey on the nature of cyber violence,
with secondary screenings via Twitter. Using the
documentary series ‘Gypsy Girl’ in Selma as an example, the
analysis highlighted the general negativity of the posts and
detailed investigations revealed people who were often
abused as well as offensive messages directed at the
community and individuals portrayed in broadcast material.
[2] Discuss why users might be prone to this and the
implications for the broadcast industry, social TV designers
and developers .
This case reflects that vulnerable groups are often vulnerable
to cyber violence . ‘Gypsy girls’ are often referred to as sex
workers, which is why most people on the Internet have a
prejudice against them. And surveys show that the majority

of cyberbullies are male, which suggests that. Violence tends
to arise when there are unequal people.

In China, the government is using social media to control
COVID-19, publishing clear privacy cases, including their
travels over the past few days and weeks. The disclosure of
privacy in these confirmed cases often leads to cyberbullying
online. Both privacy exposure and cyberbullying can have a
negative impact on individuals. The author conducted the
evaluation in the form of questionnaire on the Internet. This
is a very common case of governments releasing the identities
and movements of infected people in an effort to contain
COVID-19 [4]. But it has also ignited the ire of online bullies.
This was a very serious act of violence, and even caused
severe physical and psychological suffering. Survey results
show that most people think the government should not
disclose identity information, but not absolutely, in the face
of natural disasters, the government should do a good job of
macro control. But in fact, every Internet user needs to have
higher Internet quality.

Fig. 2. Research technique (from Disinhibitied abuse)

B. Gender-based cyber violence
This is a study based on gender-based cyber violence in
Indonesia. The author summarizes various cyber violence
incidents in Indonesia, and then questions the Indonesian
government's attitude towards cyber violence and the act.
Of course, gender-based violence is not unique to Indonesia;
In 2015, UN Women released a report called "Combating
Cyber violence against Women and Girls." It said that while
two-thirds of women said the Internet had given them more
freedom, more than 70 percent said they had been exposed to
or experienced some form of online violence. The report also
found that young women between the ages of 18 and 24 were
more likely to experience online gender-based violence. It's
not just online harassment that they face. Some will even dig
girls' addresses and contact information for more realistic
harassment and entanglement. It gives them mental health;
Daily life causes great distress. And because of the safety of
self-protection awareness is not popular and so on; Most
victims don't report it, which encourages their abusers.
Fig. 1. A summary of the types of cyber violence(sumamary from Gender-

Fig. 2. Screenshot (from Cyber violence in China during the COVID-19
pandemic )

IV. Production Process Of Short Film Live
Show

A. story about:

An Internet famous couple who record almost all their
daily lives online. But the following network violence makes
boys more and more disappointed in the network. But girls
have been Mired in the network cannot extricate themselves.
At the end of the day, men have no choice but to kill women.
And all this was the network to the whole live down the story.
B. Designed purpose
The story tells the audience that the Internet and reality
are actually very closely connected in every present. And we
should also correctly treat the network and reality. In the short
film that I created; I want to express that the connection
between the Internet and people in daily life is so tight that no
one is immune.

based cyber violence)

C. Cyber violence in China during the COVID-19 pandemic
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So I chose "Network LIVE SHOW" topic that the
direction of network violence to write the story. Use murder
to get the audience's attention; Finally, tell the audience the
harm of network violence.

audience on the other end of the phone. Every viewer may
also be being observed while watching a live broadcast. Or
maybe one day the same thing will happen to the audience.
It's like cyberbullying; Many people are participating in or
being bullied without knowing it. And the goldfish in the fish
tank satirizes that people are no longer free; People are

C. Designed direction of shot
In order to imitate the real network broadcast
environment; My team and I took the 180-degree axis
approach. We only shot on one side and used long lenses and
the same lens as much as possible. This can be done on time.

confined to fish tanks. Surrounded by water.
Fig. 8. Still photo from ‘live show’

V. Discussion

Fig. 3. Screenshot from ‘live show’

A. Disclose certain network information

D. Designed direction of color

Combined with the above three cases, the hidden and
unknown nature of the network world is behind the network
violence. The police cannot find out the specific identity
information of the Internet abuser, so they cannot rely on
legal means to punish the abuser. So the government, or the
Internet companies involved, should not be able to reduce the
number of people whose identity is recorded just because it
attracts users and traffic. The relevant rights and interests
provisions need to be improved with more accurate user
identity information. Thus protect each network user won't be
subjected to inhuman network violence.

use gray; Green; Red is the main color of the picture. Gray
to give the people and the environment a sense of repression.
Red gives blood; And a sense of danger.

B. Online etiquette
Etiquette should not only exist in real life. This is one of
the most important rules of modern life. Ignoring the
consequences of netiquette may lead to harassment of others,
or even to online scolding or boycotts. Although not as
damaging as physical violence in the real world, it will not be
a pleasant experience for the parties involved.

Fig. 4. Poster from ‘live show’

E. Designed direction of editing technique
The editing technique I adopted is the technique of
interspersed editing; Time goes from the present to the past
to the live footage. The audience will always wonder what's
going on here? With curiosity to finally see the story as it
really is. The editing is very fast; Scattered editing can speed
up the rhythm of the story.
F. Designed direction of semiology
I included a lot of shots of goldfish in ‘live show’. Because
the goldfish in the aquarium is also a metaphor for the

C. Establish correct network values
Network values refer to how network users correctly view
the authenticity of network events. This requires every web
user to know how to distinguish the pros and cons of an event.
However, when people are faced with events such as network
news, they will not follow others' opinions and make incorrect
comments. It is the embodiment of the realization of network
values when the remarks that hurt others are not made.
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VI. Conclusion

Network violence runs counter to network ethics. From the
perspective of network ethics, the construction of harmonious
network ethics plays an important role in the overall ethical
concept of network and the prevention of abuse. The
emergence of the Internet itself is to make the cost of
obtaining information cheaper for ordinary people or groups,
but the emergence of Internet violence not only fails to
achieve this original intention, but even causes more serious
crimes. Whether it is a well-loved by the network abuse of
ordinary Internet users, or suffer the human flesh search
engine is unable to sustain life network victims, are under a
lot of pain, so the purify network environment and strengthen
the network management is to avoid and reduce the network
one of the most effective means of violence, also hope to
malignant events become less relevant. We will put cyber
legislation on the agenda, implement cyber regulatory
measures, and defuse cyber risks. Strengthen Internet
governance, actively respond to online violence incidents,
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establish a unified network legal system, crack down on
online violence, and create a good Internet atmosphere
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Abstract— Smart manufacturing is a technology that
combines ICT with traditional manufacturing to actively
respond to changing the market environment by improving the
competitiveness of the existing manufacturing industry.
Through this, it is possible to build a next-generation of factories
that can actively respond to the new environments for
improving productivity, energy saving, and the realization of
human-centered tasks, personalized manufacturing, etc. In this
paper, domain data and Artificial Intelligence technology is used
to improve the accuracy of decision-making to detect the defects
of the dyeing processes and the result shows that the utilized AI
model overcomes the traditional method. In the research, 1700
data was used, and also it was analyzed whether normal or
abnormal cases can be detected with high accuracy through the
trained model.
Keywords— Object Detection, Deep-Learning, Yolo, Artificial
Intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, countries worldwide are promoting the
strengthening of manufacturing, one of the 4th industrial
revolutions, as a national strategy. Smart manufacturing is a
technology that combines ICT (Information Communication
Technology) with the traditional manufacturing industry as a
countermeasure to improve the competitiveness of the
existing manufacturing industry and actively respond to the
changing market environment [1]. Through this, it is acquiring
the ability to produce customized products with minimal cost
and time by integrating the entire process of product planning,
designing, producing, distributing, and selling with ICT
technology.
In this paper, the Yolo v5 algorithm is used for defect
detection automation technology in the traditional
manufacturing industry. For learning, a dataset was created by
acquiring images used in the real manufacturing industry. In
addition, learning was carried out using the Open CV library,
which can process images with high accuracy. The status can
be grasped in real-time, even during the dyeing process.
Automating the process using an AI model with a valid
reference point can be expected, breaking away from existing
experts' sensitivity-dependent inspection process, shortening
the manufacturing process time, and improving accuracy.
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II. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS AND DATA PREPROCESSING
A. Yolo Algorithm
Yolo (You Only Look Once) [2] was published in early
2015, and it is an algorithm that is six times faster than Faster
R-CNN. The part distinguishing Yolo from the existing object
detection is that it has a structure in which the region proposal
stage is removed. Object detection is performed in a method
divided into two parts: region proposal and classification. First,
the input image needs to be divided into S X S grid regions. In
each grid area, predict B bounding boxes corresponding to the
area where the object is likely to be. It is expressed as (x, y, w,
h), where (x, y) is the coordinates of the center point of the
bounding box, and w, h is the width and height. Next, we
compute Confidence, which represents the confidence level of
that box. It is calculated by multiplying the probability Pr
(Object) of the presence of an object in that grid by IoU
(Intersection over Union), which represents the ratio of the
area of overlap between the predicted box and the ground truth
box. This way, the Yolo algorithm divides the input image into
grids and simultaneously performs bounding boxes and
classification for each grid.

Fig. 1. Yolo Unified Detection

B. OpenCV
OpenCV is an open-source library for real-time computer
vision, and it serves to process the computer so that it can be
recognized like a human eye. Almost everything done through
camera shooting can be processed with OpenCV. It is mainly
used in various fields such as product quality inspection,
medical image processing and calibration, CCTV image

processing, robotics, and autonomous driving in factories.
Recently, it has been applied to AI, and its use is expanding.

of the pixel values for each small area, it was possible to
distinguish cloth contamination even in dark colors.

C. Data Binarization
Image binarization changes all pixels brighter than a given
threshold to white[3]. And all it changes other pixels to black.
In this paper, we tried to detect the part where the
contamination was confirmed using a deep learning method.
However, contamination was detected with 71% and 83% low
accuracy for detecting visible objects.

When selecting a pixel as an average value, if the
contamination is extensive and all the pixels are included in a
small area to calculate the average value, the contamination
becomes an average value, making it impossible to distinguish
contamination. Therefore, the area to be divided was set
somewhat more significantly so that pollution could be
classified. A specific value was subtracted from the threshold
value, and spread contamination was also distinguished.

Fig. 5. Results using Adaptive Thresholding

Fig. 2. Detection Results of Previous Ai Models

This suggests that, when applied in an actual environment
rather than a given environment, there is a high possibility of
detection failure due to the inability to secure high accuracy.
By performing binarization so that the computer can recognize
it more efficiently, it is possible to detect all contamination as
the same defect.

Fig. 3. Example of Binarization Result

E. Create RGB Dimension
When image binarization is applied, the RGB dimension
of color is lost because the image data is represented by 0s and
1s, black and white at each pixel. In a commonly used deep
learning library, images without RGB dimensions cannot be
learned by applying binarization because they perform
learning through data where RGB exists. To solve this
problem, the RGB dimension can be generated by substituting
the RGB dimension [0, 0, 0] for the 0 value in each pixel and
the RGB dimension [255, 255, 255] for the 1 value.

Fig. 6. Method of Creating RGB Dimensions

D. Adaptive Thresholding
Since general binarization is processed by applying a
threshold value to the entire image, when dark colors are dyed
in the dyeing process or when bright colors are contaminated,
they appear as cloth-like colors.

Fig. 4. Problems with using General Binarization

To solve this problem, the image is divided into small
areas[4]. By setting the threshold value as the average value
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Pre-processing was applied to the collected image data to
convert it into data that is easy for a computer to learn, and
then learning was carried out using Yolo v5. The test was
performed by analyzing the results and improving the
problems. At first, image preprocessing of the collected
images was performed.

Fig. 9. 1,280 Train Data (Top), 320 Validation Data (Bottom)

Fig. 7. Results of Preprocessing Various Images

A. Data Augmentation
It was challenging to build many data with defects in the
actual field. Building a training dataset for deep learning
requires many image data. However, the number of secured
data was about 400, and data augmentation was performed
because there was not enough data to achieve learning.

B. Data Labeling
Labeling was performed on the data for deep learning to
understand the feature points better. A deep learning training
dataset was constructed by creating a labeling file (txt file)
with the same file name as the image data, and the labeling file
was composed of the class number, label position, and label
size.
C. Results Analysis
The performance evaluation metric of object detection is
classified by mAP. AP is the area where precision and recall
are graphed. Each class has one ap, and mAP (mean average
precision) is the average of the APs of all classes. It can be
seen that the average precision/recall values for all classes are
applied[5]. In this paper, evaluation indicators such as
precision, recall, AP, mAP, and F1 Score were analyzed.
TABLE I.

CONFUSION MATRIX
Actual
Positive

Negative

Positive

“True Positive (TP)”
Predicting an object as
an
object
and
displaying it on the
screen

“False Positive (FP)”
Predict the landscape as
an object and display it
on the screen

Negative

“False Negative (FN)”
Predict the object as a
landscape and do not
display it on the screen

“True Negative (TN)”
Predicting
the
landscape
as
a
landscape and not
displaying it on the
screen

Predi
cted
Fig. 8. Augmenting Image Data using symmetric transformation.

There are various methods of image data augmentation,
such as RGB conversion, rotation, and flipping. Only flip and
rotation can be applied to preprocessed data. The rotation is
almost similar to the mirror movement, so the image data is
quadrupled from 400 to 1600 by performing only the mirror
movement. For deep learning, 1700 images were obtained by
adding 100 normal data without contamination, True Negative
(classified to fit no defects). The entire data was divided 8:2,
and 1280 train data and 320 validation data were performed.
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The mAP, which indicates the accuracy of the object
detection model, recorded a maximum of 99.4%. Figure 10
shows a very high degree of accuracy. Many ripples occur in
the graph of mAP (0.5:0.95) by the number of training times,
which means that the detection is performed accurately, but
the location is not accurately found. However, it can be
confirmed that the detection process is very accurate during
the verification process.

It is expected that these parts will also be detected as
contamination, but it can be confirmed that the trained model
does not judge it as contamination. As a result of the test,
contamination was commonly detected except for overlapping
detection. Since it is only necessary to determine whether or
not contamination is present in the system operation, it can be
determined that overlapping detection is not a problem.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Fig. 10. Training Results

Test results for images of various contaminated samples
were also confirmed. Referring to Figure 11, In the case of the
third contamination sample, the contamination sample is not
agglomerated but is detected several times. However, it can be
confirmed that there is no problem in accurately detecting.
The fourth sample is the data recognized as white, even in the
non-contaminated part on the right due to the lighting.

In this paper, we studied applying defect detection
automation technology to the manufacturing industry using
Yolo v5 among the object detection algorithms. The image
size used for training is “600 x 400”, an epoch is 300,
batch_size is 4, and SGD is used for the optimizer. The total
learning time was about 15 hours, which took a long time, but
high accuracy can be confirmed.
Although this research requires a lot of time in the
inspection process by existing experts, and rapid
commercialization is not possible, It is possible to automate
the process using the AI model to reduce the time and improve
the accuracy of the manufacturing process. For future research,
we would like to work to find out whether there are any
problems in the actual inspection process, and if there are any
problems, we will try to improve the algorithm.
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We propose a YOLOv5-based scene-specific head
system to improve inference speed in embedded systems.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows:

Abstract—Analyzing traffic flow and congestion of
vehicles and pedestrians through cameras is essential for
urban planning and management. Processing speed as fast as
accurately detecting objects is necessary for real-time
applications. This paper proposes a YOLOv5-based scenespecific head system to increase inference speed but minimize
accuracy loss. We modify the basic model of YOLOv5, which
has three heads to detect different-sized objects. The scenespecific characteristics of the non-moving camera specify the
object's size and class for each image grid and determine the
best detecting head for objects of measure within a range. The
scene-specific head models disable the head node and its
corresponding neck modules from detecting specific-sized
objects. Avoiding the computation of unnecessary head nodes
in YOLOv5 increases our models' inference speed but
minimizes the loss of accuracy, as shown in the experiments.
Keywords—Scene-specific head, You Only Look Once
Version 5(YOLOv5), CCTV, embedded system

I.

Hyeong Bok Kim
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Republic of Korea
kimyeongbok@testworks.co.kr

INTRODUCTION

1.

We analyze the internal nodes of the original YOLOv5
model and find a module related to object detection of
a specific size. Disabling some modules improves
computation speed with minimal loss of accuracy to
detect objects of a particular size.

2.

For a non-moving camera, the detected objects are
distributed in the image grid by size. The scenespecific head models are built by specifying the object
sizes for each image grid and disabling the specific
head and its corresponding neck modules.

3.

To prove the feasibility of the proposed method, we
performed several experiments and verification on the
server and the embedded systems.

The scene-specific head models disable the head node
and its corresponding neck modules from detecting specificsized objects.

Analysis of congestion and flow of vehicles and people
for urban planning and management is an important factor
in long-term traffic management [1]. CCTV (Closed circuit
television) cameras are typically used and mounted in many
locations for traffic flow analysis, but monitoring this data
in real-time is financially burdensome and requires
enormous human resources [2]. Therefore, various
intelligent object detection systems using computer vision
techniques are being developed [3] [4]. Specifically, a study
of an automation system was proposed to analyze the traffic
flow in the entire city based on Faster R-CNN [5]. In
addition, a virtual loop method improves the quality of
vehicle counting by fusing EM (expectation-maximization)
and GMM (Gaussian mix model) [6]. Various studies are
underway, including a paper that proposes a video-based
traffic flow analysis method by applying DeepSORT and
YOLOv3 for estimating the number of turns at a complex
intersection [7]. However, while the methods mentioned
above increase accuracy and find objects better, integrating
these models into CCTV to build the embedded systems
requires consideration of inference speed. Comparing the
same model, it works well in a server with enough
computing resources. Still, expecting the same performance
in an embedded system with few computing resources is
difficult.

II.

RELATED WORK

A. YOLOv5 Network
There are two approaches for deep learning-based object
detection. One-stage detectors can make a fixed number of
predictions on a grid, but two-stage detectors use a proposal
network to find objects and then use a second network to
fine-tune these proposals and output a final prediction.

Fig. 1. Structure of YOLOv5 with backbone, neck, and head [8]
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YOLO [v1, -v4] [9] are one-stage detectors, and R-CNN,
Fast R-CNN, and Faster R-CNN [10] are two-stage
detectors. Since YOLOv5 is a representative one-stage
detector and the most stable and easiest to modify, we
improved YOLOv5 in this paper. YOLOv5 mainly consists
of five models: YOLO5n (nano), YOLOv5s (small),
YOLOv5m (medium), YOLOv5l (large), YOLOv5x
(xlarge) according to the parameter size. The YOLOv5n
model has the fastest inference speed but has the lowest
accuracy, and the YOLOv5x model is the slowest but has
the highest accuracy. The basic structure of YOLOv5 can be
roughly divided into three parts as shown in Fig. 1:
Backbone extracts features and generates a feature map. The
neck connects the spine and the head and composes a feature
pyramid of various scales. Head Performs image
classification and regression to find bounding box locations.
In this paper, we chose the YOLOv5s model for application
to the embedded system by modifying utilize the neck and
head of the network.

Fig. 2. Head Designation

3.

B. Embedded system
Applying deep learning and machine learning models
to embedded systems requires a model optimization
process due to the limited computing resources, such as
small memory size and lower computational power.
Therefore, it is essential to make models faster and lighter
through model light-weighting or model compression for
deployment on resource-constrained devices. The typical
ways of model light-weighting or model compression are:
1.

Knowledge distortion [11] trains the student model to
mimic the teacher model learned with complex models.

2.

Pruning [12] removes unnecessary parameters from
the original networks.

3.

Quantization [13] reduces the number of unnecessary
bits in the model parameters.

4.

TensorRT [14] increases the speed by optimizing the
model on the Embedded GPU.

The scene-specific head system has been implemented
by actively utilizing these hypotheses.
We use the Yolov5 model trained for the current scene.
Each head of the model detects three-sized objects: smallest,
medium, and largest. Each grid of the head stores the value
of the object extracted from the neck and then proceeds with
classification and localization to infer the image.
A. Head Designation
Before applying the scene-specific head method to the
embedded system, it is necessary to check the inferred
result. Fig. 2 shows the process in which the model receives
the input image from the server and infers it. First, the input
image is passed through the model. And check the object
scale of the current scene through the prediction results.
define each head by referring to the confirmed object scale.
There are three ways to define it. Head 1 uses the
unmodified Yolov5s method. which is used when objects
of 3 scales (Large, Medium, Small) are identified. Head 2
is used when objects of two scales (Medium, Small) are
identified. Head 3 is one scale (Small) used when an object
is identified.

This paper proposes scene-specific head management
for use in embedded systems. This method can use the
model without modification and, depending on the user's
suitable choice, minimizes the accuracy loss of the model
and speeds up inference.
III.

B. Scene-specific
Fig. 3 shows the process of using the Head 2 method
among scene-specific head methods. For the current scene,
it is assumed that the input image or video contains only
small or medium-scale objects. In this case, we believe that
blocking the large-scale head and associated neck will not

METHODOLOGY

The whole scenario consists of: The server identifies
the inferred result of the model through the input image and
classifies it in three ways. Afterward, the user selects the
most appropriate method in the current scene among the
three approaches to apply to the embedded system.
For a specific scene with a non-moving camera, we can
utilize the following hypotheses to reduce the complexity
of the model:
1.

2.

pedestrians. So, we can reduce the false class detection
by restricting the object classes.
The size of the object in the input image is limited. For
example, there is no object larger than a car or truck
in the road image.

Objects moving away from the camera are smaller,
and objects of the same class are smaller as they are at
top of the image due to the geometric relationship
between the ground and the camera.
We can assume that the class of objects detected in a
specific environment is minimal. For example, the
model can be lightened in the urban road environment
by limiting the objects of interest to cars and
Fig. 3. Scene-specific Head System
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 4. Blocked scene-specific Head Model

affect overall accuracy during inference. Based on this idea,
we implemented a scene-specific head.

head module and the corresponding network in the neck
module are partially blocked. Fig. 4 (c) illustrates the Head
3 model, which disables all head and neck modules except
the smallest objects detector and its corresponding neck
modules. In the figure, the blocked modules are covered
with a gray box.

Fig. 4 depicts the blocked models in the network. Fig. 4
(a) shows the Head 1 model without network blocking. Fig.
4 (b) shows the Head 2 model in which Detector 3 in the
IV.

C. Result Analysis
The following Fig. 5 shows various results visualized
by the head system method for each scene after receiving
the images captured by the camera in a fixed environment.
The experiment was conducted using the three methods of
Head 1, Head 2, and Head 3 mentioned in Fig. 4. (a), (b),
(c) images are the results of inference using the Head1
method, and (d), (e), (f) are the results of using the Head 2
method. Finally, (g), (h), and (i) results are the results of
performing an experiment using the Head 3 method to find
only small objects. To make the inferred location of the

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Dataset
The experiments used bird's-eye images from the AIHUB (www.aihub.or.kr) dataset. This data set contains
images of vehicles and pedestrians captured by a camera in
a stationary environment at high altitude. Images provide
data on the movement of cars and people near stops,
primarily in congested urban areas. The original data set was
not suitable for direct application to this study. Therefore,
labeling is performed manually using only 109 images out
of the entire data set. An online website, Roboflow
(www.roboflow.com), was used to create the ground truth
data for each image. Only two types of labels were used:
pedestrian and vehicle. After that, it was composed of 196
training sets and 68 validation sets through the
augmentation method of Horizontal, Vertical, and
Brightness.
B. Training and Environment
The experiments conducted on the server are as follows:
The yolov5 small model was implemented in PyTorch
1.10.2 and Torchvision 0.11.3, all experiments were
performed on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU Super.
The training parameters are set as follows: The initial
learning rate is 0.01, the epoch is 600, the batch size is 4,
and the momentum is 0.937. In addition, the Auto-anchor
algorithm [8] was actively used during training. The
algorithm is trained with a new anchor suitable for the data
by checking before training how well a randomly set
anchor is appropriate for the current data and recalculating
the anchor if it is not. The experiments conducted in the
embedded system are as follows: Embedded devices are
tested with Jetson AGX Xavier. For NVIDIA GPU
environment, JetPack 4.6.2 was installed through
SDKmanager. To use PyTorch 1.8 and Torchvision 0.9
were installed for YOLOv5 in our experiment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 5. Image comparison from Head 1 to Head 3 methods
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bounding box a little clearer, the class label name and
confidence score have been removed. In the image, a class
marked with a red bounding box is classified as a vehicle,
and an object marked with a pink bounding box is classified
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as a pedestrian. As ZH can see from the one scene video
above, the (a) result of Head 1 and (d) result of Head 2 are
almost identical.
When the experimental results are analyzed, the results
of (a), (b), (c) inferred by the Head 1 method and the results
of Head 2 (d), (e), (f) are like each other. in other words,
the results of the Head 1 method, which detects the size of
an object through three heads (small, medium, large), and
the Head 2 method, which uses only two heads (small,
medium) are the same. However, the results of Head 3 for
each image (g), (h), (i) could not find a relatively mediumsized object in the current scene compared to other methods.
Looking at the inference results, when Head 1, 2, and 3 of
image A were compared, Head 3 was not found, and the
results of other images B and C were the same as above.
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Abstract—Agricultural crop price prediction is an
imaginable analysis issue. Deep learning (DL) algorithms are
extensively utilized to acquire influential crop attributes for
forecasting. These algorithms are unable to construct a linear
map among the input datasets and crop prediction results
outputs. Furthermore, implementation of these algorithms
positively depends on the rate of acquired attributes. The power
of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) stands for the principle
and explanation of the aforementioned imperfections
supplyments. DRL constructs the crop yield prediction network
totally to execute the input dataset for crop prediction values.
The proposed methodology creates the Dueling Double DQN to
improve upon the DQN algorithms. The DQN algorithm retains
the overestimation problem. Whereas, Dueling Double DQN
declines the overestimations and leads to getting better results.
The proposed model achieves this by reducing the falsehood and
increasing the prediction exactness.
Keywords—Agriculture, DQN, Double DQN, Dueling DQN
algorithms

I. INTRODUCTION
Crop price prediction is one of the most important tasks to
ensure efficient crop planning and food safety in the country.
Everyday prices fluctuate in the markets basis supply and
demand of the crop. Agriculture is a significant zone to society
because an enormous amount of foodstuffs is needed for
human beings. Nowadays, many countrysides still need
experience because of the lack of foodstuffs knowledge for
planting people. Increasing food production is an effective
process to prevent food shortages.
Food protection rising and starvation decreasing are
valuable and vital goals. Consequently, crop preservation,
land inspection, and crop yield forecasting are of notable
importance for multinational food shows [1]. The policymaker
relies on exact forecasts, to create the proper import and export
reviews to support nationwide nutrition safety. The edit person
corresponding to this manuscript review and assenting it for
the contribution of publication is Dongxiao Yu and
agriculturists additionally benefited from yield forecasts to
make financial and designing determinations. Agriculture
management, particularly crop yield observation, is essential
to decide nutrition safety in a province [2]. In addition, crop
yield prediction is especially hard because it varied
complicated components. Crop yield mostly relies on climate
circumstances, landscapes, soil quality, pest infestations of
yield activity, etc. The crop harvest procedures and techniques
are varied with period and non-linear profound and
complicated to the combination of a vast spread of connected
aspects that are described and affected by non-arbitrate runs
and exterior views. Normally, significant parts of the farming
work are not described in a basic stepwise estimation,
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particularly with complicated, insufficient, illegible, and
inconsistent datasets. At present, many experiments indicate
that ML models have comparatively better-progressed
possibilities than traditional analysis [3].
The study is expressed the following. Section 2 displays
the publication's study of the previous results. The proposed
methods of Dueling Double Deep Q- Network (Dueling
DDQN) for crop yield forecasting are illustrated in Section 3.
Section 4 clarifies the results completely. Finally, Section 5
concludes our research shortly and represents future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
Machine learning (ML) is part of artificial intelligence (AI)
in which computers are conducted without a mistakable
program. These procedures fixed non-linear or linear-based
farming networks with ideal prediction capacity [4]. In ML
agricultural work, the strategies are achieved from the
knowledge procedure. These procedures require over train to
perform exact work. After the dataset is trained, the algorithm
creates ideas to try the facts. Additionally, ML reaches an
umbrella that has different effective approaches and methods.
By following the most superior farming algorithms, the use of
AI and deep neural networks (DNN) [5].
DL is a part of ML that specifies the outcomes of
different performances of input data. DL algorithms set a
possibility model for crops under different climatic situations
[6]. Data scientists use diverse ML models to derive
actionable senses from general facts. Another fascinating area
of AI is DL. It is a vital algorithm that is used for facilitating
the logic of various programming. Reinforcement learning
(RL) is a qualified machine learning (ML) model to make
determination successions. The agent comprehends to act an
aim in uncertain, potentially confusing situations. Established
on the agent’s activity, the events award it. The technique
shows the appliance as the agent and its environment as the
state. In current periods progressed and created DRL of
artificial intelligence (AI), is deep for smart determination
creating in different fields such as power management,
robotics, fitness care [7], intelligent grid, match approach,
finance, image processing,
Natural Language
Processing(NLP), Sentiment analysis, etc with a vast
combination of RL strategies with DL techniques [8]. This
technique is effectual to fix a broad range of difficult
determination schemes which are the earlier further machines.
To sum up, it is an effective model for designing intellectual
farming networks. The typical DRL models contain deep
networks,
numerous-agent DRL, and deep Q-network.
We suggest a supervised wise farming framework using
the DRL algorithm in this paper. A DQN-launched DRL
model is applied to support the yield's prediction performance

with the most satisfactory reward iterations. Many deep
learning algorithms are not specified by the preferences in title
composition emanating the senses instantly from the facts
such as Autoencoders, deep belief networks [9], etc [10].
These algorithms can occasionally fall to reserve for the delay
while solving unclear intakes. Almost techniques obey
desirous processes which are sub-optimal, understanding one
layer of attributes at a moment not fixing its lower attributes
of slowly and inadequately computations. This suggestion
overcomes the above strategies and facilitates smart
agriculture and so leads to improving the production of food.
III. METHODS
There are a lot of great implementations of reinforcement
learning algorithms. They are DQN, A2C, PPO, and among
others. All of these algorithms use a similar process to produce
an agent:
• Initially, the weights are set to random values.
• As the agent plays the process, the algorithm
continually tries out new values for the weights, to see
how the cumulative reward is affected, on average.
Over time, after playing many processes, we get a good
idea of how the weights affect the cumulative reward,
and the algorithm settles towards weights that
performed better.
• Of course, we have smoothed over the details here, and
there's a lot of complexity involved in this process.
• So it gets the final reward of +1, avoids the -1 and -10,
and tries to make the match last as long as possible
In this section, the proposed two algorithms of Dueling
DQN and Double DQN are consulted. DQN algorithm
problem is the overestimation of the true rewards. The Double
DQN algorithm is suggested to correct it. Double DQN uses
the decoupling of the selected action from the action
evaluation. This declines the overestimations, which leads to
getting better results.
Dueling Deep Q Networks compute the state value
function and assess the benefit procedure for individual action.
Lastly, it unites both these components into a single outcome,
that evaluates Q- values. The modification is useful because it
is not need to understand the accurate meaning of each stage,
therefore, understanding the state-value procedure is sufficient
in some circumstances. The schematic Dueling DQN is
pictured in Fig. 1.

The dueling DQN algorithm divides the Q-values into two
portions. In Eq. (1), V(s) is the value function and A(s, a) is
the advantage function. V(s) declares how broadly rewards
gather from state s. A(s, a) declares better action which is
compared to the further actions. Combine both value V and
advantage A per movement and obtains the Q-values:
Q (s,a) = V (s) + A (s,a)

(1)

The dueling DQN algorithm offers the exact neural
network that divides its final layer into two pieces, one
evaluates the state value function for state s (V(s)) and the
other evaluates the benefit procedure for per movement an
(A(s, a)), and lastly, it merges both pieces into a single
outcome, which assesses Q-values. This modification is useful
because occasionally it does not understand the actual value
per action, therefore, retaining the state-value procedure is
adequate in some circumstances.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this study, we investigate the deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) algorithms' performance for the downloaded
crop dataset. This dataset consists of the rice prices, wheat
prices, and corn prices which are shown in Fig. 2. We operate
the DQN, Double DQN, and Dueling Double DQN algorithms
to forecast crops and maximize profits. The input dataset is
split into train and test data in the same ratios. The train and
test dataset is provided to the proposed models. The rewards
and profits of the train and test are evaluated. The forecasting
results are pictured in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Training and testing of crop dataset

Fig. 3. Plots showing the rewards and profits of Dueling Double DQNs

Fig. 1. Schematic Dueling DQN

Although the DQN is powerful and outperforms humanlevel implementation in multiple contests successfully, it
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contains weaknesses. Numerous enhancements are done to
crush these weaknesses. Both Double DQN and Dueling DQN,
utilize two distinct Q Networks instead of DQN and aim to
overcome the weaknesses of DQN. The Dueling DQN also
gets the idea of the benefit of taking the action over the
fundamental state’s total significance. The idea of benefit is
examined in current research and the experiential outcomes
are displayed in Fig. 3.
V. CONCLUSION
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) performs crop
performance and generates profit. Also, we indicate that the
Dueling Double DQN conducts the best in crop price
forecasting among three DRL networks: DQN, Double DQN,
and Dueling Double DQN models for rice_wheat_corn
datasets. The experimentations demonstrate that the above
DRL algorithm completes sufficiently forecasting problemsolving. The proposed algorithm reacts and acts more
satisfactorily than the conventional methods. We suppose that
the Dueling Double DQN accomplishes more usefulness than
the DQN and Double DQN algorithms. In the near future, we
need to experiment with the different datasets for the
performance comparison of the proposed Dueling Double
DQN.
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Abstract—This study shows details of design and
implementation of BetterCog, computerized cognitive training
system for mild cognitive impairment for older adults. It is
possible to provide professional health management services by
early detection of dementia cognitive function status management
for each user and new dementia patients by using BetterCog.
Keywords—Computerized cognitive training system, CCTS, Mild
cognitive impairment, BetterCog

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently computerized cognitive training system (CCTS)—
performed using a computer program—has become widely
used, and its positive effects have been demonstrated in various
studies with older adults with MCI or mild dementia. CCTS
offers multiple advantages over conventional cognitive
training. It can control the difficulty level and activate
motivation for treatment by providing immediate feedback to
the participant. Also, it provides data from the training for
analysis. Given these advantages, there have been many studies
on the effects of CCTS on cognitive function [1].
The global prevalence of dementia nearly doubles every 20
years, and the overall burden is substantial (Prince et al., 2013).
Moreover, as age increases, the prevalence of dementia also
increases rapidly. South Korea (Republic of Korea) is currently
facing the threat of a rapidly aging population—in which the
number of people aged 65 years or older is expected to account
for up to 37.3% of the population by 2050. Consequently, the
number of people with dementia is also rapidly increasing.
To address the national increase in dementia, Korea has
been preparing a comprehensive plan for dementia
management every 3 years since 2008. The recently announced
Third National Dementia Plan is focused on preventing and
managing dementia through community-based interventions.
The plan emphasizes the role of nurses in the management of
high-risk groups for dementia in the community and expands
services such as cognitive activity programs and visiting nurse
care for the effective management of dementia.
II.
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IT technology, which means that cognitive rehabilitation is
performed using a touchscreen or joystick on a PC. Among
computerized cognitive rehabilitation programs, RehaCom
reported improvement of cognitive function in patients with
stroke. It has been reported that patients with Alzheimer
dementia who have been treated with COMCOG, computerassisted cognitive rehabilitation have demonstrated improved
memory [2][3].
However, while existing products have used joysticks to
increase usability, this can be problematic for elderly patients
who are unfamiliar with such technology in actual clinical
application. In addition, since a joystick is always required to
operate the program, it is difficult for computerized cognitive
rehabilitation to be widely used as personal treatment
equipment. In terms of program software, some cognitive
rehabilitation programs are limited in that they focus only on
the memory and attention domains, which limit the training of
other cognitive domains.
Therefore, we designed a new computerized cognitive
rehabilitation program (Better Cognition: BetterCog, M3
solutions, Daegu, Korea) using touchscreen-based interface so
that it can be applied to personal computerized cognitive
rehabilitation treatment equipment. In terms of software, this
computerized cognitive rehabilitation program includes several
cognitive areas, and we considered cultural factors by
reviewing the literature and cognitive training methods. This is
a preliminary study to examine the clinical effect of BetterCog.

III. DESIGN OF BETTERCOG
A. Existing CCTS
COMCOG, the previous Korean version of a computerized
cognitive rehabilitation program was designed to focus on
memory and attention training. Therefore, there was a need for
a new computerized cognitive rehabilitation program that could
address other aspects of cognition in patients with MCI and
dementia.
B. Design of BetterCog

RELATED STUDIES

Computerized cognitive rehabilitation programs are an
amalgamation of existing cognitive rehabilitation programs and

Based on the existing literature, we developed BetterCog, a
new computerized cognitive rehabilitation program, using
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words, photos, and images appropriate to Korean culture. We
selected about 400 words based on literatures and cognitive
training tools.
The computerized cognitive program consisted of
orientation (time, place, person), attention, memory, language,
executive function, visuospatial function, calculation, and
motor functions such as finger tapping training. Each area was
designed with 3 levels: easy, intermediate, and difficult. In the
difficult level, the program was designed to enable integrated
cognitive training between the main cognitive domain and other
cognitive domains. For example, in the difficult level of
calculation, after letting the participants remember a list of
items to buy, they had to find the items, and were then asked
the sum of the prices of purchased items to train short-term
memory, calculation, and executive function. To interest
patients with MCI and dementia in the newly developed
computerized cognitive rehabilitation program, game elements
such as animations, game characters, and rewards for responses
to correct answers were added.
BetterCog is a learning program which its aim is to improve
neural cognitive skills in aged groups, people with cognitive
impairment, or people with mild cognitive impairment.
Wide ranging experts including neurologists, occupational
therapists, and clinical psychologists have been engaged in the
designing and development of the program. Its clinical efficacy
has been tested among a few clinical professionals at university
hospitals.
C. Design Features
• Specialization: What makes the program special is its
systematic design reflecting the 12 components of cognitive
domain which include orientation, concentration,
numeracy, language competence, judgment, abstraction,
recall, visual perception, spatial perception, cognitive
control, and reactivity.
• Standardization: Based on medical experts’ test results, the
program was standardized to have customized forms that
well reflect difficulty levels, study hours, and learning
objectives.
• Data management: The program keeps track of cognitive
impairment test results, dementia screening test results, and
training results to manage and accumulate user performance
data. Such data relates to effectiveness of cognitive
learning, adjustment of difficulty levels, summary of the
training results, and trending progress of the effectiveness
of the accumulative learning.
• Ease of use: Game-like characteristics of the contents
promote interest in learning and motivation for selflearning. What makes the program special is its systematic
design reflecting the 12 components of cognitive domain
which include orientation, concentration, numeracy,
language competence, judgment, abstraction, recall, visual
perception,spatial perception, cognitive control, and
reactivity. Intuitive UI applied from art therapy techniques
enables users to quickly familiarize themselves with the
system.

Fig. 1. Major design features

The configuration diagram of the system module is as
follows. Diagnosis of dementia, dementia cognitive function
improvement learning program operates on the client. The
dementia cognitive function improvement learning program
shows the results performed by the user from the client to the
user, and the results are displayed using the interface with the
server, and stored in the server's database (DBMS). The
database stores score guide for each dementia diagnosis result,
diagnosis content, diagnosis result, and user's test information.
The database accumulates and stores the contents of cognitive
learning by contents of the dementia cognitive function
improvement learning program, the contents of cognitive
learning by contents, the contents of analysis results for the
entire cognitive learning, and information of users who have
performed cognitive learning.

Fig. 2. System structure diagram

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF BETTERCOG
We have created a variety of type of BetterCog to increase
the usability and convenience of users.
A. All-in-one PC type
As the product uses cognitive impairment screening test
results, it will support a wide range of users (e.g., the elderly or
people with risk of dementia, mild cognitive impairment, and
cognitive impairment) by offering them an experience of a
customized brain activation-based learning. The cognitive
learning program has been built for institutions or in-home
therapists and supports both group and individual training. Allin-one PC type provides intuitive UI and a simple operating
approach allow users to learn basically in any location.
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TABLE I.
TYPE

All types
(Common)

Fig. 3. Use cases of all-in-one PC type

B. Table PC type
A portable version of the product that best fits home users
or dementia institutions who perform in-home therapy. With its
cognitive impairment screening test and game-like contents, the
product helps users to have cognitive skill training based on
brain activation.

All-in-one
PC

Table PC
Fig. 4. Use cases of table PC type

C. Mobile tablet type
Group type product will best support groups of elderly or
people with the risk of dementia, mild cognitive impairment,
and cognitive impairment who, as a group, participate in brain
activation-based cognitive learning in cognitive rehabilitation
institutions. Mobile tablet type which is designed for the
lecturers to have control over its operation has been built for
institutions such as public health clinics and dementia centers.

Mobile
tablet

Kiosk

SUMMARY OF VARIOUS TYPES OF BETTERCOG
KEY FEATURES

• The program analyzes the status of cognitive decline by
conducting dementia screening tests.
• The integrated program features both a cognitive ability
test and a cognitive learning function.
• Difficulty levels are automatically adjusted so that users
can experience customized learning for each cognitive
domain.
• Derivative contents are provided in a dynamic manner.
• The contents incorporate game-like characteristics to invite
user interest.
• The training program incorporates various forms of
content for each stage.
• The contents have game-like characteristics to invite user
interest.
• Users’ learning progress for each component of the
cognitive domain are analyzed, and the changes in learning
status are monitored.
• Conducting dementia screening tests enables an analysis
of the status of cognitive decline.
• It supports data synchronization between home and the
institution’s center server.
• The product offers an embedded management program for
the users to do self-analysis, printing, and saving.
• The training program incorporates various forms of
content for each stage, and derivative contents are provided
in a dynamic manner.
• The contents have game-like characteristics to invite user
interest.
• Analysis on the user’s learning progress is done for each
level of cognitive domain.
• The product supports data synchronization between those
from home and institution’s center server.
• The program analyzes the status of cognitive decline
through dementia screening tests.
• The program analyzes the learning results for each
component of each cognitive domain and monitors learning
status changes in real time.
• A desktop type KIOSK has a touchscreen component, and
its tilt angle can be adjusted

V. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 5. Use cases of mobile tablet type

D. Kiosk type
A Kiosk type product will best support the elderly and
people with risk of dementia or cognitive impairment who
perform cognitive learning in public areas including dementia
shelters, lounges, and experience centers. A large touchscreen
display of kiosk type will help maximize the promotional effect
in exhibition halls, event rooms, etc.

We presented the system configuration diagram of
BetterCog, its main functions, and various implementation
types. By using BetterCog, it is possible to provide professional
health management services by early detection of dementia
cognitive function status management for each user and new
dementia patients.
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Abstract— This paper shows details of design and
implementation of mobile boat with multi sensor meter for
measuring water quality in real-time over LTE (Long-Term
Evolution) networks. We also describe the major functionalities of
parts that consist of mobile boat with multi sensor meter in brief.
Our proposed architecture will facilitate the rapid development
and maintenance of concrete system architectures of sensor based
environmental information systems.
Keywords—Water Quality Measurement System, Environmental
Information System,

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of IoT-based dedicated devices for measuring various
environmental information including water quality is gradually
increasing. In particular, the application of IoT-based water
quality measurement devices for safe water quality
management in rivers, lakes, and rivers that exist in daily life is
gradually expanding [1][2].
To facilitate the measurement of water quality, there have
been cases of development of a water quality measuring device
for water that can be remotely controlled unmanned. However,
most cases have a disadvantage in that they are very bulky, and
cost is increased by using expensive parts [3]. To solve this
problem, the development of a water quality measuring device
using a relatively light boat has been made. The robotic airboat
was developed in the form of a mini-boat, in a fiberglass
structure, whose interior housed a battery, a Raspberry-Pi minicomputer, a Wi-Fi router for connection to a notebook, tablet or
cell phone, and sensors connected to the Arduino platform [4].
Project Albatross details the design and implementation of a
novel aquatic robot that uses an autonomous surface vehicle
(ASV) and a towed underwater glider (AUV) to capture water
quality measurements at multiple depths across a body of water
and display those measurements to an onshore user in real-time.
The robot is designed to utilize open-source software and
hardware and to be low-cost so that smaller, lower budget
research teams can implement it and start taking pertinent water
quality data easily [5].
This paper describes the design and implementation of
appropriately sized mobile boat with a multi-item water quality
measurement sensor. Mobile boat consists of a multi-item water
quality measurement sensor unit for water quality
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measurement, a GPS module part, and a main controller unit.
The multi-item sensor unit is immersed in a water source, and
the water quality measurement data is transmitted and saved to
the DB server through the mobile LTE router. By visualizing
the measured water quality data through the web server and
mobile APP, it is configured to enable safe water quality
management and unmanned operation. A multi-item water
quality measurement controller needs to be designed to perform
various functions in combination with a relatively lowperformance development board such as Arduino and
Raspberry-Pi and a high-performance SBC (Single Board
Computer).
In addition, it is possible to provide various data
visualization functions by storing water quality measurement
data in a data server through connection with a broadband
wireless communication network such as LTE router. The
contents of this development can be applied to the development
of measuring equipment and devices used in water quality
measurement systems such as the national automatic water
quality measurement network and water quality TMS.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
A. System Main Components
The main design details of the multi-item water quality
measurement device and the system configuration are as
follows.
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Fig. 1. System Diagram

TABLE I.

SYSTEM MAIN COMPONENTS AND DESIGN

COMPONENTS

KEY DESIGN

Multi-item
water quality
sensor

• Designed as a connector method for external panel
terminal connection
• Design of sensor drive circuit
• Built-in PCB board design using GPS module
• UFL-SMA type conversion cable connection for GPS
module external antenna connection
• Mobile sensor node over wireless sensor networks
• Design of OS and embedded programs for SBC
operation such as Raspberry-Pi
• External sensors drive program design
• Design of LTE communication module interworking
program for interworking with external servers
• Design of wireless communication modem connection
parts such as LTE routers
• Design of single board computer mounted parts such
as Arduino, Raspberry-Pi, etc.

GPS module
part

Main controller
unit
Communication
modem unit
SBC mounting
part
Power Supply
Module
Mobile Boat

(c) Functional test of Main controller
Fig. 2. Design and Implementation of Main Controller

B. Sensor Cluster
The sensor cluster includes various water quality
measurement sensors, and it is mounted on a mobile boat and
used to collect water quality information at a desired location
in the water source. The sensor cluster was designed through a
3D design program and then manufactured using a 3D printer
as shown in Fig. 3.

• Power supply based on lithium-ion battery
• Speed control, direction control, etc. of a mobile boat
using a remote controller

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Main Controller with Multi Sensor Meter
The water quality measurement controller board provides to
data sever various water quality data collected through RS-485
serial communication from sensor cluster. Sensor cluster
includes temperature sensor, COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand)
sensor, pH (power of Hydrogen) sensor, DO (Dissolved
Oxygen) sensor, NH4+ (Ammonium Ion) sensor and turbidity
sensor. In addition, coordinate information of mobile boat
through the GPS receiver and water quality measurement data
can be transmitted to the data server in real time using LTE
modem.

(a) 3D modeling and rendering images of sensor cluster

(b) Sensor cluster made using 3D printer
Fig. 3. Design and Implementation of Sensor Cluster

(a) Font layout of main controller

C. Main parts and funcionalities
You can check the functions and specifications of the main
parts mounted on the boat in Table 2, and the actual
implemented mobile boat is shown in Fig. 4.
TABLE II.

(b) Back layout of main controller
Fig. 2. Design and Implementation of Main Controller (continued)
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FUNCTIONS OF MAJOR PARTS

PARTS

SPECIFICATIONS AND FUNCTIONALITIES

Mobile boat body

• Model: Traxxas CB57046-4
• Length: 103 cm, height:15.1 cm, width:26.7 cm
• High-torque waterproof servo motor
• Velineon VXL-6s marine brushless system
• Sealed watertight receiver box
• Traxxas stability management micro receiver

Wireless sensor node
Sensor adapters
Sensor cluster with
multi sensor
Remote controller A
Remote controller B
Sensor cluster
controller
Sensor cluster pulley
LTE Antenna
GPS receiver and
antenna

deployed in Water Korea Ltd.

with fail-safe security
• 2.4GHz radio system between remote controller
and boat body
• Provide boat speed of 50+ mph
• Raspberry-Pi based SBC with multi sensor
interface and Wi-Fi communication with LTE
router
• Provide interface with multi sensors of
temperature, COD, pH, DO, NH4+ and turbidity
• 3D printed sensor cluster with a variety of water
quality measuring sensors
• Provides radio communication of 2.4GHz for
boat body motion control
• Provides radio communication for sensor
cluster pulley control
• Arduino-Uno based SBC for actuating sensor
cluster pulley
• Parts for immersing or raising the sensor cluster
in water
• Provide cellular communication between LTE
router and nearby LTE base station
• Antenna for receiving signals from GPS
satellites to obtain current location coordinates

Fig. 5. User interface for monitoring water quality

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the design and implementation of
mobile boat with the multi-item water quality measurement
functions in relation to the development of a convergence
system in the field of environment and ICT, which are being
actively researched recently. In this implementation, examples
for IoT device development using various broadband wireless
communication networks such as LTE and equipped with
various types of SBCs are presented. Details of this
development are expected to be helpful in the development of
IoT devices in various environmental and safety fields such as
water quality measurement, air quality measurement, and
earthquake detection.

(a) Major parts of mobile boat
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(b) Final Implementation
Fig. 4. Mobile boat with water quality measurement system

D. User interface and Data Visualization
Measured water quality sensor values can be transmitted to
a separate dedicated data server for easy monitoring by the
administrator. Fig. 5 is a computer screen showing the values
measured by various water quality sensors. Through this, it is
possible to check the trend of change in water quality over time,
and to send a notification to the administrator when an
abnormal change in water quality occurs. Fig. 5 shows the
status of water quality in real time collected from the testbed
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Abstract— Artificial intelligence technology, in which
computers perform human-like actions or behaviors, is
becoming popular. Particularly, efforts are being made to
implement technologies that classify objects or respond to user
behavior. It is also attracting attention in fields that require
much time and effort, such as restoring paintings drawn in the
past. It is expected that it can be used in various fields as well as
an image restoration technique using three-dimensional data. In
particular, audio data has changed from the way of using
physical storage devices in the past to the way of being provided
on a network basis. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to
recover high - quality audio data from the internal storage
device that can be self - produced by receiving compressed audio
data. We propose a method of restoring audio data that is
arranged and reproduced by changing time-dependent onedimensional data using lossless audio data and lost audio data
after compression through a deep learning technology, CNN
(Convolutional
Neural
Network).Keywords—component,
formatting, style, styling, insert (key words)

Kyuman Jeong
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a machine can hold, such as a network-based cloud service,
can be provided through the Internet, and streaming services
that receive video or sound data wirelessly are in the spotlight.
In this paper, to solve the size and time constraints in Internetbased data transmission, we propose a technology that reduces
the size of transmitted data and enables efficient audio
streaming through self-restoration in the mechanical device
responsible for physical storage and execution.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we study how to convert low-quality audio
data into high-quality data using CNN used for media
restoration. In the process of restoring sound quality using
deep learning, WAV format data extracted from CD is
converted into low-quality data and high-quality data, and
used as input values and GT (GroundTruth) to be used for
learning, respectively. Repeated learning We want to design
an algorithm that restores audio data through The basis of the
model used for learning is to compare and evaluate various
models using CNN to select the model with the highest degree
of completeness, and to introduce the process of designing a
new model by modulating the model if necessary.

Figure 1. Overall Process

I. INTRODUCTION
Recording information contributes to the greatest
contribution to the advancement of human technology. In the
past, it was common to pass on to future generations by
recording texts or pictures, but in modern times, sound and
video can be recorded, and various information can be easily
accessed. In particular, the act of recording sound rather than
video has been developed so that it can be easily transmitted
and miniaturized from phonographs to LPs, cassette tapes,
CDs, and MP3s. The biggest reason that we were able to move
from the material realm to the intangible is the recording
method in a file format that can be easily transmitted. With the
rapid rise of the Internet and smartphone penetration, the way
data was used in the past using physical storage devices has
changed. In particular, more data than a storage medium that
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Figure 2 Audio Quality Restoration Algorithm
A. Data set generation
In the learning data generation process, 101 sound source
CDs are used, and since each audio file has a different
playback time, it is necessary to establish a unified standard.
The data generation process is a total of two steps, extracts the
audio data stored in the first CD, converts it into a lossless
compression format Flac, which is the standard of the
restoration point, and saves it. Next, in order to generate lowbitrate audio data to be used as input data, the Flac file
extracted from the CD is down-sampled and generated. The
number of extracted sound sources is a total of 1,137, and the
compressed data must be decoded using the Pydub library that
supports FFmpeg (Febrice Bellard et). Convert to format.

B. Learning model
In this paper, we implement and implement a method to
restore audio quality through extension by controlling the
audio bandwidth using deep learning. The methods used for
implementation were DRRN (Deep Recursive Residual
Network) and SRResNet (Super-Resolution Residual
Network) models used in Image Super-Resolution. Unlike
image data, audio data stored in a one-dimensional array is
used. Therefore, a new model is designed and proposed to
have higher long-term accuracy, and it undergoes a process of
comparative analysis with various previously presented CNN
models.
Compared with ResNet and DRRN, our proposed model
is shown in Figure 1, and RES_UNIT uses the Residual Unit
structure of the DRRN algorithm.
For the initial input, not a single residual unit, but multiple
residual units are used to extract features or patterns of
different data, and convolution is performed to the next layer
by adding two equation pairs to the passed results, and the last
one is passed through the residual unit. One result is passed
through a single convolution map to derive the output.
C. Experimental results
After dividing the total 1,137 raw data by channel, it was
studied using 4,512,753 datasets of High Resolution data and
Low Resolution data, respectively, prepared by dividing into
2,000 sizes. The spectrum of the sound source to be used as
the test set after learning is shown in Figure 3 below.

high-resolution images from low-resolution, were used. When
restoring the sound quality, it was confirmed that the model
used in the existing Image Super-Resolution could not obtain
good performance. As shown in Figure 34, although the highpitched data is alive, there is a problem that it does not match
the original spectrum. which is still different from In addition,
noise generated during the restoration process can be
identified. The time until the sound source derives the result
through the model also takes about 3 to 5 minutes when using
the current 3 minute sound source. Since audio has a lower
data dimension than images, the proposed model uses a
number of Residual Units at the initial input rather than the
size or number of filters or the depth of the layer, and learns
in pairs. It has been confirmed, and it is expected that better
results can be obtained if the number of training times, the size
and number of filters, and the size of the data to be learned are
adjusted.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
As models to be used in the training process, ResNet and
DRRN, which are CNN models that are often used to restore
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a cow calving detection
system using deep learning-based object recognition algorithm.
Cattle raising behavior can have a variety of causes, among which
continuous lifting behavior can be associated with signs of labor.
Using the vision system, a system that can predict these signs and
give notifications was configured.
Keywords— deep learning-based object recognition, cow
delivery, tail detection

I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of a cow raising its tail can have various
causes, and among them, the continuous lifting behavior may be
related to labor. In order to detect this phenomenon, it is
intended to be used in a system that can detect and notify early
delivery by using a vision system[1-3].
In this paper, we propose a cow calving detection system
using deep learning-based object recognition algorithm. Cattle
raising behavior can have a variety of causes, among which
continuous lifting behavior can be associated with signs of labor.
Since the cows giving birth for the first time after predicting the
symptoms of childbirth are highly likely to be applied as a risk
factor for labor difficulties, a system that can predict and notify
them using the vision system was constructed and verified.
II. COW DELIVERY DETECTION SYSTEM
A. Birth Schedule and Difficulty Risk Notification System
In human observation of calving of cows, increased walking
count, reduced feed intake, breast swelling, continuously raising
the tail, and secretion of vulvar mucus are typical phenomena.
And difficult delivery is defined as a closed delivery state in
which delivery is difficult without artificial help outside the
normal delivery process. The most common causes of
dyspareunia include malnutrition at the end of pregnancy, the
age of the mother cow, and inverse birth. It continuously detects
the raising of the cow's tail through CCTV and detects anomalies
by determining difficult delivery if normal delivery does not
occur for a long time after the delivery scheduled notification.

Fig. 1. The state of raise the milk cow's tail

B. Creating a Training Dataset
The CCTV image data obtained was classified for the
behavior of raising the tail to check the calving status of the cow,
and the behavior of raising the tail 467 times by analyzing the
video data for 120 hours was found. The obtained image data
was extracted and produced in the form of images in units of 30
frames, and the data taken directly from the forward direction to
confirm the normal calving of the cow. The data was classified
as , and it was extracted and produced in the form of images in
units of 15 frames.
C. System Development Notification Application
The socket server communicates by creating a connection
between the PC running the program and the application. This
method basically executes a program to create a socket server
on the PC and waits for a connection signal. At this time, if the
application tries to connect, the connection is established and the
program starts running. After that, when the cow's due to
calving, risk of hard delivery, or childbirth is detected, the deep
learning system transmits data through the socket server to send
a notification according to the type to the Android application.
After that, using node.js, which is a software platform used
to develop network applications using JavaScript, link the
Firebase project to the computer with the program to run as
shown in Fig. 2, and then calve the cows. It sends a notification
to the mobile phone through the application of the detection
result of difficult childbirth and childbirth.
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TABLE I.

OBJECT DETECTION RESULT

Class

AP (Average Precision)

Cow Tail(up)

70%

Calf

93%

In the case of the Cow Tail(up) class, from the point of view
of deep learning, the system evaluation is a small number, and it
is determined that other object algorithms that match the data to
be additionally collected and detected are necessary.
Improvements to eliminate or reduce delays are needed in the
future, and studies on how long the cow's tail raising behavior
can be called calving prediction through time measurement also
needs to be conducted.
Fig. 2. Socket server algorithm
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The proposed system receives real-time images through
CCTV and continuously detects an abnormal phenomenon
(Cow Tail(up)) in which a cow raises its tail, and then
determines the signs of labor through time measurement. In the
existing implementation system, if the detection of anomalies in
raising the tail of the cow does not continue, the timer having a
time measurement value is treated as a timer initialization with
an integer value of 0, resulting in an error that the timer value is
destroyed. Even if continuous detection is not detected, the timer
is paused to preserve the timer value. That is, if the timer pause
time is longer than 3 seconds, the timer is initialized, and if the
detection of anomalies in which the cow raises its tail continues,
timer measurement is resumed. As shown in Table 1 at the
bottom, AP (Average Precision) of Cow Tail (up) class is 70%,
and Calf class is 93%.
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Abstract— In this paper, a deep learning algorithm based on
handwriting generation and classification model was
implemented to solve the problem of data shortage for Korean
handwriting and to improve the performance of handwriting
recognition and classification model. The implemented model
consists of a GAN-based handwriting generation model and a
CNN model that classifies the generated handwriting. The GAN
model was trained by collecting actual handwriting, and it was
confirmed that high-quality handwriting was generated
according to the number of times the model was trained. In
addition, a CNN model was implemented to classify Korean
handwriting, and a dataset was constructed by integrating the
handwriting generated through the GAN model with open data,
and performance evaluation was conducted upon training the
model. As a result, it was confirmed that the performance of the
model trained by adding the Korean handwriting generated
through the GAN model resulted in better classification
performance.
Keywords—Korean handwriting, GAN, CNN, Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION
As industries related to artificial intelligence and big data
develop, social demands for digitalization of analog
documents are increasing in order to increase the efficiency of
work methods[1]. Accordingly, various computer visionbased studies that extract various information from images or
footages through human vision are actively being
conducted[2-4]. Among them, optical character recognition
(OCR) technology, which converts various handwriting into
character codes that can be edited by a computer through
equipment such as an image scanner, is gaining attention as a
representative technology. The OCR system refers to a
technology for recognizing characters included in images,
footages, and paper. Existing OCR systems demonstrate high
accuracy in the case of print, but do not clearly recognize the
handwriting, and in particular, in the case of Korean, the
recognition rate is significantly lower than that of English
letters and numbers. For the first reason, compared to the class
of 26 English letters and 10 numbers, Korean requires a large
amount of data of 11,172 classes due to the nature of how
letters are generated with combinations of initial, middle, and
final consonants. For the second reason, unlike other
languages, Hangeul has a high similarity between specific
characters, making it difficult to recognize due to its
morphological characteristics. Lastly, in the case of English
letters and numbers, there are open datasets that have been
used continuously since the past, such as MNIST, ICDAR,
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and COCO-text[5-7], but in the case of Korean, such open
datasets are insufficient. In order to solve this problem, a
method is used to increase the number of data for the same
image by applying methods such as reduction, enlargement,
and rotation of the existing Korean handwriting image.
However, since this method is a simple multiplication of the
same image, it is difficult to expect an improvement in
performance of the handwriting recognition and classification
model. Moreover, low accuracy of recognition may be
confirmed when the character periphery is not clean or the
original document is in poor condition. In this paper, we
intend to implement a handwriting generation and
classification model based on a deep learning algorithm, to
solve the problem of insufficient data for Korean handwriting
and to improve the performance of handwriting recognition
and classification models. The implemented model can satisfy
the insufficient dataset problem by generating new Korean
handwriting data through GAN technology, and can improve
the Korean handwriting classification performance of the
model by applying pre-processing technology for noise
processing.
II. KOREAN HANDWRITING GENERATION MODEL
BASED ON GAN
The handwriting generation and classification model
implemented in this paper consists of a GAN-based
handwriting generation model and a CNN model that
classifies the generated handwriting. GAN generates fake data
similar to the real one as the generator model, and the
discriminator model compete with each other. At this time, the
generator receives low-dimensional random noise as input,
generates high-dimensional fake data, and learns to create new
data similar to real data. After that, the discriminator learns to
distinguish the real data from the fake data, generated by the
generator, and the two models repeat the process of competing
with each other to generate fake data similar to the real data.
In this case, the identifier is required to learn using real data to
identify the fake image created by the creator. In this paper,
for the generation of Korean handwriting, a dataset was
constructed by collecting actual Korean handwriting from 20
subjects. Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the GAN
model used in this paper, and an example of the Korean
cursive data collected is demonstrated in Figure 2.

The model for GAN-based handwriting generation
consisted of two types: a generator model for generating fake
data and a discriminant model for identifying fake images that
were generated. In addition, batch normalization and dropout
functions were added to each layer to solve the problem of
overfitting while training the model. As parameters for model
training, Adam, as an optimization technique for both
generator and discriminator, and cross_entorpy, as a loss
function, were used. Table 1 demonstrates the composition of
the GAN-based handwriting generation model that was
developed.
Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the GAM model
TABLE I.

G

D

INFORMATION OF THE IMPLEMENTED GAN MODEL

Layer

Shape information

Activation function

Dense

(1,024)

LeakyReLu

Dense

(8,192)

LeakyReLu

Reshape

(8,8,128)

Conv2D

(8,8,128)

LeakyReLu

Conv2D

(16,16,64)

LeakyReLu

Conv2D

(32,32,1)

Tanh

Conv2D

(16,16,64)

LeakyReLu

Conv2D

(8,8,128)

LeakyReLu

Flatten

-

-

Dense

(256)

LeakyReLu

Dense

(256)

LeakyReLu

Dense

1

LeakyReLu

Fig. 2. Example of collected Korean handwriting data

The collected data was reconstructed in a 32x32 size for
model learning after applying preprocessing techniques such
as unnecessary area removals, handwriting noise removals,
edge detections, and magnifications to minimize the problem
of generating incorrect handwriting due to noise when applied
to the model. Figure 3 depicts an example of preprocessing for
the training data.

Fig. 3. Example of preprocessing training data for GAN model
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III. KOREAN HANDWRITING CLASSIFICATION MODEL
BASED ON CNN
The existing Korean handwriting dataset is not suitable to
classify handwriting because it is mainly produced using
standard fonts. Therefore, in this paper, we used the ‘PHD08’
Korean handwriting dataset, which includes 9 types of fonts
for 2,350 completed Korean characters, and modified the
binary threshold and rotation angle [8]. The ‘PHD08’ Korean
dataset has a total of 5,139,450 Korean samples, and it is easy
to use when recognizing handwriting, rather than printed
characters. In this paper, model learning and classification
were performed using the ‘PHD08’ data set for the
classification of Korean handwriting. The data used for
training were all reconstructed in the same 32x32 size as the
GAN model through preprocessing. In addition, the learning
model was composed of a pooling layer and a convolution
layer using the ReLu activation function, and the Korean
handwriting classification was performed using the softmax
activation function at the output stage. After that, an
optimization technique was applied using Adam, and dropout
and early stop techniques were applied to prevent overfitting.
The pre-processing of the learning data used in the
classification model is shown in Figure 4, and the composition

of the Korean handwriting classification model is depicted in
Table 2.

demonstrates the results of the Korean handwriting generated
according to the number of learning.

(a) Epoch 10

(b) Epoch 100

(c) Epoch 300

(d) Epoch 1,000
Fig. 4. Example of preprocessing training data for CNN model

TABLE II.

Fig. 5. Result of GAN model according to the step of training

For the performance evaluation of the Korean handwriting
classification model, 80% of the training dataset was
randomly extracted and used for model training, and the
remaining 20% of the data was used as the model validation
dataset. As a result of training, it was confirmed that the
implemented model had an accuracy of 92.45% and a loss of
0.0148 for the validation data. Afterwards, a separate test data
set not used for model learning was constructed for generalpurpose performance evaluation of the Korean handwriting
recognition system. For the test data, an experiment was
conducted by shooting 100 additional handwritings, and it was
confirmed that the actual handwriting recognition results were
correctly classified. Figure 6 depicts the learning results of the
CNN-based Korean handwriting classification model.

INFORMATION OF THE IMPLEMENTED CNN MODEL

Layer

Shape information

Activation function

Conv2D

32x32x32

ReLu

Max-Pooling

-

-

Conv2D

16x16x64

ReLu

Max-Pooling

-

-

Conv2D

8x8x64

ReLu

Flatten

-

-

Dense

64

ReLu

Dense

32

ReLu

Dense

2,350

Softmax

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Performance evaluation was conducted to confirm the
performance of the handwriting and classification model’s
development based on deep learning algorithms proposed in
this paper. The experiment was mainly conducted in two ways.
First, the performance evaluation of the handwriting
generation and classification model was implemented using a
separate dataset that was not used for training. The
classification performance results were then compared. In the
case of GAN and CNN models, training was conducted in the
CPU environment of Ryzen 5600X, 32GB of RAM, and GPU
of RTX3070 Ti. First, in the case of GAN, a learning rate of
0.0001 was set to a batch size of 64. As a result of training the
GAN model, it was confirmed that the Korean handwriting
was generated close to the actual Korean handwriting as the
number of times the model was trained increased. Figure 5
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Fig. 6. Training result of the CNN model

Second, fake Korean handwriting data was generated for
each Korean character class through the GAN model, and then
the performance of the model was compared by integrating it
with the training data of the CNN model. As a result of the
performance evaluation, it was confirmed that the
performance of the existing 92.45 Korean handwriting
classification model improved to 96.86. Therefore, as a result
of the two performance evaluations, it was confirmed that the

classification excellence of the handwriting classification
model of the CNN model and the fake Korean handwriting
generated through the GAN model could solve problems of
insufficient data sets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we implemented a handwriting generation
and classification model based on a deep learning algorithm
that can be applied to various industrial fields. The
implemented model consists of a GAN-based Korean
handwriting generation model for handwriting generation and
a CNN-based handwriting classification model. The GAN
model consists of a generator model that generates fake
Korean handwriting and a discriminator model that
discriminates the generated fake Korean handwriting. The
GAN model was trained by composing the learning data based
on the handwritten writing, and it was confirmed that the
quality of the Korean handwriting generated improved, as the
number of times the model was trained increased. Also, in the
case of the CNN model, the model was trained using the
PHD08 data set, and it was confirmed that the Korean
handwriting was classified with an accuracy of 92.45% as a
result of the training. Upon evaluating the performance of the
CNN model by integrating the Korean handwriting data
generated through the implemented GAN model with the
training dataset of the existing CNN model, it was confirmed
that the performance of the model improved to 96.86%
accuracy. Finally, it was confirmed that the handwriting
generation and classification model implemented in this paper
can solve the problem of insufficient datasets for Korean
handwriting recognition. For future research, we plan to
continue research on database configuration to improve
Korean recognition and improving model training speed and
recognition rates.
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Abstract— This paper presents an advanced visual function
training solution that includes scenario-based VR contents to
enforce the eye condition of users with a highly effective,
comprehensive, and convenient head-mounted display (HMD)
device. The proposed solution is composed of virtual reality (VR)
contents that consist of scenarios for amblyopia and presbyopia,
and devices that can demonstrate and test the teaching aids used
in the recent offline optic nerve center. For enhancing the visual
function using VR contents, six training methods were applied
to train the amblyopia and presbyopia by breaking free from
the constraints of space. A novel HMD device tracks the user's
pupils in the demonstration of the proposed content so that the
focus, movement, and reaction for visual function training can
be checked to provide feedback to the user. Our approach for
an advanced visual function training solution is to provide
services that can be used in daily life with the optimal
environment and contents by solving the current problems.
Keywords— Visual function training, VR content, Pupil
tracking, HMD, Reference point for focus

I. INTRODUCTION
The virtual reality industry emerged after 2005 and stalled
for a while due to expensive device prices and lack of
technology, but after Facebook acquired Oculus in 2014, it
began to receive new attention, especially in the content
industry. Reality technology pro-vides a variety of services by
creating a virtual space similar to reality to provide users with
an immersive environment. Accordingly, many previous
studies have approached virtual reality technology as an
interactive game with enhanced immersion. According to
Digi-Capital, an augmented reality (AR) / VR / mixed reality
(MR) data analysis agency, it is predicted that virtual reality
technology will be applied in various ways in all industries as
of 2020, and it is reported that this trend will be reflected very
quickly [1–3].
Along with the popularization of VR, HMD equipment
began to become popular. HMD is a generic name for HMD
technology with a display that is worn close to an individual's
eyes. Related IT companies have predicted VR as the next-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the overall system architecture
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generation business that will succeed the mobile business, and
are working to target the VR market by developing VR
contents and HMD platforms. According to a survey by DigiCapital, the VR market will reach $30 billion in VR market
size by 2020, and according to a survey by market analysis
agency Statista, the sales of VR headsets in 2019 are estimated
to increase to 7 million units. Headset sales are expected to
exceed 30 million units annually by 2023 [4]. HMD-based VR
games are macroscopically attracting attention as a
representative industry among all industries that use VR
technology, and microscopically, it can be seen that they are
also attracting attention within the game industry [5]. On the
other hand, to-day's most immersive virtual reality systems,
such as the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, rely on dangling cables
to transmit power and send high-quality images to the headset,
creating discomfort and loss of immersion for the user [6].
In this paper, we designed and implemented contents and
devices that can help functional improvement by activating
the visual function through eye movement in virtual reality
contents, which are rapidly growing in recent years. Through
this, we want to help children with amblyopia and adults with
presbyopia through simple but very effective training contents,
free from space constraints such as hospitals and vision
function centers.
II. VISUAL FUNCTION TRAINING SYSTEM
The overall architecture of an advanced visual function
training system with scenario-based VR contents to enforce
the eye condition of users is shown in Figure 1. As the core
hardware device in the proposed system, the HMD device is
designed to train visual function with various VR contents
which are created based on scenarios to enhance amblyopia
and presbyopia. Table 1 shows the specifications of the
prepared device for the experiment in the paper, and an HMD
device with an eye tracker was implemented for content
development and scenario testing in a VR environment.

TABLE I.

SBC

Display

SPECIFICATIONS OF HMD DEVICE FOR EYE TRACKING
Item

Specifications

CPU

Intel Celeron N4100

RAM

4GB

OS

Windows 10

Connectivity

USB 3.0, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

Power

USB C Power Delivery

(b) Application of QR code inside HMD device

Storage

32GB eMMC

Resolution

1,440*1,440 (Per Panel)

Fig. 2. Design of HMD device for proposed system. (a) Design of HMD
exterior, (b) Application of QR code inside HMD device

Actual Resolution

2,880*1,440

Diagonal Size

2.9 inch

Frames Per Second

120fps

Interface

MIPI / DisplayPort

Controller

ANX7530

Sub-Controller

STM32F103C8T6

Power

5V

For the demonstration and test of the produced content, an
HMD device capable of eye tracking was produced as shown
in Figure 2. The proposed HMD uses the principle of
binocular disparity on the display to present images with
visual differences between both eyes, respectively and
provides images to perceive a three-dimensional effect. It
makes real participants feel that they are looking around in the
VR space as if they were in a real space. The biggest
distinguishing feature of VR technology from existing 3D
stereoscopic images is that even in the same virtual reality
space, participants can have different experiences depending
on where they are looking and which direction they are
moving [7,8]. The performance of the accuracy and precision
of the eye tracker is important because the proposed HMD
device tracks the eye movement and derives a feedback result
on the degree of eye focus according to the sense of distance.
In this paper, in order to evaluate the accuracy and precision,
which are the most important performance indicators of the
eye tracker, a QR code, which is a reference point, is attached
to the blind area of the lens in the device to solve the visual
problem of different users. The user cancels the deviation for
the focus through the QR code reference point having the
specified coordinate value. The cumbersome setting due to
user change was minimized by setting the initial coordinate
values by allowing this operation to be performed at the same
time as wearing them. Afterwards, as visual function training
is conducted through VR contents, the result values collected
through the HMD device have high accuracy and precision
compared to the existing method.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Humans acquire visual information by recognizing image
information of an object with both eyes and then
comprehensively recognizing it in the brain. This is called
binocular disparity, and by synthesizing two images with
visual differences, a three-dimensional effect occurs and
spatial perception occurs. VR contents used in the proposal
system are contents of teaching aids used in hospitals and
visual function centers to improve amblyopia, and objects are
modeled through 3D MAX program and the VR screen is set
using the Unity program. To improve amblyopia, five targets
and features were extracted and produced as each content, and
the contents are shown in the Table 2 below.
TABLE II.
Target

TARGET FEATURES OF VISUAL FUNCTION TRAINING
Features

Focus Shift

Training the ciliary body by performing eye
muscle movement through changing the focal
object

Left Right /
Cross Move

Strengthening the extraocular muscles through
the left and right eye movements

Jumping Move

Eye muscle stretching exercise through random
movement of the eyeball

Bouncing Move

Inducing eye movement as a ball-shaped object
moves in a rhombus shape

Chess Board
Flicker

Inducing changes in the focus of the eyes and
training the ciliary body through the blinking
effect of an object

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show VR contents produced based
on two scenarios, and it is configured to improve amblyopia
by moving the distance of the subject over time so that the
focus can be trained based on the sense of distance. The
practical tests systematically identified whether the user's eyes
were tracking the subject and focusing well through the
subject that changed every 5 seconds. In the case of visual
function training, there is a distance that must be secured for
each content for inspection. Since implementing the distance
required for the test as similar as possible in VR affects the
accuracy of the test, the proposed VR content is implemented
in a concise and highly effective way so that you can feel the
distance and train while following it.
In this paper, the pupil position of the subject was
measured using the HMD device to which the manufactured
visual enhancement VR content was applied, and the position
of the pupil at which the subject gazed was determined. For
the collection of research data, 15 men and women were
recruited and the experiment was conducted under the same

(a) Design of HMD Exterior
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(a) close range (green)

(b) medium range (yellow)

(c) far range (red)

Fig. 4. Produced visual function enhancement VR contents (Scenario 1). (a) close range (green), (b) medium range (yellow), (c) far range (red)

(a) close range

(b) medium range

(c) far range

Fig. 2. Produced visual function enhancement VR contents (Scenario 2). (a) close range, (b) medium range, (c) far range

conditions (camera position, posture, and content). The user's
eye focus was tracked while watching the produced content
for about 30 seconds, and the imaged data was recorded so
that the measured data could be secondarily processed through
the R studio program. The practical experiment tried to
minimize the error that may be caused by the individual IPD
by applying the QR code, and the proposed HMD device was
used to enable pupil tracking through a reference point. In the
experimental environment, the standard method using the
existing device and the QR code method using the proposed
device were compared, and three different images were tested
in the same environment for pupil tracking in various
situations. The three images basically used green and blue
series to reduce eye fatigue and were designated as images to
further induce eye focus by using an image with a sense of
perspective [9–12].

(a) green series

(b) character series

Fig. 5. Set up of pupil tracking algorithm under several situations
(c) perspective series
Fig. 6. Standard deviation of focus accuracy according to the proposed QR
code method
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the experimental results of the
pupil tracking in the environment using the existing device,
and the standard deviation for the Green Series is 2.5 (± 3.4)
in the test where the red reference point is not applied because
the standard for individual pupillary distance is not applied. In
the case of the Character Series and Perspective Series, focal
groups with a rather large deviation were formed with
standard deviations of 4.0 (±3.8) and 5.8 (±4.5). Figure 5 and
Table 2 show the results of the test with the proposed QR code
reference point applied, and the results for each image type
were 1.4 (±1.6), 2.1 (±2.2), and 4.3 (±2.5). In comparison, it
was confirmed that the deviation was improved to the level of
44 %, 47.5 %, and 25.9 %. This is a binocular vision method
used when a person sees an object, and it proves that the
difference in the user's pupil distance IPD is the largest. To
eliminate this problem, this paper proposes a QR code method
that can be The error of deviation was minimized. In addition,
the proposed visual function reinforcement training system
was implemented to provide customized services to users by
adjusting the size of the contents displayed on the panel
according to the standard deviation result value to improve the
focus on VR contents through experiments.
TABLE III.

STANDARD DEVIATION OF FOCUS ACCURACY BY PUPIL
TRACKING

Image Type

Standard Method

QR Code Method

Green Series

2.5(±3.4)

1.4(±1.6)

Character Series

4.0(±3.8)

2.1(±2.2)

Perspective Series

5.8(±4.5)

4.3(±2.5)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we implemented an HMD device including
a camera module that can check the feedback on the
production of VR contents that can be trained for visual
function reinforcement and training for visual function
reinforcement. The manufactured HMD device was used as a
reference point for pupil tracking by placing a QR code to
automatically improve each user's IPD to provide high-quality
content (reducing fatigue, high focus, high convergence). In
the test in the scenario using the existing device without
considering personal IPD and the scenario using the proposed
QR code as a reference point, it was found that the results of
focus on pupil tracking improved by 44 % of green series,
47.5 % of character series, and 25.9 % of perspective series
for each image. Based on these results, we plan to conduct
more clinical tests in the future and research that can support
an improved environment in the VR environment.
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